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Preface
. irh i Dut forth my

. 'ancc if I

by
“I" ToTed'scirntific

statements with

T the reader, I
apologize in »

* numerous, present y ac

concerning all ^^'fp^emscientific community is not ac™S‘°
h truly exists without any—ZCToLm anyone due to*'*£££& in advance to you.

lellectual or artificial
boundaries of any

wiH serve a most beneficial

ing anyone uuu - •
,

. rcly apologize in '

« »««' ""a" ™
"7L«» "“““ »*

tger even certain that protons,
neutrons^and etec

,

P
sin

P
u iarities which “haunt space,

rfic.es as waves or points without volume - mathemat g would app,y to the

3ased on the present scientific understanding of matter, thts same

ergy in the force fields of a magnet.
^wtmmaanetic energy and possess

however, it would appear that the nuclear and oTthftroth of this

rchanical-like characteristics which can be
of work and research,

tement lies within this Book which I have wrttten follow,ng 19 years of wo
writings

I open this scientific work with the same statement with which I end it a

ted Friday, 9:00 p.m., April 19, 1968:

"To all people whose brain burns and aches to accomplish great things and

changes for the good, may God and/or the Goodness of the Universe be

with you. For you are the Goodness of the Universe and do good for the

people in spite of themselves. And I salute you!”

—Joseph Westley Newman, 1984
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INW X

specific
innovation is, m fac

, accepted grammatical customs^!

ZZ:2*Z^ what tsP—.
^ the mechanica, narure of a

"** greater stylistic coasts.

derogatory implication to the reader. This is simp y my y presented in this Book.
(carefully and systematically) — rather than only memorize P

My unorthodox treatment of certain words and grammatical devices is intended to
,

part^
balance the psychological effects of a teaching system which often rewards memorization a g

penalizes a sincere, questioning attitude.

I must stress that my purpose is not in any way to condemn or question the intellectual ability of the

reader. My sincere purpose is to question and improve the operational nature of the educational system.

THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



EDITOR^SNOTE:
chine may claim that its design

Those who understand^ All^eat^co^c^p^s and

6

^^ ^^^^^^wheeUs^hhp'le and—--

—

juestion quite elegantly:

The obvious is that which is never seen until someone expresses it simply.

Morgenstcrn^anrf f

hCS
>°
cxpress *lis 8rat>tude to physicist Andrew J. Galambos for bringing to his attention the above quotation by Christian

actually re mr«i
orscnsillz|r>g him to the nature of innovation via a proper perspective for that which is "obvious.

' 1

Professor Galambos has£ r2h 8enS,ern S quotation:
"
The obvious is tha, which is n[Professor Galambos was originally informed of the Morgenstern

s never understood until someone expresses it simply.
n quotation by Mr. Jerome Smith.]
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OPERmTOR.CALPBKFBCnVB

intermediate space.” _ Michael F.r.day

rr
I years, I have o

^ electrical engineering, and

“fonW« we- no, in accord wi.h .he seen-

I tific
community s

f t that during the last

!

The my livelihood solely

f twenty-three y
^ profession that requires contin-

! from inventing. w ,, d •why,” followed by

concerning realistic improvements.

I ^contrast the present teaching system from grammar

.
I f

h rough college is one of memorization. The

more capable a student is in memorizing the textbooks

used within educational institutions, the better grade he

f

or she receives. Moreover, the time allotted for learning

the basics in college is very hurried. There is little or no

time for deep, creative thinking as to “HOW and

: “WHY. This system has been, and continues to be,

very detrimental to the progress of science.

The progress of our human species is dependent upon

[
creativity undergoing a process of continuing physical

\ expansion. All technically-oriented individuals have a

; sensitive and moral obligation to encourage the creative

individual, in whom lies the future improvement of the

human race. In many instances, the technological reali-

zation of a scientific concept will precede the scientific

explanation or expectation by the scientific community
or other technical individuals.

The facts relative to the history of the advancement in

every aspect of science — medicine, physics, chemistry,
astronomy, geology, electrical engineering — clearly
show that because a subject matter is taught in accord-
ance with a given line of thought at that instant in time
does not make it fact.

However, even al this late date many individuals
wnhin the scientific community and other technical in-

lihr
'y ,aken the p0sition that anything

taught in a given instant in time is fact.
If there were any merit to such a blind

the Earth wou'c, be natandu wou|d also

If there were any merit to such a blind attitude, then

of the I

™ d be nat and U would *<*> ^ the center

teachings at thar Hm
because

< Prior to 1820
, the

•‘on be,te”„ m neusm H
,h

r
there Was “nnec-

- -—

«

pertinent is the fact h
isls of particles with a

S” energy ,n a magneticfie,* is

frZZ7ch%he
h
en^ToZ^^^

direction at C, or the speed of light, and it must also

spin at the speed of light.

“The energy in a magneticfield is the

energy which comprises the atoms of the

materialfrom which the energy comes and

is literally Einstein s Equation ofE =MC2.”

I wish to pay tribute to Michael Faraday, whose work

stimulated my search, and to James Clerk Maxwell. Both

of these great scientists have seen even farther into the

future in a way in which they have yet to receive full

credit and recognition.

The following facts concerning these prestigious men
were discovered by me many years after I had originally

begun my search:

The following quotations are from a book entitled

Michael Faraday by L. Pearce Williams [published by
Chapman and Hall, Ltd., London, 1965]. Essentially,

Michael Faraday understood the lines of force as real

physical entities. His position was not shared by most
other scientists of that time. This caused Faraday to

remark on November 7, 1855:

“ Howfew understand the physical lines offorce!
They will not see them, yet all the researches on the
subject tend to confirm the views I put forth many
years since. Thompson of Glasgow seems almost
the only one who acknowledges them. He is
pei haps the nearest to understanding what I
meant. I am content to wait convinced as / am of
the truth of my views.

'

'

(page 507)

lamlv r,

reS

i.

P
?
ndenCe between Michael Faradav and

James Clerk Maxwell, Faraday disagreed ar one pent
THE energy MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



on Pa8
e

a
letter

r<

.
,,,0^’^Senaencyof

f force,
Maxwell

«ncs °/ oiarce William

act**
pass

i

unit*rse

****£&'<»'*'
did agree » ,tn

„ „ would seen*' C

f°rce
‘‘id
^io7a<a<*<‘‘nce

,,hat Michael Faraday

„ first hand. He combined the laiVs f

etism into a simple, lucid mathema/
e£c<r,

vent - a set offamous relations know
‘ *

WCU s equations. These provided the tb
* ^

foundation of modern electromagnet^
J
tbe basis of much, if not most, of 0ur£ -
civilization."

n°l,JHkal

Maxwell states on pages 72 and 73:

/ have hardly made a single experiment

the limit of my design is to show bow *,’*** that

application of the ideas and methods of r
Strict

the connection of very different orders of ^
nomena which he has discovered may hi

Pbe '

placed before the mathematical mind " Clearl
y

s clearly show
cental genius that the

of force of>rnw« know how to

SS5.”*—
therefore, it is obvious from the above that Michael

Faraday would have eagerly endorsed a consistent,

mechanical explanation of these particles comprising the

lines of force within a magnet which would mechanical-

ly explain why magnets and electrical charges attract and

repel as well as why electric currents move in varying

directions when a conductor moves relative to a given

magnetic field.

In my original Disclosure Document (which is legally a

part of my Patent Application) along with my Patent Ap-
plication, I mechanically explain in detail all of the
above - in addition to previously unexplained scientific
observations - via one, single mechanical explanation

particl“ "^h comprise all matter

“cS 11 TOe a"d generate ail ™gnetic/elec-

meChaniCa ' des"‘P-
Chapter Three.

h 'S B°°k
’ bc8lnnin8 with

*™
fZwZZ3,

jZT hr a book '"“‘icd

1981.

J

From Pages 2 and 4:

T|IE ENERGY MACHINE

From page 125:

This work is Maxwell 's crowning
masterr,

The theory I propose may ...be called ath^
of the Electromagnetic Field because it ha

0
with the space in the neighborhood of thTeil ^

Michael Faraday

or magnetic bodies, and it may be callog a
Dynamical Theory, because

that space there is matter
the observed electromagnetic phenomena area
duced. ’ ” (Emphasis added.) ^ro‘

From page 125 continued:

“ The storage of electromagnetic energy in the field
is then discussed in terms which no longer re-

quire the aether model. After writing down his

final relationsfor the electromagneticfield
(Maxwell's equations), he puts it this way:

I have on aformer occasion attempted to

describe a particular kind of motion and a par-

ticular kind of strain, so arranged as to account

for the phenomena. In the present paper I avoid

any hypothesis of this kind; and in using such

words as electric momentum and electric elastic-

ity in reference to the known phenomena of the

induction of currents and the polarization of

dielectrics, I wish merely to direct the mind of

the reader to mechanical phenomena which will

assist him in understanding the electrical ones.

All such phrases in the present paper are to be

considered as illustrative, not explanatory

h i speaking of the Energy of the field, however,

jjifsh to be understood literally. All energy IS

the same as mechanical energy, whether it ?-x 'sls

in theform of motion or in that of elasticity,
or

°F JOSEPH NEWMAN



theory which

Maxwell energy. „
ty called P° distance,
certain effects a. a

natu rc of ' P°«"

[I will discuss
‘"‘poSed°to

'kinetic energy 1

Ur energy as oppos

ntedtut”
that Maxwell

Bsggsssssss.
same"U

d̂ a“urof Faraday's

[ Jei When I read and studie
ed [hat a magnetic

I Orator A, that ‘
that P°i*«s'd some

field
was

action which created the obseryed

il” energy as oppo
the most

The above

mi^'ho'd^ and^ ^^d^scienPficahy'mi’^d^^y^^'miO'

It is obvious that neit e ^ existence of these

mechanically expla,n or Pfo
Book, nor did they

particles, which 1 will discuss i ^ could oblain

understand or openly pred
tic field than the

greater energy from a mas ^ t̂ ese great men instinc-

energy put into the S

J
S C

k of endorsement
for anyone

S“rS"i"
"

tromagnetism. understanding and much

I have accomplished ^
is un

and MaxWell have ef-

more. By their statements, Fara y -

-ZZ<./«*/-—« '— -1 “'“'1i_cmJ£.^ . . fo^tiTr#=*lv end<

:

e

h

c

etc
~

f

explanation for their statements.
^ , „^rrrihnratioi

rur imnortance, originality, ar

prove that my Hypothesis was true at *at
the raci, even

b er - ;r>

—

harness their energy. I eagerly accepted this massive
Disclosure will speak for itself,

id for well over a decade I studied, ex-
_

7
larness their energy. I eagerly accepted this massive

Disclosure will speak for itselt.

•hallenge and for well over a decade I studied, ex-

jerimented, and put forth deep, creative thought which
c I1RFLY I AM ENTITLED TO PIONEERING PATE1^

esulted in the (U S. Patent Office) Disclosure Document
pROTEcXloN FOR THIS REVOLUTIONARY INVENTION

if over 130 pages and the patent application Serial No.

'9,474*. This in turn resulted in my developing a

enrv which was no longer only a
. . This in turn resulted in my developing a

lified Field Theory which was no longer only a theory

a Technical Process which demonstrates and teaches

nechanical disclosure of a new source of energy and

disclosed in this Book.

is historically apparent that because Faraday and

veil could not prove or mechanically explain these

>y particles, the present scientific community has

[rasped the essence of Maxwell’s and Faraday’s in-

This application is a continuation-in-part of the prior copending ap-
plication Serial No. 110,834, filed January 9, 1980, which in turn is

a continuation-in-part of prior patent application Serial No. 23,1.36,
filed March 22, 1979, and Serial No. 25,907, filed April 2, 1979.

THE ENERGY MACHINE OE JOSEPH NEWMAN



Chapter 2

GYROSCOPIC
actions

, force in co-ordinating the phenomena ot electn,

adeUseo.h,l'ne-E of hlgh order, and one from whom

"The way Valuable and fertile methods. _ C|#f1l„

I- *»*

“rS^on'ng of 0* su.iec,— -S

^ youread the«-^—r
concerning Faradays generate^) ^ with

steps of my >™t,al ^ question for yourself what

KSSSSESA*
The facts of Faraday’s Generator:

1 . Push a conductor wire down and through a

magnetic field at right angles to the lines of force and

the electric current will flow to the left as drawn.

may * ™cu,t r«r those
thC V"y *** °f questioning eSoK^;

,

rhrA:r r

diSC°Ura^ S

* Flip over the magnet 180° and the direction of the

electric current flow will be reversed from that of

Figures 1 and 2 above, although the direction and mo-

tion of the conductor remain the same (compare Figure

3 to Figure 1 and observe opposite results).

4. Push the conductor “down” or “up” in a motion

parallel to, and through the magnetic lines of force: no

electric current will flow despite a vigorous or ener-

getic pushing effort.

5. However, although the conductor can be very slo*

ly pushed at right angles to the magnetic lines of force-

the resulting electric current will move at the speed 0*

light.

the energy machine OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



6. The conductor can
to the ammeter

> -n/rer flipped over 180
, conductor through,

I to repeat the same
agnct ic lines of force (as m

I and at right angles to the w 8
f^ clcctrlc current

I figures I -3)
Identical resu

thQUgh the conductor

I flow will then be o se

^ Figures 5 and 6: the

has been flipp'd
fe

<

cn nippcd over .80- from

[
identical.)

*»ntinnal teachings would suggest that the

7

.

the cl ‘nven‘X '

c current flow was a result of

tionless in a magnetic field. There is no merit » his

position when one knows that one can vigorously

move a conductor parallel to magnetic lines of force

and no current flow will occur.]

8. As I studied the above facts of Faraday’s Generator,

I concluded that the conventional teachings of No. 7

above were totally incorrect and that such a conclusion

completely ignores the known facts presented by Fara-

day’s Generator.

9. Facts 1 -6 above clearly proved to me that a

magnetic field consists of:

A. particles which have mechanical characteristics. 1

asked myself, “How else could these particles ‘know’

which way to travel and why else would the direction

of current flow be so dependent upon the magnetic
field and totally independent of the conductor itself?”

B. particles moving at the speed of light within the
magnetic field. The facts prove to me that one did not
impart the velocity of light to electric current flow by
moving a conductor slowly through a magnetic field.
Kather, the facts demonstrated that the resulting elec-
tric current flow consisted of an entity which already
traveled at the speed of light . The slow movement of

r™ u
r,a ' rl8hl an*les 10 lhal emlty had simply

mechanically deflected the particle from Its normal
'

delV n't T IS Slmilar 10 ,hat llf a bullet being
deflected by hitting a metal plate or body of water at

, to the bullet being

did the UP and down ™°>
dltection

deflection of ‘hi.

ductor produce opposh
,cle which moved at the

mechanically-natured
parti

d(
.nection rcverse when

speed of light? '»hy d
over |80„. And why, when

the magnet was fltpp
, ,

these mechanically

the conductor moved para
jt the speed of

sssss.is r»»°» -

force of the conductor.
conductor was mo-

Atso, I asked myself
f̂ consisling of particles

tionless in the m g
• islics and moving at the

with mechanical chara
now produced?’

speed of light), why* was
P
no proper

L"7f the particles occurring in the mechanical

position of the conductor.

,0 Summation of my ehoughtsln the e_arly months

yet, the facts clearly showed that the sy*te™ “"slste

of an orderly flow of Kinetic Energy. This Kinetic

Energy consists of a mechanically-oriented particle

which moves at the speed of light. Therefore 1 knew

that in order to construct the proper technological

mechanism which could utilize this energy, 1 must

simply understand the essence of the entire system.

In addition to making my living by other successful

inventions, the next three years consisted of thousan s

of hours of testing, studying, and thinking to search for

the truth concerning the nature of this mechanically-

oriented particle. During this time, the same question

dominated my thoughts: How did the particles of a

magnetic field “know” which way to travel? In retro-

spect, the answer is extremely simple, but seemed very

difficult to me at the time since I had never taken a

physics course and had been teaching myself many

varied subjects.

At this time in my life, I began to work on another

Invention consisting of a flywheel which acted as a

“mechanical storage battery” for a bicycle. This

flywheel caused the bicycle to automatically react as a

“wheelie.” Such “stored mechanical energy” within

the flywheel suggested to me the stabilizing influence

of a gyroscope. I then became fascinated with under-

standing the essence of the gyroscope and thereafter I

learned the answer to the questions dominating my
thoughts concerning the explicit, mechanical character

istlcs of the particles comprising a magnetic field and
traveling at the speed of light.

ri ll; ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEW MAN



Figure Apply a downward force to the axis of a spin .

1 1-A1 ning gyroscope and it will pivot at a right angie
to the force (in this case pivot left). Now imagin
that this gyroscope has a forward direction at the

speed of light.

Figure Move the conductor “up” at right angles to the Figure Apply an upward force to the axis of the spin-

1 1-B magnetic field and the currentflows right and 1 1-B1 ning gyroscope and it will pivot at right angles

opposite to Figure 11-A above. to the force. In this case, the gyroscope pivots
right and opposite to Figure 11 -A1 above. Now
imagine that this gyroscope has a forward direc-

tion at the speed of light.

AGAIN, THE ANALOGY OF THE ABOVE TWO EXAMPLES IS SCIENTIFICALLY EXACT!

FIGURE 11-C1

FORCE DOWN

Figure Flip the spinning gyroscope over 180°. Rep<
the actions of Figure 11 -A1 above, the
will pivot at right angles to theforce, but u
now pivot right and opposite to that of Figi
l-Al above, even though the force directio
same Now imagine that this gyroscope

orward direction at the speed of light.AGAIN, the ANALOCV or -r

°fWard direCti0n at the ®P«d of
THE ABOVE TWO EXAMPLES IS SCIENTIFICALLY EXACT!
tHH HNEROV MACHINE Of JOSEPH NEWMAN



FIGURE 1

figuBE
11 '11-D

the actions of t lgur
lhe force. but wi

\
<00^0^1,^ F

;fm

gh tt>eju'

direction at tnc

aGaIn.thEaka^^_1_

FIGURE 11-E

FIGURE 11-El

t
PARALLEL FORCE UP

11-El axis of the sp ^ *J?fnrce is applied, as Ion

j

axis of the spring
_

gyroscop
*s long as

how energetically J fo
gyroscope will

z';z7,:~S%« .£—««“*
the speed of light-

VO EXAMPLES IS SCIENTIFICALLY
EXACT!

“These particles consist °fa

gyroscopic mechanical «crto»."
can be operationally (mechanically)

understood and predicted!

F. The reason that a stationary conductor in a

magnetic field (generated by and consisting of gyro-

scopic particles spinning and moving at the speed o

light) does not produce current flow is very simple.

The fundamental Laws for the Mathematics of Proba-

bility (Statistics of Large Numbers) states that as many

of the gyroscopic particles will pivot left as pivot right

due to the random motion of the atoms comprising

the conductor. Such action causes a cancellation effect.

The same is true if, from all directions, one randomly

applies a force to the axis of a spinning gyroscope. It

simply will not pivot if the random forces are fast.

G. When one brings a ™"d“C
/Tthe random morion

right angles to a ma^e
"fff‘c does no t affect the

Of the atoms within the COHd“c ' ,,
f direction of

system because there K
“f" lied t0 the gyroscopic

the “up and down jorce yy
effect is

particles comprising a ma&ne, 'c

J‘
e

molecules in

similar to an airflow consisting
g possessing

random motion within the airflow but also pos

a general drift direction which will apply» force

windmill, etc. If the airflow ceases hojever me

windmill will not turn even though the

oas — while still moving at high velocities

nonetheless in a random motion which cancels

force applied to all sides of the windmil

The same effect is true if one applies a random

force to the axis of a gyroscope. If the random Jotc

e

has a given drift direction offorce, the gyroscope uH

pivot at right angles to that drijt directional Jot ct.

AGAIN, THE ANALOGY OF THE ABOVE TWO
EXAMPLES IS SCIENTIFICALLY EXACT!

AGAIN, THE ANALOGY OF THE ABOVE TWO
EXAMPLES IS SCIENTIFICALLY EXACT!

THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



R rc , had assembled had

SJSSZZZ M mechanically
understood an

predicted. mechanically explained

«>• ** ^rr/had conceived regarding the

Nonmagnetic held Questions such as,

12. In the early part of 1965, I eagerly researched the

known facts concerning the creation of a permanent
1

w*w**v-v *. — i

magnet. Because I instinctively knew that if the

strength of a magnetic field was solely relative to the

energy input, then I would know I was incorrect. But if

the strength of the magnetic field was independent of

the energy input, then 1 would be even more assured

that I was correct.

Upon examining the known facts concerning perma-
nent magnets, I again knew I was correct and such
facts are listed as follows:

A. For a given energy input into varying materials of
identical volume, the generated strength of the mag-
netic field varies drastically!

The same electrical energy input created extremelyS field strengths- I therefore , ns,a „,|y kne
»

he strength of the magnetic field had to be a tcsu|the Sir s
, rnmor sms thf 1 Of

me nature of the atoms comprising the material anJ,°

not a result of the electr.cal energy input

« The facts further demonstrated that the strength

the magnetic field was observed to increase as m
“

r

" D

atoms within the material became aligned!

Why. in a mechanical sense, does a magnet attract and

repel other magnets?
• charges attract

Why. in a mechanical sense, do electric cna g

Vh "s ^energy in a magnetic field and what is its

Did the*energy used in creating a permanent magnet

have any bearing upon the strength or energy

contained within a magnetic field emitted from

the permanent magnet once it was made?

\weak
I F,£0

NET|c

FEW ATOMS ALIGNED

\
I ! f ftS' \ \'

^
FIGURE 12-B2/̂/

.
( v \ \ v -' }\

GREATER ATOM ALIGNMENT
PRODUCES STRONG MAGNETIC FIELD

FACT B therefore further corroborated FACT 12-aabove as being correct.

c. The facts also taught that once the maximum
StMfflSSm of a given material waslSfhen no amount of electrical input would continue to

strengthim^UcM^a'?'111*10 '1 'ha '

not relative to theLn •
,

d f glven material was

maximum atom aholm? f""
87 input ' °"« the

one could increase the
^ °f 3 matenal was achieved,

increase the energy input 1000 times andthere would be no

°
h

fthep~ntrl2 C lorther corroborated

increase in the strength of the

xrf
r™anem ma8net - Therefore,

FACT 12-A above.

LLh
.

e
,

facts a,s° “ught that if one took a permanentmagnet (such as in ri
°ne took a Perman<

strong magnetic fielded h
2D ‘ be'°W) Which has

;

*?Urie 'emp^raturfthe m-~-
ated ‘hC ma8nCt 10

™tE«ov MACH ,NEOpjosEpH

disappear! (See Figured
wou^ virtually

- D2 below.)
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MAGNETIC HELD PRODUCED
STrG

GREATERATOMAL,GNMENT

FIGURE 12-02 ^ No MAGNETIC FIELD

Wi
-atoms unaligned

FLAME (ENERGY INPUT)

TORCH

Again it was obvious to me that the magnetic field

disappeared in Figure 12-D2 because the heat input

created a random atomic motion and non-alignment

within the material. One can clearly see that in Figure

12-D2 one is transferring energy into the system of

the magnetic material, i.e., one is not taking energy

from the magnetic material and yet the magnetic field

virtually disappears.

13 . The conclusions which I drew from the above
FACTS 1 - 12D clearly proved to me the following:

A. The energy in a magnetic field is the energy which
comprises the component parts of the atoms from
which the energy comes!

B. The energy in a magnetic field is therefore literally
Einstein’s Equation of F. = Mr2

i

C. The energy in a magnetic field must be moving in
chrect'cm at the speed of light and must also have a

meZ°X
CJPin 21 thC Speed ° f light: herein lies themecbamcal essence of E = MC 2

!

the parUde^c
of a moving particle is '/2 MV2

, If

aboutit^r,n^th SpeCd V and also r°tating

is ‘/2 MV2
(for for

’ thCn thC t0lal Kinetic Energy

-t-szszxss.'sxsr

.—'"XSCip"™" 1

e ^nfiouratioi

D The literal and meCh^C

sult

C

of the summation of

magnetic field .s
generated.

nagncuc -
,

why electric charges
only state that

repelled.
(Conventional tea J ,. magnetic

"like” magnetic poles «£'™..
1|ke

.. electrical

poles attract- H is alsosa charges attract.

Charges repel and
The answer to such at-

This is a superficial a
y ^ gyroscopic spin has a

traction/repulsion is * P
a the observed results

and'can'be' mechanically understood and predicted.

mechani^ e^J^anahon^concerrhng d^ctric charges

was developed 1 'k years before I under*°0<l t! C

evroscopic composition of magnetic fields. In

essence,

?
I mechanically viewed the electric charges as

rotating arrows QO similartothemechan.es

of gear interaction*iWenabled me to easily envision

and draw the mechanical effects of attraction an

repulsion. However, I did not call this mechanical ef-

fect of attraction and repulsion a gyroscopic effect

since (at that time) I had still not studied gyroscopes.

Upon understanding gyroscopes, I instantly under-

stood that the mechanics I had originally drawn for

electric charges was a gyroscopic action. The fact that

the same mechanical explanation for gyroscopic ;

tion explained both magnetism and electric charg
the same mechanical explanation for gyroscopic ac-

tion explained both magnetism and electric charges

made me even more certain of the correctness of the

hanirdl pxnlanarinn fF.lectric charses consi!

maae me even muic t-cnam ui

mechanical explanation. [Electric charges consist of

millions (plus) of gyroscopic particles and such

charees will be discussed in more detail in a late

immune ui
t

charges will be discussed in more detail in a later

chapter (Sections 29 A-M) discussing gravity.] At this

point, you should first intellectually master tlpoint, you should first intellectually master the con-

cept and mechanical nature of magnetism.

The following two pages of drawings describe

MAGNETS IN REPULSION and MAGNETS IN ATTRACTION,
(as well as electrical repulsion and attraction), visually

explaining the discussion in 13 A-E. These drawings have
been unselfishly produced for me by Mr. Evan R. Soule'.
Jr. (talented artist and teacher). See also the following
pages presenting a Technical Description of the draw-
ings. This Technical Description was also unselfishly
written by Mr. Evan R. Soule’, Jr. from information
developed by me, with the purpose being that if Mr.
Soule’ could understand what I have taught, then as an
experienced teacher he could put forth this information
SO that you, the reader, would also understand
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Chapter 3

Technical Description Of
Drawings

•• It Is Impossible for anyone to begin to learn

what he thinks he already knows."

— Eplct»tu»

Described above are

aspect ofJoseph Nervrn^tM^ ^ MAGNETIC
_ magnetic fields in repul^_^^ baf magne[s

FIELDS in attract io"
jon surrounded and

a three-dimensional con g
particles, each of

penetrated by circulating g> r
.... (shells) of force

S?iSSs=is&.
that the central magnet is reversed

] narticles
According to Mr. Newman, these gyroscopic parucle

are the smallest particles known and comprise all atoms

within the universe. The technical drawings are

qualitative in nature; quantitatively, there are trillions of

such gyroscopic particles flowing in the described paths

to generate the magnetic field. Although sub-atomic par-

I
tides will be shielded by lead, the effects of magnetic

I fields can be observed through lead shielding. According

to Mr. Newman, this is one proof that these particles are

the most fundamental particles known.

These drawings represent thefirst time in the history

of physics that there is presented in an explicit pictorial

fashion (via the concepts innovated by Mr. Newman) a

precise, mechanical explanation of the phenomena of

magnetism and the principle of “action at a distance.”

In his researches on magnetism, James Clerk Maxwell (as

well as Michael Faraday) explicitly described the lines of
force surrounding a magnet as kinetic, mechanical
energy. (Maxwell called electromagnetism “matter in
motion.

) This description by Maxwell has been forgot-
ten in the past 100 years. While Maxwell could not ex-
plain in detail the action of a magnet, he did recognize
that such action is mechanical in nature.
As one passes a conductor wire in front of and across

flnJT
°f 3 b3f magnet

’ °ne wiil observe current toflow first in one direction, then become neutral, then

occ^due^^ fl°W ^ thC °Ppos,te direction.’ Thisoccurs due to the nature of the flow of the gyroscooic““ from each end of ,he STmagne,

Z inan^ui

the energy machine

move “up” or “down” the conductor (at right angles
t0

the direction that they first encounter the conductor)

Mr Newman indicates that it is principally the Spin 0f

the gyroscopic particle (and not the direction of flow f0r

the gyroscopic particles along the “lines of force”)
that

determines magnetic repulsion and attraction. The in-

teraction of the peripheries of the particles actually ef-

fects such repulsion and attraction (see PROOF A).

Although the drawings depict space between the par .

tides flowing in a given “line of force,” in actuality the

particles are more like individual spirals upon a strand of

beads in the shape of a helix which results in a gyro-

scopic action — each particle “bumping against the

next.” [According to Mr. Newman, between each parti-

cle there is a very small amount of space created by the

electromagnetic force surrounding each particle.]

As the drawings depict, the actual “lines of force” are

really shells offorce which envelop the magnets as

discrete shells of gyroscopic particles which lie concen-

trically within other shells. These “lines of force” (as

depicted in one plane on the drawings) or shells of force

(in actuality) travel (rotate) in opposite directions relative

to one another. The effect of such motion is to place the

peripheries of respective gyroscopic particles (from one
“line of force” to the next) at opposition (or repulsion)

to one another and consequently keep each “line of

force” separated from each adjoining (concentric) “line

(shell) of force.”

In addition, there are as many “lines of force”

emanating from each end of the bar magnet as there are

atoms aligned magnetically across the width and height

of the N and S ends of the magnet. Because of the large

size of iron filings relative to the sub-atomic size of the

gyroscopic particles, the particles within the “line of

force” congeal clumps of the filings into (via the naked

eye) a relatively few number of such lines. With more
finely-ground iron filings, more “lines of force” would

become visible to the human eye.
Each particle (M) travels along the “line (shell) of

force at the speed of light (C) and also individually

spins at the speed of light (C). Consequently, such mo-

tion results in energy (E) since E = MC2
.

It should also be noted that, based on the theories of

Mr. Newman, I constructed three-dimensional models of

two bar magnets to study how the gyroscopic particles

interact. Using simple styrofoam (for the bar magnet),
wire (for the “lines of force”), and wooden beads (for

OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



copic Pa"'^
c technical draw,n*S

0« not state

' ill0
r„s'.ruc.i°n

Mr. Newman
doe.

#^
- us

f article
spinning on spinning] m

Figure 13-G )

:
Pat:^^:s'wha.^ean t

gltSSo?“spins a. the speed of light.

o observation occurred following con-

“
“nS study of these two models: while the N

and^polefaces oftwo magnets (see Figure B-Hl) attract

-O

—

PERIPHERY REPULSION

s s

N

' PERIPHERY
„ ATTRACTION „

N
'

periphery repulsion

S

N

--O—

, if one shifts the same

when placed dj

faces to the *'dc
<£m notice that the P«'P“ry

Jj,,

qualitative depiction

Similarly, with two Uke poles (see Figure
1

^HZJtaought

Wher^when placed head on, the models appeared! to in-

dicate that the magnets would attract each othe^wj^

This simple experiment to test the

validity ofan explanationfor a previously

unobserved (or ifobserved, then

unexplained) magnetic phenomenon is a

powerful corroboration for the rightness

ofMr. Newman's theories.

the ends are placed slightly side to side (alongside one

another and overlapping in the same plane.) For this

writer, the real test was whether actual magnets be-

haved in this manner. In testing such magnets, I found

that such side attraction (with N to N) and side repulsion

(with N to S) was observed exactly as the mechanical

descriptions of Mr. Newman would predict and indicate

This simple experiment to test the validity of an explana-

tion for a previously unobserved (or if observed, then

unexplained) magnetic phenomena is a powerful cor-

roboration for the rightness of Mr Newman's theories.
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Technically a river, Mr. ^rncsslng the

the
mechanical £ capable f

erting it ®
tively

destgned 3

^ tic energy
a"°

roduced
elec-

above-descr.bed
<m*8 Therefore ^heP ^ com -

useful
electnca^ene g^ ^ gyroscope ^ is

trical energ)
f the magnet. A ®

tJie atotns of a

prising the ato
rjngs indicate) *

to Mr.
created (as th

mc aligned.
AcCO

particles
about

given material
tbe

gyroscopic P
net are a

Newman, the moti
,. surr0unding

a
ction of

their gyroscopic Par[

ic^
g
wi]] they not eventually

don of Mr. Newman mach
The

.

g yeS( although

Jose their mass complet >
•

hine operates at

because Mr. Newman s e g> radiation,

,00% conversion ^aency (.h« t>emg "

near light, etc as ^because there

aTSL”s plus gyroscopic
a‘°m ’

can>, measurable amount of mass loss within a magnet.

It should be noted that Mr. Newman has worked on

these ideas for 19 years. Mr. Newman submitted his

theoretical discussion and proofs to the patent office

several years before he constructed the actual working

prototype of his energy machine. Mr. Newman was to-

tally convinced of the rightness of his theories and did

not need an operating machine to prove such rightness

to himself. From his perspective, such a machine was

leeded as proof to everyone else,

It is Mr. Newman’s position that from his various

heories (of which this discussion about the [magnetic-

leld-creating] gyroscopic particles is only a single aspect

f his theories) one should be able to understand that it

rould be possible to construct an energy machine that

as capable of harnessing such (gyroscopic) energy if

ie could visualize the proper configuration of the
aterials necessary to effect such harnessing. Such con-
[uration is the technical aspect of the Patent itself—
:hnically independent of, but theoretically dependent
on, understanding the nature of the gyroscopic parti-
s and how they interact with one another, especially

tfcles

at°mS 10 thC Universe are comPosed of such

;lthough this would be a separate (but physically-

,ed ,h ,

dlscussion
' Mr Newman has in-ned that gravitation is the observed effect of the

, served electromagnetic fields
(COrTl .

interaction
of u«o

rt ,cles) surrounding bodies
in

posed o f has theoretical concepts approprj

ate* to this sub
'.^

t

s

]

a ,so indicate, positive and negative

As the drawt^B
determined by the gyroscopic

Spin
electrical ch* r

* jcleS) and such charges are repelled
0r

of individual P
er acCording to periphery attrac-

attracted to o»^

tion (see gyroscopic particle is, therefore , h
The fU

?ac,ot ?ot''he nuclear, electric, magnetic, an*'
unifying tacioi

gravitational fields.

Evan R. Soule', Jr.

New Orleans, Louisiana
(1984

)

NOTE To date, over thirty individuals have signed

Tmdavits attesting to the rightness of Mr. Newman 's

invention. These individuals include electrical engi-

neers physicists, inventors, scientists, and explicitly-.

Mr Milton Everett (biomass energy specialist with the

Mississippi Department of Energy), Dr. Roger Hastings

(principal physicistfor Sperry-Univac in St. Paul, Min-

nesota), and Mr. Eike Mueller (West German scientist

and European Space Agency mission coordinator with

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration).
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FORKING
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ipter 4

lanation
For

1 wU,
now present an ^^^Jhin^agnetic

-*•
'

n which utilize th introduced into

f,!"S produces more Do no, at this

system from an "‘““self and blindly state

In, reflect P°or 'y
,

Uf’°
[y pu ,, the technological pro-

^Thich
rwil^dlscusTco^nvens

mass into energy on

^ conversion
process v,a E = MC .

mnprative to reiterate that the

14. I W“eve “
I

s
‘

etic field is the energy which com-

energy in ao>

m™fs

n'“
he atom and is literally Einstetn s

poses the e'cme"
2 c„eh energy in I ĴormoLsm-

|Ua,l°n °L is-~v ^rt,cles
-r
^-

^^f^f^learly demonstrate a funda-

hsssss^ss.-^
embodiment of this Pioneering Invention can be

A The prior teachings indicate that copper is non-

magnetic and that the resulting magnetic field associ-

ated with current flow in copper is the result of the

current.

B. Those teachings are totally wrong. Copper is ex-

tremely magnetic! It is so magnetic that it deceives the

observer. Example:

wrrD1 W1MI

•n Ficure 14-B1 and a magnetic

Turn the current on as -n f g mrn the current

field will occur very q“
d̂ tL magnetic field very

off as in Figure 14-B2 an
m Qf the magnetic

quickly disappears ’with no ^ lf one then

field observed in the copp
it is not observed

By placing an iron core within a copper coil (as in

Figure 14-B3) and turning the current on, a significantly

stronger magnetic field will be generated than in Figure

14-B1 [for the same energy input]. Now, turn off the

current as in Figure 14-B4 and there will be a small,

remnant magnetic field surrounding the iron core. If a

magnet is placed near the iron core, the magnet will

be visibly affected. However, one is easily deceived

by these tests and can be mislead into believing that

copper is non-magnetic. This is exactly what hap-

pened to Hans Christian Oersted in 1820 when he First

discovered that an electric current produced a

magnetic field which would cause a magnet to align

at right angles to the conducting wire. Oersted noted

that the deflection of the magnet lasted only as long
as the current was flowing through the conducting
wire and hence, such magnetic action could not be

THU ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



imposes current into a ( pp
wouId be returned

conducting coil. (See Figures 14-C1 and 14 CZ.J

.,nB this simply means that the

Physically spc ,‘
jfhjn the magnetic field — when

energy contain^itiVe ( + )
current now in one direc-

generated by P0* lhe collapsing magnetic field as

tion - ^ retur"
rent flow when the current flow

negative (1
reverses

direction.

14 ™ Prior Artolsojeoche
s Kircbhoff's Law

D. of current placed into
whichjta^

•

per conductor) for a given-instant Q f

a system (a v
amount of current flowing from

time has i

conductor) for the same given-"^&P,gure,4-D,

FIGURE 14-D

METERS SHOW SAME CURRENT OUT OF
COIL AS CURRENT INTO COIL IN THE SAME
INSTANT OF TIME

E. The above FACTS of 14C and 14D totally con-

tradict the prior teaching that the magnetic field

generated by the current flowing in a (copper) con-

ductor is solely a result of the current itself and that

copper is non-magnetic.

Look at the facts and open your mind!

The facts demonstrate the following: 14C above

shows that if one inputs a given amount of current (X)

into a copper coil during a given-instant of time then,

as described in 14D above, the same amount of cur-

rent (X) outputs from the copper coil during the same
instant of time. In addition, 14C above also shows that

if the current is then cut off and the coil shorted with

meters in the line, then the same amount of current

(X) will now comefrom the copper coil.

The facts therefore demonstrate: (X) current in and
(X) current out plus (X) current out again when the

(X) current input is stopped. These facts are therefore

equivalent to 1 (X) amount of current into the coil

(copper) and 2 (X) amount of current out of the (cop-

per) coil.

QUESTION: From where did the extra (X) amount of
current comingfrom the copper coil emanate?

ANSWER
: By analogy, the Prior Teachings indicate that

current is equivalent to the volume of water and that

THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



ONE GALLONL°cOIL
R
AND

T
TW0

into
o
C
ns

P
of current COME

WATER PIPE

mSBSBS
W OUT OF SYSTEM

„ tha , the magnetic field produced Is

orfl tf,ose who will blindly »«•»• •"«
hydraulics. Such a statement Is

the volume decreases .) -

thereby 1,5 Pressu

5j£ definitely no, fromd-l one gallon" of

or output cannot be seen or weighed because it is com

posed of gyroscopic particles and is the mechanical

essence of E = MC2
.)

F. The Prior Teachings distort the above facts and

would indicate that the analogy of one “gallon” of

current has no pressure when coming from the coil in

Figure 14-El, and that one “gallon” of current has a

pressure which is thereby equivalent to one “gallon”

of current with the input pressure. Furthermore, such

teachings would indicate that because of the resist-

ance within the coil and other losses, not even the

latter pressure will occur in reality.

Even I was mislead by these teachings for many
years, and I finally came to the realization that copper
was highly magnetic by a completely different means
than outlined above. These means included: (1) my
general comprehension which originated with my re-
cognition that the basic building block of all matter
matter was the gyroscopic particle, and (2) a test I

conducted using a single piece of copper wire 800
eet long, which was doubled-back 400 feet to the

starting pom.

tery. (See Figures 14 F.

and dry cell bat-

— ~
! i a pi has the parallel posi-

The test shown in Figure -

“Unobvious

lions of the wire 10 feet
the wire . The

Force" between the paraltel^^ portions of

test shown in Figure “Unobvious Force

same current input for bot
^ “Work,”

results I had recognized that the woros

"Force ” and "Power” are implicit engineering

statements and do not represent PJ^'Se, S

ppnceptually
terms based upon observational reality. ^ to

altered such macroscopic, engineer ng
,

"Obvious work,” “Obvious Force, and Obvious

Power." I would microscopically desert e
,,

curs internally, within matter as "Unobvious Wo K

"Unobvious Force,” and "Unobv.ous Power (I wtll

explain these concepts later in this Book.) Such

semantic clarification enabled me to know p

completing the above tests in Figures 14-F1 and 1

— that copper is extremely magnetic.

G. Returning to the above test of Figure 14-El an

14-E2: by my teaching, the facts clearly show that in

the above analogy, one gallon of current matter

(consisting of gyroscopic particles) was released from

the atoms of the copper coil! This extra one gallon of

current (gyroscopic particles) comes from the compo-

nent parts of the atoms comprising the copper coil

and simply utilizes Einstein’s Equation of E = MC*-.

(I must stress that this is an analogy only. The volume

or mass of matter via the gyroscopic particles

represents the mechanics of E = MC 2 and such par-

ticles cannot be seen or weighed by conventional

means. Their existence can be inferred, however,

based on their mechanical behavior combined with

known, observational facts.)
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ANSWER: The current Comprising the cop-

align and unaiign extremely fast

per coil - atoms whjch al 'g
tionaJ,

magnetic

compared to the^^vlnuaay immeasurable par-

materials - thereby releasing
the atoms of

dons of the gyroscopic field. When
the coil. This reIeas

^

gen
d ff thc collapsing (gyroscopic

the input current is turned o. resu]ts m the

particles of the) magnetic field induct*
tQ the atomS

gyroscopic particles attemp g
mechanical ac-

from which they initially ema"*
j trjk jng other atoms

tion results in the gyroscopic angle and
within the copper coil at some de«re

f Qpic mo-
moving at right angles to thatforce. This gyroscopic

“Such mechanical action results in

the gyroscopicparticles striking other

atoms within the copper coil at some degree

ofa right angle and moving at right angles

to thatforce.
”

tion explains the source for the additional “one gallon of

current (gyroscopic particles) discussed in the above water

analogy. Because of the “conversion efficiency” of this

process via E = MC2
,
there will be no observable change in

the mass of the copper coil even after decades of use.

I should add that there is an important conceptual

distinction between two meanings of the word “efficien-

cy.” To state that a given invention is 8.2 efficient, i.e., it

produces over eight times as much energy as it consumes,

I

is different from stating that the invention is 100 percent
efficient, i.e., it completely converts the gyroscopic par-
ticles within the magnet from “magnet mass” to electrical
energy. The former process involvesproduction efficien-
cy and the latter process involves conversion efficiency.

15. Now to discuss the practical usage for this new

mechan/raf
"g °f 8yr0scopic PartWes which are the

She coZnCC the eqUat‘°n E = MC2 »< com-

ter co^
COmponem Pans “f the atoms within all mat-
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a Take 40-gauge copper wire which has a resist^,,

of 1 049 Ohms for 1000 feet with a total wcight
(

atoms composed of gyroscopic particle.) of a mere

0299 3 lbs., turning same into a coil with a l0-fOot

terior diameter and 8.32 feet in height. One would

therefore have approximately a mere 31 .8 turns of

copper wire (copper atoms, i.e., gyroscopic
particles)

(See Figure 15-A.)

N 1 ' V

'

/ £ V- i ,,/ A
i —t-' > i / n—

^ /
WEAK MAGNETIC FIELD

If 100 volts is connected to coil 15-A, then a current
flow of approximately 95MA would occur with total
power input of 9.5 watts and a resulting weak, mag-
netic field of .012 Gauss or a mere .000014 Joules of
energy stored in this weak, magnetic field.

An insignificant current flow would now occur if

the current input was stopped and coil 15-A was
shorted-out to collapse a weak magnetic field and pro-
vide an inductance of only .003 Henries.

15

B. Now, conduct another test with 5-gauge copper
wire which has a resistance of .3133 Ohms for 1000
feet. However, to equal the same resistance as in 15-A
above, one must now use 3,348,000 feet of 5-gauge
wire with a massive, total weight (of atoms composed
of gyroscopic particles moving and traveling at the
speed of light, i.e., the mechanical essence of
Einstein’s Equation E = MC2

) of 335,469.6 lbs. or

m J
7 t0nS w *re *s turned into a coil with a

10-foot interior diameter and 8.32-foot height. This

on nn
Ure W°Uld h3Ve aPPr°ximately a phenomenal

’ 00 turns 5-gauge (copper atoms). If 100 volts
were now connected to coil 15-B (see drawing
e ow), then a current flow of approximately 95MA

cou occur with a total power input of 9 5 watts and
a resu ting, phenomenally larger magnetic field of 25.

n

auss, or 1,905 times larger for coil 15-B than for coil

i

.

’ an
^.

1 *6 Joules of energy stored in the magnetic

.

° igure 15-B below. This represents a phenom-

4 ,

a
more energy than in the
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St°Pped and coil 15 ‘B was

magnetic field of the 5 ca
^ C°llapsin8> much greater

shorting would Jtj ^ in COil I5 'B ' s“ch
Henri

?

indUCtance^25,700
l
-^tq[the 40-nan a,, l ?

an ^Ulhontimes the indue--CJsiu,., •»
— IfJlZ <

^'uh^h
&
HrD

COmb ‘ned with ,he above
ersted'.s

conclusion in

this day): that the magnetic field came only from the
current and not the conductor” to be totally false.
[Although his conclusion is incorrect, I remain grateful
to Hans Christian Oersted for being the first to notice
and attempt to explain an observed connection be-
tween an electric current and a magnetic field

]When coupled with FACTS 1 through 14, tests 1 S-A
and 15-B clearly prove that the phenomenal difference

sreat

r

diffr

reSUlting magnetic tfmplving

fern flow t

nCeS
,'

n
?‘°red energ>-) and additional cur-flow when the input current was stopped (indue-
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a*

^•SSs^^sss-5-SS-^ss^e::z ŝ
All of .He above FACTS Mtica ,

formulas

establish the position hat tn
within a

employed in .He*f»;^nT,h?poK n.i.l

magnetic field0"^ed
)es in a magnetic field)

rs;—
sss»f=:rsf*'-
T^llgc .!« potential " energy,

as such does no. exist! All energy is kinetic in nature,

sinee .he gyroscopic particles continue, under all con-

ditions. to move and spin at the speed of light in ac-

cordance with E = MC2
.

The above FACTS prove beyond question that the

proper mathematical equation (concerning the

"kinetic energy which makes up a magnetic field)

must be relative to E = MC2
. A proper mathematical

equation would recognize //-?#/ “Unobvious

Force "produced represents the Joules of the "Unob-

vious Power activated at that instant-in-time and as

so used would diminish the mass of the source of the

Maxwell explicitly stated hts debt to Faraday,

, are generally those suggested by lh,"The
of reasoning

which arefound in ,he K(f

0

pr°Ce
Zs of Faraday,

and which, though they h(

TZInterpreted
mathematically by Prof Thomson

been m /
^ generally supposed to be on

^dePnite’and
unmathematical character, when

9«

Zmbared with those employed by the professed

ZatheZaticians. By the method which I adopt, / ,

n render it evident that I am not attempting to
N

establish any physical theory of a science in which

lave hardly made a single experiment, and that the

limit of my design is to shew how, by a strict ap-

plication of the ideas and methods of Faraday,
th

connexion of the very different orders ofphenomena
which he has discovered may be clearly placed bef0rmind. ’ *

c. In 1979, I filed a patent for this Pioneering
inv

tion of which several embodiments have been taueh

and disclosed since that time. The use of a conductin

coil is one of those embodiments and the original
Pa

8

ent and continuing patent applications were filed
1

before any physical prototypes based on the Theory
were built. The physical prototypes were thereafte/

built for the benefit of others, not for myself, since
I

knew such prototypes would operate as I had predict-

ed. Scientifically, one should find pertinent the fact

that when these prototypes were constructed, they
performed exactly as I had conceptually predicted

in
the patent applications for this Pioneering Invention
See below picture 15-C1 featuring one of these early

prototypes utilizing 5-gauge, insulated copper wire
’

with a total weight of approximately 4,200 lbs. of
copper atoms (or over two tons), 300 lbs. of No. 30

"... the magneticfield consists ofgyroscopic-type particles which are the
mechanical essence ofE =MC2 and represent an orderlyflow ofkinetic energy. ”

magnetic field via a 100% utilization (conversion
ciency) of Einstein's Equation E = MC2

, since the
magnetic field consists of kinetic energy having a
gyroscopic action which represents the mechanic
essence of E = MC2

Faraday s mechanical and
irnportancc of Michael

Maxwell also recno a ^
xpenrnenta l abilities,

instituted

^

mechanical aptic

--hefoaticalZn™^
h s

U

na'

nPUt ‘° ** h ‘er

of Force,' read before the Camh
P
H
°n Faraday’s L

Societyon December lS
Phil°*>phical

’ 85 5 and February
1

1

1
]g<

Gauge copper wire (atoms) wrapped over the outside
of the 5-gauge wire (atoms), and a permanent magnet
containing approximately 600 lbs. of atoms (or
slightly less that Vs of a ton). [I am deliberately refer-
ring to the wire as “atoms” and describing the magnet
as 600 lbs. of atoms” in order to accustom the
reader to a mechanical perspective concerning the
nature of the action of the gyroscopic particles con-
tained within all atoms.]
The massive, permanent magnet had an approxi-

mate 20-inch diameter and was slightly less than 4 feet
ong. The large, conducting copper coil had an ap-
proximate I D of 4 feet, was approximately 3 feet in
ieig t, and was wrapped upon a large fiberglass tube.

5 OOoTbs
r^e sTstem was approximately

5v£u
anday- Chapma" a"d L,d

zu
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PHOTO 16-C1 (TOP VIEW)
PHOTO BY MATT ANDERSON

The photographs shown in IV(.I simply represent

a primitive, handmade prototype made (In the hack

woods of Luecdale. Mississippi, hy me and my lovely,

devoted wife) to prove to others that the Technical

(Theoretical) Process which I originally developed and

taught Is correct. / consider the technical Process to

be 10,000 limes more important Hum the primitiiv,

working prototypes

With only l Vi watts Input, the back power (cm!)

produced would generate a spark at the commutator
ol such heat magnitude that the hack power would, In

a short period ol time, explode and destroy a ceramic
Insulator from a S watt resistor placed on the com-
mutator at the point of current reversal. I)r. Roger
Iteilnits estimated ihe back cmf to be In excess of
80,000 watts.

The rotating, handmade, 600 lb. (of atoms), -t footm“Rncl Permitted a slow ItPM At M) RPM It was cal

b non n’

v °'!’CrS " ,c ccmrif‘'*'' '..rcc would bewo lb*, of force attempting to pull the t

u ma«|vc unit »n

. (| |
,,y viewed the ‘

. Based on

ryonc w
J;Ttbcn «kcU

.be necettatV

>

o- ss

“'""hsl*in
c

°
0
P
nc,,ncd no iron “re

(on

he highly lne

£
l

£ls cr ,lining to the
d ,

P
cratc

»>*-3-

per a^omT.o
clcc.rlcalandj^tabon^cn^g^

, 1(

,
stress ^t;,

p
w9my .cachings Is s,mply_

apart.
• magnet

jiariii Irs) irilbi" H>i m
1 1 ,h u the external

ene^g^outpuUs' greater than the external energy Input.

1 will again turn to Dr. Roger Hastings h<-

Physicist with Sperry-Unlvac) who has conducted

more tests on different occasions upon my woik 8

prototypes than anyone else. I reemphasize, h P—
, hat Dr. Hastings is an cxccptt.m.tl st Icnltsl who has

courage ami the true scientific nutuulc As a result, lu

came forth In mv behalf when many others were

frightened or elosemlnded.

The verification of the operation of the unit In

1 s c 1 above, as well as other prototypes, and the

qualitative scientific ability and fortitude of Dr.

Hastings arc clearly demonstrated via the test de-

scribed In Chapter Five. Such a healthy, scientific at-

titude Is even more exemplified by the fact that Dr.

Hastings went on record as having once had the at-

titude that, before he traveled to Lucedale to meet

me, to listen to my concepts, and to conduct tests,

was of the belief that he would be confronting a

’crack-pot inventor." Fortunately, Dr Hastings' skep

tlclsm was tempered with genuine curiosity. I have
discovered that without such curiosity, skepticism
will rapidly decay Into cynicism.

he



Chapter
* ROGER HASTINGS

F
"g EXTENSA TEST.NG ON 5,000 AND 500 EB UNITS

DECLARATION

The Honorable Commissioner
Tb

L- patont. and Tr.den.ark.

Washington, D. C. 20231

Gentlemen:

This letter represents a disclosure of Investigations and

experimentation which I have performed on Mr. Joseph Newman's

energy generating machine (patent pending). The fact is that

every experiment which I have performed shows that the energy

output of the device is Indeed larger than the energy input. Some

exanples are:

1.) The electrical energy output is measured at more than

four times the electrical energy lnout. These results may be

verified by examining the oscillograph records taken by Dr. F. Neff

Weber in December, 1 9 8 1

.

2.) Acting as a motor Mr. Newman's device performed mechanical

work In excess of ten times the electrical energy input.

3-) Mr. Newman's device delivers over ten times the torque of

a commercial D.C. permanent magnet motor rated at 80J efficiency.
ever, during this test Mr. Newman's device is consuming only a

fraction of the input power of the commercial motor.
results must be taken seriously. Mr. Newman has made

the^ observation that huge magnetic fields may be generated with

LVlr"
lnput ln 11 larce co11 wound wuh iarge * ire -

3103 B Urge t0r^ue on * suitably large permanent
E In operation, the batt^<

Po-r and dl 8charge „ .

^ P°WlB« ~
considerable m h

Sl °W Y<?t th<? motor dellvers
mechanical and/or electrically generated power.



tnat Hr. Newman has a"lved **

« - r*scincg

--
6"r

^ tneoreticai uor"

thl s
invention on th.

ctronagne tlc
energy

yeirs
°r eXP ‘rl

";;"
a

t

ught >
-1th no formal training In adva^

^
Newman i» se

e nt in his writings,

inathematlcs
or P— »

of . nodel of matter an

— rlgoroeel,
oonalete

^ ^^ wlth experlmentat o .

energy* and
assumptlo„ tha t matter la concentrated

HU model la base

^ predJcts that this energy <E-MC

electromagnetic
ener.,

• experiments verify the

b e released In a controlled way, and

prediction. could bring to
kan»nt Mr. Newman's device coui

klrr:::;:
——

r

r::. priced by the styde or claims of his writings. -
patent application la In order and the stated results have> >•

verified by experts. The harden la now upon you to act.

Issuing the patent Immediately, or by first conducting your own

measurements on hla device to verify the claim.

The future of the human race nay be dramatically uplifted

the large scale commercial development of this Invention. It Is

Indeed painful to see It lying dormant.

In hope that you will act soon,

Waiver: I am acting on my own
and an In no way representing
Sperry Unlvac Corporation.

Principal Physicist
Sperry Unlvac Corporation
Former Associate Professor of Physics
North Dakota State University
Author of Scientific Literature

•—

i



ngrLARATION
April 26, 1982

. ngppnRMANCE amxsis 91 m asm* m™

Tnl8 document compile, .nd an.lyten th. of e.v.r.l

experiments performed on th. Newman Motor In 1981 and 82. Th.

results of the experimental worK show that this motor operates

with energy output far In excess of energy Input. This work 1,

intended to characterise the motor, and to organise the experl-

mental results. It Is hoped that the document will serve as a

pulde In the development of the mathematical theory which explains

the Newman Motor.

I. Mechanical Energy Output

A.) Test against a d.c. Permanent Magnet Motor/Rated 80*

Efficient.
Date: 2-20-82

In this experiment eight fresh 1.5 Volt alkaline batteries were

connected to an 80* rated efficient d.c. motor. The motor turned

an oil pump at about 1 Hz. The motor ran for 6 minutes, and the

final battery voltage was about 60 % of the starting voltage.

Alkaline batteries were used because battery performance
curves were available from the manufacturer. One such chart is
plotted In Pig. 1. The performance of the d.c. motor Is verified
by the chart, which predicts that the batteries, when Initially
drained at 2 amps, will last 6 min. The measured motor drain under
load was near 2 amps.

- above results allow us to estimate the power consumed bythe oil pump
. We find:

ffitial pump output-

powerrHH5rtstferi^^ - 0.8

pump output o fl v o

The same
^ ” V°ltS ' » »«««— rotT;

‘ # ^^ P-anent

- P-P - consuming t;e

P

:
P^ 1 »• —ore.

fcesh batteries were con

amS P0W*r ^ eXperlment
• E1Shtere connected to t-h*. M

SS ln3t— ln Patent AppHcatlon s
^^

ln P1 «- 6 and Stated m lst
’

N°- Illustrated
by J08eph Hatley Nettman 0

ParaKraphs of PaKe 3 of Declaration
September

19, 198l.) The batteries

TH8 8NBRGV machine OP J°SBP|| NEWMAN
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cout 60, or their starting voltage after seven

were drained to a

currcnt to the Newman Motor followa
e /i i t-houtrh the lnpu

( 7 ,
hours.

estimate the Initial average input

a compllosted wavefo
.

. , Using 0.2 amps at

current from the performance curve (fig-

12 volts we find:

Initial Newman Motor Input - 2 • ^

Since the output Is consuming 19 Watts we have:

Newman Motor Efficiency - ft * 100* - 800,

„ this point we note that the intrinsic efficiency of the

Newman Motor could be greatly Increased. As designed now the motor

has a tremendous leakage flux, and extreme mechanical losses. An

efficiently designed Newman Motor would certainly have three times

the efficiency quoted above, and perhaps ten times (8000%!).

B.) Static Torque Test Date: 2-20-82

The output shafts of the d.c. motor and Newman Motor were connected

In turn to a scale via a pulley and belt. The d.c. motor pulled

a maximum of 1 . 5 lbs., while the Newman motor pulled 13 lbs. At

maximum load the d.c. motor consumed about 24 Watts while the

Newman Motor consumed only 2.4 Watts.

Static Torque Ratio Newman motor . 13 a 8.7
d.c. motor 1.5

@ input energy ratio Newman Power _ q ^
d.c. motor power

If we define a motor performance parameter under static loads by

the ratio of maximum torque output to the input energy drain, we

this number is 87 times larger for the Newman motor than
for the d.c. permanent magnet motor!

C.) Battery Lifetime Tests March/April, 1982
It has become apparent that the batteries powering the Newman

-tor outlive the expectations of the manufacturer. In this test
old alkaline batteries were used to power the (90 lb. rotor)-or The batteries 2/3 Qf freah vaiue the
‘ °f the " - -und that the 90 lb. cylindrical

TH B BNBRCY MACHINE OPJOSEPH NEWMAN



, H, 1" 21 5e" “he
,,5 V. « 70 V.

1=
UP

"J, T„e von.. --^” v .
w*en -

-ZZ—

—

and ~ZZ l «-
«h."

*"* M' te

d .
The minimum power su

e rotor .

THIS i s:

P , i i«Z/'

,w..."r*

.. ,«2 * L2 )

* . rotor mass - W **•

„ * rotor radius « - 08m.

L « rotor length * .31 m *

<red to keep the rotor spinning

;r“:rrr.......

•* 6 HZ - °f 13
. a separate estimate It was found

, n/70 = 190 m amps. As a separate

at least 13/
rp<?lstor drops the

a. _t drain of 300 m amps, through
that a constant drain oi

hat terv charts
_ nq v to 70 V. Consulting the battery

battery voltage from 125 V to fu

1 find that a fresh hatter, with a starting drain of 1 5 0 m amp

(100 m amps, when V - 2/3 starting voltage) will drop from 2/3

1/2 Of Its starting voltage In a few hours. If the batteries began

at 2/3 of their fresh voltage under a drain of 250 m amps, they

would be very dead In two hours

.

The Newman motor has been run for between one and four hours

per day for a total of ten hours. The batteries began at 2/3 of

their fresh voltage, and after the ten hours the voltage had not

dropped perceptibly. Mr. Newman Intends to continue running the

motor a few hours per day to test the limits of his motor. Here

again the mechanical energy consumed by the spinning rotor Is far

In excess of the maximum possible electrical energy which could be

supplied by the batteries (according to the charts). An efficiency

near 1000? is Indicated by the experiment to date.

THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



April 20, 1982. on this
run a 1 l/2 V ‘

8ma11

„ .
..— 1

;tB.
. - 90 »• rotor l-

fheV are connected

"*
„ , 5 H«. »—• -—

:

spun up to

XX.
Eleccriaax Bnar.y

electrIcal energy by Induction. The

«" ”0t°r T «„ documented— “* lndlCa"—-
'-t::*;;: » - - • i— i“i p°“er -

an efficiency of .to

^ Jp „nloh mechanlc«l energy ««»

Experiments nave since teen r^
at „„lch the motor rune

measured via measurement o

^ Eleotrlcal energy was almultan-

whlle delivering a measured t0rd
“

and mechanlcal energy
. a and the sum of exec**

eously generated,
obtalnad *„ only electrical energy

was roughly twice
accurate measure of the Input

-— : .ere u.ed - , «...

ZTreTtllaTn the hatterles to a given voltage waa measured. Xt

„as hoped that the battery charts could he used to estimate

lnput power. The result was too close to 1001 efficiency to rely

upon the accuracy of the charts. It should be noted that the measured

output energy did not Include losses In the belt used to transmit

torque. In addition, the whole measurement apparatus was set Into

motion by the magnetic force during rotation.

III. Static Measurements

Mr. Newman has made measurements of the static torque generated

by his 600# magnet at various voltages. These results agree with

theoretical predictions based upon measurements of the magnetic

moment of the magnet. The predicted torque is:

batteries

7
* = ~M x ~H ,

and the maximum torque is MH . The static field generated by the

coil is:

H - N I

L
N # turns

L - coil height

I coil current

(Unit also designed as instructed in Patent Application, Serial
No. 179,^74, illustrated in Pig. 6, and described in Exhibit A of

laration by Joseph Westley Newman, September 19, 198l, except
Magnet Rotary weighed approximately H00 pounds at that time.)

28
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ed at various

the 600 # magnet was measu
r (factory

,00

mh
2.6 x 10i-3

(NI.) ft . lbs . ,

L

r m

j m amP s *

L in ls , 69 m .
and the number of turns

n! lenet" of the motor co

, 6 ,0 .

Therefore
i kc (I In amps ) •

r - »•’ 1 ft ‘ 1

; j torque and current are listed below:

an . s
measurements oi

fjeurman s
Mr

Voltage

6

12
18
24

30

.6

.98

.75
1.3
1.4

r
17 .

3/**

33/4
29.3/4

38/4
47/4

average 8.2

me value 8.2 Tor 7* compares well with the predicted value of

,.9 considering Inaccuracies In measuring devices.

It has often been noted by Mr. Newman that for a fixed po

input to a coil, the torque Increases with the moment of the magne

lf the magnet is made infinitely magnetic the torque becomes inflnlt

even lf the power to the coil is very small.

IV. Dynamic Properties

A.) Inductance

To begin with, the inductance of the 6000 magnet motor coil

may be predicted and taken from measurement. The predicted value

L ‘A N
2

£
»

A » coil area

L - coil length

N * 2630

With a coil radius of 2.5 feet and 2.25 feet length we predict

L = 23 henries

.

29
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inputs a square wave—
“

cycle. Since the coll resistance

larger than one period, and we predict

wave voltage for a

,tlon the motor

fraction
should be much larger

is 13 /L ,
L/B sho

a current rise of

V

I z.

current rises

From an osc lllograph photo with no load on the system, the coil

es 0.5 amps in 0.1 sec. when 200 volts are switched across

the coll. Thus:

L = 200 (0.1) = H0 Henries
075

The magnet Is turning during this measurement so the approximate

agreement between theory and measurement Is reasonable.

B.) Motor Frequency

Under no load and assuming zero friction, the maximum theoretlcall

possible frequency of the motor is determined by the condition that
the induced voltage Is equal to (-) the input voltage. The Induced
voltage is:

Vind ¥ _w Bmagnet 7T Ro 2 N
,

Bmag - magnetic Induction of rotating magnet

coil radius

2 T x frequency

With Vind == - V we find:

1

^ T Ro^ M bmag
Now Bmae « 2ir a

' ma6netic moment n magnet volume

the energy machine ofJOSEPH NEWMAN



. .01 w (ft) J
.

m2

,)2 x 4 . = 12.56

JV
M N Ro 2

.H02 V (rpm)

At tvv •

. nslc efficiency (no losses), Is :

"
- 80. » rpm, about doubie the 600, observed motor frequency

under no load.

c .) Energy Input (Theoretical Estimate)

Assuming that:

1

.

) The voltage input and induced emf are

out of phase.

2.

) The voltage input varies sinusoidally.

We have:

(V - Vlnd ) e
lwt - L dl IR

x » y - Vlnd cos(wt - Q)

R )l + (wL)

^

where t an(Q) = wL/R

The average power consumed by the coil is then:

p = 1 V (V - Vind) cos (Q)
2

R / 1 + (wL) ?

R

1 V (V - Vind) < _JL. -JL <v “ vlnd)

2 R (1 + (wL) 2
) 2wL wL

R

With W = n 40 = 4, L = 50, WL = 200, wL = 20

R) R

V = 200 Vind » 1 V * 100,
2

P = 100 » 2.5 Watts
~TU

31
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at about ? we

approximate s

for the input power along w

prediction of how Input P°«

The plot la Shown In Fig. 2

Of input pow*

at about 5 Ws

This number

power along with the expres:

how input power varies with

„ 0 .« on for Vina auow a

,g with the expression ror

power varies with motor frequency and voltage

.. 2 ,
and the prediction Is given below:

Predicted Power Input Watts

input voltage (volts)

f « motor frequency (rpm)

This result was obtained by requiring the derived formula to match

the experimental result that input power at 200 volts and 35.7 rpm.

is 1.8 Watts.

V. Predicted Output Power

The output power is found by averaging the product of torque

on the magnet and frequency over one cycle. The torque is given by

r* - t1

x

and T = MH cos (wt) = MNI cos (wt)
,

L

Where the fact that maximum torque occurs in phase with maximum
input voltage has been used. The output power is therefore:

p (t) * MN (v. - Vind)
L RR

W cos (wt) cos (wt-Q)
,

and the average power is:

Pout • i mn (v .2T





to zero at the ™>‘- r-MUe "Cy <V ‘ Vlnd) ’

The output power goes to

and also at zero frequency.

"• ~ •••••• - ™-

—

= MN W X 100%,

Predicted efficiency y MN/L - 9.9 ft. lbs.
. oY .. ed its maximum vaiue.

Where W cannot
followlng expression for the predicted

1 amp - 13 J./«P yleUS

efficiency of the 600 pound Newman motor.

Predicted efficiency - 1 • 11 £ * 100 *’ v In volts

operating under no load, the above formula predicts a Newman motor

efficiency of 2» <35 rpm at 200 volts). The theoretical maximum

motor efficiency la obtained by using the maximum frequency of 80

rpm at 200 V., yielding a 56* upper limit In the case that the motor

has zero frictional losses. Working back through the equations It

can be seen that the maximum predicted efficiency Is given purely

in terms of geometrical factors (ratio of magnet volume to coll volume),

and cannot exceed 100$.

It is clear that measured efficiencies for the Newman motor are

far in excess of predicted efficiencies. The predicted input power

is in agreement with measured input.

The measured output power exceeds the predicted output. For

example, at 1.8 Watts input and 24$ efficiency we expect 0.4 Watts

output from the Newman motor. In one experiment the motor generated

5 Watts of output power with 1.8 Watts input drain. The discrepancies

are far too large to be explained by experimental errors

.

VII. Unusual (Non Conventional) Behavior

As seen above, a number of properties of the Newman motor
follow conventional theory. In specific, the input power is as
expected. The output power (in excess of input) is the non-
conventional result- t„ . ,

• In my mind the most interesting motor measure-

Hograph photos taken around the coil showing very

T voltages. This photo also shows the (to me amazing) fact that
the coil current i over three times the current at the battery

THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



the

left

;
oarK ^

appl iec*’ My °Plnion is that an excess charge

when the input voltage is cut off. At this point

v-mee induced e.m.f. is created in the coil,
and a nuK

Thi s
1

0 ltag
e

m c

, ears

disappear quickly (showing up as a spike). However,

remains, having the period of the moving magnet.

vo ltag
e ......

t ne
nig

a. the magnet is "pushing” an excess charge around
., cates

that

Thi s
in

. . j a appears as excess current when contact is

he coil,
and this

4
"

bllshed
with the battery.

re
-esta

^ ^ ^ issue of the "anomalous" current which appears

There
_

. unclear from the photos whether this current

the spark.
during lt has the proper sign and magnitude to

appears In «*• ‘°U ’

drive
the magnet.

t7T Future
Theoretical Research

VI1
hal i pnee for this writer Is to explain the Newman

The upcoming cnaixe . 6

output
mathematically. The purpose of the above documentation,

”°{ °r °

, to isolate the origin of the excess energy. At that point

for flic »
1®

{ ls ukely that application of a unified theory of charge, matter,

Mr .
Newman's theory, will be required to mathematically

and energy, e -S-

describe the results. This mathematical explanation will also have o

explain other various embodiments of the Newman Invention, which will

obviously result from the Newman Disclosures.

Waiver: I am acting on my own,
and am in no way representing
Sperry Univac Corporation.

DR



Chapter 6

nr.rRIPTION OF SMALLER UNIT

RooER h,st,NOs

i S-C2 below) composed of 30-gauge, insulated, copper wire weioK-

The following is a smaller unit (see Ph°‘°g
”ff} g^ °^f 14 lbs, (atoms). This portable unit, with very little cur^"

8

approximately 145 lbs. (atoms) and havmj
a ^ „ greater than the external energy input. With 300 volts input o f

(volume of gyroscopic particles) went into the copper coil (of atoms), which Is ,

*

Photograph 15-C2.

See below copy of a test conducted by ^ Roger Hastings utilizing the 15-C2 unit.
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affidavit
June 17 ,

1984

16 and 17, 1984 I ran a series of tests on

0n
its lb. motor with 14 lb. rotary. These tests

Joseph Newman s 145
t£d by th. motor which greatly exceeds

show that P°w
results are summarized briefly

the battery input power.

below:

Demonstration of Large Current Spi.es Produced by the Motor

A
' large (‘1 Amp, ^airoase current

•kes of significant time duration, which were initiat

;

portions of the circuit. A picture of this spike taken the

coil side of the commutator is attached. A block diagram

circuit is shown below.

/ft

moro^

B . Circuit Breaker Tests

An ammeter which has a built in circuit breaker was placed

in the circuit. When the meter was placed on the 100 ma scale, the

breaker opened, both on the battery and coil side of the commutator.
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1111,1

placed on the one amp

„« open when the meter was
of more than

The breaker di n ^ verified that a cur
^® the breaker,

scale,^er
;ul\ scale deflection did not

1# 5 times the

'• rsrtSft- --I-:,
_h _ resistor was water pr

mpter . a temperature rise

thermos container with a ^ was obserVed in a period of

- * ::n:
-

° ::r
.!»»*. -

of

:

: o.l Wattsi i or v 4 19 J/cal
p = 1 cal x 2lgmxlCx4.i
— mST* 60 sec/m^n

,
. . bv the current flowing in the resistor

Since the power
current and R = 500 71 , it follows

is i2r, where 1 * s

14 ma on the average must flow in the

that a current of a

veri(ied experimentally by supplying

circuit. This resu
battery and series resistors.

« - “ the 500/1
'“Til the spikes (attached photo, is averaged

t-f f hp current contained in P

“rL cycle time, the result is consistent with an average

current of 14 ma.

2 . Demonstration that Large Current Spikes are not Produced by the

Battery.

A. Current Readings

When a Simpson amp meter is placed in series with the

batteries, a d.c. input current of 1.2 ma is registered. The

battery input current is therefore 1.2 ma.

B. Expected Input Current

When the rotor is stopped, the input current from the

batteries is measured to be 6 ma (this is in agreement with 304

volts and 50 kA coil resistance). The coil inductance, as

calculated from the number of wire turns and the geometry, is

16,000 Henries. At the operating speed of 136 r.p.m., the

inductive reactance of the coil is 230 K/^ , which is much larger

than the coil resistance. The expected battery input current is

304 V/230 K/^ = 1.3 ma, in good agreement with the measured input
of 1.2 ma.

c * Constant Battery Voltage
During four hours of continuous running of the motor, the

voltage remained constant at 304 volts. If the 15 ma average
current contained in the spikes came from the batteries, they
would drain down significantly in the four hour period. By
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•
- no 14 ma from a fresh 9 volt transistor battery i-—

tl^hose on the motor it was found that the 14 ma drain causes

drop by 2% per hour. Thus if the 14 ma were

:: b.«ery arbP ..

volts in four hours. No drop was observed.

D> r.a raer Current Spikes on Coil Side

The current spikes, as recorded on the scope, were larger

on the coil side of the commutator than on the battery side. This

indicates that the spikes originate at the coil, with some loss

occuring at the commutator.

E .
Negative Current

A significant portion of the spike in the battery circuit

is negative (opposing the battery voltage) . The battery cannot

generate such a negative current.

F .
Dependence Upon Rotary Position

The intensity of the spikes varies greatly with the placement

of the rotary. For example, when the rotor is on the side (outside)

of the coil the spikes are large. They virtually disappear when

the rotary is placed on top of the coil.

3. Power and Useful Output

A. Output verses Input Power

Since an average of 14 ma flows through the 50 K/L coil, the

heat dissipated in the coil is ten watts. The battery input is

1.2 ma times 304 volts, or 0.36 watts. The heat generated in the

coil is 27 times the input power. Note that _if the ten watts

were delivered by the batteries, they would drain down very quickly.

These batteries have been used in frequent demonstrations for long

durations by Mr. Newman over the past several months. As mentioned

above, four hours of motor operation during these tests did not

measureably lower the battery voltage.

B . Useful Output

Mr. Newman placed a 75 Watt, eight foot, flourescent tube

across the motor coil, and the bulb lit to perhaps 10% of full

brightness. Interestingly, when the bulb was inserted, the

rotary gained speed, and the motor drew less current from the

batteries! The lit 75 watt tube demonstrates useful output of

several watts, with a fractional watt input power.

I swear the above statements are true,
best of my knowledge.

LANA 0 PETERS £

I'fr.TV
N0TARY PUBLIC MINNESOTA |

|
^ DAKOTA COUNT.

|
< My Commission Expires M.n 19. 19885
* </V^^AAAAA'VyvA/\AAAV
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Chapter 7

additional affidavits

Am mil signed Affidavit ,s well - ""I/""*

indlk- physicists, a nuctar
''

'nK-chanlo.l

engineers, aeronuu tied

int|, v, tlu:ils. and others.

ax^KKKsr «"' 1-

what they were saying

ENDORSERS OF JOE NEWMAN'S DEVICE

Jerry A. Miller

16675 Spruce Circle

Fountain Valley. California 92708

Profession. Electrical Engineer

Henry T. Dart

3636 Jena Street

New Orleans, Louisiana

Profession: Attorney (physics background)

Marc Kahgan

3014 South Prieur Street

New Orleans, Louisiana 70125

Profession: Physician (physics background)

Director of Electronic Company

Douglas R. Mapes

2544 Robert E. Lee Boulevard

Apartment 210

New Orleans, Louisiana 70124

Profession: Student (electronics background)

Leslie D. Jensen

14144 Woodland Ridge Avenue

Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70816

Profession: Chemical Engineer

Joseph Richard Trinko, Ph D.

4635 Drvades Street

New Orleans, Louisiana ”0115

Profession. Nuclear Engineer

Gary N. Krasnow

955-B Louisiana Avenue

New' Orleans, Louisiana 70115

Profession: Architect (physics background)

Bobby Matherne

5901 Marcic Street

Metairie. Louisiana 70005
Profession: Physicist

Arnold R. Smythe, Jr.

2.54 Glendale Drive

Metairie, Louisiana 70001

Profession: Consulting Structural Engineer

John P. Gi Mis

4509 Tartan Drive

Metairie. Louisiana 70003
Profession: Dentist (physics background)

HricJ S /.uter

-501 Fdenborn *H(r
Metairie, Louisiana ^OOOl
Profession: Mechanical Engineer

*' an R. Soule
1

, Jr.
* 155 Jackson Avenue. * 3os

^
cu 0 ,|eans. Louisiana ’’OHo
rofc.ssio„:

Lduc:ltio„;i| Conti-aelor (physics buck}

James H. Wilson

1701 Beltline Highway
Mobile, Alabama 56609

Profession. Civil Engineer

Robert E. Melton

401 Firestone Drive, East

Mobile, Alabama 56601
Profession: Electrical Engineer

Roger Hastings, Ph D.

1204 Circle Hyde Drive
Burnsville, Minnesota 555.57
Profession: Physicist
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h-p "Alabama 36609

fSSon: electronics Technician

Hike J.W. Mueller

NASA/MSFC
Code JA1

1

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 33812

Profession: Aero-Space F.ngineer

Patricia Wright

4450 Armour Drive

Mobile.

profession

^6609

Elect r< >n its Technicia

n

Joseph E. Bolger

1404 Alegria

Austin, Texas 78757

Profession: Nuclear Engineer

Wayne Powell

4450 Armour Drive

Mobile, Alabama 36609

Profession: Electronics Technician

C Emmett Pugh

1250 Povdras Street, Suite 2200

New Orleans, Louisiana 701 12

Profession: Patent Attorney/Engineer

Gregory Tpchurch

61 1 Olene Street

St. Louis, Missouri 63101

Profession. Patent Attornev 'Electrical Engineer

Milton K Everette

Mississippi State Department of Energy

and Transportation

Slo George Street

Jackson, Mississippi 39202

Profession: Mechanical Engineer

Richard Vialton

Education: M S., M l T . Electrical Engineering
Profession: Engineer with major manufacturer
of oscilloscopes

Lawrence C. Gibbs
5736 Citrus Blvd.

Harahan. Louisiana 7012.3

Profession: Building Engineer

Mansur Nath(X). Ph D.
4 Stream Close
Noithwcxxl, Middlesex. England
Profession: Solid State Physicist

Thomas
|. Herold

121,7 Comanche Trail
Huntsville, Alabama 36805

fession. Ph D. Business Administration

Ralph Hartwell

WWI. T.V.

New Orleans, Louisiana

Profession: Electrical Engineer

Ted Saari. Jr.

WWI. T V.

New Orleans. Louisiana

Profession: Electrical Engineer

Mort Zimmerman
High Tech Company
Dallas, Texas

Profession: Electrical Engineer

In tribute to the above-listed, caring and courageous,

scientifically-minded individuals who spoke out on helvall

of this technology and on behalf of humanity — and who

deserve the respect of all who read this book — I insert

several of the most recent proofs that they and the

technology I teach is correct.

|See the following pages for newspaper clippings con-

cerning my automobile demonstration
!

The facts of my automobile presentation echo and

amplify the statement made by the Special Master who was

chosen as an expert by a Federal District Court and who

was nominated by the I S Patent Office. Special Master

William F.. Schuyler. |r. stated that the facts were over

whelming that my invention worked and that there was

no contradictory factual evidence (See Section on

page 2~-».)

Schuyler's statements and the facts of this case pro\ ide

the above-listed individuals the credit they are due The

following pages (46. and 48) depict several ot the

genuine tests conducted by these caring individuals who
are a credit to the Scientific Method and to the principles

relative to the advancement of the Human Race
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35c STlje (tflarum-ffrioer*
IACKSON MISSISSIPPI

Lucedale inventor hits the road

Joe Newman of Lucedale talks to reporters from behind the wheel drove the car a half mile down the Old Mobil- H,„kof his energy car during a demonstration Wednesday. Newman Rocky Creek community at about 4 mph
'he

Success! Newman’s ‘gyro-power* car works
5 frl

V^ Newman said his electronic Car. which ran at 4 fniintu^^S'c^Lrt.u

N
h

ewman “ ld

,

hisye«ronic «r, which

h

LU<
L
E
?
ALE ~ ,nvenl°r Joe Newmans red. brought his car to Jackson inDmmber for'aderrT

iu wt^
C3r sputl

.

e
['
ed

' then hlssed and whirred onstration, but that test was aborted he said be-

way from Luce-

Newman told a gaggle of reporte™and^photopa- his^ner^m^c^^
1’^^6 Wa

,

nted l° Sh°W °ff * "c ,,,v<:,uur ne,u UP a ’-iny l 5-volt battery tha

scrder^r H,ghway east °f lu - p™ ffisasssn?s he cia,ms 15 the force^ the mach *ne

\T they can he done even in the backwoods of George

iNewman-

County
If the scientific community is right, then there's

no way that this battery will move this car
There is no way that a zillion of them would even
turn this thing over. Newman said before he start-
ed the vehicle

The inventor held up a liny 1 5-volt battery that

See Newman, back page this section

aimi iy 10 power the 1,BOO-pound car
Newman claims to have used more
than 170 pounds of the batteries, along
with 200 pounds of copper wire, to har-
ness the energy of tiny gyroscopic par-
ticles contained within the electromag-

"The energy comes from the atoms

ner he

C

^?d
UCl°r ' ^ al0mS of a ma«‘

JSSEZ**? l° SUrt thc carwitn the aid of a mechanic, he warned

TC cr!hi
gyouuphesaid

rcEtol,feanda

Gyro Power l,oh.

kJ per rcad 'ng

man at the wheeHh!^
“P W ‘ th New

ward The rn»mlr

e
a
Ut0heaved for-

moving vehicle ii

F0Ve slow-

answering questions <

* the llme

ending alongside ?hen °hT,
rep0rters

ear off
‘"op he turned the

Newman said the electronic car i

travel about 4 mph and can go up sli

inclines The inventor said he fi

powered the car on Jan 30 befor
small group of George Countians
demonstration that reportedly Iasi
30 minutes

If the technology were stepped up.
said, cars could be powered to a spe
more practical, and even space trai
could use the process

"8 311 thus in the backwoc
of Lucedale, Mississippi What do v

SdTrs ,,b,g,nd"^ 8

But industry hasn't supported tlidea and neither have the U S Bure.

2o?n I
dlhePalen,andTrad

man f?r !

CC An application by Net

Patent nil
pa

f
ent ^as been rejecle

prove the
My hls th<w“* dor

erev than i^
hmc produces more ei>-rgy man it consumes

I support Joe Newman, said
George County Chancery Clerk Jerry
Harvey, among those watching the ex
hibition Wednesday "The only thing I

understand about electricity is if you
stick your finger in a socket, vou'lfget
it But Joe Newman is ethical ifhesavs
it works, it works

About $ 100.000 was spent developing
the car. Newman said, and another
*800.000 has been spent fighting the
patent office

But the money's not important he

Judge Thomas P Jackson, the pre
mg judge in the inventor s federal cc
case in Washington. D C and Pres.d

f

R
rn
ag

fk
n for ' keePmg this invent

from the public
"

A decision on his appeal ispendin,
A sma l! crew of Lucedale support

gathered along the country road
watch the display

I take my son into the back yard,
show him the stars, and tell him he will

be using his father's technology to fly to

other solar systems 20 years from
now1

. Newman said I wouldn't tell

him that if I didn't believe it

"

•'< HIM OP |( I'll \|;\\ \,AN
T,,K knrrc.v \|



Newman
operates

energy car
By JUNE HEYDT

Press Register Correspondent

LUCEDALE, Miss. — Many scien-

tists. engineers and even the U S.

Patent Office said it couldn't be done

But on Wednesday afternoon in

Lucedale, Miss .
Joseph Newman ran

his unique automobile.

The 1,800-pound car. which looks

like a Corvette, was powered by a

small, one and one-half volt tran-

sistor battery’. according to Newman.
••Physics books of today say this

cannot be done." Newman said about

hjs energy machine. "However, I

have taken numerous one and one-

half volt transistor batteries con-

nected in a series-manner to provide

high voltage, producing a low speed,

and moved an 1,800 pound
automobile."
The bright red automobile was

driven at approximately 10 mph over

the Old Mobile Highway in the Rocky
Creek community in Lucedale.

Newman said the current from the

small transistor battery should not

have moved his car, much less run it,

Please see Page 8, Col. 5

Joseph Newman of Lucedale, Miss., tests his energy machine-powered

sports car on Old Mobile Highway in Lucedale while supporters watch.

The ThursdayMobile Register

Newman
Continued From Page 1

if the laws of science now
taught concerning electro-

magnetism were true.

"For it having done so proves
that the magnetic field must
have come from the basic
make-up of the more than 200
pounds of atoms in the copper
coil of the motor and the 200
pounds of atoms in the perma-
nent magnet of the motor,"
said Newman, adding that he
has been trying to explain his
theory for a decade
Newman said the energy

released from his machine
more thoroughly employs
Einstein's equation of E equals
MC-squared than other
energy-producing machines in

use today. He said his machine
produced more energy than it

receives, and it does so without
polluting the environment.
Newman is still fighting an

eight-year battle with the U S
Patent Office to get a patent for
his invention.

After losing so many battles
with the patent office, Newman
decided he would take his In-

vention to the best source: the
public

"People are not stupid," he

said. "They have common
sense They won’t let some-
thing like this be kept down for

long. This is an invention that
will change the environment,
the economy and the standard
of living. It will do away with
poverty and really make it a
world of growth."
When Newman was asked

why he thought the gov-
ernment was fighting him. he
said. "This is just history
repeating itself. Men in power
have always resisted change.
There are billions and billions

of dollars invested in the oil

companies. Of course, they arq
going to fight it. This new
technology will change the
whole economy of the count'

try." He said men in powec
seem afraid this invention will

put people out of jobs. "But, on
the contrary," he said, "for
every job that's lost, a thou-
sand will be bom."
Newman said that in 20 years

his newly discovered
technology will make space
travel as common as taking an
airplane trip. He said the entire
universe is electro-magnetic
and that this energy has
always been here.

Hundreds of Lucedale resi-

dents have been supporting
Newman during his attempt to

patent the device.

4 *>
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.Mobile Reglatei F«b t, <»»?

Opinion
Newman merits

more support
Is Lucedale, Miss., the Kitty Hawk of this generation?

Could be.

It was in that nearby municipality that former Mobilian

Joseph Newman on Wednesday afternoon drove a 1,800-

pound car which he said was powered by a unique battery

system — something which the experts said could not be

done.

They had said much the same thing about the Wright

brothers’ flying machine before they got it into the air in

1903. Where would we be today without the airplane?

Although Newman’s sleek sports car moved at only a

few miles per hour, we should remember that the flying

machine devised by Orville and Wilbur Wright barely got

airborne on that historic flight.

The point is that American innovation is still alive and

well today, just as it was nearly a century ago.

Instead of denying Newman a patent — indeed, fighting

him every step of the way — federal bureaucrats and the

entire nation should give him full backing to determine if

he has defied conventional theory and produced a new
form of energy. We are not saying that Newman is right or

wrong — simply that he should be given a chance to prove

his point.

“Physics books of today say this cannot be done,’’

Newman said of his energy machine.

Newman said it proved that “the magnetic field must
have come from the basic make-up of the more than 200

pounds of atoms m the copper coil of the motor and the 200

pounds of atoms in the permanent magnet of the motor.”

Whatever that means, we are convinced that Newman
deserves a better shake than he has received to date from
the U.S. Patent Office and others.

Alabama and Mississippi congressional delegations
should add their influence to what amounts to a growing
public outcry for Newman to get his patent and an oppor-
tunity to usher in a new era of energy usage.
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EXHIBIT 1

/NPUT ELECTRKAL ARRANGEMENT

EXHIBIT 3
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EXHIBIT 7

EXHIBIT 6
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EXHIBIT 8
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Ch3ptef
8

^OGIES USEFUL

IN und
erSTANDING

tHE
technical system

'•A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing Its opponents and making them see the

light, but rather because Its opponents eventually die, and a new generation grows up tnat is

familiar with It." — Max Planck

1 „ noW discuss in greater detail "how" and "why”
* Wl

Hnctine-coil-unit operates.

%
C
°1^U5 s 'udy another ana,ogy (see l6A and l6 'B

beJotv):

If 1 amp of current goes into Figure 16-A, a

noticeably larger magnetic field occurs than in Figure
16-B (for the same current input).

If 1 amp of current goes into Figure 16-C, a noticeably

smaller and weaker magnetic field occurs than in Figure

16-D

QUESTION: Why the difference?

QUESTION. Why the large difference in the strength of
the magnetic field?

Simple. We have already demonstrated that
t e iron becomes magnetic due to atom alignment.

ere ore
’
v ‘a ^e small electrical input acting as a

®7 sl
’ we have Slmply caused more atoms to align in

c arger mass of iron in Figure 16-A above than in the
taller mass of iron in Figure 16-B.

ANSWER: Simple. As we have already proven, we

have more copper atoms to align in coil 16-D than in

coil 16-C.

16

E. All of the facts presented in Sections 1 - 16 clearly

prove that the current (consisting of gyroscopic par-

ticles in motion) put into a conductor simply acts as a

catalyst in aligning the atoms of the conductor itself.

This same catalytic effect is observed if a conductor is
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wrapped aroundUron and

T^Ze ca^mr Tire curren, input triggers

not participate in the magnetic field release .

If one places a piece of iron in a magnetic field and

the source (magnet) is fixed to a pivot (see Figure

16-F1 above), then, if the piece of iron is moved, the

magnet will also attempt to move. It is mechanically

obvious that there is a magnetic “coupling effect”

generated by flowing “streams or shells” of gyroscopic
particles comprising the magnetic field and originating

from the atoms of the magnet. I originally asked
myself: “How else could there be an action-reaction
effect?” Any motion whatsoever on the part of the
piece of iron will cause an attempted motion of the
magnet itself. This action is the same type of effect as
found in a hydraulic system. (See Figure 16-F2.)

will also attempt to move. However, enough pressure

can be imposed on piston 2, causing the gas mole-

cules to compress into a smaller area within the pipe

The same effect can befound in magnetics.

G. The same type of hydraulic effect can be observed

in' the electric current (gyroscopic particles) coming

from a battery or generator and flowing into a con-

ductor to align the atoms within the conductor. The

atoms of the conductor are aligned due to the pres-

“The current input triggers the

atom alignment which results in energy

(gyroscopic particles) releasedfrom the

atoms aligned. However, the electrical

current input does not participate in the

magneticfield released. ”

sure of the voltage from the battery or generator. The
current (gyroscopic particles) that is derived from the

atoms of the material within the battery or the atoms

within the conductor and magnet of the generator is

the energy which comprises the atoms of the material

from which the current (gyroscopic particles) origi-

nates. The gyroscopic particles actually create a

hydraulic effect back to the atoms from which the

gyroscopic particles come. This action is mechanically

similar to any hydraulic pumping system.

16

H. There is a most important distinction, however,

between the power source of conventional hydraulic

systems and that which I have discovered and devel-

oped. The current (gyroscopic particles) which comes
from a battery or generator is the energy which com-
prises the atoms of the materials from which current

(gyroscopic particles) comes. This action is literally the

mechanical essence of Einstein’s Equation E = MC2
.

Therefore, a battery connected to the proper output

system will be destroyed in accordance with E = MC2
!

I am not referring to the present, inefficient chemical

reaction within a battery, since present teachings state

that all energy-producing devices (which use current)

operate via the current input only. This is not true!

Such present teachings have resulted in designs for in-

efficient battery devices which are deliberately con-
structed to use relatively high current. I teach the
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id devices to use as little

OOt^ToracUcal in order ro restrict

ompierm* the circuit and returntng

t
'
,/,.’'!

l
irrent

fr0 '1
’

aerator.&&****

duction effect would have far greater power than that
which originally came from battery 16-H1 on a chemical
basis only. If you, the reader, have now mastered what 1

have taught, you will quickly recognize that the action-

reaction effect within coil 16-H2 and the hydraulic effec t

of battery 16-H1 all operate in accordance with E = MC2
.

'One should build devices to use as little

current as possible and practical ...”

In effect, the current (consisting of flowing, gyroscopic
particles) coming from the atoms of coil 16-H2 and bat-
tery 16-H1 are the mechanical essence of E = MC2 and,
consequently, the mass of the entire system will be re-

Re-examine the coil in Figure 15-B and then compare

[ |

t totfiatin 16-H1 and 16-H2 above. Envision that if coil
6-H2 is composed of 5-gauge copper wire with such a
ength that its resistance is 1,000,000 ohms and the bat-

ofcunenf
° m

6
*
H1 ‘S 1000 VOltS

’
then onIV 1 milliamp

the circuit tn

“ d °W thr°Ugh COiI l6 ‘H2 and comPlete

the energy with

tUm
h

t0 l6'HL If iS °bvi°US that

be tremendous h
e

.

magnetic field of coil 16-H2 woulc

reversed by a fr,

30
’ * ^ direction of the current was

Position ft) ah
~0r

(°r simiIar mechanism) at

thr°ugh the coil rh

the current of 1 M -A. passed
hy

chemical meL ^ decomPosition of the battery
occur

• However
’ the

have aireadv

h

^
1000 volts ffom battery 16-H 1

man
V ^atoms (C3ta,ytic effect

) and ali8^d
8enerate

a tremen^us
l6 'H2

-,
Such a^ment woufd

es h When the current™
381^ 10 field gyroscopic parti-

the
Pressure of lonn

reversed within coil 16-H2
f 1000 volts from battery 16-H1, the in-

duced via E = MC2 as energy is removed from the system.

However, due to the high conversion efficiency within

the process, it would actually require an extremely long

period of time — measured in years — to significantly

deplete the mass of the materials involved in the system.

It should be obvious to you that the electric current

(gyroscopic particles) which emanates from the elements

of battery 16-H1 is not depleted in coil 16-H2. If permit-

ted, not only would the battery input current align the

atoms of coil 16-H2, but once the current returns to the

battery, such current would, according to Faraday’s First

Law, chemically decompose large quantities of matter

compared to the minute size of the current (in the form

of gyroscopic particles) which activates the undesirable

chemical reaction.

These gyroscopic particles obey the First Law of Ther-

modynamics precisely: it appears they cannot be

destroyed and it appears they possess a motion of

infinite duration.
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one obtains greater energy from 17-B than from

17-A. You should recognize this fact on a chemical

basis. However, you should also see that this

distinction between Figures 17-A and 17-B can also

be visualized according to E = MC 2
if properly

understood and utilized.

Now examine Figures 17-C and 17-D:

energy) (gyroscopic particles traveling through a

conductor)*. If the technical system is properly
utilized, one should not be surprised that an energy
output can be achieved which is in excess of the
external energy input. Consequently, one should
instantly recognize that one can obtain greater
energy from coil 17-D than from coil 17-C.

300 lbs. of 40-gauge
copper wire

the energy machine opJoseph newman

deKidn^
Clr

"!B to as "electrical" or "magnetic" without un-
n8

Tu
C essential nature of such energy can be conceptually

uvroscnr>£ *
lere

.

exists °nly one (mechanical) concept of energy

be obseT\rJ
>

\

art
'\\

eS n,°,ion This single concept of energy can

throu0h .

n
f
l,y manifested m different forms.- when traveling

monlv c illeH

nd
^
Ct° r (metal wire )- 'be gyroscopic particles are corn-

space su'rmt. .

e ectrical energy. When traveling throughout the

perceived
1118 al ‘Rncd a'oms, the same gvroscopic particles are

ca 35 magnetic" energy.



•-ssssSSS^lIf °ne Figure 17-C, one find*
resistance^ t0

b
?app^ately J, my previous

l
'D

r Note that this fact c contains

of ' .he conduct
«< '

col ,
17-C

r D
r Note that this fact co..^ contains

of 17-C-
the

conducting feting coil 17-C.

jtatement atoms than
desired results,

*££»>d*sr^ ,n thrJT» «“ 15
:

A
_!" in l5-B is equal to .ha. of

* unlever, tog 1 •

. B you win
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15-A and

.
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B is equal to that of

phenomenal 110,

wiic" “ linn U ncnui'M

«^Jsarsar^~
large reduction o

. nerrentage of the alloy

alloy and the
,

ref°" ^se some of their o'oo"0"13
^

a‘°m
Vne

e

rgy (gyroscopic particles) throughout the

netic energ> tgy
.

. rreated.

Mery,*** process ,soP_

ducting
collie-
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' ^

>n
7/ efficient conducting

system design

~
for a given

current input th* ™°
umfer ofatoms within a coil

is one in which i

'

he
f
r

ff (gyroscopic particle)
input.

are aligned by the given current <gv

tUr, r^nrip temOSTUtUTS eff

—
. it should be clear thatfor a given

8. M ",iSp
°ZfisUng ofgyroscopic

particles)from

urrenl "’Pul (
K the m0st efficient conducting

batter)' 8enera °„. whKh the greatest number of

’ZSnZil are aligned by the given current

rS
*erXrobviou'?“hat a properly designed,

" 15 h
7„rtine system would produce even greater

£C°"wdting ,
work is being performed by

her scientists in an attempt to develop a super

nducting material which can operate at temperatures

,her than those previously developed.

’

Let us examine super-conducting magnets in view

f what I teach. In Figure 18-A, when a small, fish

zed cylinder of niobium-tin alloy is placed in a flask

r liquid helium having little or no current input, the

binder becomes a formidable magnet of 24,000

k AA-.,.rsrso\ mof^rioic havp been developed tl

posite to the Curie
Suitmg inborn

(energy) into a pe, Jdom atom mo,ion, and
unalignment,

magnet s field. (See Figure

virtual disappearance of the magnet

1

^^the small?

disappearance of the magnet's prior magnetic field

Me gyroscopic particles which Piously com-

posed the magnetic field have now re,u™*™°**
s

original atomsfrom which they came. [These resul

scientifically match those of test 12-D above.)

der becomes a formidable magnet of 24,00U

Additional materials have been developed that

ipable of producing superior results.

FIGURE 18-A

Small cylinder of niobium-tin alloy

RANDOM ATOM MOTION
& NO MAGNETIC FIELD

DEWAR FLASK
OF LIQUID HELIUM

High atom alignment since heat
(energy) is removed from the mass

RESULT: HIGH MAGNETIC FIELD

"... I stress that it is essential that

one design and establish the correct

geometric configuration.

19. For optimal results, I stress that it is essential that

one design and establish the correct geometric con-

figuration! With such a correct configuration, the

atoms of the substances involved will intersect the

gyroscopic particles (composing the magnetic field of

the system) at the proper angle. In some designs it may

be desirable that those atoms within the system do not

(or minimally) intersect the gyroscopic particles, i.e., in

such instances, only gyroscopic particles should me-

chanically interact with one another.

“One must pay strict attention to

the mechanical essence of the gyroscopic

action of these particles ...”

One must pay strict attention to the mechanical

essence of the gyroscopic action of these particles
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When a conductor is physically moved down and across a magnetic f.eld as in F.gure 19-A, then the current wtll

change direction twice. The same is true if the conductor is moved from the South end of a magnet to the North end of

the magnet. Reason: the direction of gyroscopic action is changing throughout the “lines (shells) of force. ” However, if

a small multi-looped, 38-gauge conducting-coil-wire [approximately 11/32-inch in diameter and 3/4-inch long] is

moved across the end of a 6-inch diameter magnet, the current direction will alterfour times. (See Figure 19-B.)
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e coil across the

native )
It is

(
gyroscopic par-

£5i~ * »y

*V
'?h"e angular direction of me

of the magnet

held, and to the

'~rt m one p *
, , _ fh„ r came Diane.

that t

^continuously
vary m tne

- and observe

n moment. StudyW£ £ .,jnes (shells) of force

r..iinr direction or u
. maene t

(gvrostup- r of the rnagi*cl1 '-

ro the lef^ 'n °n P
sjde of that same plane

rig'”-
m the °PP?

at at the points marked with a dot (•)

Also observe that at tp
curren , duced

in Figure *»*%%£%* coil is never parallel

even though the mo' g, Reason: This occurs

With the ''f^Xlon effec,. re. one side of the

as a result of: c
hin Qne plane of gyroscopic par-

sma" C

osses ing a given angular direction, while the

tides
possesst g 8 coil will be located in

opposite st*i of *>

jc partides possessing a dif-

another plane
^ £he identical effect will be

-tt small coil is moved from the North to

^t^rsboM island that I did not observe
The

e.jitc hv accident. On the contrary>. / uti-

ZdTsZ diameter cot, because / expected that it

m wore effectively detect the varying angles of the

ZlZZ^Zes Loved. The resutts / obtained

^totally corroboratedmy expectations. It should now be

Obvious to you that relative to a magneticfield, the

angular directions of the gyroscopic particles are of

extreme importance with respect to a substance 's given

geometric design.

I would anticipate that computer technology —
which is pictorally capable of depicting the mechanical

essence of the action/reaction, gyroscopic effect of

energies — would be very helpful in predicting more

efficient designs and in computing useful mathematical

formulasirmuias.

What should not be done is for one to simply “throw

igether" some design concept and then place it in a

lagnetic field without giving careful consideration to

le mechanical essence of the energy of that magnetic

dd, i.e., the mechanical essence of the energy (in the

>rm of gyroscopic particles) comprising the atoms of

e substance or substances of the design. Prior to my
ork, a lack of mechanical thought has been the norm,
id, as the reader is well aw^are, the progress of science

id the human race has suffered

. is similar to hydraulic pressure, and appears to
e at l^e speed of light. In addition, such input cur-

t behaves solely— - - * *

-o- , input cur-

<ts a catalyst in interacting with the
ctromagnetic nature of the atoms comprising other

c release a portion of

materials and caused such atoms to^ Qf a magnet*

their electromagnetic energy i

|es Such action in-

field composed of RY«»cof P^ for perform.ng

creases the capacity of the
? Force ,

or Power.

"Obvious” or “Uno
J

another magnetic force

The system can then reac
narlicles) 0 f that source to

or the atoms (gyroscopi P
even further,

multiply this electromagnetic ettec

20. Lei's examine .he facts which corrobora.e .he

previous statement

stress to you, the reader, that there are many designs
ich will effectively release the energy in a magnetic
d in accordance with the conversion of the mass
rn which the magnetic field emanates via E = MC2

.

he electromagnetic composition of the atoms of
terials which initiates an input current flow is con-
11 »

*

s similar to hydraulic pressure, ;

ve at thp 12 t . _ ....

A. I have already proven .ha. .he greater the number

of atoms aligned within a magnet. :

g par[ides)

release of the magnet s energy (gy figures

in accordance with the equation E = MC .
(bee g

20-A1, 20-A2, and 20-A3 )

FIGURE 20-A1

oooo
BBSfl

No Magnetic Field

FIGURE 20-A2

f ,

BCtQBiJ-ljQT N

Magnetic Field

FIGURE 20-A3

/ /

i

' v 'J-'L ' J Ml \

I
v \ * * a

HAS A MUCH STRONGER AND
LARGER MAGNETIC FIELD
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,„-m r the areater will be the relea^r- , r

; ,
»—• r”rusr.;'.‘

'*

^O.B2. and20.B3^

20
, r. rhdf one should perceive the individual atoms (of Figures 20-A3 and 20-B3) as microsemv

,

C- ' have 3

TininZ cap Z eX^nno E = MC2
. Realizing these facts, one then knows that the greatet ,h

?'C”
ojToZ ofJy substance which one activates in accordance with these teachings, then the greater ,he

Tfrb^o'Xur
a

e^5

e

B

e

'Xn page W) andtaagtae that Figure 20-B3 is of similar magnitude. Also, imagine FigUre

20-A3 of proportional size and magnitude with Figure 20-B3. If these two systems (20-A3 and 20-B3) then react with

one another, you will obtain the following. (See Figures 20-C1 and 20-C2.)



, ,n vision a conductor coil 2G-C1 be-

Onc* «n
/o

a
;7domcd stadium, and a magnet 20-C2

ing t,1t-
stzC

u . oimt redwood tree,

beingMer
®‘v be desirable to permit the gy-

jn some ca.
• lianating from magnet 20-C o c

nxscopic P^nci« îe mscopjc particles surround-

cicntly
interact wit

CI> but ,lo/ to interact with

ing the conducting
the conducting coil 20-C1

the atoms conja.ned
mcchanicaJ configuration uttltz-

itseif '^partides, one would achieve max,-

ing
- P

^gnet 20-C2 without creating back-

"llf 'eduction into conducting coil 20-C 1

f
,°

r

reader must also realize that there is a hydrau-

T
anefic-coupling effect" of the gyroscopic par-

,ic '"
mnr sing the magnetic fields - an effect

tideS
h

C
exTends back to the atoms of the material from

tS the gyroscopic particles emanate. /Is « result,

Tfrrtimedian -Laws ofLeverage are enacted!

Knowing these facts, one can easily see that in

K m ri and 20-C2 there would be a phenome-

^aftorque produced upon the masses of both 20-C1

a^d zo-Cl^Tbis phenomenal torque is the result

o/E =MCj!

n EXAMINE THESE FACTS: The massive number of

atoms within conducting coil 20-C1 produce a phe-

nomenal back-emf (power) which is greater than the

external energy input (consisting of a catalytic effect

only) or external power input. In addition, the

massive number of atoms within magnet 20-C2 release

via atom alignment a large quantity of kinetic energy

(,n the form of a magnetic field) which interacts with

another large quantity of kinetic energy (in the form

„ . lh,1Vc were observed in the primi

results described above w
iS-Cl) except

tive prototype (described m ^5 C ^ of aloms .

that the generating coil had only •> should
P„r „K„c in.p-s.v-csuHs he prot

have contained 4,200 lbs. or
hoWCVCr ,

because 1

limited the coil weight t
' ^ tbal

the coil size became too great, nes p

technical problems which can easily be solved by

present technology h ,

The reader should clearly understand by now'that

the electric current which is initially reieased rom a

battery is not permitted (by a ^ducting coil) to com

plete the circuit within the coil itself, the

electromagnetic energy (gyroscopic
{

tained within the conducting coil will perform exactly

as I teach. Ideally, one should construct the en
^

rSy

machine to have voltage (hydraulic pressure), but the

input current should (as much as practical) be pre-

vented from returning to the battery, generator, etc.

That current which flows from the conducting coi

could indeed return to the battery and re-charge it.

E. One could reduce the length of a conductor and

still achieve the desired results by simply increasing

the speed of the "on" and "off’ input current which

behaves as a pulsating flow. The atoms of the conduc-

tor will produce a back-emf flow as a result of the ex-

panding and collapsing magnetic field (composed of

gyroscopic particles). These atoms are triggered

into this observable, back-emf flow via the catalytic

action of the small, initial input current.

“The greater the voltage (hydraulic pressure), then the

greater the number ofatoms ofa conductor will be triggered into the desired action.

of a magnetic field) within conducting coil 20-C1

.

Such interactions result in a phenomenal torque effect

and either 20-C1 or 20-C2 (or both) could rotate.

Observe that the above mechanical configuration

has multiplied the capacity of the system to perform
' Obvious" or "Unobvious” Work, Force, or Power
relative to the intial power input which acts only as

a catalyst.

Now, envision another conducting coil of propor-
tional size which acts as a generator and is physically
positioned to efficiently interact mechanically with
20-0 and 20-C2. This configuration will increase the
energy output even further.

Such a configuration is exactly what I created with
my primitive, handmade prototype. The prototype
was not built for my benefit, but for the benefit of
others who had been unjustly influenced by a teach-
ing process which rewards memorization. It was also
uilt for those who could not or would not recognize

the validity of my Theoretical Process. (Again I refer
to the discussion in 15-C and Figure 15 Cl .) All of the

The greater the voltage (hydraulic pressure), then

the greater the number of atoms of a conductor

which will be triggered into the desired action.

However, this statement should be qualified: the facts

indicate that all atoms have a "threshold effect. If the

"threshold effect” of the atoms (contained within a

given diameter and length of a conductor) are ex-

ceeded, then the atoms will emit some of their elec-

tromagnetic composition (gyroscopic particles) in the

form of heat with the result that the magnetic field

would be greatly reduced. If this occurs, then one

should simply increase the diameter of the conductor

or increase the speed of the pulsating input current.

Returning to the prototype in Figure 15-0: this

massive 5-gauge coil had only eight (8) ohms of

resistance, yet it produced a tremendous back-emf

(power) which reduced current-flow-input from the

battery pack. When the input power from the battery

pack was interrupted, the back-emf then returned

more power than the original power input from the

battery pack.
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ill ask the ques-

There are *'"'7£aT”'

fust as radilY°S

J Zc Figure 21-A.)

generating power.
(

I '''T’^y'zi -

A. Envision that the above two magnets in Figure

21-A have a strong, magnetic field that is capable of

compressing the spring. One would not expect the

spring to then recoil and push the two magnets apart.

Reason: The gyroscopic particles emanating from the

atoms of the two magnets are the mechanical essence

of E = MC2 and, consequently, such particles will keep

the spring compressed. However, if one has a “trig-

gering mechanism’’ or a catalytic effect that causes the

atoms of one or both of the two magnets to align and

unalign, then the spring would recoil, pushing the

two masses apart. When the atoms are aligned, the

spring would again be compressed via the generation

of the magnetic field by the aligned atoms. This pro-

cess would continue to repeat itself.

B. A similar effect (created by the gyroscopic parti-

cles via E = MC2
) is observed when the current is pro-

hibited from returning to a conventional generator. If
a mechanical means is constructed to “trap’’ the elec-
tric current and prevent it from completing a circuit,
then the gyroscopic particles of the current have a
capacityfor continuous work without the necessity
to increase the power input from the generator sys-

trier,u?r,
Ver

'
'f ‘he CifCUiI iS comP'ete and the elec-

“'y ,he ' ^anicaT
destroyed. This fact resuits

tides having a "cumulative effect. "

(See Fi

and Figure 21 -B2 .)
c 2

» iq

acts as a generator. In 21-B1, if the leads are shorted

out with only 1 ohm of resistance in the generator’s

conductor, there will be a resistiveforce equal to the

pull-force that one exerts in pulling the pull-cord at-

tached to the pulley on the motor (generator) shaft.

Reason: The conductor cuts the magnetic field of the

permanent magnets, thereby releasing gyroscopic par-

ticles (current) from the magnetic field. These releas-

“This successive number ofgyroscopic-
particle-releases is what creates the

‘cumulative effect.’”

ed, gyroscopic particles which travel into the conduc-

tor then have their spin at right angles to the balance

of gyroscopic particles (spin) remaining in the

magnetic field which in turn generates an opposing

“Obvious Force. ’’ These gyroscopic particles continue

to move throughout the shorted conductor as the

conductor continually moves through additional

“lines (shells) of force’’ within the magnetic field

which, in turn, results in even more gyroscopic par-

ticles (current) being released within the conductor.

This successive number ofgyroscopic-particle-
releases is what creates the "cumulative effect
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, „3SjJv prove this previous s

°nC
nlv conducting an experiment. Observe

* bV
Trdcr one pull, on the 'pull-cord'- (in Figure

that the ~
the resistive force

''.f/FrR-rlon.I force is additional.]

Pu" l? '

t v that one is producing no <

MisitV thp svster

ill equal your
an therefore

Obvious
r

» «/iceri'C r- —
eflS

i Force or Power ’ outside the system.
Forte

. Figure 21-B in which five smaller,

°bSer
m magnet motors have been placed in series,

permanent- g^ puJJ .cord one finds that the re-

Whe
a energy is significantly less than in Figure 21-B1

Vu ‘red
r
"n five additional motors will now be run-

a° Y
one is nowproducing “Obvious Work, Force,

nlJPower" outside of the system and yet one is us-

Lificantly less input power. Why the differ-

ing
\Answer Injure 21-B1, one is producing high

of gyroscopic particles which acts as

brake' ) and virtually no hydraulic pressure

c;m.rp 9 1 .R? nnp ic nrnr
(voltage).

However, in Figure 21-B2, one is producing

hiah hydraulic pressure (voltage) and low current

/volume of gyroscopic particles completing the circuit),

therefore, the “braking effect” is drastically reduced.

Lenz’s Law states that "the current induced in a cir-

cuit due to a change in the magnetic flux through it or

to its motion in a magnetic field is so directed as to

oppose the change in flux or to exert a mechanical

force opposing the motion.”

Lenz 's Law is simply an observation of this cumu-

lative effect of the gyroscopic-particle-spin (compris-

ing the current produced) being at right angles to the

spin of the gyroscopic particles remaining in the

magneticfield. Prior to my work, the true nature of

the magnetic field has never been fully understood.

Returning to the question, “Why can’t one simply

feed the generated, output current back into itself?” I

would answer. If one blindly (via mechanical im-

plicitness) feeds the current produced from a

system back into itself, then a “braking effect”

will occur which will negate the desired results.

It should be obvious to the reader that the prior

teachings have indicated that all power produced
from any type of conducting system was the result of
current flow and was not from the conducting system
itself. As a result of this view, all prior systems have
been deliberately designed to utilize high current-flow
to produce high power.

If you have mastered my teachings up to this point,
then you should be principally interested in the
voltage (hydraulic pressure), since the current (gyro-
scopic particles) simply acts as a catalyst for any
system into which it flows. As I indicated above, the
g> roscopic particle composition of the current cannot
he depleted as it moves through the system. As a
resu t the current completes the circuit to the genera-
/°

r

.

ai

n

* brakin8-action” occurs to create the cumu-

andJ 6Ct If thC CUrrent WaS to comP]ete the circuit

arm h
Urn t0 the battery

’ then such current would,
ccordmg to Faraday’s Law of Electrolysis (which
epends upon current flow [gyroscopic particles]),

produce an undesired chemical action and destroy

one s ability to utilize the elements of the battery in

accordance with E = MC 2
. „ H -s

The very electrolytic action described by araday

Law is proof that the current within the system has

not been depleted. With a correct technical system,

such current could be harnessed for more productive

purposes since the gyroscopic particles (which com-

prise the current) have an infinite capacity for work.

Via the proper design, it is obvious that one can feed

the energy triggered and released from a system into a

configuration which then operates itself and produces

additional, excess energy in accordance with E = MC2

by converting the mass of the system involved.

This is exactly what I have clearly demonstrated by

utilizing the primitive, handmade prototypes already

discussed. (See Figures 15-C1 and 15-C2.) There are

many additional, technical designs possible which will

be built by following my basic principles.

22. I now wish to give you, the reader, a test. Have

you understood literally what I have taught you? Or

have you simply sought to memorize what I have writ-

ten? I wish to stimulate you to understand the

very “essence” of what I teach you! Only by doing

so will you be able to “stand on my shoulders and see

farther than I have.” *

Question: How would you build a more efficient

design than the primitive prototypes I have already

demonstrated? What properties would you seek to

perfect in your system?

You should understand that if built structurally

strong, even the 15-C1 and 15-C2 prototypes would

produce an impressive power output if the hydraulic

pressure (voltage) was increased. For example, in the

smaller 15-C2 unit, I utilized only 300 volts of pressure

due to the fact that as one increases the voltage (hy-

draulic pressure) then the power produced becomes

damaging to the primitive commutator which I built by

hand. Utilizing these 300 volts, I had only 1.6 milliamps

input and a 14 lb. magnet which rotated at approxi-

mately 200 RPM. Now, if you add 100,000 volts (hy-

draulic pressure) to a system structurally designed to

withstand the voltage — which is 333 times the original

voltage I utilized to demonstrate my correct principle

— then one can expect the power output to be in thou-

sands of watts with an input of only several hundred

watts. With such a system, the 14 lb. magnet would
rotate at more than 50,000 RPM!
What I continually stress to you, the reader, is that

the handmade prototypes were simply built to prove

that the Technical Process which I teach is correct.

/ consider the Technical (Theoretical) Process to he

10,000 times more important than those primitive pro-

totypes. If you have mastered what I teach, then the

magnitude of this “Pioneering Invention” should be
obvious to you.

* Based upon the quotation from Isaac Newton: If I have seen farther
than others, it is because 1 have stood on the shoulders of giants
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Explanation Of internal Action

within my energy machine
And

Discussion Of Commutator Designs

•If you cannot make something simple in the
you do not know what you are about."

e entl

- Dr. Edward de Bono

“ OriFSTION: Do you understand the importance

' oh^MjTdesigning a technical configuration

which causes the current (consisting of gyroscopic par-

tides)

1

tobe 'trapped within any system (including a

conductor) utilizing the hydraulic pressure (voltage) of

the input current and prohibiting such input current

from detrimentally affecting the battery source of the

input current? (If permitted (to a detrimental extent to

return to the battery source, such input current will

operationally invoke Faraday’s Law of Electrolysis and

prevent the further utilization of the electrical energy

(gyroscopic particles) within the battery in accordance

with Einstein’s equation of E = MC2
.]

B. QUESTION: Do you understand that the gyro-

scopic particles (current) emanating from the materials

of a battery literally represent the mechanical essence

of Einstein’s equation of E = MC2 and constitute the

basic entities comprising all component parts (other

and larger sub-atomic particles e.g., electron,
Prot0

neutron, meson, neutrino, quark, etc.) within the
^

atoms of the materials used in the construction of the
battery?

If you do not instantly know the answers to qUes
tions 22-A and 22-B, then you have not “Mastered”
what I have taught, and you must therefore re-read

(and Master) the earlier sections of this Book before

proceeding further.

However, if you do know the answers to questions

22-A and 22-B, then you should immediately under-

stand why I designed (within the structure of my in-

vention) a segmented commutator and brush system

for the purpose of proving 1) my teachings are correct

and 2) how quickly production units for practical use

will result when my teachings are “Mastered" and
not “Memorized. ’’

22

C. EXAMPLE: (See Figure 2-C1.)



piGl/flE 22
C2

has 20 Current Input or Firing Positions 5/16" wide, 20 Blank Spots 3/16 wide.

fndZOSInert Ou>
Positions 2/16" wide.

Brush to Coil and Firing Position

SH^Sr i

lK
Si
H?o?

f

r,
Commutator is connected with Firing Wires to the Hub on the opposite

of the 180 Break. No Short Out Wire is needed on the reverse side.
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r

D. QUESTION: Why*°“*%C
n™t brushes con-

points Where it make
consist ofsegments

P

nectcd ,o ,he »PP« ""“«
c°,cd m the b„c-s"----

°

f“pper)

ANSWER : Simple, ijyou have Mastered

teachings to this point. mil make
The brushes connected to the copp

contact with the FIRING SEGMENT position on the

commutator. At that precise moment, current (in tl

form of gyroscopic particles) flows from the *oms:of

the battery’s materials into the copper-coil conductor

as a result of the ‘ hydraulic effect” [voltage]. As a

“cataivtic effect, ” such current-flow from the battery

causes some of the atoms (within the copper-coil con-

ductor) to align and release a minute portion of their

electromagnetic configuration (in the form of gyro-

scopic particles) to generate an expanding magnetic

field. As a result, some of these gyroscopic particles

(within the expanding magnetic field) mechanically

collide with a portion of the gyroscopic particles com-

prising other atoms within the copper-coil conductor.

Some of these gyroscopic particles collide at a right

angle, and those that do subsequently move at a right

angle to that right-angular force. Such right-angular

motion results in electrical current (consisting of gyro-

remaining within the atoms of the conductor r
right-angular collision occurs in a direction 0

Fh
‘ S

to the right-angular collision which origjna |,

Pp°site

curred when the magnetic field was expanUi °C
'

result of the second collision, additional elea*
As *

rent (in the form of moving gyroscopic parti f‘

Cal co-

produced in the conductor. Such current
is

C
**

ing in the same direction as the original, “
c

n°W m°v-

input current (gyroscopic particles) from the h
C

At the next instant in the rotation of the c
batler

V

tor, the brushes that are connected to the c
0rnmuta -

leave the BLANK SEGMENT and enter the SHor^ Coil

SEGMENT. This SHORTOUT SEGMENT permits
rent (gyroscopic particles) produced by the coh

CUr '

magnetic field to complete the copper-coil c

* 3psin
8

circuit, but prevents additional current inpu^f
1 *1110101

battery. Such electrical-circuit-completion
with°

m the

copper-coil conductor works to maintain the
m the

field of the coil since the current (gyroscopic
magnetic

tides) circulation in the copper-coil conductor^'
the same direction as the original, “catalytic”

'S l°

current from the battery source. Such “magnehcT
maintenance” results in a continual force which

"C d

in the proper direction to affect the rotating maen^
adjacent to the copper-coil conductor, although th
magnet and conductor are not limited to this no

*

or configuration. Furthermore, such a continual for

°n

“Thepowerproducedfrom the conducting coil within the system
becomes significantly greater than the initial ‘catalytic*power

comingfrom the atoms ofthe materials comprising the external battery ”

scopic particles) which moves in a direction opposite
to the catalytic” imput current (gyroscopic particles
from the battery source. The electrical current (gyro-
scopic particles) generated by the above-mentioned,
right-angular collisions essentially “traps” and
prevents the battery current from completing the cir-
cuit. [Note; This right-angular motion of the gyro-

?;rj:T
S 0

'?
UrS 35 an "after'the-fa«" reaction.

re., the right-angular motion occurs after the gyro-

blank segment (or -h- .

GMENT and Pass onto the

Position breaks the "hydraufee fecTr
^™S

from the battery and thereby caufes thl
VOltage)

copper-coil conductor to „Z l
he aIoms of 'he

“"alignment results in a collanf
°h atomic

represents an attempt on [h

' PSmg
- ma«nettc field and

Particles (comprising the ZZn °l
‘
he 8yrosc°Pic

rhe atoms from which thev o
°etlC to return into

^hen this occurs some of the
8 'na,ly emana*d -

comprising the collapsing ma0nt
8y

r

OSC°PiC par,icles
a nghl angle with some of h,

' f‘C d then co"ide°f
'the gyroscope

particles
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greatly reduces wasted energy (electrical sparking) at
each current break in the commutator!
Following the SHORTOUT SEGMENT position the

brushes connected to the copper coil enter the firing
SEGMENT position again, and the entire process is
repeated twenty times per revolution of the rotating
magnet since the commutator is attached to the shaft
of the rotating magnet.

22

E. The electrical activity as described in section 22-D
appears on an oscilloscope as depicted in the drawing
below. (See Figure 22-E.)

OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



spiral-helix path of gyroscopic particles (only a few depicted)
which generate the magnetic field around the coilthe coil

input (catalytic) I

current direction to I

'initially align the atoms I

_ within the copper coil I

(When this happens, the I

gyroscopic particles physically I

"expand away from the atoms of the wire I

Irom which the gyroscopic particles emanate.) I

MOMENT OF FIRING SEGMENT ON THE COMMUTATOR
(expanding magnetic field)

© now the gyroscopic particle "collapses" to return to the atom from
which It emanated — but now the lower periphery ol the gyroscopic
particle first strikes the copper wire causing the gyroscopic particle
to now travel in the ( + ) direction

The process below is fully repeated with step(i)physically thrusting the expanding,

magnetic field even further beyond the coil structure. [Tit's expansion and collapse

of the coil's magnetic field mechanically interacts with the magnetic field

(gyroscopic particles) of the cylindrical magnet to create a "push-pull" effect which

causes the cylindrical magnet to rotate and also add some of its gyroscopic particles

In interaction with the copper coil, thus adding further to the external output energy
]

i „i
coppef coll composed n

I n°r

P
,,

Pef a,oms wl,h 'Elions
1 of O/Kwcopic particles

moment of bunk segment on the commutator
(collapsing magnetic field)

MOMENT OF SHORT OUT SEGMENT ON THE COMMUTATOR
(cancelling additional current from the battery)

uilltalive depictions only
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PHOTO BY MATT ANDERSON

PHOTOGRAPHS OF COMMUTATORS



, m the conducting coil within

e r
produced

°fiCanth'
greater than the

^g£» ^-°n
Swe

8
r coming from the atoms of

W 5
.Cathie P°w^ he eXternal battery.

"’"iteria*
comprising ed power or Energy

d* nlJ
rve that we

no
innovated releases

Nothing
^e system atomic (gyroscopic

fron’ or Energy fr°™
fche atoms comprising all

Pe* e

,

arrangement
o

t) in accordance

P
jrt,

;S(coiE ha«ery and magnj ^
JSJri

E^
te“

0V*
U
conversion-efBcicnt basis.

av stric, attention
to the exacting Fact

** one must pay str
described by the above

%e meehanicaT
essence

the mechanical

£S* *^Sn the atoms of the conduc-

'caon "h'ch
M
0
“S„d one of the timing sequence

tor
coil

shouldI Km
p|ug nring within an

,Mt occurs dur g ^ [he proper Iiming of such

»u,om
0b

hi„ "he vehicle engine cannot be ignored or

firing
wlth,n

êd> neither can the gyroscopic particles

taken for gr ———
'Riming effect

'

1 have described

is very critical.

nrising and emanating from the atoms of the

(C,2" materials) be ignored or taken for granted m
SV
mTof their "firing' to generate the production of

tC

,i energy output. When the sparking in piston

firing is stopped, in the case of an automobile engine,

S analogous to properly timing the rotating com-

mutator to stop the firing of Production as the coil

brushes physically enter the BLANK SEGMENT position.

Anyone familiar with the conventional engine

within an automobile knows that, if all pistons were

"fired’’ simultaneously and continuously, there would

be no rotational motion of the crankshaft. Under such

circumstances, one would have only an “Unobvious

Work, Force, or Power” produced in such an engine.

The same effect is true (by what I have presented in

the above discussion) when the atoms within the

copper-coil conductor remain aligned at all times.

Under such circumstances, there would be no rota-

tional motion on the part of the commutator (via the

revolving magnet), nor would additional, external,

electrical current (gyroscopic particles) be produced
once the magnetic field of the copper-coil conductor
ceased to expand and collapse. In essence, there
would be only an ‘‘Unobvious Work, Force, or
Power” produced.

In order to understand what I have written and to
be able to physically construct those units capable of
achieving what I have achieved, you must ‘‘Master”
these teachings. The ‘‘timing effect” I have described
* very critical This ‘‘timing effect” will vary from

0ne Physical system to another.
The voltage (hydraulic effect) input, and

intensity of any interacting, additional magnetic

field(s) will ail be critical considerations to the -timing

effect” of any system's design.
written, you

To properly understand what _ _

_

hanicaiiy
must -Master ' the fact that we are technically

discussing the “Mechanical essence ot

G. Return to Dr. Hasting s Affidavit of June 17 1984

and study the oscillograph pictured on pag

oscillograph was produced via the utiliza

lb. magnet adjacent to a copper coil (see Figur

22-G1). The current spike in Figure 22-Gla w p

nuwcvci, 11 Liu- n r ' ' ‘

above the copper coil (as in Figure 22-G2), then no

current spike (see Figure 22-G2a) was produced from

the coil. In the second position of the magnet in

Figure 22-G2, there was a ‘‘cancellation effect.” The

copper coil had only a 4-inch interior diameter and the

cylindrical 14 lb. magnet had a 4-inch outside diameter.

By placing the magnet above the coil (as in Figure

22-G2), the magnet’s magnetic field would sweep

across both sides of the copper coil in the same direc-

tion as the magnet itself rotated. (See Figure 22-G3 )

FIGURE 22 G3
MAGNET^ SWEEP DIRECTION

COLLISION (cancellation effect)

Consequently, some of the gyroscopic particles com-

prising the magnetic field of the rotating magnet would

collide with some of the gyroscopic particles compris-

ing the atoms of the coil at a right angle and generally
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„ . offset" of the repetitive, mechani
cause a ‘ cancelianon effect

within thecause a

caJ motions of the gyroscopic p

magnetic field in conjunction w

tides within the copper coil. Th

.articles within the

ith the gyroscopic par-

s “cancellation effect

-* ra""ns magnet

take anything for granted!

“ even the slightest alteration in

the configuration ofa particular system’s

design can effect a noticeable change

in the observed results.
”

L I will now describe a factual observation which

should “open your mind” even further. I will refer to

the commutator design already discussed and

depicted above in Figures 22-C1 and 22-C2.

The above-described commutator was affixed to the

shaft of a rotating, 100 lb., solid magnet (6-inch

diameter and 12-inch length). [The 400 lb. magnet

depicted in Figure 15-C1 on page 21 was part of my
largest prototype. J

The 100 lb. magnet was placed in

the center of a very large coil composed of 4,200 lbs.

of copper atoms (5-gauge copper coil). In addition,

300 lbs. of copper atoms (24-gauge copper coil) was
wrapped around the larger, 4,200 lb. copper coil. The
purpose of this configuration was to prove that most
of the gyroscopic particles comprising the magnetic
field emanating from the aligned atoms of the perma-
nent, 100 lb. magnet would avoid collision with the
gyroscopic particles comprising the atoms within the
conducting coils. (See Figure 22-1 which is concep-
tuaJly related to Figure 22-E above.)

react

me.

In addition, because of the spatial placement of the

coil and magnet, most of the gyroscopic particles

comprising the magnetic field generated by the con-

ductor coil would also avoid collision with the gyro .

scopic particles remaining within the atoms compris .

ing the 100 lb. magnet. However, the gyroscopic parti-

les comprising the magnetic fields of both the 100 lb.

rotating magnet and the 4,200 lb. coil would re^.

with one another as desired and designed by •

j! The results of a test utilizing the configuration of

Figure 22-1 are described as follows:

Two (2) 40-watt fluorescent bulbs were connected

in series as a resistance load to 300 lbs. (atoms) of a

24-gauge copper coil. A battery voltage (consisting of

66 volts of ‘‘hydraulic pressure” equaling 31 milliamps

or 2.04 watts) was then input into the motor coil con-

sisting of 4,200 lbs. (atoms) of 5-gauge copper coil.

When the 100 lb. magnet rotated at 48 RPM, the two
bulbs were emitting useful light, but were not con-

tinuously lit since they flickered at a rate consistent

with each ‘‘break” in the current.

Now to state the shocking fact to those only skilled

in the old teachings:

If the resistance load of the two (2) 40-watt fluores-

cent bulbs connected in series was disconnected

(open circuit) from the generator coil consisting of

300 lbs. of atoms — and this was the only deliberate

change made — then the 100 lb. rotating magnet would
reduce its rotational rate within two minutes to 36
RPM. At the same time, average “catalytic” current

input from the battery increased to 2.57 watts

(equivalent to 39 milliamps X 66 volts input into the

4,200 lbs. (atoms) of 5-gauge, motor-coil conductor).

In essence, you will note that by reducing the load

on the generator coil of 300 lbs. (of copper atoms),

then the motor coil of 4,200 lbs. (of copper atoms)
drew more power and resulted in the 100 lb. magnet
reducing its rotational rate.

FIGURE 22-1

4200 LBS. OF ATOMS
OF 5-GAUGE COIL

300 LBS. OF ATOMS
OF 24-GAUGE COIL

100 LB. MAGNET

THE energy machine OF JOSEPH IN



- n\4 of the rotating magnet decreased

effect,
tbe dema„d increased by 25%

,||
Xt,

,heP° removed from the generator!

wfl^ ,oad

' lhlSr“U,IOCCUr?

if yOU have Mastered my teachings.

:

Sim
?fed that I theoretically predicted such

I
be

"rieinal Patent Application long before I

'

es^s ,n
he above-described prototypes.] I stated

^ patent Application: as they aligned and

l atoms (within the generator coil of my

I malig^; Jd indeed have a "beneficial effect”

} jt0totyP
e>

of the motor coil in terms of the

jp
on

t,ieat(

j

>

ts This "beneficial effect” would o,

I j^cired resU effect” and:sired

e to an
•action/reaction

would occur

effect” and vice versa.

due to 41

J

.,aCti0n/reaction
effect” is what occurred in

Sudl
^described test results. The proper timing of

the
abo^

n/reaction
effect” is essential to obtain the

*5ired results.

In the earlier test described above (in Section 22-C
and pictured again in Figure 22-J2), the atoms of the
motor coil are "fired” via the FIRING SEGMENT (releas-
ing energy), followed by the BLANK SEGMENT (allowing
the atoms to unalign [via the collapsing magnetic field]
in the opposite direction to the energy of an expanding
magnetic field), followed by the SHORTOUT SEGMENT
(permitting the energy in the system to attempt to main-
tain atom alignment until the next FIRING SEGMENT).
This sequence permits the energy of the system to
app!y a sustained force to keep the magnet rotating.
One should clearly see that there is an extreme dif-

ference in the energy-output-effects generated by dif-
ferent mechanical configurations. 1 must again stress
the importance of the "timing” factor!

Actually, the reader should recognize that there are
many different ways to design a system to replace the
commutator circuitry described above. With addi-
tional research, one could select magnetic, electronic,
or light-sensitive circuitry — to mention only a few.

When the load of the two (2) fluores-

was connected into the circuit of the

SlbT(awms) of the generator coil, then the atoms

f the
conductor coil would align and unalign proper-

P However, when the circuit was broken by remov-
'

the i0ad (light bulbs) and leaving the circuit open,

the atoms of the conductor coil could not properly

align and unalign.

The proper timing relative to the segmented com-

mutator (described in Figure 22-C1 and 22-C2) is very

critical. For example: If the segmented commutator

was simply flipped over 180° — enabling the coil-

connected brushes to first make physical contact with

the SHORTOUT SEGMENT, then the BLANK SEGMENT,

then the FIRING SEGMENT (see Figure 22-J1) — the

results would be that the light output of the two (2)

fluorescent bulbs would be greatly reduced.

“One should clearly see that there

is an extreme difference in the

energy-output-effects generated by
different mechanical configurations.

22

K. Let us now examine the effects of a similarly-

designed, segmented commutator placed upon the

shaft of a 14 lb. magnet adjacent to approximately 140

lbs. of 30-gauge (copper) conductor coil. (See Figure

22-K1.) [I must stress that my system is not limited to

the use of copper as the conducting medium! There
are other materials which — under certain circum-

stances — would permit more efficient atom align-

ment, e g . ,
super-cooled niobium tin. Atom unalign-

ment (as it occurs in copper) will also have to occur

within the system.]

Such a reduced light output should be clear proof that
nothing in this system I have described should be
taken for granted! Why the resultant difference in
'8 t output? It should be obvious. In Figure 22-11 the

viaTVuo
116^6 ” firSt SHORTS OUT the motor coil

break eff

°R
-w

UT SEGMENT (creating a “current-

(nothino^ ’ f0lJ°Wed bV a BLANK SEGMENT

2g seSSS0 ’ and the unit "fta" via theG SEGMENT to align the atoms in the motor coil.

FIGURE 22-J2

s
H
0
R

1*1 2nd 3rd
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„ K , the FIRING SEGMENT on the

in prototype 22-K
. wjde the SHORTOUT

commutator switch 3/8
(;Ap 5etween the FIR-

SEGMENT is 1/8 a

s is J/J6" wide. In the

ING and SHORTOUT . h position of the

(See Figure 22-K2.)

In Figure 22-K2, each SHORTOUT SEGMENT is

covered with a thin layer of regular Scotch 'magic

tape. As the commutator revolves, such a tape covering

has the following effect: first the coil brushes connect

with the FIRING SEGMENT and atoms within the motor

coil align to produce energy; then the coil brushes

pass over the SHORTOUT SEGMENT covered with tape

which causes the atoms to unalign and produce energy

in the same direction (per the discussion in Section

22-D). This energy traveling in the same direction

causes a small spark to flash across the GAP between

the FIRING SEGMENTand the SHORTOUT SEGMENT. In

addition, there is a 76-watt, 8-foot, fluorescent bulb

and three (3), 'A -watt fluorescent bulbs connected in

“The most efficient system design is

one in which the smallest amount of
external current input will cause the

greatest amount ofatoms alignment and
unalignment within the system. ”

senes, but hooked parallel to the motor coil which in
turn is connected to the rotating commutator. There

of twen‘y-eight (28) sequences consisting o™ ' SEGMENT-GAP-SHORTOUT SEGMENT-GAP-

XhJ
per r0tation of the commutator.

Uttltzmg 96° volts (hydraulic pressure) input (fromtntnststor batteries, into 140 lbs. (atoms) of 30-^7
ance o

r

n?h3

C°nd
,

UCt0
;
WiIh 50

'000 ot™s of resist

'

into the sys,em.Ys 7‘h
8°ing

flidke^during each sequen
mutator. If the commuawr

revolvin8 c°m-
Hickering would bemm, ?

'° turn faster
. <he

he brilliance of the lightsm u
d^ noticeablc and

den, rotational rite on ,h

d mcreasc With a suffi-

"«hts would achieve full brSua'r

°f commu“K>r, the
emit light a, a steady rate s n'

”

d would s«m to
would occur faster than the h

fllckenn8 rateman the human eye could detect.)

QUESTION:
coil in Figure

temperature?

Can you predict what would occur if

22-K1 was subjected to a cryogCn ic

ANSWER: The 50,000 ohm resistance in the coil

wwjld^reatly decrease and the same voltage (hy*
pressure) employed above would cause a greater

K

number of atoms to align in the 30-gauge coil. This
would result in an increased energy release (via a

magnetic field created by gyroscopic particles). Ato
unalignment will have to occur in this system as it T
in copper at normal room temperature.

L. The most efficient system design is one in wh
the smallest amount of external current input win
cause the greatest amount of atom alignment and
unalignment within the system. [This approach

i s

contrary to and more efficient (over 100% prpdu
efficiency) than ah electrical systems designedbif^

n

this time!] As necessary, one can then have the m
°re

to unalign the atoms and also reduce the firing

EXAMPLE: Even at room temperature, the power
output of a 30-gauge motor coil is noticeably greater
than the external power input from a battery source^
On an oscilloscope such power appears as described
in Figure 22-L1:

FIGURE 22 L1

Scope leads connected to a 1 Ohm resistor.
Current = 2 Amp. per centimeter X 4 or
8 Amps, and Sweep Time in milliseconds

FIRES = 28 times per revolution
BREAK = 28 times per revolution
SHORT = 28 times per revolution

M. Imagine a friction-free” commutator (designed
according to Figure 22-C above) which has a 5-foot
diameter with FIRING, GAP, and SHORTOUT SEGMENTS
built to the same dimensions as those in Figure 22-MI:
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„-.«-srsssr~3“
^ent/unaiignmen^ producing greater and
‘ g

r and faster rate. ther^l catalytic” energy input

“^energy for action with

f m an external so (atoms) of a

SS*- ref“r^in section L, and .he resu
u lower resistance ion L and the resu

3Mauge
coii as

^
sc^erg>, ou,pu, will increase.

i

should be obv'°u
he

*
are many physical variations

AS slated earl'e^.^.,^ my teachings are- s,JKd
“e

rlie

obvtous'

a

once my .cachings are

Z^^ Memor<2ed
Masters

» tothfr DESIGN: The commutators

EXAMPyLQ^^^^ of a FIRING

not a SHORTOUT SEGMENT.

iEGMENT and a

^arrangement will create sparking

i0WeTmaty) if it is no. properly designed. Such a

ieC,ed^^^^otoTcoU^df.
1

This would cause

u^bufno' push current noticeably through the bulb

r resistance toad. The electromotive force produced

y the gyroscopic particles of the atoms within the

jnducmr coil (as such atoms unalign to collapse the

lagnetic field) - which occurs as the coil-connected

-ush passes over the GAP - would then travel

irough the bulb or resistance load because such

sistance is less than that required to ionize the air at

ie GAP. [It should also be understood that the

echanically-designed commutator can be replaced by

her switch technologies which are more efficient.]

3. I shall now discuss the FIRING or “timing” se-

uences in conjunction with the battery design, and

le results that will be observed from such sequences,

leview Sections 16-H1 and 16-H2.]

Since the “action/reaction effect” described in Sec-

on 22-J occurs too quickly, the standard amp and volt

leters will not be able to monitor the results quickly

lough for proper observation. Therefore, it is neces-

iry to use an oscilloscope that can be calibrated to an

ttremely fast “sweep-time” measured in millionths of

second.

A. The facts obtained by a thorough study of my
energy machine prove that the most efficient battery

design is one which functions both as a capacitor as

well as a battery.

When current is released from a conventional ca-

pacitor, the voltage (hydraulic pressure) will quickly
be reduced. I have already shown that in order to
achieve the proper functioning of my energy machine,
it is necessary to input a “catalytic” voltage (hydraulic
pressure) which can be maintained as high as possible

tn achieve maximum

. th
m alignment

23 . . have Observed that the dry

B. In my experience,
certain

mechanical

cell battery alreadyP°^“
y)

demonstrate several

characteristics which
(accide yj^ a capaCitor as

of the requirements nec
' teristics are even

well as a battery. Such cha
nted commutator

noticeable when I utihzed h ^8.^ high spikes of

design (described ab J atomS within the motor-coil

current produced by
led in the same direc-

conductor. Such current tr

from the battery.

“°n " thC '

2Tb S'seen on an oscilloscope. This is

(See Figure 23-B as seen w

not drawn to scale.)

FIGURE 23 B

percent" position, the oscilloscope^^
the cur-

“catalytic” input current, then the spikes (^ \

—

will travel off the screen (if the input current-* « shown).

C Without careful consideration, you, the r

^
ac

^
r ’

^‘assume that the high spikes of current from the

conducting coil would quickly destroy Y

battery. The facts that I have observed in my ex

oeriments prove that such is not the case. The follow

fng mechanical examination of a dry cell batten< conv

bined with what I teach will explain why such battery

destruction does not occur.
battery

Examine the following drawing of a dry cell batte y

in Figure 23-C:
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D. Study carefully w
Jl

a
' Wtially flows from

the current (gyroscopicP^
cJor^ and returns to

the zinc (atoms) into the co
/( should be ob-

the carbon rod w.thm the ^/ra„, zinc

viotts that energy has oet '

d fTh is action then

and has traveled to the
f?ElectroI vsis.] The metallic

invokes Faraday s Law
, trolyte; if this pro-— ~ until .he

cess continues, the zinc

cell would become useless.

scopic particles) is released from the atoms

ducting coil and flows into the carbon ’°^°^ shou,d

easily see that there is an extreme mechanical

distinction (from that which occurs via Faraday s

Law of Electrolysis), because the ztnc releases no

energy and the carbon rod has actually gained

energy (gyroscopic particles).

F. QUESTION: Why the difference in results obtained

in Section 23-D compared to those of Section 23-E?

ANSWER : In Section 23-D, the zinc atoms con-

tained an excess of gyroscopic particles which would

readily flow to the carbon rod. However, in Section

23-E, the "mechanical” conditions have altered and

the carbon rod now receives an excess of gyroscopic

particles which mechanically cause the carbon to

become more negative than the zinc. As this process

occurs, a very sensitively-calibrated oscilloscope will

depict the zinc as “positive” and the carbon rod as

.
.• vo7*usCOp

i

cles) can destroy the desired results. Consequent’ 1

amount of material (atoms) within the battery
"

’

V " ’ h<:

ly proportional to the quantity of energy
j t Can

d,rca
modate. [Other materials can be used for better

3^0^'

G. As depicted on an oscilloscope calibrated
in

millionths of a second, the voltage of a battery
connected in series will show the following;

[N
Pack

A variety of voltages can be used. In my smalleT^
totype, I have used between 300 and 950 volts

]

Pr°-

When current (gyroscopic particles) “shoots” from
the conducting coil (atoms) into the carbon rod the
battery voltage will “shoot” sharply negative and then
increase to an amount past the normal battery voltage
This indicates a charging effect upon the zinc within
the battery followed by the ‘‘action/reaction effect" 0 f

additional discharges and charging action within the
battery pack.

“t have been discussing the utilization of the atoms within a battery and the
utilization of the atoms within a conducting coil on a 100%,
conversion-efficientprocess in accordance with E =MC2.

”

negative.” With such polarization, the “mechanic
action” (described in Section 23-D) will attempt to
voke Faraday’s Law of Electrolysis and reverse this

wfl7flnw
C

f

SS ' At
J
hiS P°int ’ the ^oscopic Particles

will flow from the carbon rod (acting as a capacitor™0

m‘

hV‘?
C Wh

,

ich -c tons » be removed

Thi efft,
° y‘e

K
and retUrn IO thc ** itself,

rent cor!!
probabl >' most efficient when the ctem continues to reverse back and forth rapidly

ftu“er^
n

r.r;i
he zi

r
lons (which ar^ in -

sufficien, opp^tuntSr?,W0Uld n°‘ a

the electrolyte and would h

'd y bmd themselves wi

"torn loose" m remTn m ,he

°re be morc easily

to the voltage (hydraulic pressure) ofm^higher than its initial voltage Mv
2mC rlsin8

cell batteries have demonstrated m,™T”” a"d dr
>

although such results were nnr k
^ descnbed resu

efficiency of operation [I en r
bt31ned at the highes

«udy, “Master/’ and "mnrn
^ the reader tod lmProve upon my results!]

THE energy machine

24. In essence, I have been discussing the utilization

of the atoms within a battery and the utilization of the
atoms within a conduction coil on a 100%, conversion-
efficient process in accordance with E = MC2

. The same
is true with the use of a permanent magnet.

QUESTION: Have you “mastered” what I have taught
you? [I must continue to ask you this question to ensure
that you are simply not “memorizing” or “blindly
accepting” what I am presenting in this Book.] What I

ave discovered is basically “simple.” But remember, it

is simple after-the-fact of its presentation!

The perfection of production units for my Pioneering
nvention must advance at a rapid pace with the sup-
port o every caring scientist, business individual,
s atesman, and human being upon this Earth. This
nergy machine will have a most beneficial effect upon

,

Us be ec°nomic impact of this revolutionary in-
ion upon the Earth will be discussed in Chapter 23

OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



Chap*er
10

quantum Mechanics

••We hope that the present fluctuations of thin
e7fh°n me mets o" form" las^whllh today

beliefs which in the end will lead to something better than the mess

surrounds our subject.” _ Erw|n Schrodlnger

,h ,_ nojnt I have been discussing the

25> UP ^ utilization of the basic building entity of all

mechanical
1 copic .action-entity.” I will now con-

matter
„ relate the behavior of this “gyroscopic-action-

CC

Sy to QUANTUM MECHANICS.

••(1) Light and matter are ultimately composed of

particles. Their wave properties derive from the

group behavior of a large number of interacting

particles. [This approach, it will be recalled was

unsuccessfully adopted by Einstein in an attempt to

I Will now be discussing other important con-

^7<roncerning the nature of the gyroscopic particle.

r"must add that there are those who may feel that I

should have published these other concepts in a

separate book rather than combine their exposition

2h a presentation describing the nature of my energy

machine I disagree with anyone who may feel this

way The universal nature of the gyroscopic particles

(more generally referred to as “gyroscopic-action-

entities ") which I have discovered is offar greater

significance than one, simple application of their

utilization, i.e., my energy machine. By combining

these two intellectual areas, I wish to stimulate the

mind of the reader to think beyond the limitations of

thought imposed by the study of one technical applica-

tion. I would prefer that the reader give more careful

consideration to understanding a universal principle:

the principle inherent in the nature and action of the

gyroscopic particle!]

25

A. I will quote several passages from a well-written

book entitled The Nature of Physics by Peter J.

Brancazio of Brooklyn College, City University of

New York [published by MacMillan Publishing Com-
pany, Inc., New York, 1975]. From page 585:

WA VE-PARTICLE DUALITY
'The discovery that material particles exhibit

wave characteristics adds a new dimension to the
problem of wave-particle duality. The classical
descriptions of light as a wave and matter as com-
posed of solid particles no longer seem valid — for
both matter and light have beenfound to display
wave and particle characteristics. How can we pro-
vide a coherent explanation for these extremely
puzzling discoveries? One way to resolve the prob-
lem of wave-particle duality is to assume that one
or the other is morefundamental. There are two
possible alternatives:

“ (2) Light and matter are ultimately composed of

waves. The particle properties are then derivative.

One could hypothesize that 'particles are really

concentrations of waves or perhaps stable conden-

sations in an underlying fluid or field.

“Unfortunately,
neither of these alternative

hypotheses has been developed with any great suc-

cess. Most modern-day physicists generally believe

that neither particles nor waves are more funda-

mental, but rather that they are two manifestations

of some as-yet-unidentified (and possibly uniden-

tifiable) entity.

"If the beginning student has trouble understand-

ing how an entity can possess both wave and parti-

cle attributes at the same time, he or she may be

comforted to learn that most experienced physicists

are just as disturbed by this problem.

Quoting from The Nature of Physics, page 604:

"Einstein firmly believed that underlying the

quantum theory — perhaps on a subquantum

level — there had to be fully deterministic laws.

In a letter to Max Born written in 1926, Einstein

summarized his position:

‘Quantum mechanics is very impressive. But an

inner voice tells me that it is not the real thing.

The theory has much to offer ... but I am convinced

that God does not throw dice.

'

"At the present time, nearly fifty years after the

birth of quantum mechanics, the argument has not

been settled. There is no evidence whatsoever that a

deterministic subquantum level exists. Nor is there

any convincing evidence to support the orthodox
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'rather Matt a group ofparticles. Although the or-

thodox interpretation is Senera\accepfd
h ?

remain afew who. like Einstem, believe that the

mathematicalformalism of quantum mechanics is

not thefinal answer. This attitude has been most

eloquently described by Erwin Schrodtngei

Many maintain that no objective picture of reality

is possible. However, the optimists among us (of

whom I consider myself one) look upon this view

as a philosophical extravagance born of despair.

We hope that thepresentfluctuations of thinking

are only indications ofan upheaval of old beliefs

which in the end will lead to something better

than the mess offormulas which today surrounds

our subject.

25

B. My work pays tribute to those thinking individuals

such as Einstein, Schrodinger, Faraday, Maxwell,

Newton, and others. The sensitive and inquisitive

mind will see that my work more accurately brings

together the work of these impressive contributors for

the advancement of the human species. The effect of
such intellectual “bringing together’’ is to generate a

new’ “oneness’’ which is more impressive and benefi-
cial than the work of any single, great innovator alone.

Let me begin by pointing out that the mathematical
consequences of the Dirac equation stipulates that the
energy terms applied to a fourth quantum number
having two values, (+ Vt) and (- /2 ), are identical to
the spin-quantum-numberMs which assigns to the
electron an intrinsic spin and states that magnetism
is a result of electron spin within the material On
the other hand if has sm beenMd contains no kinetic energy - on ,y potentiaTenergy _ and that the "lines of force " surrounding amagnet are imaginary. [This erroneous concent has

8

and Maxell”
^ °f br"liam insi8hts of Faraday

turn mechanics to the mechanical essenc
consisting of the gyroscopic-action-entitJ

° f al1
ntai,

sent In this Book. y w| n<
1,

|

'

1

A gyroscopic action is the “mechanical"
a “spin. ’’

I will now present many (seem *******

unrelated) scientific facts which 1 exami
'nRly ''

for the purpose of testing the truth of K'

ars ao,

and ascertaining if my Hypothesis could
7 Myp°llH-%

scientific observations for which there w *Plain ot^
“mechanical’’ understanding. as n°

D. If we do not have a unified, mechanical”
understanding of the essence of all matter
we physically “see’’ as an outsider to matter^ *hat
very deceiving.

EXAMPLE.
(See Figure 25-D1.)

FIGURE 25-D1

FORCE DOWN

Have an uneducated individual view a svrn,
spinning in a clockwise direction as it faces ,h
individual. Have that individual push down on
axts of the gyroscope. Because the individual nh,
that the gyroscope pivots to the left (with re™
the individual), the individual may
pivotal motion ‘

‘negative.
’ ’ y SUch

FIGURE 25-D2

FORCE DOWN

While the same individual closes his eyes revetse
the spm of the gyroscope in such a way that it now
spins (see Figure 25-D2) in a counter-clockwise ditto

— ^ w 1 in a counter-clockwi

ĥermodynamU^^ar â N^So^’
G™Vity

’ Inertia> Planetary Motion,
mechanically exp,ained "Z ° 7 are all
~~ °fa gyroscopic, action-type particle.

’

wfil discover in th, c u„..,. ..

that ,he ^ce of
“on. Thermodynamics and

T

n T’ Planetary
and Matter are all mechanical

S°Urce of Energy

,

na[ure of a “gyroscopic a"ton ,

**,«n*t bV 'he
'ong after I had developed

“ ^ ype 'partic‘e. " It was
discovered my "mechanic.^

C°nceP ts tha ' I

precisely with Dirac's concent^f
3™*0" correlated

tion as it faces the same individual. Have the in-
V| ua open his eyes and push down on the axis o

nh«
Samc gyroscope

. Because the individual then

inHi?

r

^
eS t,lat gyroscope pivots to the right, the

vi ua may arbitrarily call such pivotal motion
Such subjective descriptions would app

energy machine ofjoseph ne

-uai rnay arbitrarily call such pivot

tn inn
1VC Sucil su hjective descriptions would ap

——-—i£3te that there are two different gyroscopes

Arman
^ y,°U 3nd 1 know that this is not the case
y> w at the individual believed to be two d



and die same: a

ocos»" ° d |n section
25-Din ^ ^ occas.on

flC de*L, of all
matter.

cia |
airline at 30,000

“fig while Hying on a c
to Washington,

t&X;^r
r^er patent appucatton:

D C Wh 'C

pON THE realization of this

.., SIT IN AWE ™^T 1S so SIMPLE THAT

INGENIOUS
MECHA MAGNETIC FIELDS AND

it BEPS fields ARE
INDEED EQUAL. THEY

ONe”aND THE SAME
"

n mv “humble” thought, I con-

Extrapola.M“P£
n
possibility that if you could ex-

cluded:
«nsrfer th

n
.P

Qver this baslc gyroscope-

er t
enough forC

^ l80 °, then to an outside

»ctio^^^to be an opposite. e,ec,r.c_

: „inrc , his is true, then the basic mechanism of

charge.
e ingenious than I suspected

natUrC 'S

all mauer is composed of one type of gyro-

because.
Moreover, by mechanically

«n°va?ying degree directions) the gyroscopic-

S partic.es! such panicles are capableofexerting

a force influence" upon one another. Such a force

influence" causes the gyroscopic-action-particle to

gyrate (relative to one another) and subsequen y,

suehinftnllelypossible-degree-gyration
sform

infinite types of matter.

Such a perspective is consistent with all Mattel in

the Universe being composed of the same entity hav-

ing an attraction of one towards another. Mathemat-

ically, this explains the consistency of the Laws oi

Magnetism, Electrical Charge, and Gravity.
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Chapter 1

1

Light
.. , h_ nuanlum In 1900 drove a crack In the armor that still rrw-

F. I will now demonstrate that the
“gyroscopic-

action-particle'' which comprises ail matter will

mechanically explain other scientific facts which have

not been mechanically explained before this time.

Consider that the existence of the
' ‘gyroscopic-

action-particle’’ also explains the duality of the wave

and particle theories of light. Light is electromagnetic

in nature and consists of
'

'negative and 'positive

(see discussion of "negative” and "positive in Sec-

tion 25-D) gyroscopic particles traveling in the same
direction and having opposite spins. When the axis

of the gyroscopic particles are affected as they

mechanically collide with different materials at vary-

ing angles, the gyroscopic particles will therefore

behave as particles or a wave. If one "hits” the axis of

a gyroscope "head on," it will not pivot.

The following information corroborates the prior

information I have presented in this Book. I urge the

reader to Master the Mechanical Essence of this

material. The material demonstrates that one must pay
strict attention to the sub-atomic composition (gyro-

“Light is electromagnetic in nature and
consists of negative ’ and positive

’

gyroscopicparticles traveling in the same
direction and having opposite spins. ”

scopicspin) of all matter which js pertlnent to Ihosc

of E Mr?
niCa

!

deS '8nS U“lizing ElnsIein ’s equationfE MC on 3 l0°% conversion-efficient basis
21

?jJ
0!'"°3kon <En«l“h chemist and physicist

ol?'ZlZZZ when various

peared in different

rOScope, such elements ap-

always looked alike
CTU‘ °f g°ld

alike, but crystals of oni, i ,

3PPer always looked
like one another

* and COppcr never '°°ked

3 Sharp w«. easily

not easily break the crystals at ml!
P°in ‘S and wil1

Considering the two nr, ,.
ther P°ints.

vious that the energy comprisin!
U is ob ‘

representing
different elements ha

MerGnt crysl^
throughoui ih, ,

s has an attract Lyn

THE ENERGY MACH,Je 0F

Figure Light is transmitted through crvstai ci„u L
25-H, their crystalline axes oriented

respect to one another.

L
,

eS

h
S ligh ‘ is transm i ,,ed when one of the crystal25-H2 slabs ,s rotated to a 45 ° angle with respect tothe other slab.

F 10

"f™
"° Iight is transmitted when one of the crystal25-H3 slabs ,s oriented at a 90 » angle with respect to
the other slab.

As the angular degree of the crystal (composed of
electromagnetic energy in the form of gyroscopic par-
ticles) varies, the amount of light (electromagnetic
energy in the form of gyroscopic particles) also varies
buch a variation indicates that the crystal is held
together with greater electromagnetic force along cer-
tain planes: the GYROSCOPIC PLANE!
21

I. Sir David Brewster (Scottish physicist, 1781-1868)
was the first to note that when light is incident at the
p° arizing angle, then the reflected and refracted rays
are exactly 90° apart.

Notice that the 45° and 90° angles are significant in

t e application of force to light (electromagnetic
energy). This effect matches the 45° angles of prisms
an pyramids as well as the 90° angle important to a

conductor system.

JOSEPH NEWMAN



c PjC7 , jre 25-] appear similar to the forces

grated by an electric or magnetic field? Actually,

Lure 25 -J
represents a picture of a sheet of glass

Seeing stress which causes the glass to doubly-

refract If there was no physical (mechanical) strain

upon the glass plate, the plate would have no effect

upon the light passing through it. One may then con-

clude that when placed under stress, the glass plate

releases a glimpse of its “secret” concerning the plane

of its electromagnetic composition.

K. Certain materials (liquid mixtures) have the prop-

erty of rotating the plane of light polarization by an

amount directly proportional to the length of the light

path in the sample.

L. The He,, e.oheCon
’W-

dl5cover«d by of , ight
polarization

Faraday discovered that the P
aUowcd lo pass

is rotated when polanzed '
iigh

within a strong

through an isotropic me ^ ^ direction parallel

magnetic field if the hgl
Thi observation

to S>e direction of the J'tlpim comprising
demonstrates the effect o gy soin-composition
iight interacting with the 8Vr°scop‘c'^h co P

of matter and magnetic energy with aspect

plane of gyroscopic spins of all interacts

Lj P

0 \E
msj

r>
Transparent

sample

of applied

magnetic field

Rotation of the plane of polarization b, a magnetic held:

Faraday effect.

M. A related, magneto-optical effect to that of

Faraday’s was discovered by John Kerr in •

found that an isotropic, optical medium placed be-

tween the plates of an electrical condenser became

doubly refracting when the condenser is charged.
1

. . rtrpspnce OI

(1) Some materials cause a rotation that is clockwise

when viewed towards the light source.

(2) Some materials cause a rotation that is counter-

clockwise when viewed towards the light source.

(3) Observe that such rotations match my descrip-
tion of “negative” and “positive” charges. These
negative and positive charges compose all matter and
represent the same gyroscopic entity seeming to spin
in opposite directions (when viewed from the per-
spective of an observer).

(4) Observe that such rotations indicate that materi-
als are either a little more negative or positive in
c arge depending upon their electromagnetic com-
position. Unless such is the case, why else would dif-
nng iquid solutions have reverse effects upon light

(electromagnetic energy)?

N. An effect similar to that of John Kerr’s was also

discovered by A. A. Cotton and H. Mouton in 1907.

They found that certain isotropic, optical media

become doubly refracting when placed in a strong

magnetic field. Such an observation again demon-

strates the presence of the gyroscopic spin or plane.
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„«cs _ Which involve pro-

O Ail Of the above proce
maJ|y iSotropic

forces. case.
physical <"wch“’" '‘p

2ZZZZZ&Z“ m'd,um whl

ingly becomes anisotropic.

u ,< a definite, scientific pattern

Consequentiy, there
observations: the gyro-

scopic composition of matter reacts to a proper o

(1) Observe that in aii cases a force is applied which

causes the electromagnetic composition of the

material to react.

(2)

Observe that in ail cases the presence of electro-

magnetic energy is obvious.

(3)

Therefore, in aii cases the reactions weredue to

the material composition (electromagnetic energy)

ing affected by the mechanical action of such eiec-

tromagnetic energy (consisting of gyroscopic particles).

Such reactions demonstrate the “action/reaction effect

created by the gyroscopic spin or plane which con-

stitutes the basic mechanical structure of all matter.

25

P. Such an "action/reaction effect’’ is observed in the

following example:

light (electromagnetic energy, l. e ., gyroscon*
tides) “colliding" with a material

(a razor hi
Par

composed of electromagnetic energy,
t e

adc
alV)

particles) at an angle which graphically de
®yrost<,

r , 1(

the effect of the gyroscopic action and gVrn
0nstr

ates

planes Observe that the light and dark
lin

SC°P"

surround the outer periphery of the razor
the conventional patterns of electric or mao*^ f°rhi

“lines of force.” gnet 'c

One should recognize that the light and d
are explained by my description of "negativ ^ ' lnes

“positive" charges which represent oppOS i t

e and

the gyroscopic-action-type-particle. The
SP ‘ns of

terns in Figure 25-P will occur when such pa, ‘

particles travel in the same direction
(as lighn°

SCOpic

have their axes acted upon by a force which
^

them to move at right angles to the imposed
1USes

well as to one another. [This explanation
sati

355

the wave and particle theories of light!]
1S 'es

^°th

As described in Chapter Three, a magnetic F
consists of "negative” and "positive" particle'^
same gyroscopic particle is described as being

S ~~
^the

“negative" or "positive" via the direction of it?^
with respect to the frame of reference of the o
observer] — with opposite spins and traveling
site directions like cars on one-way streets In d^

Pp°'

when a conductor wire is applied (as a mechanic
force) at right angles to those "negative" and

*

"positive” particles, both "versions" of the single
gyroscopic particle traveled down the conduoo?’
in the same direction.

Wlre

It should now become apparent how light can b
produced from an electric current which consists of
gyroscopic particles traveling in the same direction
with opposite spins.

When light strikes an object (as the razor blade in
Figure 25-P) at the appropriate angle, the gyroscopic
particles (having clockwise and counterclockwise spins
comprising the light) travel in opposite directions or
have some alteration of their original direction. This
mechanical action creates the image of an electric or
magnetic field via the observed "lines of force." Such
action should clearly demonstrate the gyroscopic effect
of matter.

To summarize two important points:

(1) A magneticfield mechanically consists of
negative and ‘

’positive ’
’ gyroscopic particles

having opposite spins and simultaneously traveling in
opposite directions, e g., the concentric "shells of
force surrounding a bar magnet. (Refer back to
Chapter Threefor a detailed analysis of this effect.)

(2) An electric current mechanically consists of
negative and positive ’

’ gyroscopic particles haring
opposite spins and traveling in the same direction
conn a conductor wire — as does light traveling in
space through a medium.

the energy machine of Joseph NEWMAN



f.gu«
e25P

magnetic field and electric current

nflc field mechanically
consists of "negative and

A magnetic fie
t icles having opposite spins and

positive gyr°sc°P
e|

P
jn opposite directions, eg., the

conSrfc Shells ol lorce' surrounding a bar magnet.

An electric current mechanically con,slats of

and ‘nositive” gyroscopic particles having opposite spins

SS traveling in^the same direction down --duc^wrre

_ as does light traveling in space through a medium.

from original sketch by Robert J. Matherne

Further evidence of the gyroscopic effect of

niatter is
demonstrated by the following:

H) Every chemical element emits a characteristic

spectral line when the atoms of the element are ex-

cited in a flame, furnace, or in an electric discharge.

This again demonstrates the varying electromagnetic

composition of different materials. [Since all matter is

composed of the same gyroscopic particle, the elec-

tromagnetic composition of matter varies with the

particular angle of incidence (plane of spin) for a given

gyroscopic particle.]

These spectral line variations are similar to the light

and dark lines that become visible when materials are

placed under physical (mechanical) stress. Both of

these effects are a result of the electromagnetic com-

position of all matter.

(2) If the material comprising a prism is altered, the

spectrographic lines will also change in their distance

between one another. This effect corroborates my ex-

planation that different materials are different elec-

tromagnetically, i.e., their gyroscopic planes vary.

Consequently, the degree of deflection of penetration
of different materials by light traveling at a 45° angle
will vary continuously as will light deflection.

(3) Such action on the part of light is further
evidenced by the Zeeman Effect. [Pieter Zeeman had
searched for another magnetic effect upon light since
he knew that Faraday had believed that another effect

should exist ]
The Zeeman Effect represents the split-

ting of spectral lines into components of slightly d

ferent frequencies when the light source is placed in a

strong magnetic field.

(4)

In Sections 25-Q(2) and 25-Q(3) above, the

described effects upon spectrographic lines are

similar. Such lines are a characteristic of each

element’s gyroscopic (electromagnetic) composition

In (2) above, the spectrogram’s lines vary when tra

‘All of the above observation

demonstrate tbe importance of the

gyroscopic-action composition of all matter

and demonstrate that even slight changes

in the electromagnetic composition of

materials can produce a noticeable

difference in observed results.

ing through different materials having different gyro-

scopic (electromagnetic) composition. In (3) above,

the spectrogram’s lines vary under the influence of an

external, electromagnetic (gyroscopic) Field.

All of the above observations demonstrate the im-

portance of the gyroscopic-action composition of all

matter and demonstrate that even slight changes (in

materials via the gyroscopic angle of incidence) can

produce a noticeable difference in observed results
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B. The

(2)

If one applies my description of “negative” and

“positive” particles with opposite spins (gyroscopic

action) to Figure 25-R, then the observed spectral

results will be precisely explained:

REASON. The gyroscopic particles comprising light

have opposite spin directions. These gyroscopic par-
ticles either collide with other gyroscopic particles
comprising the atoms of the prism or they have an
influence-force placed upon them by the gyroscopic
particles comprising the atoms of the prism. This
“collision” or “influence-force” mechanically occurs
as a result of a close encounter between the loosely-
bound gyroscopic particles within the light causing
sue gyroscopic particles to move at right angles to

bound^
CXmed UPO" them by thc morc tightly-bound gyroscopic particles within the prism

scopic particle (having an onn , l
d ^ °ther 8yro‘

wi" move “Wl" (a. some an^le

THE energy machine

Remember that light consists of gyroscopic particle*

moving in the same direction, but with a (possibly)

"
,
number of such particles spinning in one direc-

tion and a (possibly) equal number of gyroscopic par .

irles spinning in the other direction. All such gyro .

scooic particles are interspersed throughout thc

general flow direction of the light.

In figure 25-R, the spectral lines travel to the left

and to the right of the point where light (electromag-

netic energy) first physically enters into surface AB at

a 45° angle.

If you imagine numerous surfaces parallel to surface

AB and oriented throughout the prism (which is ac-

tually a three-dimensional pyramid), then you will

recognize that the gyroscopic particles of light vary

continuously in their angular degree of penetration (of

a 45° angle) as they pass through the material.

The continuous variation in color hue is created by

the continuous variation of “negative” or “positive”

gyroscopic particles that exist in any one plane (sur-

face) within the prism. [The electromagnetic function

of the eye with respect to the brain is appropriate to

how or what we visualize.]

(3)

The fact that infrared and ultraviolet light are

located at opposite ends of the spectrum operationally

means that one color “band” has more “negative”

charges and the other “band” has more “positive”

charges. Consequently, the two color “bands” repre-

sent different types of matter!

“In reality, each gyroscopic particle

consists of identical gyroscopic-action-

entities which demonstrate both “negative

”

and “positive” characteristics depending
upon the gyroscopic orientation of the spin

with respect to the outside observer.
”

From the beginning of my research, I have endeav-

ored to prove that all matter is composed of a varying

amount of “negative” and “positive” gyroscopic par-

ticles. In reality, each gyroscopic particle consists of

identical gyroscopic-action-entities which demonstrate

both “negative” and “positive” characteristics depen-

ding upon the gyroscopic orientation of the spin with

respect to the outside observer. Moreover, the ar-

rangement of such gyroscopic-action-entities (via

slight degree changes in their respective axes of rota-

tion) can be infinite. Such infinity can generate infinite

forms of matter.

(4)

Gyroscopic action also provides an explanation
for the nature of X-rays which originate by separating

electrical terminals while placed in a partial vacuum.
Such a separation causes different amounts of
negative and “positive” gyroscopic particles to be

released, thereby forming another type of matter.

OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



FIGURE 25-S

w he beginning to understand how

S.
You may no* *

gyroscopic particles pro-

spU1
vpianation for all rays emitted by different

vides an exp
ic action (“negative or

maierialS

”Ws also verified by the fact that as certain

positive )
is atso

0f material, that same

nyS^ wTundergo decay into another form of mate-

^^.efial is composed of a different quan-

all rays have something in common: such rays are all

electromagnetic energy and they are therefore con,-

-e end^vored

to prove that the wave motion of these rays ar

by a variation in the number of “negative or

“positive” gyroscopic particles composmg a »ven ray

as well as the angular degree by which such rays

emitted from their source.

The wave motion of these rays are

caused by a variation in the number of

negative’ or positive’ gyroscopic particles

composing a given ray as welt as the

angular degree by which such rays are

emittedfrom their source.
”

tity of “negative” and “positive” gyroscopic particles.

The opposite effect is also true: by bombarding

uranium atoms with neutrons (which are agglutina-

tions of gyroscopic particles) the uranium is

transformed into the heavier element transuranium.

The differing forms of matter which are continuously

observed in cyclotrons are forms generated by the in-

teraction of “negative” and “positive” gyroscopic

particles. There are infinite, possible forms that such
matter can assume. Such infinite forms are caused by
high-velocity particles reacting with “negative” and
positive” gyroscopic particles comprising (and

traveling within) the tremendous electromagnetic
fields generated by such units.

Based upon the electromagnetic field experiments
0 Michael Faraday, the electromagnetic theory of
radiation was proposed by James Clerk Maxwell in

and experimentally corroborated 20 years later
•n Germany by Heinrich Hertz,

t should be obvious from studying Figure 25-S that

r OUESTION: Have you Mastered what was taught

n Section

_

25
-

above? If you have, then you must now

•ealize the critical importance of understanding e

necbanical, gyroscopic-action-entity comprising^

,toms of all materials. Many such materials will be used

n energy machines designed for 100%

:ient utilization of Einstein's equation of E = ML. Mien

an understanding will also permit the creation of new

mntrsrioic -ntrirh vcirvine electromagnetic characteristics.

‘The behavior of the gyroscopic particle

can still be mechanically understood

and operationally predicted in accordance

with Newtonian Mechanics.

By studying what I have written, you have glimpsed

the Mechanical Essence of Quantum Mechanics: the

Gyroscopic-Action-Particle This gyroscopic

action-particle” is the basic building block of all matter

and is the mechanical essence of E = MC2
. The behavior

of the gyroscopic particle can still be mechanically un-

derstood and operationally predicted in accordance

with Newtonian Mechanics.

If you have Mastered what I have earnestly sought to

teach you up to this point, then you should have no

difficulty in understanding and Mastering the teachings

which will follow.
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Useful Work. Force, And Power- Equations

A. The mathematical equations involving Work ’

Force, and Power ' are engineering equations which

satisfy the past and present-day industries of the

world They are not appropriate tofuture industries.

Such equations are not universal, scientific equations

and they do not satisfy a rigorous scientific scrutiny.

The equations which I will propose below scien-

tific equations and do satisfy scientific scrutiny. In

addition, these equations will fulfill thefuture engi-

neering need of industry and will conceptually mesh

with an understanding of the gyroscopic-action-entity

which is the basic building block of all matter and

represents the mechanical essence of E = MC2
.

under the mass to permit it to fall. (Had the man COn
tinued to support the mass he would have become
fatigued to the point of collapse and physical damage )••

WORK = FORCE X DISTANCE (by conventional
mathematics)

According to this simple formula, the man in the
above example did no work.

POWER = WORK -i- TIME (by conventional
mathematics)

According to this simple formula, the man in the
above example exerted no power.

I will now define a “Force” in accordance with

Newton’s Laws:

f

“A Force’ is any action capable of causing a

reaction from an entity which is in or may enter

the influence of that ‘Force’ I”

To an observer, “Force” may be perceived as

“Obvious” or “Unobvious . "I mathematically

distinguish between “Obvious” or “Unobvious” Force.
One cannot have (Obvious or Unobvious) “Work .

Force, or Power” occurring without energy participa -

tion and transference .

The consistent, semantic application of the terms
OJbvious or Unobvious to “Work, Force, or Power”
will accurately stimulate the mind of the thinking in-
dividual which will further the progress of science
and the improvement of the Human Race.

FORCE = MASS X ACCELERATION (by conventional
mathematics)

According to this simple formula, the man in the
above example exerted no force.

[I should point out that from the perspective of
Statics, there is FORCE exerted but there is no
POWER or WORK.]

Because the force of the man and the force of gravity
upon the mass are equal and opposite, then conven-

*

tional mathematics would state that there is a net
force of zero.

26

C. I will now examine the internal actions of the man in
Figure 26-B to determine if the predictions obtained via
conventional mathematics correspond with the Facts.

sciem f °f ‘he SCiemific method tha ‘ asaennfic theory should stand or fall with respect towhether tts predictions correspond with the Facts

tMthemati'cal'form r

"°W 3pply the

a
“ W°rk

' P°Wer
' F0r« «

ders • UP°n WS Sh°U ''

Pounds upon the man Thl
P d°Wn with 400

Pounds of force on the
UP With 400

The Facts are as follows: During strenuous exercise
or stress, the heart may pump eight times as much
blood as in a period of relative relaxation, i.e., as
many as 12 gallons a minute. All of the following con-
ditions drastically increased while the man held the
mass: the heartbeat, blood flow, breathing, oxygen
flow, the electromagnetic stimulation of the brain and
body cells, and the fermentation process to produce
energy occurring within the muscle cells.

Internally speaking, the man did produce Work and
Power which resulted in the man producing a Force,
nternally speaking, Potential Energy was converted
to Kinetic Energy, it is important to note that the
Potential Energy of the mass being supported by the
man was a direct result of the internal, Kinetic Energywit in the man. In essence, the presently-accepted,
mathematical equations concerning Work, Power.
Gn orce do not correspond with the facts.
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V '

\f^rK

„„»- ass»wss=!=
p”„er. and could not be zero - only the net movement was •

lit
'consequent •

1

1

_ „„c,„„v.aeeeDted. mathematical formulas .

< PO^r. - net force could not uc

r \ potential
' a5 HowS :

•r hiL^ ll, r
rill and iVI11

—
ni

3t,ie

WORK - FORCE X DISTANCE (Wo- FD)

°BVI
o POWER OBVIOUS WORK „ TIME(Po-V)

OBVIOU
MASS x ACCELERATION (Fo = MA)

OBVIOUS FO
[macroscopically-observable MASS X ACCELERATION]

_ T£% w/ork = FORCE X TIME (Wu = FT)

UNO
BvIoUS POWER - UNOBVIOUS WORK -s- TIME (Pu - V)

UNOBVIOUS FORCE - MASS X ACCELERATION!

vtmfttc FNERGY (OKE) = TOTAL OBVIOUS ENERGY

UNOBVIOUS KINETIC ENERGY (UKE) + POTENTIAL ENERGY (PE) - TOTAL UNOBVIOUS ENERGY

hnve mathematical formulas do correspond with

rueabotem ^ prevjous requirements as

t'1C

,|

ftC

‘the example of the man supporting a 400-

”
h mass The man did produce Unobvious Work,

rThdous Power, Unobvious Force, and Unobvious

Mic Energy, He did not produce Obvious Work,

Obvious Power, Obvious Force, or Obvious Kinetic

E,

The L Pearce Williams biography on Michael Fara-

day states that during the early years of Faraday’s in-

tellectual development, Faraday was very impressed

with a book written by Dr. Isaac Watts entitled, The

Improvement of the Mind. As a disciple ofJohn

Locke, Dr. Watts continually emphasized the impor-

tance of the observed fact and the dangers of im-

precise language. In his book, The Improvement of

the Mind
[
published in London, 1809], Dr. Watt cau-

tions the student to carefully distinguish between
words and things lest he “feed upon husks instead of

kernels.” Dr. Watt’s emphasis upon careful observa-

tion and precisely described facts equipped Michael
Faraday with a seemingly infallible guide, i.e., the
essence of the scientific method. I wish to provide
you, the reader, with the precise, mathematical equa-
tions which I have presented above in order to permit
3 better scientific understanding of matter.
26

F- It can now be scientifically observed from the facts
a t a l static forces and all potential energies exist as

(Ve

S

f !
^

^

^-uing ’ Unobvious Kinetic Energy.

En/rr/

1 *S faCt by observing the Unobvious Kinetic
ne gy internally produced within the man as long as

pported the 400-pound mass on his shoulders.)
are additional observations which verify the

existence of Unobvious Kinetic Energy, materials

both fatigue and break/collapse from supporting a

force. Gas molecules “heat up’’ when compressed by

a force. Such observations prove that materials react

with Internal, Unobvious Kinetic Energy when a static

force or Potential Energy is exerted against them.

G. To improve your understanding of my statements,

consider Einstein’s equation of E = MC 2
. The nature of

the mass-energy relationship is such that the mass

(and weight) changes associated with Potential Energy

conversion into Unobvious Kinetic Energy (which oc

“It can now be scientifically observedfrom

thefacts that all staticforces and all

potential energies exist as a result of

continuing, Unobvious Kinetic Energy.

curs internally within matter) is immeasurably small.

Consider also that the gyroscopic-action-entity

represents the Mechanical Essence of Einstein’s equa-

tion of E = MC 2 and that the mathematical formulas I

present properly account for the existence of the gy-

roscopic-action-entity.

EXAMPLE:
Newton’s Third Law of Motion states: by the law of

Action and Reaction, a Force must be resisted by an

Equal and Opposite Force.

What does the mathematical term “equal" really

mean? It means “identical in mathematical value or

logical denotation; equivalent."

THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



According (o Newton's Third Law. If I hold an iron

material at a distance (see Figure 26-G) .
from a strong,

permanent magnet (causing me to rcsis a c . •

attraction force of 200 lbs.) - what happens to me. I

must use Unobvlous, Internal Kinetic Energy to con-

tinually resist the attraction force of the permanent

manget According to Newton's Third Law, tilt-

magnet must also be utilizing Unobvlous, Internal

Kinetic Energy to produce the constant attraction

force, re . an ' equal'' action and reaction!

If the magnet were not to react with Unobvlous,

Internal Kinetic Energy, then Newton's Third Law

would be defied. In resisting a continual, attraction

force, I had to expend a constant, Unobvious, Internal

Kinetic Energy. If the magnet produced a constant at-

traction force and did not utilize any Unobvious,

Internal Kinetic Energy, then such observed results

would be "opposite' ' and not "equal.’’ Hence, such a

conclusion would be obviously incorrect.

The Facts clearly show that the atoms within myself,

the magnet, the iron material, and the wall all pro-

duced "Unobvious Work, Force, and Power." There
was no "Obvious Work, Force, or Power” produced.

26

H. I have presented more precise mathematical equa-
tions which are conducive to an improved scientific

comprehension of Matter in accordance with the
Mechanical Essence of Einstein’s Equation of E = MC2

.

Such a mechanical essence is represented by the gyro-
scopic-action-entity which is the basic building entity
of ail matter.

L A PIONEERING SOURCE OF ENERGY :

Consider once again the equations, Wu = FT
(Pu = V), and Fu = [S]F.

A permanent magnet "
X

'• that attracts an objectV with a constant force of 200 lbs., twenty-four

following^
f°r 30 daVS haV<: Performed "«-•

Wa - (200) X (60 sec., X ,60 min.) X (24 hrs., X (30 days)
wu - 518,400,000 lbs. -see.

Pu - 200 lbs. constant

Pu - 200 lbs. constant

u
h'

0?rtic ndd
Unobvious Force The nn

’ nobv,ous Power, and
Potent iai Energy via the

the energy MACHINE c

Energy to accomplish this task. The mass loss is not

easily measurable since we arc describing the effects

that generate atomic energy. As you know, we are

discussing E - MC2
.
The existence of the Gyroscopic-

Action-Entity exactly fits the First Law of Thermody-

namics since it appears this Entity cannot be created

or destroyed.

The present utilization of atomic reactors as a

source of energy production is extremely inadequate

for the demand.

The energy machine I have innovated has no harm-

ful side effects*, will cost little, and will be small |n

size compared to a nuclear reactor. All that I have

written has been based upon the concept of the gyro-

scopic entity on which 1 started working in 1965.

Since that time I have sought to prove or disprove

this concept. The more I have learned, the more cer-

tain I became of Its truth.

If you have Mastered what I teach, then you must
recognize the reality of my Pioneering Invention.

However, the access to an unlimited source of energy

is not by any means the ultimate discovery!

The energy machine I have innovated simply uses

Universal Energy (the gyroscopic-action-entity). Such
utilization must occur if man is to end his stupidity,

hunger, greed, and wars — and advance to other solar

systems! Consider how long it took our Species to

discover how to harness the motion of flowing water
via a simple waterwheel.

It has been obvious to me that what 1 have seen so
clearly was unimaginable for most people. What I

have seen is, at the very least, equal to the effect of
Einstein’s equation of E = MC 2

. It gives me much con-
tentment If you now understand what I have presented.

This is the purpose of my Book.

’ A'o/c There are no harmful side effects because the size of the gyro
scopic action entity is so small that it easily passes through the atom
structure ol living tissue. In nuclear fission, the sub-atomic particles
(representing agglutinations of gyroscopic particles) ateJar larger
and can do damage to the atomic structure of living tissue Hv
analogy, ii one threw a dust particle at a large fishnet, the particle
wouid easily pass through the net, However, if one attempted to pa
a aige boulder (composed of millions of dust particles) through the
same fishnet, it would cause damage to the net l$y another analog),
my enetgy machine - in Its utilization of nuclear energy differs
tom conventional nuclear energy sources in the following manner
tau discovered a previously unknown source ol underground,

unique running water. " I have therefore devised a waterwheel (tv

cnug\ machine) to tap Into this exist ng energy ol unique running
''Hu (i ie continual motion of the gvroscoplc particles) The come
"onai nuclear energy approach would be to secure a cup ol normal
' 1,11

1

to "smash" the normal water with a hammer to

^,;V'
K I

'

,,.;

Uomk' ettcigv from the wain M\ process is 100”,
.
(con

‘ L « ,
S

Cl
?

t ",IK| lwm| t\ss (due to the minute size ol the gvro
1

1

",
k'"s) (:°nyentlonal nuclear fission is less than 1% effc

UCnt Und hamiful Wue to the larger si/e ol the released panicles)
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Now and stilting things sis bsllttlad because It they am not bellllled, ths
humlllntlng question arises Why then am you not taking part In them?"

- H Q Wells

T
, i now become aware that

'

I'menis of my Pioneering Invcn-

I ; , .

ii
‘ tht. proper

* *
,
atom-

I
'*"'*» 11

Irrvii'^
materials which have a pro-

I *£•> "gpS .re plaeed within ihe

M How does one explain die effect of

1

j, ernes that "ilie current Induced In .r

'
' Inge in the magnetic flux through It

JlK*
-1 * K - as to

a I forceI
magnetic Held Is so directed a

I .<
115

'

, „w< . in flux or to exert a mechanics

|
^’t* motion."

.. .... simple If a proper, atom-oriented material

",l i r pmix-r atomic Igcomeirlc] design) was

I luJa magnetic field of gyroscoplc-actlon-

I '"C,-, (" mch move at C and spin at C) In a conllgura-

I which caused current (gyroscopic particles) to flow,

I !L „ would Ire necessary nr physically secure the pro-

K,
gom-otlented material within the Unobvlous

Lnrlk l ora- Field. If not secured, then the proper.

oriented material would lx- physically repelled and

ilu energy transfer of gyroscopic particles would cease,

|i jrlicr m this Book, I have demonstrated that Lenz's

Liw w.is only an observtlon which In fact described

thuse gvruscopic particles deflected from a magnetic

field. Because such deflection occurs, it can be conclud-

ed that the spin of such gyroscopic particles Is at right

angles to the spin of the gyroscopic particles which re-

main within and comprise the magnetic field itself.]

Such physical repulsion of the proper, atom-oriented
material is In accordance with Newton’s Law of Action
and Reaction!

' 1 u' lcrm pmper," I am referring io u mechanical under-
i r mmol hmh the motion of the gyroscopic particles comprising

olihr n>

rvUomj
*Knc,,c held surrounding ,i magnet and the motion

"huh n

"" "
,
K

*
iarllc *cs vv * l^*n hie atoms of the proper material)

Hu eiii L?
,OCoi

-

1s,ruct an energy machine designed for

"‘lr.'MtiM!nQ

' l/
;",
ion ol ,hc maximum number of gyroscopic par-

magnet „ kinSn-i
" ’* 11 lnuract,n8 systems, i e , the stationary

hi addition il

ma^lu,lc ,u'k' ,liul the proper material

thcnu'iiH
i ,,

U a*°mle structure (physical orientation) ol

"ill diner r ''.
nu,crlals such as the proper material

-'ueh varvinu n,

n ' l lemcnt or compounds In terms of how
panicles) win | (1

,*
MrUl ,urcs (containing billions ol gyroscopic

,l,r
K'ru.Munii m !,V

Ml'

rior KVroscopIc particles Impinging upon
1 ls contained within such atomic structures.

H. l have not physically constructed the STATIC
i NERG\ MACHINE design Just described, but tins

does not alter the fact that what 1 teach outlines the
means for such construction.

SAMPLE DESIGNS:

(1) l should recommend utilizing a uniform magnetic
field as evidenced by that generated with a Strong,

horseshoe magnet or other means. (See Figure 2^- IV)

(2) The utilization of a proper, atom-oriented coll

with the correct geometric design Is critical to the suc-

cess of the system. It would be better to have only one
side of the coil within that particular magnetic field to

avoid the "cancellation effect." (See Figure 2
_?
-B.)

(There could be additional magnets placed in proper

current polarity around the proper, atom-oriented coil.]

(3)

With respect to the question of producing the

proper, atom-oriented material, it should be noted

that when formed by conventional production tech-

niques, the use ol heat, most materials appear to

align their atoms in random directions.

C. ONE ME THOD OF CREATING THE PROPER.

A TOM-ORIENTED MATERIA!

As Michael Faraday proved, neutrality to a magnetic

field docs not exist ! All materials are aligned parallel

or across lines of Unobvlous Force when such

materials arc suspended within an extremely powerful

magnetic field. It .» material undergoing atomic forma-

tion is cooled within this powerful magnetic field.

I III I- NERO V MACHINE OK JOSEPH NEWMAN



r

r k material will assume a particular

then the atoms of the
enI.direction of the

alignment. The
^°hJ g

cd if the magnetic field was

material could be ch «
, degree /css

aligned a. 90° ” “^^ced atom-
than 90' to '

he .lloms (of a given
alignment would resu

ic.action-entities having

the slightest degree alteration

in atomic-axis-alignment can
produce a

significant change in results^ obtained.

desired angle of arom alignment with respect to the

propermaterial's length. Thus, such mater.^ would

possibly become a proper, atom-oriented material.

D. I again stress that nothing in the energy system s

design can be taken for granted! Even the slightest

degree alteration in atomic-axis-alignment can pro-

duce a significant change in results obtained. Refer to

Sections 25-F through 26, and you will observe visual

facts which confirm the truth of this statement.

E. However, merely having atom-alignment is insuffi-

cient to produce the desired results. The utilized

material (with its particular atom-alignment) should

produce very little (if any) magnetic field (gyroscopic

particles) in the surrounding area beyond the physical

dimensions of the material itself. It is obvious from

the facts of science that different materials produce

results which vary significantly. (As proof of this,

simply look at the wide diversity of conductors, semi-

conductors, and non-conductors.)

magnetic source) will move at right angle,

"« proper Force, but all particles will move In the

same direction. [It may be desirable to have fine COn .

ducting wire impregnated within the proper material
|

G Ordinary materials may be possibly converted

into proper, atom-oriented materials by subjecting the

ordinary material to cryogenic temperatures. Such

temperatures would reduce the random atomic mo-

tion within the material and cause the atoms to move
towards a general axial alignment.

H. In addition to other methods, one can employ

contained, high pressures (or stresses) to possibly pro.

duce atom alignment. The atoms of all materials will

react to a sufficient, external force.

I. In effect, it will be essential to develop the correct

techniques for the production of proper, atom-oriented

materials which achieve an atom alignment possessing

internally-contained force fields which can be coupled
with the Proper Geometric Design of the system. Such
a system will generate the controlled release of elec-

trical energy from magnetic fields of Unobvious Force
when the proper, atom-oriented material is physically
secured within the lines of Unobvious Force compris-
ing the External Magnetic Field.

To create such a system will require standard test-

ing as demonstrated in the 19th Century by Thomas
Edison’s perfection of the design for the light bulb.

27

F. It is very likely that the proper, atom-oriented
material will have a different atomic alignment than
that of a conventional magnet containing atoms
generally aligned along a certain axis which causes the
release of an External Magnetic Field. In the proper,
atom-oriented material, the magnetic energy (resulting
from such atom orientation [alignment] will be primar-
ily contained within the physical boundaries of rhp

a system is tQ have

teefaawbh
P
lh

PartideS °f ‘he MaSnetic F*'dmeraq with the atoms comprising the proper, atom-

,7
" ,het>rot>er’ atom-oriented materialhe magnetic energy (resultingfrom such

p7mZl
mtati°nla,ignm™* *

Z n
COntained wHhin thephysicalboundaries ofthe material iLlf

oriented materia). This will result in ,hbeing applied to the axis n7h
* proper Force

being emitted from the external*
8yr0SC0Pic Panicles

When this occurs the evrn
’ ma®net 'c source.

gyroscopic particles (from the

The atoms of a conductor align at right angles to the
input current in a circular configuration within the conduc-
tor. By the time this Book went to press, Mr. Newman had
developed a detailed explanation of this process which
will be presented in greater detail in the Second Edition.
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^monstwited BV P.tmcu* Within EtECTEOHAONETIc Fiends

Thc following is

s another
EMBODIMENT of my Pioneering Invention

, DEcARATION by Dr. Roger Hastings (who deserves .he reader s respect,.

DECLARATION
Apr„ 29, ,982

Mr J w Newman has sto*""'
'interesting property. Nearly

stpTcMrrr^-—
on the surface. Viewed under the ““^In a vortex motion. Having believed that

brilliant sparks of light- Thes.re« ^ conslderable surprise, and markedly

lead is inert to water his ‘demon tnt

* graduate and post-doctoral training

raised my opinion of Mr. Newm
and Hquids), and I am quite certain that

was in the fieldI of condensed
excitement in this community

Mr ,

Newman s discovery wou
g are very nkely to be forthcoming. (Mr.

Newman has atea”ibed an application in his declarauon witnessed by his patent

attorney, Mr. Pugh, on Aug. 1 ,
1979.) ' '

Roger Hastings, Ph.D.

Principal Physicist

Shprrv Univac Corporation

WAIVER
lam acting on my own in matters related to

Mr. Newman 's inventions, and am in no way

representing Sperry Univac Corporation.

Roger Hastings, Ph D.

© ELLEN C. BRULE
NOTARY PUHIC - MINN£SOTA

DAKOTA COUNTY
My commitiion «xpir9i Fob. 27 ,

1986

B. The reader should realize that chronologically, the

technological development of my Pioneering Invention

occurred in the following sequence:

(1) The GAS EMBODIMENT
(described in Section 28-F)

(2) The STATIC EMBODIMENT
(described in Section 27A-I)

essence of the gyroscopic-action-entity (acting in ac-

cordance with Einstein’s equation of E = MC2
), the

nature of matter, and the nature of a magnetic field

than those who utilize concepts taught by the Prior

Art. Such is true because the facts clearly verify the

validity of the “Mechanical,” Technical Process which

I teach — a process which adheres to the established

Scientific Method. Let the facts verify my predictions;

the result is a “Pioneering Invention.”

(3) 1 he CONDUCTING-COIL EMBODIMENT
(described in Sections 15-22)

PMRnnu
01 thal 1 have develoPed three different

embodiments of my Pioneering Invention proves
I have more clearly understood the "mechanical'

28

C. 1 will now insert my technical papers referring to

the process described by Dr. Roger Hastings in Section

28-A. These papers were witnessed by Mr. Emmett

Pugh (my Patent Attorney with a physics background)

on August 1, 1979 and were forwarded by Mr. Pugh to

the U.S. Patent Office.
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c __ PATENT APPLICATIONS
prototype PR^UMmrSol

N
BCBOFENEBGV.

PENDING on an

Attached
r Patents Pending, there is a

"nr fhat f have written. Pages 6 through

t^e^her an!d
an^t^and^epel/other matter eiectromag-

ne
pages 12 through 21 explain electric charge,^

^S^a^
Unlimited Source of Energy can be released from elec

'ThXtent^nhLThave recently turned down my

Energy Patent Applications on the basis of wanting to

see a working model.

The following disclosure demonstrates this working

model: .. .

It is presently stated in physics that it is virtually im-

possible to see any details of particles in suspension

without an electron microscope.

It is also presently stated the only movement observ-

able of particles suspended in water is in accordance

with Brownian Movement which uses microscope of

500 to 1,000 times enlargement with drop of water on a

slide, and any movement observed is so slight, it is

doubted by some observers.

As a result of my many years of work and in accor-

dance with my Energy Patent Applications Pending, I

concluded the following:

I know the only way I was likely to easily and inex-

pensively get material movement as a result of interaction

with the gyroscopic particles moving in electromagnetic
fields of force was to get particles of minute size.

Thereby, when the proper material minute particles
were struck by the gyroscopic particles moving in an
electromagnetic field they would have an electric cur-
rent induced into them; which would create an expand-
ing magnetic field and as a result of the combination of
this effect coupled with the gyroscopic particles of the
electromagnetic field moving at right angles to any
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Accordingly, therefore, I did the following
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straight line from the center of the end of magnet anu
<60° .round the end of the magnet. I also found this

effect could be neutralized after 3 or 4 dunkings of th

magnet But could be reinacted if the magnet was

rotated above the particles again

These results gave me no doubt electromagnetic

energy was being generated throughout the distille<1

water which is an extremely poor conducting medium
I
accordingly, took a flashlight with a magnifying

g|ass

for making a concentrated light beam and made the room
dark. I found no obvious results with Gold, Silver, Cop-
per, Zinc, Aluminum, Iron or Bismuth. However, with

Brass and Lead I did find the results 1 had predicted ip m
Energy Patent Applications and Scientific Document! '

From the metals of Brass and Lead I observed

streamers coming from the floating metal particles on
top of the water. The streamers consisted of a web ap-
pearance dotted profusely with tiny metal microscopic
particles or groups of atoms which came from the abo\-
floating metal.

I concluded that these groups of metal atoms were
pulled out of the floating larger metal particles because
the total electrical attraction of the water molecules
were greater than the total electrical attraction the metal
atoms had for each other in the small floating metal par
tides. I verified this as fact by suspending a large piece
of the metals of Brass and Lead; and this result was not
observed, except when I put rough or sharp edges on
the metals. (You will observe this result fits exactly as I

predicted in pages 6 through 12 of the Scientific Docu-
ment attached with the Energy Patent Applications)
Of great scientific importance and scientific break-

through is the observable fact that these minute metal
particles attracted down into the water have an obvious
energetic pivoting or flickering motion when observed
by a flashlight beam. There are continuous convection
currents also, but not near so exciting. This is exactly
the results I had anticipated and built the prototype for!
This also satisfied the exciting results I have predicted inmy Energy Patent Application.

To be sure this effect was not caused by light, photo-
electric effect, I set up the prototype in the dark and let
sit for one hour and when I turned on the flashlight the
particles were all already pivoting even when light was
swung through test. Even when light is not directly on
metal atoms they can be seen pivoting with same enthu-
siasm. The opposite was also done, the filings wTere put
under bright light and then placed in water while under
light and then put up close to light source and let sit for
one hour under light and results were still the same.

Also knowing the mass of light is extremely hard to
ctect, in past sensitive experiments designed just for

such purpose. And knowing the atoms of the test are ex-
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brealdhrough prototype and was the exact reason I

lent to small filings in that I had hypothesized from my

many years of work that I should get particles of minute

size !o easily and inexpensively see any obvious results

from the effects of the continuous energy of electromag-

netic fields of force. This prototype has proven the exact

results I explained in my Patent Applications.

The prototype also indicates the following basic

possibility law:

The maximum kinetic energy of each gyroscopic parti-

te (due to its velocity) that is moving at C in the electro-
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Chapter 1 5

The Gas Embodiment

(ENERGY MACHINE)

D. My mechanical understanding of the gyroscopic

action-entity” composition of all matter combined

with mv natural curiosity regarding the nature of elec

trical storms, led me to the development of the GAS

EMBODIMENT for my Pioneering Invention.

The following facts concerning electrical storms

stimulated my thoughts:

mosphere, the fields produced by the dynamo effect

are several orders of magnitude less.]

(3)

In drier climates, dust storms produce surface
electrical fields much greater than the normal field

and are characteristically oriented in the opposite
direction from the normal field. (Other examples of
this opposite-direction-effect are snowstorms and
smoke/steam blown from locomotives.)

(1)

Jupiter possesses a strong magnetic field. Power-

ful, electrical disturbances occur within its atmosphere

and intense bursts of radio waves are emitted from

such disturbances.

(2)

The Earth also possesses electrical storms, but of

less intensity than those on Jupiter.

(3)

I then asked myself: why the electrical-intensity

|
difference between the two planets? I also observed

that both the gravitational (Unobvious Effects of Elec-

tromagnetic Energy consisting of gyroscopic particles)

and magnetic fields ofJupiter are substantially greater
than those on Earth. In addition, both the atmospheric
composition and pressure of the two planets differ. I

then concluded that the two planets’ electrical storms
differ in intensity and frequency as a result of differing
Magnetic Fields, gases (atmospheres), gas pressures
temperatures (possibly), and rotational speeds.

E. 1 then studied the known facts concerning Earth
electrical storms. Those facts which I found interest-
ing include the following:
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currents produce. [However, within^o^lt

31

the energy machine

(4) All ions participate in random molecular motion
When an electric field is created in the atmosphere

°

the electric field superimposes (upon the random,
at-

mospheric motion) a ‘‘drift velocity” in the field's
direction when the ion charge is “positive,” and
opposite to thefield's direction when the ion charge is

“negative.” The actual conduction currents flnwi,-!
,n

the medium depend upon the established Eiectri7~F^j^

(5) It has been determined that updrafts and
downdrafts (high winds) in clouds and storms consist
of separate electrical charges! By what I teach, this
means that one draft consists of “negative ” charges
and the other draft consists of "positive" charges!

One can understand why I was stimulated by Fact
28-E(5), since it coincides precisely with my explana-
tion of the behavior of gyroscopic particles (in a

magnetic field) which travel in opposite directions
“like cars on one-way streets.” Such mechanical
behavior generates an effect which causes the outside
observer to perceive a gyroscopic-action-entity as
negative at one instant and “positive” at another

instant in time.

It was obvious to me that Fact 28-E(5) proved that
the updrafts and downdrafts actually represented a
circular motion. By placing electrically-sensitive instal-

ments in the path of such activity, the circular motion
would appear as “negative” or “positive” depending
upon the frame of reference of the observer.
28

F * Combining the knowledge I had acquired, 1

applied for a Patent for the First (GAS) Embodiment of
my Pioneering Invention in March, 1979. The follow-
mg are drawings and instructions from my Patent Ap-
plication 179-474 for my First Embodiment.
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one possible, exemplary embodiment using the

0 L of the system of the present invention is

schematically shown in .he generalized illustration of

Xuiustra'ted in Figure 28-F1, there is provided an

electrical current generator 100 comprising an outer

keeper housing 1 15 and an inner, pressure-containing,

dosed housing 116 supported therein by insulating

supports 105. A vacuum exists in the area 106 be-

tween the two housings 115, 116, which vacuum is

regulated and induced by means of the vacuum line

104 with its gauge 107 and its control valve 108. The

outer housing 115 acts as a keeper for magnetic fields

of force, and can be made, for example, of soft iron,

while the vacuum in area 106 prevents the leakage or

discharge of static electrical charges which might

build up on the exterior of the inner housing 1 16.

A gas or gas-liquid mixture 117 which may also in-

clude solid particles such as, for example, lead or
brass filings, is included within the inner housing 1 16
surrounding a series of aligned magnets 120 carried by
insulating braces or supports 121 and producing a
high, combined electromagnetic field. The magnets
120, which can for example be cryogenic magnets,
ave their north and “south” poles aligned (as il-

lustrated by the Ns and “Ss”) so that their magnetic
helds reinforce one another.
The level of the gas or gas-liquid mixture 1 17 in the

housing 1 16 is regulated by means of the line 122 with

its gauge 123 and control valve 124. Electric current

output wires 119 are provided and extend down to

electrically connect with a wire pick-up system

(shown in close-up in Figure 28-F2), which can be for

example in the form of very small wires forming a

closely-spaced network or mesh or of a porous con-

ducting metal body or sheet, located in and extended

throughout the fluid 1 17 in the housing 1 16 .

It is noted that a thimbleful of gas contains a fan-

tastically large number of extremely tiny bodies which

are in continuous, random motion moving at extreme-

ly high speeds. Hence, the fluid 117 continuously ap-

plies a force to the gyroscopic particles (comprising

the magnetic field as described in Chapter Three)

moving at the speed of light in the high electromag-

netic field (produced by the magnets 120) as they con-

tinuously collide with each other, which results in the

fluid 117 becoming electrically charged. The charged

fluid 117 discharges its electrical charge to the pick-up

wire network 118 positioned in the fluid, and the elec-

tric current so produced and generated is taken off for

use via the electrical output wires 1 19.

As an alternative to having internally-contained

magnets 120, the electromagnetic field needed in the

fluid 117 could be produced by a source located out-

side of the confines of the fluid 117 as long as a

significant field was produced within the fluid ll"7 .
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Z "ZX Unobvious Effects

of Electromagnetic
Energy.

EXAMPLE If a s/ngte “negative” and a single

charge are physically separated from one

another p) P) , one could easily detect their ex-

istence Jdecttol charges. However, if the two

separate charges are (oined, then one would have a

mass of © which neutralizes the Obvious elec-

trical characteristics possessed by the charges when

physically separated.

Visualize two, separate masses of Qj-)
and (Z) •

Neither mass would demonstrate Obvious electrical

characteristics. But consider what occurs (with respect

to the attracting and repelling forces of those two

physically separate masses) when they are brought

close to one another:

m Fimire 29-A the positive charge within each mass

charge attracts the positive charge and repels the

negative charge of the other mass.

B. WRONGCONCLUSION from observing Figure 29-A

The attraction and repulsion forces of the two,

separate masses are equal; therefore, they would

neither attract nor repel.

r air.HT CONCLUSION: The unlike charges will seek

lo obtain ihe least possible distance between them-

selves with respect to the two, separate masses; and

the like charges wilt seek to obtain the greatest possible

distance between themselves with respect to the two,

separate masses. [Remember that the charges being

simultaneously repelled are also being simultaneously

attracted and such charges cannot physically move tar

from one another.]

Consider the implication of the Inverse-square Law'

with respect to the attracting or repelling force of

charges. The most dominant forces are those between

the charges existing within each separate mass. Conse-

quently, the attraction force is greater than the repul-

sion force between the two separate masses but (as

an order of magnitude) this difference is unimaginably

small. [A simple mathematical analogy demonstrates
"..nimunl.vlM,. C.-Mrtll” r\ i ffA !•#» • If Wf* tO
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SK3SS5SS:'
fremelv small percentage of such un.ty of 1 .

e.g

°"
uc“°S°mill difference is ctarly demonsrmed by

the fact that the attraction force of Gravity (the ob

served effect of the interaction of unobserved electro-

magnetic fields comprising Matter) is extrer^lyje^

than the ("unity of 1") attraction/repulsion forces of

O^votrs electrical charges as well as those same forces

(gyroscopic-action-particles) which comprise magnet.c

fields or Matter itself

scopic-action-particlc) composition on Earth.

F. One may ask. When they are both dropped fr„n
the same height, why doesn’t a heavy mass fall fasiCr

than a light mass towards a significantly larger mass,

e.g., the Earth?”

ANSWER : Such masses fall at the same rate because
the attraction force (due to the ”

unequaling effe<

,

[Gravity]) will be only a small percentage of the '

unit
force of 1” (in effect between all gyroscopic-action-

V

particles comprising all Matter) and will also be a con
stant for a particularly large mass such as the Earth

(See Figure 29-F.)

“As a result ofsuch Unequaling Forces, the

attractionforce is always minutely greater

than the repulsion force.
”

D. 1 hypothesize that the following represents the

Law of Gravity with respect to the Inverse-square Law.

The difference in the Unequaling Forces (in accord-

ance with the law of distances sought between “like”

and ’’unlike” gyroscopic-action-particles) of the two,

above-mentioned masses causes a Force of Gravity to

be a very small percentage (example only: .0001 of a

I “unity of 1 ”) of the equally attracting and repulsion

f forces having a “unity of I.” [Refer to Section 25-E.)

Such equal forces (with a “unity of 1”) represent a

balance of all the “negative” and “positive” gyro-

scopic-action-particles comprising all Matter. [I remind

the reader that such “negative” and “positive” gyro-

scopic-action-particles are actually composed of only

one type of gyroscopic-action-entity which appears to

move in opposite directions depending upon the

frame of reference of the observer.]

As a result of such Unequaling Forces, the attraction

force is always minutely greater than the repulsion
force. Such an inequality of forces is still incredibly
less than the attraction/repulsion forces of Obvious
electric charges or magnetism which have a “unity
(force) of 1.”

NOJE: For the convenience of expression, I am arbi-
trarily assigning this “unity (force) of 1” value to elec-
tric charges and magnetism in order to provide the
reader with some subjective means to distinguish such
forces from the very weak gravitational force which
would have - as an order of magnitude — a value of
approximately .0001 based upon the above forces
having a value of

“
1 .”]

E. It should be dear that such Unequaling Forces

a^raaion f

fdleSS °‘ °r number This minute
attraction force cannot be neutralized by placing un-Charged or non-magnetic matter between die Ea^th

wou“:l
r
,°

bieCt " tWS WCrc d0ne
' such

effect" hT,
part,c,Patc in the same "unequalingeffect between its own "negative-positive • (gyro-

G. The (attraction) “Force Factor” (with a magnitude
on the order of .0001 of the “unity of 1” occurring
between all “oppositely-charged” gyroscopic-action-

particles) demonstrates that the speed of an object (as

a result of that “Force Factor”) is independent of the

number of gyroscopic-action-particles comprising that

object. This is true because every gyroscopic-action-

entity comprising that object has the same small at-

traction “Force Factor” with respect to the Earth. As a

result, the object cannot travel any faster (than the in-

dependent speed of its basic composition) towards the

major “Force Producer,” e g., the Earth.

EXAMPLE: Observe the following simple analogy:

In Figure 29-G, there are two auto drag strips label-

ed 1 and 2. On drag strip 1 ,
there are ten identical

automobiles which can each achieve a speed of 100
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in 2 there are f*vc
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fScnti'Jl to

8
th°se on drjg strip^ jn ,/4
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n

Hc
automobiles on d<-ag ^ the 10-car
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h
;/cffec./of

'unequal effects' between

[he comprising
a II Matter.

.he Gravity Effect of various

2 me biffere
"ce

,he same reason that - like the two

V^ZZtomoblles - auch planets have different

n
,isses.(Seen^Z

OBJECT

FIGURE 29-H1

X Z O c )OOUUUOUL)UU
Planet (1)

^ OBJECT

FIGURE 29-H2 /j\\

|OOOOOOOOOO
Planet (2)

If Planet 1 has twice the gravitational force of Planet

2, then Planet 1 is twice a ‘‘major force producer” than

Planet 2. Falling objects on Planet 1 would equally re-

spond in accordance with the ‘‘major-force-producer

effect” (Gravity) of Planet 1 . The same objects placed

on Planet 2 would equally respond in accordance with
the ‘‘major-force-producer effect” (Gravity) of Planet 2.

However, the gravitational effect of Planet 2 would be
half that of Planet 1

.

I. Prior to my work, Matter has been thought to be
equally composed of “negative” and “positive”
charges. The Facts I have presented demonstrate that
this is not true and that Matter is composed of immea-
surable numbers of “negative” and “positive” gyro-
scopic-action-particles. Moreover, the possible com-

binations (Of such

Matter to vary in gy r°^°P
-negative" (gyroscopic

which can be predom na
^

ly " g
ic part icles). As

particles) or “positive - and 'negative
'

proof of these variances in

charges within Matter, see Figure 29

ELECtromotive
tiecii

3.02Metal

Lithium
Potassium
Barium
Sodium
Aluminum
Zinc
Chromium
Iron
Nickel

Tin
Lead
Hydrogen (arbitrarily

Bismuth
Copper
Silver

Mercury
Gold

o volts reference)

2.92
- 2.90
-2.71
- 1.67
-0.76
-0.71
-0.44
-0.25
- 0.14
-0.13
0.00

+ 0.20

+ 0.34
+ 0.80
+ 0.85

+ 1.68
UUIU

(Conventional teachings depict these differences on

an inefficient chemical basis. I teach these differ-

ences also exist on a more significant and powerful

E =MC2 basis.)

It is obvious that such variance in electrode poten-

tial can only occur as a result of different electromag-

netic composition between the various substances. It

all Matter was simply composed of an equal number

of “negative” and “positive” gyroscopic particles,

then such electrode potential differences could not

exist. (Because such differences are so slight com-

pared to the immense quantity of “negative and

“positive” gyroscopic particles, the differences are

not Obvious in normal utilization of the substances.)

J. Another Proof of such variance in quantity of

“negative” and “positive” gyroscopic particles can be

observed by the conventional facts of present teachings.

A_ _Z .

\ 6b {5 ^v n. ACC ’ RtIRRFR

FIGURE 29 J

In observing Figure 29-J, it has been said that:

“Rubber rods and glass rods can be made to have an

electric charge by rubbing the rubber with fur or flan-
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. . «ilk Two electrified pieces of

nel and the glass with
to repc l each other as

hard rubber rods
r

°
ds but an electrified hard

will two electrified glas
’iectrjfied glass rod.

rubber rod will
29-J do no/

The experiments ^P«
are composed of equal

prove that different
•positive'’ charges (gyro-

numbers of negative
opposite. If the

scopic particles), butP^^^and
materials were ei?u* would obtain equal

-

K I, is a known Fact that electrical charges (8yr°'

s

K
copic particles, wil,

surface unit is everywhere equal.

Let’s examine what occurs when my teachings are

applied to these observed results:

I teach that when one rubs the glass and rubber

rods together (both are good electrical insulators as in

Figure 29-J, the "outer skin" surface of the material

either loses or gains gyroscopic particles (electrica

charge) demonstrating the "negative and positive

composition of all Matter. [Remember, all gyroscopic

particles are identical. Those that are "negative

would — to an outside observer — appear to spin in a

different direction from those that are "positive. But

such "negative" and "positive" gyroscopic particles

are rotated 180° with respect to one another.]

In Figures K-l and K-2. the gyroscopic-action-paru^

soin on the glass rod is opposite to that on the rubber

md One can see that the periphery interaction of the

evroscopic particles (spinning at the speed of light) on

edge K-l(b) would easily "merge" (attract) with those

periphery spins of the gyroscopic particles on edge

K 2(a) [The same is true for edges K-2(b) and K-3(a).j

Attraction would also occur if the glass rods were

placed parallel to the rubber rods. However, by study-

ing the above Figures, one should also observe how

the edges of the two glass rods (or two rubber rods)

placed end-to-end or side-to-side would repel one

another, e g., edge K-3(b) placed against edge K-4(a).

Such repulsion occurs because the periphery spins of

the gyroscopic particles on edges K-3(b) and K-4(a) are

in the same direction. [The periphery attraction/repul-

sion of the gyroscopic particles occurs in the same

manner as the periphery attraction/repulsion discussion

in the Section on Magnetism (See Chapter Three).]

In Figures K-5, K-6 and K-7, it should be apparent

that the three rubber rods would repel one another

since all their gyroscopic particles are spinning in the

same direction causing all edges (and their respective

gyroscopic particle peripheries) to repel one another

L. QUESTION: What would occur if the rubber rod

in Figure K-2 was flipped over 180°?

WRONG ANSWER : The rubber rod in Figure K-2

would now be repelled to the glass rods in above

Figures K-l and K-3 as the gyroscopic particles of the

rubber rod would now be flipped over 180° to repel

the glass rods as shown in Figures L-l, L-2 and L-3 as

depicted on the following page.

\
K -’ K2

/
K3
/ \

K"

(., \ |b) (.) / (b, (a) / (b) (•) \
b>

9 oNo u,

O 0 0 <t>

K-5 /

60 0-0
GLASS

9009 9 009 epoN&9
RUBBER RUBBER RUBBER

(Logo 6-00 6 6000
FIGURES 29-K-1 through 29-K-7
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F ,O0«ES
2J.L1

through 29 L 3

s 19 the Incorrect answer!''

Ing numbers of gyroseopic partlcks the
bjnatlons

number of gyroscopic particles) arc ,nfmite_

between the mathematical laws »tM
f”

c
".f'

C'

Charge, and Gravity. My comprehension of this

mechanism generates In me a most humbhng

periencc, which I feel even to this day. I hope you,

the reader, also experience this feeling.

1 will now present additional Facts for your c

slderation and study.

— , makcs no difference if you Hip

KI

V"T*.- the rubber rod In Figure K-2. Regardless

h) “ ,1 or turns rubber rod K-2, one would

spin direction for the gyroscopic
""

'o (electrical charge) comprising rubber rod K-2.

would still he an attrac.lon force between the

™Tand rubber rods regardless ofMr respective

Mentations (See Figures L-4. I.-S and !.('.)

FIGURES 29 L-4 through 29-L-6

ir
X
GLASS GLASS

“This Is the correct answer!"

M. Once again I state my "humbling" feeling con-
cerning the simple nature of this gyroscopic particle:

I SIT IN AWE UPON THE REALIZATION OF THIS
IN(,i:nk

)

lis MECHANISM THAT IS SO SIMPLE THAT
IT BEFUDDLES THE MIND."

Magnetic and Electric Fields arc Indeed equal. They
arc one and the samel

in Vi*

1 mcc *lan *8m °f nature Is Ingenious because
• 'Matter is composed of one type of Gyroscoplc-

sut
,;7'

arllclc
- IJy traveling in varying directions,

an i

‘

S CrCUte a forcc Influence upon one

anotherT ng thcm U) «V ratc wllh respect to one
s <t result, this mcehanlcal action and vary-



Chapter 1

7

Inertia
•Why should gravitation, of all the many forces In nature, be the only one to be so lntin,.,.. u
related to Inertia, which Is supposed to be an Inherent property of bodies that Is Independent
the nature of the force being exerted?" _

will begin the subject of inertia with a quotation* from the exceptionally well-written book entitled The Nature c

ysics by Peter J. Brancazio.Physics by Peter J

30. A. Quoting from pages 146 and 147

INERTIA AND GRAVITATION

One aspect ofgravitation that may provide a clue as to its ultimate nature is the peculiar relationship between
gravitation and inertia. This relationship is most pointedly illustrated when we re-examine in detail the

derivation from Newtonian principles of the law of falling bodies. Newton derived the law by substituting the

gravitational force between the earth and a falling body of mass m into the equation F = ma:

re 2

“The next step is to cancel the m on both sides of the equation, with the result that the acceleration
a = GME/RE 2 is independent of the mass of the falling body. Herein lies the mystery.

“The m that appears in the equation F = ma is a measure of the inertia of the body. It measures the resistance
of a body to any force. Let us call this the inertial mass. The m that appears in the equation F = GMm/d2

determines the strength of a particular interaction involving the body — namely, the gravitational force. Let us
call this the gravitational mass. The inertial and gravitational masses must be exactly equal; otherwise we could
not cancel them in the above equation. If they did not cancel, we would arrive at the conclusion that the
acceleration of a falling body does depend on its mass (either inertial or gravitational, or both), which is contrary
to experience. The theory of gravitation would be incorrect.

Therefore, we see that Newton did not really derive the law of falling bodies; rather, the law of falling bodies
(an experimental result)forced him to assume that the inertial and gravitational masses must be equal.

The equality of the inertial and gravitational masses is extremely puzzling to physicists. Why should
°f 311 many forces in nature

>
be the only one to be so intimately related to inertia, which is

conneJtiol

0
!

5

?
11 m Pr°Perty °f b°dieS that is indePende™ of the nature of the force being exerted? This

TTh
8r

,

aVity ~ tWO COmpletely differ^ a"d otherwise unrelated properties of

rnas^asTfunVamema

,

C Uded 3n e*pIanation “ In fact, Einstein looked on the equality of inertial and gravitational

theory provided vet anoth
'

^^ ^^ USed “ 3S 3 St3rting Point for the general theory of relativity. This

summarize in a few sentenre^o^^
3

n?T"
°f

.

8ravity “ Einstein
’

s theory of gravitation is far too complex to

the inertial and gravitational mass^isTlea^n
dlSCUSS1°n

f
11 Until a later chaPter - In any case, the equality of

inertia as well). This equalitv must he ev i

Y c,ue as to the fundamental nature of gravitation (and

and inertia is to be achieved
P amed by future physicists if a deeper comprehension of gravitation

Newton’s theory of gravitatfn^roMiH ^
nderstandin8 of the nature of gravity, it seems remarkable that

the universe. But this is characterise f

rought about such an enormous advance in our understanding of

gravity fully in order to have a successful therT^
whlch science progresses. It is not necessary to understand

an axiom, we can account for a wide variety^emin^
31100

'

,

Simply by accePtin8 the concept of gravitation as

in view of its simplicity comnrehen •

Y emingly unrelated phenomena in relatively simple terms. Thus
considered an outstanding theory. The

n

att

VeneSS>

“J Predicdve power, the theory of gravitation must be
the next state in man’s attemnt to nrnhe e

emptS on r e Part °f some physicists to ‘understand’ gravity represent
answers exist.”

™Pt t0 Pf°be ever more d^ply until the ultimate answers are found - if, in fact, such

Copyright © 1975 by peterj. Brancazio'

1

]

11111 Publlshing ComPany from The Nature of Physics by Peter J.
Brancazio.
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a .hat Gravity rcpre-

dv dcmonstra
,, , (hc number of

-

"^p'-«<,ar8e

‘ earning ,he
her objects represents the

'

; ir1
space)

upon other 1^ ap e(fcct ,s

»*- W meC
:r;;

C

re,ate

Ct

tc° he'

"
-dc, of

gyroscopeM ekctrlcal charges,

the
Unequaling

Effcc
e(fca„ ()f a particular

„d the l !"ob;'
0
j; c uch a description is the same for

e^pt that gravity can be observed as etther

•S2U-" or -Obviotta."

sfeaasr-r
* iim

S

ly

rf the gyroscopic action of the basic building

speed
II matter the Gyroscopic Particle!

-52£S one can easily mechanically under-S mertia and gravitational masses are equal,

raev *or» represent one and the same gyroscoptc-

Sentityfsee Section 30-AJ,
which demonstrates

hi mathematical ' oneness' ' of the two effects.

The following quote is a tribute to Michael Faraday.

Faraday, in his last years, tried to show experi-

mentally a relation between gravity and electricity,

concluding his paper with, ‘Here end my trials for

the present. The results are negative; they do not

shake my strongfeeling of the existence of a relation

between gravity and electricity, though they give no

proof that it exists.

30

D. To understand the relation between gravitation

and inertia, one must first have the proper mental

perspective. The effect of inertia is extremely small .

Therefore, the mechanical essence of inertia can be

very deceptive.

magine a massive log lying on the Earth’s surface,
one attempts to lift even the log’s end (see Figure

). one would encounter great resistance due to

„ ,
„ fThl5 effect wa» originally cx-

e- ' »«r/tr;s:PTo^
u
rmi» «*« n““,ve

ZXZZcVSS. (See figure
30-Ej_

massive log. In Figure o
>

narallel to the

relatively easy to move the massive log P»”lle ' l°

Ear^s surface, swinging end 2 around 180

F. One can easily see that Figure 30-E demonstrates

7i° Even when the ''gravity effect" was counter-

equaled, there remained some type of resistance

(Unobvious) force to the movement of that mass. Thi

resistance (Unobvious) force is called inertia.

(2) The Facts show that such “inertia — as a

resistive (Unobvious) force - is extremely weak com-

pared to electric or magnetic forces which have a

“unity factor of 1

G. One can conclude that this weak, “inertia-mass

effect” is only some percentage of the “unity factor

of i” and similar to the weak “gravity-mass effect.

CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING .
Einstein’s General

Theory of Relativity has been criticized for its failure

to explain the concept of inertia. In Newtonian

mechanics, it is stated as a fundamental principle that

bodies possess inertia, but it is not explained why

H. Consider the following experiment: a two-foot

diameter, fiberglass ball has a 10-pound, one-foot

diameter gyroscope hidden inside (see Figure 30-H)
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, 1 ... u> 000 RI’M (perfectly

Iwlmm'il) An uncitu*
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.
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>l,n ic til mnIn "1 ||H

Intermil M' "I"
•

,
.,,11 lull in u direction

'« ,

r

,

^ici. «*•

" lii* l> «PP,,,H •' ,1 ""
,

. , mri |, u .iii’il man w* mill 1"

ihc iiHcriwI
J i^uij w,mlil tlic’ii u-nIM him

‘ ,,,

'i m . The PM 1 wot.kl -U.. . KVIMHMM In a

SiHSSSSHI
iib/cvi ili.ii Imu >< 'varying Inert !*•

tact la Mini" I

,.| ,|„.n It can have no acceleration I mu, i

u. r. U-i oil* »n llu- mas* "Imply has enryhiM »p, nl»

ran eoncludr Iroili the luctu ih*i |„ y

miMlwvliiH Npeod also has Inertia.

K n one Ntnuiltuncnusly shoots .i bullet amt drop*

, |H ,|| t ., (,.l equal mass to the Him luillrt) („„„

,|U. |>( m It Ion, they Will both collide wlih the

1 ''a r(
h

' s Mirface at the Name Instant. (See Figure Mi K
,

wunNi, < *»N< M'SIONi Hr* au.se the giavliy elicit

(1 )|,vIoun Four) cau»eil the two hulleiN with equul

inuHM .

h to Nlnutltaneously collide with the Faith's M „

i nr, li can hr concluded that the Inertia effect oi q u .

two hul let i uunncn did m>t change at uny time,

j” cionslder the following experiment which will

demonstrate why the above conclusion In wrong

Construct a configuration aN depleted In below In

i iircause mutter If* principally •
'I

11 *' 1 ,M 11 '

nrjuulvr' uml •poNl.lvr * mc-chunloil c-ompo.sli U>n.

Ir. II run,*h i* »»l the same, gyroscopic action rnl,,y

spinning In opposite directions, one* may ui Ural he

deceived and conclude i he* following

Figure 30 l„ Place two bullet "traps" equidistant from

the end ol the gun barrel. With the assistance of an

electric eye (which can react fast enough) and an up-

proprlate mechanical device, the two traveling bullets

would he simultaneously deflected at a tight angle to

w hi >\( , coni :|,UNION, Muller In principally "negailvr

live--- uml "positive" In In* composition and i heir loir

Ihrir would hr u "* anccllailon erred" wlih reaped u>

k .i pivoting motion when tin (( )bvlous) force tilted theli

respective axes Therefore, ihr gyroscopic action

entity cannot hr the cause of the "Inert In clfeel,"

their respective trajccturlca Into traps 3 or 4, In addi-

tion, a pressure gauge could be connected to the me
chanlcal device employed to deflect the bullets Into the

two traps, The purpose of the* gauge Is to measure the

exact (Obvious) "opposing" force required to deflect

the two bullets of equal masses Into the two traps,

It should be obvious that to deflect the two bullets

J. Let's examine the CORRBCT_U>NCI.U||QNi

Consider the fact that (Obvious) Force - Inertia

Muaa X Acceleration, "Tile m that appear,s In ihc cqua

lion V- nia In a measure of the Inertia of the body,"
(See section 30 A,) Therefore, In reality, I he Inertia ef

will require considerably more (Obvious) force with

respect to the mass of trap mechanism 3 than for the

mass of trap mechanism 4,

ivH!HSiiON; Why the difference In force?

FIGURE 30 K
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rces
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nCe «n the f
f rhe

additional

, ^;^^^rp3hasa

I !S'er
,nC

' rtia C

the additional
speed is

noF . When the a
he two

^^-.rr^n^aefreccs.

:

^:>^em°n5

(energy) is the

act that
motion t absence

I

' ££jS* h» apparent absence

I which
mactoscopica y was mlCro-

Soaon. “^obvious mass would

topically
pl‘cci

o[ a|| matter — the gyro-

owne the Moving a. very high speech

*WC
fuerlia effect ofan Obvious mass is

The natura , . ,
(^e gyroscopic-action-

tbe reSU
“
fdbis tbe basic building entity of all mass.

P
ar,iCle

i

l

1c” and "positive” charge composition

The negative a P
infinitely

°':ZTo£XS. Such charges on.y

small- g)
roscop P

force ” which prevents

^Obvious) mass from behaving as a single conven-

[

tional gyroscope.
Moreover, the speeds of those in-

finitely small masses still exist and the existence of

such speeds is proven via the observed, inertia effect

[

of an (Obvious) mass.

N. To further sensitize the reader to the fact that one

cannot take the ingenious action of the gyroscopic-

particle-composition of matter for granted, conduct

the following test: (GYROSCOPIC PLANES shown below.)

„ nct
then balance it on

Spin a small, toy gyroscope
(See Figure 30-N.)

the end of a rounded pencil pomMS^^ (op end

If one lightly holds the pen
( ,n aM lateral direc-

of the pencil will Pf^er £ch conditions, one

tions at a rapid pace.
changing force which is

would feel a continuously changing

parallel to the Earths
one would tend to

in spii»- ^
gyroZ'pic^ZpaHicle^ichU the basic

K
building, entity of all mass.

O. Mass consists of gyroscopic par

the speed of Ugh!
‘"olid” mass would appear

SeC
,h n t’he mis comprised of such gyroscopic par-

“planes of spin. -

FIGURE 30-0 SOLID MASS

Qyrotcoplc P.rtlcl..

within th*t M*»» »t th» "Sp«*<l ol Light

The speed and orientation of the Infinite

number of gyroscopic particles are obviously

not to be taken for granted!

Figure 30-0 depicts a “solid" mass consisting of an

incredible number of gyroscopic particles electromag-

netically coupled and suspended within the space of

this (Obvious) mass.

P. An Obvious Force exerted upon a mass or spin-

ning” mass does not create the inertia effect. It is t e

resistance to that Obvious Force which is perceived

as the inertia effect.

EXAMPLE: If one tilts the plane of a spinning mass

(gyroscope) to an angle equal to the gyroscope s

original plane of orientation in space, one will ex-

perience a right-angle resistance. The greater the
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If one pivots the gyroscopic plane of spin from
point 1 to point 2, one will observe a noticeable

resistance. Such resistance could be called an “inertia

effect. " If one then stops the gyroscopic spin and
repeats the same motion from point 1 to point 2, then
one will notice very little resistance.

QUESTION: Why the difference in resistance?

ANSWER . Such a difference is a result of the speed of
the mass, /. e. , the additional speed added to the speed
of the gyroscopic spin comprising the mass.

JO

Q. If the results of the test in Figure 30-P are puzzling,
repeat the same test but invision the internal motion
of the particles comprising the “solid” mass. (See
Figure 30-Q.)

pivot the mass (composed of gyroscopic particl
from point 1 to point 2 and the force required

^
deflect a bullet from its initial direction into a f

l°

(Refer to Figure 30-L.)
raP

In tests 30-L and 30-Q, the gyroscopic
particles

comprising the masses involved have been fo
S

pivot at right angles to their previous plane-in-s^
l°

direction. The resistance incurred is a direct res^
the speed of the particles involved. When the

*** *

the (Obvious) mass was removed, e g , when the
was stopped, then the inertial effect was reduced

in opposite direc t ions"

'C°P 'c particJes travel

Posite directions, one cant n
maSS ,s rotated in op-

spin direction causes onnn
' ^ unc*erstanc* why thecauses oppostte results in terms of

?' T „
gyrosc°p,c (Obvious) mass as in Figure30-R1

, Which moves the plane of the spinning matfrom point 1 to point 2 in a parallel position to theoriginal plane of gyroscopic spin in space
[Remember, mass consists of infinitely small gyroscnn
tc particles spinning at the speed of Ugh, and movit
at the speed of light.]

lng

In Figure 30-R1
, one will observe noticeably less

resistance in moving the mass from point 1 to point 2

Hg7e
a

30

dQ° ‘he rCS ‘S,anCe WhiCh ‘S
ta

QUESTION: Why the difference?

^NSWER: There is an extreme mechanical difference
between Figure 30-Q and Figure 30-R1. This dif-
erence is a result of the fact that the particles com-
prising the spinning mass in Figure 30-R1 have had
their plane of spin moved parallel to their original
plane in space.

The mechanical difference is similar to the test in
Figure 30-K ,n which the bullet mass was permitted to
collide with the ground. If the bullet had continued
rave mg in a straight line following impact with the
tarth s surface, the bullet mass would have traveled in
a irection parallel to its original instant direction.
(See Figure 20-R2.)
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jhe gravity, inertia, and weight

effects wilt all decrease or increase as

oscopic particles (comprising
all Mailer)

ire physically removed or added to the

mass in accordance with hinslein s

equation ofE = MC2 ”

iO

T. It should be obvious from the above facts that,

like the gravity effect, the inertia effect is very decep-

tive. Both effects are a result of the gyroscopic parti-

cle composition of all matter.

The gravity, inertia, and weight effects will all

decrease or increase as gyroscopic particles (compris
infi all matter) are physically removed or added to
the mass in accordance with Hinslein s equation of
t = MC2 . In addition, the gravity, inertia, and weight
effects represent only a small percentage of the “unity
factor of r (discussed in Sections 29-C and 29-D)
characteristic of all gyroscopic particles comprising all
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Chapter 18

Heat And The Three Laws Of Thermodynamics

i have built my house on the foundation of your theory of Latent heat and ... | 0we a Ium
of thinking on these subjects to you." way

— Irom a letter by Jamee Watt to Joseph Black. December 13 ua2

Iwish to pay tribute to Joseph Black (1728-1799),

Scottish chemist and physicist, who is one of the

greatest scientists who ever lived. I have no doubt in my
mind that had T visited Joseph Black in the 1760’s and

had I informed him that E = MC2
,
he would have

replied. "I believe what you have stated is very possible

since my years of research have indicated to me that

some immense energy does exist in mass or matter.”

With Joseph Black's brilliant work and great insight, he
would have had no difficulty or hesitation in accepting
the validity of E = MC2

.

It is appropriate first to discuss chemistry and heat as a

prelude to analyzing the Three Laws of Thermodynamics.

A. Chemistry is the study of the composition of all

forms of matter found in the Universe. I will demon-
strate that chemistry is consistent with my single
teachings concerning the nature of electromagnetic
energy.

in chemistry it is presently stated that every bond-
ing between atom and atom, as well as between
molecule and molecule, represents potential energy

Joseph Black
Courtesy of Edgar Fahs Smith Collection.

University of Pennsylvania

About 1770, Joseph Black made some brilliant
discoveries concerning heat. Black showed that heat

‘ ..u- imrouuce tne lact that all chemical reaci

d ffer

>

en

inVO

J
*,ectronia8netic energy. It makes

[when ?he
WhCther the reactions are endothermic(when the reaction absorbs heat, light, or electric

othefmi^r
1 f

h

fmS of eJectroma8netic energy)] or e

electric'^

W Cn tht* rcaction leases heat, light olectrical energy]. Scientific conclusion all chem

represented a quantity of something and that temper
ature w as the degree of hotness. In effect, he had
discovered that heat and temperature were not the
same. Not one ofJoseph Black's contemporaries had
been able to establish a sharp distinction between
heat and temperature.
To the great surprise ofJoseph Black’s colleagues,

and even to us today, Black demonstrated that water
continues to increase in temperature until it comes to
a boil and then the termperature rise will stop and re-

main the same until all the water is boiled away. Such

madetaS analy2c 3 Scrious «*»
whether hea, was a7,an

n
f
“£* dcba«

or whether heat was slmni^
Cn",y callcd C

stated by the critics of the Catorlc Th
°

‘

m°‘' 1

Ion concept of heat Is still h ,

TheorT Th <

““ SUCh 3 ra"«P' W -o the Kineuc°Theory
S '

a constant temperature is observed even if extreme
beat is employed. Moreover, the reverse is true when
the vapor or steam condenses.
Joseph Black also established that a mixture of ice

an water remains at the same temperature —
a t lough heat may be emitted or absorbed — until it

is transformed entirely into ice or water. Black used
tic term latent heat” to describe the process of heat

absorption.
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protons, neutrons,
fact.^ P.

r.S or^nTwiS.ou, volume" - ma.hema.lcal

P-n““ .en t.«cund—g of

Manor, this same description would app^y to d.

netic energy and possess gyroscopic,

characteristics which can be explained and Pr'd cted

Such characteristics are also true for heat absorption

Some scientific books presently teach that a com-
pressed gas cools or loses heat when it expands (see
Figure 31 -Cl), and that a gas gains heat when com-
pressed (see Figure 31-C2).

31

C. This is simply not true! What occurs is just the
opposite! When the gas is compressed, the atoms
within the molecules are pushed closer together, emit
heat (electromagnetic energy comprising all atoms),
and cool down. The gas feels hot “to the touch” for a
given time because the atoms within the gas emit -
not absorb - heat. [Such a process is analogous to

QUESTION: What does the statement ' to ber
h^rreanTmean?

ANSWER : It means to absorb heat. To “becom
r^^Tto emit beat. When the gas expands qJ Co<j|

absorb heat, i.e., "gyroscopic'' electromag
netic

ai0m
s

energy equal to that which the atoms originally
i

on being compressed. This is why the gas will -,

cold to your hand since the gas absorbs heat fr

your hand. When expanding, the gas molecules'
1

!

possess inertia as a result of producing a contin
* S°

Unobvious Force when under pressure (similar

ing on one end of a taut rope and having it Sna
°^

reaction). The concept of “speed” is also a deter

^

factor — refer to the speed discussion in Section^08

D. Examine several additional facts:

1 . In the 17th century, Robert Boyle demonstra
that for a fixed quantity of gas, the volume and

^
pressure are inversely proportional, i.e., halve th
volume and double the pressure; double the voi

C

and halve the pressure.

2. In the 18th century, Daniel Bernoulli demon-
strated that by increasing the temperature of a gas
one causes it to expand in a definite mathematical Pr
portion, i.e., double the absolute temperature 0f a
under constant pressure and the gas volume doubles
3. In 1787, Jacques Charles established that all gases

held at constant pressure will expand in proportion to
the amount of heat applied.

4. John Dalton, English chemist and physicist
(1776-1844), observed a 50°F. increase in the
temperature of a gas when its volume was halved by
rapid compression.

QUESTION: What do these facts indicate?

A^SWER: The “gyroscopic” electromagnetic energy
comprising atoms (which comprise molecules) has a

particular “space area” necessary for any given
substance. If one compresses the area demanded by
this gyroscopic electromagnetic energy comprising
atoms, such atoms will emit a definite, minute mathe-

closer together emUheat'leU^^^^'
*** atoms the molecules arepushed

-
<•"“> h^'lelearomagneuc mergy, comprising aU 'ad cool dome

such Anger, causing

Ceived
as the sensaton“ "j"

bC P"'

matical portion of this electromagnetic energy ii.

.

form of heat, i.e., a random flow of gyroscopic pa

tides. Such heat release permits a smaller demand
for the balance of the remaining gyroscopic partic

(electromagnetic energy) comprising the atoms un
pressure. If heat is added to a given system, the

demanded area is increased due to the minute gaii

additional gyroscopic particles resulting in a pressi

rise relative to heat input.
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^^rhe electromagnetic
energy

ESt^STequently. the el
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- ^electromagnetic
energyW £re<J>P (2) ,

the

SS » «Pandi
"VoTume consequently, the electro-

i(
. decreasing >n

. a t0ms’ demanded

tgnenc energy thcir dectromagn—
is
decreasing » the atoms demand

-rietic
energy c°mpn

s 'n
8 electromagnetic

(3)
*'hen

'dmprWhen
n

.he pressure Is increased,

Why?

-r-
phyS

^i^e

C

nergy| Therefore, such atoms can and

rSaddUiona, heal. As .his process occurs, ad-

ditional gyroscopic particles are absorbed by ih

atoms to maintain the expanding demanded area.

atoms are absorbing heat, a lesser temperature wtU

be required to cause the atoms to absorb heat. As a

result, the boiling point is lowered.

When the pressure on a liquid is increased, the gy

roscopic” electromagnetic composition of the atoms

demanded area has been decreased; consequently,

such atoms will emit heat. If the atoms are attempting

to emit heat, a greater temperature (or higher tempera-

ture difference) will be required to cause the atoms to

absorb heat. As a result, the boiling point of the liquid

will be higher.

31 E

(4) To raise the temperature of a gram of water by

1 °C. to its boiling point requires one calorie for each

degree. However, when the 100°C. boiling point is

reached, 540 calories are needed to boil the water away.

QUESTION: What happened to this additional heat

input?

The heat input expands the demanded area
°f the “gyroscopic” electromagnetic composition of

PROOF Water expand
more

^ resuU is «xac^
;;s:

p
pb

r

BucT:nginuiiy P—d -

as the brilliant Josep Theorv
SC
S°rcsoUbc Caloric me motive

5k atoms of the demanded a
agnctlc compos.-

scopic-tyPe'P
arlic CS

f.* acquired considerable m-

,ion Within the atoms) ha q
d , 500 times. Such

erlia with the capab.luy o P
rming obvtous

expansion has the capaci V
>|urblne .

However,

Work, It, pushing a
P £S the vapor under a

pushing a piston ° £.sult of such pressure,

^r:^-rposition e

atoms within the water molecule.

E QUESTION:

Unuoushf instead of only during compression?

A!® Once

retention results in an Unobviou
. When

s- »

*

fSee “speed” discussion in Section 30-L.)

Energy is internally used within the atoms‘ °f 'he

(he

gas antfwithin the atoms

a

' AcmallTl'am amazed’that others have had difficulty

in understanding what is so clear to me. The facts a

there! In chemical reactions, there are many instances

where large quantities of electromagnetic energy

(heat) are emitted or absorbed. Yet the Matter resul

ing from the reactions (supposedly) always weighs the

same. EXAMPLE: In separating the hydrogen and

oxygen molecules of water, large quantities of heat

are required, i.e., 5,400°F. which is twice the melting

point of iron. The resulting gas volumes of oxygen

and hydrogen will weigh the same as the water did

one strikes a match, the oxygen and hydrogen will

unite back into water. Such water will weigh the same

as before, but it will release all the energy (gyroscopic

particles) originally acquired during the separation of

t U /j nncoc
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QUESTION: Is heat nothing, and yet it is capable of

causing extreme changes in Matter?

ANSWER- No. Heat is electromagnetic energy (gyro-

scopic particles spinning and moving at the speed of

light) and such electromagnetic energy comprises all

Matter In accordance with E = MC2
,
it simply requires

vast quantities of gyroscopic particles to comprise a

single speck of Matter. It would therefore require an

incredibly sensitive scale to weigh the difference of

release or absorption of Matter on an atomic basis.

Such a scale presently does not exist.

Lavoisier’s classic series of experiments — which

had scientific inadequacies — were intended to prove

that Matter did not lose weight when burned or altered

in chemical reactions. His statements are based upon a

scale be invented that could weigh by a water drop the

differences in the weight of Matter. This scale was an

accurate invention for weighing commonplace items.

However, Lavoisier’s scale is totally inaccurate for

weighing the loss of Matter in the form of gyroscopic-

action-particles or electromagnetic energy in the form

of heat, light, etc. Conclusion: Antoine Lavoisier

invented an inadequate scale.

heated it occupies a greater volume "B"
(cx

scale). In physics, this fact is presently referred^' 1

a thermal expansion phenomenon!
This thermal expansion phenomenon is exm

via my consistent Theory that heat is electrom"
1^

energy consisting of gyroscopic particles and th^''
0

such electromagnetic energy comprises all Matt
**

Joseph Black also explained the thermal expan ^
phenomenon in the 1760’s. The gyroscopic-tyD

'0n

particles that comprise all atoms in material
physically have a preferred demand area with
to the total electromagnetic energy (gyroscopic^^

1

Heat is electromagnetic energy (gyros '

particles spinning and moving at the
^

of light) and such electromagnetic ener^
comprises all Matter. ”

tides) within the material at the moment material
occupies the space described in Figure 31-E (6)

A

[NOTE. A “demand area’’ is defined as that area
physically required by the mechanical nature of
particular number of gyroscopic particles

]

QUESTION. Considering the validity of E = MC2
,
how

much energy is contained within a drop of water? It

should be obvious that such energy is vastly greater

than any energy release occurring via Lavoisier’s

restrictive experiments using an inadequate weight
scale. [Remember, if totally converted into energy via
E = MC2

,
the mass of a railroad ticket contains enough

energy to run a large train around the world several
times!] It is also very significant that Lavoisier as well
as his scientific contemporaries had absolutely no con-
ception that E = MC2

.

31-E

(6) It is a known fact that Matter undergoes a volume
change when its temperature is raised. The volume
expansion within solids is small, e.g., with a 10° rise
in temperature the body of a bridge will expand ap-
proximately .04 inches for every 33 feet of ire i.nmK

e A
- but after it has been

THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN

m me moment material A expands to occupy
space “B,” additional gyroscopic particles or electro
magnetic energy (heat) have been absorbed by the
atoms of the material. This changes the preferred demand area of the gyroscopic-type-particles which
comprise the atoms. In essence, the material absorbs
heat by physically expanding to accommodate the
resulting effects of the additional, quantitative input
of gyroscopic particles.

31-E

(7) Every gas has a “critical temperature" above
which it cannot be liquefied.

QUESTION: Why is this so?

ANSWER : Different gases consist of different atoms
which contain varying quantities of electromagnetic
energy or gyroscopic-type-particles. Such atoms re-

lease a minute portion of these gyroscopic particles in

the form of heat. This heat is released in varying
amounts before the particular demand area is suffi-

In essence, the material absorbs heat
by physically expanding to accommodate
the resulting effects of the additional,

quantitative input ofgyroscopic particles. ”

ciently reduced to permit the atoms to physically
compress close enough to become a liquid.

__XAMPLE : Helium atoms have to release more gyro-
scopic particles to become a liquid at - 452 °F. than
carbon dioxide atoms release to become a solid at

109 F. Here is an interesting fact: liquid helium re-



rjbIV less
gyroscopic ^‘ide or

i
i sz&g&tes^<r

„;:;!^ * £_“££&• upoC^"
,he

of gy-oPic

^ ,c:x^cdifcerem

rr rhat when atoms are sub-

d^So^P^1

' are subbed to expan-

warm up T
titv of gyroscopic particles is

^^ZC%ifexpan. If atoms have

added to atoms, then Y
^ gyroscopic particles

C,Z°M comPosit‘on ’
then SUCh

^contraa,^ ,

conduction, etc.

}l £
r cf dance when water becomes frozen it

,9>

« 1 betn exception to the above rule. How-
appears to be a P

u Because the atoms do

**• rX^pec. to one anothet, as the mole-

“derate and demand a definite area relative to ad-

joining molecules, such action causes the molecules to

ireate a solid form of water occupying a larger space

than it does as a liquid due to empty space.

See Figure 3 1-E (9)a.

FIGURE 31 -E(9)«

Since all molecules consist of atoms, the molecules

react in accordance with the “instructions” of the

atoms involved, i.e., the atoms of ice are compressed

to their occupied area.

Such compression is proven by observational results

first brought to my attention by my lovely and devoted

wife: when water is frozen in ice trays, the ice will at

times form as shown in Figure 31-E (9)b.

such formation can
only oonu

f

™

n«Ting pr°«ss

wSb? fee -b-nd puf
« °

has y„ frozen,

JT-'SSS, and freezes very rapidly-

(Vo> Let's now return " y^Td’thetembbing

wronged that

hear release is the

volved! The coefficient of f

_ friction and pressure.—iction

QUESTION

.

What does this really mean.

FIGURE 31E(10)

HASH,.,to-

B
^

1 1

If material B is moved in tne oirauu.. u.

-

the the rough surface edges of matertals A and B are

compressed in opposite directions! The rough ^ges

of material A will tend to be ground forward in 'he

direction of the arrow and the rough edges of material

B will tend to be ground backward, or in the opposite

direction of the arrow.

CONCLUSION: All heat (electromagnetic energy)
^

released from Matter as a result of friction is in reality

the result of two surfaces being compressed in opposite

directions. Therefore, friction is compression in a

lateral direction on the outer surfaces of matter as a

result of mechanical conveyance of energy pressure.

This can be simply proven by quickly rubbing the

palms of your hands together. You will fed your hands

release heat which comes from the atoms within your

hands being compressed in a lateral direction. As soon

as you stop rubbing your hands and hold them apart,

you will feel the opposite results. Your hands will

now feel cool for having released the heat, i.e.. the

gyroscopic particles or electromagnetic composition

of your hands.
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What is the conclusion of what I have shown with

respect to heat?
,

.

All heat emitted from Matter - whether a result of

chemicaTreactionTmechanical compression react.on,

conduction, etc. - is released as a result of the gyro-

scopic-type, electromagnetic particles (which com-

prise all atoms) being reduced past the point of their

original demand area. As a result, such atoms will emit

electromagnetic energy (heat) to adjust to the smaller

,

required demand area now occupied by the balance

of the vast quantity of gyroscopic particles (electro-

magnetic energy) remaining in the Matter.

"All beat emittedfrom Matter is released

as a result of the gy roscopic-type,

electromagnetic particles (which comprise

all atoms) being reduced past thepoint of

their original, demanded area.
”

All heat absorption from Matter — whether a result

of chemical reaction, mechanical compression reaction,

conduction, etc. — is absorbed as a result of the gyro-

scopic-type, electromagnetic particles (which comprise

all atoms) being expanded past the point of their

original demand area. As a result, such atoms will ab-

sorb electromagnetic energy (heat) to adjust to the in-

creased required demand area of the total electromag-

netic energy then in the Matter.

It would therefore appear that energy tends to flow

from a condition of higher mechanical pressure (within

one atom) to a condition of lower mechanical pressure
(within another atom). I must stress, however, that I

do not wish this concept (or any of my other concepts)
to be interpreted (by those who follow me) in such a

manner that the interpretation stifles further questioning
or curiosity by a young person learning this informa-

“Au beat absorptionfrom Matter is
absorbed as a result of tbe gyroscopic-type,
electromagnetic particles (which comprise
all atoms) being expandedpast the point of

their original demanded area. ”

tion for the first time. The above statement may prove
to be totally incorrect since I have obviously not seen

zsszszsr* and a" poss 'b,t

The critics of the Caloric

we« w
tha' H

h
'
"S Simpl> thc result of motion.

s.a.ed bv7h!
8 Hea ' “ 'he resul ' of ">°«on as

magnetic energy) in Matter, heat does have motio
you know from earlier Sections in this Book, ov

° As

scopic particles move at the speed of light. Bccau
°

Joseph Black's work anticipated E = MC2
, his brill'*

insight was far in advance of his time We owe hi'

3 '1 '

recognition and respect for his accomplishment
Section 31-B )

tS (St*

Heat is electromagnetic energy (consisting of ay
scopic particles). Gyroscopic particles (or electro^

0’

netic energy) comprise all Matter. Alterations in th

*8

beat (gyroscopic particles) of Matter cause a chan
C

the amount (gyroscopic particles) of Matter in zee*
dance with E = MC2

.

32. I shall now proceed to constructively refute th
negative doctrines that are a result of the present

C

“Three Laws of Thermodynamics.”

A. FACTS:

1 . The Three Laws of Thermodynami cs were con
ceived without an understanding of the relationshi
between heat (gyroscopic particles/electromagnetk
energy) and Matter.

2. The Three Laws of Thermodynamics were con-
ceived without an understanding that there is an
energy relationship other than the simplicity of Work
= Force X Distance, Power = wr, and Force = Mass
X Acceleration.

3 The Three Laws of Thermodynamics w ere origi-
nally conceived without any knowledge, understand-
ing, or anticipation of Einstein’s equation of E = MC 2

.

4 The Three Laws of Thermodynamics were origi-

nally conceived w ithout an understanding of Gravity,
Electricity, Magnetism, Inertia, Matter, and Planetars
Motion.

32

B. QUESTION: If none of these things were under
stood at the time that the Three Law's of Thermody-
namics were conceived, how' can these three laws be
so "all encompassing” as to be capable of predicting
— on a seemingly “infallible” basis — the "Doom of

the Universe” and the “Total Impossibility of
Perpetual Motion?” Those who made such predictions

must have understood the mechanical workings of
the Entire Universe.

QUESTION: Did they?

“The Three Laws of Thermodynamics
were conceived uitbout an understanding

of the relationship between beat

(gyroscopic particles/electromagnetic

energy) and Matter.
”
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always composed of gyroscopic
particles (elcctromag'

- a,so^ -SSSyST
(electromagnetic energy^

understanding of the

physical Matter! Ha

v

mg^gyroscopic particle (elec-

‘beat *

•

z
'

£’ro -

“77be gyroscopic entity I have

described in this Poohperpetu^y
spin

and travels at the speed of tight <«

accordance with E = MC

One ofJoseph Blacks important discoveries was

that different substances have different capiC^e

absorbing or emitting heat (electromagnetic energy).

EXAMPLE If 1 kg. of iron at 80 °C. is immersed in

flfSVatct a. it. .hen the equilibrium tempera-

ture is found to be 43.7°C. In other words, tbe s“™e

amount of beat (electromagnetic energy) has resulted

in a much greater temperature change in the iron

than in the water

The same unfounded statement of the Second Law

of Thermodynamics is also used in present physics to

have stamped the final label of FUTILE on the quest

for Perpetual Motion I would agree that Perpetual

Motion would be futile as long as one accepts the

validity of the Second Law of Thermodynamics as ex-

plaining everything in the Universe for all time.

However, I challenge such validity. It is easy to

recognize that in this sense, the Second Law has oper-

ationally been a deliberate attempt to close young

minds who would be otherwise willing to question

the finality" of the Second Law of Thermodynamics.

I am sure that there are many who read this Book who
have been so unjustly influenced. Please recognize that

the conversion of physical Matter to electromagnetic

energy (gyroscopic panicles) and from electromagnetic
energy (gy roscopic panicles) back to physical Matter is

ptetpetual throughout the Universe and this phenom-
enal energy change can be conceptually understood
and technologically harnessed in the immediate future
for the incredible benefit of humanity'!
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E. The Third Law of Thermodvnamics (developed
1888-1902):

^
In 1902, measurements of the heat reaction of

vanou5 substances were examined, and it was found

MriZZr T
Cfg,eS experienced >n increasingly small

25 c

_

he reaction approached absolute zero

Kt-hln nrri°^
,h°Ugh ' was W,ia,ed in >848 bv Lord

ont^e rm^
0mS°n ’ K"OWing ,hal " hen «**««one degree from 0= 10 - I °c a gas loses 1/27* of

'h

Pr
,?l

Ure Kd ' in rcasoned that at - 2^3 °c uasshould have no pressure and he caUed - 2^3 ’(f^

absolute_zero. Scientists at the time further reasoned
is simply the absence of "heat,” the,,

there should be a point when there is absolutely
n<)

heat This reasoning demonstrates a complete
|Jtk

, ,

understanding that heat is actually electromagnetic

energy (gyroscopic particles) which comprise all M a ,

ter and that E = MC2
.
[Kelvin's knowledge is valuable

however, in terms of designing my Pioneering
| nv<;n

tion where atom unalignment is important since heat

causes random motion and rapid atom unalignmcnt .

In accordance with the above concept regarding ,L

absence of heat, the Third Law of Thermodynamics

was proposed. It states that every substance known
to man undergoes entropy, i.e., a measure of the

proaches zero as the temperature approaches absolute

zero (- 273- 16°C. or -459.69°F.).

Einstein’s equation of E = MC2 and the work I have
accomplished prove that this statement concerning

entropy is totally incorrect.

Kelvin’s results are explained by my prior discussion

that heat (gyroscopic particles/electromagnetic energy)

loss from Matter causes the atomic entities to demand a

smaller area. This is why gases lose pressure at low
temperatures since they are becoming a liquid state.

The concept that cold is the absence of heat should

be corrected as follows: Cold is simply a condition of

less gyroscopic particles or electromagnetic energy

(heat) in Matter. As long as one has Matter, one still

has gyroscopic particles (electromagnetic energy or

potential heat). Matter at - 459.69 °F still contains tre-

mendous electromagnetic energy (or heat if properly-

released) or vast quantities of gyroscopic particles

spinning at the speed of light. Only when Matter is

gone, is all potential heat gone. The mechanical

essence of E = MC2
is the gyroscopic-action-particle

which is the basic building entity of all Matter

“Matter at -459-69°F still contains

tremendous electromagnetic energy. ”

32

F. It is totally amazing to me that these three laws of

thermodynamics have been so long accepted, know-

ing that their total premise is one of negativism which

completely stops the creative thinking processes of a

student w ho is motivated to question or discover a

method for a better energy invention that would

ultimately be of service to humanity. However, in

spite of the negative intentions of those who devel-

oped it, the First Law of Thermodynamics proves just

the opposite! It is a most positive, scientific statement

Although this may appear superficially paradoxical.

I w ill make the positive statement that there is no

place m science that negatii ism should he allowed

exist! The entire history of science has proven over

and over again that, w henever it has been thought

that something was not possible, it later turns out to

be possible. Therefore, as the facts have proven.

IIO
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Chapter 19

ASTRONOMY

•II certainly

must |oln up

join the Interstellar gas or they

The following IS a very special tribule to Michael Faraday, whom I quote:

Here end my trialsfor the preset,,. The results are negative; they do not shake my

strZg feelings of the existence of a relation between gravtty and electricity,

though they give no proof that it exist.

[from Michael Faraday by L. Pearce Williams - originally from Experimental

Researches in Electricity ,
paragraph (2717)]

Throughout the prior work I have presented, I have proven Faraday’s brilliant insight correct. The following information

further corroborates such insight.

33. A. I wish to thank Dr. Robert Smith (Chief, Orbital Space Environment Branch, Space Sciences Laboratory. NASA.

Huntsville, Alabama) and Dr. Ellsworth Huntington (now deceased) whose work Dr. Smith forwarded to me. Dr. Smith is a

thinking, questioning scientist who spoke in my behalf when others would not.

[Refer to Dr. Smith’s letter ofJune 22, 1976.]

B. Dr. Smith discussed my work with others for several years. When Dr. Smith found that he w'as unable to encourage

others to speak out regarding my work, he then wrote an even stronger letter in my behalf. [Refer to Dr. Smith’s letter of

March 20, 1979
]

I hope the reader recognizes the scientific courage and intellectual honesty of Dr. Smith, since he had

never seen a working Prototype of my Invention.
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JOB9ph W. Newman

^i^r vood Drive, Sa.t

SU.AL 3*618

Dear Jo®-'
_ , . u u vt*rv worthwh ile,

oral ilmcut. bohova that n i* vc 1

. » •••« irrrsr
cussed about

- information that supplements and complements

" boSS which ay (a. rar as

b^.btataed from th. Library oi Co,.gross. If those pages «•

go^d examples, than tbs entire book would bo o£ groat value o you.

, iniond to discuss your work with Dr. Willis Webb, an atmospheric

scientist At the White Sands Missile Test Range, N. M. ,
^is

^ h
lie has a newly developed theory on the electrical structui

I intend to give him a copy o£ your paper and aok him to contact you.

1 have thought about your smoke experiment In the Jar and 1 believe

that the particles that are suspended in the air are more than likely

ionized and, therefore, should align themselves with the magnetic

field lines. They probably stay ionized for long periods of time,

because there aro not enough other particles in the jar to make them lose

their charge through collisions - the way they would if they were outside

the jar.

In my opinion, the only way you can get the approval and widespread

dissemination of your work that you want is through publication -

preferably in n technical journal like the Journal of Geophysical
Research, or the Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics,
1 would highly recommend the former and advise you to spend the

time and offort required to got it accepted for publication.

llll KNIiHUY MAI MINI HI MM I'll NIAV MAN



2

not as valuable as getting your

•— “ ,h“

ctudy your work and I will provide you with

I am going to continue to -h^J Uon as I find it. Once a^n, I

» * appe a * u-

results could be very bxgnihcariT:

Please let me know if I can help you in any other way.

Sincerely,

<^4
Robert E. Smith

Chief, Orbital & Space Environment Branch

Aerospace Environment Division

Space Sciences Laboratory

Enclosure:

"Earth &c Sun"
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1Z5 Westbury
Huntsville, AL>

March 20, 1979
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corresponding about his

. w Newman and 1 nave nee
veral years.

haVt
', s and results aie corre , ,- h Joe conducted his

rocedures d> If the manner in which
-

al or

Robert E. Smith
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c. Earlier in this Book. I have demonstrated the

Unobvious electromagnetic (gyroscopic particle) effect

of Matter and its "unequaling effect" which has been

popularly termed "gravity.” I have demonstrated the

gyroscopic mechanical motion of electric charges and

magnetic fields which attract and repel. 1 have

demonstrated how electric current (consisting of gyro-

scopic particles) is released from electromagnetic

fields. I have demonstrated that the negative and

positive charges moving in an electromagnetic field

are in reality a gyroscopic-type-particle traveling in

different directions, comprising all Matter, and

creating the effect of inertia in Matter. I have shown

that the gyroscopic-action-particle is literally the

mechanical essence of Einstein’s equation of E = MC2
.

I have also demonstrated to any individual with ade-

“It is my Theory
that a central electromagneticfield

completely encompasses our Galaxy’s

electromagneticfield and causes our
Galaxy to align with and orbit this central

electromagneticfield.
”

quate powers of reasoning that a new source of

energy can be released from gyroscopic fields of force

which are comprised of gyroscopic particles in mo-
tion. Considering these facts scientifically, one would
surely conclude that the entire Universe is composed
and controlled by these gyroscopic particles (electro-
magnetic energy).

Current astronomy books use words like ‘‘queer,
odd, and peculiar” to describe many of the motions
of planets and their satellites. Yet, such books provide
no reason for these motions other than saying that
“they just occur that way.”

I will now explicitly apply the previous information
presented in this Book to our Solar System, as well as
the Universe, and I will demonstrate by using the laws
of Magnetic and Electrical Forces that there is a par-
ticular reason for all astronomical motions.
The following information must all be Mastered

t^e/food^H
031 CSSenCe iS apP,icab,e to space’

we knn
Production, and the future safety of life aswe know it on planet Earth.

33

TTry 'haI 3 Cenlra' elK'romagnetic

=SSSE*r^
Kshiks? caus”^ » “*»
magnetic field encompasses the s

‘h 'S elcctro'

magnetic field. In turn the Sim
SUn * °Wn electro'

P““ all of „s pianets and

magnetic fields. Such planetary, electromagnet
include the Earth's electromagnetic field whic^

f'
Clcls

the Moon to align with and orbit the Earth sin
CaUs

'

:s

Earth’s electromagnetic field encompasses the^
^

electromagnetic field as do the other planets’
f

-

°f>n
s

encompass their respective moons. In essence'^
everything in the Universe moves in alignment
the gyroscopic-action-entity composition of res

W ' th

electromagnetic fields. The observed interacti
PCClive

these unobserved electromagnetic fields in sp°
n ° f

called "gravity.” In reality, gravity is the “uneau ?•

effect” of the gyroscopic-action-entity comor^i,
* 'ng

all Matter.
H ltl0n

of

33

E. In 1967 I wrote a 25-page document and sent •

the physics and astronomy departments of fifty.®
10

major universities in the United States. [These
*

sities are listed in a later chapter
]
In this documemT

made the following prediction:

“ It is also stated that the Earth ’s magnetic North
and the true North are different. However, / con
tend that they are not different in the sense that
is suggested. The magnetic North and the true
North are one and the same, the difference being
mathematical points of contact in reference to the
Earth and its movements through and by electro-
magneticfields offorce. ’

’

I was very certain from my own simple experiments
and the known laws of electromagnetic induction that
the Earth’s magnetic field was being warped into
Space as the Earth’s magnetic field merged with the
Sun’s magnetic field.

33

F. Present astronomy teachings state that the Earth’s
magnetic axis makes an angle of approximately 11 % 0

with respect to the Earth’s true axis and that the
magnetic axis and true axis are different. This conclu-

“In essence, everything in the
Universe moves in alignment with the

gyroscopic-action-entity> composition
of their respective electromagneticfields.

"

sion has been made because the point on the Earth's

surface where a magnetic pointer will point straight

down was found to be approximately 1500 miles from

the Earth’s true axis of rotation. (See Figure 33-F.)
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. o rhe conclusion

f^^^-Vd,obe 'nth'

^ krth's^€

[he Earth s true axis.

_ he a logical

,
would appea

tS^lHhe Earth’s true axis?

^ 11,0,10

would app«r to ^alogica'

scien'
1,lC c Experimentation warped when

So-CSo 10Seld will alw ys

^ ^ ,c field.

,nw"cr
m
fd" r ,1k-

influence of a ‘a 8 the

tjrougl
1
' ^^^jarger e *e

^
tr

^
m
r^^sequ’ently. was cer-

^“electrotnagnotio
_«*

' Held must be

a
St tfie

Earth s electromagn^^ [|k Suns

S the Moon’s and re5U |ted in the

anil s elect'0111 8
otjon and positlon in SpaceJ

I00" 5 °bi
e
Cr of t ears I

diligently sought to •

However, such an attempt on my

G. The following data represents the very first infor-

mation I assembled. I did not simply select these data

figures from a large group of figures and then attempt

to make them match. They are and were the only

recorded figures available. I assembled this data and

searched for a mathematical connection since all of

my experiments and the known laws of electromag-

netic induction convinced me beyond any doubt that

there would be a connection.

34. A. Since February, 1974, the amazing mathematical

proof that I assembled represents the exact results I

predicted from experiments in 1967! [Please observe
that we will be discussing DEGREES X MINUTES. I con-

servatively used 90° X 60’. However, the possible
angles could have been anything within 360° X 60’.

The conservative numbers I use are more than suffi-

cient for the PROOF which I sought.]

34

PROOF: The Earth’s magnetic axis at the Earth’s
surface traces out” two circles every day, each circle
aving an approximate 23°, 30’ cone that is equal to

the radius of the circles having an approximate 23°,

2r cone .raced cue by fbc Ear,
b’

S .rue axl-vcry

25,800 years.

c.

’

QUESTION; Why isn’t the ^gree^ofangle^
^ ^

the"Earth’s^rue axis and i 8
„ produces^^-^M-Pigure34,>

34 .us i have already stated that

D. In Secuon 33-E, 1 ™
the Earth ’s true axis

B- m

Moreover* ^predicted that the

b

Ea
"fs™f™gnehc

was being warped into Space y Earth's

field and such warpage caused the effect

"true axis.”

F These mathematical Facts in Sections 34-B and

M-C are proof that my prediction ,s correct. (Sections

34-G and 34-H represent further proof.)

r The angular degree of the cone traced by the

Earth’s magnetic axis at the Earth’s surface (approx

imatelv 23
0 30’) is equal to the angular degree

Earth s ‘ frue^axis’ ’ to\e perpendicular of the p ane

of its orbit around the Sun (approximately 23 ,
27 ).

(See Figure 34-J.)

H. The mathematical odds of probability for these^mea-

surements happening by accident are also 29 ,
160,000

to 1, i.e., 5,400 degrees X 5,400 minutes. (Refer to the

“QUESTION” in Section 34-C since it appheshereQ^^

“In 1967,
I predicted that the Earth s

true axis and the Earth s magnetic axis

were one and the same.

I. Current astronomy teaches that a peculiarity of the

of the Earth’s position in Space is its tilt with respect

to the plane of its orbit around the Sun. The Earth is

canted at a fixed angle of approximately 23 l
/2 degrees.

No further explanation is offered except to say it just

exists this way.”

j! The mathematical Facts in Sections 34-B and 34-C

combined with those of Sections 34-G and 34-H are

strong proof that the Earth’s true axis is the center of

the cone traced by the Earth’s magnetic axis. The

Earth is tilted from the perpendicular of its orbit

around the Sun by the warpage of the Earth’s magnet-

ic axis which aligns with the curvature of the Sun’s

magnetic lines of force. (See Figure 34-J.)
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, r the probability ‘>f

ii. The nva'hcmauw* «^^c^ia|iy>* eM^^
1^

these stailsilcs being
400 x *>.400 X

IS7.464.000
to 1,

’

r
1

...
'"''" ,n,y ^h

'

s ° ri’"

\£**
I, 'n

)
ld for -eh orbital incline

£ *» Wliy "

7
other

,wn
1967. 1

proposed 17

p i
'>'r""< " ,y «» bol

|'

cs "'°VC m

""IVCr'‘
rany single body

as UorbUe

"M '' ""
North or South past the

degrees Noun •/,///>«
.r Nnrth Or jwm|W

MW°rmed
ysmagneile or electricalfield

$ we orbiting body''

JJJ
Tbedisirlbulion ofthe

orbiting body »
'

?y”

ZvuTor*52S^ area 0/

the body being orbitul.

E - "«SSrrSS Sc"W "wlaSver
say|ng i„ Su«menOVu.»

. ^ Eatth would

a

d

r.h°e«C« onhe Moon w„h respect to the

Moon s orbit both the Moon 's tilt and its or bit cn

weed by their relation to the Earth * magnetic and

electrical fields.
”

F. In 1974, the following statistics arc the veiy first 1

assembled from available astronomy data. 1 must

stress that 1 did not select these statistics from a large

group of statistics and then attempt to match them.

These were the only quoted statistics regarding the

position of the Moon with respect to the Earth.

QUESTIONS;
,Wc between the *oon>

,
why me : ..r <>v o'.

iy lull * lnc „ . o .y, or 07 » <

tut the Earth’* orbit
* oxlmatc nKurc

which

, dcarcc than the apt relationship*

"ZZZ.provides •• v

(Scc «.»«»« >
lc _ for the tUt of Ihr

2 Why isn't U.c««« plane of l»—
l'lgurc }4-J-)uurc ' .

r .iiiilc between the Ear

, why Isn't the degree of angi
Qther than

trn*xl, and -He

this exacting Statistic ( *
approximately U

i! The mathematical fa“S

“of the Moon s

35-G and i*H are «*°£g£fg<a the plane of Its

tilt (of Hs axis to the P«P d
n the Moon s or-

orbit) and .he
lndeed relative to the

bit and the Earth s orbl
' „cles field of the

electromagnetic
(gyroscoplp^

^J the electromag-

Moon Intertwining 1
.

, of the Earth. As a

netlc (gyroscopic 1^^) JLW
lhe Earth and Moon

crude analogy, one c

••invisible streams of gyro-

surrounded by billions
^

light and

scopic panicles" Sp n; ^' cach gyroscopic

traveling at the speed of light
.. electromagnetlc

particle within a given stteam has an
,e t0

issssgSgsau

knowledge In mind.)

G. The degree of angle of the Moon’s orbital inclina-

tion with respect to the Earth’s orbit (approximately

S degrees, 9 minutes), plus the degree of angle ol the

Moon’s axis-tilt with the perpendicular to its orbit

around the Earth (approximately 6 degrees, 41

minutes) is equal to the degree of angle of the Earth's

magnetic axis with respect to that of the Earth’s true

axis (approximately 11 degrees, 4S minutes). (Refer to

Figure M-J.)

sbms®3s3»
recorded astronomical statistics coincide aatO
the prediction, /.<•.. the mathematics ot P^blllty

indicate that the chances of the Facts occurring by

accident" arc so unlikely as to be almost Impossible.

36. Because they were unjustly taught In Astronomy

to memorize the statement "the Sun's magnetic field

reverses on a 22-year cycle," there arc those who will

blindly state that all of the above Facts discussed m this

Chapter are Incorrect.
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A The following represents my scientific reasoning

— why The Sun's general magnetic field doc.
•erning

not reverse

B. Present scientific data states

Sunspotsfade in strength every eleven years This

pattern is but a phase of a twenty-two year cycle

in which the Sun 's magneticfield reverses itselj.

The eleven-year cycle of the number of sunspots

doubles if the difference in magnetic polarity is

taken into account. Information shows the polar-

ity of the leading spot in a bipolar group during

a cycle in one hemisphere have North polarity,

while those in the other hemisphere have South

polarity. As the cycle progresses, the spots

appear, on the average, at lower latitudes. How-

ever. the leading spots of the Northern hemi-

sphere still have a North polarity and those of the

Southern hemisphere a South polarity. During the

next eleven-year cycle, the leading spots which

appear at high latitudes of both hemispheres are

of reversed polarity. Therefore, the real cycle of

the sunspots is 23 years and not 11.5, which

would be the length of the cycle if the spots were

judged solely on their number. And that one major

reversal of the Sun s magneticfield look place in

1957-1958 when sunspot activity was at a max-
imum, During this period, the North magnetic
pole of the Sun became magnetically a weak
South pole and the South pole became a weak
North pole.

36

C. Present scientific data also states:

... hejw magneticfields of the sunspots and of the
Sun are studied by the Zeeman Effect (the Uhenom-
enonof spectral lines splitting due to the jwe cm <•

of a magnetic field of affluent intensityj and that
it is not easy to measure solar magnetic fields of
hundreds ofgauss. This raises the question doe,
the Sun have a permanent, general magnetic field'?

‘

If a permanent magneticfield were present it
u ould he manifested as a widening of the spectral
linesfrom any point on the photosphere and not
ll^Jrcym th^urispoty Because the spectrum of
the photosphere is often observed with extremely
sensitive instruments, it can he stated with cer
tainty that if such a generalfield exists, it musthe extremely weak Its intensity cannot he greaterthan some tens ofgauss (Emphasis added .

36 7

wnh my
ron0w.

From my original writings, the following
j,

tlon provides a description and drawing
,,|

ment I conducted on Wednesday, lo j. M '

'

1968: (See Figure 36-D.)

fS~N]

S Point B

Point A

NORTH
POLE 90ff MAGNET

*0uiH
Oil

1 eel long
'

—

—

*

"Experiment Puzzling?"

“When a large 90-pound magnet (previously
J

described) is laid down and two, smaller,
I -inch

diameter, 6-inch long magnets arc placed end to c
and placed where they are attracted parallel to the
90-pound magnet, they appear to have the same n,
larity as the large magnet to which they are attracted
“There should be a South pole at point B and a

North pole at point C, but when the South pole of a
smaller 'A -inch diameter, 1 -inch long magnet is p|accd
at point A on the large, 90-pound magnet and is ai

tracted, it should be repelled at point B on the 6-inch
long magnet’s South pole. However, it is attracted
there also, but if they are taken away from the
90-pound magnet in the same position as when they
were attracting, they then repel — ?"

Only after I conducted further experiments did I

understand what was happening and that there was a

repelling of the South pole of the smaller magnet
when placed at the very end of the South pole of the

6-inch long magnet.

"... whenever there is a stronger magnetic

field merging with a weaker magnetic field,

the true polarity of the weaker magnetic

field should he slated with caution.

"

36

E. Scientifically, this experiment proves that whenever

there is a stronger magnetic field merging with a

weaker magnetic field, the true polarity of the weaker

magnetic field should be stated with caution Similarly

sunspots’ magnetic fields have been found to possess

strengths of up to 500,000 gauss With a low strength

of tens-of-gauss measured during sunspot activity the

Sun’s general magnetic field should be stated with

caution The Sun’s general magnetic field will hci"n

siderably weaker than sunspot magnetic fields at

one point However, because of the total size of the

Sun’s general magnetic field, such a field ts immense)

stronger than all the sunspot fields combined
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at points 1 and 2 depending upon which magnetic
field is strongest. If the poles reverse in polarity but
maintain the strongest field, the weaker general field
at points 1 and 2 will also reverse. If the polarity of
the poles remain the same but the strength of the poles
reverse in terms of which side is stronger, then the
weaker general field at points 1 and 2 will also reverse.
J6

H- Therefore, I have presented a sound scientific and
vtual argument that the polarity of the Sun’s general

mi»gnetic field has not been studied by the Zeeman

Effect, but the general Held of sunspot activity was

SoesIiSn'

H

ave you, the reader. Mastered wh* I_

have taught* Do not blindly accept what 1 teach, bu

question the -Facts" for yourself. Similarly do no.

blindly accept what one was originally taught to

“memorize’’ when one studied Astronomy.

I have questioned previously accepted concepts and

the “Facts” have clearly convinced me that what

1

teach is indeed correct. Based upon these Facts

combined with a ’’rigid format of Logic, you» must

decide for yourself what is “true and what is false.

As one who values scientific precision, 1 urge you to

discard what is “false” and adhere to what is true .

37> A . EXAMPLE: Consider the statement, “The Moon

presently has no magnetic field, it is unlikely that

Venus has a magnetic field, and Mars may have a very

small magnetic field.”
„

The above statement was proposed by scientifically-

oriented individuals. As a scientist, I was astonished

that anyone could seriously accept such a statement. I

now understand that such individuals have been un-

justly influenced by a teaching system which rewards

memorization and penalizes serious questioning ot

statements which may currently be accepted as true.

B Well over 100 years ago, Michael Faraday clearly

demonstrated that neutrality to a magnetic field does

not exist! The Facts known prior to my teachings clear-

ly demonstrate that the Laws of Electromagnetic Induc-

tion apply to planets, stars, etc., if there were any

magnetic fields involved. From my own experiments

with magnets and the known Laws of Electromagnetic

Induction, I was strongly predicting such astronomical

results in 1967.

C. In 1967, while I was predicting that the Moon

would be found to have a magnetic field, everyone

else (whose work I read) was saying that the Moon

did not or would not be found to have any magnetic

field of any consequence. For example, after an analy-

sis of the Explorer 35’s results, it was concluded that

if a permanent lunar field existed, its magnitude

would be less than two gammas. The Moon was con-

sidered magnetically dead by the scientific community.

In contrast, I was so positive that the Moon would

have a magnetic field — my attitude being based upon

my experiments — that I wrote Dr. Robert R. Gilruth

(the previous director of NASA) a letter on January 3.

1969 still predicting that the Moon would befound to

have a magnetic field when the astronauts made their

first landing on the Moon. If my predicted results

were not corroborated, then I would readily admit

that my document of 1967 was wrong; but if 1 was

correct, then my comments should be given immediate

attention. (See copy of my letter [37-C1] to Dr. Gilruth

dated January 3, 1969 and the copy of Dr. Gilruth s

letter [37-C2] to me dated January 21, 1969 )
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37-C1

3062 Pickell Drive
Mobile, Alabama 36605
January 3, 1969

Dear Dr. Gllruth:

I have been advised by Mr. Ben James of Public Affairs that
you could assist me in my endeavor.

Two years have passed since X wrote a Scientific Document on
How Bodies Move in the Universe, and I have been unable to

get any other scientist to prove or disprove my document!

Enclosed please find a list of fifty-six colleges that re-
ceived a copy of my document at their Department Head of
Physics and Department Head of Astronomy, where applicable.
Very few even offered the courtesy of acknowledging that
they had received my document, and even fewer made comment.
(Please see attached)

Also enclosed you will note a copy of a letter from Hunts-
ville Space Administration and National Science Foundation
to which there has been no follow-up correspondence.

Also please note the enclosed copy of my Scientific Document
and a scientific article which I had printed in the Mobile
Press, December 22, 1968, at a cost of $650.00.

On or about February of 1967, my patent attorney, Harold
J. Birch, with the firm of Irons, Birch, Swindler, and McKie
in Washington, D. C. arranged an appointment for me and ap-
proximately six (6) scientists at Houston Space Center for
the purpose of expressing an opinion on my document. Unfor-
unately, I have since lost the names of these gentlemen.' — — - ^ vywv, uuinco ui oiieou gtrn citrnitrn.
hey were quite courteous but did not contribute a definite

t v,? 4.

ei

?u
nt

t.

eX
j
ep ^ say I may or may not be correct and

t f,,
bu

r
d
f
n of Pro°f was on me. One of the scientists,
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„t n. cnruth

Dr. *»%, 1969
January
Fagc *(TC a

s»rs ss »" r«.s”'.»S“»Eipr-s;

K rs&ssiS® “ “ 8‘””

„ „ folio...

My
prediction for pr

located within 12 of Its

I.. s^yxs? *»> sn »:°«rsu

^^^vassa^.^1 18 particular magnetic i ^-;onger

ve^lts^pol'arlty changed lf^f^i°£er is used as a compass

SH^aSS^iS arr&K s&
gnctlc role.ignctlc role.

[irJoclTn reffreScf “S^eUSt^^ sclentlftc

MTimcnts would be welcomed!

Sincerely,

ouu w. nuwinaii

3062 Pickell Drive
Mobile, Alabama 36605
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national aeronautics and space administration

MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER

Houston. Texas 77Q&8

JAN ii 1 W6.9

IN REPLY REFER TOi TA

Mr. Joe W. Newman
3002 Pickell Drive

Mobile, Alabama 3G005

Dear Mr. Newman:

Thank you for your interesting document on the space program.

The magnetic field of the moon is an area we have worked on some

in tlie past. The U. S, satellite, Explorer XXXV, as you probably

know, went into orbit around the moon carrying a magnetometer.

This instrument, as well as a similar instrument on the Russian

lunar lander, Luna 9, showed that the magnetic field of the moon
is very small. It is less than one thousandth of the earth's magnetic

field and may be zero. Even if the field of the moon were zero, in

a short time it would have collected a small magnetic field which
would be transported from the sun via the solar wind. We think

probably this is the nature of the present magnetic field of the moon
based on the experiments which have been carried out so far.

We currently have plans for placing a very sensitive magnetometer
on the surface of the moon in the second lunar landing. The payload
for the first lunar landing has already been determined. The magne-
tometer will try to study the field of the moon in more detail and for
a longer period of time in order to determine whether it is, as we
suspect, controlled by the sun. The result of this experiment will
be published in the scientific literature made available to the press
as soon as it is available.

Thank you very much for your interest.

Sincerely,

Robert R, Gilruth
Director
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EVt
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dWefen. mineral deposit areas. My experiment*

have scientifically demonstrated the complications ofS strength and polarity of a weak magnetic

field at a distance from its source, as did the Russian

Luna 10 and the U.S. Explorer 35 experiments con-

ducted before the first manned Moon landing. The

reader may find it interesting that after the

measurements of the Moon’s magnetic field were

recorded, a new article stated: “No one predicted the

magnitude of the Moon’s magnetic field.’’ I brought

this news statement to the attention of one physicist

and my original, strong prediction before-the-fact, and

the physicist’s reply was that “1 had a 50-50 chance of

guessing this Fact.’’ QUESTION: Do you, the reader,

believe that the Facts indicate I was only guessing?

37

O. From my experiments, the laws of magnetic and
electric fields, and the “Facts,” I am certain that the

Moon has a general magnetic field which is consider-
ably weaker than the Earth’s field. I am also certain
that a magnetic field will be found at any other manned
landings made on the Moon, Venus, or Mars.

S. The mathematical— "
such statistics seven

years u/tc-r my

original prediction.

3 8. A. ut’s examine other current ^
tronomy. The folio

Frontiers of Astronomy
by

two books, Astro”°
^ d Hoyie. [Astronomy is published

eminent astronomer Fred Jndon ,
1962; Frontiers of

by Rathbone Books. Ltd,.
Amcrlcan Library, New

FIGURE 38-A

nlgh,^ky

L
are onfy Uw nearby atarsTnsit^

^

neti^^eld iTtTstrongly

1'^^

FIGURE 30-A1

The faci that the Earth anti Sun have magnetic fields^,

well known. However, quoting from Fred Hoy _
frontiers of Astronomy, page 10& “

I he problems of the

Sun's Held is not as simple as that oi an ordinary magnet

Figure 38-A1, “shows the pattern in which iron filings

arrange themselves around an ordinary magnet.
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From Frontiers ofAstronomy,
page 1 10.

fhe polar plumes of the corona suggests that the lines of force emerging from the n, t

"... a careful exammat.on of the poi F
p e 3g .A2 The | ines offeree apparently make a bee-line dead awaw Cs

of the Sun show the behavior >nd.ca e
lhefC seems to be that they are ever going to curve round and

the Sun. and the farther they go tne
u//,

^

//wcJ offorce go to? This question raises a pUzzu
IO 'n

up with the lines of force from the otner f t(J

dead a

0 --..0 — vC round and .question raises a puzzle I

*"

UlUJ cr w

l Toswoons™ .he observe of Sec,Ion 38-A. conduced ,he bitow.n, .esc

-/ S'~' f ' Perpen

:.i -:V:

• _\V ' " - -

EARTH S ORBIT 1 ^,7 7 AROUND THE SUN

'y> >/i'w ?;.y ...

I scratched the drawing in Figure 38-B on a clear plastic rectangular pan (10'/2 ” wide by 17” long) and filled in the
scratches with red paint so the image could be easily seen. Then I taped a small magnet (3/4” long by 1/16” diamet
under the plastic pan as shown. I sprinkled the plastic pan with iron filings. When the plastic was physically tapped
the iron filings arranged themselves as shown. The iron filings not in the immediate vicinity of the scratched draw
ing were not aligned by the small magnet. It is easily seen that the magnetic lines of flux in Figure 38-B align as thev
do in Fred Hoyle’s Figure 38-A1, but not as shown in Fred Hoyle’s Figure 38-A2.

C. However, when the Figure 38-B experiment is physically moved to the vicinity of the equator of a large, 90-lb
magnet, the results are as follows.

/ / / / /

/ / rrrr
FIGURE 38-C / // / / /

' ' / ' ///
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1
/ '[ ]

' 1 '
1
1

1

'

URGE MAGNETIC FIELD/ / / / // ///

/////%#;
iii / 'n iliii >>

/ // / 1

1

, fiyr,??//

,

W"!' ! !
'

,t
, / / / / Earth’s True Axis is now In the center

,11 1 i
of the Earth's warped Magnetic Axis!

/////
1 1

1 1

'll I' 1 II
1 / - / / / / /
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(1 .i'i ,-onnccts will, a far larger magnetic

US Shown In Fred

Hoyle's Figure 3«-A.

n The irue depletion of our Sun's magnetic field

Lid he shown as In Figure AH-A of our Galaxy s

Held Thepoli lines '
“use

apAarir
>«gurt >8 K1 simply becaus

„ arca ol the Sun has the st magnetic lines ol

forcc which contain strengths that dominate the Sun s

polar plumes. Examine the two, top and bottom

center arrows of Figure 3H-A and compare those to

the ones in Figure 3H-A2. You will sec that such ef-

fects arc a duplicate of one another. (Sec Figure 3B-1X)

i lie results of Figure 3H-A combined with my
teachings and the known Laws of Electromagnetic In*
,l '" 111,11

1

learly demonstrate that our Sun and .hi <«i its
panels arc affected and governed by the clcctromau
nctlc effect since:

• con»po»cd of

i In ilir l»#8lr
(2 )

«»

il»C HU)

building entity of

i-v niuiv.it Ions lor other astro*

39 . Let s examine my c xpianatu

inimical statements;

A- Asi n»m .my caches that“h* '

s'mu \ yJndsp^c-ri-

,ton and that ai all times It keeps the same

turned towards Earth.

B. Pi
1
J"Lhcd^oUhc'L»

Moon rotated more rapidly, but tin d«. g

Induced within Its once plastic body by the more

massive Earth, robbed the Moon ol ll" "P
.

r Earth's gravlvailonal pull upon -r m»l M# on

title the Mill'll fcuinn tbc Harm Is probably

for U» comlnually facing .he Eatdv

c On August 4, 1971, a scientific finding was

LushedL, .he IS lopsided wUb .he bu.ge on

its backside. (This contradicts the hypothetical

“popular statement.") ^

/ therefore concluded lh.il the Moon

keeps the someface towards the Earth

because the Moon Is close to the Earth ant

the magnetic and electrical alignment of

the Moon s and Earth s I leitis of lone ate

stronger than the ccntrlfugal /orce

i>. From experiments l conduced in I'uu*

^
n *'

small magnets covered will, varying amounts of clay

and fixed where they could orbit around a large,

magnet - 1 observed the following results:

The smaller magnet was observed to make an c lip-

ileal orbit; It was observed to spin In the dhcctlo

was traveling; and It was observed that when the or-

bital path of the smaller magnet around the la.gct

magnet reduced, the speed of Its motion around the

larger magnet Increased. It was also observed that

when the smaller magnet approached the larger

magnet, It would begin to maintain the same ja i c

towards the larger magnet. This result would cease it

the orbit became extremely elliptical which causec

the smaller magnet to spin erratically.

ii. i therefore concluded that the Moon keeps the

same face towards the Earth because the Moon Is

close to the Earth and the magnetic and electrical

alignment of the Moon's and Earth’s Fields ol Force

are stronger than the centrifugal Joree (If the Moon

moved farther from the Earth, then the Moon would

start spinning.)
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siatemenr in 1967.

,L afflux with fin- magnetic Hues afflux ofthe

sun result, the orbiting body's degree ofangle,

speed, elliptical orbit, and the rotation on its <txis

Zlivary as the distance varies between the orbiting

body and the Sun.

B. In October, 1970, I read the following scientific

information:

• Analysis of data by Stoyka at Paris Observatory

has ret ealed accelerations and retardations of the

Earth ’s rotation over the very short period of

about one year.

• The last word has not yet been said on this matter

and there is still much to be done. Astronomers,

though, justifiably worry about it.
’

'

C. This is precisely what I predicted in 1967 via state-

ment 40-A: "... and rotation on its axis will vary ...’’

D. In the December 13, 1968 issue of Time Magazine,

page 54, I read the following scientific information:

Instead of spinning smoothly, the Earth wobbles
on its axis. By sighting telescopes on distantfixed
stars and carefully measuring their apparent
movement, scientists have determined that the
North and South poles — the points at which the
imaginary axis of rotation Pierces the Earth ’s

surface — are continually on the move. Over the
course of a year, they wander about the polar
regions in roughly circular paths about 50 ft. in
diameter. The cause of the erratic wobbling motion
has long been a geophysical mystery '

'

E. Again, this Is exactly what I predicted in 1967 via
statement 40-A: "... degree of angle ... will vary .

.."

40

E. I also read this scientific Information:

" P°‘eS Wm“er’ tx-oved also In
1912 in the South Pole by observations of several

/<ZlZT^ereaa,ong ,he arc

There was no
"wandering,"

reason or explanation provided for such

biting the Sun
A

- a body o* U" " (wlll) - continuously try to align

magnetic lines of flux with the magnetic lines of n
of the Sun.”

H. These scientific observations which I read and
comments in Sections 40-A through 40-G coincide
actly with the results described in Figure 34-j al

C Cx '

with the mathematical proofs in Sections 34.3
° n><

through 34-H that the Earth's true axis is generated w
the Earth s magnetic axis. The scientific observau

by

of Section 40-D and Section 40-F demonstrate tha

0^
Earth’s true axis traces a small circle which is the

* lhc

result of the larger circle traced by the Earth's ma
netic axis in the period of one year!

I. It is doubtful that the circles described in Sect'
40-D or Section 40-F will be closed circles. Such

°n

circles would be open because the motions of the S
as it orbits within our Galaxy — combined with the^
forward motion of our Galaxy — prevents the Earth
from tracing the exact same orbit as the previous ve
(See Figure 40-1.) Therefore, by conducting measure^
ments on distant stars one will observe similar circles
as described in Section 40-D and Section 40-F

41. A. Astronomy teaches that the planet Pluto has

the greatest inclination of any planetary orbit. All other

planets move in orbits that are only slightly inclined to

the ecliptic, i.e., the Earth’s orbit around the Sun. The
exception to the rule is Pluto which lies on a plane

about 17 degrees with the ecliptic. (See Figure 41-A.)

41

Popular explanation for Pluto’s inclination: Pluto

may be a lost satellite of Neptune.”

C. My experiments have shown me that the further

from the source of a magnetic and electrical field of

force — when that source is engrossed in a larger

magnetic and electrical field of force — the greater the

warpage of the lines of forces of that source

41

D * This warpage is generated by the inertia of the

source wanting to carry that source in a straight line

as it orbits another source.
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E Pluto is 3,670,000,000 miles from the Sun (the

source) or 39.5 times the distance of the Earth from

the Sun. Therefore, due to the inertia of the Sun, the

Sun's magnetic and electrical fields of force begin to

warp as they continuously try to align with our

Galaxy's magnetic and electrical fields of force.

F. Because of confidence in the veracity of my exper-

iments, I searched years ago for mathematical proof

that Pluto’s magnetic and electricai fields of force do

in fact align with the Sun’s magnetic and electrical

fields of force.

G. An additional mathematical argument is now
presented! The degree of angle of Pluto’s orbit to the

true axis of the Sun (approximately 65 °, 51 ’) closely

equals the degree of angle of the Earth’s orbit to its

true axis (approximately 66 °, 53 ’)•

The following results were observed from the expert
ment pictured In Figure 42-A:

B. When the small magnet was maintained in a Hat
position In the small dish, It would always travel to
the magnetic equator of the larger magnet regardlcg
of where the small magnet was originally placed

|n
pan of water.

42

c. When the small magnet was tilted a small amo
with one end upward, the small magnet would tra °i
slightly North or South of the large magnetic cquat
depending upon which end of the small magnet w-

^’

actually tilted.

D, When the small magnet was tilted even more '

would travel even further North or South of the 1

'

magnetic equator.

H. The mathematical odds of the probability of these

figures "happening by accident” are 29,160,000 to 1,

i.e., 5,400X 5,400.

I. I have already presented strong proof that the

Earth’s orbit and true axis are the result of the Earth’s

magnetic axis aligning with the curvature of the Sun’s

magnetic and electrical fields of force.

E. When the plastic pan of water was lowered too
close to the large magnet, the small magnet would
start to tilt at an extreme angle and would move fUr
ther North or South of the large magnet’s equator

"

This process would continue until the small magnet
was pulled under the water which would cause the
small dish to sink.

42

41

J. The same mathematical relationship has occurred
again! This indicates to me that the same mathematical
relationship operates throughout the Solar System!
Such is the case because every smaller body aligns

with the larger curvature of the magnetic and elec-

trical lines of force of the larger body which the
smaller body orbits.

F. As a result, this experiment explains why all the
planets orbit in the vicinity of the Sun’s magnetic
equator in varying degrees of angle due to electrons
netic alignment and the warpage of the Sun's electro-

8

magnetic field. This experiment also explains why
most stars orbit in a galactic plane. [I also predict that
galaxies also orbit within the plane of their respective
Central Entity. (See Section 52-M.)]
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why they are seldom found more than 40° North or

South of the equator. Like the small magnet in experi-

ment 42-A, the sunspots are probably pulled under

the Sun s surface if they travel too close to the

magnetic poles of the Sun.

43. A. Astronomy teaches that seven of the planets

orbiting the Sun have particular tilts to the perpen-

dicular of their orbits, and two of the planets' tilts are

unknown. (See Figure 43-A.)

The tilts of the planets and their distances from the

Sun are as follows.

1 MERCURY, tilt unknown
36 million miles from the Sun

2. VENUS, tilt 25°

67 million miles from the Sun

3 EARTH, tilt 23% °

93 million miles from the Sun

4 MARS, tilt 25°
142 million miles from the Sun

5 JUPITER, tilt 3°

484 million miles from the Sun

6 SATURN, tilt 27°
887 million miles from the Sun

7. URANUS, tUt 82 0

1,78-7 million miles from the Sun

8 NEPTUNE, tilt 29°
2,797 million miles from the Sun

9. PLUTO, tilt unknown
3,670 million miles from the Sun

H. It is obvious that each of the following P |.

Venus, Earth, Mars, Saturn, and Neptune — ls

n
.

C,s

its true axis (which is the result of its magnetic
the curvature of the Sun’s magnetic and eleetr

^
J u

‘

lines of force. (See Figure 43-A.)

I.

3

It is also obvious that the degree of planetar
tilt becomes progressively greater as the distan
the Sun becomes greater. Venus is an except^ fr°m
therefore deserves verification due to its conti

° *nd

cloud covering. Jupiter is an exception and is d
U°Us

cussed next.

J. Jupiter is so voluminous — it could accom
all the other planets within its perimeter — and'h^
such a powerful magnetic and electrical field of f
that it nearly cuts the curvature of the Sun’s lin

f°rCe
’

force into a straight line. (See Figure 43-Jl.)

CS 0f

The average distance of ]„ni , ,most remote satellir. rs

23,660,000 miles. ThcreforV is

tilt of Jupiter’s axis *0^2“*
dicular of its orbit is nn?

en '

degrees. A smaller electron^ 5

field would cause Jupiter
more, as it does with the si ' 1

planets. (See Figure
43-J2 )

^ er

43

K. Uranus is diamagnetic in nature and aligns pern
dicular to the Sun’s magnetic and electrical lines 0f
force. (The nature of diamagnetic materials was
originally proven by Michael Faraday.)

43

B. No reason is provided by currently accepted
teaching which explains the above statistics other
than the statement that “it just exists this way.”
43

c. All the proof that I have presented to this point in-
dicates to me that all planetary motion in our Solar
System is controlled by the Sun’s magnetic and elec-
trical fields of force. ,, T.

43 — allplanetary motion in our Solar
Dm Fi8ure 43-A and the earlier Figure 34-j represent

System is controlled by the Sun’s magnetic
additional proof that planetary motion is controlled

and electricalfields offorce. ”
by the Sun s magnetic and electrical fields of force.

43

L. Astronomy teaches that all of the planets are above
the Sun’s equator on one side of their respective or-
bits and below the Sun’s equator on the other side of
their respective orbits.

43

M. There is no reason provided in current astronomy
teachings except to say that “it just exists this way.’

43

of»:^r,srss,ve

ir

a greater differcn«
‘ton

43-A), .he”urvat I f
P 'a

?
C ‘ (refcr to Sec'

Will have greater and greater arc!""
' * °f f°rCe

132

N. Figure 43-A shows the planets above the Sun’s
equator; the planets hold their same tilts when they
travel to the other side of the Sun, but are then below
the Sun’s equator.

43

O. The reason for such “tilt maintenance’’ is the

same reason provided for the Moon’s tilt in its orbital

relation to the Earth’s equator. (See Figure 34-J.)

43

P. Examine my Theory of the Universe as I stated in

Section 33-D. If you consider all the factual informa-

tion that I have presented throughout this entire

Book, the Facts verify my Theory!
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"Mastered"

44
’rh Chief,

Orbital
^
nd

r

S
i^ Alabama, for having the

2£,hall Sp»« F"8h ‘

cognize a correlation between my

^"""nmfwork accomplished by Ellsworth Hunt-

-r

roverflhyl«« a8°

44 72 1976 (see Section 33-A), Dr. Smith

B On June 22
Huntington’s work to me

^rSlen^at “it supplements and comple-

ments your work.”

44
wr hour Dr Smith’s scientific insight, I am very

C S toU would have ever known of this informa-

nt appears that Ellsworth Huntington s work

“ ot *“ined fr°m thC Ubrary °f C°n8reSS '

n After reading Huntington's work, I was ama“d

that it had lain dormant for all these years (except for

the recognition of its significance by such insightful

individuals as Dr. Smith), and I was very excited be-

cause the reader will see that Ellsworth Huntington s

work complements my work exactly. However, after

pondering the results of my and Huntington’s work,

as well as conducting additional experiments, the

scientific results I have obtained give me reason to

have concern since it appears that a possible catastro-

phe may lie in the Earth's immediate future. [But /

must stress that there is no problem which cannot be

solved if the essence of the problem is properly

understood!]

E. The dedicated scientific work of Ellsworth Hunt-

ington proves that sunspot activity is principally

caused by the planets. The question asked by Hunt-
ington was whether such sunspot activity was caused
by a gravitational, electrical, or some other effect.

Huntington believed that it was probably an electrical
effect. (See pages 244, 245, and 284 of Earth and Sun
by Ellsworth Huntington.)

F- I will proceed to combine Huntington’s scientific
indings with mine: Sections 33 through 43-P of this
hook provide exacting, scientific evidence that the

planets' tilts and orbits arc governed by
electromag-

netic fields of force.

44 f 244 and the top of page

G. On the bottom °f page
stateS that some-

245 of Earth and Sun Hui 8 upon sunspot

times the planets have a neg
effect This was

activity and at othe
[luntingt^n sinCe there was no

very perplexing to
“^b^xplalned by a gravitational

way such results coul
y be explained by

effect. But such sunspot effects may o w

an electrical hypothesis.

H. in accord with such an electrical hypothesis, 1

conducted tne rum

coll of copper wire 1

N

MagnetQ
S

N
1

/
[]
Magnet

FIGURE 44-h
galvanometer /—

t

^ 1

m If the magnets were singly moved, a given cur-

rent was recorded on the galvanometer.

(2) A considerably smaller current was recorded on

the galvanometer when the magnets were moved

simultaneously at the same speed In different

directions as shown In Figure 44-H. (Current Is

now being Induced In two different directions

and tends to cancel the net effect.)

R) This simple experiment satisfies Huntington s

concern re sunspots described In Section 44-G,

since this concern can be duplicated with the

Laws of Electromagnetic Induction.

I. Throughout his book Earth and Sun, Huntington

indicates that when the planets of our Solar System

are in alignment with one another, they increase the

quantity of sunspots. As a result of this observation,

I conducted the following experiment:
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n j The greater the number of magnets aligned as

shown in Figure 44-1, the greater the *moun o

current that was recorded on the galvonome r

when the magnets were moved as shown, When

the magnets reached the second arrow and con-

tinued on, the current reversed.

(2) If the largest magnet moved alone, then less

current was generated than if one additional

magnet was moved in alignment with it.

(3) This experiment satisfies Huntington s obser

vation in Section 44-1 since that observation Is

also duplicated by the Laws of Electromagnetic

Induction.

j. On pages 278-281 of Earth and Sun, Huntington

states that another observed relationship which puzzled

him was that sunspot activity varied as a planet was

North or South of the Sun s equator. This observation

is also explained by my experiments in Section 44-H

and 44-1. Every time the direction of movement or po-

larity direction changes, an electromagnetic induction

change can be expected in accordance with the Laws

of Electromagnetic Induction. (See Section 44-M.)

K. On page 225, bottom of page 245, and pages 246

and 247 of Earth and Sun, Huntington indicates that

there is a relationship of sunspot activity to a planet’s

eccentricity of orbit.

44-K

(1) I then simply applied Kepler’s Second Law of
Planetary Motion which states that “the radius
vector would cover equal areas in equal time.’’

(2) Consequently, the difference In the rate of speed
Of orbit velocity for all the planets varies con-
tinuously. (See Figure 44-K.)

(3) In accordance with the Laws of Electromagnetic

be e“ pe°c;d

a COm ‘nU0US *n ‘"“““‘o" “*

W However, remember that both the direction ofmovement and polarity being moved through
pertinent In terms of whether the change Is

In harmony (giving a total Increase
|n

or not In harmony (tending to . atl( , /

sunspots). [Refer to my expcrlmc. nt ,

’

44-H, 44-1, and Figure 44-M.)

L. The average sunspot cycle is 1 1 . 13 years
However, as Huntington states in Earth ana
(page 253), sunspot maxima had ranged

frorn
^

17.1 years. 7 3 to

M. With respect to the Laws of Electronic
Induction, it is an intriguing test of logic to
the resulting force (or effect) of a planet (and*

01'^*
1'

panying electromagnetic field) moving through
aCco,1

i-

Sun’s electromagnetic field in a complicated lhe
CQ manner

44-M

(1) The planet moves in an opposite direct!
through the Sun’s electromagnetic 0^^°"
the planet is on one side of the Sun in
when the planet is on the other side to

44-M

e °f the Sun

(2) While on one side of the Sun, the planet
down from the North pole to the South

m°VCS

the other side of the Sun, the planet moy
0^ °n

from the South pole to the North pole.Yn
cases, the planet goes into ooposit^^p^
polarity each time this occursTThT^^
every 28 days sweeping this changing indu!!?
effect Into the Earth and the other planets

^

44-M

(3) The planet also changes its speed through the
Sun’s electromagnetic field when the planet is
its farthest and closest points from the Sun

**

44-M

(4) Each planet crosses the Sun’s equator twice and

reaches two different extreme distances from

the Sun during one planetary orbit of the Sun.

(See Figure 44-M.)

Therefore, considering Section 44-K (4) and Section

44-M (l)-(3) and then applying the electromagnetic in-

duction effect, one would consider these four point>

[44-M (l)-(4)] the most important for determining thf

average net effect.
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of Earth and
Sun,

. ,„c l»»°
m °f,K no. implying >ha.

n 1 m ' ,,utes that he is
H<.rived from the

H n HOgt°
n

d m sunspots 1 talyst to cause

,
agree " ,tn

/electromagnetic energy), and

rhe Sun is MattCf
slv converted into electro-

de Matter is
form or another. When

tn«"«,c
'""“ctromagnc.lc induction, die Sun

...ggcrcd by ?„ coaverslon of Manor

m.o^
>

<’““gI,c,lc c"erg> <S" Flg“re ^

0)
Electromagnetic

Induction.

^
• n force is above or below the Sun s

dOC

a.or As the planets continuously vary in

their alignment, it is obvious that the resultant,

dominating, electromagnetic induct.on force

will also vary as it occurs throughout the

observed sunspot cycle.

O. Observe Figures 44-Oa and 44-Ob which are

depicted below:

(t” In Figure 44-Oa, the electromagnetic output of

the Sun appears orderly.

(2° In Figure 44-Ob, the electromagnetic output of

the Sun appears explosive and, therefore, poten-

tially hazardous with corresponding effects In-

duced Into the orbiting planets. Imagine this

effect greatly Increased.

(3) ration r--70rrr:r
« their cioses. respcc-

tive points to the Sun?

located at other points upon the Earth.

QUESTION : What eventfs) caused these c ange

?5 )
All the evidence I have gathered “

the Earth’s magnetic field reversed, the Earth

would then try to turn upside-down to again

align with the Sun’s field. Such an even. would

cause earthquakes, volcanic erupt,ons, tidal

waves, and atmospheric storms that would be dis-

astrous to most life on Earth. Even lesser stresses

placed upon the Earth can be dangerous.

p As the planets affect the Sun (and the Sun affects

the planets), so does the Sun and other stars in our

Galaxy affect the energyforce around which they orbit

Moreover, this central galactic energy source also affects

the Sun and other stars in our Galaxy. Fortunately,

because there are so many stars in our Galaxy, the

mathematical odds against a dangerous stellar align-

ment are in our favor. However, the evidence

presented does warrant an immediate and extensive

investigation to ensure that such an alignment will

not surprise us! The Universe does not “owe us an

advance warning of such potentially catastrophic

stellar alignment. It is up to us to use our intellectual

abilities to determine accurately if such a threat may

exist and to take appropriate measures to ensure the

durable survival of our Species.

FIGURE 44-Oa FIGURE 44-Ob

1 C
ZT\ y, 18

' 1901
' n,ar «' m lnlr

sunspot minimum with short polar brushe
sunspot activity. Characteristic
long equatorial streamers.

2. Corona, Aug. 30, 1905, near time ot maximum sunspot activity. The circular cor-

ona characteristic of a sunspot-maximum period and the long equatorial

streamers which give It Its typical form are here visible.
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45. The result of the Pioneer 10 passage by Jupiter is

stated to have shown that the polarity ofJupiter's

magnetic fieid in relation to axis spin is opposite to that

of Earth's.

A. / strongly challenge this statement. Jupiter has 13

orbiting moons, and their magnetic poles will be op-

posite to Jupiter 's and to the Earth s.

B. The orbital period of these moons varies from 12

hours to 2 years. The four largest moons (which rival

Mercury and Mars in size), all orbit Jupiter in a short

period of time.-

Jupiter's Moon

IO

EUROPA
GANYMEDE
CALL1STO

Orbit Time

1.7691 days

3.5512 days

7. 1 546 days

16.6890 days

Average Distance

From Jupiter

422.000 miles

671.000 miles

1.100.000 miles

1.880.000 miles

C. Other results of the Pioneer 10 voyage state that

the planet Jupiter generates a powerful and complex

magnetic field.

45

D. Jupiter’s magnetic field is complex since all of its

moons have magnetic fields which are the reverse of

Jupiter's magnetic field. These reverse lunar magnetic

lions, ror cAdinpiv., uwn. piuucs encounter
electrons of Jovian origin which were as rri

RlJS|
1

million miles from the planet. Jupiter gene
^ as

1 V
powerful magnetic field which occasionall^

1^ a

ates particles to almost the speed of light / ?
CCck r .

• squirts'' such particles great distances int^ thcn

solar system. [My comparison: This sameef!^ ir
>nCr

observed from solar flares associated with
tfCCt

is

except greatly multiplied.] SUns
Pots

45

H. The electromagnetic induction effect
moons upon Jupiter is further evidenced h

^
that spots appear and disappear on Jupiter^

^ faci

the space of a few days or months. [My Col
SUrfjc

« in

This same description describes sunspots
mparis

°n :

and disappearing.]
aPPearing

I. Jupiter’s Red Spot also shows a variance
in color from an intense brick-red to a faint

U Varies

times it has lost all color and has become
0 ^ At

is very likely that electromagnetic induetionT^' U

Jupiter’s moons also affects the Red Spot
r°m

45

J. Other results from Pioneer 10 and 11 stat
Jupiter is enveloped in a huge, quivering ma!n .

bubble at least ten million miles in diameter

^

magnetic force or movement of its magnetosnh
t0tal

been estimated to be about 20,000 times that ofT has

or Earth’s.

‘‘Jupiter’s magneticfield is even more complex because its moons
have a similar electromagnetic induction effect uponJupiter

as (I have shoum) the planets have upon the Sun. ”

fields were encountered during the passage of Pioneer
10 as evidenced by the findings of Section 45-E below.
45

E. As Pioneer 10 and 1 1 crossed the orbits of the
major Jovian moons, their equipment detected an in-
teresting phenomenon: there was a distinct drop in
particle flux at each orbital crossing. It appears that
the large satellites literally “carve holes’’ in the

bdIS by absorbin« ^"Cities
*

,

°
n dunn8 evefy ten-hour rotation ofJupiterfJupiter sfield lines on which the particles

zs b

b:

c

0

k

h

and for,b " is
“

caused bv ?h T ‘° ‘be rCader that such results are

fidd ‘S eVen more cornPlex

duciion effect upon ^un t

Slmilar e,ectr°magnetic in-

P-anets haveipTZZ" " «^ Sh°W")

evidenced by

^

'the'stMem

e< 'C
I"
dUCtion effecI is

made findings that have
r^sed^^TandVaffling

ques-

K. Considering FACT 45-J, it would be a complete
violation of the proven Laws of Electromagnetic Indue
tion for Jupiter’s magnetic field polarity to be the
reverse of Earth’s. I have presented sound scientific
evidence that Jupiter (as well as the other planets) has
an electromagnetic field which merges with the Sun's
and that all planets will take the path of least resistance.
Such a path would be one which is aligned with the
Sun s field and not one which generates opposing
fields of force. Because of the great diameter of
Jupiter s electromagnetic field, there would be a torque
placed at both ends of Jupiter’s axis that should be
phenomenal. Such a force would cause Jupiter to turn

upside-down or move away from the Sun. Jupiter be-

haves like a gyroscope, and with such a force imposed
upon its axis it would most certainly move at right

angles to that force. Each time that Jupiter travels from

the North of the Sun’s equator to the South of the

Sun s equator, the torque would be applied differently

I have absolutely no doubt that I am correct and that

Jupiter s electromagnetic field has the same polarity as

Earth s relative to axial spin; moreover, the magnetic

axis ofJupiter and the magnetic axis of the Earth are

opposite to the magnetic axis of the Sun!
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/i /c also tftu ,

• •

r»lcc-

I tit'
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d uw of Motion. To

1

„v ,he
weather on all the planets is

-^nS^ bySUnSPO '

cCflJ
fternlno tll<
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46
, thr?l, brings to mind the finding that

:

C
;

M
' Kagnettc lines of force have been de.ec.ed

P
the Sun's surface and traveling into Space.

‘ S'S nnr
“
.ha, the drawn* depleted In Section

w matches the description provided here cone*n>-

I tm the Sun. Such lines offorce are traveling

| same point In our Galaxy 's magnetic field.

D Therefore, the weather is probably affected (to

some degree) if, because of the electromagnetic induc-

tion effect, the planets arc struck by these "loops” as

the Sun rotates.

E. To those scientists who have had the Insight to

recognize a relation between sunspot activity and the

Earth's weather — and who have endeavored to con-

vince "closed minds" of this fact — all of my com-

bined findings arc scientific proof that your convictions

are correct.

47. Dr. Robert Smith recommended that my hypothe-

sis should be capable of explaining the years 1645-1715

(Maunder Minimum) when there was little or no sun-
spoi activity. |For further information on this subject,
see the article entitled "When The Sun Went Strangely
Quiet, pages 154-156 In the March 6, 1976 Issue of
Science News.

]

A. Previous findings have demonstrated that the trig-

ging of sunspot activity Is principally influenced by
the planets.

B. The evidence conversion

electromagnetic energy.

C. Therefore, when the
the Sun's

sunspot activity, this wou1

had weakened,
total Matter conversion processes hao

[he sun However. 1 suspect other causes.

r There is also the possibility that the satellites °f

=11=33.

Sites remain aligned for only a short ..me.

4 H Consider the negative and positive effects that the

°
n
“

rlggbring the induction of sunspot «•

fWhy ,, then seems .oglca. that star a.lgnmen.

have an even greater negative and positive effect upon

Uic total processes of the Sunl

X. It is estimated that It takes 200 million years for

the Sun to make one orbit of our Galaxy. There are

also an estimated 100 billion other stars orbiting

Galaxy - some requiring longer and oth“* a shotte

period of time to make one orbit of our Galaxy. As a

result, many con|unctions of other stars and the ce

tral force of our Galaxy will occur.

B. Re-examine Figure 38-A. It should become ob-

vious that the Sun - in its orbit around the central

force of our Galaxy - will come into conjunction with

many other stars as well as the central force. It is also

varying star alignments will

induce some type ofsunspot activity in

the centralforce ofour Galaxy.

obvious that these conjunctions will vary greatly in

terms of the number of stars In conjunction at any one

time. Considering the previous findings which l have

presented In this Book, It should be apparent that these

varying star alignments will Induce some type of

sunspot activity In the central force of our Galaxy. The

electromagnetic output of this central force will vary

ac cording to such varying stat alignments, and such

varying output will affect the Sun's rate of total conver-

sion of Matter Into electromagnetic energy.
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1

C. Our Sun and other stars will be above
^nd the

the equator of the central force of out

polarity of sunspot-type activity wi
There will

fhrre will reverse as it does within our Sun. There * m

L times when our Sun is in electromagnenc harmony

with this sunspot-type activity of the central °

our Galaxy, and there will be other times when our

Sun is not in electromagnetic harmony. (Refer to

"This harmonic variance will affect

the total conversion of the Sun ’s Matter

into electromagnetic energy.

Figures 38-A and 44-M.) This harmonic variance will

affect the total conversion of the Sun’s Matter into

electromagnetic energy. [Such an effect is similar to

how sunspot activity affects the Earth s meteorology,

earthquakes, and the "Devil’s Sea’ /“ Bermuda Triangle

areas; I will discuss these two geographical areas in

Section 49. By combining the information in Sections

46-C and 49-1, I will demonstrate a correlation of elec-

tromagnetic loops for these areas and electromagnetic

loops of the Sun.]

48

D. The above findings provide a scientific explana-

tion for large solar flares which occur when sunspot

activity is at a minimum. Because sunspot-type activity

of the central force of our Galaxy affects the electro-

magnetic loops of the Sun (as I have already explained

for the Earth), such activity will also affect the conver-
sion in certain areas of the Sun’s Matter into electro-

magnetic energy.

48

E. Because of stellar alignment within our Galaxy,
there have been periods of time when the total con-
version processes of the Sun were weakened to the
point that the planets did not trigger sunspot activity,
t e., the Maunder minimum. Considering this point it
should be logical that the reverse will also be true fin
addition, one must also consider inter-galactic align-

orto ™VeSpeCt
c

‘° the Cent^l Entity which galaxies
orbit. See Section 52-M.)

48

therein h
wilhi" °ur Galaxy,here wtll be periods of time when the total conver-

ticuiar orbhs are^immemV^h
ta their^

or even millions of years to
thousands

alignment which wo^ld dire ,

3 Partlcu,ar stellar

convinced that LT as the n
V *“« OUr Su "' 1 a"

vice versa), so do the stars hi

‘

he Sun (and
central force of our Galaxy land

' ^ affcct the

Galaxies affect the Central^?
V 'C

,f.

VerSa) and so tf>e
(and vice versa). ^ which they orbit

*

G. The scientific facts of history verify tha
past the Earth has experienced extreme cat*

’ n ""

It is a reasonable prediction that such catas^0*^
will be experienced in the future unless we

r°Plv

such catastrophes via a “Mastering”
«,( Uk.

‘

nature of astronomical activity. Simply
fec

CSSCn
'ia|

^ I
human species exists upon the planet lh‘e

“automatically immunize us” from further cat*

H. However, / have absolutely no doubt th
a logical solution to whatever problems w

‘here
<s

counter in thefuture! Do not listen to "do
6^ etl

who “spout” only negative statements.

uals cannot speak for the creativity of other
lndiv

*d-

willing toface any problem ‘

‘head on ’
’

Wh° «re

4.

an
“*°tve,

li

I. Earlier in this Book, I have shown the
source of unlimited power. Those thinkine

^ 3 ne*
who have “Mastered” what I have taught

8 mdiv
‘du

als

plish any task. Conducting grids can be con
*
aCCOtn-

Space which will encompass the entire Earth TUCted m
electromagneticfields ofany intendty .^

'

^

a resm
t

to neutralize or harmonize
magnetic induction from Sha^~w7^̂ f^^o-

tion the Earth 's weather can
and directed! c£reate^

48

J. If the scientific community assumes a firm
and presents exacting scientific evidence that

^
vinces the general public to take the necessary

0*

capable of saving life and property, then this wiiiK°
n

one of the most beneficial and predicted event
C

history of science for inducing the general ouhi*
the

rally 100% behind the efforts ofsci™££*
geographical areas of the Earth may be advantage!
for conducting scientific experiments.]

‘Electromagneticfields ofany Intensity
can be released to neutralize or harmonize
with incoming electromagnetic induction
from Space. With such construction
the Earth’s weather can be controlled,

created, and directed!”

K. For additional, factual, and independent verifi-

cation of the sunspot/earthquake connection and ex-

planation which I have presented in this Book, refer

to the article entitled “Seismicity in sync with the

sun? in the April 27, 1985 issue of Science News.
While the article discusses a correlation between
sunspot activity and Parkfield, CA earthquakes,
neither the article’s author nor the scientific com-
munity present an explanation for such correlation as

I have done in this Book even before this fact.
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la Trian8*e

.resented by the New

information
W3S

n .f the Unexplained,
" " lg

he
investigation

of th
g of

M :SW=5Si- »

f
jnd oftierS '

eng«'
lL •

tfl*' .
andotnc-

^^^ BermudaTriang'e!

simile *-

u , fhere appear to be unex-

« va5 also
foMd

occur within ten, equally

e " ' Openings wl' ,<*.°^
eas arc spaced at exactly

pl

f/d areal on Earth- Su
in the Northern Hemt-

^-,;ra-.n the Southern Hemisphere.

,,^re and it' c

formation quite thought-

l ,
found the ab°7

s

'

a

n

re not located more than 40°

provoking^ hc Earth's equator and they appea

SJorth or South
fhe Northern Hemisphere

*

have an alignm
Hemisphere areas. I could see

are* " ilh ,he
^phical positioning coincided with the

that such 8«8™P^
s c

P
ncerned with the posmomng

o^Tupon the Sum (Such sunspot postponing

was discussed in Section 36-B.)

*’
, „ found it very interesting that there are two

»
'

n he Ear h where the compass needle points

plaC

't No * and not to magnetic North- One of these

t0
n rhe area of the Bermuda Triangle and the

p,aceSlS

he area 0f the Devil’s Sea. In addition,

cCTneedles have been known to continually spin

in these areas.

i . north’s ceneral electro-

Space at a region where t ^ * electromagnetic

magnetic field merges
Earth’s surface such as

field. Specific regions upo
diffcrently from

the Bermuda Triangle, et
face in which the elec-

the remainder of ^.^“^towatds the North
uomagnettc hnes o

c (see Figure 49-1 and

E I also find it interesting that a large percentage

of unexplained happenings occur in JuneJuly and

DecemberJanuary.

F. These two periods represent the time of the year

when the Earth is farthest or closest to the Sun and

when the Earth makes a sharper curve through the

Sun’s electromagnetic field.

K. The greatest noticeable effect in these areas

should be when sunspot activity is either decreasing

or increasing. This would be true because as an elec-

tric current increases or decreases in a wire coil, the

current creates an expanding and collapsing magnetic

field and thus induces another current into a separate

conducting coil of wire.

49

G. This Book has already presented exacting scien-

tific evidence for the relationship between the Earth’s

true and magnetic axes.

49

H. Combining all of my previous scientific findings
with the above information, I made the following
hypothesis.

49

1 1 have hypothesized that at certain times the Ber-
muda Triangle, Devil’s Sea, and probably several
other areas on Earth (in each Hemisphere) have elec-
tromagnetic lines of force (consisting of gyroscopic
Particles/kinetic energy) which leave the Earth’s sur-
ace at these geographical areas and extend into

L. If the reports regarding the Bermuda Triangle and

the Devil’s Sea are true, then it is apparent to me that

these areas can possibly be the greatest “natural scien-

tific laboratories on Earth for learning more about the

nature of electromagnetic energy. Matter may well be

formed or converted into Energy in these areas.

49

M. Any scientific experimentation in these areas

should be conducted wisely. It is obvious that electro-

magnetic occurrences do not happen all the time and

that they vary in intensity. It is also very likely that a

human being would be in grave danger if Matter is

strongly affected during periods of peak electromag-

netic activity.
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N. M . history ^
surrounding the Burmuds Tr ance, on

ln.

50(1 pages of recorded, unusual phenomena and

of these documented facts of nature is an electro

m
Xoughorn the history of science, it has

^
ten b^"

the anomalies in nature which have provided
\

Jen

soil- for new discoveries and such anomalies have

often been a source of curiosity stimulation to

enhance our understanding of the diverse.

"This basic gyroscopic-action-entity

prevails throughout our entire Universe

and, in a mechanical sense, it

electromagnetically couples the

Universe into a single entity or

universal energy machine!”

50. All natural motion (of planets, asteroids, stars,

galaxies, etc.) in the Universe is the result of the move-

ment of the basic gyroscopic-action-entity which com-

prises all Matter. This basic gyroscopic-action-entity

prevails throughout our entire Universe and, in a me-

chanical sense, this gyroscopic-action-enlity electro-

magnetically couples the Universe into a single entity

or ' universal energy machine
’

'!

The basic gyroscopic-action-entity comprises all

Matter, from the atom to the molecule to the everyday

materials which surround us.

SO

A. Examine the schematic diagram of our Galaxy
taken from the book Astronomy by Fred Hoyle.
However, study Figure 50-A in view of the material I

have taught you.

(T) Well over IOO years ago, Michael Faraday
proved that neutrality to a magnetic field d
not exist-

(2) I have taught and mechanically expla incd .

••oneness” of the mechanical essence </

hc

scoplc-actlon-entlty) of Gravity, Electric
* if*'

0"

Magnetism, Inertia, Matter, Light, l|cat ~ ap
H«.

Mechanics, and Universal Motion.
Ua" ,u 'n

B. QUESTION: Do I have to teach you more> Th
answer is probably “yes” for those who have i„

unjustly taught to memorize statements
presently"

taught in Astronomy.

31. EXAMPLE: Presently, it is debated as to wheth
or noTthe Universe is contracting or expanding b

**

upon Red Shift observations, it is generally agreed?^
the galaxies are receding in a straight line.

»i

A. However, I do not consider this exacting scien
evidence. Example: (See Figure 51 -A.)

Ur'c

Draw ten concentric circles in which each circle’s

radius is one mile shorter than the next, i.e

,

the

largest circle with a 100-mile radius and the smallest

circle with a 91 -mile radius. On the perimeter of each

concentric circle, measure a 100-yard distance from a

point on which to start running a race. If one con-

siders only those 100 yards on each circle with one

man running in each lane, it would appear that the ten

men would all be running In straight lines for the brief

period of their 100-yard race. If they continued to

run, they would appear to recede from the viewer in a

straight line if the viewer only occasionally checked

their positions.

91

B. The distances of the elliptical orbits of the galaxies

are such that even a distance of 100 million miles

could be considered at any one moment on those or-

bits and it would appear that the galaxies were all

receding in a straight line.
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„ cneeds of galaxies

reader
that the^ ^ relatiVe to an

1

T
n%ost difficu,t posiT

I C . who is 'n 3
measurements. A

1 ' rI

cl
astronomical

m
miles per

I $
I f: ^eed in its orb-t

, jke to a t-

I $'V ^oVa
h
"csp

n
inni^

I rempt "
,
7t.d in SeCt apparatus which has the

f
Jl '“

n'plex
mechanical PP

and Ga ,axy have at

-'ht “c) [The reader may find ..

(See FW“«
51 Ci the difficulty of re-

6*
,
that in 1967 I taugn „s of com .

^^a^-hiChISentt0fifty
'S,X

D. Considering these complex astronomical motions

combined with my previous scientific findings, I stand

with my Theory (teachings) stated in Section 3 3-D

which 1 repeat:

E. It is my Theory (teachings) that a central electro-

magnetic field completely pervades our Galaxy’s elec-

tromagnetic field and causes our Galaxy to align with

and orbit it. Moreover, our Galaxy’s electromagnetic

field causes the Sun to align with and orbit within our

Galaxy, since the Galaxy’s field pervades the Sun’s

electromagnetic field. The Sun’s electromagnetic field

causes all the planets in our Solar System to align with
and orbit the Sun since the Sun’s electromagnetic field

pervades all of its planets and their respective electro-

magnetic fields. The Earth’s electromagnetic field per-
vades the Moon’s electromagnetic field and causes the
Moon to align with and orbit the Earth, just as the
electromagnetic fields of the other planets pervade the
e ectromagnetic fields of their respective moons.

ius one has a graded" series of mechanical mo-
tons which are physically integrated with one
not ier via the nature and essence of the gyroscopic

panicle - the basic cnli

^h°^“ Uprises all electro-

Universe and the entity
universe. In essence,

magnetic fields througio
s jn a iignment with

everything in the
composition of respective

the gyroscopic-action- y
an
P
effeCt commonly

magnetic and electric
already stated, gravity is in

reality the^Unequaling
Effect” of the gyroscopic-

action-entity composition of Matter.

F. At this point one tnav the ££wjng^^
question: Does the Central En t y o^t

^ ^ in

orbit some other entity or does h
^ ^ ^ ^

be orbiting an even larger entity?

52. Further observational proof that my teaching: are

Magazine ,
page 57.

A The article states that an astronomical test was

conducted by the use of 27 radio telescopes placed

across 21 miles of the New Mexico desert at a cost of

$78.3 million.

B. It is obvious to me that the scientists involved in

the project were trying to be honest and dedicated in

dividuals. However, judging by their conclusions, it is

clearly demonstrated to me that such scientists have

been “unjustly influenced’’ by our teaching system

which actually rewards memorization and penalizes or

ignores curiosity.

C. The Time Magazine article states that the scien-

tists observed a “spectacular feature that has never

before been closely observed: a band of gas 10 to 20

light-years thick, seemingly composed of lacy

filaments, stretching up to 600 light-years above the

plane of the Milky Way.” (See Figure 52-C.)

FIGURE 52-C center of our galaxy

Filaments 50 - 100

light-years from the-

center of our galaxy

t°Sm

C c £>o«
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D The article inclined.
I»M* ,’Cll

mentor feature"
.,1 rhe* article adds:

pl„ nt is plum- with i<“«|><‘ m<» i

0 f ou , sun (Sec Figure •» A A )

‘ In irtnii.,.

indent. //,•

"* tbnedistvvwrs

,rfused to aoept their own .finding

others are now leaning toward the ptjsem e<>f

a pouerfut and mysterious magneth field as

most plausible cause

The magneticfield, tf it exists, defies

notions about praper celestial behavior lethal*

turn more hqff/tng to astronomers, the hell of

R„s rises up u, a riMhl onyie to the plane oj the

Milky W ay " (Emphasis added.)

So far the strange arc has raised only questions,

not answers Once gravity was thought to he the

sole fan e shaping the large st ale of the galaxy,

Mow it has lost some more of its supremacy to

whatever molded the giant ribbon Of gas,

“Perhaps even more bqffMng
to astronomers, the belt ofgas

rises up ut u right angle to the plane

ofthe Milky Way ...
”

E. Ai this point, I will simply draw a figure of what
these astronomers have discovered and compare the

results with my teachings.

cl. The rent lei should return to I'm! ||,, V |,. .

ment (lu section w A) which he made nu,uv\
M

.inti which clearly demonstrates the obNci Vt ll
" >*,

In Figures ^2-C and 521-

... alt galaxies m bit a Central
and are not traveling, expancHna *V

contracting to some unkmaea p
In a straight tine. ’*

'°h

it. Return also to my statement In Section ah
which I described a "duplicate effect" ot u,r s

*
111

polar plumes (featured In Figure .5B-A2) and u,

"" s

and bottom arrows of the galactic magnetic in l"
1
'

Fred Moyle’s Figure \h a. The reader can caallv

ln

the exact same results of our Galaxy’s plun^
^

("filaments") as they mirror the "electromagnet! •

coupling cffcci of our Galaxy to the Central rJ.
orbited by our Galaxy and other detectable galaxi^

l. It Is obvious that our Galaxy has the same reton
ship to the Central Entity (which the galaxies t)rhin

°

i have demonstrated that the Earth has to ,|lc s
,Moon has to the Earth (see Set tion J i \ through Se

"

Hon .15 I). the planets have to the Sun, and the stint
our Galaxy.

«

j

J Such observations enable me to conclude that all
galaxies orbit a Central Entity and arc not traveling, ex

FILAMENTS

hy "'<• JTovidcd
"bmcn" ardl’« 'he ,'orc of ..ur'culaxy.

F. Observe In Figure c , „
re,pCt' 10 “*

'“in.ncu jor Dciicr| lot

one complete orbit around its (

M*CHWIUi|. jo*



QUESTION: Does the Central Entity orbit some other, even larger, “Super-Central-Entity”?

L. As the facts of universal motion would indicate — planets to the Sun, stars to our Galaxy, and our a ax> to i

Central Entity — all orbit in a plane (see Section 42-A) which is at right angles to the axis of the electromagnet c

field of the entity being orbited. (Field warpage will affect such angles.)

Such right angular motion clearly and consistently demonstrates the nature of the basic gyroscopic-action-entit\

composition of all Matter and Energy of the Universe, since, when any force (i.e., attraction, repulsion, centrifugal,

etc.) acts upon this basic gyroscopic-action-entity, then that entity moves at right angles to that force resulting in a

rotational motion of one entity around another. The basic gyroscopic-action-entity mechanically unifies the
arious fields observed within the Universe.

.
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53. Additional proof that my teachings are correct is

afforded by the scientific facts regarding 'natural

disasters. '' Because of Dr. Huntington s work, as well

as my own, I searched for such additional proof. I in-

itially attempted to locate the statistics concerning the

exact dates for earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and

storms, but the exact dates were unavailable. Knowing

that historians generally record the exact dates for such

events which cost lives or cause great financial damage,

I went to the library to search further. In the World

Book Encyclopedia (published by World Books Inc.,

Chicago, Illinois, 1980 Edition) under the section

"Disasters of the World,’’ I did find the precise dates

I had expected.

A. The reader should be aware that there was no

orderly listing of the "natural disasters” for which I

was searching. Therefore, I simply listed such events

under Months-of-the-Year. The "Earthquake and

Volcanic Eruption Disasters” and the “Tornado and

Hurricane Disasters” were arranged in separate

12-month periods. Reason: The Earth’s mass (inertia

effect) of solid material is far more resistant to change

than the mass (inertia effect) of gas molecules in the

Earth’s atmosphere. I therefore expected an “accumu-

lation effect” for the Earth’s solid material and a more
“instantaneous effect” for the atmosphere (gases) of

the Earth. 1 was also certain that these natural events

would occur in accordance with the Laws of Electro-

magnetic Induction. I also knew 1) the speed of the

Earth, 2) the Earth’s tilt with respect to the Sun, 3)

when the Earth crossed the Sun’s equator into op-
posite sunspot polarity, 4) the direction of the Earth
relative to sunspots varied from month to month, and
I was certain that these facts would prove the ex-
istence of the electromagnetic effect.

33

B. See the “Disasters of the World” Chart 53-B ar-
ranged by months and observe that many of these
disasters occur very close to the same day under a
given month even though such events occur hundreds
ofyears apartfrom one another. Observe that there
is an “order” and “mechanical nature” (the electro-
magnetic effect) to these events.

c. Because Chart 53-B contains a random selection of

of n^h
C
h
e

,

VemS °n £anh
<Disaste«>. mathematics

ablv chan
V
r

S

k
Iha ‘ ‘hCSe reSU,ts wi" n°< notice-ably change tf the exact dates for all earthquakes

eruptions, and storms were included, re. where lossof life and property damage were not significant
53

s^ate'tow the

T

ine Cha" 53 8 and 1 wi" demon.ssss-

E. The reader may find It Interesting that p|KU
was published approximately on a full page of^ 3^
Mobile Press Register newspaper on June 29 ujo
Section B. 1 had been informed that there Would

'

planetary “alignment” in 1982 and I predicted
*

unusual storms, volcanic eruptions, earthquak-
from 1980 through 1985 when the planets would

’

be in greater unalignment. Independently Q f m ° thcn

work, the national news media has since featured
documentaries which have discussed unusual v
conditions around the world during this time ^

eathcr

conditions cannot be explained by conventional
1^

wisdom. QUESTION: Do you the reader believe
only “guessed” this result?

that
•

33

F. As it turned out, the action-reaction effect of
storms, etc., was not as great as I had expected s
searched further into the facts and found that t’her
was no planetary “alignment

,

” but only a general
area-positioning of the planets similar to a shotgun
blast upon a target.

33

G. In my scientific document of 1976, I initially

predicted catastrophes whenever planetary “align .

ment" occurred. Other individuals informed me that
such “alignment” has already been predicted in a
book entitled The fupiter Effect.

53

H. The facts have clearly shown that there was NO
“alignment,” but only a very general, shotgun-blast-
type alignment in 1982. What the world has encoun-
teredfrom just that very slight "alignment'' via
earthquakes, storms, eruptions, etc., is only a
preview of what will occur. It is possible that far
greater "alignment ” will occur in May of the year
2000. (As of the time of writing this Book, I have
received conflicting reports regarding such align-

ment.) I urge the reader to Master what I teach. We
have several years to preparefor effects that will

occur several years before and after that date, if
true alignment does occur.

54. A. Return to Chart 53-B. Observe that a large

number of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions (as Mt.

St. Helens) began on March 21 when the Earth crossed

the Sun’s equator and entered opposite sunspot polar-

ity. This caused an opposite electromagnetic induc-

tion effect into the Earth (i.e., the Sun rotates every

28 days and sweeps sunspot induction into the Earth)

as the Earth travels into a cumulative “action-reaction

effect” since the greatest number of sunspots occur

18 to 20 degrees from the Sun’s equator. The Earth is

more likely to be affected by the sunspots in April and

May due to the position of the Earth relative to the

Sun. As a result, this cumulative “action-reaction

effect” peaks upon the Earth in April and May.

B. The reader should note that for four sequential

years, Mt. St. Helens — which is in the Earth’s North-
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C. Compare the facts in Section 55-B with the Storm

Chart in Section 53-B:

m Six out of nine tornadoes occurred within 30

days of March 21 - the date the Earth crosses

the SunTs equator into opposite sunspot polarity.

(2) Two qf the nine tornadoes occured on March 2 1

.

(3) Approximately Vi of the tornadoes occurred on

March 21.

D. CONCLUSIONS :

(1
)* Realizing that there are 9 tornadoes occurring

within 365 days, then the mathematical odds are

40.5 to 1 against a tornado occurring on March 21.

5S-D

(2)

Realizing that 2 of the 9 tornadoes occurred on

March 21, then the mathematical odds are 1,640

to 1 against two tornadoes occurring on the same

date that the Earth crosses the Sun's equator.

(3)

The fact that I did not specifically select these

tornadoes from a large number of tornadoes (i.e

.

these were the only tornadoes listed under the

“Disaster” section) provides sound scientific

evidence that my teachings are correct.

jj

E. Compare the Storm Chart 53-B concerning hurri-

canes to statement 55-B:

at

(1)

Twenty-five of 36 hurricanes (69%) occurred
within 41 days of September 21 — the day the
Earth crosses the Sun’s equator into opposite
sunspot polarity.

55-E

(2) Nine out of 36 hurricanes (25%) occurred within
6 days of September 21.

55-E

(3 ) Four of the 36 hurricanes (11%) were formed
within 1 day of September 21.

55-E

(4 ) Two of the 36 hurricanes were formed on
September 21. The mathematical odds against
such an occurence is 102 to 1 .

(5) Storm Char, 53-B demonstrates tha, tornadoes
art= concentrated in the Spring when the Eanh

*^unl
P
H

0 ‘m “S NOrU,ern HemisP"-e towards

ect upon the land surfaces of the Earth.

(6)

&:r„re h

E

urr

:r*
are

Northern H^misnh
b'g‘"S *° PO*»« Its

causes
H

i

em,sPhcrc away from the Sun and

-hcontahti^-rerX^apo.

ration effect and the eletiromaRnt.
(lt

effect combine to produce hurricane,
l,idu

<-

' ,

F. In the Fall (September 21), the Earth aDn
Sun and Increases its orbital speed around the lh<

ease

— * "‘wuna the c
This causes the electromagnetic induction to ,

^Urv

and can result in greater air masses, i
• hurri

(‘canes

G. The variability of the following factors
why hurricanes and tornadoes do not occ

CXplains

certain times, but vary from year to year ^
°nly

at

decade, and century to century:
’ ecade

to

(1) the “action-reaction effect” caused b
magnetic Induction as a result of Increa

^lcctr°-

creasing sunspot activity triggered bv ,

/de "

configuration y plan«Ury

55-G

(2) the “sweeping action” of changing elect
netic induction effects generated by
day rotation Un '

s 28

55-G

(3 ) the orbital speed of the Earth

55-G

(4) proximity of the Earth and Sun

55-G

(5 ) the Earth’s Northern Hemispheric degree
with respect to the Sun

of tilt

55

H. If tornadoes and hurricanes formed only as a
result of interacting cold and warm air masses then
those storms could be very accurately predicted Bur
the facts prove the opposite:

55-H

(1) Cold and warm fronts often meet and there are
no hurricanes or tornadoes produced.

55-H

(2) Hurricanes or tornadoes are often produced
when they are not expected by meteorologists.
This is why planes are flown into potential hur
ricane disturbances to physically detect and
observe the storm’s nature.

(3 ) Totally unexpected, clear-weather tornadoes
have been documented. [See Handbook of
Unusual Natural Phenomena.]

55-H

(4) Electrical and magnetic disturbances associated

with tornadoes have been clearly documented.
[For such documentation, I recommend reading

pages 342 through 366 of the Handbook of
Unusual Natural Phenomena by William Corliss.)
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gu-f5 tnep&edlp’o^

as one wouid normaUy Peat from an e -
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oncW
f
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eyes rather than coming throug

^ Qf the doors 1

' w from which 1

riirectlv to our house and completely engulfed it. One^o
^
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]. These observations, those of others, and my Yea rs

of work, totally convince me that a tornado principal y

results from differences in the electromagnetic induc-

tion potential between a cloud or air (gas) areas and a

particular ground area.

K. The constant “zapping” noise we heard was com-

ing from pointed limbs of trees, leaves, bushes, etc.,

discharging electrical charge from the Earth to the ap-

proaching cloud or vice versa. Such “zapping” ceased

when the cloud was directly overhead.

5 )

L. This does not mean that other mechanical factors

such as jet streams and intersecting warm/cold fronts

do not play an important role, although such activity

can also be electromagnetically motivated. This action

is called the “thermocoupling effect" when two dif-

ferent, hot and cold conducting materials are con-

nected and produce *****
greater the difference in temperature, B

current produced.

M It is my opinion that tornadoes and hurricanes

form more easily over flat
Without

stronger electromagnetic difference will exist (witho^

quickly dissipating) between the Earth an *

(atmosphere and clouds) above the Earth. This same

electromagnetic mechanical effect is observed

respect to lightning. Lightning rods will reduce or

eliminate the damaging effects of lightning.

The very fact that a tornado will often slowly ex-

tend from a cloud towards the ground but fail to

touch the ground, or may touch the ground and then

lift again (and repeat this procedure many times)

clearly demonstrates this electromagnetic effect, (bee

Figure 55-M on the next page.)
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FUNNEL (negatively-charged)

. invisible, positively-charged funnel

(This positive and negative charge effect can be reversed.)

EARTH 4- + + + + + + + +

The EARTH Is a positively-charged surface In that area where the charged funnel
cannot easily leak away.

Therefore, a tornado has an invisible, positively-

charged funnel which rises from the ground and

meets the negatively-charged cloud funnel. [I have

already demonstrated that charges are composed of an

infinite number of gyroscopic particles. Consequently,

the spinning funnel is to be expected.]

The funnel will lift again as the clcud becomes

more neutrally charged. Lightning represents the same

mechanical, electromagnetic effect. However, in a tor-

nado, the funnel can maintain a more direct and

shorter distance of charge flow from the cloud or gas

(clear atmosphere) and the Earth. The funnel lifts and
drops according to the “charge differential.” For the

same reason, a funnel will start from the ground and
rise into the air (gas).

a
N. A Kansas farmer, Will Keller, once saw what I

have described. On June 22, 1928, while standing in
the cyclone-celler door, Keller looked directly up and
into the center of a tornado passing over his head. On
page 132 of the Time-Life book entitled Storm, Will
Keller states:

• . the walls of this opening were of rotating
clouds and the whole was made brilliantly visible
by constantflashes of lightning which zigzagged
from side to side.

' Around the lower rim of the great vortex,
small tornadoes were constantlyforming and
breaking away. These looked like tails as they
writhed their way around the end of thefunnel

hauheT
‘ha‘^ lhC htSS‘ng n0ise ' "°"«dthat the direction and rotation of the great whir!

ITth wavT
’ bW We Sma“ ,WiSters >

both ways - some one way and some another •

'

This eye-witness description most definitely

describes a charged funnel I

5J

O. Quoting from the Handbook of Unusual Natural
Phenomena by William Corliss, page 342:

°

” ... conventional wisdom also has trouble dealing,

withforked waterspouts [Figure 55-Oa], water-

spouts stretching between clouds [Figure 55-Ob]
and waterspouts with two concentric tubes

[Figure 55-Oc],
”

^uuiinciii: 1 nose waiciapuui -

clearly a description of electric charge (electromag-

netism). This same effect is observed in connection

with lightning.
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TJ^^ ac,ives<m

J,’
There are^^ZrTphenomend which

Handbook oj Vnusu
. and nature of tor-

"rifr* observation in Sect,on

nadoes or watersp electromagnetic intensity f

to verifies the my teachings of in-

t^eJZg'lie induction from sunspots

and/or the Sun.

55
u hnve facts still necessitate a thorough

mechanical
understanding oftta

I

,n „s,—- «r
alignment with the Earth and ot i^P

i980 &
same side of the sun. H° ionS erUptions.

etc.,

'l98V unusual weather minor planetary

during this period.

,„« nf this writing that it

r. Although 1 am not
^^‘tentially important

is true (but 1 do consld P
k) i have been informed

enough to include In
pla„eiary "aUgm

that there will be a far m
except that the Earth

ment - (similar to Fif^
C

the Sun from the other

will be on the oppose*std*^ aUgnment by Tom
planets 1 was informed^ entUled Life and Death

Valentine - autho : c
> nQt read) — who had

o/ Plane,^ hwe9tem University compute

an astronomer at
According to the

alignment degree and da
^^^ (Q a slra,ght-

astronomer, there
during, the month of May

line ,

planetary’ aItgnn
al$o indicated a similar

2000. (Some individual ^ while other in-

planetary alignment fo* P
would be not true

dividuals have However, it is

would occur.)

S. of,his , an,

QUESTION: What do you expect will occur on Earth

when all of the planets align in a direct line on one
side of the Sun

?

What would occur upon the Earth if

the planetary alignment was continuous except that

the Earth was on one side of the Sun by itself?

ebanicalpreparation is not undertaken [

•

that the effect of such alignment upon the Earth >

be influenced by the number of planets aligned, their

actual degree of alignment, the planets’ orbital posi-

tion/speed with respect to the Sun at the time ot such
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of stellar alignment during this time.]

alignment, and the effect of any degree

56. I no- offer the following positive and creative concepts:

I have taught the safe tneans for an enortnous release of energy via E - MC».

t that if excess electromagnetic induction causes any type of havoc upon the Earth
(in ».

ofa't
<*»»*» f° *- mus' produce an *—«*««*

°_ and such havoc will not occur!
a»o«or at any time in uic iuiu.w.

or control mechanism and such havoc will not occur.

Z For example, consider a potentially dangerous storm which is capable of producing tornadoes. (See Fi8Ure

B. Instead of the meteorological formation in Figure 56-A, . propose the following

/at‘on

*4.)

56-

B

(3) The most efficient design would be to utilize the energy source I have innovated and couple it with strong laser
beams, X-rays, etc., to ionize the air throughout the cloud and to produce a good conducting connection be-
tween the Earth and the cloud as well as within the cloud itself. (See Figure 56-B2.)
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r‘'
r'^r»«Ponr,

lS«d energy.

• £sb5E5s=s»
H i '

I
havC Pr

H,hat testing begin in earnest

„
recommend

tha
universit ies

-

I

rod**
ce (W —

top?

Edition*
on, can test

^charge the charge

5 ,ww -» <**":‘X^felc
Cb
onewoulaPa^bat

per
temperature diff environment within

P
ibepl>ys'cal sp,m

'JtJe same results produced by

* ** "'''^ZZ Zartbi tornadoes and

;Sl;rwhen perfected, .his would be a good

test for Skylab.

,6 .
. wait.and-see

'
’ ^”wor b<?

E. i<
/»»«*

““nrooerlv understand and prepare

"Wl«»PTh. ultimate goal is to stop all

,bt

Z‘l

Z

^magnetic induction into the Earth s

undesirable eie » wiU ultimately

cnable^m'stop^such

1

undesirable electromagnetic in-

duction in outer Space. This is why we must first

perfect the technology on a small scale with Earth

weather, and then apply such technolop to outer

space inter, ibis occurs, we will be able to pioduce

and direct our weather at will

!

F. All of these "action-reaction, electromagnetic in-

duction effects” can be duplicated in a laboratory (see

Section 56-C) and a mechanical means can be

developed to intercept and redirect or cancel

undesirable electromagnetic induction.

57. Such undesirable effects constitute a problem fac-

ed by the entire world. The entire world should and
must unify as an entity of one

!

The potential problem

posed by planetary alignment can be converted into a

positive tool for the benefit of all humanity. As 1 have
already stated, the solution will allow the world to pro-

duce and direct its weather at will.

’a i am very hopeful thatWg* 1

; Instead be

catastrophe (if »
'

“Jflt to encourage d,

Ure'world to'diinfc^ahd
work as a family of on

B. If the world can““"C’w « “ Samily

%ZTwXn7oJeaU problems.

c. u .ms

then it is possible that
leakaRe from nuclear reac

compounded *«££££U****- ^°°

'

~u,d possiblv mgB

nuclear weaponry, etc.

r^ibt'and tota.ly

P
unscie«if.c behavior on my part.

i These

problems have not bce"
are made in a most

positive manner
0
fr is my sole purpose lo contribute

' well being of all human, ly.

s* What I teach is the means™ a
Control, and

energy (gyroscopic Pwtif̂ '“f^'toduce, control,

predict future disasters a

We “
u, have the ability to con-

and direct our weathe
. We to convert salt

vert deserts into oasea
'

ire vaiuable minerals in

water to fresh water andacqu.
environmcntal pollu-

the process. Energy av
travel will become

com^on^lnfact, innumerable scientif.c doors will

be opened.

A. These many pages are the results of my sincere

efforts to seek "TRUTH.

B. Observe that 1 have presented a single, scientific,

mechanical explanation that has^n
.

C°“^
scusse<i

throughout my teachings, even thoug
Consider

many diverse scientific effects and sublets. Consider

the fact that up to this time, no one hss offered a

single mechanical explanation for phenomena that

we observe in the Universe.

Surely, he who "Masters ’ what 1 have written wiU

understand the order of - TRUTH ' in what 1 have aughu

1 wish to pay "tribute” to Michael Faraday who was

olerh rnrrprt and whose work inspired my search.
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Chapter 20

Achievement vs. Apathy

"Men of great learning and retirement often contribute little or nothing to the proorB« .

Improvement. They spend their time In learning and admiring the Inventions of others, without!
°

proposing a new thought of their own, or ever discovering one useful power In nature."
8V8r

59. TO ALL WHO "MASTER" AND ARE INSPIRED BY WHAT I HAVE TAUGHT, IN

THE REMAINDER OF THIS BOOK I SPEAK TO YOU:

59

A. All of the many preceding pages of my teachings mean absolutely

nothing if the major deficiencies of world society — fear, greed, intellec-

tual dishonesty, and a lack of curiosity/intellectual aspiration — are not

supplanted with superior attitudes.

I ask you — who I seek to inspire — to please "Master” my teachings

which can correct such deficiencies. It is you who must apply what I teach

to the world. With such application, I will predict the possibility of world
peace as well as a productive and meaningful life for all individuals.

»9

B. It is only fair that I justify my sincerity and dedication to this desirable

goal. Consequently, 1 will begin by providing you with a history of my ef-

forts in the development of all that I have already taught.

»9

C. The following represents a very small sample of my voluminous cor-
respondence with scientific agencies, universities, individuals, and
elected officials. It is my hope that such correspondence will convince
you of my dedication to what I teach.



,,_ n B. Johnson
resident

Lyndon

The White House

Washington,
D. C.

r#
president:

... receive this during troubled times and I

1 k

;;TJ ose upon you except that it be imperative that

:;i „«u.. *«— ~ “**

be first to benefit by it.

x have not written, expecting that you prognosticate whether

or not the attached information is of value; but to convince

y0u of my sincerity; whereby, you will use your influence to

insure that the attached scientific document is given all

available screntifxc consideration with the greatest expedi-

ency

.

I make my living inventing better machines. I do not allow

myself the luxury of a mistake. With the funds derived from

inventing, I do scientific research alone. I do this re-

search not for money but because I am mentally compelled to

do so. If i had all the money in the world, I would still do

and get more pleasure out of research than anything man has

to offer.
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I am appalled at i

made myself a vow

t man's neglect for his fellow man. i have

ow that I will not mentally be satisfied with

myself until I have produced a machine and the method; where-

by, the basic problems of mankind are a thing of the past.

This attached document is a step in that direction. if j Can

get recognition for the information disclosed in this attach-

ed document, this recognition should enable me to get a grant

from some source to build a prototype of the above mentioned

machine, which I have already designed. I will also finish

a document on the merger of economics and mechanization, as

the method I mentioned above.

I respectfully await your earliest possible reply.

Sincerely,

Joe W. Newman

JWN:g

Attachment
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Kerch 9 >
197^

15^1 liracher Drive
Houston, Texas 77055

„ >cIdent
Menard K.

S5“w.ite
«•“»<

ia»binS
ton »

''

presiJ^nt ‘

pl , a3C find attached a cover letter and scientific

nt j an sending out to the scientific community.

r have not written asking you to give an opinion, hut

* 't- T have written is correct; you would have the l.ioi cnt

tv > information on the last page is also correct,

certain an unlimited source of energy i"

one year

_ I a:..

possibly obtainable within

t ine

.

kith the understanding of the importance of this possibility,

j ry'-uest you have qualified opinions be given you.

Mr. President, I am correct!

J'W/e

Enclosure
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December 30 , 197*4

1521 Deerwood Drive,
Mobile, Alabama- 36618
Phone: 205-3*4*4-9767

President Gerald Ford

THE WHITE HOUSE
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. President:

I doubt seriously that this letter will ever be brought t

your attention, but the immense importance of this subject matter
°

compels me to try.

Since 1967, I have diligently sought specific scientific
argument against scientific material I have written. When I have
personally approached Physics Professors they said I should get the
opinion of Astronomy Professors and the Astronomy Professors would
say I should get the opinion of the Physics Professors.

Through persistence, I have received correspondence from
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Atomic F.nergv Commit
and National Science Foundation.

“
' Oi, " 0n

Of all the comments received from the scientific community
none have given specific scientific argument which has given me an ,/

’

doubt concerning my hypothesis. Any arguments first presented dis-qualify themselves after I Dresent my arguments.

A11 three of these National Departments er.d up suggesting
n

: ‘ at 1
?
et a sclentiflc Journal to publish my hypothesis. My Scien-ifirDocument and copies of all correspondence mentioned are attachedincluding scientific Journals. ’

hv-othpH.'md
° f thC sclentlflc community I forwarded a copy of myr. /notnesls made no comments. J

my hypo-he-*^
° f the 3clentlf ic community to take a stand on

Witt the 'nace^clinr^n
81^ by my corres Pondence with Dr. Dessler

A f te" read - J “ Department of Rice University in Houston, Texan.

Quote: would 1 ’ he called m
-
v b y P b°ne and give me his opinion,

you probably could be^ne^r h°
debate wlth vou what you have written,

ever lived! However ?
of

,

thc Sroatest theoretical thinkers that has

response from other 'oihnM d-
8
?
1 "6 y ° U are havinS difficulty settlor

arguments in tbp
nt^oto because you have not presented your

World. I would advI-P
L d 3C - entlric form expected by the Scientific

your arguments in thp
l

a
yOU

,

back to college to learn how to presentm the accepted form.” Unquote:
How ironic t-

v q < r
than the hint of tngh ..

or:n anc credentials are of more Importance
tru.h to tne sciantific community.
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rsldent
rrJ *w0

1%^-

herald
Ford

p, l? 7 "19 f
H

„ Should oe apparent that
’

^ore/i^ 5 ^r^/,%0- -1

f.r.
„„ia „ ,„ „..

»" i",n:r'p««

« «> « no! rSTtrSF^tr.dontl.U. lf!Ju important neic,
right to expect the scie

iat
.fforts have earned me ^ d[^ree ^ ^ uneertaln terms.

> •«-» t0 8RreC ““— "
^

f lanKthv experiments ,
study

The conclusion of my nin«
***”J^£uSted Source of Energy

n fce

e
released°from Magnet ic^and^Elec trie ^Fl^e Ids of^orce^

this ^result

^reinvestment of V200 000 and within oneStance ,
T

rrMl^rdra^
8

io S^.nt attorney or any investor.

I await your earlier, t possible reply .

Mr. President, I am correct!

Respectfully , —

Joseph West ley Newman

JWN/cn

Enclosures
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August 28, 197^

1521 Deerwood Drive, Ea«-v
Mobile, Alabama 36618
Phone: 205 - 3^-9767

Vice-President Nelson Rockefeller
ATTN: Mr. Frank Pa^notta
THE WHITE HOUSE
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Vice-President:

I talked with Mr. Lacey by phone on the night of August 26
19 75, while you and he were in Mobile, Alabama. Mr. Lacey advised
ne to send this letter and the enclosed material to Mr. Pagnotta

Q

and that he would personally see to it that you received this im-
mensely important material.

Please find enclosed a copy of my scientific document a coiof Dr. Edward Leverne Moragne’s letter dated August 7, 1975* con-
y

cernlng my document and a separate page showing Dr. Moragne’%
scientific accomplishments, a copy of a letter to President John*^dated July 31, 1967, a copy of a letter to President Nixon dated

30^1974.
97 ' Snd 3 C°?y °f 3 lettSr t0 Presldent Pord dated December

For ten years now I have studied, thought, exoerlmented and

durini^th ?^
s °lutely alon

f
• 1 have Purchased $2,000. worth of booksconoernlns severa l fields

; Astronomy, Physics

to most scientists?
11 1 * th 4 Nhat 1 see so olearly is unimaginable

since that time.’ °D?ring
1

thl?
r
tlme

1
i'

7

h
’ We haVe talked frequently

proof Of my work on sevfr»i
41

f
1 have forwarded him additional

brought about Dr. Soragn^s
The result3 of our talks

ls in front of mv 1975 d rt «,,n,

le
Z
ter

4
2 pages of this recent informatioi

drawing is 12 feet, 11 inches^ong^^**
0 '*8 are not enc i°se d, Neptune

in a position where
ter Dr * Mora^ne has written puts himre 6 has nothln* to gain and everything to lose.
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u1e0t
BocKefel

ler

> :::: ,c

9$ r^*Sse^
reHr?e?ter;dat;d ^T/rpoIe IVI^Z_January ^(, u J

.

tn«?f rl cd
to *Ij my document to J c “

' you an correspondence I

Si
1

.",}"
"

;rh.'% “« ««• •**•—••
sa»®' pre sld

cnt
savinp I can release

" *. ^J^LS/ES* to
nl
end

dvan ce
11 be the greauea^ ^ w

“l*^5SHS?=
fcler f

rt

t°ta
r
the

h
mathematlcal °^d8 of me being eorreet j^P^

iffiggSi &S£ £. «o experiment

ild pet UPnt

Pr

::i; found no one in the solentifi^co^unity who could plve^

.•ting scientific W « J
n

‘

aMlltJ that agrees with my

l-^and has
C
obtalned°the interest of his colleagues

.

HP. Vice-President, I know that I have^an ability that canine

,e

":eriment
m
heip

n
m; to^eip^he government and the world?

earch £5
sible reply concerning this most important matter.

Respectfully

,

Joseph Westley Newraan

JWN/en

Enclosures
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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
WASHINOTON

February 19, 1976

Dear Mr. Newman:

This will acknowledge your letter to the
Vice President regarding your interest and scientific
proposal in the field of electro magnetic energy and
request for financial assistance to enable you to
further research your project.

The Vice President appreciates your interest
and hss instructed that your correspondence be for-
warded to Dr. Robert C. Seamans, Administrator of the
Energy Research and Development Administration, where
it v.'ill be further reviewed and given appropriate
action.

The Vice President thanks you for bringing
this matter to his attention.

Sincerely

,

“T.
Frank R. Pagn/tta!- i r:tonl l', > },r- 7 i ior ;n t.

for Administration

Hr. Joseph Westley Newman
*521 Deerwood Drive, East
— le, Alabama 3661$
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March 12, 1979

1521 Doerwood Drive, Eaub
Mobile, Alabama 3661

3

['huno: (2Q rj) '3

^

l
k - 9 7 67

jimmy
Carter

JIIIU'V

.cid^ Ho use%. c.
J^ton,

u *

^ president:

r
••

• written with the experienced knowledge

,

letter is
vc nQ responsible, exacting action::

1
prOhO^ly or? T nm cj H<=»t'far»m3nr-*ri

t
H,t ! fto this request •

^ause 1

15ti However,’ as I am a determined

have absolutely no doubt that I am

P' I

,

p
ersevere ‘

corr:
’ c

’

-v,. -nerrv problem as a result of 14 years

I can G
°!mentin^ and "deep creative thought 1

. I have

, . tudy .

experl
!tplv as an Inventor for the last 18 years.

U «1 ^u^hfve been my major Interest for the last 14

Science
ana

tn „ credibility: Find enclosed 5 letters

f f
°Iv

n
inventive ability (one of which is from the Governor

^a- y
Fob James ,

Jr.).

' Jl
'
: C0

;
7Um

p"^Robfe)t E. Smith ,
Chief, Orbital and Space

letters are 1 *„ Sciences laboratory of NASA at .huntsvlli >

':7

,

lr#n '"en
Dr SmUh's recen? letter of February 26 , 1979 ,

describing

unexpected problem of getting exacting debate o my work ot

U years from some of his colleagues, outlines exactly,,
tn

scientific rhetoric I have received from the fneral soientiflc

community for the last 12 years. (Studied and experimented

two years prior to seeking scientific debate).

Kind enclosed copies of letters to Presidents. of
197 4 ,

President Johnson, July 31, 1967, President Nixon, & Rockefeller,
Miter.t Ford, December 30, 1974 ,

and to Vice-President Ro-Korei

August 28, 1975. These letters explain in detail my
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President Carter
Page two
March 12, 1979

As a result of these letters find enclosed copies of

letters from National Science Foundation, Atomic Energy Comml 33 i 0n
ERDA, other Department Heads of NASA, all saying they are n

>

unqualified to debate with me in an exacting, scientific manner on
my scientific efforts. My letter of January 27, 1975 to Dr.
Stever, (tnen) Director of National Science Foundation, explain-
my honest feelings of their scientific rhetoric.

In conclusion, I earnestly, again, ask the President of
the United States to help me, help the people of my country
and the people of all the world.

I can solve the energy problem! Find enclosed my scientifi
document that now consist of 92 pages of exacting, scientific

C

statements, these statements are stated simply and clearly. There
are no highly complicated mathematics or scientific rhetoric. I
have studied, experimented and spent numerous hours in deep creative
thinking during the last 1^ years in compiling these scientific
findings

.

I earnestly request for you, President Carter, to demand
the Federal Scientific Department Heads to all group together and
agree or disagree in writing in an exacting, scientific manner
to my 92 page scientific document. If all of these people are
unqualified

, as they say they are, to debate with me, then all of
t.ic major Universities in the U.S. be asked to prove me wrong.
i also request for a board of individuals with high powers of
reasoning be set up to review their written comments and my
written comments in defense of my document.

.

,

^ these people still claim they are unqualified to
exac ting, scientific statements made simply, against v;hat

.iv.y nave been taught, then it proves they do not truely understand
what tney have been taught.

Accordingly, President Carter. I
n ^ f ^ 1 J « j . . ~ .t-n-.i- n i - r 177 -«* *^* » x ask that you then recognize

. j
sel. is justification to give a Federal Grant to me so

h nay °°mPlete my scientific efforts of lit years (which I

Fnr “5anceS, solely alor-e) and release an Unlimited Source ofenergy from electromagnetic Fields of Force. I have read that you,
‘ •''resident, are of scientific credibility. Please be advised

simolv
y
thflt

entlfi ° docu -T,ent ls written so exacting, clearly and
simply that you can read and understand what I have written.
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ree sl«ot WrtCr

V, -t and credible scientists In

I Know *5
#'!

uS
,
.S°Dr'! Smith), but regrettably,

ry
science f

g®tlon°rather than the rule,

that is the CXl' t

'

.
- thls world and possibly

The future generations f
scientific rhetoric and

ct-r^bn^ Interest^I^bave^encountered
-may .still

encounter In e“n
fh^ and all other generations.

^ vears :,have stood alone, against great odds.

HUSt 1

"Tlirappreclate the earliest possible responslbl.

reply*
Sincerely

,

mi/CD

Enclosures
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November 17, 1983

Route 1, Box 52
Lucedale, Mississippi
Phone: (601) 947-7147

39452

President Ronald Reagan
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20025

Dear Mr. President:

This letter
knowledge that I
actions relative

is written with literally
will probably receive no
to this request.

years of experienced
responsible, exacting

You will be the fifth President I have written reoarH-New Source of Energy and the fifth President which I
a

world fP
mC hClP th° pe°pl ° ° f LhiS COUntr y the people of^o

• j j°r over years I have stood alone acminded scientific community and great odds.
ciosed-

My Government
contrary, has stood
the level of the U.

has given me absolutely no helc
in my way and still continues'

S. Patent Office.

/ but to the
to do so at

I now have several workinq
Invention i

^ prototypes of this New Energy

Please find enclosed copy
Johnson, dated July 31, 1967.

of a letter I sent to President

Mr. Paul°Gomory
Y
(Expert

e
Adv^'

dated JUlY 30
' 1982

' 1 sent t0
Committee of the Concresci

1S
?
r °n Patent Law for the Judiciarj

my letter which he s^nt to Mr LtTS* S^ t0
Criminal Law Subcommitt^? &JS2 Tthe^S?^ '

’

Also find enclosed
Section of who's Who Incopies of letters from

copy of my listing in the Phy sics
ec "°logy, 1980 Edition, and numerous

ere lble Scientific Individuals concerning
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_ i (j
Reagan

preS1
aent

17, l? 83
NovemberNovem^r

* 7 '
1

these prototypes ,
and

~,sas

"Jitters f^n
= r

lnventive
ability. -r,aes

and
inte? r enclosed

y°and inventive abin y news coverages

1~
Mr Gariana ws coverages — , n _ tea himseit xn

r"a<3e
ns

There are eig Robinette has c which he has
Orleans,

on this tape. Mr
ve to the facts

ked out all
coverage

s f ic manner re qranted ,
but

4-his matter,

u&gx#z %ra gf;fi!3 = srr*
^ it doing equally a

the peoples of the
d that you view^^-r-^-rSSr“

code SO, - 5 S1- 2 S

at Area code 301-320-4327 .

Mr . Paul Gomory can

^ ^ Code 504-529-6300 .

Hr .
Robinette can be reac

deliberately

Patent on a Mew Eneigy

patents to have to explain^

! wish for^the Co^issioner^
with me pre sent, in front of

the Judiciary Committee or the President.

I ask that you, Mr. President, have someone

check out these facts in an exacting, scientir

enact responsible actions according y.

I still stand alone, no doubt I will
^efforts. How

so, until all is accomplished as a result y
ti and the world

sad that millions of others suffer in the mean time

stands on the threshold of total destruction.
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President Ronald Reagan
Page three
November 17, 1983

This invention will be the cause of the Industrial
Revolution all over again, except at a greatly accelerat
and will do more to reduce the possibility of war than

^ rate
,

all other means existing at this time, space travel will^ anc^

a true reality, and will touch and excite all aspects of q
Come

and will open many doors to the mind that have been r l o ^
cience

this time. sed bef0re

Sincerely

,

Newman

JIVN/en

Enclosures
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the white house

Karch 21, 1984

ear Mr. Newman:
thank you £or your

l1fo£ president Reagan, I want

etter and enclosures.
have taken to bring

h. President^apPr®^a
^®^e^^on^

ITie

However^^
a^norry

his musfbe a disappointing response^ ^ is not

kbiftrcoSry
StS

I-pe you will understand

the President's best wishes.

Sincerely,

Anne Higgins

Special Assistant to the president

and Director of Correspondence

Hr. Joseph Westley Newman
Route 1, Box 52
Lucedale

, MS 39452
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Date Received by the White House: //- *>2/ ^

^

_

DATE REVIEWED: 3- 3 - P V INITIALS OF VIEWER: 6f'7k _̂

VIDEO SENT TO: RR/NR/ WHO? /L .

Summary

:

- -

°7 ^

Yi^2*—

^

CO uJ L TV- cW V ~)Uso<J _J

If nothing unusual send directly to Lilie Bell, Room 58. Make
a copy for JCD's file.

Special cases to Chuck Donovan, Room 94.

Problems, i.e. threats etc. send to Secret Service Room 45 via
Bob Gallagher.

Keep original form with video.

Anything intended as a gift, i
Bible tapes, send directly to

.e. a professional production,
the Gift Unit, Room 457.
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SUBJECT 1

pear Sl rs:

joe Mewroan the Man

Pr°
h
a
arenablea

for

' Slr
"

is
manufacturing and diatr lhu

yeap3
buclnet- 1-

uslnec5 for t
5 of people.

pitUt use.
w
«
rk wlth many r.roup

. lBBrinatlon,
;o stud.

produced someone •

fj eVelope

Before rf^t^ceVnd determination

.nuity* a
<? ite

, i. pi paw*-
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July 13, 1979

To Whom It May Concern:

I have had a business and personal relationship with Joe Newman for

the past two years.

As a businessman, I can attest to his honesty and complete fairness

in all of his business dealings.

From a standpoint of our personal relationship, I find him to be a

very warm and considerate person of extreme honesty.

My overall opinion of Joe is that he has an extremely keen mind.

Any subject or matter that he becomes interested in he will devote untold

hours of study and research in his quest for the truth.

As an example, I know that he has spent years in his research to
produce a source of unlimited energy. I personally believe that there is
great merit to his findings. I only regret that I am not in a position to
join him in the development of his research.
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M MOBILE inhalation therapy^ .STOff- SC, 6 7 ' 2
y J, b'it E !"aIASAMAS*

October 6, 1977

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

:

xt for the past eleven years. During

thi^time^e have developed a trusted business and personal

relationship.

As a result of this relationship, X have been privileged to

sfe him encounter numerous mechanical and scientific problems.

Usina his own creative ability he has developed solutions to

each of these problems. More frequently than not, so quickly

and simply that is has not only amazed me, but others who were

specilists in the respective fields, including a number of

individuals holding Masters, and P.H.D. degrees in engineering,

science and mathematics.

With reference to Mr. Newmans character, from my own personal
observations and others with whom we both have had contact,
I find his honesty and integrity to be impeccable.

Most sincerely.

BRAPYILE INHALATION

Ralston C. Reynolds
President and General Manager

RCR/md
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ctober
4 ,

1977

r 0 e
Newman

2 ;,

'"ijpast we, the p.oplj^t
h”.s

‘ been'in

«?»:£ ^ a

0^”^.
“e» through y» ur ‘"'f" IS ,

made’me confident enough (as

» - ir,:;::.::;;: t0 ’sca P a » h.i P ..i« ^ ***«

?at
k
”eli separation at each edge of the

. Qraca have your name on file

1

rwiU
e

be

h

co

t

ntacting
P
y° U on any future mechanical pro-

bJems. Thanks again for your help.

Best personal regards,

JOHN B. CHANDLER COMPANY

PjJjL
Pete A. Rodriguez

PAR: scm
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ified B pr<diversified

September 29, 1977

*v*«u*

36601

(305) 7^.
900l

products corporatetion

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

I have known Joe Newman personally for 15 years during which

til he has worked for us on numerous occasions as a trouble

shooter of mechanical problems dealing with machinery and

equipment from conceptual, design and production standpoints.

Joe is the best I have ever seen in this regard with tremen-

dous creative and inventive abilities.

Joe Newman is a man of integrity and complete honesty. I

recommend him highly to find solutions for the tough and

unusual mechanical problems of any nature.
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World's Largest Transmission Specialists

2525 FOWLER STREET, FT. MYERS, FLORIDA 33901 • (813) 334-7776

stober 3, 1977

TO WHOM XT MAY CONCERN:

have known Joe Newman, f

i

^ 1^°thls
1

perlod ^ I have

sr sarsi «.
““

T,v. .«!•«;

-5S.S
“ “ 10

has

.

C1
Lindsey BuAans ,

President



Scientific Document to all the 56 following

and Physicsics Departments:

dept, head of
astronomy

COLLEGE
dept, head of

PHYSICS

1

1

Stanford University

Stanford, California

Cniversitv of California i

Los Angeles, California

California Institute of Technology-

1201 Sast Calif.. Street x
Paseder.a 4, California

University of Southern California
^

Los Angeles 7, California

University of Colorada
^

Boulder, Colorada

University of Connecticut

Storrs, Connecticut

Yale University
New Haver., Connecticut 1

Catholic University of America 1

Washington 17, D.C.

Georgetown University
Washington 7, D.C. 1

Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 1

University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 1

Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta 13, Georgia 1

Illinois Institute of Technology
Chicago 16, Illinois 1

Northwestern University
Evanston and Chicago, Illinois 1

University of Chicago
Chicago 37, Illinois

1
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DEFT. HEAD OF
ASTRONOMY

DEPT. HEAD OF
PHYSICS

t",r»aie

510
,
i«ereW

40 India**

lit/

• Notre
Daice

S^Ds**
India**

diversity o

St*te
, Technology

ce
a*d

’ iova

c-itv of Iowa
diversity

Iowe

,lty of ^r‘saS

U'
7e ‘

1
State

University
icisiaw

*

, Rouge 3
Louisiana

Baton
1

, krs Hopkins
University

furore If, *****

Hrlierslty
ef Maryland

Park, Maryland
College

DePVfird University

JSridge 3«, Massachusetts

,-jetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Radcliffe College

Cambridge 38, Massachusetts

Michigan State University
last Lansing, vichigar.

University of Michigan
*•••• Arbor, Michigan

•diversity of Minnesota
"Irj.c-ajrolis, Minnesota

feshi~gtoa University
“°uis 30, Missouri

l

1

1

1
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COLLEGE
DEPT. HEAD OF

PHYSICS

DEPT. HEAD OF
ASTRONOMY

Princeton University

Princeton, New Jersey

Putters - The State University

New~Brur.swick, New Jersey

Columbia University

New York 27, New York

Cornell University

Ithaca, New York

New York University
New York 3, New York

University of Rochester

Rochester 20, New York

Duke University
Durham, North Carolina

University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Case Institute of Technology
Cleveland 6, Ohio

Ohio State University
Columbus 10, Ohio

Carnegie Institute of Technology
Pittsburg 13, Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania

University of Pennsylvania
- hiladelphia 4, Pennsylvania

University of Pittsburg
Pittsburg 21, Pennsylvania

3rown University
Frovldor.ee 12, P.hode Island

University of
Knoxville 16,

Tennessee
Tennessee

Pice University
Houston 1 Texas

l

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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dept. HEAD o?

A.STR0N0MX

coll2&

ay
TexaS

r6ity
°f U

i 2 utah
city 12-

/. Virgin ^-a

*gS«£ vWnis

, t7 of Washing*0"

gfs! Washington

<ty of
Wisconsin

fT*!! Wisconsin

DEPT, head of

PHYSICS
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national aeronautics and space administration

GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 35812

IN REPLY REFER TO.

PA
August 31, 1967

Mr. Joe W. Newman
3062 Pickell Drive

Mobile, Alabama 36605

Dear Mr. Newman:

Thank you for providing us with the opportunity of examining your
communication concerning various scientific matters. In reading
your document, we found it interesting and thought provoking.

With respect to your request for specific information about space
rockets that have veered off course, please let me say that this
information is not available at the Marshall Center. More than 600
space vehicles have been launched to date. Some of these launchings
were conducted by civilian agencies and others by military organi-

as well as by the United States. So I am sure you can readily under-
stand why the information you requested is not kept locally.

zations. Some were launched by Russia, France, England and Italy

In the paper you forwarded to us youus you discuss a wide range of subjects,
relativity, friction, celestial

to achieve perpetual motion. In an
competent advice in the variety of areas
because we do not have experts in all of
you may wish to contact a special group
s established to receive and evaluate newnew
to space research. It is the:

Washington, D. C. 20546
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2

olad that you are interested in our

Agai„.
U. you, Kindness in first—

6p:rx-*° us -

l°e wish y°“ rouch Buccess in y°Ur 8tudieS '

Sincerely yours,

Foster Haley

Deputy Chief of Public Affair.
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THE FLORIDA STATE
TALLAHASSEE

university
32306

August 14, 1967

0IP«.TM£NT OF FMYS.CS

?DH

Mr. Joe W. Newman

3062 Pickell Driv® 605
Mobile, Alabama 36605

Dear Mr. Newman:

I have read the document which you sent to the Physics

Department

.

It shows a great deal of imagination but also shows that

you are unffmiliar with a vast amount of work which has

been done and is being done in the fields of electro-

dynamics and mechanics. I would strongly suggest that
_

you read some standard texts in electricity and magnetism

such as CLASSICAL ELECTRODYNAMICS by Jackson and INTRO-

DUCTION TO ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS AND WAVES by Corson

and Lorrain.

If you could then relate your work to the standard body
of accepted and well tested physical theory it would
have a much better chance of being heeded.

EAD
:
pw

Sincerely

,

Edward A. Desloge
Associate Professor

/-?&/- 3 #$~ 3 oil
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NATIONAL science foundation
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20550

August 10, 19^7

Joe W. Newman

%62 Pickell DrivS6o5
Mobile,

Alabama 36605

pear Mr. Newman:

Viac -referred your letter of July 31, 19 7

president Johnson
Foundation for reply. The Foundation

to the National
whose principal mission is support of

is a Federal agency
elation in the sciences. I would like to

basic research
hali. of the President for bringing your thoughts

on"tinc matters to the attention of the Government.

, _pferred your paper to the Physics Section of our
1 ^ «^1 and Physical Sciences Division for further

may S^ect to hear from them after they have

had an opportunity to study it.

Sincerely yours,

a,

Randal M. Robertson

Associate Director (Research)
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review
[HE PHYSICAL
L A AMD

Physical Review^
The Physical Review S.A. GOUDSMIT, Editor

G.L. TRIGG, Editor

M.j. FLEMING, Publicat,

S. PASTERNACK, Editor

A. HERSCHMAN, Editor (on leave)

A.W.K. METZNER. Acting Editor

J.C. F/NEMAN, Assistant to the Editors

18 April 1967

Dr. Joe W. Newman

General Delivery
Webster, Texas

Dear Dr. Newman:

We regret to inform you that your manuscript " The

Universe" is not considered suitable for publication in

The Physical Review. We are therefore returning it here-

with.

Yours sincerely,

SP:cc
Enc.

S. Pasternack
Editor
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Joe W. Newman

f062 Flo^n
Drive

Mobil0 .

Dear Mr

Alabana

Newman

:

36605

. 1 v a note to acknowledge receipt of your

^Le^rTgarding the laws of electricity and

magnetism.

+V10 ffloultv has given it a critical

Thus far no °"e
desirable to communicate further

~£™u you iyte assured that we will do so upon

toe earliest occasion of interest.

Sincerely yours

Burton J. Moyer

Chairman

hjmimlm
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department of astronomy
harvard university

60 GARDEN STREET

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138

7 August 1967

Mr. Joe E. Newman

3062 Pickell Drive

Mobile, Alabama 36605

Dear Mr. Newman:

This is in regard to the Scientific Document which

we received from you today along with your request for

comments.

Unfortunately your request has come at a very bad

time of the year and I am sorry to say that the members

of our staff who could review your document are not

generally available during the summer months. I am there-
fore returning your paper with the hope that you will be
able to find someone who could give more prompt attention
to your request.

P. S. Since Radcliffe College does not have a separate
astronomy department, the document which you sent
them has been forwarded to us, and is also enclosed.

Sincerely yours,

RM: sw

Enclosures

Ruth Mandalian
Administrative Secretary
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oNIV«R»ITV OF COLORADO

iOULD«A. COLOMBO .OSO*

August 8, 19^)7

Mr. J° e
jsjewman

3062 Pickell Drive

Mobile,
Alabama 36605

Dear Mr. Newman:

_ a rfm,„i 0f Phyalcs and Astrophysics receive

We in the Depa
hlet8 .

and books that It is impossible

so many letters, pa P
one individually. 1 therefore

" r»"jsx*.
letter.

Sincerely,

e.

Weeley E. Brittin

Chairman

WEB/j
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northwestern university
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS 60301

August 14, 1967
department of physics

Mr. Joe W. Newman

3062 Pickell Drive

Mobile, Alabama 36605

Dear Mr. Newman:

I have just received your 25 page Scientific Document which
you sent me August 3 , 19&7 • I will try to see if anyone here is
interested in your work and will send any comments to you.

Sincerely yours.

Arthur J. Freeman
Chairman

AJFreh
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UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
UNIVERSITY. ALABAMA 354B6

October 11, 1967

w Newman

Mr-
JoB

uL ll Drive

3062 36605

Mobi^’
Newman

i

Dea r
Mr

'

. lrtn _ dG i av in responding to your request for

T
apologize for the lo

8 to che laws OF MAGNETISM AND EEEC-

Lion on y°ur ^MOVEMENT OF BODIES IN THE UNIVERSE. Since my area

ay GOVERNING THE
theory, I must disqualify myself as an

TRlCl^ialty is
electromagnetic the.ory^

^ ^ more appropriace i£

of S
l\ in

astrophysics, an gg^ area. Perhaps someone in the

eXpe
«ould consult a spec

f s th Alabama would be willing

.00, .» »i>h — h“
vacuum. various space probes,

heen evident m
11 f .lprp laws are only models which we use to

In any event, all o
nature but they don't tell us why

attempt to explain what happens in nature,
yQU use the terms,

these things happen. For exa p
, of

y
force" many times to explain the

"magnetic flux" and "magnetic lu £ fo ^ agree ,
there is no

actions of bodies in motion. As
th^ s be ing simply a model vhich

such thing as a magnetic line of f
• h ns . The key question,

is used to attempt to explain somethig "magnetic

It seems to me, is why do we have this
relative to one another,

force" when two charged Part^“ h as this that present us with

of inquiry.

Again, thank you for letting me read
^“^which you feel you

t do not feel qualified to comment on the points at whi

are in disagreement with existing theory.

Sincerely yours,

VJ. Edward Lear

Dean

WEL:vk

cc: Mr. John Tyson
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UNITED STATES

atomic energy commission
WASHINGTON. D C. 20343

JAN 2 1 1353

Mr. Joe W. Newman

3062 Pickell Drive

Mobile, Alabama 36605

Dear Mr. Newman:

It was nice to talk with you

the phone and to receive your

attachments, namely:

and Mr. Giddens a few days ago on
letter of January 7 and its two

Article from Mobile Press Register, "What is Gravity?"

Manuscript, "For the sake of mankind and in the interest of science.

When I got the material I sent it to members of our scientific

staff for review. They examined it and returned it promptly to

me without making any substantive comments. They did point out

so far as the Atomic Energy Commission is concerned the documents

discuss matters outside our purview.

The impression I have from ray examination is that your material,
while interesting to read, is based on a general philosophical
approach to the universe rather than on a detailed account of nature
and its interrelationships.

You told me on the phone that you were having difficulty finding
someone to publish your material. This is not surprising for really
there are very few philanthropic individuals or organizations set up
to finance the cost of publishing documents such as yours. Many
scientific societies (for example the American Physical Society)
even assess page charges to the authors of papers published in their
journals. They are even highly selective in the actual documents in
their journals because the members of the societies have their own
ideas on what they want to preserve by publication.

Thanks for giving me the opportunity to examine the enclosed docu-
ments. I hope you find my remarks helpful, that certainly is my
n ent. Please give my very best regards to Mr. Giddens.

Paul W. McDaniel, Director
Division of Research

Enclosures

:

Two documents noted above.
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VOICE OF AMERICA

united STATES INFORMATION AGENCY

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20547

November 9» 1970

Dear Joe:

Please mail a copy of your Moon article to

Velikovsky. 78 Hartley Avenue, Princeton,

New Jersey 08540. Thought it might interest him

Hope your affairs are going well.

Mr. F. J. Newman, Jr.

1454 Government Street

Mobile, Alabama
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August 5, 1974

R .
Giddens, Director

m-

: g

B
of Awe

+?on Agency
VO

c
C

lnf°rroan C. 20547

Jjasli
ingt°n ’

D -

pear
Ken

’

r personal letter of July 9 , I

ReferrinS t0
1
y
that Mr. Newman has achieved any

* do not ^notable experimental results nor
real -Lights or n

ld withstand detailed

his
conclusions have been irrej. ul.au

nrnnedure for scientif

-vKi “s°s ssi tSfsr. r.r„ s.

;tabUS
standard procedure for scientific

Of course, the stand
hi^ first sending his paper

iblication
w0U*d

_J; aoDropriate scientific journal.
Jb
ihe editor “ hit the paper might have any sub-

gpSiSSSSS'.

vterests.

» —sM £?

*

,ld out no hope that his iae

nbody anything publishable.
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personal

Mr. Kenneth R.

August 5, 1974

Page Two

Giddens, Director

Woods Hole does have its advantages over Wash-

ington ,
whether one is vacationing or working here,

or 7 as I am, doing both. Do come this way and try

it out.

With best regards.

Sincerely yours,

Phir
President
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NATIONAL science foundation
NA

WASH.NGTORD.C. 20550

Mr joe W. Newman

g:"”*
D„, Mr. „ tonol.sloo

s«gSSs sis

5" wS..i~ «; S/K’”S,;
l
KS...i." of for

S.SrSo'of «h. «-««. Journals.

Incidentally. » «—«« ““
grantees.

0L
.^<-;<Q^>-zW'

Albert Bridgewater

Staff Assistant

Physics Section
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June 18, 1974

Mr. Joe W. Newman

1541 Bracher Drive

Houston, Texas 77055

Dear Mr. Newman:

Your letter to the President concerning magnetic and

electrical fields has been referred to my office for reply.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration, in supporting

the National energy program, welcomes the opportunity to con-

sider recommendations which may lead to the early and effective

application of additional energy sources. Your letter has been

passed to our technical staff for consideration. Should

additional information be desired you will be contacted

directly.

Thank you for your interest and your effort in this vital

issue.

Sincerely

H Tarrison H. Schmitt
Assi.^tant Administrator for
Energy Programs



nNAUTICS and space administration

NATIONAL
A^ONAUT,CS

h

A
son

HOUSTON. TEXAS 77058

April Sh, 19T1*

CB

Mr. Joe W. Newman

15^1 Bracher Drive

Houston, TX 77055

The kids had a lot of fun.

^^teTw^'t-co^f--. Ha!

Your plans «»««£”shu£t™!^nrwrdon'fplw'tfcW^

our exeroise
g
machine for this flighty

for space

-- « « use « on shuttle

flights.

A copy of your continuation of
^^"ideas so that

comments. I hope you can expand your
"scientifically

25*5 and^proven^ theories" of magnetism and gravity.

Best personal regards till we meet again.

Sincerely,

Ronald E. Evans

Captain, USN
NASA Astronaut

Enclosures

y
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Mr. Joe W.
_

Newman

I5 I1I Bracher Drive

Houston, Texas 77055

Dear Mr. Newman:

Thank you for your letter of March 8, 197U, concerning articles

you plan to send to the scientific community.

The Atomic Energy Commission does not undertake any direct

evaluation of independent scientific treatises because the vast

number of such independent researches carried out in the world

today has made it necessary for all fundamental scientific work

to undergo an evaluation by the scientific community.

Thank you for sharing your thoughts with us. We wish you success

in your future publication efforts.

Sincerely,

D. R. Miller, Deputy Director
Division of Physical Research

P.S. You may be interested to learn that since
your last correspondence, Dr. P. W. McDaniel
has retired from the AEC

.

.
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atomic

united states

energy commission

iS
„,NGTON. O.C. 205.5

MAY 2 1 1974

joe W. Newman

a Sr.ct|«

Dear Mr. Newman: letter

x - rt
a ar - sr
ir^-nfs^s ana—*

'

nOChinS

* stence is understandable, °o«

your P e 5
sis

j scientific community of
^ ed y0ur ideas

convincing utres it. Have you
ln which

with
workin^scientists

specialising m

you are concerned?

7).$. ^
D. R- Miller, Deputy Ol«ctot

Division of Physical Resea
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federal energy office

WASHINGTON. D-C- 2040

MAY 2 0 1974

Mr .
joe W. Newman

^\rC
^as

ri
770S5

Dear Mr. Newman:

cent letter to President Nixon
Thank you for your

and development that has been

«»• p°— 1 to contribute to an

easing of the energy situation.

i Aeronautics and Space Administration
Because the /^Sis ^tter. 5 am forwarding“

‘SS2 S'SS consideration.

For your information, I am enclosing an energy research

and development fact sheet, an energy definitions li t

that appeared in the congressional Record, and an enumeration

of energy research and development budget recommendations for

fiscal year 1975 that may be of interest to you.

Sincerely,

Assistant Administrator

Energy Resource Development

Enclosures

Save Energy and You Serve America!
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national science foundation
N

WASHINGTON, D.C. JOS50

MAY 1 £ 1974

Mr Joe W. Newman

1541 Bracher Drive

Houston, Texas 77055

Dear Mr. Newman:
President Richard M.

pgKggfeasBf-

April 30, 1974, is transmitted herewith.

Edward P. Todd

Deputy Assistant Director

for Research

Enclosure
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national science
WASHINGTON, D.<

FOUNDATION
z. 20550

April 30, 1974

Mr. Joe W. Newman

1541 Bracher Drive

Houston, Texas 77055

Dear Mr. Newman.

ig74> since we have no record

Thank you for your Witter. I will only comment on

the^mater1al

C
1ncluded

U
1n^pages 1*7-22 of your document.

tn challenge the validity of calculations

Your theory does not appear to h ”
?ore , the test of your theory

based on the accepted theories.
undetected phenomena. The hypo-

is whether It Pre
?
lc^H nosltlvelv charged energy particles would

theslzed negatively and positive
e particles have not been observed in

satisfy this "IteMon, but the
p

h ed particle detectors have

any of the many experiments in h "

ause alternative explanations are

been placed in magnetic
•

d toward your finger is not

sis;"::™.'vs: sss

Jn^conclusion, you r_ theory retormulates_butnots u pp 1 ants ex 1 s t i n

g

concepts.

Sincerely yours,

CX3
Albert Bridgewater

Staff Assistant

Physics Section
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and SPACE ADMINISTRATION

NATIONAL AER
n°o£

U
b

r

JOHNSON SpACE CENTER

TfVAS 770jO

March 13, 1974

TN7

u. Newman

Ir”«
tear Mr

'

manuscript.
"Magnetic and Electrical f^ond^f^

ifJefHsTanrthus i ..... ~>i

•

founuj----^^ am unaDic w

Of sending the:r
scri

fs
to^f

.us I have taken^ ^ UniverSity of Toronto

Specialist in magnetics.

urs truly.

/Richard /• Williams

TN7:RJW11Hams:ceh: 3/1 3/74

/u, o»o,m.«f
re6««W

Prof. P«^c.e
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national aeronautics and space admin,stration

LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER

Houston. Texas 77058

reply to
ATTN OF:

APR 1 7 1374

AC

Mr. Joe W. Newman
1541 Bracher Drive

Houston, Texas 77055

Dear Mr. Newman:

In reply to your letter of April 8, 1974, I have discussed your

paper with Dr. Brett. It is my understanding that he is forwarding

a reply to you recommending that you contact the Journal of Geo-

physical Research. I believe that since this Center really does not

have the specialists in those fields that would be appropriate to

evaluate your hypothesis, it would be better to forward your paper

to them for possible review and publication.

Sincerely,
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research
_ . « | OF GEOPHYSICAL

JOURNAL SpACE PHYSICS

,U.U.».» * T-. «—«=»“ <“OPHY* ,C^ U,‘">N

D
eolTOB

” 7

rf-
ir

I.THATION

May 23 , 19T 1*

Toe W-
Nevmian

Mr-
Joe

.y-pr Drive

jSston?
^xas 77055

Houston

the ranf i Research • We are restricted essentially^ ^ ch ,mistry
Geophysical R

and theoretical stu*ie ® cannot handle papers

1HlSsT-“*« S» "*

With best wishes.

Enclosure

Sincerely,

George C- Reid
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THE physical review

phys.cal review letters—=Sr“*-'—

S.A. OOUOVMlT
Th# Ph,i,c0 | *«,„w

Edtort

»-JasthNaCk
P D AOAMS
H.H »A*iCHAU
C l SNEAD J*

Phyiicol
Ul|,r|

Ed
S A GOUDSMIl
GEORGE l T*,go

Publication Monoo„
MJ.flEMING

24 April 1974

Dr. Joe W. Newman

1541 Bracher Drive

Houston, Texas 7705b

Dear Dr. Newman,

we regret to in*°™
0£°

j

uet
S
the°Word

a
Grlvit? ,

are
9
Key

phYSi

Review. We are therefore returning it herewitn.

Yours sincerely,

e %w v
C. Lewis Snead, Jr.

Editor

bs
Enc

.
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national science foundation

WASHINGTON. D C 20550

nsf January 2,4, 197 5

rth Westley
Newman

Mr. J°se P j Drive, East

near Mr
Newman

1974 which you sent to

We have ««^e„^ding“n
r

ii-i«d

3^'”?“S3:rums==

“

Foundation
. that the answers

.. «• •“ 01

u,„» .0

During May and ^a’ fascination °*
r̂ t̂ °es“ts Tn

£s?s
DJ-.^rr£%“ previous correspondence.

is provided and toncentrate p P
iled disCussions to re

oent of the experimental data, an

divergent viewpoints.
information.

free and open exchange of scie
reasonably

We strongly support the f
scientific foundation, I

If your documenc has the nec* /L be a major obstacle,

confident that publication would not

TM EXtaov mc«M ofX*m«*™*»



January 27, 1975

1521 Deerwood Drive, East
Mobile, Alabama 36618
Phone: 20 5- 3 MU -97 6

7

Mr. H. Cuyford Stever, Director

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Washington, D. C. 20550

Dear Mr. Stever:

Reference vour letter of January 24, 1975 . It was not my

intention that the National Science Foundation receive my letter,

documents and correspondence forwarded to President Ford.

Your response is exactly what I would have expected, had
I sent it to your department.

Dr. Bridgewater's correspondence was polite, but not exactin g
scientific argument. And contrary to what you and Dr. Bridgewater &

suggest, publication in a reputable Journal is a major problem. This
is even admitted by Mr. Reid of the Journal of Geophysical Research
in his letter of May 23, 197^ , of which you have a copy.

The scientific community ij3 now and has always been made up
majorly of individuals who have memorized the works of great men before
them and therefore, claim to be true scientists. Their claim is
ridiculous and their close-mindedness is despicable.

I do not make this comment based off my experiences with the
so called scientific community. History is full of the disheartening
experience, of great men who were ridiculed by the scientific community
5" t

£
elr tlme and even thelr colleagues. Robert Goddard is an example.

inr^ma
Sf

were amazed at the American Government’s lack of interest

S L LWOr
,
k,M }Ie dled ln 1945 • Tt was not until I960 that the

to his estatl for the
contr^lon wlth an award of one million dollars

he was dead!
0f hls patents - That was a great help after

to say, ,, rook
S

what
1
we

d
h»vf

e
a
tiflC co™unlty of the U.S. Is now quick

vision like Goddard and Von^raun
3^" 1 m6n to

.

the moon -" Only men of
moon. ^on ®raun have caused men t;o be sent to the

argument on what^^eve^r-ltte^
a

!}
d Politely to get exacting scientific

wr°ng, it should beT iI ; '
; t

1 *ave not received It. If I am
W
hi

h a11 lts kn°wledgeab l^s clentlst
a

°

I

'f

t ^e National Science Foundation,
able to do so shows the lack of Ibd?;

prove me wron 8- Not to belack of ability to creatively think!

r
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1
9>'

e

$

t*°2h
1975

f^ry
, inPr is Simple. There is no such thing as a

c X am S
^Avity. There is only the observance of Electrical

W
, caUed °r Force. I challenge anyone to quote factual exp-.;S
y of Force.

ir
d

^lel ^ wrong.

quote factual exp-

wrong ‘

--d n - to h
one there with the power of reasoning to prove

there X s n°
f is reason for your department to send it to

that in ltS
fhat your department request one of the reputable

r0nf!> c an;
or

J
article for the purpose of having it reputed.

I pubii^

J
C!

, rlc community Is like a boxer or athlete who
sCientii^st ^

but wlll not compete.
The *

bg
greatest

cial"
5

CU

I

letter

, e
r7

, no warm and satisfying feeling from writing
have *50**?"; vou be honest with yourself for a moment.

1 gsk tnai/ y . _ . . nn/) V> fwl a/l QQ T haufask lf vou were me and had tried as I have
have wlttei, ' h the finish?!.«* ^“someone to debate with you to the finish?

Regrettably

,

jWN/en

Joseph Westley Newman
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national science foundation
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20550

APR 8 1975

Mr. Joseph Westley Newman

1521 Deen^ood Drive, East

Mobile, Alabama 36618

Dear Mr. Newman:

We have enjoyed corresponding with you during these past few

months but our advice is still the same. The proper place

for your ideas to be exposed and to obtain reactions from

your colleagues is for you to publish them in a reputable

periodical. If your ideas are as sound as you profess,

these periodicals would welcome your document, and publication

would stimulate discussion throughout the scientific community.

I feel that this is the most effective step for you to take

and recommend that your energies be focused in that direction.

Sincerely yours,

Director
Office of Public
Technology Projects

Research Applications
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moragne RESEARCH * development CO.

6230 Evergreen Suite E

Houston, Texas 77036

71 3 - 772-4668

August 7 ,
1075

^ Joseoh Westley Newman

reading your report, drawings and scientific

Z%r ?t — ^e^etiEie cteetive^iUty rn

^science of physics and -^^^e opened an area in^tre-

2sz?£&^~,‘irr^
now the »°f^“^“"V“ther

m
after you set up your research program.

This, we wiU exPxu

X do believe with proper

financed) ,
the results would ^ °n

^velopments that will be practical

-rb^JcI^uTa^iranrdevelop a new step in science.

As a matter of fact, X, and other witl^mor^than willing

£
~ with Par"

ticular emphasis on this unlimited source of ene gy

Please let me know if I can be of any service to you.

Sincerely yours.

M:gs

^
^ 37</
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Honorable Robert C. Seamans, Jr., Administrator

Energy Research and Development Administration

20 Massachusetts Avenue
Washing: on, D. C. 20 545

Dear Doctor Seamans:

I am enclosing herewith some correspondence and newspaper
clippings relating to a development in the energy field by Mr.
Joseph W. Newman, 1521 Deerwood Drive, East, Mobile, Alabama
36618.

It appears from the file that several experts feel that his
report, drawings and calculations have considerable scientific
promise, and I am writing this to recommend very strongly that
he be considered for an energy research grant by ERDA.

I realize that you will need the specifics of his proposal in
order to give the matter proper consideration. I am sure you can
obtain these by contacting Mr. Newman at the address given above.

Your early attention to this will be appreciated.

Sincerely,

JCSrkls

Enclosures: a/s

JOHN C. STENNIS
United States Senator



Honorable John C. Stennis

United States Senate

Dear Senator Stennis:

has asked me to reply to your letter of August 23,

Dr .
Seamans ha

Joaeph W. Newman.
1976, concerning Mr. Josepn

. Mr Newman dating back to 19b9,

He have had correspondence with “ hls HOrk in a reputable

and we have suggested that * dence forwarded with your

technical journal. 1"^e *
same recommendation, affirm-

SiiS
1^"cation is the appropriate nert

step for Mr. Newman.

! „ish that we could be more helpful in this matter.

Sincerely,

Janes S. Kane, Director

Division of Physical Research
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'TMCnileb J£>l<x{e& Senate
COM MITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510

October 28, 1976

Mr. Joseph W. Newman
1521 Deerwood Drive, East

Mobile, Alabama 36618

Dear Joseph:

I have your letter of October 23rd and have read it with

a great deal of interest. I shall certainly give the points you
raise my attention.

In the meantime, I urge you to persist in this matter, I

again express my regrets that the contacts I made on your
behalf were not more productive.

With warm personal regards, I am

JOHN C. ST ENNIS
United States Senator

JCSrkls
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Mr. Joe Newman

1521 Derwood Drive E

Mobile, Ala. 36618

Dear Mr. Newman:

Tn a recent telephone conversation, Capt. Ronald Evans

, thlllou have in work, a new energy concept that

:"
f

h7be useful in this Country's present problem and wished

to
8
know a forum where this concept might be introduced.

The Department of Commerce has just such a forum for

new inventors, the Office of Energy Related Inventions.

It is my recommendation that you describe your invention

in a letter to:

Mr. George P. Lewett

Chief, Office of Energy Related Inventions

National Bureau of Standards

U.S. Department of Commerce

Washington, D.C. 20234

This office will assist you in evaluating your ideas.

Sincerely,

' SWtGERX/Jr.

/ ^Executive Director
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December 20, 1975

1521 Deerwood Drive, p B ,,
Mobile, Alabama 36618

3t

Phone: 205 - 344-976y

Mr. George P. Lewett
Chief, Office of Energy-Related Inventions

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D. C. 20234

Dear Mr. Lewett:

Today I received your letter of December 16, 1975.

While your comments are disappointing, they are not
surprising to me at all. They conform exactly with the attitude
of the correspondence that I have previously received from the
National Science Foundation, Atomic Energy Commission, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, as well as others.

Truth is of great importance to me as a man and a
scientist. The results of my scientific efforts for the last
10 years are as follows:

1. Reputable Scientific Journals only print the
hypothesis of elite scientifically rocognized physicists and
etc

.

2. Of all the correspondence I have received from vourdepartment, as well as those scientific departments listed abov<*none have the ability to give exacting scientific argument againstthe scientific findings I have put forth in my document.
asalnst

,,
3
;

How can this be? The scientific statements made In

is no scle^tlflc^het
1"/ ™0St ^ finlte scientific manner, there

should be easy^to
r
disprove°if

&
they

U
are ^0
“^ ^ ’ theref°~-

I have spent Um^wnh^Ln™^ rfPU^ le s cientific individuals
scientific ability.

cognize that I may have a most unusual

Moragne
, of

1

which
e

you
e

hLe
y
a
t

copy?
tter fr°n Dr * Edward Leverne

(Director^Department* conments made by Mr. David J.
Tirri, (Schuyler, Birch Svinrnf^ ^2m

!!!?
rce

* to my patent attorney
and talking with me in Vashi^t

1'
* M

£
Kle and Beckett), after meeting

scientific document.
Wa3hlng*on, D. C. and then reading my



Hr*

'e
of researcn Unquote.

.1= ri
n
fit‘those laws exa

methlns gravely wrong
forth * 1 certainly something 6 have

COn
°entSolent If

lo c—icatlon system for

rith
the results . alleviate—ter

W s tola -at y-r of
8
sclent? flc Unowlelge .

Ms
-efflClenC

;
ln

of Mr Atwe ll, (Deputy CMef^f Operations

5SS
1
:S-gx.ssfflLtS!..- ;

nBS) for analysis an p scientific

HiiliWE:
I .. certain *» * cl*;“"5„S‘llU

B
”n*« 1* nan'clul to

I await your earliest reply.

Sincerely

,

Joseph Westley Hewman

JWN/en
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Mr. Joseph W. Newman

1521 Deerwood Drive, East

Mobile, Alabama 36618

Dear Mr. Newman:

We wish to acknowledge your letter of

this office to submit your scientific

scientific journal for publication.

December 20, 1975, requesting
findings to a reputable

It is unfortunate that you have had difficulty in getting your

material published in a scientific journal. However, this office

cannot comply with your request to use its influence to get your

ideas published. We are not in a position to endorse or repute

your findings, since, as stated in our previous letter, it is not

our function "to make judgments about new theoretical propositions

which challenge accepted theory.

Since you have had considerable dialogue about your findings

with the several scientists you mention in your letters, perhaps

they could assist you in this matter.

Chief, Office of Energy-Related Inventions



rice university
HOUSTON. TEXAS

7700 1

oF SPACE
PHYSICS

ASTRONOMV
September 7 ,

1976

T-.pnh W. Neman

1
S21^Deerwood Drive East

Mobile ,

Alabama 36618

or Mr. Neman:

I have looked over your ^^us^hys Icai
1
features

tes^^sssstiff
^^e

a
iUus°trarwith one specific example.

On page 14 you mention an
;?*g”standard' electro

-

ESHnr^i^ca^r^ulate^
f^the^M where the magnet is brought^ear

?redi
pendulum. The presently accept

. will occur only

that a decrease in tbe^ncul
.

£onducting material. That

when the pendulum a

%ffect if the pendulum bob

is, the magnet would have
? material such as glass

were conoosed of a nonconducting t
{ this,

or teflon. If your results are d“je^would have a

Maxwell's theory would be upset, * I"
t j 0ry However, you

firm building block to advance your
therefore,

simply state your results
vSu/result against standard

no chance for anyone to check y rc nsons such as this
electromagnetic theory. It is .'

ion not be under-
that your manuscript would, ln 1

t addre ss.
stood by the audience you arc trying t

To write up your pendulum experiment properly
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2 -Mr. Joseph Neuman
9 / 7/76

i m.hi iration would require an understand-
scientific journal pub ^ vcctor form. If you can show,

ln S

if Maxwell s esuati^
Q f the audience with whom

t Maxwell's equation?; are

of Maxwexi language of the
while speaking t

ica t e ,
that Maxwell's equation

>’ou
would have a chance to push forward your new

invalid, you
r do not believe you will have an

theory • ovov
. can communicate with the

physic ists^and astronomers of the world in their own

language

.

Once again, I would urge that you consider obt.^

a formal education in physics so that you can present your

results in accepted mathematical form and scientific

notation . The rules of the game are fair, and they arc

clearly defined. If you want to play, you must follow the

rules Alternately, your work has no doubt been of great

personal satisfaction, and you might cons ider being

satisfied with that and give up the idea of communicating

with physicists (who will insist you speak their language).

aining

Should you decide to obtain a formal education in

physics, please do not hesitate to contact me regarding
advice on this move.

Hood luck in your endeavors.

Yours truly

J. Dossier
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8Sas.^E««

Hr
Joseph

Westley Newman

gj,sr^ 36618

Tpeesident Carter was referred to the Depart^ of

letter to rr<=3

am enclosing ® tells you how to apply* s
The Department s

Proposals, wh ich
t d0 and how you plan to do

roj ec t
plan

tell what you want to « ana
that supporting your pr

j be

3;i
;r -

able to ask tor supy
. haDoy to comment

jrejia^ss*- iss r,ris »— - °“,r

wavs to look at them.

. n that the man holding up

moved - formula is invalid. One cou a
y description. All

Sa-^d wlth'much^uallficatlo- and reservation.
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2

In your case of way to look
9
at

thereby proving di sappearance
„ m =fPr ial is gone and so is the

that case is — effect 'there is nothing to suggest that
"aggregate" 9 rav ' ta

‘’°"f*"„ot affected by gravity. It is crucial

tt^““.'t
e
“.1?s

r

such as the above because they are premises for

your conclusions.

r u a r, r .Hai/ PXDeriment be carried out under conditions of
"

:^htJe«nMSf
d

'

(p 9) --Your connection between "weight" and

"electromagnetism ^is couched in a statement which ignores the

"mass" deposited. .

.

Certainly a few comments cannot cover the very extensive work that

you have done. I do hope that they raise classes of questions which

you may consider.

Sincerely,

UJ . M
James W. Mayo
Scientific Advisor
Office of the Assistant Secretary

for Energy Technology

Enclosure
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August 27
,

1979

Eastmseph Newman
Mr. n e rwood

Drive,
366 ‘“

D" r JOe
'

lmost as frustrated as you. I £v. ^“"oTare

arrived
at tn

it stands now.

ir^they'cln be pubUshed in a technical journal.

Good luck,

SE

Alabama 35802

Robert E. Smith

125 Westbury Drive

Huntsville
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State of Alabama
governor's office

MONTGOMERY 36130

March 12, 1979

Mr. Joe Newman
1521 Deerwood Drive, East

Mobile, Alabama 36618

Dear Joe:

I appreciate your letter of February 4, and

allow me this opportunity to express ray gratitude for

your support during the campaign. I will do my best to

do a job that will make you proud. Have been tied down
about 16 hours a day since taking office but hope things
will ease up a little next week and give me time to act
on your letter.

I remember very well our conversation and
experiences regarding the scientific community and will
act accordingly. Joe, if energy could be released from
electromagnetic fields of force, it would be a godsend
to this country.

Hope to see you soon.

Sincerely,

FJ : ew
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Who’s Who
in

Technology Today

PHYSICS AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES
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Nelson, Donald F.

Member of Technical Staff

Presently associated with: Bell Telephone Labora-

tories, 600 Mountain Avenue, Murray Hill, NJ.

07974. Started in 1966 and is now serving in above

capacity. Received the Doctorate Degree (Techni-

cal) in 1956 from the University of Michigan. Ac-

cumulated 21 years of professional experience.

Holds 6 U.S. Patents. Author of 1 technical book

and 80 articles. Also active in the field of Optics.

Principal expertise involves:

Crystal Physics, Lasers. Ultrasonics

Nesterczuk, George
Consulting Scientist

Presently associated with: EG & G/WASCI, 6801

Kenilworth Avenue, Riverdale, MD. 20840. Started

in 1977 and is now serving in above capacity. Re-

ceived a Masters Degree (Technical) in 1971 from

the University of Maryland. Accumulated 8 years of

professional, and 6 years of managerial experi-

ence. Author of 20 technical articles. Served as

Corporate Director and Officer. Technical involve-

ment includes experience in Oceanography. Princi-

pal expertise involves:

Remote Sensing and Satellite Systems

Newell, Philip B.

Senior Engineering Specialist

Presently associated with: GTE Sylvania, 100
Endicott Street. Danvers, MA. 01923. Started in

1076 and is now serving in above capacity. Re-
ceived the Doctorate Degree (Technical) in 1969
from Boston University. Accumulated 19 years of
professional, and 5 years of managerial experi-
ence. Holds 1 U.S. Patent. Author of 6 technical
ar.icles Also active in the field of Optics. PrincipaU
expertise involves:

Applications and Design Xe Flashlamps/

Newman, Joseph W.
Scientist; Invenlor

^il Employod as Scientist; Invontor since 196

WHs 7 t c e
y6a 'S p,0,essional exponenc

Holds 7 U.S Patents, and has experiences in tf
evaluation ol Patent Oldce actions Author ol

technical articles. Also active in the field ol Ad-
vanced Technology. Principal expertise involves.

Unified Theory of All Physical Phenomena

Nisenoff, Martin
Research Physicist

Presently associated with: Naval Research Labora-

tory, 4555 Overlook Road South West, Washing-
ton, DC. 20375. Started in 1972 and is now serving

in above capacity. Received the Doctorate Degree
(Technical) in 1960 from Purdue University. Ac-
cumulated 19 years of profassional, and 8 years of

managerial experience. Has acted as a consultant

relating to Patent disclosures. Author of 50 techni-

cal articles. Technical involvement includes experi-

ence in Electronics. Principal expertise involves

Superconductive Electronics

Nygaard, Kaare J.

Professor

Presently associated with: University of Missouri at

Rolla, Rolla, MO. 65401. Started in 1968 and is

now serving in above capacity. Received the Doc-
torate Degree (Technical) in 1964 from the Norwe-
gian Institute of Technology (Norway). Accumu-
lated 15 years of professional, and 8 years of

managerial experience. Author of 99 technical arti-

cles. Technical involvement includes experience in

Electronics. Principal expertise involves:

Ionization Laser Kinetics Education

NG, Yee S.

Research Assistant

Presently associated with: Pennsylvania State Uni-

versity, Physics Department, 104 Davoy Labora-

tory, University Park, PA. 16802. Started in 1976

and is now serving in above capacity. Received a

Maslurs Doyroe (Technical) in 1077 from Punnnyl-

vania Stale University. Accumulated 5 years of pro-

fessional experience. Author of 7 technical articles.

Also active in the field of Metallurgy. Principal ex-

pertise involves:

Atom-Probe FIM, Surface Segregation

877
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affidavit;
September 17, 1984

— ——

°

£

le
to

Einstexn s
(E in this equatio

ThuS> for example,

* COne 5Ptn"^ P0tent131 ’
and

1
” « weigh less after combining

3 combine and give off ^ the Ught energy. ~ 5

‘'hen

before, and the difference rs accou
and energy consists

"Iluon of these Einsteins reiation to a process

of
elementary

spinning P«ticU.
^ ^^ example both the atoms a

of counting el

^
n”^

hrllementary
"gyroscopic" P“*^eS '

‘
^Tg to Einstein's

::: :rri: -~

~

theory, and Newman's interprets
^^ ^ energy .

statement

must necessarily involve a co
energy. This statement is

is equally true for any system h e

^ ,
and does not

als0 perfectly consistent with the

violate the second law.
narticles in Newman’s theory

™ - “* - “•
=>— "

, qualiuti.® ‘ »

Newman conceived the theory originally
fields> cons ist of gyroscopic

Thus, electric and magnetic fields, inclu mg
field requires a corresponding

particles moving at the speed of light Creation
^ motor

mass loss, or loss of gyroscopic particles, from syst

^ ^ ^^
concept provides a means for trapping gyroscopic par

{orm

Of wire, Which catalyzes the release of particles from the wire i ^
of very large magnetic fields. It must he considered ^
conceived of the theory of operation of his motor bc_ore -

«... .„««« n -y »• «*«« *“• «“ “
,„d

.1 ... tw.i
“

mt- n to cyerform such

relativity, however we cannot expect or require •/" J> >

a feat.
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ARNOLD R- SMVTHE, JR
f so4^ 831-7504

October 19, 1984

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

:

o-f rucedale, Mississippi, is attempting to
Mr. Joseph Newman ,_ or

on an energy producing device devel-

oped
ie
by him“

a
and Sn ?he underlying scientific principles dis-

covered by him.

. here are in response to the Report of the

SpIciarMaster", Civil Action 83-0001, dated September 28, 1984.

The statements of the Special Master indicate that he believes

there is adequate evidence of the validity of Mr. Newman s device

and that it performs as Mr. Newman claims. The Special Master,

however, rejects Mr. Newman's explanation of the unique physical
phenomena which cause the device to function. I consider this ap-

parent rejection to be contradictory and intellectually inconsis-
tent. Please note that Mr. Newman divulged his theories of con-
version of mass into energy prior to the construction of his first
prototype device. The successful operation of this first prototype
confirmed the rightness of his theories.

In my opinion, the correct application of the Scientific Method
must conclude that there is adequate evidence to allow the issuance
of a Pioneering Patent to Mr. Newman. My opinion is based on my
observations of the prototype device and the underlying theory as
propounded by Mr. Newman. These observations were made during two
presentations by Mr. Newman before groups of engineers, and during
two private all-day sessions with Mr. Newman at Lucedale.

STAT? OF LOUISIANA
OAFISH OF JEFFERSON

Arnold R. Smythe, Jr.

Consulting Structural

NY COMMISSION EXPIRES
AT DEATH -t-u
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Fvan Q (Soule' Jr-

Avenue.

Ne„ Orleans. louisiana 70

(504) 624-3063. 866-, 636

siAte
or
^^ANA

parish oh
obihans affidavit

. 28 4984 for civil Action 83-0001

,

E;
Report Of the Special Master dated Sep

_ M,ster totall^J^^
. x Master t^t^-^--^

twost_nts fro. ttcBeport of the special Ma

e
foll°wing huilt and tested
another: - Q" has bul1

two staw—
V> ilt 3X1(1 tCStC Cl

. t #9
. "Evidence-

"thfoutput energy exceeds

P01
S^railnpu? energy."

'rom

the^xternal input energy."
theory-'

. n0 evidence
corroborating New.au

• t #io: "There is no
Point *

. -t-vi-id Question:,mP°int#10:

< s work I must ask this question

scientist ft-iU- ** “
f his scientific theory

.

‘

L better qualified
to

:han the i"''ent°r gpecial^ster) that the machine wor s

, the words of the bpeci* ._j_4-„rw» has
1 the

. .. vn,,-; 1 1 this workSwords of the Special Master, that
prototypeb^

sslble for him

. , ..... ...dance that totally corroboratorJiiTn^°F1^I1^kn0W ~
th t totally corroborates

,nergy machine prototype is
— ** t0taUy

ih Newman’s scientific theory. _ C\
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JOHN P. GILLIS, D.D.S.

5037 Veterans Memorial Blvd.

Dental-Medical Plaza

Metairie, Louisiana 70003
October 21, 1984-

STATE OF LOUISAN

A

JEFFERSON PARISH

AFFIDAVIT

Ref: Report of the Special Master dated September 28, 1984

for Civil Action 83-0001.

With all due respect for the conclusions of the report by the
Special Master, it is quite clear that there is a contradiction
in the implied argument that Newman's prototype is not corrobor-
ation of his scientific theory.

As is well known, in this area of research, the existence of suv
atomic phenomena such as Newman's hypothesized gyroscopic
particles is theoretical and not directly observable. The
standard corroborative mechanism for research in this domain
involves predicting energy transformations that can be observed
as a result of manipulation of the hypothesized subatomic
phenomena.

Newman has clearly met these criteria for corroboration of his
scientific theory. Newman hypothesized the existence of gyro-
scopic subatomic phenomena initially, and then followed the
standard corroborative procedure by predicting energy trans-
formations that could be observed experimentally. Newman then
designed and built an experimental device, the prototype of
his invention, which enabled him to observe the predicted energy
transformations of the gyroscopic phenomena described in hisscientific theory.

,!y commission is for | ife

the energy
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Tl ,So. J-

'.hingW'"'

state or WUXSXANA

OCEANS PARISH

AFFIDAVIT 1 Q84 for_Civxl
JTfprPseptember__£^»—i—

i££i^£eS1
„ Joseph Newman is being denied a paten.

It is « -d-S
:rhis

9
inv:nti^ *« the following reason:

on the concep
ta C(~ientific t*

sgS-irsur-:2»» * “

suggest to the Special Master that veryJew, patent

plication Perfe
in the Newman patent *PP

of his
- -

invention. Inaeeu, j

jasic concepts because.
Court is

..Evidence before the Pate
^s^^^tested

1

a" prototype of his

overwhelming that Newman has built a
external input

*“•" RE: Item

submit that since the pr^type d^onstr^lV^0

^
more^energv output^

han energy input, he should e gra
postulated by the Special

ithout regard to imperfections m theo y
* ims prove correct, he is

aster. To the extent that his °^inal
£uture studies prove

ntitled to patent protection. To the exten
lized .

justice is

hat they are false, neither he nor others ' ‘
„
P
his original concepts

est served, therefore, by granting him a

.f-® assured by denying him

s claimed. A gross and grievous injustice ^assures

atent protection on concepts which prove to be correct.

Sincerely

^Joseph Richard Trinko, Jr., Ph.D.

185 Walnut St., Unit 3

New Orleans, LA 70118

Svforn to and subscribed before me this date.

// ~ (r(J /ff/-
NoUir^/f.ubiic
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STATE OF LOUISIANA

ORLEANS PARISH

AFFIDAVIT

RE: Report of the Special Master dated September 28,_ 1984 for Civil

Mr. Newman developed his scientific theory involving gyroscopic type enerpv
particles some ten to fifteen vears prior to his building of an apparatus

. Hi
discover/ in theory, indeed, predicted that such an apparatus could be built
He then built the apparatus. Mr. William E. Schuyler Jr. , Special Master, has
stated that the evidence is overwhelming that Newman has built and tested a
prototype of his invention in which the output energy exceeds the external inD1

1

energy. In other words Mr. Schuvler states that Mr. Newmans apparatus cortobo
his theory. But, then Mr. Schuvler goes on to state . that there is no evidence^8

corroborating Newmans theory. It is a total contradiction to sav in one breath
that the theory is overwhelmingly corroborated and in another that there is no
evidence of corroboration. This implies to me that Mr. Schuvler has not mastered
Newmans theory.

Haller's Air Conditionii
and Engineering Service

Vice President/General Manager
Haller's Air Conditioning Maintenance

Sworn to and Subscribed before me

this day of /j/i 1994l-'&t 1984 .

I

NEWMAN



state OF x>oulsi ftNA

,RE: ^ OT-0001
rivil ActiorL_§3 Hours studying

~~\\,ave spent many h°ur5

«' P° St

*Z studying
the0ry ' 1 "

h
Mr.

Newman r'otor

^ the more significant ° £ 4 *

convinced that his theor ^ ^ developed from the

two
inventions and that^m^ ^^^ statements

theory. Thus, i £ the mo
theory must therefore

and .9 of special Master,,

be of greater vaiue than the motor.

couid huiid a Newman mot ^ ^
skilled person

patent ,

however
theory once or twice and

PerS°" TiHuch a" device .
This may he possihie for

lear" “ 2 skilled persons, however, and thereupon

certain highly skiiie f
y

tionale for granting Mr. Newman's theory

Ues the rationale
9

without such protection,

pioneering invention status.
w the

the theory of Mr. Newman's may never

puhiic for lack of protection for its closure -
theory, so contrary to the established laws of electro

magnetics that 1 was taught during my under,raduat

curricula in physics, will reguire deep and prolonged

study by scientists who are willing to consider the

possibilities of a comEletelL ne1Lsc^^
The process of forming a new scientific paradigm

fraught with problems as described in Thomas Kuhn's

"The Structure cf Scientific Revolutions” published by

... . f rhicaoo Press in 1962. On page 151
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Kuhn quotes Max Planck: "a new scientific truth does not

triumph by convinciny its opponents and making them see

the light, but rather because its opponents eventually

die, and a new generation grows up that is familiar with it."

A scientific theory is a simplified model of how

the universe works. Models can be used to explain why

certain known phenomena occur and. to explain how to produce

hitherto unknown phenomena. Mr. Newman's theory qualifies

on both counts

:

1) The theory explains why electric and

magnetic fields are perpendicular to each other.

Everybody knows this is so and uses this know-

ledge, but no one has ever produced a model to

explain why up until now. Mr. Newman's theory

of gyroscopic particles explains why. in

essence these particles, spinning like minature

gyroscopes, produce perpendicular forces when

deflected exactly as gyrscopes do. Mr. Newman

has created a theory that predicts an underlying

unity of spinning masses and electromagnetic

fields.

2) The theory explains how to produce more

energy from a device than is put into it

(obviously a hitherto unknown phenomena) . The

prototype demonstrates this to be a fact on

the basis of overwhelming evidence (Statement #9).

Isaac Newton ' s theory In the I7th Century made it
possible to predict exactly the orbits of planetary
bodies, but it wasn't until Halley's Comet arrived right

the date predicted that Newton's work was corroborated.
Albert Einstein's theory required an experiment be
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. „ . tot.l eclipse in order to corroborate

performeddurijl confirmed a theory

“• nuclear power a reality in our time,

which ha enabled Mr .
Newman,- i>b

riri: Tt thL
—

-

who unT *«———ute of natter in

trolled manner • This can be considered as nuclear

Ihout the destructive side ejects of bombs and

radioactivity.
o£ Plaintiffs System

'tHlearly conflict with recognized scientific

See“
ples relating to thermodynamics and conservation

Xn the Presence of a conflict. a true scientist

ill either disregard the conflict as a spurious ano y

“as the Patent Office has done with Mr. Newman's theory

£or many years, or the scientist will Produce a new

theory which will explain aU currently understood

phenomena £lus the anomalous phenomena. This is precise y

what Mr. Newman's thecry dees. Mr. Newman's theory may

lack the precision of exposition of an academically trained

scientist ,
but what trained scientist would ever spend

time investigating a process he had been taught was clearly

impossible? Undoubtedly trained scientists will welcome

the opportunity to add mathematic precision to Mr. Newman's

theory and the decision to give them access to this material

must include full protection under law for Mr. Newman s

innovative concepts as embodied in his pioneering inventions.

ROBERT JOSEPH MATHERNE
OCTOBER 21, 1984

/*/? /v v: h

* iV )

S' *0 *u

A;Cr/'' y /< /‘t/v
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Clmplcr L I

I 'm ri<( >r I K l 'l‘ A( I IIN( > System

"H«oun in hit inthuoilon l#n«

jnilioio mor«ly, noi •III* •l ,, ‘ , 'M

U»lhom ami prOdlUOM "
{

i (I mi Iho olonlllli) aludant ouQhl nov lo im „»
who «pln» Irom h#r hnwala, but lathai nn „,0

• •">. who
who both

T, ftiet* of history clearly Illustrate the InjutHir oi

Hir promt teav lilng system, One has only loolwm
rth li separate aspect "I m Inur phy«l»’«. astronomy,

i lirmlsin .
medicine. etc lo see iluil the > ommon

ilni.unliMioi Is i he fact Hun. during their Instant <>< dine

in hlstoi \ ,
those creative Individuals who made the

UK MUM pvisltlvc > ontrlbllllona were generally pei m -

, iiied oi i It Ik tiled hy (hell colleagues Many Mich eon

trlhutors were ncvei recognized during iheli lifetimes

It ti iheli ,n hlrvenients As u mallei ol Itiei, such reevignl-

lit in (\' hen given at all) was generally noi forthcoming

until a < enitu y oi more after t heir deaths

nri MioN w in ithould the greatest contributors In

history he >o treated?

With small children, one can observe that they me
e\« iietl, stimulated and mystified by observing and cn

perleuclng new Information I he child does not become

angry or intimidated hy new Information or discovery

l he history ol science clearly demonstrates that the

so < ailed "conventional scientists" of a given age uvtv

Intimidated, angeied, or even fell threatened by new
and beneficial sv (entitle contributions from content

porary v restive Individuals,

Ovei the veats, I have personally seen and experienced
this same response from many conventionally educated
and sclcntlticalh trained Individuals concerning my
"oik I have often stated that the problem I was having
with these Individuals was a "psychological problem"
and not a "true scientific problem"

I

heianse I am a human bring, I have at times become
angn with such Individuals when I observed that tltcv
did not w ish to think, question, oi search foi "Absolute
I ouh Miky I am a fait person, however, I can hottest
h Mate to m\ sell, "I know their negative actions arc no
i ><'lr fault Such Individuals ate only acting as the pres
nit teaching svstettt has taught them to respond since
they entered the first grade,

' ' "iH'lmlc (It,it tlu-w Intllvliluuls Iwvr Iwi

Sjf?''' 111 MMnnmat Mas v \lsled toi , cntui les

“ w*"ivr «•„,
," 1" 1 1 OrulHl SyiHlromc- mis iih .uimI, „ „

ItXAMINR THB FOLLOWING PACTSi

From adolescence to maturity, an Individual
Is t

struct cel to memoriae, mimic, and not question q°
challenge what Is taught. Then the Individual is J
formed that some of what he/shc has learned is w
and must now question It, Because that Individual^
been "un|ustly taught," vme can easily understand Ilf
that Individual would feel threatened by such an

" ^
proaeh and would psychologically respond by “denvi
what Is proposed, Hou< sad Is this fact for bmnanitv ^

At four years of age. such an Individual would not
have responded so negatively and thus denied herself/
himself the excitement of understanding new dls -

C

which stimulates and Invigorates the questioning^]]?
The following fact should cause the reader to think

One can acquire numerous Ph.D.'s during vine's ||fclln
hui In so doing one has only learned to mimic various*’
"crafts, "

( )ne Is only a scientist when one questions'
am! challenges what is belli# taught, A four-year-old
human being has scientific Instincts, hut ironically most
Ph D. Individuals who have been "unjustly Influenced'

by the present teaching system do not t scientist is

simply tin individual who socks "Absolute hvtb
above all else/

The following Is a very Important QlTSTION

How Is It possible for me, living in the backwoods of

Mississippi with limited money and limited conventional

training education, to have achieved the Innovation of j

totally new energy source, plus much more?

Also, consider the fact that the conventionally taught,

scientific community has bad over 30 years, thousands

of conventionally trained '’scientists," and billions of

dollars tv' create a more efficient means of mechanically

converting mass intvi energy in accordance w ith Einstein's

t quatlon Ot I Mt ' (rather than the inefficient conven-

tional. nuclear reactor, mechanical method which was

Initially prompted by an accidental discovery of the

tlsslon of heavy nuclei hy two chemists in Germany

Otto Hahn anvl l.ise Meitner),

Despite the above facts, such conventionally trainevi

scientists have tailed tv' achieve any practical o» >^ nil

c.nu Ituptv'v cnicnt In energv conversion and produviiv'ii

efficiency In lieu oi such failure, why have I succeeds

answ i i\ rhe conventionally trained selenite** I**

4AM
Utl I Nil Kv,\ MVv MINI- v'l tv 'Mi'll \IW W\\



„,ional teaching system

"''lit*
“ca'j£i formulae fo' ^'iy shocked! My

;rk_AgE2j
—

, ancestors were taught in such

"MyPar
TJ,Z natural curiosity with which

a manner
thatM m,y slif,ed.

whereas

they were^"*Ja manner that our natural

„ ,
. ^lieve that future generations will actually

in effect, I bene
If y0u have grown chil-

eel sorry for t ei

jj the excitement of mental

*»• PefhSa m rotd in their eyes when they

>“s and their birthrightzt/erC f

f L the wind ” If you now examine the

,as "as free as lh* ™* \ou wlU not find the spark

S such a ioss of curiosity was bequeathed to them

rjth the best of intentions.

Let me give you another example of this loss,

imagine if you will, a highly creative individual from

mother Solar system visiting the planet Earth and con

acting the following simple experiment:

The interstellar visitor initially conducts the experiment

i an Earthling who is four years of age. The “test ex-

:riment” is measured and graded on a scale of 0 to 100

ith respect to the innate curiosity of the young Earth-

ig. From one’s observational experience with young

lildren, it is very likely that the young Earthling would

:hieve a "curiosity score” of perhaps 80 to 90 out of

)0. After scoring, the visitor unobtrusively tags the

)ung Earthling for future identification and then pro-

:eds to leave the Earth. Twenty years later, the inter-

ellar visitor returns. The tagged Earthling is now

/enty-four years old and the same ‘‘curiosity test” is

;ain conducted by the visitor on the same Earthling. In

lalyzing the new results, the interstellar visitor would

: shocked. With a maximum “curiosity score” of 5 to

. . Hucover that the Earth-

— tragedy could

The visitor would then
Earlhllng during the

possibly have happened
fo be informed of

ItK Mture oftthe Barth s present tMchmgJV^ tragcdv

matmeTesled^hTng had endured during the pas.

twenty years.
, is aware that all young

1 am certain that the reader
However, because

children possess immense curtojj^ ^ and tend to

children are so perceptive, they ^ especially lheir

strive for the approval of
/
heir P

t
_ntions it is ironic that

loved ones. As a result of good
“ “

rat blrth
.

these children are Poured ° the grade,'

right of curiosity and only stri “ A
i.e.. to obtain the

learn that the name

Being perceptive, c^r'"\
jkc \ parrot, the more

of the game is memoriza
mimic what is “taught,

precisely the child can q the greater the ap-

the better the grade obtain
especially loved ones.

sometimes even from her/his teac
s lhe child

As a result of this hon-educauonal pro^^ birlh.

strives only to"maketheA
f

tion what is

Erg'hha^ thne,'subtly iosls a beaut,fui, ghmmer-

ing light from her/his eyes.

•nr
jects. Moreover, the more they learn, the mor

they can question!

(D « is most

and highly commend
one should hot question for

TXeTLn questions tfa sattsfac-

tory answer is not provided by others.

rn instruct your children to honestly q“eslion

;r and light

‘n their eyes to reflect their intelligent, question-

ing mind.

(4) Teach your children to strive to understand the

essence of all that they experience. Teach them to
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be "humble" and sensitive to the fact that the

more they learn, the more they become aware <

how much there is to know. Therefore, teach

them to continuously learn and question.

)f

I am certain of the following: If all children were

taught as I have described, then dictators and crooked

politicians could not exist and continue to perpetrate

themselves.

Questioning individuals would maintain an account of

the promises of politicians and also have the means to

maintain a permanent record of elected politicians per-

formances. If they discovered that the politician lied to

them, such questioning individuals would quickly in-

itiate a petition of such magnitude that they would recall

and evict the lying politician from office. The same pro-

“Subconsciously, you already know
that these material items

are replaceable, but the memories
you cherish are not replaceable.

”

moment the events that have occurred in y0ur ,

search your mind for those events that general -

a,,<1

and tender feeling within yourself

I can predict the nature of your memories •(»

consist of thoughts concerning your mother
fJ!

V 'v ' 11

brothers, sisters, grandmother, grandfather <„u '

relatives, friends, or even an animal — thought
^

ing your efforts to contribute to the wcll-bcin
**

' nv<,
* v

another, and their efforts to contribute to y ( ,J|

°f

being. Although you may not have reflected onTh"
meaningful memories for years, you ncvcrthcl •

lhCSc

pcricncc the inner warmth of those memories*** f*
now tears may come to your eyes.

Please observe that it is not the memory of
objects that you recall — you are not remembe^* 1

first bicycle, skates, automobile, house, boat
nn8

that you received. Subconsciously, you alread
f

|f*
anc

that these material items are replaceable, but th •

0°W
memories you cherish are not replaceable

C

What is the "Truth” of which I speak?
As you will find, my interests go far beyond th *

energy machine I have innovated. I wish to striv^
improvement of all humanity in a very fundam^

° F tllc

manner. ental

f

cedure would apply to inept elected judges. Where the

judges are appointed, then the politicians who ap-

pointed them would be held accountable.

Honest and questioning individuals will question all

I

subjects and problems they encounter; more importantly,

they will earnestly seek to efficiently solve such prob-
lems. As a result, such educated inhabitants of a planet
would have very few difficulties since encountered
problems would be quickly solved.

in essence, it is my purpose to teach all inhabitants of
this Earth to " THINK The balance of this Book will so
verify this fact.

It is imperative that the present teaching system
change to a format consisting of honest, questioning in-
dividuals devoted to discovering "Truth" above all else.
World Peace can result from the efforts of the planetary
inhabitants so taught.

Continue to read this Book and please open your
mind for the purpose of seeking the "Absolute Truth."
Please do not blindly accept what 1 teach, but, on the

vnnT
y 7 questi0n what 1 teach and question what

you do

V

,h fn
augh ' hy 0Ihers 1 «Pecifl“lly ask .hat

d scaZTo ,* fT® Tru‘bjully question everythin*,

?ZZ g h“‘ Wh,ch “ Take" while adhering to andteachingyour children whai Is "true "

The Formula for Happiness

aau,7::V,t
b

^hin
n,en,i0nS

' “ * ‘hat

the view that th!^ ,

Sy,tem in ’“in in chlldre.

iai wealth (money or Ita eauf
“qul,lt,°“ of mat.

Such a teaching is totally false! i

^

this falsehood to yourself.'corKiderTor/pleasurablT

i ne rouowmg is a song I„ i wrote several years a or. ^
cerning this "Truth”: |Even if you do not apprecl
song, or find it "trite," please sing this song to vou,
children. They will appreciate it.

)

SUBCONSCIOUS MIND
Oh, Subconscious mind, tell me the truth
Where does it lie, the truth of life that / seek
Even as a child receiving toys
And as an adult receiving ever more expensive tovs
/ have anticipated them all with great joy
But perpetually, once received, thejoy has always

disappearedfrom me
Oh, subconscious mind, where do the memories lie

so dear to me
Always it has been a close and personal tie
Relative, friend or other, where we have always been

of benefit
to one another

Oh, subconscious mind, tell me the truth
Where does it lie, the truth of life that / seek

Personal gain, is well and good, so long as it is shared
as it should

This is how, 1 shall live my life, for it will end much ofmy inner strife

Oh, subconscious mind, where do the memories lie,

so dear to me
Sing this song, so others may know
Where the truth of life belongs, that they should surely seek
And may these thoughts make them smile, andfeel

good Inside,
Por all of life's while
( )h, subconscious mind, subconscious mind, if / pay attention

You can he so kind

Joseph Westley Newman

Written by: Joseph Westley Newman
© Copyrighted, 1979, February 25,

by Joseph W. Newman
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r-rurred in the 1960‘s

cs^t%^tc
°nCCr0ing
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. . „ hpean appearing
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communiti occurrence
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"’"1^' *'£*o/£se »<PP«

<*•>f«,iwf
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^^HS^dten had pare-^
’
flwZ'nJn .OO busy “ °*r

*' d material goods as

h ,dren from affluent families

W X
'°'‘n,?Zn%without the material

,,ive simply a"

.^r j< odvju“ ^ffpr them tne ‘•ww
_

3n

r
l often too busy ‘°

d instead material goods as

«t«> d and were offe b ^ children recognized

dren re£l

fof "Change and therefore rejected£ -^oHove. in fJ therefore rejected

<•ya'^be theirs for -he askmg^
(h knew that

l0'
e
essence,

those brings hap-

„ "Inching
u hich st*e^ “therefore sought happiness

*c
c is a.

falsehood.
The}

material wealth.

^fpiacc
essentially

ejevot
in material wealth but

, is ir°"ic Te offen leave such love when they

Ji in fs.mil>
.ove°

ôt

'

e [heir live5 to the acquisition

hpcome adults and
c h occurs because these children

0f
material

weaJth
. ^

C

rial wealth
would (magically)

hat e been taught
f because they may have

make them haPPT,
of which , writCj such wealthy

forsaken the
families become very unhappy. Sub

children from P f ^ they have spen t their lives

“Only caring and sharing

human beings can bring happiness!

thereof) which 1 observe

‘n
These^facts le.l melha, then

ed to reduce the drudgery
_ u members decrcas

love and happiness betwee^ ^' Q violate common

This alarming wend would PP
ly realize that

sense. A questioning mmdw^ u;rong .

something in this formu -material wealth

What is wrong is the teac 8
is not true! Only car-

will make one happy
can bnng happiness! The

ing and sharing human bmngs c ^ sought only as

achievement of mater,al veahh sh ^ and share

a means to accentuate one s ab. y We of reducing

with others. Matertal S00<*”
,0(ed ones. But in

life-s drudgery for you * absolutely nothing to

themselves, material goods do

bring forth happiness.

never see her or his parents again.

ou will find that the young child will alarming y

>am that he/she “chooses the parents. It is in-

ng that the loved child knows the Truth of

1 1 write. This is because the young child has not

aught to accept the falsehood that material wealth

I (magically) bring happiness,

following proof is based on my observations of

irs. This proof gives me great concern since I do

:sire to contribute to the unhappy trend which I

observed.

d consider poor by today’s standards. I have

1, however, that the love, devotion, and happi-

lin the poor families was considerably greater

/ever, tnat tne tovc, ucvuuuu, any.

hin the poor families was considerably greater

love, devotion, and happiness (or absence

EXAMPLE: , ete with material wealth a

Place within a mansio P
, or .

«

Uke’ ’ one

married couple whof s nd most of their time

«~~
“Uke” one another within minimum

zzzzjzz
woman '

'Truth' of which l

wish you to understand! energy

After years of defeated effon on rny^P ^
machine that I have inn

f al, humanity.

>t serves <0“ZZ 1
write in order

Please recognize the
^ waste,

that I not view my life . wort «,*2^^^
With these same thoughts in

ment on Marriage.
Kerause children who

whichThav^referredro

6

A solid foundation for a mean-

ingful marriage is simple.

EXAMPLE:

:rved.

- was a boy, most families were financially what

d consider poor by today’s standards. I have
» L. „ * t-U/r IcM.n /-l£kir/-vfirvr> onH hoHDl

If a girl is considering would

question about his prospective bride:

boy, would 1 like him as a friend.

You need only consider the true, closeJrtena y

life to realize what this means. Please note that a true

friend has things in common with you and both of V

are sensitive to one another s problems.
.

If potential spouses have common likes and

“dislikes,” then they will be sensitive to one

=

needs and endeavor as much as possible to p P

together in many different activities



Regrettably, many marriages are based not on toxc

but rather "infatuation ' Within such a marriage, a co

pie may initially perceive themselves to be jn love even

though they do not know or understand one another

"true" likes and dislikes. After the flame ^ such in

f
fatuation” diminishes, the true li es an

each become clearly known to one another. Such a cou

“True love represents, in essence,

an accumulation ofmany small things

over a ‘long time span .

pie may unfortunately discover that they do not even

like one another. Either divorce or an unhappy marriage

will then ensue. .

Ironically, such an unhappy marriage is not really tne

couple’s fault, since they have not been taught the

“Truth” of what represents the basic and solid founda-

tion of a good marriage. Spouses must have things in

common. If they share in these and other things, then

the Jove will grow throughout their lives.

True love — between a mother, daughter, son or

father, man or woman, brother, sister, or grandparents

— represents in essence an accumulation of many

small things over a ‘ ‘long time span. ’

The following is a song I wrote several years ago con-

cerning this "Truth” of which I write: [Again, even if

you do not appreciate this song, please sing it to your

children. They will value the song and the fact that you

are singing it to them.]

LASTING LOVE
Lasting Love, is not aflash in thepan
Lasting Love, is holdingyour hand
Lasting Love, is sharing, unspoken words
Lasting Love, is accumulation, of many small things,

over a long time span

Lasting Love, is not aflash in thepan
Lasting Love, is sticking together through thick and thin
Lasting Love, is pulling together, until we win
Lasting Love, is accumulation, of many small things,
over a long time span

Lasting Love, is not aflash in thepan
Lasting Love, is caring and sharing
Lasting Love, isforgiving, when we misunderstand
Lasting Love, is accumulation, of many small things
over a long time span
Lasting Love, is not aflash in thepan
Lasting Love, is doing together all we can
Lasting Love, makesfriends, of each other

^oZlme%ZUla,i0n
‘ °Jmany sma" ,hin*

Joseph Westley Newman

Written by.- Joseph Westley Newman
© Copyrighted, 1980, May 22
by Joseph W. Newman

I ask that you teach your children the following
l(

enable them to become content within themselves

one of the most important accomplishments
in

their lives is to be able to provide a positive and
favorable response to the question: "What d0 ,

really think of myself?”

Everyone in the world can tell you that y0u a
great, but if you fail to experience within yours^
wholeness, inner happiness, contentment,

pea
6

1

f

love and the knowledge that you are doing yo
C

’

best to contribute to the future advancement 0/
humanity, then you will still be unhappy.

However, if you experience a positive feelino

within yourself with respect to these qualities
8

then you can endure the whole world thinking
negatively about you. This occurs because you
have a positive opinion of yourself. Moreover
you know that you are right and that the rest of
the world is wrong.

(2) The only elements in life continuously experi-
enced on a daily basis which do not become bor
ing are ‘‘true love” and Constructive Accomplish.

“Therefore, dedicateyourselftopursuing the
quality of life and not the quantity ofiifer

ment or effort. These are the essences of life

which are capable of fulfilling your being!

All other pursuits of a more egotistical or selfish

nature become boring when done on a continu-

ous, day-by-day, month-by-month, or year-by-

year basis: sitting on a yacht, fishing, hunting,

skiing, swimming, eating, receiving material gifts,

sex, etc.

(3) Those things in life which you find exciting or

fun mean so much more when shared with some-

one you love and who loves you in return:

a beautiful sunset or sunrise, stars in the night

sky, beautiful mountains and valleys, forests and

flowers, rivers and oceans, or entertainment and

accomplishment.

Therefore, dedicate yourself to pursuing the quality

of life and not the quantity of life. The former fulfills

your inner being and the latter deceives and leaves your

inner being unfulfilled.
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^Cl^DED PROOF OF

, and question wha. 1 write.

^ ^OC* ^eCaU,C ‘

^ and as the £*, being was
h0 rod The major reason. y

and injustice

®SS°l»m into m|Ser^
.

..
[f , hur, so deeply in-

^^"^'G^who wouid be infinitely more

Jc, how could a God^wn permit such mer-

mpathetic to such suffe
: ^ [o flnd a satisfac-

Jless
injustice que5tion .

consequently, as

tory
answer to

y
c(J tQ believe in God. I did not

the
years passed-

1 and j djd not wish to hold a

desire a P'
e in

’

ose was to do good, and I had

false
belief. M>'sdP^ P^ nQt be conten t until 1 had

vowed to my*

'

mproVement for humanity. [Refer

TpSint Johnson in 1967 at the beginn-

t0 my letter

thc timc> i also continued to ques-

Tand toCit p oof or disproof of God's existence -
„on and to se» F

questioning

stdli^ated'met^writeT
discussion on the "Soul,” dated

May 16, 1978:

THE SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE OF THE “SOUL”

1 The soft mass of the adult brain is perfectly motion-

less It does not contract, divide or grow - yet it con-

sumes up to 25% of the body’s oxygen supply and

20% of the body’s blood supply - while it comprises

only 2% of the body’s weight. Evidently, great

amounts of energy are consumed in the production ot

mental life, but exactly how is not known!

2.

All material parts of the body can be efficiently af-

fected by touching an electrode in a limited portion of

the brain — such as sight, sound, thirst, hunger, sex

drive, fear, anger, body movements, etc.

2A .
However,

pointed or efficiently affect Experiments

trode in a limited P° rt,°" 0
rats that were previously

have even been inducted
then systematically

taught to go throuaM^^e brain - the rats would" lhC COrrCCt

S? °rconSion
implies rha. .he bra.n m the func.ions

acquiring meaningful knowic g

of the material body.

3.

I, therefore.exclude. that

material body tha t are t

d a body tempera-

brain. I have personally exp
creative

ture drop on many occasions when m a

thought.

4.

This is, indeed, ^^^^"n^talnlng

knowfedgefor* better
protection of *e material body

or for some other unobvious
body better

Stis
a

.stdt whfch is superior to such a I***

4c
nCti

L°ooking around lhe world, i. is very obvious .ha.

there arc many animals faster and suohger .

of knowledge and. therefore, stlmu a.es he bo V

iSCKSKstsesst
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knowledge for the betterment of their ^‘es.

5A. Thi is very curious because it is very obv^ou

from all of the vast evidence P^ented in life that

material things or possessions, such *s f°°^ C ’

he
planes, boats, houses, fame, sex, etc., do not make the

human brain content very long or give it a feeling o

tranquility for any length of time.

5B. It is also very obvious from all of the vast

evidence presented in life that
^
ean,n

^
U'^

s

°
t î

S

v:e
such as love deep creative thinking and constructive

religion does make the human brain content and gwes

it a feeling of tranquility for infinite time, so long a

these thoughts are uppermost in the brain.

5C. Scientifically, this is very interesting! It appears

that the human brain is only truly satisfied in those

thoughts that are beneficial for a lasting time to more

than one brain! Does this mean that the brain seeks

produce - invent - goodness and then multiply or

reinforce this goodness with the merging wit ot er

sources of goodness — knowing that the desired feel-

ing is increased?

5D. Looking at these facts, I draw the conclusion

that if there were made available an energy source

that would eliminate the need for the human mind to

feel the necessity of spending the largest portion of its

time working for material gain, there would be a

resulting increase in desire for the human mind to

produce those creative thoughts most conducive to a

lasting feeling of tranquility, if given the proper

guidance.

6. It has been my own personal observation of myself

that when the brain is learning knowledge — study, ex-

perience, etc. — the brain absorbs this knowledge

without a "High Elated Feeling,” at this point it has a

more computerized attitude.

6A. However, when the brain then takes this

knowledge and strives to be creative, thereby entering

into deep thought — the brain then experiences a

"High Elated Feeling.” I have experienced this feeling

to such a high extent that I have described it to others

as a feeling completely separate and independent from
earthly substance. I have never experienced this com-
pletely satisfying feeling in any other experience in

my life, not sex, dining, athletic accomplishments,
receipt of monetary value or any other. This feeling is

more closely related to love or constructive religious
thoughts, but to me, personally.it has been even
higher because the feeling has been so completely
pure — there are no doubts that cross the mind, there
is only the feeling of completeness, an absolute
unawareness of earthly substance
6B From 469 - 399 B.C., there was a truth-seeking
individual named Socrates. On the day he was to be

wit'hso' !l
r h

j

S bdiCfS
'
he carricd on a discussion

with some of his followers as to whether the body
had a Soul. This discussion was based on logic deduc-

tionsoT IT.

1"* SdemifiC information a"d observa-
tions of that time.

6C. The paragraph that follows is a statement

Truth made by Socrates on that day which has
'

spired me greatly, as the statement is still AbS(
.'

n '

Truth to this day:

• 'And thought is best when the mind is gather
herself and none of these things trouble her _ ' >Ufj

sounds nor sights nor pain nor any pleasure ]
she takes leave of the body, and has as littie a

Whetl
I

ble to do with it, when she has no bodily Sens
* t>°Ssi'

desire, but is aspiring after true being. ”
S<? 0r

6D. Prior to reading this statement, I had stat

others I doubted that I had a Soul, because
I ^

t0

mentally aware of my Soul, nor could I scientif
5 001

point out its separation from the material bodv'^
included the mind. Immediately upon reading

7 ’ Which
!

Socrates’ statement, I related to my own person
periences and statements concerning deep creay

^
thought. I then quickly questioned, does this thlT
mean that I have been aware of my “Soul Entity’

0

without realizing it?

6E. In 1968, at a time when I felt that I did not h
a Soul, I wrote this statement that I derived from
creative thought as to all matter and the Human Mi^
“It does not seem improbable to me that the Hum'^
Mind is capable of feats that have not been imagined
Coupling this statement with my present statements
now realize that I had concluded the possibility that

the Human Mind may create its "Soul.”

6F. This raises the question, When does the Soul

enter the mind of a human? Religion teaches the

"Soul” is made Good or Bad by what you think

Therefore, if this is a true statement — the scientific

conclusion is that the mind surely develops the

"Soul,” probably not unlike the process that the

physical body develops, but taking much longer for

real development as to being a Good or Evil "Soul’’

— and being in a state of limbo until such thinking

processes are established.

6G. Therefore, the scientific conclusion I draw from

these thoughts is that if the "Soul” is developed by

the mind at a time later and independent of the

material body, then it would possibly continue to live

for a period of time after the death of the physical

body.

7. As a Scientist who searches for Absolute Truth in All

Things, it pleases me to state that the True Scientific

Facts of life relative to the Human Existence indicate

that there is a development in the human mind —
when pointed in the right direction — which causes the

human mind to strive to obtain a mental state of ex-

istence separate and independent of the material func-

tions and needs of the Human Body, which is not

unlike the Entity named the "Soul” of religion.

Joseph Westlev Newman

May 16, 1978
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commutti'X “ bo
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s published
work

.. !,oM“Jor
"
®„ Should be hislorlcally

Approximateh
on

f he soul, * lh-5““ .

else, and I

, fe„ it would not demonstrate

over a year s passage^
only once or twice.

r *— iog and to

remember it-

business transactions and other

T! «C .o arrive consistently at a

SassasaitsssBw.

:S=;:;r;=rr:="r'
oendentlv witnessed several significant events con-

nate for me on the 14th day of the month. [I must

stress that I did not influence or plan these events in any

way. Such events were planned by others at their own

instigation.]

The mathematical probability odds of these events

consistently occurring on the 14th day of the month

over a seven-year period on a coincidental basis are stag-

gering. There exists a complete and recorded log of all

such occurrences.

1 must also stress to you that I sincerely doubt any

human being would have convinced me that God exists.

However, because of these and many other related

actually-recorded events, I must follow the dictum of

ihakespeare when he said:

‘To thine own self be true
,

And it mustfollow as the night the day,

Thou can’st not then befalse to any man. ”

Because of this attitude I now know there is a God and

hat God has been kind to me in my stubborness to seek

•Absolute Truth
'^ rthe^clentinc manner

AS a truthful scientist, my l ° ?
,nemselves.

Like a

circumstances that my scientific mind

to the pertinent sub.ee,

matter. * human being. 1 most

ce!,

a

aX
y
ke

k
ep U with mV Supreme Beingl

know ,.

I now pray the following Ood; ® Qf tWs Earlh lo

;rand
dn“ “t one. no, not the first one, away

f

T,rb=glnning.
God

humans ," but did.»“«>«.^n and seek >°

mental ability/desire to q use the divine

SSTor—r^dTou wm benefit bo*

yourself and °*ers.
ion with respect to the

C°nC
rnnno«nt tn^viduals throughout our history

on this planet: Such ^
“huma^ Ah problems

work to seek a solution >°/he Proble
° if lhey

'T
Ure

'd

OV
Ihe

n

y mSs beoS and performed via

are forced - they must*
understand God

sonaliy,
. o s^d aJe

upon someone, then is & ' F
,-pif Moreover,

our mind to.” If misery exists upon this planet,

have only ourselves to blame, not God. _
The greatest gift God has gi«nusis°urM, :

for even the mind is the essence of the boui.

[he “Soul” is good or bad depends solely upon the

Tciod gave us such a powerful tool as a “M'hd, then

it should be obvious that God expects us to

“Mind” for good, not evil, and that one s Mind

should not be complacent, unthinking, or unques^

ing. With such a powerful God-g.ven g.ft as the «
we must place the blame for the misery throughout the

world upon ourselves, not God.

It is evident to me that we must have Free W 11 How

else could we demonstrate pure and voluntary love

I have an extensive log book c°"ta‘™n
2^e events IwWd^number over

the number “ 14. " 1 am not including these event.
[

fifty] in this Book, since 1 believe most peopk would,ml"

events as extraordinary coincidences. Th B
proposed

will follow later in this Chapter.
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God? If we were fashioned by God as
misery

were fully programmed to do good and
be

from the Earth, then not only would our

meaningless but our very existence would be equally

TaTyou- "Would you wish to replace your loved

ones with robots?"" Of course not. The difference n

mental significance between
" "loved ones and

Is phenomenal. The " pure love"' within our loved

ones'" touches our Inner being; the intelligence o a

robot is only a result of given materials which may be

easily replaced. A robot may even be programmed to

"love"" and " care"' for you. However, you would know

that such robotic actions are false and do not represent

"pure love.'" Your inner being would not be content

with a "loving” robot since the essence of such an ar-

rangement would befalse

If one seeks Absolute Truth via a questioning attitude,

then one should clearly understand and be sensitive to

why God provided us with a "Free Will. In striving for

Absolute Truth, one should possess the intellectual

honesty to recognize that the responsibility for the

human misery upon this Earth lies with us — not God.

I am totally certain that if we apply our minds to

understanding nature, we can solve any problem upon

this Earth. Do not belittle yourself and blindly say, "No,

such cannot be accomplished.” Such an attitude is but

an unknowing rejection of the unjust teaching system in-

Thlnk for a moment and question yOUr „W|
concerning the Truth of what I have Just wrm'
skier also the fact that insurance statistics

pr<)V
" (

'*.

, id< nts are preventabU and reprt s< nt tht ,.

unthinking, unquestioning, and complacent ">

Free Will.
”

Carefully question and consider the above M
let’s proceed to seek Absolute Truth

' aiCn
*ntv

God has provided us with "‘Free Will” as w .

powerful MIND, and God expects us to utilize
aS a

u ithout complacency or evasion of responabito
MlN|)

I
cidental deaths as a result of fire, collisions,

8to
y f°r

»c-

earthquakes, guns, floods, disease, etc. Such is

^
because we are responsible for understanding

1^1

mutating the Laws of Nature. Moreover, the hist^
f°r

science demonstrates that we can solve any proh^
°f

which we address our minds. Crr| to

j

QUESTION : If we care so little about ourselves —
demonstrates a lack of self-respect, a lack of th I

sible application of "‘Free Will,” and an insensltw?
P0B ‘

the precious gift of a powerful mind — then by /
*°

logic can we expect God to be responsible forou r

at

incompetence? 0Wn

If we seek Absolute Truth, then we must place th
blame solely where it belongs: upon ourselves

*

If one wishes to solve a problem, then one must fir

admit that there is a problem. One must then pinpoint

1

the problem and solve it by asking, "How, What and

“/am totally certain that ifwe apply our minds to understanding nature
we can solve any problem upon this Earth. ’

’

herited from the past.

I urge you to have the intellectual honesty to admit to
yourself that God has provided you with a powerful and
leveraged entity, the MIND. God expects you to utilize
such a MIND for beneficial purposes and to demonstrate
pure love on the basis of your ‘"Free Will.” Such “Free
Will” represents Absolute Truth. When such occurs, wc
will have shown that we are able to be with God
Anything less than such demonstrable actions is false
and constitutes a lie.

smnga: Why docs a loved one, who may be a good

WMcTdo^mf
31

"TCnly and uncxPectcdly die?

kSS“-F-
— you would be killed.

C Fdr morc ,lkcly
Certainly we would not use our "p™- w/nmform such an obviously foolish acilnn ^

t0 pcr
our intent. However, if wc were“oZ so

5“lck,c ls

expect God to stop us.
do °’ we w°uld not

the energy
246

machine t

Why,” via God’s precious gift to us: our Mind.
With regard to the implications of self-responsibility

for the use of our Mind, let’s discuss different religions.

EXAMPLE: In previous years, many religious doctrines
taught that the Earth was flat, that the Earth was the

center of the Universe, was orbited by the Sun, planets,

etc., and that all celestial objects were “perfect
spheres.” Religious doctrine also taught that plagues,

storms, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, etc. were acts

of God, representing retribution for our sins. We were

also told that “if God wanted man to fly, God would
have given him wings like the birds.” We were in-

structed not to question anything taught by the various

Churches.

It Is true that the above teachings are and were totally

false. The facts demonstrate that God did not say these

teachings. The question is then raised, “Who did say

che8c Statements?” I he truthful answer 'Man!

1 here are many different religions with separate teach*

'"^s throughout the world and dozens of orders, congR

gallons, and sects even within a single denomination
fACj: God’s word is pure and represents Truth

QUESTION: In an effort to justify the confusing result of

so many religious teachings, who has said that God has

stated so many varying pronouncements?

>F JOSEPH NEWMAN
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.^written the scriptures of the

,N who n»»

. - tvllg'°
nV

\S>"'"' K

preach us to b»c and ««
>s ivies Gou

f£* K
. and ton

, , >\ l N* ~ '

| K
Nv

;,.«rificatlOl\n> xv > K
.,,..,q the justification

*,

aIKt
revcn?0

''"'Goins Truth and GodJtas questioning'- The

Truth can only he aehtt <-

• u mental acceptance

IZ,1.
nondntcllectual

A
of .caching or dogma from

^ bom of .he biased,

result in .he accep.an« women
preiudiced attitudes of mere^

^ ^^ jnd women of

. write and speak
to teach one 10

the ?"r'J
. 'll! oor^lIvThhifebV

honesi questioning

“TTot
tuihwiui «

«nctr 1 «n only a nice

non -i"
statements • «

' ^ shouId)< then you

However- « V^
h^lv question what you have been per-

should a*8® m ,n or woman
sonaUj wtf*

1

ot

'

im love for Absolute Truth.

I " " 2“ ^ 1 L, being has always, yes, always,

" rtW)fS,"“'

teitson

' The blind,
non-intellectual,

^•srstsr^ers
believe in God no. because of the wood of any man

volun hu, because 1 sough, Absolute Tn„b and 1

. comnuued «o follow the .rail of such AbsouU

U' to us end. regardless of whether such a trail pn

x disproved the existence of God.

lv ven essence said to me that it God does exist, the

j * Truth and such a God could endure subiectwji to

honest question 1 ask in obtaining Absolute 7 » uth

r norms m\ King to be able to inform von Unit God

mtb Uonveer such a God can withstand any

test question.question.

a mere nun or woman is capable of hiding in the

>f darkness and despises serious questioning ot

sed and prejudiced untrue rhetoric which flow s

er or his mouther or his mouth

exemplifies confidence and Absolute Truth via

y essence of my own being 1 realize that God has

ed upon me a questioning mind and a bulldog

unation to pursue and find the Truth . To those

dieve in God. it should be obvious that l have

this precious God-given gift of a

re-

ccious ciou-givcu gm ui * questioning mind

God gave it to me because God expects me to

exemplifies his confidence and Absolute Truth to

e all healthy young children have the precious

"
i rt-ich to share with the reader a proof

At this point. 1 wish to snare
-God, if You

exbt° enaW^me'to
Itnow Relative to the mind You

have given me.
God-respecting business

Several years ago. a sincere^
^ it He

associate advised me to a B.We^^ Qf

claimed that by so l'0,n

^ ested ,
and as 1 read the

God's existence. I did a.
- ^ statements. (I will

Bible. I discovered many co
<- ,

' no construc-

not discuss these statements, since tt

Bible. . feit deer mv
wanted to believe m God s existe. c

^^ tonv
endless desire for Absolut. ’ "

• thought

placet,iv and blindly accept -ha^.^d O.^^
» «<** ««« “d“

Ĝ
CUnS

statements if it truly represented the erf
lding

nmrro»!booksdescr,h,ng

world 1 rigorously researched the essenat ot reltg.c

clear, and unquestioning Truth which made itscll -‘I _
parent to the purity of my rigv'ntus questioning mu

'^und always searching for Absolute Tnttb The Truth

discovered is the following: ...
,hr

\ny conflicting statement or falsehood wi

Bible, teachings, or doctrine of any religious sect,

represents the mistake of MAN. not GOD.

History demonstrates that anything touched b>

mere man or woman is contaminated by their own
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biases and prejudices. Bibles a

n̂°"orrcc°
statements,

rule Like textbooks which co
the Book

I do not recommend that one
a. pie' The same is true

There are valuable Truths in th
u houl the world,

for the various bibles of religi°
;

8
d reta in what is

you should only dismiss what ******
True. Teach such TYuth to y°^

nfj l̂religioos in the

The following is the true essence

WO£^. mmgcaamxmUs. carefor others, an*

do not steal, kill, etc.
‘reaching of

This basic common dfflOOUnax* o he t«cn.

Goodness' ' which i found cv.dcn.inall rchg^ Such
represemed a tcII-taJe sign 10

J

7

^ d
accidental To

a common denominator^
0f Goodness" had

mv questioning mind, this teacn g h hi
~

es

a pur/tv that was majestic and dist.net from.the biases

and prejudices of mere man or woman. Such a cotlsis

tenev of
"Goodness ' is what I would expect from God,

who I know is merciful "
. f

I thus perceived a logical reason for the existence o

different religions throughout the world. At different

times. God had instructed special individuals to teach

the essence of God’s Jove, as well as to Jive and maintain

such Jove on a consistent basis.

History had demonstrated that God’s Word was not

quickly taught throughout the world. Consequently,

God commissioned individuals familiar with their

respective customs in different parts of the world to

teach the essence of God’s love to people with varying

ethnic and cultural backgrounds.

QUESTION What would you do if you hired someone
to perform a particular task and you found they were
unable to maintain or complete the total task as required?

ANSWER . If you believed that the individual was
providing her/his best effort, you would very likely

secure additional assistance to complete the job. In ef-

fect, one would have separate contracts with various in-
dividuals to effect the same task. One would expect that
each individual would honor the terms of their respec-
tive contract.

QUESTION : Does it not seem reasonable that God wouldacun some fashion if a lask God sought to achieve wasnot being accomplished?

EXAMINE THESE Factc

01 - a doctrine whose message isGoodness wilh tht. following intended result

P^«^y°nd a" Ctan*' Offering, i, „
y. supreme joy, unspeakable bliss.

’

'

&>

onh*r*“
ge LS a,S°

Krishna, who says
* mCarnate

the prayer .

* >d * Worsh,
P*. «t is I who answc

(3)
ISLAM — a doctrine whose message

ls

Goodness and a belief in one God The*
•ALLAH” is used by Muslims and Christ^'

(4)
JUDAISM — a doctrine whose messaw.
Goodness and a belief in one God.

' S a|<

(5)
CHRISTIANITY — a doctrine whose mes
Goodness and a belief in one God. U

Jlv

I will take the liberty of quoting the Biblic
chief of the twelve apostles, and Jesus, whe/

PciCr

the true message of God:

• Then Peter opened his mouth, and said
truth I perceive that God is no respecter of

°f a

But in every nation he that feareth him, and^*
0”*

righteousness, is accepted with him.’ " Wor1c
cth

[ACTS 10:34,35]

And Jesus himself said:

“Blessed are the pure in heart: for they
shall

see God.”
[MATTHEW 5:8]

Once again I repeat my constant prayer:

’ God, dive me the knowledge and wisdom
t0 '

all people of this Earth to you and not the first <>
*

\
no not the first one, from you. ”

The evidence has proven to me that at various times
and places God has ordained and chosen Special Good I
Individuals by endowing them with the Spirit of God for I
the purpose of teaching “God’s Goodness” to all God’s
people on this Earth. However, none of these chosen w |
dividuals were or are superior or equal to God. God

|

is Goodness, Supreme, and represents the purity of

Absolute Truth.

Those who have been chosen by God to teach God’s |

word have admitted that they are neither equal nor

superior to God. As an example of this fact, I quote Jesus I

"Believesl thou not that / am in the Father, and tht I

Father in me? The words that l speak unto you I speak *

not nj myself hut the l ather that dwelleth in me he

doeth the works.
"
(Emphasis added.) [Quotation from

ST.JOHN, Chapter 14, verse 10. The number “14" as I

have discussed is very significant to me but not necessar

ily to anyone else. This quote was brought to my alien

lion after I noted the significance of the number N
I

The following quotation is from ST MATTHEW,

Chapter 27, verse 46 (similar to a quote from ST MAW
j

Chapter 15, verse 34):

And about the ninth hour, Jesus cried with a l°u

voice, saying, ‘Eli, Eli, lama sabachthani?' that is to

say, My (,()d X1y u hy h(lsl tbou fonai*»
"

'

(Bmpha H added )
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,hat 6°dl„6od- , indiv'idu

hosenb
yGodwere

,!*<
c'°C

lp0 ,i
God

,

individuals
ch

act from the

#»
J

T< «"> s™n
on«s mirror

r

c

at Sat « cod «®»
AW ‘

tl f
God s Go demonstrat

jsl with God.
no-

ntitroroo. f'°-^od „,sts

to t t« hichever
re ‘ 8

^ . j ^ the

,ey
teach

„ chosen by
o ^lie

;h

C
whichever ^

& on***°"°
,l0,i

tsus and the apostle Peter, Who

dui mcssage, Jesus satdt

erSt0° . /•„» s

mtthewssj

Pe,er opened
bis^
&zsz~~~

^oZZs, is
accepted ioiibbim.

10:35]

sfrwcterf fey
sanctioned by God, who

0/onc d«o^cr is *
f|

.

Qn? aNSWER.
“Man!

zz::zz
ZZTZZ'aZ Share their tone utith non-

^xz^:Xe^ose

individuals who have ever expenenced

concerning God’s existence. Such attitud

t of worldly experiences.
, .

.ears of study, thought, and questions during

.ness search for Absolute Truth, I asked myself

.

;ly God realizes the imperfections of mere ma

ian and surely God has developed a pure and

proof of God’s existence totally independent

ie contaminating influence of mere man or

invinced that such a factual proof must exist

would 1 find such a “pure proof?” At that

„fe a
"comfortable and

knowing"

in con-

fident
concerning (Languages) such ac-

ing in Unknown
TonB

p
.

si church.
Motnove^^

or practiced been counten Tongues
UOn W

h“ have never spoken in Unk
(

lor to

Church. 1 hay Mve , eve r had the
(Languages).

(Languages), “Unknown To g v

lheless

this time) to speak rn

^ ^ experience I neve^ of

of suchworshgx c^th1aNS ,
chaEterii.

'(Emphasis added.)
ntion of the number

"14" had

In this instance, the
though not necessarily

double
significancefor^mel

feferences lo factual exper^

anyone else): (1)
tetj for me on the 1

e

n
Ices which had consulted

fo
for # proof

m
V
e « 0-P« "

C—

e

N

i6

odds are l6 to 1 against 1 * me However, when

would be of unusual Stgmto ^ additional
events in

such odds are multiplied by h
know that my

my hfe relating t°"^ing m Unknown Tongues

~r:tr to any man or

Although IT1 never humble^ my ..W ,U to

woman upon this Earth g
..GJodness" that God

the "Purity of God” and the

represents. „. dritpr 14 verse 22, states:

FIRST CORINTHIANS, Chapt 1
• no, to them that

Wherefore tongues ar' but prophesying

Other Tongues, by John US ,

, fot Gods ex-

1
perceived the Truth o P

an activUy as

istence via "Unknown Tongue
•

„ independent

Speaking in^ZlZTa oc woman Examine the

of contamination by
. t

u;s jS true,

following facts to unders“?
6 a significant impact of the

(1) Between 1926 and 195
H

’

ith

-

unknown Tongues
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h'Ki of their mu*l n

iwn million nicinlM in »
, mini n

hip ttu

*h Ip IncrcHwtl
i

up2ft4.7%
PI rnconTAf MjMMnuwi

1()

UI

7(K1

AmOMMI.IK*1

( inmi ii « >•

ember
u« i*» •••» * <lc-Ht ilhnl carlit

i ,

... a loinlly dllTcreni appro;- 1 -

i •' 1 1

. . . , i it i. i... 1. 1

tunc In obvkiun to

up
, r,u>y S/nuik With Other

|,siuiIniIi‘* from pun*

-sSsssasgssSS:
..r-MK,«!.» I"" 2,,; 1.y

, cm ill of ill*' phcnontf mil
...

,| ( ;|„,irh

Pc-niri oni.ilt, ni-ii'y lm|>"'"" ' l *^
1

qll(),ed as

h'» ik’" M
"

rll'infCm-c via Hi-' ""'V s l'
,r"

ICI ounl/lng God * 11,11,1
. m,.., iviucn

>/««* r«f
hl . uncomiori

I '•i'" 11"" ' 1 ‘ l ""‘ *"
|,,u(t|n ,il ilrnliuwi™

-

^.,.0 ' ,t u «' -K'n

while- loudly blubbering In u m'fHy unlnii lllglbk

fiMhion As .. ycuiiiH boy. my immediate reaction was to

l,mull so Hindi NO I hut my yOUHK Irlciul also hrg; ' to

laugh, even ilmugh It occurred In his own church. I he

a {lulls sliiliiH In our vicinity begun to siernly hush us.

I i icvci relumed lo lliut l»enteco«ll church, Sin’ll

si range helwvlor was totully foreign lo the strict uiul

rigid HapilNi posture where oiic’n parents would ud

monish one m "he itlll" If one twisted or squirmed In

the pew; one wun ulio forbidden lo speak during the

( .'liurch .Services,

However, l can now comprehend Internally what dial

hoy o! eight only visualized externally. Such Is the case

he» .uise I now have "l ire Will." I recognize (lie Clod

given power ol the mind, and I seek Absolute Truth,

li Is true dial members of traditional < 'lunches have
nioly received reports of those Individuals who "speak
In unknown longues (languages)" and physically act

foolishly and degradingly by lumping, shouting, rolling

mi the Moor, etc However, In one sense, such
"degrading" actions are "heuutlfur because they
itabllih .i purity tlot 1 1 u

< ly t . > have bt en < ontrlved by
he eomamlnutlon of man, i ionversely, such /unity does
ndrrd dcmonstraie < lod’s spirit,

I -"ii fully aware that the reader will be tempted to
"tally dismiss what I now write as foolish, ridiculous
nd Irrational, However, I Implore you to utilize von,
""‘'Honing mind and recognize the t ruth of what clod

rrT,u

'l'
y

' i*h»hi

m. n h ,1

'

V
H,V- .i IXKly If only il„-

' noil il»' xiihsluniv ,,| ilio ",soUl , | |U | m „.IHsiIu .

(
i 1 1 ( nil il I"

dc cniiiieti "The Sc lentlfle I'.vidc

which I n'«u"

" Ii K.-|,

,

of III,. V
l(

y
»»«.

or Abuolutu
state that the i

4,l> 1

,. Ak jclentlNt who »cs

;ill
ililngN Ii pleaNCN ir»,

Hl’le fiicts of life relative

dteatcsihtttihrre h a, development In t hc ,

r
>’>

w " i" the right dlrei tlon
whi,

lh( . human mind to solve lo obtain a menial
' " ,s’a

,.i. . seoaeaie and Independent 1 1 < u.
'

"IexlNteni'e separate anil inoepenilent
1,« the ,,, ,

"

dilu tions ami needs ol the human body, w|„ (1
11,1

unlike the entity named the Soul’ of rel|g|,m ..'

Is

""t

(Kmphasla added.)

One should recognize the fact that the Mlnd(s,

demonstrates an existence separate and independe

Horn the human body via lire unorthodox
actions

,

divlduals who "speak In unknown tongues (limUu
.,°

in

Hxamlne die scientific significance of this rccum*^'"

ed proof of Clod's existence, begin with an Indlvi^’ V

who Is taught to have sell respet t, proceeds to -

SDe
:!

unknown tongues" and, as a result, totally
belittles a t

degrades the Importance of one’s physical body

one's unintelligible actions, Alter exhibiting such

behavior, one would expect that the Individual would
be ashamed, embarrassed, and sad for behaving so

before others.

However, the facts, consistently demonstrate that

those Individuals wlm truthfully "speak In unknown
tongues" feel blessed, close to God and arc grateful for

the experience , Many such Individuals have reported

feeling within themselves a new source of energy which ;

lasts for months,

Such psychological results are totally opposite to what f
one would expect.

II one could "bottle" the end result of mass anil market

It, there would be a stampede to purchase such an dlxlr,

Dope anil alcohol would instantly be forgotten}

Ii Is my Intent to use my God-given gift and prove

God s existence by tape recording those who "speak In %

unknown tongues (languages)" and convert such sounds I

Into electromagnetic impulses which can lx* observed on i

an oscilloscope. With the assistance of linguistic experts, !

I would endeavor to identify the audio and conceptual

order of the sounds produced by those who "speak In

unknown tongues (languages)," I believe Instinctively

that t lod has provided such an order capable "I being

detected by the Truthful, questioning mind for purposes ,

of providing an Absolute Proof to those who disbelieve

the existence of God’s presence within our lives

In pursuit ol scientific Truth, author John Sherrill at

ranged a meeting at the ( olumbia University 1
uulM

< lub, and had ms linguists listen to an approximate y

one hour tape recording which featured Individuals

were "speaking In unknown tongues (languages) I

*

to page* 100 103 of Tbiy Sp**M WifoOtbtt Tow*
Although the linguists were unable to identih an
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n the recordings, Sherrill writes that

„K I.rngua8« £n

'

med ,a„gmge paHerns on

[
^ mjJ lrequcntl ^ foo | the linguists, John^ in an^ .forded two deceptive sound
,,H' Tlr.d

intentionally
ret

s TheSe sequences

under quality of an indi-

^“ inte"^
‘°

'Taking in unknown tongues
'

“nual **°
” a

K
S

nntvefsity meeting, the six lingutsts

»~SSSSZZ sound sequences. Accord-

flUI* |ohn Sherrill:
|ansuage, the variety of soundm

The shape “f “ ®
ncy of repetition, and so

"n,bina
' vtualh imPO“iblc '

s° ,hCy ( ‘hC lin8“ iS,S)

forth, is

«"»J> b
r; deliberate effort,

said, to fsp^uc=
br

therc wcre over 2,800 known

The linguists ah^e throughout the world to-

against the recognition of a parttcular

language
” er

' ^^"recommended proof of God s

eJsSc
C

e «n bfaccomphshed and dectromMhe^

^2S!!!!S7ecommend that all churches and religions

' War
holi he world encourage the "speaking In

‘h
r„

8
wn longues (languages)

" in a purposeful manner
unknoun to

8
Js^ f of our God-given mind,

T
hlC

, were
P
to imroduce scientific technology into this

irocess ihen one could simply construct "seat-belted

chairs which would automatically restrain an individua

£ with .he Spirit of God. Such a mechanism would

improve personal safety, improve posture, and would

restrain chose physical movements which distract from

the phenomenal experience.

With such physical restraint, those who are not

filled" with the Holy Spirit may then observe the

physical manifestations reflecting the inner being (Soul)

of the individual who "speaks in unknown tongues”

(languages) without distraction from physical body

superficialities. Such superficialities do not reflect the

substance of the "Soul.”

1 am confident that good design engineers could con-

struct a proper restraining seat; moreover, with the in-

troduction of visual dramatics to enhance the effects of

the experience, such engineers could utilize a discrete

electrical and/or hydraulic system to enable the restrain-

ing seat to physically rise several feet above the floor. By

surrounding this seat with “white veils, etc.” one could

metaphorically represent the “Purity” of God’s Spirit

which resides within us all. Such an arrangement would
permit all observers — as well as the person “speaking
in unknown tongues (languages)” — to participate in the

splendor of the moment.
To avoid deception by mere man or woman, NASA-

developed, heat-sensing and pulse/blood pressure
monitoring devices could be installed within the special
seats. The seat would not mechanically rise unless all

pre-programmed instruments psysicologically indicated
that the experience was genuine (from God) and not in-
duced by mere man or woman. A pre-programmed com-
puter integrated with an oscilloscope and EEG machine

SSt-ss-.
exoeriences at the same Church.

The good woman informed me that she had prayed m

the following manner to God. "While I do not un er

stand the nature of one who ‘speaks in unknow

tongues,’ if it is real then I wish to share the

experience.” Within a short time, according to the goo

woman, she experienced the "speaking in unknown

tongues (languages)” on a number of occasions.

I asked her the following question: After such an ex

perience, what was the intensity of your ‘closeness to

God? Was the intensity the same, slightly greater,

significantly greater, or tremendously greater? Without

any hesitation, she vigorously stated that she had felt

"tremendously closer to God!”

She added that her son — a man in his early twenties

— had recently told her that "he could never return to

the Baptist Church because it simply did not provide

him with what he needed.” I am convinced that their

respective responses would have been identical had they

originally belonged to any other traditional Church. (I

do not write this to derogate other traditional Churches,

but rather to encourage them to honestly and sincerely

examine the phenomena of those who speak in

unknown tongues (languages).”]

I am convinced that it is necessary to scientifically cor-

roborate the unique nature of those who "speak in

unknown tongues (languages).” In the above discussion,

I have offered a technique to accomplshi such corrobo-

ration. While personal opinion and experience is valu-

able it is still necessary to subject the "speaking in

unknown tongues (languages)” phenomena to the rigors

of the scientific method. It is my hope that the discus-

sion on this subject within the context of this Book will

encourage honest, scientific investigation of this

phenomena.

It is true that I have never spoken in unknown

tongues (languages). Although I sincerely advise others

to attend the religious institutions of their choice, I

should state that I do not physically attend any par-

ticular church. In this sense, my personal approach is

perhaps similar to that of Thomas Paine who once

wrote: “My own mind is my own church.

However, I am certain that God has provided me with

the gift of a questioning mind. The facts that I have

discovered and my awareness of God s existence con-

vince me that the good woman speaks the Truth

To quote once again from They Speak With Other

Tongues, pages 65 and 66 :

“Father Daniel J. O’Hanlon, Professor of Theology

at Alma College, Los Gatos, California, wrote an arti-

cle for America, the national Catholic weekly, in

which he said:
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•Few Catholics regard Pentecostais with>
'
more

than amusement, if they take notice ofth^
istence at all. Even most rote

Ch r jStians and
distance from these unconventional Christ.

^

find it difficult to say anything good
£ sta i

Nevertheless the «P ^ordinary

aTeanthas foTthe kind of people to whom our

Lord especially addressed Himself, the
•
PO^

dispossessed, should warn us to pu

squeamish bourgeois prejudices and take long,

hard look at it.
”

The evidence before me indicates ^tnotohly'S ,he

unbeliever converted into a belief in GodI
after th

speaking in tongues' experience. u

tional believers in God greatly benefit by suchi an ex-

perience. Such conventional believers are drawn closer

to God and experience an intimate feeling concern! g

G
Quoting

l

from page 140 of They Speak With Other

Tongues.

“Not long ago. I talked with Dr. John Alexander

MacKav, President-Emeritus of Princeton Seminary

and one of the country’s leading theologians.

If it is a choice,' he told me, ‘between the uncouth

life of the Pentecostais and the aesthetic death of the

older Churches, I for one choose uncouth life.
’

“But what if there need not be this choice? What if

there can be a synthesis on a higher plane than either,

so that in our Churches we have form and life grow-

ing Godward together? What if Pentecost comes to

the Church today?”

If you are utilizing the precious, God-given gift of the

powerful questioning Mind to seek Absolute Truth, then
I need say no more. However, if you are not and will

not pursue such Truth with your Mind, then it would be
a mutual waste of time for me to say more to you on
this subject.

I do, however, perceive the following Truth from
God. People of even7 religious denomination/persuasion
throughout the world who worship/pray to God or to
God s Essence should respect one another, love one
another, care for one another, and, as a Unitv of One.
pray to God for one another.
Throughou. .he world, God-loving individuals whof'™ ‘he

f
SelV“ °n,y Serve 10 P'°vide evidenc.

.o non-believers that God does not exist. Peace betweensuch individuals should provide evidence to the nonbelievers that God is real

S*5^=Tf
to God s Channel" will oneTcave^od^

°” * a"Uned
Even with a normal TV or radio onecan onb^receive

a broadcast if one is properly tuned to that freci ,

Of course, it is technologically possible fQr

individuals to do so simultaneously.

When one prays and is tuned into “God's Ch-

then one is transmitting a message. However o^ 1

reaches “God's Channel” by being sincere. o"
e 0r»y

consider “God’s Channel” to be a "pay .TV
the sense that the "payment” God expects

is thp
el "

in

and consistent utilization of your honest and Ql
Mncct

c

Mind.
Sti

°nirig

tr is a recognized fact that one’s brainj^^
a transmitter and a receiver of electro^ng^^both
is also known that the electromagnetiTwavT^!^ Il

*ill

“ D2ttp
*

vary according to one's thoughts. When an assent
fas in a Church'! beean in n«;«. ^ly 0findividuals (as in a Church) began in unison t0 D

V

“transmit” on the same “channel,” such activity
^

a powerful transmitter to and receiver from God
^ 88

/ have no doubt that our scientific capability

less than barbaric by comparison to God’s scienur^
capability

!

We are all composed of the same type of gyrosc
particles that exist throughout the Universe. Such^
tides can certainly be mechanically foreseen and iTh
stood by God.

n er‘

Based on the concepts I have expressed in this B
the time is long overdue for wise men and women and
heads of religions and nations to join together to pro
duce a Doctrine capable of providing the people of the
world with enduring Peace, Love, and Happiness
By the grace of God, I have developed an innovation

capable of uniting the world mechanically and
technologically. But without the proper conceptual

teachings, such an innovation means nothing. God has

provided us with ‘‘Free Will” and a powerful question-

ing brain. If we utilize such a brain properly, we can

achieve the goal of pleasing God and ourselves.

There are those who will read what I have written on

the “subject of God” and be convinced of its Truth. I

fully realize that there will be those who will be skep-

tical, unconvinced, or only convinced that I am a

“religious nut.” Some will perhaps be of the

“charitable” opinion that I am a sincere “religious nut.'

I am well aware of the possibility of such reactions.

I stress to the reader, however, that I am not writing

this Book only for present audiences, but rather for

those who will be our distant descendants. Consider the

many occasions in history when someone was branded a

“nut” by his contemporaries, only to be proven correct

and insightful in later times.

My purpose in presenting the “speaking in unknown

tongues (languages)” subject within the context of a

scientific treatise is to encourage the sincere and scien-

tific investigation of this phenomena. Only by the

honest inquiry of our minds w ill we ever be capable o

unlocking the seeming secrets of the Universe

With such an open, questioning, and truthful mind,

wdsh to discuss another subject of vital importance to

this worthy goal: ECONOMICS.
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. flt ctronRly demonstrates the

£ mics is a su b)eCt
of the brainsoiling *

C°n
°and

detrimental r
* teaching system.

“f' Scd by our P'«en‘P
r““

mlcs in the tradi-

cSege du^g mV Junior year.

‘

a |
college a"d dU

, one of the first sublets

an adult.
Econom cs is o

Even as a young

""validity 1
strongly cMltengn

for human|ty ran

^ an h0nest and canng^ touchcd by the 5ub-

d«p »itW" my
^oause I knew that it affected the phys-

ic, of Eo°no"”“^ '

,ati00 upon this planet.

U ^
n®.

“equired considerable thought to properly

Originally- 9
scientific thinking which I have

ana!yze
l""^

ok However, when I proceeded to

discussed
^

B
, was shocked by “accepted teachings

^ch mTiing,
caring, and questioning mind

- found that

Sbr..rss»
man aleck and told me that if I was so smart 1 should

get up and teach the class.” I responded by proceeding

t0

As°a result of my delivery to that Economics class, I

successfully stimulated the thinking processes of every

young man and woman in the room. My delivery

prompted my fellow students to eagerly begin to think

and question.

At this point, I wish to pay tribute to my exceptional

Economics teacher — Mr. Paul R. Cooper — who was

not offended by my response to his challenge of me and

from that point continued to encourage my questions. I

immediately sensed that Mr. Cooper was an exceptional

teacher. Prior to that time, I would ask questions and

would always be told by my teachers: ‘‘Joe, you are

holding up the class.” I do not even recall the names of

such teachers.

In 1961, 1 wrote to President John Kennedy because I

*lt is more semantically precise and descriptive to use the term brainsoiling
rather than brainwashing, since “washing’’ implies a purification process;

soiling" implies just the opposite. This semantic distinction was first

developed and employed for such usage by Evan R. Soule’, Jr. in 1981

was very concerned

failed to offer a so“"d ^“ve(J in Economics. One of

problems repeatedly
assistants (whose name 1

President Kennedy’si
special as

fey mail by

have unfortunately ^orgo
K
P
ennedy' S Congres-

stonaUewmmendation entitled: How to Add Moment

turn Back to tbe - Mr.

his classes.

At the end of the semester, Mr. Cooper took me aside"^^^ anold man,and

dent can take since it affects "

f

an
°
behave

years, however, stude"^^^nemted mote en-

dryly and unresponsively. You na g

thusiasm and participation from ^syea
d

students than all of my pr.or years of teaching acn

I simply wanted to thank you, Joe.
n |easure to

, warmly replied, “Mr. Cooper, tt was my
q
P” “

be your student and attend your class. 1 often think

of Mr Cooper with great warmth even though 1 have

not seen him since 1 left college as a young man. Mr

Cooper was truly a teacher! 1 sincerely r«ommard 'hat

any teacher who wishes to be warmly ^mbered by

her/his students should so conduct herself/himsel . y

such actions, the teacher will do her/his students and

herself/himself honor, justice, and stimiulate= Pr

^
res

^
I humbly pray that 1 can use my talents to stimulate

you and the world to question, think, and become

excited about Economics and the future of our world.

Read again in Chapter 20 my 1967 letter to President

Johnson in which I predicted ‘‘An Energy Innovation

and a Merger between Mechanization and Economics.

Just as I was “shocked” as a young man. 1 will now

attempt to “shock” you. There is an old saying — A

picture is worth a thousand words The following

graph is far more valuable than a million words
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dieve that I lived m
and damaging to human

be same
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ZZP»Z creT.S such human misery apparently

mSKSU, p«iods °f prosperi
.

ty and
5

„ have succeeded one another at irregular tn-

S m the United States, Great Britain, and other ,n-

tstrial nations throughout the world.

„ is currently taught that the essence of economics is

apply and demand.' This teaching is totally false

.

As

now exists and has existed in the past, the essence of

onomics is “Fear” and Greed

"reasonable" prices. At

have extensive inventories as a resu

increased their production capacip
Gf economics

Such facts clearly prov
•

a(l at the point of

is not "supply and demand. *
abundant supply" of in-

maximum inflation, th“* demand" for such

ventory and a strong consume consumer simp-

goods/services. The Problemis that t^
which

fy refuses to purchase the „

are"unreasonable
and whi P

at the com-

Such "Greed" results in
factories who

panies who supply raw mate
pSychologi-

manufacture the products^ ^^ Such ‘‘Fear"

cal factor of "Fear becomes manrf
^ 1<Depression ." on

precipitates a sharp decline t

,eDeatedly follow the

the graph above immediately

inflationary cycles. [They '
beg*

and fall to

following the height of the
[Zllclcio line.]

the lowest point on th^"°d
ensive unemployment oc-

It is ironic that the mitia
(“Greed”), initiates

curring at the height of the Inflatmn (

a negative chain reaction by instilling a

which results in a DePreS"^ not to purchase goods/

Such “Fear” causes consumers not p
* depres.

services even when prices are

g gQ unsold ,

sionary cycle. When goo s

g ig well acquainted
unemployment increases. E

J OCCurs during a

with the extensive human misery

lomics is rear anu

irge the reader not to blindly accept what 1 teach,

he contrary, you should honestly question both

1 1 teach and what you have learned from the past,

nply examine the graph depicted above and prove

ourself that “Fear” and “Greed” are the true

lomic culprits of our present civilization. On the

h, all nodes located above the zero line represent in-

)nary action. Inflation occurs because of “Greed,

problem will only be solved if Absolute Truth is

iistently taught to the entire world,

the height of an inflationary cycle (the highest point

lie nodes above the zero line), the “Greed” Factor

'mes so outrageous that consumers begin to refuse

irchase commodities or services. Even though thercnase commodities or services, bven

Jmer still desires goods/services, the consumer
PS tn rmrrhoc^ nnrl pnrlpotrnrc tr\ n/oit

gWWUJ/JVl V1V.VJ, U1V

s to purchase and endeavors to wait for “fair” and

Depression (“Fear ).

"nresent” Economics is

I repeat that the essence of presem
, f

„

“Supply and Demand.
that

Economics is Feat and
"Greed” do not

the reader recognizes that

^ ^ ^ a - thinking, ques-

represent the essence o
,, ..p .. and “Greed”

tioning, and truth-seeking min
_ factors for the

are totally beings.

eS
^Pres°«(*econOTnic™is indeed “/subject that

demonstrates the '“niust' and demmenta res

^
brainsoiling effect generated by our prese p

"plore you not to close your mind. To do this

would only endorse a continuattonofhumanmisery.

The facts demonstrated by the above Graph prove

that /speak the Truth. Such facts clearly Prov= that

"present” economic dislocations result from the

repetitive cycles of hope (Greed) and misery (Fea Jh

s

economic system is highly inefficient and demonsu

an unwillingness to sincerely question the observed P

UeZ and seek Absolute Truth with respect to a reahsttc“
wish to focus on the presentation of arPos^

solution rather than discuss the "Negattve nature of he

problem. 1 seek to inspire and excite you as to the so

tion for our economic problems. Such a s°lb''° “

replace the "Old" with the "New” and will be extremely

efficient. This solution will offer the human population

of our planet a continuous enjoyment of physical well-

being rather than intersperse such enjoyment with
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" GrCC<i
' hircwlti^ou how i Pwcelve the Absolute

7>iSfor the essence of Economics.

c /c «>«/>/)’ * 'thought tool' with respect

'we°e%?£‘ u,tHzA'ion ofhuman power via

mechanical devices!

We cannot

m°ot°vat,

n

ng force'wi thin the truly creative Individual. _

Economics is simply a thought tool

with respect to the efficient utilization

ofhuman power via mechanical devices!

While he was President of the National Academy of

Science. Frederick Seitz eloquently stated it this way.

Regardless of the diversity of nationalities, per-

sonalities, and specialties, scientists everywhere — in-

tentionally or not - are bound together by a common

purpose: the advancement of human capabilities.

I might add that this fact is true for any creative in-

dividual. I have classified a Scientist as anyone who

honestly questions what they are taught and then

sincerely and diligently seeks a correct answer to their

original question(s). Furthermore, they then seek to im-

prove upon what they have been taught.

Such an attitude is exemplified by the Pioneering Elec-

tromagnetic Energy Invention which I have innovated

during twenty years of dedicated effort.

EXAMPLE : Several years from now, imagine that my in-

novation is in full production for any type of device

necessary to perform a given task.

At this point — according to the old (and incorrect)

economic teachings — the management of all manufac-

turing/production companies will decide to mechanize
and replace all human operations with robotics. The
management will conclude that by firing most of their

employees they can increase profits for their company.
Such "Greed” — or lack of concern for human welfare
— will engulf companies throughout the world as they
endorse the same selfish idea.

1 agree that any routine task performed by a human
being can be more efficiently accomplished by a
mechanized device. However, the results obtained via
‘ Greed '

’ or such a selfish and '

'unthinking
'

' resfionse
on the part of a company will be opposite to manage-
ment s expectations! If all companies fire most of their
workers, this would not only drastically reduce thework force but would also drastically reduce the pur-chasmg power of the consumer - a consumer readilydesired and needed by all companies to provide an

ofsucl!
^°.

r manufaclured Proclucts. The economic resul^f such diminished purchasing power is a “DepressionProducts and services would simply go unsold"

the ••unemployed” consumer would lack the av ai |.

financial resources.

It should be obvious that both the potential Con
sumers (who are generally employees) and compa _

management do not desire the negative results () f

" V

"Depression.”

1 sincerely urge both "Labor” and “Managemen
question, think and seek Absolute Truth — 0nly .

u »

will both sides recognize that the facts of cconom t

with respect to an Efficient Economic Program pro'
that "Labor” and "Management” are not enemies o
the contrary: Neither can exist without the other! p
one side to truly function efficiently, so must the oth

It is therefore only pure economic sense for each 7
to be concerned about the prosperity of the other sid

The facts clearly demonstrate that as one side cffic ic
functions, so does the other.

As a scientist who always searches for Absolute Tr
I find this "Fact” of efficient economics very pleasin'
This fact proves that in order to achieve an Efficient

Economic Program, we must care for one another's

economic well-being. Such a true concern for one
another contributes toward national and "world peace ••

Once again, I recognize the same common denominator
I had discussed in my earlier chapter on God: Goodness'

I now wish to specifically present the positive

perspective: permit me to excite, stimulate, and "open
your mind” to the magnificence of the future which can
begin with positive, thinking action

I ask that company- management/owners consider the

following positive economic results of my invention

rather than the above-described negative economic

results:

Consider what would occur if all companies, instead

of firing workers as mechanization proceeds, simply

have such employees work less hours for the same

salary.

Your first unthinking reaction to such a proposal

would be to say "Such a proposal is ridiculous!” My

response: NOT SO! Examine the whole picture and not

simply a microscopic portion of the whole picture.

If the workers utilize the benefits of Mechanized Pro-

“Examine the whole picture and not simply

a microscopic portion of the whole picture. ”

duction, then such workers can produce more products

in less time and at less cost.

Now you, the “worker/employee”, must also think.

You must not continually strive to raise your salary.

Your first unthinking reaction to such a proposal would

be to say, “Such a proposal is ridiculous!" My response:

NOT SO! Examine the whole picture and not simply a

microscopic portion of the whole picture.

If all workers produce more products at reduced

costs, then the consumer — you — will have more pm

ucts available at reduced cost. In effect, this decrease

product cost to the consumer represents a continuous

salary increase without the “negative" results affect ng
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Chapter 24

The Patent System

"Justice delayed, is justice denied."

- William E. Gladstone

JL he sole purpose of any Patent Office throughout

the world is to stimulate the creativity of the people

in all countries. Such action generates benefits for all

inhabitants of the planet.

This discussion of the patent system will begin with

a quote from an article in U.S. News and World Report,

1981, February 2, pages 45 and 461, entitled “Patent

System ... A Drag on Innovation.” The article quotes

Donald W. Banner, former Commissioner of the U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office, who says:

“A U.S. Patent has become a cruel hoax, providing
neither protection nor incentive for development of
inventions.”

When inventors and their inventions suffer at the
hands of Patent Office Officials, then the people of
all nations suffer. This is so because such inventions
which could bring to all people prosperity and hap-
piness are stifled, restricted, suppressed, and/or
interminably delayed to the point of extinguishing
creativity and hope.
The total injustice which I have been forced to

endure for years from the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office with respect to my Pioneering Energy Invention
clearly illustrates and confirms the truth of the above
quotation by Donald W. Banner. Due to lack of space
I will not present all the shocking details of the very~ fl,e <over ' 50° Pa8«> concerning the injustice

Off« I wTh^ y ‘he U S Pa,ent and T“>demark

niI
"

I

however, quote several sections from the
P bhc records of the Washington, D.C. Federal District

th°

U

U S Paten°,

8

h°t
01 COncernln8 my lawsuit againsttne U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

For years I have carefully and factually documented

SLn t ome
rTC ' '° b°,h the a«‘™ °f 'he U SPa ent Office and the Federal District Court Such

I do nor
documentation ls being accumulated because

outnioT:iizz:
rzng

’ ,hc foiiowing is a Mef

1. My Constitutional Rights were and are being
deliberately violated.

A. I was originally told in January 1982 by Patent E
aminer Donovan F. Duggan that he didn’t think he*
would ever be able to give me a Patent “no matter
what evidence I presented to him.”
[On September 12, 1983, a Federal District Court in
Texas found that Donovan F. Duggan’s “Knowledge of
electrical theory may have been inadequate for his
responsibilities.” (See Lindsey v. United States Civ Ac
tion Nos. TX-79-60-CA, TX-81-39-CA.) This Texas case
involved the same Examiner Duggan and another in-
ventor, Ralph Lindsey. The Federal District Court in
Texas also found that Examiner Duggan rejected the
patent application of Ralph Lindsey because he (Dug-
gan) “misunderstood” the nature of the device and
therefore “carelessly and incorrectly perceived” it to
be a “perpetual motion machine.” The Court found
that Duggan summarily rejected the Lindsey application
with a “cryptic comment” failing to provide “such
clear and full disclosure of reasons for rejection as re-

quired by the regulations.” The Court found that once
Duggan was “convinced” it was “a perpetual motion
machine,” he “seemed unable to consider the design
on its own merits.” The Texas Court concluded that, as

a result of Duggan’s negligence, Lindsey failed to
receive a patent that was later issued instead to a Mr.
Davis for a similar device.]

B. My legal rights to a Pioneering Patent have been
unscrupulously delayed for over five years.

2. There has been and still is a deliberate violation of
U.S. Patent Law.
A. I was informed by a U.S. Patent Office Examiner
that he had not read my extensive, 133-page Disclosure

Document.
B. The Patent Examiner refused to clearly define his

objection to my Disclosure Document.
C. The Patent Examiner refuses to accept the Affidavits

attesting to my energy machine’s operability. These Af-

fidavits have been provided by more than thirty in-

dependent, competent, scientifically-educated in-

dividuals who include nuclear physicists, electrical
engineers, electrical technicians, etc.
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ffice
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fine
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rue

ihat “me

«*« p°*ibul,y that the-

unsd factually tested my energy

W
?rHavit

questioning the operability

i
Affidavit q

r that

Machine- de false statements to the effect

E
The

Patent
indent scientists who had endorsed

hSd “ imere5t m my

tendon. distortions too numerous to

f nZ sook Such distortions are contained in the

m m^ records and available documentation.

Th, r S Patent Office has consistently acted as a

^ adversary” towards the development of my

TZgS^^o******
solely as an adversary came to my house to question

testimony submitted by two competent scientists -
testimony which was provided in Depositions verifying

the operability of my Pioneering Invention. At the same

“The U.S. Patent Office has

consistently acted as a 'hostile adversary

towards the development of
my Pioneering Energy Invention.

”

visit, however, the Patent Office refused to furnish

anyone to physically test my energy machine despite

the fact that my attorney had repeatedly asked that

such testing be arranged before the Patent Office

representative traveled by plane from Washington,
D C

- flew to New Orleans, and rented an automobile
or an approximately 130-mile drive to my home in
ucedale, Mississippi. After the patent office represen-

tative arrived at my home, he informed me that he was
Una le 10 conduct testing on my energy machine since

he was not technically qualified. MY QUESTION If such

an individual admitted that he was technically un-

qualified, then how could he be qualified to judge the

capability of the technically qualified individuals who
had tested the energy machine?
B The Patent Office falsely implied that 1 and the

more than thirty scientifically-educated individuals who
had attested in Affidavits to the validity of my Pioneer-

ing Invention were all incompetent.

C. Major William Schuyler, Jr., a former Commissioner

of the U.S. Patent Office, was nominated by the Patent

Office and appointed by the Federal District Court to

evaluate the validity of my energy machine. Both the

Patent Office and the Federal Judge expressed the fact

that they were very impressed with Mr. Schuyler’s

superb technical qualifications. (See a further discussion

of this subject in the following Chapter.)

After evaluating my energy machine, Mr. Schuyler

wrote in his Report of the Special Master
,
dated

September 28, 1984:

(1) “EVIDENCE BEFORE THE PATENT AND TRADEMARK

OFFICE AND THIS COURT IS OVERWHELMING THAT

NEWMAN HAS BUILT AND TESTED A PROTOTYPE OF HIS

INVENTION IN WHICH THE OUTPUT ENERGY EXCEEDS

THE EXTERNAL INPUT ENERGY. THERE IS NO CON-

TRADICTORY FACTUAL EVIDENCE.’’ (Emphasis added.)

(2) The Patent Office has presented “no contradictory

factual evidence.”

(3) There was ample evidence that one skilled in the

art could construct or utilize the energy machine.

(4) The Patent Office did not examine the petitioner s

(Mr. Newman’s) application “on its merits in accor-

dance with usual practices.”

(5) The Patent Office Board of Appeals’ finding rejec-

ting such a machine as “impossible” was “clearly er-

roneous.”

(6) Petitioner Newman “is entitled to a patent.

The legal counsel for the Patent Office had originally

vouched for the superb credentials of former Com-

missioner Schuyler at the time Mi. Schuyler was

nominated for Special Master to the Federa Court

After the Report of the Special Master was tssued, the

same legal counsel vilified former Commissioner

Schuyler and advised the Court to 'exercise some

common sense and refrain from joining those who P

narentlv still believe in the tooth fairy. The *'8*

cotmsel was, however, incapable of spedfl^Y
'

ing the Court as to why the findings of the former Pa

tent Office Commissioner were incorrect.

D. All of the above, 1 through 3F.

S As a result of the Injustices described above (and

Inany others not included in this
have

been forced to write this Book and fully disclose ®

nature of my Pioneering Invention withouti*effil^
benefit of Pioneering Patent protection to

entitled by law.
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, _ , fhe II S. Patent

6. The injustices Inflicted upon me
J2Q0 00o. 00 ln

Office have cost me
( rtantly> have cost the

iegal expenses and,mo the opportunity to en-

^r^&voiutionary energy<—
beyond myself. If

b
P
e assured tha.

Unue without reP* ' co„„„ue to suffer such in-

other creative indnidu
increase with time.

:r:rr,lS

p“"'ina ‘e

examine the many existing innovations w

•/ especiallyfightfor those cr'atlve

individuals whose sensitive^positions

can be shattered by such injustice

the drudgery from your life. What is the source of all

these beneficial inventions?

ANSWER: Such beneficial inventions were innovated by

creative individuals at a moment in time when such

dividuals envisioned something “new” that had not

been previously understood. These beneficial inventions

were not created by Kings, Queens, Presidents, pohti-

1

dans, etc.
,
but were developed by creative individuals.

Simply examine the previous several thousand years

of human history and ask, “Why have there been so

many significant material improvements?” The facts

prove that: the Jewels of our civilization are our

Creative Individuals!

Is it not logical that we should at least protect, nur-

ture, and inspire our Creative Individuals with the same

diligence and protection provided in Nature by a produc-

tive “worker bee” to a “Queen bee” within the hive?

The Constitution of the United States directs that we
behave in such a fashion. Moreover, the sole purpose of

the U.S. Patent Office is to afford such protection.

The facts prove, however, that the Patent Office is

failing to do its job. It is obvious that proper legal ac-

tions must be initiated to guarantee that the Patent Of-
fice properly performs its very important function.

I urge the reader to contact your elected officials and
demand that your “Queen bee” — the Creative Individual
(by which you and your future descendants will con-
tinuously benefit) — be protected such that creativity is

stimulated and not stifled.

At this point, I wish to pay tribute to the News Media.
In many instances, the News Media are the “lubricant"
which “unclogs ” the wheels of our Democracy!

I urge the News Media to vigorously investigate the
Facts concerning the behavior of the U.S. Patent Office
and to maintain such an investigation until the U.S.

Patent Office is operating efficiently and legal,
y .

This point forward, the People and the News MeU
>»

should closely and continually monitor the pCrfo*

of the U S. Patent Office, f warranted, the pubUc^ ft
be advised by the News Med.a when action is ncc .

"‘
Ul
« 1

such action should then be taken immediately
lo

' ^
vent further stifling by the Patent Office of indiv£.

itiative and creativity. 31
>n-

While most members of the News Media have fa ,

and accurately reported my case to the public, lhe
v

have been several news stones that did a disserviCe

the news reporting profession. In each case, these
fa„

ly inaccurate news stories were written anonymously f 1

requires no personal courage to attack the potential

rightness of an individual from a protective cloak of

anonymity. Being unwilling to assume explicit
credit a

'

reputational risk for what was written is a form of
d

j j

cowardice.

One of these inaccurate, misleading, and anonymou
articles appeared in DISCOVER magazine. This reputed

S

scientific magazine hired the services of a magician
in an i

attempt to discredit what I have accomplished. If a h0ax I

was really feared, then a more scientific approach would

have been to send someone having technical and scien- 1

tific credentials to accompany the magician in the event f

my work appeared to indeed be genuine. This was not

to be, however. By indicating that he was an “inves-

tigative consultant,” the magician did not truthfully

represent himself to me on the telephone, and implied

that he possessed the requisite scientific credentials

Also, the “investigative consultant” promised to confer

with me following his investigations and before he sub-

mitted his findings to the magazine. This he failed to do.

The article that finally appeared in DISCOVER maga-

zine was replete with factual inaccuracies. However,

since the “investigative consultant” is a professional

magician, I would say that he is eminently qualified to

investigate the illusions which appear to exist within the

mind of the individual who fabricated the article in

DISCOVER magazine.

A second inaccurate, misleading, and anonymous article

appeared in the New York Times entitled “Perpetual In-

vention.” In this article, the writer describes my energy

machine as a “perpetual motion machine.” I have

repeatedly stated that my machine is not a “perpetual

motion machine.” Such an unscientific attitude on the

part of the writer indicates an unwillingness to examine

an innovation which requires new thought processes.

Labeling an invention a “perpetual motion machine

relieves the writer of the responsibility of seriously an

scientifically considering my theories and innovations

The New York Times anonymous writer specifically

wrote: “Mr. Newman calls his device an ‘energy genera

tion system having higher energy output than input ~

an electric motor that gets something for nothing

statement is totally false!

I have very specifically described my energy mac 'n

as a device generating “greater external energy output

than external energy input.” This statement is totally
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rk has already

something for nothing
" The:

depth "^^ls^ho make such unth

n CK- £ “££%« Irresponsible ac.ion oT rbo ^^ c„ conlinue ro serv

presented
js . „.c«nnsiblv. accurately and Y

office.ci> PreSCH
l

for what k is- d responsibly,
accurately and fair

s

ly
patent office^

' ^pOSCt the News
Media hasi

act^
^ un)ust actions of — Federal District Court

I
- manner by a eM “

offlce which I P'«e"“h ,‘htd originally
suggested

, n„nrt I submit the

- :: z rrs—
foUowing

Eichabats A,

in July, 1982, as a ^
Senator Stennls' " pltent Office. X was given

^

resulting
treatment by th

o£fice. Mr. Oman rs Sta— “ -
,ndiciary, United States Senate.

After diSCUSS

^
9 y

stated he wished me to talk with and

period of time, Mr. Oman stat ^ he advised me was

expalin myself to
Lmittee on Patent Matters

an Expert Advisor to the
Jmoiy by phone and I talked with

r;z; r0; rzz -—

-

next morning for about one hour.

I returned home that day and within the we*lt “'

Oomory a frve page letter explaining - ^ern .
which^

attached as Exhibit C, and also forwarded a copy

which is attached as Exhibit B.

Said five page letter prompted Mr. Gomory in writing,
a

most positive letter in my behalf to Mr. Oman and is attach

as Exhibit A. (Information concerning Mr. Gomory is a

as Exhibit Al.) Especially see the first one and ^ one

sentences of paragraph 4 of first page. Quote. _

strongly, very strongly, the situation that Joe is expenenc a
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his is nnt the wav to treat our inventors
. mnM

,

Manifest “ “
. . .

» Unquote: (Etnphasis Added)
locc their inventions

of page one
;

Quote:
. h

subscribe to Joe's letter in general. I have experien^

his experiences, especially as related m each of the paragraph

especially beginning with paragraph 4 and 5 on page 2 to the end

of his letter including his excellent suggestions which take into

consideration the nature of the human being." Unquote.

I have not received or been told any information by these

individuals which have stated or implied contradiction to the

above facts.

Leaving one to conclude others of prominate, pertinent

position feel my complaints are justified.

The undersigned declares further that all statements made
herein of the undersigned's own knowledge are true and that all
statements made on information and belief are believed to be
true; and, further that these statements were made with the
knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made
are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section
1001 Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful
false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application
or document or any registration issued thereon.

DATE

County of George

S» -rr. to ar.1 $,:b:crl!;ed tcfcrc me. this the

—IbiILd* Ctu
^.

ttSi.

,
Chancery Oert

ftr rift; 6— -^D.C
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'
-, „ j oe Newman

aoMwhst -*

encountered. Iy
.. x have heard from thx-k “ st"~ r*

%r*els ’indicated at the time.
i
indicotea ^ gre all

,neD
sfc -°:Uion-

which I belong.

Just tills coming I hove ^^a^cocy. Ky comments on

^

^r^e^.e^
e
”^bfb

t

ri^f
U
be

8

03U£^you should already have it.

4- _ v the situation that toe is

I feel strongly, very strongly,^
tQ treat our

Tienclng, hanifestly, this i
,

. u they should be

:™t%cn less of the system

>ursf ed to disclose reopor.s- '
, d to as being our

!h you know I have frequently ref
livlviia: ,:.v XNNOVaTx.CN

xNf'tY 'A' CiOoUlx., H’i-1 j -‘ -

have used in testi ying

(i<l . This name for our system, whicn
;

'

. or describes tnat

are the several houses °f Congress, •*j£
1
Svolunt ory" disclosure

re shall be incentive sufficient
permits, when the

Lnventione. ^uch disclosure
• licant for patent sees

ant has issued, or earlier wnen the 1 ^ ^ i£Gued| that others

t he nee adequate protection in a \
to design eround the

the field nay begin to build on or
f^f^ 3

;° nsive\ 0 the

ention, the disclosure haying ee *
- ection" 3, Clause 3. ^'hie

titutional provision of Article I, '

.

ndeed . . to promote ... the useful arts .

ixperiences, especially 05 rela
'

^ . „.e 2 to the end
iially beginning with paragraphs 4 end 5 o r - trke into
.e letter including his excellent suggestions

.deration the nature of the human being.
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Halpfc Omen
A^euot 2

• 1982

I now look forward to

vou would like to hove with me

. . _ fldvieed d©»

the
and

meeting which you have said
will weit for you to set the

..'indent regards,

320-4>?7

cc Joe Newron

the energy
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Abbrevx«^=_-=

d in several

PAOl
,oci5GOHORv.

s--^r^
• traveled xn Hungary, Austria, England an , e

Ssrs
chett^s *

lc institute * a member of th customs and

££e« ^‘’strt/^U^d federal courts.

SH; C
«f; ousher of lower stare

-->.r for about «^
'

Paul was ~

ss,£ - r>?rc^- ~"•— “d

. tor
^tou office --r^ruriT

Paul 13
He’his served Phillips for °^

ed to the abatement of

Patent “^iriagegedVI^eral eodeavors related^to^^ federal

gsKss. _«.

iKSs? ”£SS;T “.rrsrsj^s-s. ^
? rs-rssss^-iiSK i-"-" -• - -
posture." His concern with1?%,^

.

concern for the we rare
- ^ one 0 f several on

The recently enacted on it and others onbeh^

which he has worted asaidoo^l^ ^c of Invention and
J^vati'n ^

of the Association tor
. avrcber °£

n
blllS

0f^r«entatives

,

end on his own beh
• M vell as in Che House

. iaCion bill

an^has^ecure?the
* introduction of "JS °£ - S« 1~l

Presented to the 94th Congress. He is of. eS of Patent law Associations. ^
Paul has chaired a

Association, the District of Colu*“£* ®®
have been related to various

Patent Law Association. These C°
. ,, relations and public informa ‘

legislation activities including public r^C

^soclacion, Patent, Trademark

5e has acted as liaison beeween che D.C.
Bar Association and was

and Copyright Section of che Distric
trade Regulation Committee o

for cany years a aerber of the Antitrust and Trade
^ g ^ on Divestiture

the Coaler of Coerce of the Cmted States
. He has worked with

which he conceived and formation o. wiuch MAPI, AIA, etc.

a large number of other associations including SAM, CMA,

- - ' -
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. *j„n’=nr of A2 1 2 ,
he has represented the associar

A Director an
H±11 and elsewhere in the private sector ana

°n

in legislative niters
and sented testimonies on the Hill where

in government-He has pr P
printed records.

Paul has worked with a large number of Persons and organizations

„ and informally, on subjects of interest to him He works ln 'J imfnrmallv on subjects or lmeicsi- «-w uxm. He works in

close "touch "as advisor to ’ Intellectual Property Owners. He worked with the

Business Round Table for several years.

Paul has spoken and continues to speak on various subjects include
political, legal and technical subjects. He has addressed the Metropolis
Washington Board of Trade, Sertoma, Lions, Oldest Inhabitants of Washington

D.C. Society and other groups including political and civic action orgni2at|

He has been invited speaker to the Practicing Law Institute in New York City
8 ’

and has spoken at a number of technical and legal conferences and conventions

Paul has authored a number of legal briefs for the United States
Supreme Court, as well as articles on political and legal subjects, includi
Trade Secret Law, Freedom of Information Act, Intellectual Property Law and

08

Government Patent Policy.

C»‘*

c°*
i

w

Paul is married to Margaret Burke and says that much of what he i s
and may have accomplished he owes to her aid and encouragement.

The Gomorys' daughter is now Mrs. Nanette Lunde. She and her
husband Ivar, who is from Oslo, Norway, teach at the University of Wisconsi
Eau Claire (Fine Arts Center). Paul, Jr. was for several years a Staff

"

Assistant to the President in the White House. During part of this time hewas Executive Assistant to Mr. Peter Peterson, later Secretary of Commerce
He is now with Korn-Ferry International, executive management specialists
(Formerly Chairman of the Board of Bell and Howell.)

leading t-n

In hlS ta^S t0 various §rouPS, Paul has sought to impart information

than sLw T e
5
fectlve citizenship for those of us who want to do morethan simply vote and pay our taxes.

Paul has asked me to state that he
opportunity which has been afforded to him tc

appreciates particularly the
appear here today.
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»ir
Ralph Oman

"aff
ir.M" <

1 *" j,;djeir.ry

' Sms'******
i^i Mr., r*

','0510

e to

i* to- ay

,r "'

, ,. „ ™.«n, ...» -.
orelcsed * «*;? •

r^r^” -u fM

aid be the Patent Office!
be the Patent orrxoe.

^ ^ *ee for

. -« «..»>» .-mMg^syyHIIU smt
in «*• ••*• w,y -

.^ariliTpSrneipw* xn .... -—
„m aivays

I deepiae rhetofio and aiw.*^ *

problem.

Sincere thanks end regards.

Joseph V.etley L/N«wman

JVK/tn
Enclosure
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Ms
July 30, 1982

Route 1, Sox 52
Lucedale, Mississippi 39^52
PifiOne : (601 j 9^7~ TL*^7

>30,-3*°’ y^7
»*«. Paul L. Goi/iory

5609 Ogden Road
Washington,. D. C. 20816

Dear Paul

.

It was enjoyable .resting end talking with you this week In

Washington, D. C.

Please find enclosed the Materials you lent me to make copies

thereof.

have carefully considered the words of cur conversation.

I an sure you are correct, that I am my cwn worst enemy,

when making point" to individuals who are effected or reflected on

by the points which I make in accordance with my own rigid and high
standards of honesty and direct statements, which I expect to mean
exactly what is stated or implied. (Part of this is probably my
scientific training and discipline, that all statements should mean
exactly what they imply regarding the subject matter under consideration.)

Anyway, I still feel with >11 being that the problems I have
encountered from the U.S. Patent 6f flee on this particular invention
are noct definitely wrong ancl unjust. For such procedures to continue
or expand will most definitely be to the detriment of oreativity ot
the individual.

The Patent Office is an Institution of Science In Continuing
Physical Expansion! In many instances the Physical Realization of
a .. roperty of Science, will precede the Scientific Explanation or
Expectation of the Pact* by the Scientific Community.

.J?*
Exainlners atl<J Official, of the U.S. Patent Office have a

DIW®1 obligation to the encouragement of creativity of

Ran.*
W*1*0 *1 essence of the betterment of the Human

.i th# gr*at advano8s In the betterment of the Human Race

tnt etc bn?*™
n0t dlrectly by kings, queens, politicians

Individual
U
\!?

ere m
2
e directly by the Creative Processes of the

. 7 he greatest and most lasting contribution to the
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R
Xnvention. The

and mao ter the,. New T.eoMng.ofa pioneering lnv^tlo.e •

r.,.on being, -any other
, Jnj not pioneering Invention,.

They will he mere improved *nv®"**°n
?(,,,.r„1U y should apply to

The fjprom# Court hut already rulad
. ,, 0 f- castor th# 'leaohlnb^

noneorlhg Invention,. If the f*^l

'? ;'°^
r^d lnv.nt t Oh, .tart

of a Pioneering Invention bafor* all the lmpr
mor# fluatrnted

pouring into the Fatent Gffioo, he wil
rmloulv and exactly point

beeauae it will bo difficult for him to ^^/^ventlont in light
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Mr. Paul L. Oomory
Papra thre#
July 30, 1982

In oontraat to thlt jr
r.J th0 C xu.h.ln5r and his

"-i~-
Rejec tion , I waa

J J f them had even r«*<l the 130 pag,
suparviaor that wither o

to ooinpl#6« and wa« legally S*u
Dooument, that

JJ-JJfion. And la extremely Important in
•

"SoJE and S5Sy w and "Breadth" of this Bxtre^
underytandlng tho no

f that Docurnant was literal?*
Pioneering Invention! Kworypoe

consummating In a workin*
"»

d
P
thS ?!ohSlS?l Proiaaa of Releasing a New Source of

A? ill if Si rin.1 n.J.ction th. F.xanln.r hM "
even road aeJci document, much laos mastered It, nor had tha ExaalnaP
avail rnactai-ad the teaching* of tha Sp«c

^hS^Flnal
1
** lioii

1

beoau'jo I talked with him shortly after the Final Rejootion!

For the Supervisors of the Examiner (who are In essence i »a rn
of the thi: appllcpnt^ p^Lr§cv>yjlb) to TTartSftr-
fcT~fraCar 1 1Tz w 1th the T^.uTTncr . lb totally, urjuat _ toward the

applicant (who Is tin cre&to: or contributor to tna betterment of
th# human race;. For this to bo allowed 1 st to ignore the fact* of
human nature: The lav; In the courts regarding; Judges lo quite
oxpllcit in this fact. If a Judge can even be considered biased or
prejudiced (ho Uoeu not have to be proven biased 01 prejudiced),
he bhould exouati himself. Considering the oxtrorr.o importance in
setting up a procedure that encourages oreativity of the individual
and oti u reuult thereof iinpi'ovea the well being of e.ll, can we do ai

l»u« than what is standard procedure in a normal court of law?
any

There appears to be n problem because of the closeness of the
Kxuininai 0 and their Supervisors all being on the >an? floor in tha
iJui.it Art Unit, of one thing I air. sure, no matter what the problem
there is a solution. First, we must recognise there is a problem
and, yocond, we must want to correct the problem and then search forthe solution in a truthful manner and the solution will moat certainlycome

.

h*
W0U

J
a aoen *'° ,ne an easy and improved procedure could easily

£>* set up along the following lineu:

the na/’t 1 Im

?

I)i !’e
!
t

I

<
|

r of ca$h Apt Unlt must not have hio office in

t. pS“ “ a ,
A11 ° f tbe D1™otora of All the Art Unit*

then have can^re/i
a1

,

1 of thelr °**flooo together. They would

Jeopardising th. fTlnn*'^ ?
oul<1 fraternl2« «lt’> each oth.r without

ng «h* falrneo* toward an examiner or applicant. The
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ssrfc
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r
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K
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Mr. Paul L. Oonory

July 30. 1902

The problems I •- tremely
P
pioS2^

on the Paten* appl
J?f^2'in the record for all to see, who wl»h to '

Invention. The faots ar»

see.

. «h irh I have worked so diligently and dedlcatedl*
T.,13 invention Which * wlll benefit the human raoe

on for .ears, until
. ntl£n jt Is very Important to National

more toan any other inven entire world.
Defense and National Economy, as x*

, „ which you could recommend that would be lntera s ^fd

in a.SM 5 E 3ifImportant matter would be appreciated. ^

JWN/en

Enclosures

<3C : Mr. Ralph Oman
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Chapter
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a nUly
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better indicates that it was not

P<? famine the vide°
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sThat
“eindividuals

quest to
Souse" memo indicates

<

^

fl ,m con .

?, Shite House tecogn “d

^ to the

i^^nMatch 3 ,.9B4 .

In
addition Washington

^ the us '
patent off,ce

) C"' C
mediately reformed.

She jewel of our civilization is its creattve m-

ividuals!”
Need I say more?
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The Judicial System
"Every community has a right to demand ot all Its agents
an account of their conduct.”

— Thoms* Pain*

from his book, Tha Right! o I Man

*

.Tollowing years of injustice at the hands of the U.S.

Patent Office, my fight forJustice took me to the

U.S. FederaJ Court where, much to my dismay, I

discovered further Injustice. The specific Facts of my
Federai District Court case only serve to exemplify such

continuing injustice.

EXAMPLE: Enclosed is a News Release which indicates

that I have been forced to file with the U.S. Court of Ap-
peals a Writ of Mandamus against Federal Judge Thomas
P. Jackson. Due to the precedent-setting magnitude of
this case, my legal counsel has requested that all ten

Judges of the U.S. Court of Appeals hear my case.

I sincerely recommend that the news media and con-
cerned citizens/elected officials secure a copy of my
Writ of Mandamus submitted to the U.S. Court of
Appeals. The facts of this case speak for themselves!
However, for those individuals who are unable to

secure a copy of the Writ, I have outlined several of the
pertinent facts:

(1) At the first hearing in Federal Court, Judge Thomas
P. Jackson proposed that a technically competent
"Special Master” be appointed by the Court to evaluatemy energy machine since the Judge stated that he had
no scientific expertise. (A "Special Master” is someone
technically skilled in the subject under consideration
by the Court.)

T

(

nL?H
b
l
eCted '° theJud8c

'

s Pr°P°saI. I stated that the

onlv tn Sm
°' n“d

,

scicntific experience since he hadonly to follow the Law and simply count the actualw,messes who have attested to the operability of myenergy machtne. I had more than 30 such witnessesand the Patent Office had zero!
w“nesses

1 indicated to the Judge that a "Special Master"

Teen t°c?d me
e

„d
e **^ eXpenscs ' had alr«dy

ofth/uTp^t Offlc“

3 rcSU“ °f the i,IC8al aCti°ns

PaJn,%l
h0ma

J,
P JaCkSOn insisted lhat b°‘h >heSS ?h

bmit ,hrec nominations for

on a singie individual mentheT^h'“T115,^
select a Special Master.

J dge h“nself would

(4) I nominated two highly-qualified individuals' a
Professor of Electrical Engineering at Texas A&M and
Ph.D. graduate from Auburn University who is pres

° 3

ly a NASA employee at Huntsville, Alabama. To avoid
1

having a "biased nominee,” I had not met either of
these scientifically-competent individuals. For the sa
reason, I did not nominate any of the more than thirT
individuals who had already testified in my behalf

V

(5) The U.S. Patent Office nominated three individuals
for the position of Special Master. Two were only Pa-
tent Office employees who, by virtue of their em-
ployer, would be suspected of being biased and preju-
diced against my case. The third Patent Office nominee
was Mr. William E.. Schuyler, Jr., a former Commis-
sioner of the U.S. Patent Office from 1969-1971 with a
degree in electrical engineering. Mr. Schuyler could
also be suspected of being biased since he had worked
for the Patent Office.

(6) Judge Jackson refused to accept my two nominees
and instead chose Patent Office nominee William E.

Schuyler, Jr., whose credentials were described by
Judge Jackson as "superb.” I agreed to accept Mr.
Schuyler as Special Master since I believed him to be an
honest individual. I had once met Mr. Schuyler in 1975
and so advised Judge Jackson and the legal counsel for
the Patent Office. The Judge and the Patent Office still

insisted upon Mr. Schuyler’s becoming the Special
Master. As a result, Mr. Schuyler was appointed as the

Special Master to evaluate my energy machine.

(7) Within several weeks after receiving all Disclosure

Documents and case history presented to the Court,
Mr. Schuyler issued his Report of the Special Master.
dated September 25, 1984, which contained very
significant statements:

(A) "Evidence before the Patent and Trademark Of-

fice and this Court is overwhelming that Newman has

built and tested a prototype of his invention in which
the output energy exceeds the external input energy:

there is no contradictory factual evidence. ”
(
Emphasis

added. I described this Report earlier in conjunction
with the Patent System discussion.)
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Flannery
3847 North Tazewell Street

Arlington. Virginia 22207

703-534-7464

>
; -- . #

cental * DFMANDS DAY IN COURT (April 17, 19 8
.

5 > • * * 11 \

'

1 ''l
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-
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a°l duly?"^^ short. Nevravan

day in C°Urt ‘"

rma n fiahting for five years for a patent
inventor Ne '

"the Patent Office wouldn't consider Y

for merits and I can't get the District Judge to

:nV
s

e

i

n
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t

e

1

r°

n
it either."

i(, . The Court appointed the former Commissioner
Newman said, ™e t

hi/ ŝpecial Master to say what the

of the rftf’av
n
e us time and money. At least that's what

^
Judge

jackso^said? The Master foun<^ for-. - ntlS-

r/S-* - Sd
B

-

h
t*^ed

Sici^n

expenses."
,

John F 1 a" n 6 r

y

’ " /s°Tu

e

6 w^th \ ife °U fl "cou r t "o f Is

'adjudged' nothing itself."

Flannery noted in his papers that:

"the Court said on October 31 ^
aS

0n
n
j an^ary 31, when

was 'unprepared' to conclude any
h

*
9 ’

d , since the Patent
[Flannery] said n°thin g has change^

said/l don't
Office's first rejection in l981 ' . the Master's
know yet. 1 On March 14 th, the Court ^ ,

9
and when asked

Findings of Fact no effect wha
i questioning

if there were any facts the Court relied
rourt said, 'I’m

the operability of [Newman's] device,

not going to tell you now.'" on 1

[ See Petition for writ of mandamus at p.

Newman charged, "The Judge is
^Iwman '

s°counsel?
Flannery, a former federal prosecutor

, a duty" to
said that "the law is that the District Cou

that means,
find out for itself what happened. Newman

patent Office as
"The Court can’t pass the buck back to the Patent urn
it has."
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INVENTOR NEWMAN DEMANDS DAT IN COURT, page two

Flannery's papers
entire Federal Circuit
says the case involves a

importance"/ namely:

include the unusual request that w
consider Newman's petition. Flann

* he

precedent-setting question of excepti 0
* ry

"May a District Court that has appointed a Special Hast .
r

to determine the facts but has itself admittedly adjudg
‘*'

^one of them, remand the civil action. .. [cites omitted].. ?

the Patent Office where [Newman] has already exla.,.; 0

damns at

The Patent Office has stated flatly that Newman will have
abandoned his patent application if he doesn ' t bring from Mississippi
and produce by May 30th "his [5,000 pound] operating prototype
[in MarylandJ , [Newman's trial] evidence, notwithstanding that
it might be withheld during the civil action, if not dismantled
or destroyed."

f See Petition for writ of mandamus at p.4, 18-19.]

Flannery's papers refer to a case, Maroolis v. tta nrri
where the Patent Office tried this before and the federal appellate
court stopped them "dead in their tracks", according to Newman.
In that case, the federal appellate court prevented "the Patent
Office from using the threat of abandonment to force the [patent]
applicant to give additional evidence after a final rejection. "

[See Petition for writ of mandamus at 37-38.]

Backwoods Inventor Newman, 48, of Lucedale, Mississippi,has been stonewalled in his efforts to obtain a patent for thelast five years. Patent Examiner Donovan Duggan, a proven incom-

in;?*' J? one federal district court, told Newman

that hp -/n K. i
S
u
flnal rejection of Newman's patent application

invention nn
bte

f«-
he w5* uld ever allow a patent on [Newman's]

supplied)."
~ ter W|

hat [Newman] submitted (emphasis

the SDec^i^M?
Newman ' U.S. District Judge Jackson appointed

of the "subqt-fnf^ i

aSt
,
summer to make findings of fact because

before the Court
1

" Nf
nd con

^
radictor y submissions of record

part because the paten^ nfHr
0^!9 ® 8 Judge Jackson did that lr

dieting one of lLwm^n
«

°

f f 1Ce submitted a false affidavit contra-
too late — after f

S exP® rts but the affidavit was recantedafter the Master had been appointed.
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15) I advised Judge

"|H

: issxss

....;;-
,

:
iI
;V,«:Van ,w)" <«*•** '"

w. in iyipo«rf^ A»

v l>v viww formcr ConL
....

, idvWM>he court to -exercise

*••
.. *'£&*£ fnm

srlVS
., . .

j n (Ik* tooth l'**! 1 )

•
lir-"

1
'"' 1

' weTenurk by the lcx.ll counsel for

rtfe3S&XA
i~'~

chJii
,hc

.\

••superh

,h IudoC Thomas P. Jackson re-

mu. myb /Mjs ,cr
-

S flndlngs of &"
^pcnbt,t,y..nbv peering Inven-

icsi'cc 1 1>
" Ja< |ssvicj by a judge who had

flatly admitted that he possessed no scientific

credentials
Jaekson had no evidence to con-

i" o' 1 hl
"

I

1* ' -'

'
special Master Schuyler, and

tradlet the ‘
• Qfnce was also unable to pre-

,h

;Xen^o refute the Kepor, of the Special

,L Jackson still refused to accept the

^
“

c% findings of (act and refused to Instruct

rA^t Office to issue me a Pioneering Patent.

urn Rule s^(c)(2) of the Federal Rules of Civil Pro-

me A
.

provides that In a non-jury action,

the Offoe,

unless clearly erroneous
.

"

' Both the Judge and Patent

Office failed to present fl»r "clearly erroneous

evidence.

(11) Judge Thomas P. Jackson then ordered me to pay

$ 1

1

,602.20 for the Report of the Special Master — a

Report which 1 had originally objected to as an un-

necessary' expense and a Report which was written by

j man who was selected by the Court because Judge

Jackson admitted that he was technically unqualified to

judge the issues.

(12) Judge Thomas P. Jackson then placed the further

disposition of the case right back In the hands of the

Patent office by ordering a remand to that office. In ef-

fect. 1 was "returned to square one” and once again

forced to face the injustices of the Patent Office. This

remand occurred after numerous court hearings,

thousands of dollars in legal expenses, and an

111,602.20 Report of the Special Master which en-

dorsed the operability of my energy machine!

>1 the Honor;able ;ourt i

only <

Iru/^vpi.i-.wbtvbtw

then *o order me t

•fused to accept and

*•"*•* ,o cnd

for over five years.

(14) Because Judge Jackson rctused “ io We
deliberate Injustice. I

.,\VrU of Mandamus

against Judge \ honvas J*
*

eals for the Federal

,n the United States Court *PP
readily agreed and

Circuit to which action n y _
t e ,, for all Ap-

lurthcr requested a Hc'^ln» of lhls writing, both

pellant Judges to hear th
* y s supreme Court

Jlu* n s. Court of Appeals and
lvWC continued

have refused my Writ ot
he Patent Office

to endorse the Injustice
'

in . ustice proves

and the Federal Dl*tr ‘ct

y
' must occur,

that changes in our judicial sysic.

. sincerely ask that the news media.

"X^a-Tbe .n|us..ee of which , write

is fully documented! Uen, attorney,
l wish to pay tribute to my cxccu

john P. Flannery, II, Esquire
(202} 737-5708

‘Us Fourth Street. N.W.. Suite 333 ^ 534.7464
Washington, D.C. 20001

.
. Mr Flannery

Possessing an intelligent ant . t ^^ attomeySSs'r"
pletely “mastered a massive IcgaUa*

cxampic of

Mv legal case actually represents an ideal. P

immediate curtailment of such power with a prope

system of checks and balances.
.. ... luc.

flCS

1 make such a statement not because 1 dislike Judges,

but becausel have the ,reams, respec, and adnu^on

for those Judges who truly have heenanase.tote

profession and have consistently exhlb.ted the very

essence ol lustier Rather, / make the above stateme nt

I,realise / "low. cherish,
and am devoted

while I totally despise ami condemn all Injustice.

I, is for you. the public, that 1 write. 1 urge you to use

your Mind to fueslion. think, and then act in a manner

based on Truth and Justice. Do not be complacent and

unknowingly permit the "powers that be to repress

you and your loved ones. To permit Injustice to occur

Is to show contempt for the principles developed b\ me

Founders of our "free'' country.
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d verify the truth

...

pact. Numerous N^ne out

,n a manner ,ha '

reflects their fear of such P°
a belief is totally

“Awesome Power.

tbe Honorable Court s

A Judge is only a custodian oj
^ ,()/ (he Peo

ple

Power. Tbe Courtbe\? K̂ as a grown person would

- "Ot °f ,heJUJZ a

J

Judgc Ls an even greater morat

avoid hurting a bab) . a
power Qf , ]lc Court. A

;udg?"s”Ses such conferred authority shouid e

Power of the Court ,s the Judg^ ^ cafl properly

mediately disrobed an P
f ,nai lawyer

Power,

win my case in the Fe era
further disposition.

Jackson would very likely try even harder to serve

fS™ FROM FACT 2: In itself, Fact 2 demonstrates

g™^i^esponsible for their actions.

Extremely strict judicial codes must be enacted since

Justice cannot be served to attorneys clients (the

People) when such attorneys believe FACT 2 and con-

duct themselves accordingly.

FACT 3. I have been informed by many attorneys that

most Writs of Mandamus are rejected or opposed by

higher courts because all Judges wish to protect their

own members” to an extent greater than that in other

professions.

CONCLUSION FROM FACT 3 : Such a Fact demonstrates

the same conclusion as that expressed for FACT 2!

FACT 4 : It is well known that Federal Judges are appointed

by politicians. It is also well known that many politicians

cater to “special interests.” Furthermore, many sensitive

individuals anxiously await such appointments to deter-

mine if a Judge is politically “Conservative” or “Liberal.”

CONCLUSION FROM FACT 4 : In themselves, the words
“Conservative” and “Liberal” clearly demonstrate
biases and prejudices — NOT JUSTICE. The “special
interests” support politicians who appoint to Federal
Judgeships specific individuals which the politicians
hope will issue Rulings of Law” which are favorable to
the “special interests” that support the politicians. It is

indeed a “vicious cycle” that is vicious in its denial of
Justice to the People.

T s Judges have the power to determine *

,

be tried by a Jury (the People) or by n
" '

' 4

one of the reasons for the existence of the 1
’ "V

of independence
is that the Founders of , )Ur

knew that the Colonialists had suflcrcd the
, niUsil

‘

v

•1 corrupt judicial system. As it specifically
states

" '*

Declaration of Independence held the King "

uc
. aoorivino ns in many - “‘*tvt

,rcon«mp. fordeprwtrv,

benefits oJTria, by1^.
1

0/ th9

in my case. 1 have been tlentetl a trial by a j ur

People). The reader should find it significant u, „
'

official of the U.S. Patent Office readily admit,^

attorney that "they (the Patent Office) would ha,
’

official of the U.S. P

attorney that "they (the Patent Office) would
fe,

bane mv case tried by a Jury (the People)!"

' judges attempt to justify their trying a ease inMcari

jury by saying that "People (a Jury) can try a case
h

concerning Facts, but only Judges should try a Casc

cerning Law
cot*.

~
they (the Patent Office)

~~

would hate to have my case tried

rnNCl.USlON FROM FACT 5 ; The Founders ofourco^Z

realized that Judges were often the pawns of •

special i*

terests” that influenced politicians, who in turn, ap-

pointed the Judges. It was for this reason that our

Founders stressed the importance of Trial by Jury (the

People).

If a statement represents the “Law,” then such a state-

ment is a “Fact of Law.” Consequently, the members of a

Jury (the People) are entitled to hear a case concerning

the “Facts of Law.” The Jury would simply be provided

with the “Facts of Law,” just as the Jury is provided with

other Facts. A FACT IS A FACT, and any attempt by a Judge

to claim otherwise only represents a ploy to deny the

“People” a trial by a Jury (the People).

The “People” should be granted a Trial by “Jury"

whenever the client (the People) request It.

Justice is not something learned from the blind

memorization of a Law book. Justice is a natural instinct

for anyone who devotes his life to living such Justice.

EXAMPLE-. There are Judges who exemplify proper judicial

behavior"and are true administrators ofJustice. Consider

a Judge who has publicly opposed abortion due to the

respect for and acceptance of a religious teaching but has

judicially ruled in favor of “abortion” due to an accep-

tance of the “Essence of Justice” and the “Facts ot La

^

Consider the internal conflict experienced by sucd<

Judge! Yet such a Judge recognized that the Facts o

Law” have demonstrated in previous centuries na

many religious teachings only served to promote
^

justice rather than Justice to the People. In re^Pc

the “Facts of Law,” such a Judge rendered a ^
which was most likely — in her/his opinion

^^
erly dispense Justice to the People. T he Foun c

country had very clearly expressed the ncccssi

separation of Church and State.
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, . , *iwavs conauaeu
— •

.,idaes u ho hare alu a}
• •custo

-

"s5=SSr-
».' '

;; '"t are many religious indiv.duals

, lU are that there
vig0rously disagree

^eood intentions “
• -abortions." This is

^statement concer
.

g
. topic . I must s^es

<v>‘n
JJf.

*
very

sensitive an
individuals. My only

^r^^ug,. and taught no. to

__fls lo develop a sensi-

is born and grows, the "Mind ^ thc Soul" out

tivity to right and wrong, and thurcny

stress

intent

Because tl

fes r*''»»^2S&Z£‘
,fi^Tjreaous, o

g Question and pursue Truth.> K
;
^^uno. heen taught .ha. God^ ,

O05B® ,
”1 reruin your answer would be Yes^

D
°eK

U

and intentionaUy cause children to be

{^dddOK^dy and
misery for days> months.

„ crhinoia — omy
bor" “ a„d°*en to'di’e of starvation?

or years
and men _ s , m^iv rh

of "iimbo." ori^rstand why many people

-r-^unces, such

accept • abortion since ,
in Y

. rciful?
1 ’

• abortion could be considered ^ ^ impose y0ur

QUESTION: Do you not unde * n by saying that
‘

‘ they

belief upon those who *ccePl

d unjusl as those

have an auui^- „„„r(>r ;a.

Perhaps you can nOW ha
^QnS\7atTa

P
custodianship of

tion for those Judges wh° which sUives to onlylees who demonstrate *—
ibe Power of the Honorable Court which strives to only

serve Justice to the "People.
that the People and the

lt is mos, important, however that the P
^^ such

news media apply safe^arfs to ^ 5erve

judges serve "Justice to the PeoP‘

biases, prejudices, and/or specul interests.

l
°
believe it likely that a mercihil God

S^beutdv and intentionally cause children to be

would deliberately an
f hysical handicaps_

2SSI which cause great suffering for the children and

DoyouMeve it likely thac a merciful God

^^TdeUberately and intentionaUy cause children to be

:lCren^ho do not want them - or to parents who

f
ciinport them and provide proper teachings

cannot supp
mdlove? A child born to such

Slenawould only experience a life of misery and hope-

less as well as a life possibly devoid of ski 1 and per-

£al pride in their ability to contribute to civthzat.on.

Permit me to offer the following FACT for your question

ins and thinking consideration:

-ACT Miscarriages or "natural abortions” which occur in

ariypregnancy are generally the result of abnormal

levelopment within the embryo or within the protective

tnd nutritional structure derived from the trophoblast.

QUESTION: Do you think it possible that God (the Essence

)f Mercy) has mercifully placed such an automatic govern-

ng mechanism in the female human body and in the em-

>ryo in order to prevent some of the above-described

nisery from occurring?

QUESTION: Do you not think it possible that God (the

Essence of Mercy) instilled Mercy within us as well as a

Questioning, Thinking Mind and Free Will? Is it possible

hat God recognized that human action may be taken to ter-

minate a potential human being born into a life of physical

nd/or mental misery — a potential human being ‘‘missed

y God’s “merciful and natural safeguard?”

HOUGHT: Consider the possibility that the physical body

inot the essence of the “Soul” which remains in “limbo”

ntil the birth of the physical body. When the physical body

The judicial injustices! have ^“^"ourt and Congress. To 1

continue unchecked by th.. UI.S. Supre^ a signa, to the
|

inventions which benefit all humam 1 ,d throughout the coun-

I am also well aware of certain
. h0 attempt to claim the

B^rothers-Vorfunatettn history has dona justice io both .he Wright

Brothers and Mr. Curtiss.
country and the world to

|

I sincerely appeal to th® pe°P
.

tj e and WOrk to ensure that all

j^-ssrs^srs*-*-

log Patent Appliation as worth ess. h
g paten , application

steal my Patent Application r '9 y
J negative philosophy

which utilizes my Technical Proc®s
®.^

. uSt actions of theU.S.

and destructive action is fostered by
1 t0 further

Patent Office/judicial system
;^td^ua s t s he peop/e

—
to directly issue that Patent.

Throuqhout history.

chy have resulted. In a quick and _ er

July^4fl776*Mh^bec^r^ion

r

^tnd^pendenceandj>aWJorby the

say more?
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Chapter 26

The Pursuit Of Truth

1e

9

<1

A * I conclude thisfinal Chapter, Ifeel a burden

liftedfrom my shoulders. In slightly more than two

months, I will be 49 years old. For nearly 50 years, I

have deeply cared for humanity and strived to improve

the quality of life upon the planet.

For over 20 years, I have fought for you, the People
,

who are now alive or who are yet to be born.

Many of my closest friends have sincerely urged me to

include only topics relating to pure Science in my Book

rather than these other numerous subjects. My friends

are concerned that you, “the People,” will dismiss all of

my work if you become offended by any subject that I

have discussed.

I told my friends that I fully recognize this possibility,

and yet it does not deter me in any way. The reason is

simple. lam notpromotingfoseph Newman! I am pro-

moting you, “the People, ” and urging you to recognize

"I have always found that the honest truth of our own mind

has a certain attraction for every other mind that loves

truth honestly.” — Thomas Carlyl*

Such a new, Single Language must be based
sistent Logic” (similar to mathematics) rather than

C°n'

memorization and imprecision. Present language
11

deficient in strict logic and only serve to interfere
^

the creative processes one enjoys when writing
W *th

work. I write from experience. This new, Single
^ S

Language can be achieved if we “Question, Think
Create, and Act!”

The young children throughout the world who a
taught such a new, Single Language will automatical!
feel closer and less suspicious of the children of oth

^

countries. When such children become adults, they^ i

be more eager to talk, share, solve, care, and produc
“Peace, Love, and Goodness.”

I have provided for the world a Unified Field Techn
ogy and a New Energy Innovation which I sincerely

°

believe — if used creatively — will do more to generate

“I haveprovidedfor the world a Unified Field Technology and a New Energy Innovation
which I sincerely believe — ifused creatively — will do more to generate World Peace than the

efforts ofall the Kings, Queens, Presidents, Dictators, etc., who have ever lived.
”

the Sleeping Lion ” that lies within you. I urgeyou to stir

yourself “Awaken, " and begin to Question, Think, and Act
toproduce “TRUTH" which equals “Goodness."
/ believe in you,

'

'the People,
’

’ more than you believe
in yourselves.

We have been given a most precious gift: a Powerful
ind capable of Questioning, Reasoning, Thinking

Creating, Loving, being Merciful, Acting, Seeking, and
Producing Absolute Truth, which equals Goodness'

So, teach your young children and stimulate their
curiosity - this will do more toward producing a

dogma you

U

rec

aPP
V

ife" ^ CMdren than 3,1 the

nlo7Zn
‘Ved ™ 3 n0n-ed“3' Pr°cess of

be!ng"
C

and

e

,

n

he‘

S

r

USSln
?.

the "haPPiness '” the "well-

yet to be born T„T>,
r

L.
0f0“ r ch,ldren and Of childrento be born Tn u •

vmiurcn ana or cnildi

mem conventional language Th
S ‘S t0

World Peace than the efforts of all the Kings, Queens,
Presidents, Dictators, etc., who have ever lived.

But for this to occur, it is imperative that we teach our
young children to Cherish and Use the Natural Birthright

of their Questioning Minds — and always, yes, always,
seek the Pursuit of Absolute Truth which equals
Goodness.

The energy technology I have innovated when com-
bined with the “Merger of Economics and Mechaniza-
tion will result in a most beneficial working life and
Meaningful Life for all humanity. I can envision the time

when you, the “People,” will only need to work no
more than one hour a week (and possibly less) to

achieve the material things of life necessary to enjoy an

adequate physical existence for your family.

There are those unthinking Doomsayers who will

blindly state that “If people only need to work an hour
or less each week to live, then such people will become
worthless. ”

1 shout in response: NOT SO! I see the Truth of what 1

write via the “twinkling of the eyes” of our young
children especially those who are five years old or

the ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN
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Appendix

(The items discussed below have been added to the Second Ed,non.)

f ,he First Edition have requested

Several 'cad“* °
ni„g test H'F on page 17. The

greater ^^reques.ed inform.no".

0k" 'nf

, h F convinced me that copper is

The reason test H; F “
vcrv fac[ tha , I do not ac-

...vtremely
niagrK '^

ne can get something from ab-

ept the belief that

l4 .F clearly proved that a force

"Produced and exerted between the wires of

was being Produ force to exist, there must be

Figure I1-F2- he energy must be released

energy Par,,C,|
”
nH "his energy must be accounted for

from a 50""
of ,es, H-F clearly told me that the add,-

The results
* was not accounted for by the

"otw/ette®' /
inp^t from the battery

electrical
energy P ^ enab |ed me to mechanically

Since my Pr'°
of magnetism, i.e., atom ahgn-

undCB
7fhe subsequent release of gyroscopic particles

"^"esenting the mechanical essence of E- M*) to

(representing
3 e tjC fldd , immediately

gene

nn zed that the additional energy which produced

rSnohvious Force had to originate from the atoms of

the copper
conductor. Consequently, I realized that

while copper is extremely magnetic, it is also

mechanically different from conventional magnetic

materials such as iron, etc.

Tone simply examines the Facts, such a recognttton

of copper s magnetic nature should be easy to grasp

FIGURE 14-F3

Short

conductor

BATTERY

If one shorts out a battery via a short conductor as in

Figure 14-F3, the result will be high current or “high

power output” into the conductor. However, such a

configuration would produce a very weak magnetic

field. REASON : There are very few aligned atoms (less

than 1 ounce) within the conductor. Moreover, such a

configuration would be incapab
f 'on

of the 700 lb. magnet as shown in p 8

page 21

14-F4. If the conductor is TlT
8rJPh

REASoTTherearTvasr numbers of aligned aioms

ThTnSue,or which weigh rhousands of

Tub such a configuration, the ^.h-agner will no,

only rotate and produce
release gyroscopic

aligned atoms of

particles, i.e., electrical en g> P
KatterY into the

now opposes the input current from the battery

massive coil. of theS|H£S
of the hydraulic pressure (voltage)

commutator results
“

sfl

enerev in accordance with t - mc . i y

produces energy at rhe moment that the HV^ul.

Pressure (voltage) from rhe battery Is broken and the

atoms of the massive coil become unaligned, re

lapsing magnetic field induces additional current.

TevLl readers have also asked, "How do the con-

doctor's atoms align in order to cause a magnetic field

encircle the conductor?
9<- p

IRefer to Figure 14-B1 on page 15 and Figure 25-P on

page 77.]

answer The atoms of a conductor (which is normally

Turfed copper wire) align in a circular confutation.

EXPLANATION, This Fact can be demonstrated by plac-^

ing small magnets in a circle around a non-magnet,c tube

composed of plastic, rubber, etc., in °[der crea'e * T.
low-shaped disc. Using a thread, one should hang the dts

3-6 inches above the larger magnet. One will observe

’that the magnetic disc aligns with its center at right angles

to the larger magnet as shown in Figure 14-Bla.
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This fact clearly explains why a magnet aligns at right

angles to a current-carrying conductor and why a con-

ductor aligns at right angles to a magnetic field.

One should also realize from Figure 14-Bla that if

numerous magnetic discs were placed side by side, one

would have a cylindrically-shaped rod
( mmmmmn )

—
similar to a conductor rod or wire — which would align

itself at right angles to a magnetic field. Or, viewed from
another perspective, the magnetic field would be aligned

at right angles to the cylindrically-shaped rod. This fact

is further verification of statement 25-0(3) on page 76 as

well as the entire discussion on pages 76-79 concerning
the gyroscopic-particle-plane of matter.

II. ADDITIONAL WEATHER DISCUSSION (see pgs. 144-153)
Recently, I observed and experienced Hurricane Elena

whose seemingly erratic path of movement over a period
of several days completely baffled conventional weather
experts. As a result of such movement, such experts read-
ily admitted on local news broadcasts that they had no
idea where Elena would finally land on the Gulf Coast.
As a result of the weather experts’ inability to accu-

rate y predict landfall, inhabitants of the Gulf Coast from
Florida to Texas became extremely concerned over uncer-""nB WC3ther rCPOm ' ,n faCt

’ ‘"hah!.tarns of Florida were totally caught off-guard due to an.brup, and seemingly ..

unpred|c
8
tablc„. fha

d du' “ «
tone Elena towards the western Honda coast One ofmmmcaring weather experts ,

P P that 1 stfess that

combine this knowlel™ h^f
my teaChln8s a"d

— —-

To "open the reader’s mind," I present the f0ii

photograph and description from page 102 of th
LIFE Book entitled Planet Earth. STORM

C TlME'

In this August 1974 satellite photograph, the twin Pacific
hurricanes Kirsten ( top right) and lone (bottom left) are
linked by clouds as the hurricanes pinwheel about each
other in a counterclockwise direction.

QUESTION: How do the hurricanes attract one another
and why do they not come together? (The two hurricanes

began attracting one another at separation distances up

to 900 miles, thus proving that the "attraction force’ is

noticeable.)

ANSWER: Understand their electromagnetic nature!

Study carefully Chapter 3, page 13, beginning with the

first paragraph in the left column and ending at the bot-

tom right column.

You will note in Figure 13-H1 that the ends of tw o bar

magnets placed N to S to one another will attract one an-

theenergy machine OF JOSEPH f



. ...-sstrs?lurssssgggSSaSr'
" '

\ ,hc- same
t •

-

r „V.ri-iinRS tnen u

heel Cyclones have identical polarity orientation upon the hurt i »

l|H 11

hie view
ihat the P nw

or jentation. seas at a dlsta

if
r

'

d North .o North pretty, _ a

soUI
„r, that the Earth s

lceab ic curv

Acr
0
o"

S
m̂i 'eS '

dis'
anC " -

F(GURE 13-H3

:;s==sxssvsi
side because of latitude differences.

another

N

earth

i
. npe and storms upon

- ”> •

S-ms will need to be careful* studied In

iifoTto pertinent meteorological data,

et’s return to Hurricane Elena.

EARTH

The net attraction of two hurricanes Is

due to a difference In latitudes.

EARTH

The net repulsion of wo hetrlcenes Is

due tea elmllertty In letlludes.
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(3) VISIBLE LIGHT — 1985. Auaust 30 (4) VISIBLE LIGHT - 1985, August 31

,-rr- nurimfiRAPHS OF HURRICANE ELENA - 1985, AUGUST 28

(2) VISIBLE LIGHT — 1985, August 29

(6; VISIBLE LIGHT - 1985, September 1

(A; irvEHAREO LIGHT -
1985, August 31

(6) VISIBLE LIGHT — 1985, September 2

(B) INFRARED LIGHT - 1985, September 1
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SIMILARITY IN LATITUDES

CAUSES REPULSION

"the So Carohna storm system drops towards a latitude more equal to that 611 Hun

rlcane&ena which now stalls oil .he FLA coast. The similarity " latitudes o the two

storm systems causes them to begin to electromagnetically repel one another

* Storm system o,e,» A.t.o.tc
E""a "S“""5“

earlier northwestward course towards the Mississippi ou

(A) Infrared light depicts Hurricane Elena electromagnetically coupled to the other
storm system

netic repulsion elfect between the two storm systems.
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At one point during its forward motion In the Gulf

Mexico, Hurricane Elena became

coupled to a cloud formation having|'"tcnS
were dearly

tivity on its northern end. These formations were

depicted in photographs taken by satellites^

During the time Hurricane Elena P Y
extended

towards the Florida coast, the c,°u °
North Carolina

over parts of Florida, South Carolina, and Norm^
with heavy thunderstorms in the northe

nQ
P
rthwest

At one point, a high pressure front
cloud

swung down and "pushed' the nort
tivity

formation into the Atlantic Ocean. e
cloud for-

within the cloud formation decreased an

mation became placed in a closer latitude to that of Hur

ricane Elena. D .n„,hpp |

Just as the attraction force between the

Cyclones becomes reduced when their resp
Hur .

tudes become similar, so did the attraction between Hu

ricane Elena and the cloud formation become reduced

the storm activity decreased within the cloud formation.

When this occurred. Hurricane Elena was easily affected

by conventional air currents and assumed a northwest-

ward course. It should be recognized, however, that

such air currents are generated by electromagnetic ac-

tivity as well as temperature variances.

As further evidence of the electromagnetic effect of

hurricanes, I present the fact that hurricanes normally

form 10° to 30° North or South of the Earth’s equator.

Correlate this fact with the fact that Sunspot activity

forms 5° to 35° North or South of the Sun’s equator

(see page 145).

This correlation proves that hurricane spin formation

is not the result of the Earth’s spinning upon its axis.

The greatest speed of the Earth’s rotation is at its

equator. Yet the equatorial region of the Earth is not the

breeding ground of hurricanes and is generally devoid of

hurricane formation.

The regions of hurricane formation are very likely

related to the plane of the Earth’s magnetic equator

which acts as a "block wall’’ (i.e., low-level, electromag-

netic activity) in a conventional magnet. A globe of Earth

examined with respect to that magnetic axis generally

correlates with the absence or presence of hurricane ac-

tivity. (The Earth’s magnetic equator is approximately an
11 '/z

°- 12
0
angle with respect to the Earth’s true equator.]

I am convinced that the seemingly unpredictable move-
ments of hurricanes are electromagnetically induced.
Such movements are capable of being mechanically un-
derstood and accurately predicted if a proper under-
standing of electromagnetism is achieved by responsible
meteorologists.

I urge meteorologists to take this discussion seriously
I am discussing the saving of life, property, and the
reduction of mental anxiety for those individuals who
have been subjected to those who meteorologically cry
wolf when there is no "wolf as well as when there isno warn ,n d thc .. wolf„ sudden)y and u ,

5

appears at their door.
F y

We must encourage professional meteorologists to

study an abbreviated, basic, electrical engineer^,,

and to "Master" what 1 have taught. This know,, 'N
combined with conventional meteorology wj„

such professionals to be more confident and prc

more accurate instructions to those whose life

* r"

perty may depend upon correct meteorological ^
But as I have taught in this book, 1 have no douK

in future years, the weather will be created *
1

at will!

d cont
that

tr

<%d



•oNDl
,-TlNC.

ovnr.ENIC MAGNETS (see page 53)

MATERIALS/CRV
ogEN

materials and cryogemc

1

Rowing

„< '|

icmPtr
‘“ Ll

^f example
;

coupled with applicant's

- —sSssjeasssssSBay-*--*

,
,ve to one side of an °^

e
(Magnetic field) from the atoms of a mass

»

ic field) from that
rt

VoU will note, this energy
^ ^ tha£ the disappearance of that energy

^
*
n20 of the scientific

,

T

I;;

S

e to one side of an ob,e« « - ~
c field) from the atoms of a

from that^ *>*> --"
mass, is the resu

... . mi.i.r is exemplified by the attached
decrease

°f en
^j'0( increased

energy input into that mass, see pages L/L,,/

S(" >te “•

Con,",
ry

‘,°hm the vast disclosures for all of posterity to see.
aDpUcation and its important scien-

emplifietf within th
and disclosed in great detail tn he P»«" PP 1

1

because of temperature

Niobium tin on rotatable wheel No. 1

Rotatable wheel and shaft • no.

Liquid helium - No. 3

Liquid helium No. 3 Is completely

closed off In container No. 4 andMA, No

4A is made of copper *o that when

Niobium tin No. 1 touches between the

ribs 4A, temperature Instantly dirop

No 1 and magnetic field results and s

pulled toward constant magnetic fleW

5 and Is pulled away from ribs 4A and

enters ribs 7. which is also copper a
Flask .

Thls causes

*

NO. f

END VIEW

No 8 are all insulators. ,

„n 1 S US« - NO. e

- Dewar flask
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of niobium tin No. 1 instantly align when touching ribs No. 4a of | itl

. -ias ti-w-rehv releasing a magnetic field (E = MCJ
i wh„ i.

MU,<J

tion or amount.non or amoum.
,

This obvious embodiment is still only another example of the Technical Process which applicant has

already taught. That the energy in a magnetic field is the energy that makes up the atoms of the material from
which the magnetic field comes, and that it is literally Einstein’s equation of E = MO and therefore the energy

moves at C That if you can cause the atoms of a material to align and disalign at your will, E = MC2
will be

released at vour will. But how is this done? Simple— by varying mechanical means of causing atom alignment

applying or not applying pressure, force, or heat, or electrical or magnetic input, or by decreasing or increasing

normal atom random motion or atom alignment. By varying or reversing those mechanical steps, the magnetic

field coming from a Mass will exist or not exist or reverse direction.

Also, by means of applying the proper force at the proper angle to the gyroscopic type energy particles

moving in a magnetic field, E = MC2 will be released at will.

The point is — while these cryogenic results would not be obvious to an examiner not skilled in

cryogenics, these results would be obvious to those who were skilled in cryogenics and mastered the appli-

cant’s Specification! Applicant is sure that there are already other materials and experiments now existing in ex-

otic labs, that he does not know about, but which will be obvious to others so skilled; that those materials and
experiments will be easily applicable to the vastness of what applicant has so earnestly taught and disclosed

once applicant’s teachings and disclosures are mastered by those so skilled.

Applicant has taught a diligent, wide, Mechanical, and Technical Process of releasing energy from Mass or
a Magnetic Field. Applicant has even taught the incorrectness of prior teachings: from the teachings concerning
Work, Force and Power, to the Three Laws of Thermodynamics, to the teachings that a magnetic field

represents only potential work and no kinetic work, to the ‘whys’ of conventional electrical production, and
to the whys’ of gravity and the motions of planets and stars. Applicant has mechanically explained matter, in-

ertia, heat, magnetic fields, electricity, and much more — all of which has been always directed toward a single
goal of releasing a new source of energy from Matter by a Technical Process which he could teach to others and
for the well-being of all generations to come.

Applicant has indeed taught a diligent, wide, Mechanical, and Technical Process of releasine energy from a
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IrU ho*leil
^hotognaph ,

the " y
/"

"pound
naDQr clips now demonstrats Its pull upon a J ' p

without the assistance of a single watt of electricity.

The reader an dearly necthm ,hc cxpicMlun on the lace of the technician holding the S.Hlson wrench at a right angle-

^wyogcnle magnet, suvs II all!
Hu* cryogenic magnet demonstration clearly proves the following to the questioning mine

;

produced magnetic field originates from the atoms of the conductor. However, the- Held originate " lro,n ,hl '

uP‘ r conductor and not from the current Inputed Into the superconductor!

Tlllt I'.NItlUiV MAC’.I UNI'. C »l' JOSI1PI t NI'WMAN

• COLD” MAGNETIC STRENGTH
In Ihe loll photograph, Bell Laboratory Phy#,B*? ®'e

Immerse a small cylinder of niobium-tin
^

alio r In_Hqu.d

helium, causing the cylinder to become a lormldab e magnet

with a strength ol 24,000 gauss. Although an

lor superconducting magnets, niobium-tin becomes tnstan

u, hnmft ol its ootenev when pulled from the icy bat

221 PAPER CLIPS IN A MAGNETIC FIELD

In Ihe photograph below, a single magnet (tern
Dewar

considerable magnetic field when placed
, m

flask of liquid helium at the Avco-Everett Laboratories In

Everett, Massachusetts. (Each metal paper clip hang y



IV'. MAGNETIC MOTOR/PUMP

I have also developed a reciprocating magnetic motor

whose design is based upon the same principles which I

have disclosed in this book. Refer to photograph 15-C2

on page 3>6. Mv reciprocating magnetic motor has a differ-

ent mechanical design from the energy machine Pictured

in 15-C2 since a cylindrical magnet has been placed inside

the coil in order to generate a reciprocating motion.

In this new configuration, the electricity is taken off

the magnets themselves via (1) one conductor through a

load to ground, (2) one wire taken off one terminal of

the battery through a load to ground, and (3) a load

hooked across the coil itself. In addition to the electrical

output of the system, one must also consider the recip-

rocating workload of the magnets themselves.

This design could be a magnetic pump in which the

permanent magnet is both a motor piston and pump
piston capable of pumping numerous types of fluids for

commercial production and simultaneously generating

electricity for commercial utilization!

V. ELIMINATION OF UNDESIRABLE

COMMUTATOR SPARKING

I refer the reader to my discussion of undesirable

commutator sparking and air ionization on page 69, left

column, second paragraph, which starts with the

heading ' EXAMPLE OF ANOTHER DESIGN.”
Since the First Edition was published, I have inno-

vated an advanced design which will eliminate the dam-
aging sparking effects of the earlier commutator designs.

speed of atom unalignment and releases

output with respect to energy input (Wuh^''
hydraulic pressure [voltage], the commut

lr"
'

should be further increased in number
3t<J

'
J

The following is a commutator exam
eating motor design:

o i tor a n
the GAP separating the brush and commut

8 '' "u'l-

have demonstrated to my satisfaction that^ tests

mathematical relationship between the h h
'̂ is a

sure (voltage) and the number of times the
?'ulic

Pres,

pressure (voltage) must be “broken” by m ^
raul,

c

other switching mechanisms. Such addition”*Cal
°r

increase the overall distance the spark travel
bre%

instant of time while distributing this distan
3 8iver

>

greater number of individual but smaller gap
°VCr a

I have no doubt that the above designs will f
rapid production of commercial units With

aC‘htate

mutator designs utilizing approximately ioof!^
C°m‘

“breaks,” one can easily increase the hydrauii^
8

to 100,000 volts (or greater) with a properly insT^

commutator as depicted in rh,
,he ori8inal

on page 64. The commutator ntw"™^'
31™ phot°8raPhs

eight breaks and fires simultane ^ Figure 22 'N has
distance the spark has to ,„ ,

V SUch that the GAP
of eight, such" mechamca conf

mU,,iplied b >' a
cal configuration

multiplies the

coil. However, numerous energy-consuming device

would need to be connected into the system toabsi

the coil’s high energy production.
With such an improvement in commutator desif

1

>roduction units of * L - h"

mediately by those i

teachings.!

production units of the energy machine can be buil

hose individuals who have mastered
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Jn‘

, universe Is nothing

.

tba
'^ys Harvard

physicist Sidney

‘St/*.?**
C",l 'n“"

„ „,tre universe was permeated with

.vine that the enti ^ wilczek suggests.
7

Kjnt
magneticf '

v that you couldn t

<*•*./«-•

^lam unl
f
SS
J° simtiar to that situation. We see

i/iuus field is - that we can t ex-

iilaiu. “nd
ass .,*u couldn 7 gel rid of this

" would bepart "I what you

mythical
magne t J

IMng else away . In

T,Cards''ll would he part of the structure of the

vacuum

/ Guth People are talking

ZwduesTns thatftve years ago were considered

outside physics.
’

rh • following arc two quotations from an article by

Ef ,
Sner Milled. "Magnetic Whirlwinds ,n Che

July 19HS issue ofSCIENCE DIGEST,
page 26:

•• In the summer of 1984, astronomers using the VLA

radio telescopes in New Mexico observedfilaments

Olgas arcing far above the galactic plane. These

twisting spirals appeared to he held together by a

magnetic field, forming a magnetic whirlwind

stretching across perhaps 500 light -
years. The

discovery, itself significant, also added to the grow-

ing evidence that such magnetic vortices play a ma-

jor role In the universe — an idea given little weight

milII recently. As Anthony Peratt, a plasma physicist

til l.os Alamos National Laboratory, comments, It

looks more and more that magnetism plays as im-

portant a part in the cosmos as gravitation.

Peratt continues:

"
It looks like gravitation alone is not the whole story

it looks like it also takes magnetism to make the

universe the way it is now,
"

machine composed of

gigantic electromagnet*‘™^opic entities wh.ch

uncountable "umbC;‘ " generate all
observable

mechanically mterac

Ph;lT evidence I have «*-

the extensive evidence I have reader recognizes

and diaries. . would o< tb<~
the fact that I have P'°h«reb

, f therc is justice tn our

for thebe— of

the human race.

I would hope that the reader of my book has
understood the fact that the entire Universe represents a

III! INI-lun MAl I UNI Ol IOSI-IMI NKWMAN



VII. SPACE warpage
. Why isn't

The following question has been
soace'

gravitation simply defined as the
,

pos-

caused by a mass simply being m that Space^

ing such a question, reference « ^ Iaced on an
Einstein's view that if a heavy I

-

crcate an inden-
elastic plane, then the heavy ob|eci

bjects in

lion in .hi clastic plane causing >ny smaHcr ob|«cs

the larger ob/eefs vicinity to move down towards

curate andfalse pictorial hypothesis of gravity. Such

blind acceptance has occurred because once Einstein’s

thinking ability was accepted as being above that of the

average scientist, such scientists unquestioningly accepted

some of his beliefs which are not mechanically tenable.

The known laws of Hydraulic Mechanics demonstrate

that Einstein 's hypothesis of space warpage is totally

wrong. I say this not to denigrate Albert Einstein, but

rather to question the blind acceptance of his hypothesis

by those physicists who may not be mechanically sen-

sitive to what is actually involved in this instance.

FACT : Space surrounds an object on a 360° basis. It is

simply incorrect to view Space as a place capable of be-
ing “indented.”

In proper tribute to Albert Einstein, I will state that he

was mathematically correct when he said that there

would be a warpage of space. However, such warpage is

created by the mechanics of the electromagnetic effect

that I have discussed in this book.

I have already demonstrated that one cannot bring

together two electric or magnetic entities without a

mechanical warpage of the electromagnetic fields (con-

sisting of gyroscopic particles) surrounding the entities.

Moreover, I have demonstrated that gravitation is simply

the unequaling effects of this electromagnetic interac-

tion. Consequently, Gravity, Electricity, and Magnetism

consist of one and the same entity: “The mechanism of

this gyroscopic entity is the essence of all matter and

energy.” The observed differences in matter and energy

are a result of how we perceive the mechanical effects of

the Gyroscopic Particle from the perspective of an out-

side observer.
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.Hintz a copy of my book. It is a statement of mv learning
1
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your c
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H with premeditation sought to serve me injustice Thicioi,

latent Office — has

od!^ 'of^he^world
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ird” for my years oi ucuiuncu cuuu, an arm ot our G
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nsistently. and with premeditation sought to serve me Inju

delilw
r,llt lv

n̂ |jons of times over to you and yours, and to the “People

is amp
li,ied nl

,k of the U.S. Patent Office have — to such an extreme extent -

Tht muse of the existence of the U.S. Patent Office, that when viewed reTaiive'to'the "Fam'-'of'thte

conducted themselves outside the lawtlCiai> kai

,,rv purpose of the existence c. ...v W .UW| mai wnen viewed relative to the “Farts” nf »u ie

ploiiccring
invention, one would assume that the U.S. Patent Office had embarked on a Documentary entitled, “How To

Stifle
Creativity-”

After bringing
these facts to the attention ot numerous Senators and Congressmen within the United States one was

a enough and outraged enough that, on October 17, 1985„he introduced a Special Bill, Number h.r. 3590 into the
'

r flip Qpnofp onH Hnnc^ * •

1 enough and outraged enough that, on October 17, 1985, he introduced a Special Bill, Number h.r. 3590 into the

session of the
99th CONGRESS asking the Senate and House of Representatives ”... acting through the Commissioner

Fl

p
'

n(S
Trademarks, shall immediately issue a pioneer patent toJoseph W. Newman for the invention described in

°,P '‘ - - 179 474 ...” No, this Congressional Representative of the "People” was not from my State
rino SfcltP hiif nrhpr from a far Morfhprn t c . i_

f Patents and 1 —»

nt application numbered 179,474 ...” No, this Congressional Representative of the “People” was not fror

^Mississippi, nor an immediate neighboring State, but rather from a far Northern State of the United States — the State

Indiana — more than 600 miles from my home in Mississippi, a far Southern State of the United States.

The “Facts" show that this Bill is not only a special bill
,
but that the man who introduced it must be a special human

and elected Representative of the “People." That special individual is Congressman Dan Burton! Congressman Dan

Burton is not only speaking for me, but for you and yours. This effort towards Justice goes way beyond the mere Joe

Newman; it concerns Justice to Creative Individuals and the "People" who are the recipients of the value generated by

those Creative Individuals as yet unborn. Hopefully, the Special Effort of Congressman Dan Burton wdll result, not only

in a Pioneering Patent to me, but also in Patent Law Changes that will act as a Bright Shining Light, to eternally illuminate

all actions taken by Patent Office Personnel. Such Patent Office Personnel are, in reality, the Custodians of the

stimulation of the ‘‘Jewel" of our civilization — its ‘‘Creative People" — and thereby should never be allowed to stifle

this priceless benefactor.

If you agree with what 1 have to say, are persuaded by what I’ve said, if you want to help right the wrongs done b\

the Patent Office and want to help protect my work and thereby give hope and protection to others — you can.

Congressman Dan Burton is only one individual, but only a few members of committees or subcommittees will

really decide whether I get a patent. Please care enough to let Congressman Dan Burton know you appreciate t

e

that he is and must be a special individual . Congressman Dan Burton is proof that you count in Congress, a am.

your Congressmen and Senators and ask them to diligently support Congressman Dan Burton s Bill. um er
\ {ive jn

pending at this time before the 35 members of the House Judiciary Committee. If you have a close men

another state, call or write them and ask them to contact their respective Senators and Congressmen o

You compliment yourself, the Human Race, and the Future by so acting.

Thank you, the "People.”

Joseph Westley Newman
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IX. ADDITIONAL PROOF — NOT CONTRADICTION OF MY WORK

(This section has been added to the Third Edition.]

Several readers have asked me about the article published in the January 6, 1986 issue of Physical Revie
which presents the opinion of several scientists who have announced the discovery of a “previously unknow

w Letters

nature called the hypercharge’’ and their conclusion that “it also requires a modification of our theories of g^-
°rCe in

Their evidence indicates that there will be minute variances in the speed of different objects falling toward E

Vlt*tl0n ”

such objects are placed in a vacuum. when

In response to the above “discovery, ”
I simply quote from the last two paragraphs of page 9 and the first

of page 10 of my Disclosure Document sent to the U.S. Patent Office in 1979 and to the U.S. Copyright Officc^
8^*1

The Earth consists of innumerable other negative and positive charges and is either slightly more n
positive.

n<-gative or

“There can be an infinite mathematical arrangement, whereby, materials will vary as will their attracti
Earth. (Emphasis added.)

' 0Ward

' Consider now the fact that in 1974 I wrote to the National Science Foundation stating the prediction that
Cavendish Experiment conclusions were wrong. / had no doubt that if the experiment was sensitive enough the !
would he different results for different materials used. ’’ (Emphasis added.)

Refer to page 197 of this book for the response from the National Science Foundation in 1974 which offered aresponse to my statement to them that even the “speed and path of objects in their orbits” would be affected.

Also, read horn Section 29-1 on page 93 to Section 29-K on page 94 of this book and read the proof that matter con-
sists of unequal negative and positive charges. This is the reason that years ago I had predicted minute differences in
C.ravitattonal force (the unequaling effect of Unobvious Electromagnetic Composition of matter consisting of different
amounts of negative and positive charges.)

(Jfcct is principally of scientific interest, rather that for practical mathematical calculations of accelerating or
•stopping a mass or masses.

However, I compliment the scientists mentioned in the Physical Review Letter article for their astute observations
and conclusions that there are indeed differences.

sn h

L l c ‘lst )ns l()l t

[’
<- sc ( i \ eel minute differences are the result of the Electromagnetic Composition of All Matter.

•SUth Wl" many varying results to the outside observer.

tltc gatew at to gieat excitement and advancement for the Human Species.



(The following sections have been added to the Fourth Edition
]

mathematics to prove an important new analysis

present
“The steel wedge of truth hit by the sledgehammer offacts will

X.
'

!

r„sS it
colloquial

I"' '"Enclosed
minds."]

own “mathematical equations” prove the validity of what I mechanically teach “The

i(jflC
community

^ociatecj wjth the current in a conductor emanates from the ATOMS of the conductor and
ThC

,n a mag
netic

2

energy
^ (he current. indoctrinates students with the following premise: students are taught that “a copper

SOTJ ’Len t
teaching system

.
pnPn r field emanates from the current and not from the conductor ” Moreover,

*
~

the false premise described above, the student is then instructed (by “sleight of

coiled rather ,han strmgfrr, (See Figures 14-B7 and 14-B8, -

FIGURE 14-B7

A !~\ A ^ / 1
1

«, j \j

MAGNETIC FIELD CONDUCTOR CONDUCTOR

MAGNETIC FIELD

then the current and its associated magnetic field are

concentrated, which results in a concentration of the

strength of the magnetic field. The student is then pro-

vided with the following statement:

-The strength of the magnetic field equals the current

fanes the turns of the conductor’
’

(also called amp turns).

The above two underlined statements concerning the
or>gin of a magnetic field vis-a-vis a current/conductor
arc not the same' In fact, these two statements con-
tradict one another!

StESTiON: What comprises a conductor?

Atoms, of course.

JK'hat the statement “the strength of the magnetic
eciuals the n.rr~« !L__ .u-

field
eg

Element the strength of the magnetic rieiu
Ua tfle current times the number of turns of the con-

ductor” really means is that "the strength of a magnetic

held of a coiled conductor equals the input ™"e"‘

times the number of turns of ATOMS’ wh.ch compnse

the coil." [Refer to Chapter 8, beginning with page 49

f

°For

r

t

l

hose

d
who have been "mentally lobotomizecT by

the effects of our present unjust teaching system,
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rent In the longer coll produces a magnetic field Iden-

tical to that of the shorter coll. The facts prove such

people totally wrong! (The currents are not the same
]

The following yiucr.v and graphs prove that I amp of

current must he maintained In the ’'atoms” of one turn of

the conductor to sustain a magnetic field of strength Z.

And 10 watts of power must be maintained to sustain that

magnetic field of strength Z. [1 amp x 10 volts = 10 watts]

At the opposite end of the mathematical spectrum, a

miniscule .00000000000001 amp has to be maintained in

100 ,
000 ,

000 ,
000,000 turns of the atoms comprising the

conductor to sustain the same magnetic field ot strength

Z. In this case, a miniscule 1/10,000,000,000,000 of a

watt of power must be maintained to sustain the same

magnetic field of strength Z.

In other words, the fact that the input current and the

number of atoms (turns of wire) can vary tremendously

field Is sustained In all cases — r- proves that thi.
magnetic field emanates from the atoms of th

rc*ull
^nt

tor and is not produced by the input current
* C°nduc

The following drawings, explanations, and
which utilize mathematically-accurate,

scle
will "cement” the truth of what I teach Th*

I'C âcts

field associated with a conductor-carrying
cu

ma8nc,lc

nates from the atoms of the conductor and no?J!

°rlg1 '

rent. The current Is simply the medium which
CUf’

the hydraulic pressure of the volts and causes
draullc pressure to align the atoms of the cond

*

Under such hydraulic pressure (voltage), the a |

UCt°r '

atoms release their gyroscopic particles — the h”"
1

building blocks of all matter - which emanate h
the physical boundary of the conductor and beta"*

1

actly as a permanent magnet. (Refer to Figures ul'l'
and 14-B10a/b.)

8 l4'B9a/b

_ n-ova ana w-bvd that a given charge will quickly exit from the end c

2 conductor exactly as a molecule of water from a short pipe.

slnwtTnH
har

::

C
r

al faCt

f
demonstrate in Figures 14-B10a and 14-B10b that a given charge would, by some degree, mov

wat^r pipe.

eX ^ °f a" extreme, y lo”g conductor exactly as a molecule of water from an extremely long

in Fta!^i7.R
5

i

U
n
Ch meC

,

1

'l

a" ical anal°gics would have one believe that the magnetic field associated with the conductor

very strong

^ '*°U * VCr^ weak’ and t,le magnetic field associated with the conductor in Figure 14-B9a w0U

The facts prove these magnetic fields are eqmli
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and, „ced comment
will alter the

or
pre-ludlc e of current at...

*<<& the magnetic field Z

mtf
nt

[S
Jcarly Pr°

j§ nQ| a result of the o
T,H

ted with 3 C
°?he conductor, but rather is the

z current

f^^ndd comes from

'jS' from the current
afrald to think for

the truth of these facts,

have been unius.ly and
have been unjusfy and

seriously affected by the present teaching system will

uncomfortably feel that they must resist these facts.

The following mathematics, based upon the teachings

of the present scientific community, proves “mathemati-

cally” that what I have consistently taught “mechani-

cally” is absolutely correct.

Remember — the following mathematical results are

provided by the present scientific community and not

by me. The present scientific community states that a

magnetic field of a given strength is achieved by the

amount of current multiplied by the number of turns of

a conductor. Consequently, the following mathematical

results are presented for your consideration:

Using a 10-Volt battery the following results occur —

-—— (volts X current = watts)

amp X 1 conductor turn = 1 amp turn [i.e., 1 amp X 10 volts = 10 watts)

,
.

‘

mD) X 10 conductor turns (CT'S) = 1 amp turn [i.e., 1 amp turn X 10 volts = 1 watt)

100

nM A (or 01 amp) X 100 CT’s - 1 amp turn [re, .01 amp X 10 volts = 1/10 of a watt)

'

.
. r .001 amp) X 1,000 CT’s- 1 amp turn [i.e.. .001 amp X 10 volts = 1/100 of a watt)

'

A , r 0001 amp) X 10,000 CT's = 1 amp turn [i.e., .0001 amp X 10 volts = 1/1 ,000 of a watt]

m M A (or .00001 amp) X .00,000 CT's - 1 amp turn (Z e. .00001 amp X 10 volts = 1/10,000 of a watt)

— additional intermediate steps not listed —

.00000000001 M.A. (or .00000000000001 amp) X 100,000,000,000,000 - 1 amp turn

[i.e .

.00000000000001 amp X 10 volts = 1/10,000,000,000,000 of a watt]

FIGURE 14-B11 GRAPH OF THE ABOVE MATHEMATICS:
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ru carrying conductor emanates from the atoms of the conductor and not from the current which con

,

1

mtnishes such a current could reach an Infinitesimally small number while the < onduc tor would pr ,

held. (Refer to Chapter H, page- 49 of this hook lor additional details.,

. , now consider the- relationship between Faraday's Laws of EMF (electromotive force) Induction and the

,

'

lh thc magnetic field as It expands or collapses through an Increasingly larger number of turns of wire

(atoms) When one considers thc graph In Figure M Mil and Faraday's Laws of EMF Induction, one finds

mathematical proof of the following:

As a consistently decreasing current Is inputed Into a consistently-increasinp number of turns of conductor coll

wire (atoms) the produced magnetic field remains constant. Even more Important Is thc fact that whenever the input

current is stopped one produces an ever greater back EMF from the collapsing magnetic field through an ever

increasing number of turns of atoms comprising the conductor d.ls occurs with an ever tlccrvasinn
< urrent Input

These mathematical facts verify my teaching that the power from a conductor can he greater than the power l„
- . / ... rxf fhk hr w ft if 'Iflclillnr

' 1
these mathematical iaci» vemy my i

puted Into the conductor! (Refer to page 51 of this hook for additional details
|

fo rephrase thc < olloqulal title of this section: "Thc sledge hammer offads has now hit the steel wedge of truth

even into closed minds
Ihc mathematics I have presented in this section are from materials published by the present scientific community

Ihese mathematics arc riot original to me, I have simply hut prec isely combined my mind with their mathematic* In an

exacting logi< whereby the < onslstent mechanical teachings I have developed are proven mathematically correct

The energy In a magnetic (electromagnetic) field is literally the mechanical essence of li MO' This energy can he

mechanically understood, anticipated, utilized, and released at will lo generate the tremendous release ol energy

without any harmful effects to humanity and to the environment,
I remendou* exc Itement, hope, dreams and accomplishments will quickly ensue from whai I icat I) lint c no ;IS

I
M ‘ 1

of science will remain unaffected by these concepts, A magnificent future lies at ihc "fingertips of our Imagination

bc<ause the entire universe reac ts clcctromagnctlcally and has a fundamental elec tromagrietk composition which

can be harnessed to benefit humanity.



ctatf THAT THE MAGNETIC FIELD COMES FROM THE CURRENT AND

kh/ENTIONAL)
TEACHINGS S

^ )F one wants more POWER from a motor, one designs

pBI0RuF CONDUCTOR.
BY

Jp^|??h
N
e CONVENTION AL FAN DRAWS OVER 100 TIMES MORE CURRENT

vOTTHEC^" Rf,ENT.[EXAMKLc cMPBr.Y MACHINE.)
P RIS cONDUCTOR

p
BY THE c^ ..EMORECURBEN NEWMAN cncnu.

QUALITATIVE depiction

100 1

THOUSANDS millions billions

NUMBER OF TURNS IN COIL (CONDUCTOR)
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hnoiogy for earth and space travel
(hosc concepa

"comparison ^^Nariulon tv^Dr*Hastings
dcscrlblriR Joseph

Newman s

by °r H“t,n8s

v6NT10NAL
SC.ENCE TEACHES:

Electric Charges

Like Charges Repel — Unlike Charges Attract

Magnets

S N N S
S N

Like Pole* Repel - Unlike Poles Awy<

Conducting Wire • Electricity • Magnetism

CURRENT —

i

! CURRENT

N

S

magnet

magnet

way in a eonductor atuacts one P°
ersed



__ . m. TFACHES that the basic building block
MECHANICALLY UNDERSTOOD AND

OF ALL MATTER IS THE GYROSCOPIC PARTICLE -
ANTICIPATED AS TO THE NATURE OF ITS ACTION*

The spins of the GYROSCOPIC PARTICLES which comprise and emanate from the atoms of the conductor are at right

angles to the spins of the GYROSCOPIC PARTICLES which emanate from the atoms of the magnet. As a result of this mechani-

cal Interaction, the conductor wire Is repelled from the magnet regardless of the direction of the current which passes

through and aligns the atoms of the conductor. The conductor should be short enough to Intersect with the straighter center

line of force and not extend out over the curved lines of force because of the changing mechanical relationships.

The spin of the GYROSCOPIC PARTICLES which comprise and emanate from the atoms of the conductor are at right

angles to the spin of the GYROSCOPIC PARTICLES emanating from the atoms of the magnet. As a result of this mechanical In-

teraction, the conductor wire Is repelled from the magnet regardless of the fact that the magnet's polarity Is reversed while the

direction of the current In the conductor remains the same In each Instance.

results that de^pre'sent^ hm £V
r°*C°?1C ™n

!P
osltlon of all matter explains these observ

> presently accepted, but false “sclentlilc” teachings which claim to be absolute.

occur between*ni^aH^^d^^l^enablelaf^e^flr?*^
CffeC‘ SCrV

,

CS *° demonstratc Uie opposite force
cnaole safe, efficient space travel to become a reality.

and demonstrated

gravity which can
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PECULATION OF DR ROGER HASTINGS

8/22/86

1204 Circle High Dr
Burnsville, Mn. 55337

i a onH i Q 19861 visitedJoseph Newman’s laboratory in Lucedale Mississippi, witnessed the operation of
To Whom It May Concern.

While at Newman’s demonstration in Jackson, Mississippi on August 20, 1 also witnessed the operation of a Newman

motor which was built independently by a Memphis engineer. This motor was running a ceiling fan using 1.5 Watts of

d c power taken from 13 nine volt transistor batteries. An identical blade was turning at the same speed, driven by a

commercial ceiling fan and drawing 40 Watts of a.c. line power. The Newman motor was run continuously for about

four hours without noticeable degradation of the batteries. This demonstration independently verifies the conclusion

that huge energy savings can be realized by converting from conventional motor technology to Newman motors in ap-

pliances, compressors, automobiles, pumps, and all other energy intensive motor applications.

The levitation experiment demonstrated a vertical force exceeding the force of gravity on strands of *40 copper

wire when a few hundred milliamps were applied. Application of standard equations for the interaction of the wires with

the earth’s magnetic field gave approximate agreement that the wires were in fact levitated on the earth s field. Return

wires were at the same time forced downward. Newman disclosed to me a design in which the force on the go wires

should exceed the downward force on the “return” wires. I estimated that a vehicle of Newman s design (with perhaps

some modifications to further reduce the force on the return wires) could be made with a self contained power source

and passenger compartment which is 1,000 feet or more in diameter. Such a vehicle should be investigated immediately

as a replacement for rockets, and as a future means of interplanetary space travel.

The above statements are true and accurate to the best of my knowledge.

Roger Hastings, Ph D.
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en fall 1969 and FALL .966 concerning .he effor. «, -cure a pioneer pa.en.

XIII. Events occurring bctw
machine,

for Joseph Newman s energy m

Chapter 25 of THE mVoRT OF THE
HFWMAH described the ^«m^M98

Coun ^^
S^cW

C

MasTer wTlliam E. Schuylec Jr wrote

ZeZ ,here is no contradictoryfactual evidence and

“Defendant [PTO] intentionally did not consider the

formalities l,PlLiffs (Joseph

or ,bepatentability of Plaintiff s claims under 35 USC

S

For many months and expensive trips to Washington,

D.C., Mr. Newman and his attorney, John Flannery, at-

tempted to obtain a decision from Judge Thomas P.

Jackson either accepting or rejecting the Special Master s

findings. Rule 53 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

provides that the Judge “shall accept thefindings of the

Special Master. ” Finally, in June of 1985, Judge Jackson

rejected without reason [and as of this writing we still

await his reason] the findings of his own Court expert

and Special Master. However, Jackson did see fit to

charge Joseph Newman 111,602.20 for this ignored and

rejected Report.

Judge Jackson originally stated that he chose the

Special Master to assist in “the speedy disposition of the

trial’’ and to “reduce the Applicant’s (Joseph Newman’s)

expenses.’’ However, the Judge’s actions belie his

words: After many hearings, two trial dates have been

canceled with a new date set for December 8, 1986;

moreover, the litigation expenses to Joseph Newman
have been compounded by Jackson’s actions!

Also, to return to an earlier event: In December, 1984,

PTO Commissioner Gerald Mossinghoff arranged to

have 5 100,000.00 of Energy Act funds — intended by
Congress to finance the development of new energy sys-

tems — misappropriated to discredit Mr. Newman’s in-

vention. Mossinghoff made an unprecedented agreement
with the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). Mossinghoff
ran little risk from the NBS since he had the NBS “expert”
Jacob Rabinow file a sworn declaration that Mr. Newman’s
device did not operate. Jacob Rabinow gave this opinion
without even testing the energy machine.

After rejecting the findings of the Special Master in
June, 1985, Judge Jackson remanded the case back to the
Patent Office — Mr. Newman’s judicial adversary — for

r act,on ' The PTO then recommended that the
NBS formally test Mr. Newman’s invention.

In the original test conditions, Judge Jackson 1) refused
to order the NBS to prepare a testing program in ad-
vance of delivery of the energy machine to the NBS 2)refused to permit Mr. Newman the right to have an ex-

pert present for testing, 3) stated that the test results

would be issued in secret to Judge Jackson who said in

the court record that “It (the test results) will be held

under seal until we determine that it ought to be ex-

hibited to the public,” and 4) gave the NBS an open-

ended period of testing.

On behalf of Mr. Newman, John Flannery filed a Writ

OF MANDAEMUS with the U.S. Court of Appeals, seeking

to reverse Jackson’s unfair testing conditions in favor of

those test conditions proposed by Mr. Newman.

On January 13, 1986, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the

Federal Circuit issued a court order [In re Newman, 782,

F2d 971, 974-75 (Fed Cir. 1986)] upholding Joseph

Newman’s WRIT OF MANDAEMUS against Judge Jackson.

The higher court sternly rebuked Jackson for ordering

“highly irregular” testing procedures that denied Joseph

Newman “fundamental fairness” guaranteed him by the

Federal Rules. Jackson had originally ordered Joseph

Newman to surrender his energy machine to the NBS so

that Office might dismantle or even destroy it. Instead,

the U.S. Court of Appeals rejected all of Jackson’s condi-

tions for testings and supported Mr. Newman’s position.

[As it turned out, this action did no good, because

Jackson/NBS/PTO did exactly what they wanted to do!]

The higher Court criticized Jackson for authorizing the

destruction ofJoseph Newman’s invention and giving

“no reason for barring petitioner from observing all the

tests on his device, or from knowing in advance what

tests are to be conducted [by NBS].” The Court con-

cludes, “Such procedures are highly irregular, and taint

the evidentiary value of the test results.”

Specifically, the U.S. Court of Appeals ordered that: 1)

the NBS tests be prepared in advance of the energy

machine’s delivery to the NBS, 2) Joseph Newman could

be present for testing as well as have an expert on his

behalf, 3) the energy machine could not be dismantled

or destroyed without Joseph Newman’s consent, 4) the

NBS would have 30 days AND NO MORE to test the

energy machine [this was reaffirmed by the higher Court

in a letter issued on February 12, 1986 during the origi-

nal and authorized 30-day test period from January 24 -

February 23, 1986], and 5) the results would be issued

openly and publicly to all parties.

During the original 30-day test period (from January 24

- February 23, 1986) the NBS did not conduct a single

test. The PTO and the NBS asked the Court of Appeals

to change its mind and let the NBS dismantle and de-

stroy the energy machine. On February 12, 1986, for the

second time, the Court of Appeals said no: “[NBS’s] Dr.

Hebner has not attested to his inability to test the device

or that its [the energy machine’s] structure is concealed,

or that a test program cannot be reasonably conducted

to ascertain whether the device performs as disclosed in

the patent application” and “on reconsideration, we af-

firm the prior order.”
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, refused to test the energy machine and"
e NB

|n«le test unless they were permitted to de-

,o
rut’ a Sl108

y machine. Even before any tests had

stroV
,flC

r "led NBS representatives told the Court of

t""^’.le energy machine was a hoax This at-

Ap(
*»ls 'h

n„£ of the reasons that the higher Court

titude
»as °ne ^^ aaed m a biased manner

-r-nanlzed tha
onh his work Meanwhile, th

^c0g^nseDh Newman and his work Meanwhile the

toW
rards Joseph d _ each Qf which Joseph

NBS offere
d — in an effort to run the clock while

Ncwman
arts

jssion to destroy the energy machine

rhev waited r **"
, ^mmunicatlnH by mail, rather

*&<
If nhone In another instance, the NBS required

tliah by
M
Plman to travel 1,000 miles from Mississippi to

Joseph
Ne

^ singJe wire a distance of one inch.

^'hNewman and attorney John Flannery gave the NBS
Joseph

Ne^
reconncct the wire that had come loose in^ from Mississippi to Maryland. The NBS insisted

5 P
^seoh Newman do it. Even after Joseph Newman

rflr he traveled 1,000 miles - the NBS

^.ied to test the energy machine or even tell Joseph

Newman when or how they would test it

Ne*
ring this 1,000-mile trip to reconnect the wire by

.inch an event occurred which would have great

iflcance later on. The approximately 135-pound

energy machine delivered to the NBS facility in

MaXd would - if not restricted by resistance -

-numD” back-EMF into the battery pack and thus pro-

ceed to over charge and damage the batteries by short-

ina them out internally. Normally, Joseph Newman plac-

ed 4 ft fluorescent bulbs in the circuit to act as a release

valve to reduce this back-EMF into the batteries. Since it

was inconvenient to carry 4 ft. fluorescent bulbs on the

plane to Maryland the day Joseph Newman reconnected

in several minutes the loose wire, Mr. Newman simply

grounded the energy machine to shunt away the back-

EMF and prevent it from damaging the batteries.

What is most ironic is that NBS officials saw Joseph

Newman ground the energy machine and therefore

assumed that he always grounded it — even for testing!

The NBS officials were not interested in mastering

Joseph Newman’s technical process and understanding

the principles involved. Instead — like “monkey see —
monkey do” — they later grounded the energy machine

during their secret testing of the confiscated energy

machine. This action would have important ramifica-

tions re the validity of the NBS test. [It should also be

added that Joseph Newman had no intent of educating

the NBS personnel.” They were supposed to be the ex-

perts; Joseph Newman’s attitude was, “let’s see what the

experts do.”]

The experts did nothing during the authorized 30-day

test period that expired on February 23, 1986. On Mon-

day, 10:30AM on February 24, 1986, John Flannery ap-

peared at the NBS building in Gaithersburg, Maryland

where the energy machine was being held. Joseph

Newman had asked Mr. Flannery to return the energy

machine to Mississippi. Armed guards met Mr. Flannery

and refused to permit him to obtain Mr. Newman s prop-

erty. Mr. Flannery was Informed that he had until 12

noon of that day to appear at an emergency meeting In

Judge Jackson’s courtroom. Should he fall to appear,

Jackson would Issue a warrant for his arrest.

Mr. Flannery did appear In the courtroom by 12 noon.

He was promptly Informed by Judge Jackson that the

energy machine of Joseph Newman was now the property

of Jackson’s court and the Invention would not be turned

over to Mr. Newman. Mr. Flannery asked Jackson for hls

reasons for such confiscation. The Judge refused to give

any. Mr. Flannery then asked Jackson to remove himself

as the Judge In the case because of demonstrated per

sonal bias and prejudice. Jackson denied that he was

prejudiced and continued to refuse to tell Mr. Flannery

what authority permitted the Judge to violate the Court

of Appeals Order. As Joseph Newman said. "Since when

in this country can a court take a person "s property,

seize it without even a hearing and in violation of a

standing order of an appellate court? Something is very

wrong here

On March 3, 1986, as a result of the Court’s question-

able procedures, Joseph Newman submitted an Affidavit

in support of a motion to disqualify Judge Jackson for

his demonstrated personal bias and prejudice. On March

7 1986, the District Court held a status conference to

consider giving the NBS more time to test the energy

machine in violation of the 30-day period authorized by

the U.S. Court of Appeals.

Immediately before this status conference began, Judge

Jackson’s law clerk handed John Flannery an order deny-

ing Joseph Newman’s motion to disqualify Jackson as in-

sufficient, but without any discussion as to why the

pleadings were factually insufficient. Jackson even held

John Flannery in contempt for merely mentioning the

pending motion to disqualify him. Jackson then gave the

PTO/NBS until June 26, 1986 to test the energy mac i

_ 150 days after the energy machine was originally

d

Joseph Newman could not afford to be present

’™J*

h

counsel and expert for the 12-hour work-days the NBS

claimed they worked each day. It would have cost

Joseph Newman over *60,000.00 to attend the tes and

is one of the reasons why the U.S. Co“ rt of
pTO

authorized the original 30-day test £0

°
lo

Commissioner Mossinghoff m*sapp«°P^^^ to

run these unprecedented tests.

Office, the tests cost approximate!iy * 5,

Joseph Newman had the “right” to auend the later

unauthorized tests on his confiscated energy'
nwchine,

thp PTO for all NBS tests!

It is. in fact, Joseph Newman’s position that

^
PTO/NBS/Jackson actions taken after e

^ property

1986 confiscation wUhou, “c ‘p
rcsult of ,h |5 posl-

are Illegal and unconstltution^ addulonal days

tlon and of the expense in attending vo
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of testing. Joseph Newman would not in any way wish

to appear to endorse the NBS proceedings by being pres-

ent for their testing. Also, it should be noted that before

the NBS ran any tests, John Flannery forwarded to the

NBS a schematic diagram of the circuit used to test

Newman's device. It plainly showed not to connect the

energy machine to ground.

Prior to the expected release of the NBS test [con-

ducted by three individuals] on June 26, 1986, Joseph

Newman issued a national press release sent to over

1500 members of the press which predicted that the

NBS test results would be negative and that “a mockery

of justice is expected to continue in the chambers of

Judge Thomas P. Jackson. " On June 26, 1986, the NBS

unsurprisinglv said that Joseph Newman’s invention did

not work. Moreover. Judge Jackson set a trial date for

December 8. 1986. (Up to this point, Jackson had held a

series of expensive hearings to determine if a trial was

warranted and had canceled two earlier trial dates.)

Jackson continued to refuse to relieve himself from this

case due to bias, and Jackson refused to allow Joseph

Newman a trial by jury. In fact, a Patent Office attorney

once told Joseph Newman's attorney, “We would hate

to see this case tried by a jury.

It is ironic that as a consequence of the Patent Office’s

disregard of the Court of Appeals' requirement that the

NBS notify Joseph Newman of what tests they intended

to run during the 30-day test period authorized by the

Court of Appeals, Joseph Newman did not know how

the NBS "tested'' his machine until after the NBS issued

its report on June 26, 1986. Consequently, Joseph

Newman discovered that the NBS did not actually test

his invention at all.

In one of his PRESS RELEASES, Joseph Newman writes:

“In his April 9, 1984 Statutory Declaration before a

Federal Court, page 10. NBS expert Jacob Rabinow

claimed the following — ‘It is my opinion since Mr.

Newman does not use a tightly-coupled iron structure

around his armature, that the efficiency of his motor

should be very low when use purely as a motor.'

Following the release of the June 26, 1986 NBS Report

(which has been challenged by Dr. Hastings and other

scientific expens), NBS spokesman Matt Heyman
boastfully stated to the newsmedia that: “the energy

machine invention was so inefficient that if one wanted
to operate an electric fan, then don’t use the Newman
Invention hooked to a battery, but rather use a simple

conducting wire from a battery to a conventional

motor. ' The above two statements by NBS represen-

tatives Rabinow and Heyman are especially ironic

because on July 30, 1986 — in conjunction with an ap-

pearance before the Senate Subcommittee on Energy
Hearing — Joseph Newman demonstrated his latest,

portable energy machine prototype which operates as a

motor (without Rabinow’s tightly-coupled iron struc-

ture around the armature
) to power a home-appliance,

electric fan at an efficiency rate that proved the Patent

Office and the NBS dead wrong. Again
"

Dr. Roger Hastings, Senior Physicist with a major

research corporation, concluded that the PTO's
pert, the NBS — the preeminent national testing**

4 '

laboratory’ — failed to measure the energy
in i®

Newman's energy machine although it had the c
'Ph

machine for 150 days. His evaluation was that th^Np
personnel did not know what they were doing *

N&S

Flannery said, “The Court of Appeals gave the p
J °hn

Office 30 days to test the energy machine and rZ^'
the Patent Office to inform us in advance what t

they were going to run during the 30-day testp^
authorized by the U.S. Court of Appeals. But the!?**
pert, the NBS. kept the device 150 days and never t*'
us what tests they were going to run during this 30

**

period. ” In his evaluation, Dr. Hastings wrote that
NBS “results reflect a total lack of communication

b!
tween the NBS and Newman or any other expert on

*

Newman 's technology. " As John Flannery' put it it

they told us what they were going to do, we mightia
been able to avoid this waste of time and resources
Mr. Newman and the taxpayers as well. "

Specifically, Dr. Hastings said in his evaluation that th
NBS allowed energy to escape from Mr. Newman's

6

energy machine and then, instead of measuring the out
put energy from the energy machine, they measured the
power consumed by resistors ‘‘placed in parallel with

the Newman motor, and called this pow'er the motor
output." Dr. Hastings concluded, ‘‘the primary r f.

(radio frequency) power was shunted to ground." As for

measuring output, Hastings said that the NBS's test was

"equivalent to stating that the output of an electric

motor plugged into a wall socket is given by the power

used by a lightbulb in the next room svhich is on a

parallel circuit.” “The NBS test results came as no

surprise to me. ” said Mr. Newman, ‘7 never expected

that we would get a fair shakefrom the Patent Office's

expert. What I am surprised about is bow badly the

y

did the job. ’
’

If the PTO and the NBS had complied with the Court

of Appeals Order, Joseph Newman would have had a

second opportunity to reinforce what was already ob-

vious from the schematic diagram forwarded by John

Flannery to the NBS — that they should not connect

Joseph Newman’s energy machine to ground. The NBS

could have been told that they were in error. But since

the NBS and PTO failed to give Joseph Newman any

notice — contrary' to the U.S. Court of Appeals Order —

of the tests they intended to run during the 30-dav test

period authorized by the Court of Appeals, they waste

Joseph Newman’s resources and, by their estimates.

175,000.00 of federal taxpayer’s monies misappropna

by former PTO Commissioner Gerald Mossinghoff.

The REPUBLICAN STUDY COMMITTEE of Congress

wrote in its May 9, 1986 REPORT: Joseph

received arbitrary and unfair treatment at t e

the PTO and Judge Jackson. Congress should ac

the Executive and Judicial branches ha\e
responsi-

American citizen. In light of Congress
ConStitu-

bilities and the fact that it is empowered y^„rtncc of

tion to issue patents, the fact that the preponderant
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over 2500 people attended.

SS-W5S. >°*r* P"s'"“<l l’“S coiwo“w. * •»' H 6,-ENE p°'‘"‘“0'”

.msmmrnrnss.
”“ “

i, Jo*ph N,»™n Jacteob, Mississippi

J a. /nvws confine. auPe
51“”™*

„
’

ory on Joseph Newman.,sssu
1

!h’
«^pmaemahons« now available

— t ^^n'c favor and the fact that this in-

evidence is <”N«^
beneficiai to hundreds of millions

vention is

in order for Congress to gran

°, people, it f

d w allow^ American market-

Newman a P
a|ue Qf this invention.”

p,ace
to dead* t

nationally-syndicated col-

Duringjune-Aug
,j^ ,hree different articles

umnist James J. P
e with the Patent Office. In

^^SKTaSKW
mat this issue remains a public issue until the patent s

issued - this is Joseph Newman's only Prote^
lon^

the unjust actions of a Federal Bureaucracy and a Federal

court The ENERGY MACHINE NEWSLETTER contains news

updates concerning Joseph Newman’s work. Those in-

terested in obtaining information about the NEWSLETTER

should write Joseph Newman at Route 1 ,
Box 52,

Lucedale, Mississippi 39452.

Meanwhile, the Patent Office continues to issue state-

ments that are totally false. PTO Commissioner Donald J.

Quigg (a former top executive at PHILLIPS PETROLEUM for

33 years) wrote in a form letter dated June 17, 1986 sent

to people who wrote him about PTO mistreatment of

Joseph Newman: "Mr. Newman has filed an application

for a patent on his invention of a method and apparatus

for obtaining more energy from a machine than is put

into it. This application is related to several earlier filed

applications, all since abandoned by Mr. Newman.
This is typical of the Patent Office’s misleading rhetoric

and represents a concentrated effort on the part of the

Patent Office to discredit Mr. Newman and misinform
the public. In a June 25, 1986 letter by Joseph Newman’s
patent attorney C. Emmett Pugh, Pugh writes: "In sum-
mary, you have never in fact or in law abandoned in any
way any of your patent rights or your efforts to obtain

your due paien.

forth the disclosures o y dated information.

tiSrSbar

“Sol"™ cou
9
NC.L

W
oy

C

the city °f new

£££

—

would DUt an end to the costly multi-yeat litigation over

the Joseph Newman energy machine by r“°'™8
r

a

t^
doubts in favor of the applicant and provt g

issuance of a patent because it is the Council s firm

belief that theses, judge of Joseph Wes.kyN^
invention is not a Court listening to ^P^^ es fytng on

either side, but the American free market with its harsh

but fair test of practicality.’’
M««u«inni

The Senate and House of Representatives in Mississippi

issued a CONCURRENT RESOLUTION *294 (dated April

10-11, 1986) which stated in part: "WHEREAS, Federal

District Court Judge Thomas P. Jackson ordered highly

irregular testing procedures which denied Mr.

fundamental fairness in receiving patent approval; and

WHEREAS Judge Jackson has taken Mr. Newman s prop

erty without even a hearing and in violation of a stan

ing order of an appellate court and has subsequently

ordered secret tests by NBS of the illegally confiscated

energy machine, again totally contrary to the order of

the U.S. Court of Appeals; NOW, THEREFORE BE IT

RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE

STATE OF MISSISSIPPI, THE SENATE CONCURRING THEREIN.
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Flannery
Janney House
Waterford. Virginia 22190

703-882-3175

Dear friend.
October 24, 1985^*

7 *64

joe has asked me to give you a summary of (1) why you should
encourage members of Congress on the relevant committee (s) to
support a private bill, H.R. 3590, recently introduced by Rep. Dan
Burton, and (2) briefly state the facts in support. And So
I have.

There are four reasons why a private patent bill for Mr. Newman
is worthy of your support:

Firstly . no citizen should be so shabbily treated as has Newman
by both administrative and judicial tribunals — the Patent
Office and by the Courts — in direct contravention of the Constit-
ution and the statutes of Congress,
Secondly , if Newman had been fairly treated, the Patent Office

and the Court would have seen that Newman's device works —
as a former U.S. Patent Commissioner has so attested — and
that he is entitled to a patent.
Thirdly , if Newman secures the protection for himself to manuf-

acture this device, it shall mean a new source of inexpensive
and efficient energy, and
Fourthly , this bill doesn't cost us as taxpayers a dime and

may instead save us money — in energy bills.

A Statement oL the Fact-g

As for the salient features, a statement of the facts,
that I find disturbing:

Newman's patent application when it arrived at the Patent
Office in 1980 was assigned to a Patent Examiner found incompetent
by the federal district Court in Texas. The Patent Office refused
to look at Newman's evidence including a prototype he constructed
to prove it worked. The Patent Examiner said he doubted he

would ever grant Newman a patent no matter what proof he presented
and the Patent Office refused to replace the prejudiced patent

examiner. Thus did the Patent Office deny Newman a patent.

Newman appealed his Patent Office rejection to the US District
Court in January 1983. $££ 35 U.S.C. Section 145. The Patent

Office again refused Newman's offers made during civil discovery
to have them test his device; the Patent Office said they "roust

rely on the applicant's tests. The Court said it was technically
incompetent to decide the case and appointed former Patent Comm-

issioner Schuyler to consider the case. The former Patent Comm-

issioner concluded:
( more )
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helming evidence, without contradiction.

<»
its own rules in^

.

s determination^ that Kewman marine

^jTtSSt erroneous .
and

Court rctu*
^

k ffiSjswus.wa.'ss.' “•

device opero

Thus the need for a private bill.

rnprlusiOP

relief he needs and deserves.

Thanks for your time a 1 and

jPF/pm

ZE
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That we do support Mr. Newman in this endeavor and do hereby commend the Mississippi Con
for their past and continued support.”

J Sessional De|t^ (

On May 29, 1986 the Senate of Mississippi issued RESOLUTION *3 which stated in part “be it rp
MISSISSIPPI STATE SENATE, That we do hereby memorialize the United States Secretary of Commcr^0 bY tHe
the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, and the United States Patent and Trademark Office*^

acting
throuoK

Joseph W. Newman for the energy machine and memorialize the United States Congress to adonH°
'SSUC a Patent?

that such patent be issued.”
P e8>slation

clirCctj

°

As of this writing, ten Congressmen — who are outraged over the treatment of Joseph Newman b
and Judge Jackson — have introduced 10 House Bills to grant Joseph Newman a pioneering patent fn/v?

Patent
0fflCp

H R. 3590 H. R. 3977 ” H.R.4081 ^”H.R.4200

A BILL A BILL

H. R. 4490 H. R. 4707

A BILL A BILL
A BILL

H. R. 5032 -“H.R.S149 ~~
H.R.S31S

A BILL A BILL A BILL A BILL a BILL

These ten Congressmen include Dan Burton of Indi-

ana, Trent Lott of Mississippi, Thomas Kindness of Ohio,
Robert Livingston of Louisiana, Robert Torricelli of New
Jersey, William Dannemeyer of California, Billy Tauzin
of Louisiana, Hal Daub of Nebraska, Wayne Dowdy of
Mississippi, and Henry Hyde of Illinois. From the lobby-
ing perspective, the more House Bills that are intro-

duced, the greater the pressure on Congressman Robert
Kastenmeier (Chairman of the House Subcommittee on
COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTIES, AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF
JUSTICE) to schedule hearings on these Bills. If the

reader knows of people living in Robert Kastenmeier’s
Southern Wisconsin (Madison area) District, urge them
to pressure Kastenmeier to act. As of this writing, we
still need our first Senate Bill — consequently we urge
everyone throughout the country to write Senator Thad
Cochran of Mississippi and urge him to act promptly to

introduce a Senate Bill identical to the ten House Bills.

The July 30, 1986 hearing before Thad Cochran’s
Senate Subcommittee on Energy, Nuclear Proliferation

and Government Processes was quite interesting. Sub-

committee member John Glenn of Ohio acted very ir-

responsibly during the Hearing which was attended by

over 200 people in the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

Following testimony by Joseph Newman, John Flannery,

Dr. Roger Hastings, Milton Everett, and others, Joseph

Newman demonstrated his latest fan-motor prototype.

The considerable mechanical torque produced by this

fan-motor version of the energy machine will have a

significant inpact upon the development of motors for

many commercial uses. At the Senate Hearing, Josep

Newman demonstrated a fan powered by his energy

machine and a second, identically-modeled fan p ugg

into the wall. The watts needed to power the ew

motor-connected fan at high speed is 6.9 watts
(• ^

amps X 2300 volts). In addition to powering the >

times the current goes back into the batter
^f?

)s0

comes out of the batteries. A fluorescent bu 1

simultaneously lighted. At. 7. 4 watts (.2 afnps
^-nian

— an input approximately equal to that o t ^ ^
motor — the conventional fan motor (P u8e

^cwman
.

wall) barely turns. To equal the speed o '

nt j0nal

motor-powered-fan, the input into the co
v0jtsj_

must be raised to 28.5 watts (.38 amps
s rELeaSE

In August, 1986, Mr. Newman issue a

i

aCtjons

describing in detail John Glenn’s irrespons
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valued ••politics

as
us1"1

, ttcc of wi»- "sible conflict-of-

Sobco^“
C
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S,o ,« several years
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- ina,ed S

Qf Schuyler
while Schuyler was the PTO

gobordinate of Schuy and although G1

Congress to gran. Newman *

vention to be tested where
» markctpiace.

tuLiai juage s treatment ol Newman been so arbit

ind high-handed? Why did it take four months and
182,000 *-«* ian iiivcimon wnie

:trk, and where did the money come from? Clearly,
r. Ncwman Is being denied his Constitutional right t

process of law I Stmnolv thnl rnrtnraim i<Unn

.here u .

,ong time ago - In the Am'r£™^'sen*' Hearing con-

his recent testimony twfo' congressman

rrnlng Joseph
Newman s paten P B

succlnctiy

rr wny UIU II IUU1 I11UI11II3 dllU

000 to test an invention which supposedly doesn’t
<t and where dirt th,* m , in ,1*1/ rnm/-* Pl<»<irU/

cerning Joseph
Newn»». -

vcry succinctly

THOMAS K1NDNE
^,

Sl^ case Where extraordinary action

when he says,
‘ This a

lhc convoluted,

tortuous

Newman

trlate One neeo orny - ^ Rnow^ Mr

path that thls c“e h
mema ,

fairness and

i
has been denied t

ontential patent

IS— of Schuylc.
rlMrand although Glenn

“mmWi0
"m“e demonstrations and tests of the energy

ashed to see more de
flights of stairs to^-Ut- demonstrations of hls

fan-motor prototype
“i do not feel

“^^"doXoIgh to process Mr

Newman ^Patent Applicarion. Therefore, I feel that the

hundreds of millions of people, I feel it is totally in

order for Congress to grant Mr. Newman a patent.

According to SENATOR JOHN STENN1S, “Mr. Newman

has made repeated efforts to get his machine patented

and has encountered substantial obstacles at every turn

... If every inventor ran into as many problems In trying

to get a patent as Joe Newman has, 1 doubt that we

would have made much scientific progress in the last

two centuries, and we certainly would not enjoy many

of the products that we take for granted today.’’

CONGRESSMAN ROBERT LIVINGSTON asks these ques-

tions: “Why has the Patent Office, which has been en-

trusted by Congress with the important task of pro-

moting scientific progress, gone to such lengths to deny
this man the legal right to hls invention? Why has the

:deral Judge’s treatment of Newman been so arbitrary

:en f
n

of every potential patent

objectivity that is thy g nab |e men differ, as they

holder • He adds. When^^ nQl be a dec.-

have in this case, th
rather an accommodation

slon by bureaucratlc flat bm rather^y^^
^^ Qr faU

should be reached that a ll<3

k ,NDNESS concludes

on Its own merits! CON
°“fr"met head of the PTO and

The technically compete
h ,er sa|d that a pa-

Special Master in thl?case, “
of judge Jackson’s

tent should be issued and. 8 ec, to the findings

refusal to follow federal la „ „„ „h™iirt steDrefusal to follow federal law wu.^ y
shou id step

°f 5UC^ir,llamm:tien thrPeop.
8
e can decide If it

is ncing denied bis Constitutional right to
lue Proccss of law. I strongly feel that Congress should
ct because the Executive and Judicial branches have
ailed this American Citizen ... It is totally In order for

should have to endur
united States Patent and

undergone at th*: hands o
^ adds that "instead of

Trademark Office (r t )
. h „ pjq has spent

dTdCth^PTO have caltmore doubt on its methods

ofwbal could be a revolutionary energy
^

obstinancy would, In my mind, be crin»<«* ^
GRESSMAN dowdy concludes, In my op ’

has failed and it is up to Congress to take correct a

Son 1 hope the Senate will support Mr. Newman and

move to grant him a pioneering patent.

Hopefully, Senator Thad Cochran will act soon and in-

troduce a Senate Bill to grant Joseph Newman a pionee

patent by Congressional action. As of this writing, y

letters to Senator Cochran are very important!

From the very beginning, Joseph Newman has asked

only for the equal opportunity to present his invention

in the marketplace with patent protection despite the

fact that Mr. Charles H. Duell, Director of the Patent Of-

fice, declared in 1899, “Everything that can be invented

has been invented.''

On Wednesday, August 20, 1986 at a news conference

in Jackson, Mississippi, Joseph Newman demonstrated

the practicality of a revolutionary electromagnetic lifting

and motion device for Earth and Space travel. He demon-

strated — contrary to conventional scientific teaching

that the electromagnetic effect occurring between objects

can be made to consistently repel regardless of whether a

magnetic entity has its poles reversed or whether the cur-

rent in a conductor is reversed. Dr. Hastings testified to
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the extreme significance of such an electromagnetic

display and said 'such a demonstration can be visually

viewed by everyone, and it either works or it doesn’t.’
1

In

his Declaration of August 22, 1986, Dr. Hastings wrote:

"The levitation experiment demonstrated a vertical force

exceeding the force of gravity on strands of #40 copper

wire when a few hundred milliamps were applied.’’

Despite the fact that Joseph Newman has repeatedly

demonstrated the efficacy of his invention, has over 30

scientists who have tested and endorsed his invention,

and has the endorsement of a technical expert to the

Court and former Patent Office commissioner — our

government is still denying Mr. Newman a patent at a

cost of thousands of dollars to the taxpayer!

As of this writing, Joseph Newman is endeavoring to

work on a motor capable of powering an automobile

and is in the process of forming and financing (based

upon foreign support) a manufacturing, research, and

development corporation.

In conclusion, Joseph Newman wishes
gratitude to the thousands of people who^

C*Pre
s
hi*

and have called to show their encourageme
^ Wr,u

en
port. Such support is needed if this inventin'

******
become a reality to benefit the people of

'S 10

and the world. And such support is necess
* C°Untr

y
come the same bureaucratic opposition to^^

°Vcr ’

that has throughout history impeded the _
lnn°Vation

knowledge. Profcress 0f

As Max Planck said: A new scientific truth d
triumph by convincing its opponents and m b**

n° t

see the light, but rather because its opponent
ly die, and a new generation grows ut) thru

•* e
!

er,tu^>-

with it."
Jailsfamlar

With all due respect to Max Planck, let’s pr0v w
prognosis incorrect in this case, and work to e

C^
application and expansion of "an invention Jh^
has come.

" Thank you for your continuing syx^
t>me

Saturday ApriM2 1986 The Times-Picayune/The States-ltrv

METRO NEWS

Energy Machine
wows crowd
at Superdome
By MICHAEL PERLSTEIN
Staff writer

Mississippi inventor Joseph
Newman brought his Energy
Machine to the Superdome Fri-

day to convince the public of
something he’s been trying to get

the U.S. Patent Office to believe

for 20 years: that the device can
produce unlimited amounts of
energy for free.

More than 1,500 people paid $1
admission to see the machine
Friday, the first day of a week of
demonstrations.

They came from as near as
Houma and as far as Switzerland
and South Africa, and many said
they were convinced Newman’s
invention will work.

But the U.S. Trademark and
Patent Office has not been nearly
as sympathetic. Officials have
repeatedly told Newman that his
claims are impossible, and they
have refused his request for a
patent.

However, physicists and engi-

neers who once scoffed at New-
man’s ambitious ideas spoke Fri-

day in his behalf.

Newman claims the machine
swallows energy from any power
source and generates up to 14

times as much, without polluting.

The Lucedale, Miss., inventor

claims he has discovered the
principle of magnetic energy, a

puzzle that still baffles physicists,

and uses it to create electricity.

“I challenge any Ph.D. to get

up on the stage and debate with

me and prove me wrong," he said.

There were no takers, and
many in the audience said they

believed him.

Victor Melillo traveled from
Cherry Hill, N.J. to see the
machine.

‘‘This machine is the greatest

thing ever to happen to man-
kind,” Melillo said. ‘‘What the
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patent office is putting this man

through is a travesty.”

Cindy Dickinson of Atlanta

admitted she didn’t really under

stand Newman’s ideas but thinks

“it’s crucial to get this to the peo-

ple. If this machine works the

people deserve to know what the

government is keeping from

them.”
„ ..

Stanley Higgins of New

Orleans said, "If what he says is

true, this is the biggest thing

that’s ever happened. How can

you miss that when you live only

20 minutes away?”



^ ADd,T1°
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nr^r.T.QSURE DOCUMENT

9-20-85

20 1985 Joseph Newman disclosed and demonstrate

"
„ reciprocating magnet armature, operating -

re me his 130 P-nd
problem uhich bas been encountered in the

hlgh
voltage input.

large and practical output power eve

past with scaling the Newman ^ and che destruction which occured

was the need to go to.
^ voltages . Joe has now solved the high

- • -“”
hr8”' and lc appears

V
°

trarily high input voltages can now be reached.

of high voltage on che Newman motor is chat our data

The significance g square of the input voltage;

Show that 1.) the output
the volcage; 3.) the motor efficiency

*•>

-

input p°:
r

rr::::;:: i.> ouCPut POwer u-i. *«

increases linear y wi
rHmated at ten to twenty kilovolts.

t0 power a home will require input voltages estimated

September 19, 1985 the motor was operated at 1,000 and 2,000

- - - « ~r%-j7ir
„ these tests were 7 and 14 Watts, yielding efficiencies

espectively.

in addition, the motor was operated for the first time using a high

[cage transformer plugged into the a.c. power socket. The transformer output

Itage was roughly 2,000 volts. The input power was readily measured using

a.c. mllliammeter to be 25 Watts, while the output was measured again at

roximacely 200 Watts. The higher input in this case reflects the inefficiency

the transformer

It now appears to me that the Newman motor can be readily scaled to power

levels which will make it practical for commercial and home energy needs, and

this should be accomplished in the very near future.

The above statements are true and accurate to the best of my knowledge.
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6/ 19/86
1204 Circle High Dr.
Burnsville, Mn. 55337

DECLARATION CONCERNING JOSEPH NEWMAN MOTOR PROTOTYPE

n J me 11 1986 I witnessed a demonstration of Joseph Newman’s

latest motor prototype in Atlanta, Georgia. Newman's motor

weiahed about ten pounds, consisting of copper and a powerful

anet rotor. The rotor was attached to a 15 inch fan blade

tJhen from a commercial fan. Newman's motor turned the fan blade

at
' approximately 660 r.p.m.. It was connected through a

mechanical commutator to 2500 volts of dry cell batteries. The

d.c. input current was 1.8 mA ,
for a total power input of 4.5

Watts.

Also displayed was a commercial fan with a five inch blade. This

fan was advertised as an energy saving motor. Examination of the

motor revealed a precision motor design. It drew 25 Watts in

operation. Newman's motor was obviously doing several times the

wort of the commercial motor, while drawing 5.5 times less power.

A later experiment was performed in Mississippi in which a

commercial fan with an identical 15 inch blade was powered from a

Variac and run at the same speed as the Newman motor. The

commercial fan drew 30 Watts compared tp Newman's 4.5 Watts. It

should also be noted that a 15 Watt flourescent tube, connected

across Newman's motor coil to prevent sparking was

simultaneously lit to perhaps one fourth of its full brightness.

Also, as in past prototypes, a large negative current (r.f.

envelope) flows back into the battery from the motor coil.

My testing, and observations of Newman prototypes which are

electronically commutated, indicate that Newman^s fan prototype

can be improved to run on external input of about - Watts. Thus

further development can lead to a fan motor which consumes 1/luth

the power of an efficiently designed commercial motor.

This result is significant in view of Mr. Newman's announcement

of his intention to build an automobile motor prototype,

firmly believe that the above quoted results will sea e up, and

that Mr. Newman's car will consume at least Ij times le
^

than present commercial electric cars. This energy saving

be utilized for any combination of longer running time
’ JJ ,

speed, or larger vehicle compared to present designs.
at

car motor will operate on high voltage, will have ig
one

low current, and will probably consume a fraction ^
horsepower. If such a motor powered our nation s

become
polution would be greatly reduced, and the nation would beco

energy independent.

I swear that the above statements are true and accurate to the

best of my knowledge. _

Roger~Hastings, Ph.D.
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7 -4-86

1204 Circle High Dr

Burnsville, Mn. 5533

aN evaluation of n.b.s. testing of the newma

a hv R E Hebner, G.N

h the Newman motor test results reP°™V £ 86-3405- While themi
titbulb m ulc "

learly irrelevant to the erncicnW -—
-

resislors) is referred to in -k—

madcTrn'L" mechanica, output of the Newman motor.

5 in,:"^en,made
m
of heat generated in .he motor windings.

1 - 1~ rmi irh of rhe

internal—~ made of heat generateu m —
u as any measur

excess energy generated in the

Wh.ctI^robs^ed on Newman motors whtch are properiy connected
.

. . „ffVw>NpwmanfHOt
•ontrast been dominated by extremely large

in conclusion, the N.BS ^a^ed t°^e^ufe

^
e ou^^of^he Newman mo^ot^and

Jewman device. These results reflect a total lac ° co™
importance of Newman’s Machine and its

nv other expert on Newman's technology. Considering;
the P

f Ncwman
'

s device is an
e. inesercsuRMuiccia.c/.—

. rp n f Newman s Macnine anu iw

rt on Newman's technology. Considering the ‘mP°r“"“ °f N
N ans device is an

rations, this waste of N.B.S. resources and misrepresenutiono
future

isult to those seriously interested in the machine and .0 those who may benefit y

jplications.

Roger Hastings, Ph.D.
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XV. Testimonies by Joseph Newman, Dr Roger l lastinoc ir.hr. bi„
before the Senate Subcommittee on Energy, July 30, 1986

^ 3n<J Mllt°n Evcrett

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH NEWMANBEFORE THE U.S. SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ONENERGY. NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION AND GOVERNMENT^PROCESSfDATED JULY 30, 1986
PROCESSES

Good morning. Thank you for inviting me to appear today. My name is w m
Lucedaie, Mississippi. It may be in the backwoods. But that doesn’t mean we are hart/ IT™

1 COme here tort,
of-the-way place, like, say Kitty Hawk. I am an inventor. ThauX^ No thanany^ fr°">

living, I have obtained patents for a number of devices and machines. None however ha
’ w
^ C°Urse of makin^'

I ve been fighting to patent for the last seven years.
’

’ have been as dramatic ash
my

** lhe one

J ‘^winan. i come here
”* w.w ...vs., XY.LI y naw*. i am an inventor. That is how I make

N° more than anv°nth
V frorh

iving, I have obtained patents for a number of devices and machines. None however ha
’ k

the C°Urse of makfn°
Ut '

I ve been fighting to patent for the last seven years.
’

’ have been as dramatic asthl
my

I have invented a machine which uses the properties of magnetism and electricitv to o.machine is a technological breakthrough is that my machine creates more external outom1
* P°Wer The reason mternal input energy required to run it. My prototype is powered only by dry ZTbZTic v!?
Y than the ^ount of

**

dent scientists have shown this machine can obtain efficiencies greater than 1000°/ Th
°U$ tests bV indelT'machine can release more than ten times the enerov rh™ i* low, ^ 000 /o ' That means we have Drew

P
H Ven my

. .

~ uuwiii ciucicncies greater than 1000°/ tu„. 11

machine can release more than ten times the energy than it takes to start it The technr^n
WC havc

produce much more than that. Think of the practical application of my machine to r.

8V $hows mV device7other use that requires energy.
V machine power your home, your car

0

The thing that surprised me is that instead of being greeted by the Executive Branch . u
osity and searching inquiries, I was greeted instead with incompetence, inconsistent^

* Palcnt Office witf

car, or any

curiosity and searching inquiries, I was greeted instead with incLpe^en^^ the Patent Office witfbargain some misleading impressions have been given some currency
Y ’ bstructl0n and worse.

ln th(

Firs,ly my device does no. - as some say - crea.e energy I. releases avaiiable unused energy
Secondly, I do not claim my machine is a perpetual motion machine as the Parent orr , , .

Far from it. Through more than 2
1
years of hard work I have harnessed the properties of

V^ rCpeated,
y SaVs

Univac^oger ^^ing^with^^heretoday^and Melton Evwe^of th^Stet^ontr^^i
3 PhVsic'sl for Spcrr

present, have submitted sworn affidavits stating my machine works Mv nrnnf
Mlss ‘ss‘PP' Geology Department, alsi

sioner of the Paten, Office tha, my device worSl clta TWs former
Pr00fs Pcrsuaded than a former Commit

electrical engineering background, nominated bv the ^tTnt Office ^
Commissioner, Major William Schuyler, with,,

Jackson on his own motion over my option to rende an onfl^ ,h
V ?*»«*<> »V Federal judge Thom,

Special Master, concluded that there was overwhelmino - H
P on for thl5 Jud8e Major Schuyler, who bears thetitleo

eVide

h

Ce 2nd thi" ‘he^
overruled, and that the patem sh^ldUsue^Vthe^pIicant^et

1

!!!^^!^^^ t'h^patent s°atute.

S> '^^ WCn

patent applicaUo^on March^2
Y
?h

WUh addlti°nal detai,s ' Bul Iel me add a few comments. I filed my firs

throw up barriers to hlnrk m > r u
°re than seven Vears a8Q. Since then the Patent Office has done nothing bu

works I also comnlird wiri rh ^
01 ° ta,n|ng a patent. However, I assembled the proof I’ve discussed that my machint

works More tZZrr7Z ^ rec
l
uirements There is no question that my device is new or tha. i

earned reputations on ,h , r

C SC ent,sts have listened to my technical process and ran their own tests and put their hard

due by stating the evidenrl^K f

St3t

?
lhat my device works - The Special Master gave those courageous individuals theii

claimed^ It Sid
Court thC Patent ° ffiCe was overwhelming that the Invention worked as 1

Ing astarrino mip
Suffc

f

ed e,8ht different rejections by the Patent Office. Dealing with the Patent Office is like hav-

and now December 1986 °r

* CATCH 22 ' 1 have hada trlaI scheduled on three different dates: June 1984, February 1986.

get a Court of Ann -
i n ^

i

™,,
n0t SUrC * 11 CVer gel a trlal And then my counsel tells me there is the appeal. Even when I

fice The NBS^ i

disciplinin8 the lower Court, it is ignored by the lower Court, the N.B.S., and the PatentO
momcm and rLv l!"

^ ^ bch,nd closed doors
-
and theV dld il ^^ong as Roger [Hastings] shall tell you in a

representatives nf ih^
1^ l° PUy f° r U ~ S75

-
000 Imagine that. That’s not fair. That’s why I’ve turned to you as the

chance^ tn TZ h ,

PC°Ple ’
my MisslssiPP‘ neighbors and others across this nation, who I believe want to give me a

cnancc to succeed (or even to fail).

Please try to understand my frustration as an inventor who believes he has a new way to generate power
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I&&&.&SZ£
Thank

you

ENERGY, NUCLEAR PR0^E

E

I

JfJljLY 30 ,
1986

r Hastings Thank you for the opportunity to^ and then nI make

Ne.^ of the recent N.B.S.« of Newman, devtce.

mv observations
about inc

I. BACKGROUND
f he nast

**"* Corp regarding Mr“ or his

II. NEWMAN’S DEVICE

Newmans motors all consist of a very powerful permanent
aObaTteTypack.lnd the magnetic

coil consisting of a very large number of turns of copper wir
. reciprocate the permanent magnet. A

field produced by the coil provides the torque or force required to

half cyde ,
and in some models also

mechanical commutator reverses the direction of current flow throug
described as a two pole, single phase,

chops the current input between current reversals. Technically, the motor may
nrior art is one of scale: very

permanent magnet armature, d.c. motor. The difference between Newman s design a
p Weiehine up to 700

large magnet and very large coil. Newman’s large motors contain conventiona ceramic mag
t
uan jpo 000

pounds. His smaller motors use powerful rare earth magnets. The coils typically are wound with

turns of copper wire. Since the coil resistance is therefore high, the machines operate on attery vo g

dently high (hundreds to thousands of volts).itiy nigh (hundreds to thousands of volts).

The torque applied to the magnet in these motors is proportional to the product of the strength of the magnet, th

number of turns of copper wire, and the current flowing through the wire. In Newman s machines extreme y

torques can be developed with very small current inputs. If we scale up Newman’s motor, it is theoretically possi e o

obtain infinite torques with infinitesimal current flow (and not violate any laws of physics). However, according to con

ventional thought, as soon as this magnet begins to rotate, doing work against some load applied to its shaft, the back emt

(electromotive force) produced by the rotating magnet would produce a back current which nearly cancels the input

Currenr onH , ,, . . , , ...m pvtr^mclv dnwlv
“VJ...UUVL lorcej produced by the rotating maguci wuuiu [jiuuuct a ,

current, and the torque would be reduced to nearly zero. The magnet could not rotate, or would rotate extremely slow \

w>th the shaft power output less than the battery input.
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Consider what has happened to conventional thought in the past when people have experimented with th
very high speeds (relativity), very small dimensions (quantum mechanics), very low temperatures (superco d" ,f

and superfluidity). Newman's motors probe the limits of very large torque with very small current input \
r

TUciiy
ity

rotate at relatively high rates. For example, witness Newman’s latest prototype (on demonstration following th ^
ey

today in an auditorium in this building) which runs on 0.0008 amps at 3000 volts and turns a 16 inch fan blad*
hcarin

K

than 500 r.p.m. How much torque can this motor produce? Try to stop the motor by holding the two inch'd*
1 m°rc

shaft. This will not be possible for a normal human, although the motor is a scale model of a motor which New'^
1^

tends to build to power an automobile. man in-

Newman’s motors are unconventional in other ways. One notices the fluorescent tubes which are placed ac
motor coil. These tubes are lit by the coil’s collapsing magnetic field occurring when the battery voltage is swift,

11*

They are used to protect the mechanical switch from damage due to arcing. The additional power produced inh^
tubes (and flowing through the system) occurs at very high frequencies, primarily in the range of ten to twenty
cycles per second. This r.f. (radio frequency) current has been accurately measured, and exceeds the battery input
rent by factor of five to ten in the various motors. One of Newman’s motors was monitored with a computerized'

speed data sampling system, with the following results:

(1) The r.f. appears In bursts, with the repeat time between each burst approximately equal to the length of
the motor winding divided by the speed of light In copper. The r.f. bursts showed little attenuation dur-

ing their travel through the coll, maintaining their shape and amplitude.

(2) The r.f. current and voltage were In phase, representing the real power.

(3) The r.f. current and voltage waveforms were offset from ground, indicating a net d.c. component.

(4) The net r.f. power at the battery pack represented a negative power which exceeded the d.c. input power
from the batteries.

The last statement may explain why Newman has been able to demonstrate the charging of dry cell batteries placed

in his system. Battery failure has occurred through internal shorts which develop within the batteries rather than bv

depletion of the energy stored within the batteries. When you witness the demonstration of Newman's latest prototype,

if you attend the demonstration following this hearing, bear in mind that the batteries will last many times longer than ex-

pected for a drain of 0.0008 amps. A prominent battery company is working with Newman to develop batteries which

will stand up to the r.f. power levels, and perhaps last even longer.

Newman’s motor design is based on his theory of gyroscopic particles which he explains in his book "The Energy

Machine ofJoseph Newman.” Full utilization of his machine will require a detailed mathematical representation of the

phenomena based on a thorough understanding of the atomic processes at work. This will require a parallel program of

experimentation using the finest resources available. Application programs have already been conceived (for example,

the car motor), and will require prototyping and manufacturing efforts. Newman should be immediately awarded a pa-

tent and become recognized in the scientific community for his accomplishments to date.

III. AN EVALUATION OF N.B.S. TESTING

I have been asked whether the recent N.B.S. tests alter the opinions I’ve expressed before and I m repeating here to-

day. The recent N.B.S. tests don’t alter my opinion because N.B.S. failed to test Newman’s device.

I have read and evaluated the Newman motor test results reported by R.E. Hebner, G.N. Stenbakken, and D

1

Hillhouse in National Bureau of Standards Report #NBSIR 86-3405. [See ” Report of Tests onJoseph Newmans Device,

U.S. Dept, of Commerce, dated June 26, 1986, hereinafter referred to as ‘‘the NBS Rpt. at
]

A. N.B.S.’s Energy “Output” Measurements

While the reporters display fine credentials and demonstrate the use of precision equipment, they obviousMklnot

test the Newman motor. Instead they measured the power consumed in resistors placed in parallel wit t e

^
motor, and called this power the motor output. [See NBS Rpt. at 7 (Fig. 4.) ‘‘Schematic Drawing of Newman^ e\ ^
input and output power measurements circuits,” reproduced with comments plainly referring to the esis o

in the accompanying chart.]
^ g,ven

In layman’s terms, this is equivalent to stating that the output of an electric motor plugged into a wall
^^nsumed

by the power used by a lightbulb in the next room which is on a parallel circuit. The measurement o P°

by these parallel resistors is clearly irrelevant to the efficiency of the Newman motor.
eferredto

The actual input power to the Newman motor (battery input minus power consumed by their r

^
is

^^n m0tor. Nor

in the report as “internal losses.” No attempt was made to measure the mechanical output of t ie e

was any measurement made of heat generated in the motor windings.
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*ith 1

flp*
"

«— has also bc
t̂
^^°^oundcd through ’a Itf*

, l1ion
sirJ d

; in piiriicular
betwec

, lf Newman s machine . g 35. testing, the
frequenctcsOnP

if g,ven the additional motor output
c NBS Rpt

*P
hs

,

Newman motors

"no
component

j ^
7,:;;" „ -L

H
I

.«

fl^THr
J j

, ND (NBS shunted energy from

ground wlthoa./

urlng and lost It.) j

Prof. Hastings:

In the NBS testing the

Newman motor was connected

directly to ground, thus

eliminating the excess r.f.

power from the system.”

RESISTORS (NBS measured energy

^nt in resistors but not In
P
or by Newman s Device.)

Prof. Hastings:

** This Is equivalent to

stating that the output <of an

electric motor plugged Into a

wall socket Is given by the

power used by a Ughtbulb In

the next room which Is on a

parallel circuit.”

COMMUTATOR COI1.

Principal points concerning deficiencies of

the NBS test conducted by three Individuals:

1) The Input voltage Into the energy machine was
restricted. This Is exactly opposite to the Technical Pro-
cess taught by Joseph Newman who teaches that the In-

put voltage should be maximized and the Input current
should be minimized. The three Individuals at the NBS
did the opposite.

2) As Dr. Roger Hastings wrote In Ills statement: “In the
NBS testing, the Newman motor was connected directly
to ground. ’ — as a result, the excess output power was
shunted away.

3) The NBS tests did not measure the output of Nyman s

motor - Instead, he says, the tests measured Aeouyut
„r oarallel resistors. As a result, Dr. Hastings says,

"Their measurements are therefore Irrelevant to the ac-

tual functioning of the Newman device.

4) No attempt was made to measure the mechanical output
’

of the Newman motor — only the electrical output.

5) No attempt was made to measure the heat generated In

the motor windings.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN P. FLANNERY, III

BEFORE THE U.S. SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
ENERGY, NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION AND GOVERNMENT PROCESSES

DATED JULY 30, 1986

Thank you Mr. Chairman and the members of this subcommittee for inviting us here today to discuss ho*v
Office has failed to treat fairly or to protect, as is merited, the device backwoods inventorJoseph Newman has\m

aiClu

I represent Joseph Newman. I am his counsel.
invcntC(1

I represent just one inventor, among many, who has spent his resources fighting a tangled bureaucracy
rath

devoting himself exclusively to his work.
’ Crihan

Mr. Newman, 49, seeks a patent denied him for six years not because of Patent Office bungling (they ign
own procedures), incompetence (the patent examiner who rejected his patent application admittedly doesn’t ha^

^
lege level understanding of physics), bad faith (the Patent Office’s Deputy Solicitor filed an admittedly false^

01'

declaration, later recanted, knowing it was false in a desperate effort to rebut Newman), unlawfulness (former C
SW°fn

sioner Mossinghoff misappropriated 1100,000 of federal energy monies to discredit Newman by an irregular a^^'
precedented testing procedure just before Mossinghoff resigned the Patent Office in December, 1984) contemptibi

^
unfair (the Patent Office’s expert, the National Bureau of Standards, ran tests behind closed doors in violation of a r

““u

of Appeals Order requiring them to give notice of the tests they intended to run and to complete the tests within ti°

Urt

days; they did neither).

The U.S. District (

n thirty

t Court has confessed its technical incompetence, ignored the findings of the Special Master it

pointed, seized inventor Newman’s property without notice or hearing, and defied the plain language of a writ issuedT-
the Court of Appeals to correct the District Court’s “highly irregular” procedures.

As a result of what the executive and judicial branches have done (and what they have failed to do), this the

legislative branch of government has responded by introducing private legislation in the House that might accomplish

what Newman has otherwise been unable to obtain and provided us this hearing in the Senate. We hope that this hearirto

shall result in the Senate introducing private legislation so that Joe Newman may finally have a fair shot at the

marketplace. Again, we thank you for this opportunity.

As you may know, there has been a great deal of media coverage of Mr. Newman’s case including magazines like

REGARDIE’S, local and national newspapers and wire services such as ABC WEEKEND NEWS, CNN, and even Johnny

Carson’s TONIGHT SHOW. But I thought I might serve this Committee best by summarizing the facts of this case

I. THE FACTS

A. The Patent Office

What’s happened is simple and tragic. Newman holds a number of patents and, in 1980, he applied for another one.

But the Patent Office was entirely unable to understand — at least so they could claim at the outset — Newman’s claim

that his device produced more energy out than required to run it.

The Patent Office said you can’t do that, that is, get more energy out than you put in. They were, however, dead

wrong. Newman’s notion is just like what occurs when you strike a match to dry wood; you release more energy from

the wood (the fire) than the energy required to get it going (the match). The only difference is that Newman s device

doesn’t release stored chemical energy (due to photosynthesis) but stored electromagnetic energy (due to permanent

and induced magnetic fields).

In 1980, Newman built a prototype proving his device operated. But the Patent Office refused Newman s offer to

test it. More recently, they have been somewhat eager to test it but only on their own schedule, without describing the

tests beforehand, and only if the public is excluded during the tests. In essence, they refused to test Newman s device

fairly, and under circumstances that Newman could afford to attend, and have otherwise defied an appellate court or er

directing them how to proceed — but more about that shortly.

The Patent Office ignored the sworn statements of 30 scientists and engineers, including a principal physicis

Sperry Corp., Dr. Roger Hastings, that Newman’s device operates as he claims.

In one earlier affidavit by Dr. Hastings, based on several experiments he ran, he found;

(a) for the same input power, Newman’s motor ran seven hours as compared with an 80 ^ rated etfic

motor that ran only six minutes,
Newman's

(b) batteries run down so that they were unable to power even a 1 Vi -volt toy motor, when connected
an(j

device, not only turned Newman’s 90 pound rotor, but even caused it to accelerate within on y

(c) Newman’s device — in 1982 — measured unprecedented efficiencies of 800% (output/input)
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vidcd
hrad refused him one.

incompetent, technically

°ff'C
h in 19^2 .

, inlune 1984. But Judge Thomas P. Jackson sai
t commissioner, over

ben
se was first set down for tnal ,n

.

JU
inted a Special Master, proposed *he

Commissioner william

T
oetent, to consider the matter

^ s device operated. The Master f
. overwhelming evidence,'

incompe e
,

to determine it

evidence and concluded. (D ther make Qf use

Master’s
to pay for the Master’s services and expenses, so this

Energy Ac. funds misappropriated

t° diSCl
d
rl He^an little risk as he already had N.B.S expert

j contradicting itself with tests.

of Standards _

He
patent offlce ran little risk of

wanted to know what

device did not operate^ ^^ wefe entitlcd to prepaytheir defense ^^ supposed national

We beUeved as part of P 1

against their critical claims at trial. It™
it Nor was it reassuring that this same

^ were dohtg so«^* said fhe device its sister agency, the N.B.S.

laboratory,
theN^Si^h ^ meeting when the Pa,ent Office struck

g
,he Patem office

device operates until after they had destroyed tt. The N.B.S exp
ed .

judge Jackson obliged the Patent Commissioner and tssued the

O u)ar M Newman would suf-

In October 1985, as 1 asked the Court of^peabto^t^ the ^^ordtnaryOr^

fer irreparable harm if he was forced to co p y Writ of Mandamus.

, also asked the Court of Appeals to take the extraordinary step ofdssv'

8 ^ Djstrict Court Judge Thomas P.

On January 13, 1986, the Court of Appeals d^T^hcut.Com dures Re Newman, 782 F.2d ,

Jackson for his unprecedented, 'highly trregular, and fundamentally

974-75 (Fed. Cir. 1986). we could be preSent for all tests N.B.S^

The Appellate Court also ordered the safeguards we requested Theys^^^ a„ [D run the tests and tssue^a

had to tell us what tests they were going to run in advan
f

y
t^ y

x months to obtain. But as you w
- ^

report. Newman thought he finally had the
safeguards from the moment Newman time y p

N.B.S. and the Patent Office ignored the court-order g

device on January 24, 1986.

C. The National Bureau of Standards
. device. They told the Court of

N.B.S. refused to run a single rest unless they were permitted to ^troyt^
wUh a thousand excuses, each o!

Appeals before they ran the test, that Newman’s device^ to destroy Newman’s
device. For example.

which Newman answered, to run the clock while they watmd for^"“^nce, they required Newman to navel

they insisted on communicating by mail, rather than V P
jnch Newman and 1 told N.B.S. they cou

^ test

1 ,000 miles from Mississippi to Maryland to move a wire
traveled a thousand miles to do it, the> re

Bu, they insisted Newman do it. Even after Newman did, after he travel

Newman's device or even to tell him when or how t ey wo
*2^

. riCVY/M AN



The Patent Office and the N.B.S. kept Newman's device for thirty days without running a single te

time, the Federal Circuit reaffirmed its decision refusing to let the Patent Office or N.B.S. destroy Newman' !

Jur,,,
K 'ha, I

issued an unreported Opinion on February 12, 1986. But the Court of Appeals Order made not a bit of dlff
iCC

’ ,he
> I

N.B.S. didn’t describe or run a single test in the thirty days they were given to do so. On several occasions th
Th<

to tell them how to run the tests. We refused to tell, although we did tell them how we had run past tests i,

Cy

importance that we told them not to connect the device to ground.
1 18 of critj

tJ |

On February 24, 1986, when the thirty days that the Court of Appeals allotted ran out, without a sinal

been described or conducted, I went to pick up Newman's device with the knowledge and consent of Natic)

C

'\u
havjn

B

Standards Deputy Director Kramer
)na lurc

auof

But before I could retrieve the device, the Court seized it without prior notice, much less any hearing Up0
at N.B.S. to retrieve the device, I was told that the Court had summoned me to court threatening my arrest if 1^°

f

rrivin
8

pear in court within the hour. Upon arriving in the court, I was ordered, under penalty of contempt, not to
'

|

^
client's property. We objected but complied with the Court's order.

On March 3, 1986, as a result of the Court’s questionable procedures, Mr. Newman made an affidavit insu
motion to disqualify the sitting District Judge for his demonstrated personal bias and prejudice.

On March 7, 1986, the District Court held a status conference to consider giving the Patent Commissioner's
more time to test Joseph Newman’s device beyond the thirty days authorized by the U S. Court of Appeals
Newman, supra, at 975.

Immediately before the status conference began, the Judge’s law clerk handed me an order denying Newman's m(
tion to disqualify theJudge as insufficient, but without any discussion as to why the pleadings were factually insufficient

The Judge held me in contempt for merely mentioning our pending motion to disqualify him During that same hearin

the Court allowed the Patent Office to continue to have Newman’s device and to test it, day to day, until June 26, 1986 —
150 days after Joseph Newman produced the device for testing.

Newman could not afford to be present with counsel and an expert for the 12 hour work-days N.B.S. claimed they

worked each day. It would have cost Newman about $60,000, or more, to attend the tests. Former Patent Commissioner
Mossinghoff misappropriated $100,000.00 to run these unprecedented tests. The tests, we have been told, cost about

$75,000.00. Sure Newman technically had a right to attend the tests, but it was a right he could not afford to exercise He

is not a large corporation. He is an inventor who lives by what he invents. Worse, the Patent Office earlier said they ex

pect Newman to reimburse the Patent Office for what the tests cost.

On June 26, 1986, the Patent Office’s expert finally issued its report. Unsurprisingly, the N.B.S. said Newman s

device did not operate as Newman claims it does. It is ironic that as a consequence of the Patent Office’s disregard of the

Court of Appeals requirement that the N.B.S. notify us what tests they intended to run during the 30-day test period

authorized by the U.S. Court of Appeals, Newman did not know until after N.B.S. issued its report how N.B.S tested

his device. Only afterwards did Newman discover that the N.B.S. did not test his device at all.

Professor Hastings will say more about this, but, as I said earlier, before N.B.S. ran any tests, 1 forwarded to N B s a

schematic of the circuit used to test Newman’s device. It plainly showed not to connect Newman's device to ground But

N.B.S. nevertheless allowed energy to escape from the device, literally to the ground, and then measured the power

spent in a load (resistors) wired in parallel to the device. Therefore, N.B.S. did not measure the energy produced in (or

by) the device itself.

If the Patent Office and the N.B.S. had complied with the Court of Appeals Order, Newman would have had a second

opportunity to reinforce what was already obvious from the schematic diagram forwarded to N.B.S., that they shou

not connect Newman’s device to ground. We could have told N.B.S. they were In error. But as N.B.S. and the Patent

fice failed to give us any notice — contrary to the Court of Appeals Order — of the tests they intended to run during ^

30-day test period authorized by the Court of Appeals, they wasted Newman’s resources and, by their estimate

$75,000.00 of federal taxpayer’s monies misappropriated by former Commissioner Mossinghoff

D. The Congress

Newman’s device never had a chance in the Patent Office. Nor has Newman gotten a fair shake from l

^
c

.^'of
Court. Nor has the Court of Appeals Order compelled the Court, the Patent Office or N.B.S. to act fairly I c

J^ ^)f|y

fice continues to spend taxpayer’s money in an effort to grind down Newman's resources If they can t other

meet and contradict his arguments.
„ yc

As Newman could not get his “day in court, ’’
I asked Congress to give Newman his "day In the markctplac

respectfully repeat and renew that request today.

, behalf. Jo*cP
h

That is why Representative Dan Burton (R-Ind.) last October Introduced H R. 3590 on Newman
^ piient

offlcc

Newman seeks a pioneering patent. That is a patent for something that has not been done before. As t

Supreme

claims Newman’s device is impossible, but we have proved to the contrary, then it is a pioneering patent

Till! I'.NKKGY MACHINE OP JOSEPH NEWMAN



^ liberally interpreted

< narrowest to the
to uphold the tru

of the litigation and last u
Daub> Dowdy

:
claims ana as r

This is also why Represent—
its and labor of his genius. This ‘s als >

f introduced his

t II, CONCLUSION

, before a, he shah again shortly, .hat he shall continue^ ^ considering lhc

pioneering pa,em bi" in the scnate 50 that

.0Uld“Sd» answer any questions you may have.

STATEMENT OF MILTON EVERETT

ENERGY, n
dated JULY 30, 1986

Thank you for inviting me to be here today. My name is Mihon Everett and I am wi
11

-
. . kora rcHov rtn mv nwn behalt.

with the State of Mississippi Geology

Department aithough I am appear.ng

a$ a5tounding for an agency supposedly interested

Throughout Mr. Newman’s struggle, <

n science is the total absence of curiosity by the Patent Office.

i Sears, Solicitor for the Patent Office,

My only direct contact with the Patent Office officials occurred when Mr. Jerry S

attended my deposition at Mr. Newman’s Lucedale, Mississippi home.

Mr. Sears assumed an adversarial, no. an inquisitive attitude toward me and the others present. 1 do no. believe this ts

a proper attitude for an official of the Patent Office.

Mr. Sears’ travel expenses were billed to Mr. Newman and much to my amazement, he was neither interested in see-

ing or testing Mr. Newman’s device.

It became evident in the course of the procedings that his sole intention was to discredit all evidence in support of

Joe Newman’s patent.

What I had to say, I suppose, didn’t suit his purposes. I testified about a water pumping test I had taken part in and in

which I found the Newman device efficiency to be 10 times greater than the conventional electric motor. Indeed, the

conventional motor’s efficiency was about 40% which yields a Newman device efficiency of at least 400%.

I have submitted a number of statements in the three and one-half years I have known Joe Newman. I have attested

to the numerous tests I’ve observed: mechanical tests, electrical tests, and thermal tests.

But let me tell you this. In each and every case where the Newman device has been properly tested, it has shown an
efficiency of greater than 100% and I’d stake my professional reputation on that assertion.
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XVI.r. additional acknowledgment

1

<

Joseph W. Newman

%
§ A. W. WRIGHT NUCLEAR STRUCTURE LABORATORY

P.0. Box 6666. 272 Whitney Avenue. New Haven. Connecticut 065 II

YALE UNIVERSITY

Nov. 16, 1985

Representative Bruce A. Morrison

437 Cannon Bldg.

3rd Distlct: Fairfield, Middlesex, New Haven Counties

House Judiciary Commitee:

Washington, D.C. 20515

RE: H.R. Bill 3590

Dear Mr. Morrison:

I am writing on behalf of the Inventor Joseph Westley Newman of Lucedale, Mississippi
, to

urge you to support the special private bill H.R. 3590 introduced in the House of

Representatives on October 17,1 985.

I am a resident of New Haven, Connecticut and work at Yale University as a Research

Associate in the physics deparment, doing research in nuclear physics and also teaching physics

at Yale University, and at times in Southern Connecticut State University and University of New

Haven. As a scientist I consider myself open-minded and I welcome and support new ideas and

inventions Intended for the well being of the human race.

Mr. Newman has demonstrated many working models of his invention, an "energy

machine" which is based on his own ideas. In spite of this earthshaking Invention, the U.S.

Patent Office has denied him a patent. I know for a fact that many scientists consider his

invention unorhodox and unacceptable, possibly because his theories do not fully comport with

today's University teachings. However, as Mr. Newman has demonstrated that his invention

works the way he claims, the Patent Office should not have denied him a patent. This invention

means an unlimited source of energy and will introduce new ideas into the science of physics.

I fully trust that you will support this bill and thus Mr. Newman will be able to devote

more time to his inventions and in developing his energy machine for commercial uses, Instead

of draining his energy and financial resources by fighting the Patent Office personnel.

Sincerely,

It

NT/amt Nicholaos Tsoupas, Ph.D
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^rve justice

tojosep Newman . congress (Chaired by""
of Congress (Chaired by

failed
t° s

patent to Josep
study Committee of

^ Gf Lucedale,

^voludooaey

5

®^ device ’
then *ts

t0 him of August 27, 1986, in which I wrote

sena,or Cochran
has chosen ro ignore

ator Cochran
has chosen to ignore nry letter to

^liberate violation of the

Senate - reties to receipt offunding
f hv the Republican Stuay

relative io any tnsttM^^^ ^ ; flgra, ,D an:v

Patent Office, Thomas Penf,eldjackso
,

COndones these past injustices

on:xz^r^r^Ts^rds,
just as guilty as they."

„a«r atu
/s/ as guilty as they.

attempt to

Senator Thad Cochran's position also flies in the fac

^ gf^*™nergy machine technology in the

blish a Research, Development, and “anuiactunng P V
,

, lndustrial Revolution whre

e of Mississippi. Such technology will create ™hy ^|Obs and sp

flow from the State of Mississippi and spread across the

. _ . fth^npnnle of the State of Mississippi and
^from*the^ spread across the world.”

The facts clearly show that Senator Thad Cochran is an e ° Cochran to inform him

ph Newman, urge every resident in Mississippi to ca
, .

>

f the of tfte people of the

l will not be elected in November of 1988, and that he
people and not to

of Mississippi and of the State Legislature since the powe

or Thad Cochran.

Thank you.

Joseph W. Newman
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

U.S. SENATOR COCHRAJV
AGAINST JOSEPH

— October, 1986
HRAN IGNORES THE MISSISSIPPI STATE LEGISI ^*»MMEDlA

jcracen NEWMAN The Mississippi Legislature sinirT^^
AJVD SANCT,°NS PATENT Wi

energy machine inventorJoseph Newman has suffered ‘ arbitrary andVnfa^!"
30^'"3^ Sessi°n resolv'n

E M,S(
rhe Mississippi Congressional delegation In Washington to do sLethinfabout u -'i0

by thc U s Palem oj?' SS2U.S. Senator Thad Cochran has ignored the State Legislature’s reauest inH h k
8ram Newma " a 2[

f'c^ rid>
matters worse. Senator Cochran made the surprising admission on ttefW he S helPing the Pat<.

P m k d

that he couldn't figure out what the Patent Office didwr^ngMorethan fha^h^H^5 Senate
- even& ?ff,Ce

to * Lopportunity to do it again and then he introduced a bill - S. 2832 - to make i n k;
C ‘ °U8hla be

Where did the Senator go wrong?
°^ U P°SSlble the Patent

During the Senate hearings Senator Cochran held in late July it was clear rhor , u

t0d° ila
ga.n

case, the Senator was not. Neither the Patent Office nor the National r c
although his staff was r

had been involved in the case. The Senator's "searching inquiry" of heTa "„foft
* Pr°duced an^e

™iar
With,,,,

softball questions such as, "Did the Patent Office disregard its Drocedure, Tcsses who ap^" ' "»fy

,

unsurprising response. "No. Senator. • Newman said, "The Sen!,or didnT seem
thc New™n cm" “"sisteda

care to know what happened although we certainly sent him sufficientbackwoutSm” ,

any
',
hin8 about thecar*8 <£

Senator s staff a number of times. I guess the Senator was just going through

X

Knals and my counsel^
l°rev

«-iomy piece but never intending to do anything about it. That's whaftaratta vT' Y°U know
' allowing m'"

fM
‘he

Washington. You get Potomac fever.” PP s wben you spend too much time
^ t0

S

^eal(

During the hearings, Senator Cochran asked whether Newman — who hoc •

6^^ t0

Bureau of Standards after 150 days of testing — would suhmir hi* h •

h
f
° h ,USt retneved his device from

said they expect Newman to reimburse thlm for the $ 100,000 theTsDernTn^rv
68^8 elsewhere; the Patem Off

^
operate. Roger Hastings, a principal physicist with the SDerrv fnrnnL' yin8 to prove Newman’s devir
scientists always welcome more testing, but, as far as Newman’s patent aDDHrann

POnded the Sena‘or's quetten^'
1

more testing. Newman has already demonstrated his device operattdTo theiS, r

‘

hf Should n°> blinked
*

and Congress shouid direc, that a patent issue toNewmanwSny^
Despite the testimony by Mr. Newman, Dr. Hastings and others as well as rh, h

'

Cochran proposed legislation requiring Newman to select one ofTe univemt es for
documents <hey submitted, Se„a,ot

Senator Cochran is, by this bill, actively discouraging an^oth^ of
u
1987 In meantime,

on legislation that grants Joe [Newman] nothing butLothefgaundet m n,n wbh

*

Pat
f

Cm biH and insistin8 instead

line. This ain’t my idea of good government Itishtle wnnH?^h!lfh
Wltb n° ProsPect for a Pa*nt at the end of the

from the Senator’s office.
”

government
’ 11 15 bttle wonder that the way we found out about it was from the press, not

confuse the issue^^d^os^d^^^ayem^r^monev
6

^ h°l|

S 2832 whi
£
h represents an apparent attempt by Cochran to

is straightforward and does not costanSno ?!

I

A bl Ca mg for 3 Con8ressional patent (identical to the 1 1 House bills)

been referred to a
15 attempting to “straddle the fence” with S. 2832 - a bill that has

In nthe l H K
JU

u

dlCiary Subcommittee and will probably die in Committee after months of inaction.

made to pass a bill^hen^uch a^effo^h^
8
]!??!

ta

f

CtlCS
’ Cochran has wasted everyone’s time with this bill. If the effort is

proven itself to be biased and in
should be focused on a Bill granting a Congressional patent. The Patent Office has

patent ’! We urge a5

~

?!?
yCt C°Chran WantS to have this same bureaucracy "re-examine the

immediately introdurino a Sr-
P
f K ii v?

contact Thad Cochran and demand that he demonstrate a sincere concern by

Cochran's bill, these 11 bills do not
'° gramJ°5eph Newman a Congressional patent. Unlike

these n?ne°Con^ressm

^

erS Wb° b
?
Ve introduced these 1 1 bills are from states other than Mississippi. It is ironic that

bill sponsors Cnnorr-cc
C the interests °f the people of Mississippi than does Thad Cochran. As one of the 11

Newman has undeSTr

h

W D°
f

Wdy °f MississiPP i
-
states, “no one should have to endure the treatment Mr.

promoting Mr New™ ^
1 he hands

u
of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.” And he adds that instead o

Office denies this ?
S ir

}
ve
^
tlon

>
rhe Patent Office has spent thousands of taxpayer dollars to thwart him. if the Paten

mind be criminal
C°Un 1 e benefits of what could be a revolutionary energy device, then its obstlnancy would,

the taxpayer
Thad C°Chran would have the Patent Office “re-examine" Newman's patent application at more expense to

For further information contact:

Joseph Newman, Route 1, Box 52, Lucedale, MS 39452 (601) 947-7147
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Newman maintains

1 greater number of gyroscopic entities> combine

hfangles to the accelerated particle and thereby

ate around one another in varying numbers to pro-

:e ever-increasing numbers of “new and fundamental

tides to further confuse the scientists!

What the unjustly-influenced scientists overlook is

t the fundamental unit is the gyroscopic entity. In

• forced ignorance the scientists are using this

iscopic entity to create larger particles in quest of

‘elusive” fundamental unit that exists in the very

C tUn fi / • 1 r\ i /j rvi r*\ 1 1 \ \ fPH I H
dusive” fundamental unit that exists in tne ver

osition of the magnetic fields employed in the

tron and whose effect they continue to ignore!

: proper purpose of a cyclotron is to be used as a

o understand the basic construction of matter,

h Newman understands matter in a way that has

before been mechanically understood. However,
understanding is still not the ultimate level — there

ays room for new learning. Yet our own govern-
continues to fight what Joseph Newman strives to

plish for humanity.
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billion cyclotron that is now being contem-
1 should be built, and the reason is that it will pro-
1 better understanding of matter. But this under-

block of all matter s the ^ |M spel.d of light, one
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actions to sptrland
|n this book that is tremen

derstanding l have st r

rstanding of matter,
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^ with the cyclotron that

This is what should be
the tests currently

will be built: One can sul p
nity but 1 am certain

performed by the scientific

d by forming. mailer as

that there will be far mo
^ne accelerates

the particles one accelera
he triUions of par-

more of these particles) reac
one has only a

tides in an intense magnetic he

^ ^ it for

mechanically form more and larger part.e e oHmiUir

As one consistently observes these routaO ^' «
that it is eoine to provide science and humanity

greater

8

understanding of how mechanicai.y buUd any

‘Tcan TnvisTon that the day will come when one takes

electromagnetic energy, places it in a device, an

will be able to generate any form of matter that one

desires. This transformation is presently accompli, cc

reverse by the sun. Every element that exists on the sun

is converted into electromagnetic energy and radiated to

the Earth. Many of the hydrocarbons, amino acids, etc.,

which are found on Earth have developed from this

original solar reaction.

One can take electromagnetic energy, convert it into

matter and from matter convert it back into electromag-

netic energy. The day will come when young men and

women who have been taught to use their minds will



and any material desired — lead, gold, iron, any ele-

ment, any compound — by simply “pushing the correct

button" to cause the proper mechanical reaction, the

material will be electromagnetically assembled. As the

reader may conclude, this is of tremendous importance
to the advancement of humanity.

The scientific community should open their minds,

look at the truth of what I teach, and not be so attached

to the biases and prejudices that are the result of years

of memorized instruction.

With a proper and explicit mechanical understanding
of nature, we will literally have the Universe at our
fingertips.

EDITOR 'S NOTE: Joseph Newman has hypothesized
that it may indeed he possible to exceed lightspeed. As
an accelerating entity approaches the speed of light, it

proceeds to “accrete " gyroscopic particles. This occurs
because the accelerating entity mechanically combines
with gyroscopic particles as it approaches their pre-
existing. lightspeed motion. The Universe is literally an
“ocean ” ofgyroscopic particles. To surmount this

mechanical barrier (analogous to the sound barrier),

one must provide the accelerating entity with an elec-

tromagnetic shield that mechanically deflects the gyro-
scopic particles' attempts to accrete to the accelerating
entity. As the accelerating entity then proceeds to pass
through this “light barrier, "conceivably there would be
no upper limit to one 's speed.

XIX. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY (see pages 53, 289-291)

AND RECOGNITION OF ACHIEVEMENT
Researchers at the University of Houston, Alabama,

and elsewhere have recently restated the fact that certain
supercooled alloys lower electrical resistance and pro-
duce superconductivity of electricity. Joseph Newman
has been teaching this process for over 20 years and has
consistently maintained that the larger the number of
atoms aligned in a coil, then the greater the release of
electromagnetic-atomic” (or electromagnatomic)

energy from the coil. A supercooled coil reduces resist-

ance and increases atom alignment when voltage (hydrau-
lic pressure) is applied to the coil of material atoms.
They have stated that this process represents perpetual
motion! Joseph Newman states not so, because if one
single gyroscopic particle is removed from its associated
magnetic field, then the mass of the conductor is re-

duced in accordance with Einstein’s equation of E = MO’.
What is new, is that they have apparently achieved
superconductivity at still very cold, but warmer than
previously-achieved temperatures.

In a national science magazine, atomic physicist
Bogdon Maglich claims to have discovered a way to pro-
duce nonradioactive nuclear energy. With this process,
Bogdon Maglich says that “more energy would be pro-
duced than was initially consumed. That is, the energy
required to get the atoms to release their potential
energy was less efficient than the amount of energy the
atoms produced.”

Joseph Newman has been teaching thisover 20 years! Pr°ces& f0r
It appears that members of the convents ,

establishment are finally beginning to rec
validity of what Joseph Newman has deve^

thc

20-year period. From the evidence that Josenh^ a

presents in this fundamental book and the
' ew"*n

evidence contained within his files and Hi,
nSive

hoped that there will be recognition of the£ “j
pioneered the development of these concern,

* h'

years ago. If there is basic justice, then credTshn
20

gtven where due. Proper credit would further ,
2“,^

not only Joseph Newman, but all future inve„,
'

,
‘"

the benefit of the human race.
t0rs for

example: Quoting from Science News March
1987, entitled “Superconductivity — Physics Rush “

“ Hi&> Temperature superconductivity is the
physicist s dream that now seems to be comins
true in a tremendous rush. The discovery of
substances that lose all electrical resistance at
manageable temperatures bos been a goal of
researchers for 75 years .

’ ’

And, quoting from Science News, January 10, 1987,
page 23 entitled “New Heights in Superconductivity’”

“ Researchers have lots of room to searchfor
ways offurther increasing the superconduct-
ing transition temperature. 'You can change
the composition; you can change the elements;

you can apply pressure, ' says Chu. With all

this flexibility. I don't see a limit in the near

future. ’
”

The reader should recognize the fact that I first

published this book in 1984. In great detail this book ex-

plains and predicts the results described by Dr. Chu in

the above quote. [See Chapter 10 through Chapter 15

(pages 71 through 90) in this book.]

Throughout this material, 1 have diligently and con-

sistently taught that changing the material and the

pressure or force applied to the material will cause major

differences in the results of the electromagnetic energy

release from matter in accordance with E = MC 2
.

As further proof of this fact refer to paragraph 4 on

page 290 of this book concerning superconducting ma

terials. “But how is this done? Simple — by varying

mechanical means of causing atom alignment: appl>ln

^
or not applying pressure, force, or heat, or electric*^

magnetic Input, or by decreasing or increasing nornl

atom random motion or atom alignment. By vary‘n

j

?t

reversing those mechanical steps, the magnetic *e

coming from a mass will exist or not exist or reve

direction.”

Refer to Section 25-T on page 79 of this boo >

especially: "Many such materials will be use

machines designed for 100% (conversion) eftici
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happem
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P
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changing
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materials.

^nhasize the correctness of my
T° [“"Tadvise those individuals working In

teaching5 ' >
* Superconductlvity not to only

«* ad
’:« aTs ^d ihenapply pressure, but apply

“ al! electricity for a given time and apply

heat and/or ^ materlal is still in the heat

Pr
^“relec“ cal environment and then raise the

heat environment
for a further given time and

h
u tnnlv additional increases in pressure. By

conducting many different tests, one will find, as I

teach, that small changes in one or more parts of

the procedure will cause drastic changes in the

ability of the finished material to allow the

gyroscopic particles comprising its atoms to come

outside the boundaries of the material which we

call a (magnetic) electromagnetic field and result

in Superconductivity even at room temperature.

The Scientific method is simple: Let the “Facts” prove

or disprove the “theory” and the “Facts” of the mechani-

cal methods of the tabletop breakthroughs of warmer and

warmer Superconductivity prove the correctness of my
Pioneering Invention and Technology. Why? Because the

phenomena of Superconductivity at warmer and warmer

temperatures matches exactly what I have so diligently

taught: “That the most efficient design of the Invention is

one in which the smallest amount of current input causes

the greatest amount of atom alignment of the material.”

And that is exactly what a Superconductor does!

EDITOR 'S NOTE: In a discussion in Atlanta. Georgia

on April 7. 1987\ with Dr. Roger Hastings. Joseph

Newman ,
and in accordance with the teachings of

Joseph Newman .
I recommended — for the purpose of

explicitness — that superconductivity researchers con-

sider applying very high voltage/low current to super-

conducting materials as high pressure is also applied

This procedure — as originally developed and described

by Joseph Newman in his Pioneering Paten l application

and this hook — could possibly cause the gyroscopic

particles comprising the high voltage (hydraulic

pressure) to mechanically “carve out" the most accessi-

ble atomic-alignment-paths in the superconducting

materials at the precise moment when the atoms of the

material are being compressed via high pressure. Ex-

perimenters could also test various combinations of

high voltage and high pressure to obtain maximum
atom alignment for the materials involved as taught by

Joseph Newman. As Dr. Hastings pointed out. such high

voltage and pressure should also generate heat in the

superconducting materials. ]

THE



XX. ADDITIONAL WEATHER DISCUSSION
(see pages 144-153, 284-288)

To further demonstrate the connection between elec-

tromagnetism and weather effects, Joseph Newman
designed a simple test which he displayed in conjunc-
tion with his electric car demonstration at Biloxi,

Mississippi on March 11, 1987.

A serrated, copper disc with sharp edges was suspend-
ed in a level fashion above an aquarium tank filled with
water — preferably distilled water. (See Figure A.) One
lead from a transformer was attached to the copper disc

and a second lead was immersed in the water at the rear

of the tank. A mirror was inserted in the tank of water at

a 45° angle which permitted the viewer to observe the

underside of the disc and the water’s surface as seen
from below. Utilizing the power fron an A/C electrical

outlet, a transformer was used to input approximately
12,000 volts into the serrated copper disc suspended
above the water. The distance between the disc and the
surface of the water is very critical to observing light-

ning effects.

When the volts are applied, one can quickly see an
aurora effect around the copper disc. (See Figure B.) The

energy emanating from the tips of the disc show el
magnetic effects similar to what one sees durine
trical storms, tornadoes, and hurricanes. Bursts o(Tu
ning will also occur beneath the copper disc as the

8

charge differential continues to build up between .v,

disc and the water.

In addition, the motion of the water created by the
electromagnetic discharge is similar to what occurs

C

when storms pass over bodies of water. The particles on
the water’s surface move in spin directions as indicated
in Figure C. When the input voltage is eliminated, the
motion of the particles rapidly cease.

The importance of this simple demonstration is that

all storm phenomena are the result of electromagnetic

activity that can be understood and predicted. Such
knowledge will enable humanity to control the weather,

dramatically improve the development of agriculture,

and increase the safety of life on Earth. The reader is

urged to master the technology in this book and recog-

nize that electromagnetism is the basic source of natural

phenomena.

WEATHER EXPERIMENT (Figures A, B, C)

PARTICLES
ON

SURFACE
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^‘“mionrteachings in present physics books state

hZ nno! be done, Joseph Newman has numerous

:Z transistor batteries connected in series which

,rovide high voltage/very low amperage and produce

tower to move the 1800-lb automobile at low speed. The

mtomobile at the Biloxi, Coliseum ran at walking speed,

loseph Newman asks the question: what is the ultimate

tower source that powers his electric car? He maintains

hat it is not the small amount of current from the

1 ft -volt transistor batteries hooked in series, but rather it

is caused by the energy released from the interaction of

the magnetic fields generated by the motor’s copper coil

and permanent magnet. The magnetic field generated by

the copper coil is caused by the coil’s atom alignment

which results from high voltage/low amperage input.

conventional science TEACHES: to have an efficient

motor one must use large current input and low voltage.

JOSEPH NEWMAN TEACHES: just the opposite! High
voltage with low amperage (as low as possible) will

generate strong magnetic fields in the coil and thereby
induce the release of magnetic to electric energy
through an electromagnetic (rather than fission) reaction
•n accordance with E = MC2

.

It is important to stress that Joseph Newman connects
1 e 1 '/2-volt transistor batteries in series — not in
Parallel. A series connection is made by hooking a wire
rom the positive terminal of one cell to the negative ter-
ina °f the next ce || jn a chain fashion, until all the

s are connected. The total current-carrying capacity
rtivrcforu- .he same -as ,ha. of a single cell.
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’l n"Decernbe r 1986 the car motor was damaged in

shipment from Lucedale to Jackson, Mississippi althoug

haft remains bent. To repair the shaft would reqmre

complete motor rebuilding. Presently, Joseph Newman

is seeking the funds to rebuild the motor. (Most of

oseph Newman's assets are now being spent to fight the

Patent Office which is financed by your tax dollars.) Dr.

Roger Hastings calculated that frictional losses due to the

bent shaft alone exceed the power input. Yet t

1800-lb car still moves and proves that.loseph New nan

teachings are correct as did the first, 12-secon ,

Right of the Wright Brothers in 1903. In fact, the Wngl

Brothers' first four flights lasted between 12 and

”

seconds and each went only a short distance. But these

flights proved for the first time that powered flight in a

heavier-than-air flying machine was possible. The flying

machine had, however, a very difficult time securing a

patent and in 1903 the Patent Office informed the

Wright Brothers that their claim to a flying machine was

rejected because it related to "a device that is inopera-

tive or incapable of performing its intended function.

The Wright Brothers had to battle the Patent Office for

3 1/2 years before securing a patent.

Joseph Newman has continued to battle the Patent O -

fice for over 8 years although he has or is receiving

energy machine patents In Spain, South Africa, India,

and Argentina.

LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS: During the week of December

8-12, 1986, Federal Judge Thomas P. Jackson conducted

the trial of Joseph Newman vs the Patent Office in Wash-

ington, D C. The trial went quite well for Joseph

Newman. Physicist and magnetic expert Dr. Roger

Hastings, electrical specialist/battery expert Ralph Hart-

well, and mechanical engineer Milton Everett testified on

behalf of Joseph Newman during the trial’s first three

days. The Patent Office was unable to refute any of the

technical testimony of these three experts. After the

trial, written post-trial briefs were submitted by both

sides on March 2, 1987. Verbal closing arguments still re-

main (as of this writing) after which Judge Jackson can

take as long as be wishes to issue his desision. In an

unrelated case, a trial ended 2 '/2 years ago and Judge

Jackson still has yet to issue a decision! Speedy trials

(and decisions) seem to come at a premium in Jackson's

Till- HNKKC'.V MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



expert testimony forJoseph
Neuman represent the

finest technical testimony yet assembled on Joseph

Newman s technology' (We hope to make available the

complete, 600-page trial transcript and excellent post-

trl

Du
b
rInga cross-examination, the Patent Office’s ther-

modynamic expert belatedly conceded that 'fthcemergy

machine worked as Joseph Newman claimed then It did

not violate the First or Second l aws of Thermodynamics

and therefore was not “impossible.’*

During extensive technical testimony, Dr. Hastings ex

plained how the energy machine obtained more energy

output than external energy input: "When current Hows

through the motor, there is a torque exerted in the rotor

and then, in return, the rotor induces a back current or

an opposing current in the coil." Dr. Hastings conclud-

ed, "When the reaction of the rotor on the coil is

smaller than the force that drives the rotor," then there

is "more output power than input power."

In lieu ofJudge Jackson's actions to date, we are not

expecting any "miracles." And either side could still ap-

peal the decision. At the very beginning of Joseph

Newman's contact with Judge Jackson over three years

a^o, Jackson stated that he needed a Special Master

(court expert) to expedite proceedings and SAVE JOSEPH
NEWMAN MONEY. (See pages 274-277, 306.)

QUESTION : Do Judge Jackson's actions belie his words?
Now, over three years later, the Patent Office filed

papers on March 2, 1987 seeking to have Jackson order
Joseph Newman to pay the Patent Office S 102, 181,95!

198,649.26 of this amount is to pay for the National
Bureau of Standards' tests conducted last summer (see
pages 317-321) and since discredited at the December
1986 trial! Moreover, this docs not include the more
than 1700,000 in expenses relating to the legal battle
conducted by Joseph Newman over the past three years.
Yet the clock drags on, the expenses mount up, and the
political/judicial injustice continues to deny the people
an invention that will revolutionize our lifestyle and pro
vide us with abundant, Inexpensive and non polluting
energy to power our homes, cars, factories, farms and
appliances.

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS) In 1986, eleven Con
gressmen Introduced eleven Identical Private Mills to
grant Joseph Newman a Congressional patent The se
Bill* do not make a .dcntlflc Mgmr... about tl,< enemymachine, but leave u up the American marketplace, tin
the House. I ovate Itllls cannot be co-sponsored andmust be separately Introduced; In the Senate, private
Dills ran be co-sponsored.

|
All eleven Dills were Kll lby

_
Congressman Hubert Kaslenmeler ol Wisconsin whorefused to simply schedule an open hearing In b Sul

docsn l belong In Congress " lte/,fy Many Dills are both

introduced and passed in Congress while litigation

pending in the Courts; moreover, why should iht- T
iean people be judicial hostages during years ( ,| (j|

"" r

since Congress constitutionally has the power e,

'V’/>U ' lh

patents? Also, Kastenmeier's attitude actually puujo'"
Joseph Newman for his own litigation' It was

, ,, |t

'

,

tent Office that initiated the suit, but Joseph Newn,
" ^

who filed the suit in an effort to seek justice and kc^
his "patent pending" status valid with such legal

Is it fair to penalize Joseph Newman's pursuit of thC",

>n

legal recourse available to him by refusing to schcduH
^

hearings on this issue In Congress?

Robert Kastenmeier also says that the President's
<

ficlal representatives" oppose the Joseph Newman Bill*
Who are these unnamed "official representatives?"

\xt
is the specific evidence of the President's opposition;

^

We have a right to know all details. And since when is -i

Democratic Congressman (Kastenmeier) so concerned
about what a Republican President (Reagan) thinks of
pending legislation? Something is definitely wrong here
IMPORTANT CONGRESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: As ,

member of the House Appropriations Committee. Con
gressman Robert Livingston will attempt to attach an

amendment to the Bill authorizing Patent Office funding

The amendment would deny only that funding used bv

the Patent Office to fight Joseph Newman’s effort to ob-

tain a patent.

To "scientifically summarize" the political opposition

to Joseph Newman's energy machine:

“If a pound of mass were completely converted

into energy, about 10 billion kilowatt hours would

be obtained. If one mass unit (i.e., one proton)

were converted into energy, 931 million electron

volts would be obtained. It has been estimated that

one gram of matter, if totally consumed, would

run a home for a thousand years.

Our problem Is not an energy shortage, but

rather a bureaucratic overage/”

OTHER ENERGY MA(.MINE NEWSi There has been cx

tensive coverage of Joseph Newman's work in Sweden

Tom Leone of Lansing, Michigan suggested that people

contact their local public and high school libraries and

request that this book be ordered to enable more peopk

to learn about this new technology. We also thank Mi

Leone for holding a demonstration in support of Joseph

Newman on the steps of the Michigan Capitol during > K

Biloxl, Mississippi demonstration. Supporter Sands

Smith writes: "I took your book to Tulsa Unlvcrsin 111

my sons' electrical engineering graduate course d*
^

boys stayed up all night reading; their conclusion ij

marvelously exciting discovery their comment.
1

^
brought all four years' studies together anil made i

11 11

make sense; he should write textbooks.

The ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER (9/3/86) carriei o

powerful letters to the Editor In a section entitled 11

peach the Judge Who Stopped the Energy Machine

I' or lost'l'll NI'WMAN



n of Bloomington, California wrote. “Judge

\
'

|,K K

J’ (|H. very least, is guilty of malfeasance in

keening such a machine from the American
1

d industry . a machine that seemingly permits

P<

1

IO cease being dependent on oil imports

ot"
' “ n "’

even atomic energy.”

a"'
1

j

1

'

jq/?3/86 WALL STREETJOURNAL, Congressman
1,1

, jvingston wrote in a letter:

Rt
' V

/ „„ courtneed that the Patent Office has not

[‘owed normaI or proper procedure in the han-

f ()f \i,- Newman's application. As a result,

n'cptyer money is being used improperly This

Intuition is doubly alarming due to thefact that

X inventionjust might be beneficial to hundreds

oj millions ofpeople From a legal standpoint.

\iu< case is an abomination. But in thefinal

analysis, it should be the marketplace, and not

\he government, that determines the worth of Mr.

Neu man s invention.

David E. Cowlishaw in Silverton, Oregon writes: "If

vou would like to see this invention survive the cover-

up then do something! Communicate, explore, and

never take impossible’ for an answer!”

John Eckert of Oneonta, New York writes: “Through

the efforts of dedicated people like yourself, the dignity

of the individual will be enhanced . . .

” And Don Kelly of

Clearwater. Florida puts it very succinctly when he

writes: ‘We now have a situation in tl\e United States

where second-rate bureaucrats are making judgment

calls on the work of first-rate engineers and scientists,

and if this situation is allowed to continue we had best

call off the 21st Century, due to lack of interest!”

We especially wish to thank everyone for their contin-

uing efforts on behalf ofJoseph Newman and for the

kind letters we receive from across the United States and
Europe. We will not give up and we are grateful for your
continuing assistance in this battle where the durable
future of humanity depends upon this revolutionary
technology being developed to benefit your children
and your descendants. As Dr. Hastings said, “ifyou have
any conscience at all

, you can t walk au ayfrom this. ”



XXII. Thc follo„,ng contains inform,,ion relating to individuals who are a,tempting to Interfere with the expa„„
0n

oHMs technology and features a chronology of events.

Joseph Newman Publishing Company
Route I, Box 52, Lucedale, Mississippi 39452

(601) 947-7147

™Bi^MEDIATERele^

To The People Of The United States And The World
And In Remembrance Of The Essence Of

The United States Constitution And Its Upcoming Blcentenni

As I have stated in my book, THE ENERGY MACHINE OFJOSEPH NEWMAN, "I viewyou, the People as

a Majestic Sleeping Lion and / wish to awaken you!"

Thc employees of the United States Government — in their eagerness to serve injustice to you, the People

y j _ may be just the needed noise that awakens you.

7

The subject of this Press Release and the object of attack by the United States Government concerns the

technology I teach which will end all pollution on Earth, will permanently end the energy problem, will totally pre .

vent any future Ethloplas, will generate many beneficial changes in our economic system, will cause the work-hour

week to approach one hour per week, will enable space travel to become a reality within 20 years, and no aspect of

science will remain untouched by this revolutionary technology to benefit humanity.

For the last three years I have consistently stated that when the News Media dug into the facts concerning the

gross injustice relative to the Newman Energy Invention Patent and Court Case, that the Facts unearthed would

make Watergate appear as a mole hill to a mountain.

's look at thc Facts.

( 1 )

(2)

(3)

(4)

(4a)

(4I»

(4c)

(4tl)

If thc Energy Invention came forward quickly, many financial people associated with conventional energy — peo-

ple who have clout and political power — would possibly become insignificant.

On March 21
,
1984, 1 received a "standard-type reply" from the Special Assistant to President Reagan, who returned

all of the materials I had sent, materials that were neatly packed as though they had not been opened. Included was

thc closing statement, "So many similar requests are received that it just is not possible to comply."

As I unpacked thc material I had sent in (2) above, I discovered a foul-up on the part of the White House: 1 found ac-

cidently enclosed with my materials, a White House Video Review of a tape I had sent and from which conclusions

were totally opposite to (2) above and proved (2) above to be a blatant falsehood. The White House Video Review
stated, and

1 quote: "Summary: A new energy source — Electro magnetic device —John Stennis requested funding

Needs help to gel lis. Patent, some scientists believe this Invention could change the world as it converts mass in-

to energy — runs on Its own energy, WWL TV-Channel 4, New Orleans, gives it excellent coverage."

A section ol the Review marked "Special cases to Chuck Donovan, Room 94," was checked (»^)— meaning that the

materials and the Video Review was a special case and was therefore sent to him.
You and 1 both know that President Reagan receives very little, If any, material from outside sources that gets such an

c xtrunc, Impressive review and that could be of such vital Importance to the "People" of this nation and the world.

I resident Reagan appointed Donald Qulgg Commissioner of the U.S. Patent Office.

i 'Yu
’* lop cxccul *Vt‘ w * 1 * 1 PHILLIPS PETROLEUM for more than thirty years before being appointed to

head thc U S. Patent Office.

vent |,

1 onsisti ntly published verbal and written falsehoods concerning my Revolutionary Energy In

amp ( t in gg, as well as the Patent Office, states that 1 have a "Perpetual Motion Device.

E. Schuyler, Jr. (a forme^ent

specifically disclaimed th _ . w . rEven more Incriminating: Reauan's r»W n «i,,rr», - ... ... . . /»* ohnvel. "as 11

converts

"'V, unit I II.IVL ,1 IAI|'UU.1I mUUWll ’

< Mlic'c* I

1

*,

.inM'iilioH

11 ln WaNhln8,on .
n.c. appointed Special Master William E. Schuyler, Jr. (a former Pat

Master’s Kn>n, i rlvn '-U, !

’ M,pt ' rh cr«^k*ntluls” according to Judge Thomas P. Jackson) who stated in his N*
ewman has specifically disclaimed that his invention is a Perpetual Motion Machine.

ninailng: Reagan s own staff member who viewed by work stated the Truth [see (3 )
above],

energy runs on Its own energy."

ial

'MAN



iminatlnH evidence: at the recent trial on my Pioneering n
"" admins- If ihe energy machine worked as Joseph Newman ctalm5

>

‘!?
,l""’

1

'ven lhl: ’»«« Office ,
" 1 * p

, |VVS () f
Thermodynamics and therefore was not "Impossible."

’ 1Cn 1 dld not violate the First

,

or

further
Incriminating evidence: the Special Master stated In his Ren

'

, office)
intentionally did not consider the formalities o( the Plaintiffs u .

"" *
1

'Stability of Plaintiffs claims under 35 USC, Sec 102/103 ' (This means
5 U,,UCT ” u^' aec ,02,,w

"
(Th,s "»»

™ ddibera,C fa 'Seh00dS ‘° thC '' PeOPle" and ,he "N™ *«*»•• by Quiggand the Paten, Office

Thomas Jackson, now a |udRc. Is ptc.urea aoovc «... ~ ’

jS: MnSdfdcft) during the Watergate scandal.

Z-V'T
V

1

U ®' ’ atent Office. I went to the u s
Federal Court in Washington, D.C. in hopesof receiving justice at which point MgcThomas Penfield Jackson was given mv
case. Let s look at additional facts:

5a) President Reagan appointed Thomas
Jackson as a Federal Judge in 1982.

5b) It has been reported that Thomas Penfield
Jackson was the attorney for John N. Mit-

chell during the Watergate scandal and was
also the attorney for the notoriously cor-

rupt finance division of the committee to

re-elect the President, which was named
CREEP (see copy of the picture of Jackson

with Mitchell). One of Jackson s law part-

ners of that time, Kenneth Parkinson, was

one of the seven indicted for the cover-up

conspiracy in the Watergate scandal.

However, he was the only one acquitted.

Nixon was replaced by President Ford, then President Carter, and then very soon after Reagan was elected as Presi-

dent Reagan nominated Thomas Penfield Jackson for Federal Judge. (During the Watergate Scandal, Thomas Pen-

fleld Jackson was a person who had already proven to People in Financial and Political Power that he could be

trusted as a Federal Judge to represent their Interests.)

Thomas Penfield Jackson conveniently became the Federal Judge handling my case.

Jackson staled that he had no technical ability and needed a Special Master (someone who was sktlled m the art to

evaluate my energy machine.) _ fnnerahili-

1 objected to his need for a Special Master and stated that the Court need
^

d°^ Office had zilch,

ty of the Invention of which 1 had thirty competent scientlftc-minded tndlv,duals and P k

Jackson stated In the Court record that the reason he was using a Special Master was to expedite the Summary J

ment and to save me money.
__ nonllnated by the U.S. Patent

Thomas Penfield Jackson then chose a Special Master — William E
*

Suocrb." Mr. William E. Schuyler

Office, andjackson specifically stated the fact that the Master s ere ei

_ jn e iec trical engineering and years o

Jr., was a former U.S. Commissioner of the Patent Office, wit a ">ae

patent law experience. whiCh stated: "Evidence before

Within a short period of time on September 28, 1984, the Masterr s*u
an £as bun t and tested a PrdtolypC

f

° ‘,

the Patent and Trademark Office and the Court is overwhelming
cncrgy ;

there Is no contradictor)

invention In which the output energy exceeds the externa
was true .]

evidence." (This statement proved that what 1 had statec n(
. d then 1 would be entitled to

The U.S. Patent Office had already slated In writing that If my lnvenl *on

"Pioneering Patent.”
ethina that had, js®t been done before.

The Supreme Court has already ruled that a Pioneering Patent wa,
pioneering Patent should

issue

> Thomas Penficldjackson had open to him a perfectly clear
™ office had stated that 1 would be e nt,t

the Special Master was nominated by the Patent Office, t ie*



(61)

(6j

)

(7)

(7a)

(7b)

(7c)

(7d)

(7c)

Pioneering Paren, if.he ,nven„on worKed. and rhe Specia, Masier Pad ,a,ed ,Pe evidence» "««****.^
invention worked.

« 1

1

602 20 for the Special Master’s Report that he originally stated he m lK

Thomas Penfield Jackson charged m<e
’

. Master's findings! This was a shocking violation of Federal u
'

of a iury ,hen ,hc spcclal Mas,crs fin<IlnBS mus
‘^

cepted unless dearly erroneous.

attorney to provide evidence that the Special Mastet was v

When Thomas Penfield Jackson w
Moreover, he has not told us to this day! Question. WhWhen Thomas Penfield Jackson was asked^by
Moret^TnVe’haTnmtoldus to this dayl Question: Wl^sltouki^

FederaJ

1

.
Judge^deiilberatdy violate Federal Law and risk attention to be drawn to himself, when he could have 1*

lowed the Law and been perfectly safe?

. Ohvious to me tha t my ordeal was now not only a patent ordeal but also a ,udiciary
ordeal

I, became extremely obtnous ^ at once working together in my defense. However, because

Mr Flannery a person who has great respect for iustice as do I, took the side of Jackson and said tha, he feU the

Judge was simply overwhelmed by the magnitude of what I had accomplished.

Within a few minutes of having to deal with Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson, Mr. Flannery knew I was correct and

Mr Flannery nevertheless handled himself most impressively under the extreme un,ust conditions and actions of

Jackson, so much so, that Mr. Flannery paid me our wager before we left the courthouse, and said that I was most

definitely correct in my original assessment ofJudge Jackson.

Even though I had numerous attorneys - some from California, Alabama, Washington, Mississippi and Louisiana

-

tell me not to file a Writ of Mandamus against a Judge, because Judges protect each other with more diligence than

attorneys do attorneys, or doctors do doctors, I did so, because I despise injustice, and what they were describing to

me was a procedure of endorsement of injustice. Mr. Flannery, because he has guts and believes in justice, filed the

Writ of Mandamus in my behalf against Thomas Penfield Jackson for throwing out the Special Master's findings

without providing evidence to the contrary. [A Writ of Mandamus states that a Federal Judge is guilty of the criminal

act of violating the law.]

The Federal Circuit turned down the Writ of Mandamus on May 29, 1985, being signed by Oscar H. Davis and co-

authored by Rich and Baldwin. My position is now as it was then, that by their failure to uphold my Writ of Man-

damus against Jackson, these three Judges had endorsed the violation of a Federal Law and a Mockery ofJustice by

Judge Thomas P. Jackson!

(7f)

(7g)

(7h)

(71)

(7j)

Look back at (6c), where Jackson states he hired a Special Master to expedite the Summary Judgment and to save me

money, then refer to (6e) above, where the Master says the Invention works, then refer to (6i), where Jackson

violates Federal Law and throws out the Master’s Findings and then refer to (7e), where more than eight months later

than in (6c) a terrible injustice is endorsed by Jackson’s colleagues. And this occurred even though the facts prove

that Thomas Penfield Jackson told a blatant Falsehood! And even though Jackson blatantly violated Federal Law!

After refusing to accept his own Special Master’s findings of fact, Thomas Penfield Jackson then compounded in-

justice on top of injustice by ordering me to turn over a prototype of my invention to an entity that Jackson knew

from the Court Record was biased and prejudiced against this invention, since employees of this entity had

previously submitted an affidavit saying that my invention was impossible: The National Bureau of Standards (NBS).

Thomas Penfield Jackson then multiplied the injustice further by ordering the Invention Prototype to be turned

over to the NBS so that they could keep it until the trial was over or destroy it as they wished, that my colleagues an

I would not be present for testing, nor would we be informed of the test to be conducted.

It was obvious to me that Jackson was determined to conjure up false evidence to justify his unlawful act of having

originally turned down his own Special Master’s findings of fact that said my invention worked. Upon going outsit

of the Courthouse following a hearing with Jackson, the News Media asked me if I would do as ordered. My insw

comment was, “Not no — Hell No!”

Jackson attempted to imply that if I did not do as ordered, then I had something to hide. Therefore, to fur,h '

onnn'iKD
16 T^omas Penfield Jackson’s judicial injustice and hypocracy, I used a tractor trailer truck to e '

9,000 lb Prototype of the Invention to the Capital Center Auditorium near Washington, D.C. and I held a I

emonstration or the News Media with competent scientists speaking out on the validity of my years o w0

ysH
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(
8 )

(8 »)

(8b)

(8c)

(9)

(10)

(10a)

(10b)

(10c)

the successful operability of my Invention. This demonstration proved that I had nothing to hide and further ex-

posed the Injustice perpetrated by Thomas Penfield Jackson.

Through my attorney, John Flannery, I filed a second Writ of Mandamus against Thomas Penfield Jackson for his

ompounded injustice, in spite of the fact we both had grave doubts from past experience that I would receive

justice from the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.

However, on January 13, 1986, The US. Court of Appeals consisting ofJudges Markey, Newman, and Bissell upheld

in part the Second Writ of Mandamus against Thomas Penfield Jackson. (This means that the Higher Court agreed

that Thomas Penfield Jackson was violating Federal Law!)

The following is a quote from the decision issued by the U.S. Court of Appeals: “When petitioner had objected to

the “extraordinary burden’ imposed by the test conditions authorized by the District Court, the Court responded

that this unprecedented’ device “needs precedented [sic: unprecedented?] procedural adaptations of the Federal

Rule ’ However, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure are more than guidelines for orderly litigation; they ensure that

the proceedings are conducted fairly, with the objective of uncovering the Truth, and in accordance with fun-

damental principles of due process.” (This means that Thomas Penfieldjackson was not only breaking Federal Law

but also violating good conscience.)

However, this U.S. Court of Appeals restated that it was OK for the blatant violation of Federal Law and Justice

described in Sections (6c), (6e), and (6i) above.

Such a conclusion was ridiculous in light of the compounded injustice by Jackson that the Higher Court condemned

in (8a) above. When it is obvious that because the Higher Court had already endorsed injustice in the turndown of

my first Writ of Mandamus [see (7e) above], Jackson had been encouraged to do the compounded injustice that they

had just ruled against in (8a) above.

This ‘‘Truth’’ is verified by the fact that the date of (8) above (January 13, 1986) was more than 1 Vt years past (6c) and

(6e) above and at a cost to me for a Special Master and legal fees well over $100,000.00, which makes Jackson s state-

ment of (6c) a blatant falsehood and a mockery ofJustice as verified in (6i) and multiplied by the Higher Court s OK

and endorsement of that blatant violation of Federal Law and of Justice.

The following facts verify this “Truth” regarding said “Injustice” and prove said “Injustice” is consistently

multiplied!

Eleven different Congressmen, the Republican Study Committee of Congress, the New Orleans City Council the

Lucedale City Council, and the Mississippi House and Senate have all sent Bills or Resolutions requeuing tha Co -

gress issue Joseph Newman a Pioneering Patent, because both the Patent Office and Judiciary System

serve Justice regarding same.

Congressman Wayne Dowdy of Mississippi hit the nail on the head when he stated: “ifThe

the benefits of what could be a revolutionary energy device, then Its obstlnancy would, In y

in his obstlnancy, Judge Jackson has turned down my request to have a trial by

this case, the attorney for the Patent Office informed my attorney that he would hate to have y y

Referring again to (8a) above, the Higher Court (Federal Circuit) ordered deliver a prototype to t e^

testing. That the NBS or PTO could no, destroy or dtsmantle the

testing began. Both parties shall have the right to observe all tests. Attention is directe q

««bf comp.etcd and the report issued within thirty days after de.ivery of the device

Still under protest, I sent the device to the NBS in the good faith that those reasonable requests wo

ordered by the Higher Court (Federal Circuit).
NBS^ waste

The thirty days from delivery of the device passed at the NBS
js^must destroy the device or they

time trying to convince the Higher Court that I was possi y a
the original order of the

would no. run tests. The Higher Court turned down the
would have eliminated the

Higher Court remained. Moreover, had the NBS destroye
J evidence during the forthcoming trial,

possibility of my using tha, invention in its origina, condition as -id«cedun ^^^„
During the 30-day period, the NBS did cause me to travel more tl^000^^^ nQ( making contact with the

the device was not operable. When I arrived at the NBS, one M
^ fcw minutes wlth the aid of a pocket knife

commutator by about 'h of an inch, which was very °
, dness ' office was there and stated to the News

(Q

to secure the contact. An aide to Congressman om
. would have known how to hoo up

knew little or nothing about electrical technology bu, that even he wo

the commutator.
f to further cost me money and time an

Obviously, the claim by the NBS was false and simply a ploy to a



hopefully .o discourage my efforts for Justice. Moreover the attorney for the Paten, Office was there and

NBS employees what to say and do "like nunnets on string

i ^ mu-iftnrnpv John Flannery, went to the NBS to pick up the device and return .

" 0d>
afmVNVshad mid him he 'could do and as ordered by and stressed by the Higher Court [see ,10, above,

""*

,„hn p|Qnn<.rv arrived at the NBS facility on the morning of February 24, 1986, at lo.An a
<I0C

^

ro^i^^^n^iroxInmel^iaMhour o^^kso^wouTd
Mn^M^rMials^o^reM him™

35 Penficld Jacltson 1

sCouu
e

|
r,on On arrival injackson s Court, my attorney received despicable in|us,ice from Judge Thomas Penfield Jacks„n

Jackson ordered tha, he was taking custody of the Invention Device. Thts was clearly a flagrant vi„|atkln nf

Higher Court order! [See (10) above.]

(1 0g) And even more contemptible on Jackson s par, he was taking illegal possession of my property without due pro.
i

cess of lawl

( 1 Oh) To further flagrantly defy the Higher Court's order [see ( 1 0) above], Jackson stated that the NBS could keep ,ht

ventlon until Jackson said otherwise.

(101) My attorney, John Flannery, correctly and lawfully asked the judge to recuse himself (Jackson) from the^
because of demonstrated bias and prejudice.

(101) Jackson held my attorney, John Flannery, in “contempt!” This itself was clearly a violation of the law, concerning
,

judge being accused of being biased and prejudiced by an attorney, especially when the Facts show Jackson to bCa

Criminal of the worst kind! Jackson’s unlawful actions steal from the “People” of this Nation and the World

However, the Higher Court of Appeals again OK d this Injustice.

(11) My attorney, John Flannery, asked the Higher Court (Federal Circuit) on my behalf to remove Thomas Penfieiq

Jackson from this case. Again, said Higher Court endorsed the Gross Injustice of Jackson by denying our request

which makes them every bit as guilty of crime as Jackson!

(12) My attorney asked the Court to correct the violation of its order by Jackson, the NBS, and the Patent Office. The

Higher Court (Federal Circuit) did nothing and has of this date done nothing. Therefore, In my mind now as then,

the Higher Court deliberately and premedltatedly set me up, lied to me and deceived me, by pretending to make

reasonable guidelines for testing [see (10) above], so as to entice me to send the Invention Device to NBS. Then after

I had done so, they allowed Jackson, the NBS, and the Patent Office to commit the same gross injustices that the

Higher Court had earlier condemned. [See (8a).]

(12a) The NBS kept the device for 150 days, running secret tests, without me and my colleagues being present and failed

to conduct any tests in the 30 days ordered for testing by the Higher Court of Appeals.

(13) Thomas Penfield Jackson then set trial for December 8, 1986, which was more than two years past (6c) and(6e)

above: Clearly two years of compounded Injustice and violation of Federal Law and of the Constitution.

(13a) In protest of the lack ofJustice in the Court of Thomas Penfield Jackson, I issued a Press Release stating that 1 would

not attend the trial of my Pioneering Work and its Pioneering Invention that I had devoted 22 years of my life to in

its perfection for Humanity. My absence from the Courtroom was for the purpose of accenting the absence of

Justice in the Court of Thomas Penfield Jackson.

(14)

(14a)

I wish to stress that it is not Thomas Penfield Jackson, the Higher Court, the NBS, or even the Patent Office In-

dividuals involved in this proven conspiracy that is the True Enemy of the People of this Nation, but rather the In-

visible Monster of Injustice that allows such small-minded individuals to yield such a massive ax of Injustice against

Humanity. That is my worthy opponent and my enemy and your enemy and the enemy of Humanitv since time

began.

That is the enemy that caused caring individuals to write the Declaration of Independence.
(14b) That is the

(14c)

enemy from which the Constitution of the United States strives to protect us.

I stress to you that this Invisible Monster of Injustice is formidable and will crush and consume Humanity when and

w erever it is taken for granted and not diligently watched for, searched for, and purged from society.

^ ^ave s^own >n the above facts is that this Invisible Monster of Injustice has filtered into the Highest l-cu '
sl 1

tinn on
e

H
nmen

^
and the Courts

-
and stands as a Mockery of the Constitution of the United States and of the Declara-

tion of Independence.

(HC) enat° r

"I
there ‘S no Con8ressman — there is no Political Individual — there is no News Individual;'

can hannen f

Uman
’
w ° believes in Justice and Truth that can take these facts for granted. F(>r one thing is •

slirL '
1

o me, it can happen to you or yours and will most certainly continue ever-increasingly to others

THF. ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



mnr If not faced, sought out and purged from the highest level* of our Government and Court*,

l
demon*rratc to you by what I do that thl* formidable Invisible Mon*icr of Injustice tan be exposed and made

<i4f>
vulnerable for It* own destruction

llnw to achieve thl*)' Simple Use your mind that God ha* given you to quc*tion, challenge, keep balance* and
<l4U>

check*, *cek Truth and forge forward to It* accomplishment

what I do, I make thl* lnv!*lble Monster accessible to you It I* all of the Good People of this Nation that must
f 1 ***)

quickly and expertly pull together and plunge the weapon of Truth Into this Invisible Monster of Injustice and

remove from office all who arc found guilty of being a part of this attempted ln|u*ttc c to Humanity

Yor the purpose of further magnifying this Injustice, I refer to the trial discussed In (15) above The trial lasted from
(l * )

December H through December 12, 1986.

I did not attend my own trial My extremely competent attorney, John Flannery, and competent Scientific In

dividual*, Dr Roger Hasting* (Physicist), Ralph Hartwell (Electrical Engineer) and Milton Everett (Mechanical

Engineer) did a superb job In making the NMS and the Patent Office appear foolish
,
and proving that my technology

and It* Pioneering Invention work

( 15 b) by the Fact* of the Trial Record, the NBS basically admitted that they had Improperly conducted their testing

At one point the Patent Office even asked the Judge to postpone the trial and let the PTO employees have additional —

;

time to gather further evidence to disprove my technology, even though they had already had almost eight years

Their request was denied,

6 Now the clincher of Injustice compounded upon Injustice, The PTO recently presented a bill to the Court of

Thomas Pcnflcld Jackson asking that I pay the Patent Office 1102,181 ,9V

( 198 649 26 of this #102,181.95 was to supposedly pay for unlawful testing by the National Bureau of Standard*
' ;

testing which occurred beyond the ordered time of thirty days and testing which violated the conditions

ordered by the Higher Court of Appeals, [See (10) above,)

( 16b) And even more ridiculous, the testing by the NBS employees was Incorrectly performed, and the NBS will, for all of

history, look ridiculous because of It.

(16c) My Instant response to this criminal hill of #102,181.95 Is Not No Hell Not

(J6d) This massive Injustice shows and proves the corruptness and evil that Is clearly traceable by the Facts back to (6c)

above, which 1 quote again

Jackson *tated In the Court Record that the reason he was using a Special Master was to expedite the Summary Judg

ment and to *avc me money.

The unlawful actions by the Higher Court (Federal Circuit) encourage and endorse this massive Injustice

It should also be pointed out that presently there Is no law that a Federal Judge has to act In making a dec Islori In any

reasonable length of time, Judge Jackson himself has been known to take over two years to Issue a decision after the

trial had ended,

(I6e) Prior to all of this, years of additional Injustice was committed by Patent Office- personnel and was applied

thfOUghOUtallth«abovc,suc|iasiKTjurya..dil.«-coniln violation of th( laWSCOtlCei g™ pUfp«« •'

tent Office's existence: To stimulate creativity In order to benefit the People of thl* Nation.

(17) The attorneys for the Patent Office In this case and Commissioner of Patents, Donald (Julgg, have all lied, |x r|mc <1

themselves, and should and must he prosecuted

(17a) Thomas Pcnflcld Jac kson should and must be Impeached and prosec uted

(17b) The Higher Court should and must be criticized and Its Involved fieisonncl pu* <m probation, h

\

i

replaced,

(17c) The Judges cannot be trusted to judge one another 1 When a ludge r> accused l>\ an
I

11 " ”
'

.

’’"j]
Jj'i^ t |1c dec!

violating the law, twelve unbiased American citizens judg<- die c lalm, the very peop c v* io .

sions of a Judge s ruling

(1 7d) If a Judge Is falsely acc used then the accuser Is punished triple of what would be normal

^ ^
(I7e) If aJudge is found guilty of violating the law, then said Judge is Impeached by the i<o|>i<.

posed to serve, He Is not to be judged by his comrades! | Hue (7d) above,
| ^

(18) To exemplify how the Invisible Monster < if’ Injustice weaves It web and grows like .ilungn

corrected, I present other facts:

THK I'M'KOV MAI .111*1' Ol' H ISKI'fl Sl'« ',AN



Mil'll le] Deaver one of Reagan s closes, friends and a top aide, was shown on National News In maneuvering
a

plicated legal lactic to delay his Indictment on a Separate Criminal Case from the recent Iran-Contra

nnnthinir>i> Qnrl Wateraate attorney) convenlmriv

(19)
plicated legal tactic to uc.ay ...* «*— -—•«.

, . oat Once again Thomas Penfleld Jackson (Reagan s appointee and Watergate attorney) conveniently comes l„,0 lh,

^cture and'.akes an action that Is apparently unheard of: stopping an Indictment before It ever occur,

,19b) Look back at Sections (5a) through (5c). The old saying • rbrc» os ,breves" come, to mind

n 9c) Michael Deaver had originally advocated the appointment of the Independent counsel and then when he himself

was found guilty of a crime before said independent counsel, he then filed suit to claim the independent counsel

unconstitutional and that President Reagan rather than the judiciary should choose the independent counsel
that

judges Michael Deaver.

(19d) This is the same as a murderer saying, “1 want my friend to choose my jury or Judge
”

(,9e) Representative Don Edwards of California said: “You can t expect the Executive Department to Investigate
itself,

there’s too much of a conflict of interest.”

(19f) lohn Dingell of the Commerce Oversight Subcommittee of Congress said: “For the courts to throw out a statute as

important to the order and to the cause of justice In this country as a special prosecutor statute would be a calamity

of the greatest order.
”

(19«) Oliver North filed an identical suit as Michael Deaver (one day before Deaver) concerning the Iran-Contra scam

Question: Who is his Judge? Reagan himself gave Oliver North high praise. Look back at (19c) through (19f). Thc

same Facts apply.

(20) Ronald Reagan admitted on his latest TV address to the “ People’ ’ that he was responsible for the wrong doings of his

subordinates.

(20a) I most certainly agree that Reagan is responsible! Especially since Reagan has personally, by the “Facts’’ - con-

ducted himself so as to encourage their wrong and unlawful actions.

(20b) Reagan stated to the People that there were no records kept concerning the Iran-Contra scam, which is very conve-

nient, especially in light of the Fact that Watergate was exposed because records were kept.

(20c) Reagan then told the “People" records are now going to be kept at the White House implying that you, the People,

should be non-thinking, and excuse prior violations of the law

(20d) It is obvious that a law must be inacted that with every action undertaken by the White House, clear and accurate

records must be kept.

(20e) Reagan should most certainly be Impeached! He has — by the “Facts” — deliberately encouraged the mass

Injustices to me and to the “People” who are the recipients of this most beneficial technology to which I have

devoted most of my adult life. (See quote from Reagan’s own staff in (3) above: “some scientists believe this Inven-

tion could change the world as it converts mass into energy — runs on its own energy.”)

(21) I gave a demonstration of my Pioneering Technology by running a 1800-lb automobile (with driver), demonstrating

Electromagnetic Levitation, Weather Control and Causes, and much more at the Mississippi Gulf Coast Coliseum In

Biloxi, Mississippi at 1 1 :00 A M. on March 1 1 ,
1987.

(21a) Interestingly enough, my demonstration in Biloxi occurred on the same day Thomas Penfield Jackson made his nil

ing on the Deaver matter [see
( 19 ) through (190 above).

(22) To you, the reader, I am well aware that my Pioneering Patent Application is under the decision of Thomas Pen
^.

Jackson yet to be handed down and after him the possible involvement of the Higher Court (Federal Circuit),

which I condemn here. I go even further than that and point out that because of some of Reagan s recor

respect to the type of compromising individuals he has placed in high positions, that this automatically ma cs

^
thc two Reagan Supreme Court appointees suspect. These individuals’ past records and possible outside n

^
connections should be carefully rechecked. It does not mean that they are automatically guilty, but at

a

honest individuals are not worried if they are checked out and a Supreme Court Judge should especially
L

thorough investigation of his background if the Judge has nothing to hide. ^ |

(23) Many people who read these facts may possibly feel overwhelmed or helpless. Open your mind and r«ad *
{hcn

have accomplished. How have I accomplished it? Simple. By using my mind, documenting the “Facts,

acting on them.

(23a) You, the reader, have a mind that can do the same thing. I am only one person, but I assure you that I feel

^ qUiver

no fear of what I do. In fact, just the opposite, the muscles across the top of my shoulders and down my picrcf

with anticipation at the thought of an opportunity to thrust this sharp deadly weapon of “Truth. *
, vC axof

into the formidable Invisible Monster of Injustice that allows small-minded individuals to yield such a m -•

injustice to Humanity.

M.*



1 this nation do exactly as 1 do, then no corrupt politician orJudge can exist against your nnighi^The ln-

(23b) 1^311
pC°P

nSter of Injustice will not be able to get small-minded individuals to serve injustice to you the People

V 'S,bl

f

e

midable Invisible Monster will always be there to entice government employees whereby the People must

always be alert, keep balances and checks, and take nothing for granted.

(24)

(24a)

be alert, keep balances anu * »
3 W

. , jncoln stated what must be done: "We the people are the rightful masters of both Congress and the

Abraham ^ ^ overthrow the Constitution, but to overthrow men who pervert the Constitution

COUr ' S

ne who reads this material and agrees with its message should seek to get it published in papers, magazines,

an'S on Sk shows. And to be absolutely sure of distribution, make at least five copies and send them to other tn-

dividuals asking them to do likewise.
dividuals asking them to ao ukcwisc.

_ who reads this material should contact their Senator and Congressman, and ask them to actively see

,24b>
served to you. the "People

'

(24c)

(25)

(25a)

justice served to you, tne rcupic.

'

nnf he deceived by any politician who may try to excuse the Factual Massive Injustices described above^ Do not

h°dece?ved by their words or lack of responsible action. Recognize that such politicians are the endorsers of said In-

justices and come election time then you, the People, remove them

B assured that Truth” Is like a High Intensity Laser Beam and it will burn through garbage!

, Liieve that physicist Dr. Roger Hastings’ comment concerning the benefits of my technology to Humanity is ap-

propriate in more than one way: “If you have any conscience at all, you cannot walk away from this

I nnHude this Press Release and tribute to the Bicentennial of the Constitution with the same words at the begin-

nJ and end of mv book “To all Peoples whose brain burns and aches to accomplish great things and changes for

the Goodness of the Universe be with you. For you are the Goodness of the Universe and

do good for the People in spite of themselves. And I salute you!

And 1 sign my name to the destruction of Injustice as John Hancock signed his on the Declaration of Independence

July 4, 1776.

Joseph Westley Newman
March 6, 1987

PROOF THAT MY INVENTION WORKS:

Joseph Newman challenges anyone to run an 1 800-lb automobile pow ered b> a com en

electric motor with the current equivalent to that from a 1 to -volt transistor batter}

.

By using his energy machine motor, Joseph Newman has already run an 1800 lb automo

with the current equivalent to that from a 1 to -volt transistor battery!

As Dr. Hastings said: "Ifyou have any conscience at all. you can't ualk awayfrom this.

\4\
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(27)

(28)

(28a)

(28b)

(28c)

(29)

(29a)

(29b)

(30 )

”“
1„ „„ —»«~ »;•«

On March 11, 1987 -
T

1 further stall his indictment with Deaver now saying that he would go to the Highe
which encouraged Deaver to f^e

[

s

The ambiguous nature of the Judge's actions was discussed and
C7tS

d”oX'Ma cTu
‘

WeTWedneZ evening MacNEIL-LEHRER NEWSHOL R

analyzed on
opened a "Pandora’s Box" by his unprecedented action to stay the indict-

Obviously, Thomas PenfiddJacks h P
now Q the doors to appeals and other indictment-delaying

f
.

ldT ktactics d>

„lirromf» hv the Higher Courts in the Deaver case, Thomas Penfield Jackson has attempted

in «-»«• •—k'r >' °f ,he jus,ice upon wh,ch ,his coumry is toundM

Recognize .ha. Deavefs purpose is ,o have one of his closes, friends and former boss, Ronald Reagan, pick ,he

dividual or individuals who will judge him!

7 ,
. lnatlnBevldencc . Through his Subcommittee on COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTIES, AND THE ADM 1N 1S-

raoWICE Congressman Rober, Kas.enmeier has been circulating an unsigned letter on an 8!V x „

a h Ch even lacks a letterhead This letter is being sen. to people who call h.s office to request that as Subcom-

on the Joseph Newman legislation. The letter specifically states,

You should also know tha, official representatives ofPresident Reagan have Indicated

their opposition to Mr. Neuman s private relief bills. Thus, unless the President changes

his position, legislation on this topic is unlikely.

The questions to be asked are: 1) Who are these "official representatives" of President Reagan> 2) What is the

specific nature and reasons for their opposition? 3) Why is a Democratic Congressman so concerned about the opin-

ion of a Republican President concerning this legislation? IS CONGRESSMAN ROBERT KASTENMEIER LYING OR

TELLING THE TRUTH?

The old saying "birds of a feather flock together" comes to mind. Kastenmeier has vowed to stop all House Bills for

Joseph Newman’s Pioneering Patent Kastenmeier endorses the injustice to the People initiated by the financial

power brokers that manipulate and influence unethical and unlawful Senators, Congressmen, and/or Presidents.

You the People must act. See (24) above: "We the people are the rightful masters of both Congress and the Courts

This is not a Democratic or Republican issue. It is an issue of Justice to and of the People.

For those who cannot understand why 1 fight so hard for the benefit of others, and do not tire or canno

be intimidated, please read the attached tribute to my great-grandmother. Look into her eyes and you

will realize that what I do is natural to me and it would be difficult for me to do otherwise.



lor of the back wooas,
who delivered, nursed,

cured and inspired hun-

dreds of Mlsslsslpplans

during her long life, posed

for this picture with her

husband, a teacher, when
she was about 40 years old.

0f/s5£jH MISSISSIPPI
THE TIM EE- PICAYUNE NEW ORLEANS STATES MAGAZINE

It is said that every middle-aged man and

woman within a 300-square-mile section of South

Mississippi came into the world under the gentle

ministrations of Aunt Prudie Ladner, unsung

heroine of the backwoods, whose life of great

service reads like a classic of pioneer fiction.

For over 60 years Aunt Prudie, a small and twin-

kling blonde, was a redoubtable buffer standing

between pain and the farmers of the countryside

around Lumberton.

She was more than a midwife, was Aunt Prudie;

she was a doctor, as well versed in things medical

as many a qualified physician, although she placed

her greatest trust In herbs and roots which, after

all, were often the same medidnals as those hand-

ed out by the physician in a different form and

disguised with a Latin name.
As courageous a human as ever loved the red

clay hills, Aunt Prudie often braved the night alone

on horseback, swimming flood-swollen streams,

slipping and sloshing through bottomless gumbo,
to reach the bedside of an expectant mother or

dangerously ill child.

In all, Aunt Prudie during her 05 years of prac-

tice, delivered 2bN babies anti nursed back to

health unnumbered thousands in a territory which

included parts of five counties — Lamar, Pearl

River, Forrest, Marion, and Stone.

Prudence Smith Ladner was born in 1852 in

Smith County, Miss., and was taken when a child

to Mobile, Ala. She returned to Mississippi as the

16-year-old bride of P A. Ladner, and settled with

him near Lumberton.

Prudie, young as she was then, was an expert

midwife, and she entered into practice. As there

was no "diploma" doctor within 50 miles, she

soon was called upon to treat illnesses - malaria,

boils, dysentery, tonsillitis, and the mysterious

lluxes and brain fevers of the day.

Prudie not vet "Aunt" Prudie - took to read-

ing "doctor" books and experimenting with an-

cient folk remedies. As the years went by she tried

and proved to her satisfaction many a crude but ef-

fective treatment, using the natural materials that

grew in the woods and fields about bet.

Por a kldnev flush she brewed a tea of "four cor-

ners of the earth," a grass. Boils were brought to a

head with tar salve; malaria was attacked with a tea

brewed from the black snake mot, Fever grass

root was an admirable, if violent, purgative. Ion-
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torn Her energy was unlimited. Besides ranging

as doctor throughout the countryside, she had

time to tend the farm chores and give birth to nine

children of her own.

Mr Ladner, her husband, is said to have looked

upon his wife with awe, but he was not complete-

ly overshadowed by the strenuous woman he

married. At his home he set up a school, the only

one within miles. Among his pupils was young

Theodore Bilbo, future senator, whose youthful

ailments were soothed by the wife of his

schoolmaster. When public education spread to

the pinev woods, Mr. Ladner for many years was

supervisor of a Pearl River county district.

Legends were spun around Aunt Prudie while

she still was a young woman. Not legend but fact,

however, is the story still told about the night her

horse slipped in a storm and fell on Aunt Prudie,

breaking her foot. Instead of returning home for

help she continued to her destination, was carried

from her horse into a house where she delivered a

baby, then was carried back to the horse which

she rode home.

•Aunt Prudie was sure the mother of this coun-

ty ” remarked one old timer, himself delivered by

her 'She was a lot more n jest a midwife. She

give us advice on everythin', she made us believe

in the power of prayer. If we couldn’t pay her. she

treated us anyways.”

And Prudie was also the jolliest citizen of the

hills a lively, bubbling person whose laughter and

capering were the making of many an otherwise-

routine shindig.

Mr Ladner died in 1916, and Aunt Prudie took

over the entire management of her bulging house-

hold. As the years passed and grandchildren came,

she grew stout and was no longer able to make the

tortuous trips across country astride a horse But

until she was 80 years old she was always eager to

do battle with fear and pain.

Aunt Prudie died in August, 1945, at the-agemi

93. She left seven children and 35 grume u e c

- her family can not agree on how many grea -

grandchildren. She left also a flowing memo

the hearts of the thousands she aided in

decades of doctoring.

THE KNKRUY MAC HIM OE JOSEPH NEWMAN



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

* * * * * IVmir AUTOMOBILE THAT WILL REPLACE THE INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE!

A
^ ^ if ^ ir ft + ftieftir'tTir'b + 'bir'b + ft + 'b'k'& + 'b + 'b + 'b + '& + 'b + 'b'k '

i* +
***’ *1— ———

—

I m '-1

SSan?photogRaphv Joseph Newman with bis 21st Century automobile

ENERGY MACHINE INVENTOR JOSEPH NEWMAN WILL FEATURE

A REVOLUTIONARY ELECTRIC CAR EXPERIMENT

AM_ nTHFR DEMONSTRATIONS CONCERNING HIS TECHNICAL PROCESSES AT THE

ivtfrNATIONAL CONVENTION & TRADE CENTER IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA

ON MONDAY, APRIL 6, 1987, 11AM.

(Doors open at 10AM.)

NATIONAL NEWS CONFERENCE : 11:00AM, Monday, April 6, 1987

Georgia International Convention and Trade Center (404) 997-356

,902 Sullivan Road, College Park, !ess than 1 mile from Atlanta In. 1 Airport near tntersectlonof l-TS and I-

You ’re invited! Free Admission! open to thepublic!

AS Joseph Newman has repeatedly stated: ' Truth is like a High Intensity Laser Beam and it will burn through garbage!

ures butarethescta,
FACT 3: The following figures used in the equations below are not Joseph

/compelling 'Truthful''

tiflc community's figures. Joseph Westley Newman has simply used his mind and put them in a compe, g

order so as to prove the "Truth” of his mechanical teachings,
-nuation

FACT 4: Example: There are 10,000 times more atoms within the conductor In the
^/O^mon^^en the cost per

below. If the cost per month of the energy field produced In the 4th equation was one dollar per month, the

month of the same energy field produced In the 1 st equation Is • 10,000.0 per mon
recon-

FACT 5: in the equations below we are using 30 gauge copper wirejwlth. 1

Pay y0Uf

sisting of 1 ft. of 30 gauge wire] Volt X Current (Amps) - WATTS. The entl y y y

monthly electric bill is Watts:

Equation 1: 1 .5 Volts x 1 5 amps = 22.5 Watts Input Into I ‘urn of *0 gauge wire

(small number of atoms) = 15 amp turns strength magnetic field produced.

Equation 2: 1.5 Volts x .15 amp = .225 Watts Input power Into 100
.{"produced.

atoms of 30 gauge wire = 15 amp turns strength magnetic field produceo

Equation 3: 1.5 Volts x .015 amp = .022 Watts Input power }"'°
J,agne7ic field produced.

atoms of 30 gauge wire - 15 amp turns strength of magnetic
n
”e,“ *

aIld

Equation 4: 1.5 Volts x .0015 amp - .00225 Watts l"P“« P^/^^iHeTd produced.
~auge wire = 1 5 amp turns strength of magnetic neio v -

atoms of 30 gauge wire = ljampturnsstrenmno....^^—
r ^ ,

The recent technological breakthroughs in superconductivity teachw is correct. Joseph
warmer temperatures only further proves and exemplifies that wnat jo p

THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



dearly leaches that the best system design Is the one ln which the least amount ofenergy lnputed Into the condu^,

rorTauTes the greatest amount of atom
const„ently decreases as the number of turns of

FACT 6: The current and power twatage,lnp
of thc magnetic field neuer decreases Simply pj

0*
prfstng the cot, increase, and ye. ^"^Me Infinitely decreasing the current and powe, (wattage, lnpuV

h'

same strength magnetic field ca P
„attagc consumed in the 1 st equation than In the 4th equation, whn.

Note that there Is 10,000 limes
.hf/.S -™!!lon has 10 000 times more atoms than the conductor of the 1st equaUo„'

at the same time the conductor o
. absolute proof that the current and power (wattage) consumed to produce

CONCLUSION: The above Inform
* ^ d wlth a conductor Is Inversely proportional to the number of atom, con,,

a given energy that the magnetic field comes from the atoms of the conductor, exactly „

j

P
o

r

!eph Newman teaches (E = MC 2

)!

„onV4.rtina mass into pure energy on a 100% conversion process in accordance

This technology lepwjfitj-ai means of
,

g
tion to the environment or to the Human Race. This opens a universe

with Einstein's equation of E = ^ Human Race!

of excitement and a magnificent
results relating toJoseph Newman’s technology are confirmed by those

FACT 7: The accuracy of the
(for instance, one month) and you the consumer having to pay for

results being applied for any reasonable length or t

consumed in the 1st equation is 10,000 times greater than

the wattage consumed Example: magnetic field is produced, (See Facts 4 and 6 above.)

a* ‘onsumud in .he 4th equ.lion and yet !",
ng de

®
onstra,ed is running off 30 gauge wire and strong magnets to ac-

FACT 8: The engine powering the automoDii : »
afe anyone who wishes to use one's mind will recognize that the

cordance withjoseph Newman s Teachings, as pro
clf> why? Because Joseph Newman has more than 113,000

automobile will operate as stated, !^.b
Q

er° r

^_oer
8
atoms) and more than 300 lbs. of constant permanent magnetic atoms

turns of 30 gauge wire (more than 200 lbs. or copper

in his motor PROOF THAT MY INVENTION WORKS.

Joseph Newman challenges anyone to run an

1800-lb automobile powered by a conven-

tional electric motor with the current

equivalent to that from a 1 Vi -volt transistor

battery.

By using his energy machine motor, Joseph

Newman has already run an 1800-lb auto-

mobile with the current equivalent to that

from a 1 Vi -volt transistor battery!

As Dr. Hastings said: “If you have any con-

science at all, you can t walk awayfrom this.
”

On March 11, 1987, the automobile powered by the energy machine performed as stated above in the

:OLlSEUM and as verified on national CBS EVENING NEWS.
~™,nlHhed bv con-

FACT 9= In addition to the Fact that Joseph Newman s challenge In Fact
meter and a RF amp meter hook

vcntlonal teachings of electric motors, there will be a DC amp mct*T ™
. fb is htf)Uted into the engine by

?d In series and they will allprove that more energy comes out of he
that in a single 1 'A -volt tran-

che batterypack ofhigh voltage and low current capacity (current is equivalent to that inas g

sistor battery).
Battery Company for

FACT 10: These battery packs of High Voltage and Low Current have been built by RA'* ()

loseph Newman and they are all numbered with “Experimental Battery' written on the top.

Atlanta ,

Georgia

FACT Hi A National News Conference will be held at 1 1:00 A.M., Monday, April 6,
ie99 than 1 m,,e

at the Georgia International Convention & Trade Center, 1902 Sullivan Roa , B

from Atlanta Int’l. Airport near thc intersection of 1-75 and 1-85.
Battery Pack ^ails

FACT 12: Thc public is also warmly invited. The automibile will be run hour after hour until thc S

?q UQUrs 0 r more
before

The automobile has already run 10 hours on this special Battery Pack and it is expected to run
consistently

comes from

the Battery Pack fails. At thc same time, the facts of the meters (see Fact 9) prove that more ene gy

the engine of thc automobile than from the Battery Pack. .. reflar(jiess of the fact [ a

The dry cell battery pack is not considered to be rechargeable so it will, at some point ran,
* 0 yAC Battery

Com-

there is more energy going back into the battery pack than energy coming from the battery pac
• very

good,

pany is working diligently with Joseph Newman to correct this conventional deficiency ana res
•

0ff the
cur-

'ACT 1 3: The automobile will be running at a slow speed (walking speed) but keep in mind it '•! I

nii/'ili-nf l/i m/h'.il i* in a I I/, .vnll Iranslfilnr I he size of VOUT thumbnail-
‘At. i 13 : i ne auiomomie wm ne running at a mow spccu ^

warning

ent equivalent to whai is in a 1 ‘/i-volt transistor battery the size of your thumbnail.
. Mowing morning unt '

The automobile will be stopped at 9:00 P.M. each night and will start again at 9:00 A M. eat i o
iecked by the L

....... . ii a a. U A«rii A 1QH7 The hat^Hes will oe tuev.i ne auiomomie wm ne sioppeu ai v:ww r.ivi. eaen nigin anu win

>attery pack expires. The initial start will be at 1 1 .00 A M., Monday, April 6, 1987. The batteries w



h-v have not been changed and will also be verified by representatives of RAY-O-VAC Battery Company
up sure that tncy

vied ' 1 to u
Newman will be talking and demonstrating the breadth of his Revolutionary Technology

fACT 14: JOSep
ity space travel — weather and other tremendous beneficial changes that can and will oc-

concefniD** ®ra?Lc ••people” of this nation get behind the technology that Joseph Newman has devoted 22

cur »s 90°“
u fc to bringing forth to the Human Race.

year* of h,s ^ a9 |i9 the News Media to attend, verify, and monitor this historical event and to make the
Joseph New ^ event, so that they and their children can come, see the beginning, and then come and

people” *wa
*^ desire to verify the extraordinary results of the time the automobile runs off the current

go as often as
. ln a j yi-volt transistor battery, the size of your thumbnail.

equivalent to

’
vcrfunent has deliberately stifled and continues to vigorously stifle this technology from the

The V.S.
oat|on and the world. Therefore, Joseph Newman takes the Technology to the “People” so

ZTclaKC It and Mg' for themselves.

For further information, contact: Joseph Newman at (601) 947-7147
Route 1, Box 52, Lucedale, Mississippi 39452

1 '4 -VOLT transistor battery

POSTSCRIPT:

Prior to the Atlanta presentation of the electric automobile, a representative from RAY-O-VAC prepared a chart

which described the life expectancy of the batteries designed and built by RAY-O-VAC battery company. According

to RAY-O-VAC, the batteries should be dead after 25 hours of supplying 20 mllliamps to the energy machine coll In

the automobile.

Before going to Atlanta, the car operated for 10 hours on the same set of batteries. While at Atlanta, the car

operated for an additional 20 hours, 10 minutes on the same set of batteries. Upon returning to Lucedale, Mississippi,

the car operated for an additional 45 minutes on the same set of batteries. Consequently, the total battery time of 30

hours, 55 minutes exceeded the theoretical life expectancy of the batteries by over five hours. Moreover, at the en

of the Atlanta presentation, the RAY-O-VAC representative tested the batteries and found them to still have substan-

tial energy content!

Two of the batteries designed by RAY-O-VAC were rendered physically Inoperative by the back charging effect o

this system. The RAY-O-VAC representative will have his company carefully study these results with the Intent o

designing a battery that can withstand the back-charging effect of this system.

CELLS IN SERIES



|The following sections have been added to the Sixth Edition)

Will.

The Fifth Edition of THE ENERGY MACHINE

OF JOSEPH NEWMAN — which represents my

Life's Work for Humanity — was published and

sent out over two years ago. The additional

information added in the following sections tits

perfectly with all that has been written in the earlier

Editions ofthis book. Some of this new information

will shock you! The reason:

The new infomiation deals with factual Proof

that the Decade of the 1990’s will decide if we go

into 1000 years of Peace preceded by the 1990’s

being almost total destruction of most life on Earth,

or ifwe decide to choose Love and Peace between

All Peoples on this Earth as our way of life for the

1990's and into the following 1000 years of Peace.

If your refer back to page 154 of this book you

will read that 1 thought my life's work, i e.. the tech-

nology 1 teach, would have seen worldwide use

and that 1 would be dead and gone by the time

people examined what else 1 had to say about Life

that may also benefit them and their families. On

page 154 1 wrote:

TO Al l. W HO 'MASTER* AND ARE INSPIRED BY
W 1 1 \ I I HA\ E CAUGHT, IN THE REMUNDER OF
THIS BOOK 1 SPEAK TO YOU "

(These words prove that my Technology means

nothing ifthe Values of the 1 luman Race do not IM-

PROVE!)

Following these words 1 present my whole Phi-

losophy of Life and Happiness This Philosophy

relates exactly with what follows in this added

section to the new Sixth Edition. Why? Because in

198" God started speaking to me mentally just as

even preacher now claims and has claimed through-

out the history of all people upon this Earth.

Turn to page 2S2 of this Book wherein 1

explained how easy it was for God to communicate
with each of us and vice versa — Electromagneti-

cally 1 wrote and published this in 198-t!

In IdS" God began communicating with me by
direct, electromagnetic, mental communication
which instructed me to sen e all of God’s People
upon this Earth. The reader should also refer hack

to the page before the Preface of this book _
Life’s Work — wherein 1 wrote-.

"DEDICATED TO ALL THE PEOPLES OF r
WORLD WHO LIVE AND ARE YET TO BE BOr!\

E

It is now obvious to me and I hope becom
obvious to you that it is NO accident that m
compelled in 1984 to so dedicate this book contam
ing my Life’s Work with the aforementioned word)

God has made me from bi*th— has taught me— has inspired me— has made me sensitive to mi
PEOPLES OF THIS EARTH. God has chosen me to

serve you — to sen e ALL PEOPLES.

Since the end of 1987, 1 have followed God’s di-

rection and began warning the world of God's

Innate Wrath which will befall us if we do not love

one another. As a result ofmy actions and warnings

most of my loved ones and most of the news media

throughout the world have turned against me and

my Life’s Work. So have many of my previous so-

called friends. Even my wife Ellen and my son

Gvromas have turned against me and left. I married

another girl — Annis — who in the last couple of

months has also totally turned against me and lef:’

Even one ofmy daughters turned against me. How-

ever. my other daughter— Michelle— has stood

by me lovingly and courageously Michelle lives

another state Now, in fact, I sit tota >

(except for the Presence of GOD^ in the woods

Sunday afternoon June 3. 1990 writing this portion

y Life’s Work for AU umanity

God makes me into "STEEL” whereby 1 can bos:

se ve mi humannv " '

service to God and Humanity even when ot

around me fall away because of the hardship -

has asked me to endure for his Peoples

World. . . -to

My desire to serve God and Humanity

exemplified by the 2o-page Rod

Release which I sent out around the xvor
^‘

n;
. Rl

v

This Press Release concerned

agan's and the U S .
Government ><

stifle my Life's Work and Energy M '“
iSv

-
'

ogy The tol ow ng Red v eve -
-

.

.•

now inserted into this addition to lh -

'
. VV.'KOt v \v ' V v'V \\SITH VNTMAS



ONE OF THE
HOTTEST NEWS STORIES

IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD!
(cannot be said in a few sentences)

See FACT 45 for very possibly the next United States President

as an independent, TRUTH AND ACTION PARTY.
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JOSEPH NEWMAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Route 1 ,

Box 52
Lucedale, Mississippi 39452

(601) 947-7147

for immediate release £ORJMMEDU^^

* * * * * SUPERCONDUCTIVITY — THE REAL TRUTH * * * * *

THE GREATEST ATTEMPTED FRAUD AND THEFT IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD!

FOR MORE THAN 8 YEARS, INVENTOR JOSEPH NEWMAN HAS SPENT OVER S l ,000,000.00

FIGHTING THE U.S. GOVERNMENT IN ORDER TO BRING THIS TECHNOLOGY FORWARD!

Joseph Newman compliments Dr. Paul C.W. Chu of the UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON for ‘•Mastering" aspects of hu
Pioneering Technology and. at the same time, Joseph Newman condemns Dr. Chu for claim,ng Pioneering credit f0r a

technology to which Dr. Chu is not entitled.

Joseph Newman charges a number of top U.S. Officials and others with attempted theft (under the gU iSe of

"Superconductivity”) and cover-up of his Pioneering Technology

The recent advancement in Superconductivity is a direct result of inventor Joseph Newman’s Pioneering 22 yea rS of

dedicated work

I. Joseph Newman, back up my statements with “Fact exactly as I do in Science. [See the following information
for

more detailed Proof of these statements!)

f\CT: Let’s examine the history of Superconductivity development and see how its history matches the facts —

It took 75 years to raise the temperature of superconduc-

tivity by 62 degrees.

ITT00K ONLY 2 MONTHS FOR DR. CHU OF THE UNIVER-
SITY OF HOUSTON TO RAISE THE TEMPERATURE OF
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY A “STUNNING" (according to the

media) 106 DEGREES.

Many other superconductivity research scientists around
the world were testing the new French oxides, but Chu —
by using PRESSURE on the new oxides that were dis-

covered by others — obtained significant, Immediate
results — then altered oxides to achieve ever better results

PUBLISHED MY BOOK,
‘THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN

ADVANCING
” Towards

- -

ROOM
TEMPERATURE

28°F — March 1987 — Researchers at the University ot

California (Berkeley Lab) report hints of temp, this high

Researchers at the Berkeley Lab had received my book
and had spoken with a WWL-TV electronics engineer in

New Orleans who had worked v/lth me In Lucedale, Mies

IT TOOK ONLY 1 MONTH LATER FOR UNIVERSITY OF CA

(Berkeley Lab) RESEARCHERS TO RAISE SUPERCON-
- DUCTING TEMP. AN ADDITIONAL 256 DEGREES.

. _ 284 °F — February 1987 -Dr. Paul Chu at the University

of Houston and his colleagues at the University of

Alabama at Huntsville “stun" the world. THESE IN-

DIVIDUALS HAD MY BOOK AND I HAD PERSONALLY AD-

VISED DR. CHU HOW TO PROCEED.

. _ 390 °F — December, 1986 - IBM scientists In Switzer-

land utilize new oxides discovered by French chemist

- - 406
0
F — January, 1986

- DECEMBER, 1984

- -419 # F (1973)

- -422 °F (1969)

- - 427°F (1960)

- -429° F (1953)- 433*F (1941)- 442®F (1933)

452°F (191 1)

For 'urther proof of the "Truth” of the fecit patented In this Report, eee pege 22 for fhe eitenelve He) of orgenlietlone. unlvereltlee end corporetlone tl
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SUMMATION OF WHAT YOU WILL READ

EXAMPLE:

ana extensive, ucumtu

Reagan on November 17, 1983-

Featured on page 169 of my same book Is a short, typewritten response from the White House dated 1985, March
2i

Dear Mr. Newman;

On behalf of President Reagan, I want to thank you for your

letter and enclosures.

The President appreciates the time you have taken to bring
your invention to his attention. However, I am sorry that
this must be a disappointing response to your request. So

many similar requests are received that it just is not
possible to comply. I hope you will understand.

With the President's best wishes,

THE WHITE HOUSE
WA S H NOTON

March 21, 19e4

Sincerely,

Special Assistant to the President
and Director of Correspondence

Mr. Joseph Westley Newman
Route 1, Box 52
Lucedale, MS 39452
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received the material returned from the White House, everything was neatly packaged as though the vast

"'

nThad originally sent had never been opened.

eDarating the vast material and filing it in the proper files, I discovered a White House “Goof-up” — an In-house
1 P°n

S

Video Review of a VHS tape neatly stacked in the vast material 1 had sent.

'

vrhite House
“Goof-up entitled “VIDEO REVIEW” was obviously in total conflict with the letter sent from Anne

ThC
president Reagan's Special Assistant.

Hjgglns. r

VIDEO REVIEW

Name of Sender: vjas&/s// l/j/. fjevo/v

ADDRESS: /V / /3a X j5~ 2 M / 6 « 3 J?

Date Received by the White House: //- 02/-J>3

DATE REVIEWED: 3 - 3 - £' / INITIALS OF VIEWER:

VIDEO SENT TO: RR/NR/ WHO? /6

Summary : ^
Jm

i/J ll) L TV- c/visr^jP V lituJ ^
J

If nothing unusual send directly to Lilie Bell, Room 58. Make

a copy for JCD's file.

J Special cases to Chuck Donovan, Room 94.

Problems, i.e. threats etc. send to Secret Service Room 45 via

Bob Gallagher.

Keep original form with video.

Anything intended as a gift, i

Bible tapes, send directly to
.e. a professional production,

the Gift Unit, Room 457.

,u"h»r proof of th. "Truth" ol tho fact* praaantad In this Rapori, ••• paga 22 lor tha axtanalva Hat ot o

THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



,
j

. Some Scientists believe this Invention could change

compi?
d
by

the tetter from Anne H ^heflogica^ condus.on than that there

Even at the time I recei
rfy experienced

- I was
|5 for '‘Humanity

sincerity and the comprehensive
na

Route 1 t
sox

Lucedale, Mi!

Phone: (601)

written with literally years of experienced

1 o^obably receive no responsible, exacting

this request.

. r have written regarding a

fifth°P resident which I have asKed

this country and the people of the
you will be the fifth Pi

New Source of Energy and the

to help me help the people ol

For over 18 years I have stood alone against a closed-

minded scientific community and great odd

My Government
contrary, has stood

the level of

jivep me absolutely no help, but to the

auu x,. .ny way and still continues to do so at

U.S. Patent Office.

several working prototypes of this New Energy

Please find enclosed copy of a letter I !

Johnson, dated July 31, 1967.

a Presidei

President Ronald Reagan

November 17, 1983

work, even before 1 built these prototypes, a ,

to a Scientific Document (Now 130 pages long)

wnicn puu=> - -. w1 _ y

of letters from credible t

and integrity and 1””“^'

Most important, find enclosed a VHS tape of news coveraces

made by Mr. Garland Robinette of WWL-Television (C.B.s.) 0 f Neu

Orleans. There are eight ln terest

coverage on this tape,

a most scientific manni

reported, he has taken

facts. Any others who give

without doing equally
and does an injustice
America and the peopl<

this tape before you pa:

office as has alwayr K-
approximately 30 mil

nette has conducted himself i„
relative to the facts on which he has
.thing for granted, but checked out all
ve an opinion disagreeing on this matter
well, only reflect poorly on themselve*

'

the peoples of the United States
if this world. I recommend that you view
i this information down to some lower

been the case in years past. This tape is
ites long.

Emmett Pugh of New Orleans. Phone

Mr. Paul Gomory t

Mr. Robinette cai

be reached at Area Code 301-320-4327
.

• reached at Area Code 504-529-6300.

Patent Officials of U.S. Patent Office have deliberately

ignored the requirements of the Patent Law Procedure relative

to their own actions relative to the issuance of this Pioneering

Patent on a New Energy Source.

Also a copy of a letter, dated July 30, 1982, I sent

Mr. Paul Gomory (Expert Advisor on Patent Law for the Judn

Committee of the Congress) and a copy of Mr. Gomory's repl;

my letter which he sent to Mr. Ralph Oman, Staff Director,

Criminal Law Subcommittee, Committee of the Judiciary.

Also find enclosed copy of my listing in the Physics
Section of Who's Who In Technology, 1980 Edition, and numerous
copies of letters from credible Scientific Individuals concerning

I wish for the Commissioner of Patents to have to explain

the actions of U.S. Patent Office, with me present, in front of

the Judiciary Committee or the President.

I ask that you, Mr. President, have someone of honest integrity

check out these facts in an exacting, scientific manner and to

enact responsible actions accordingly.

I still stand alone, no doubt I will have to continue to do

so, until all is accomplished as a result of my efforts. How

sad that millions of others suffer in the mean time and the world

stands on t'he threshold of total destruction.

President Ronald Reagan
Page three
November 17, 1983

This invention will be the cause of the Industrial
Revolution all over again, except at a greatly accelerated rate,
and will do more to reduce the possibility of war than any and
all other means existing at this time, space travel will become
fJ

r“6Jeallty
' and wlU touch and excite all aspects of Science

this t’
°Pen many d°°rS t0 th* mind that have been closed before

Sincerely

,

^ Joseph Westl^y Newman

JWN/en

Enclosures

For further proof ol Ihs "Truth" of the facts presented In thlt Report, e » page 22 lor the extensive list ol organizations, universities and corporations that have purehssed nty

THE ENERGY
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, , „ Fedcra , Court in search ofJustice. The pic, has thickened even ,o .hi. very day con-

The plot thickened when n^wo^^nder'the^ui^^f ^‘Superconductivity.’’

cerningan
attempted the

'"an attempted theft or my™
As paraphrasea

Qfl7 ^ D.n„nn e

132
pageT84

h
and 88 .

August 198T ^ faster than the Specd of Ligh , in Washington D C. in Reagan's

Recently. Sound app
: 0 ,uica l proposals concerning "Superconductivity,

attempts to spearhead a pack of poU__ P_ ^ #<>^ restrict and/or eliminateattempts to spearhead a pack ° P
^ ,0 „ e . to restrict and/or eliminate

geagan presses for ACT)abou, technology of commerc.a, value.

the People’s rights under tner

[End of paraphrasing
] „nnprtPH inseoh Newman's Pioneering Technolc0 ,

Technolog
Huntsville, Alabama), Dr. Paul C.W. Chu

•• th p FREEDOM OF INFORMATION

push a Bill through Congress
fWstm the PeODle.push a Bill through -"8— thc people ,

. how continue with additiona, facts of the Proof ,
present:

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY - THE REAL TRUTH

mance of the issue of superconductivity is underscored by an article inTHENEW YORK TIMES, March 10. 1987

^'Electricity Rushes Into A New Era of Discovery
i.. cmtnH that the injustice againsi

. „ u Newman, h
ITXZty Rushes Into A Ne, Era oj Discovery. " ^ ^ [ha(^ in|u5tice against

ountain ” tn mind. The following fact;
ind the People coneciiunft*"

/

,onstrate this to be true: .. -nfcnprov which converts mass
•he old saying, “Give a tmei ur - —
nstrate this to be true:

^innovated a New Source of Energy which converts mass

CT 2: The U.S. Pa.en.Off.ee, the U.S. government, and many
. ieved bv tapping into the basic building block

. vv,;c mno/„ mnversion process was achieved y PP
that this energy

The U.S. Patent Office, tne u .a. guvcim..— -
-

.. d by tapping into the basic building oioc*

r , have persistently stated that this 100% Be" 1 also disclosed that thbencW

n^r— the energy (gyroscopic particles) comprising a nwgnettc^lectro ^®,d be tapped for the im™e

^^p j pbmmon-
magnetic (electromagnetic) field was litera

y racc wou|d end hunger, would make SP»C
Queens and

anity without pollution to the environment or t

.
t “World Peace" than all the Kings. Q

and much more. Also, this technology w«> d° m°reh g government should be 'he fitst t°*U
t

P
he United

icians .ha, have ever lived. 1 have continually stressed ,h
.^ be

g
hcnomena„y benefited. As a result, the Un,t

> wouia once again g<*>" — i

efforts bv misappropriating -

Ji Some of the so-called "leaders" in
lie, periure themselves P-"“

pas.
lepartment of Energy to fight my Pioneeri g Y

and keep me tied up in Court to this v y •

_ ploneerlng
ests, falsify documents, violate Patent an

dollars in expenses necessary to keep pus g -

further this

fears, such opposition has cost me over one mi
h opposition slows down my e

nology forward for the People of the World. At the samer time. such oPP

aology since 1 must spend time fighting sue crimin
,

—

; . ra,cology since 1 must spend time fighting s
^

possible. Such delay give:

have no doubt tha, it is their intent to delay th”d"
gy concerns' the time to realign capital assets ,nt area* converge^^ Thc, damage* in-

ion time to figure out a way to steal the techno gy descendants, and to civilization. Su
h vinitv . It is for

nan is small by comparison to the damage done to y . y nd advancements to bene it a

ve of future innovators who would: iniustice.

innovators and the People of the World that 1 fight sue
„***** »>



• „ lnllicrlrf, and deliberate criminal actlon/cover-up by government employees fr,

FACT i. In order to coomerrhls massive I

b|lshed ln 1984 (with the valuable assistance of Evan R Soule;
j,

,

patent office bureaucrats to Preslden I! p
Machine ofjoaeph Newman." The Information In this book *

*

pioneering
llfe .

(As of th ,s writing - 22 years.)

developed over 19
•

energy MACHINE OFJOSEPH NEWMAN
- everyone with whom 1 was In contac, ad

Before Publish
‘"fh

m >

n
^°

bey wcre fearful that there were many unscrupulous Individuals who would attempt to ,tea|
vised me not to pubiisn suite

mV
TO lv concerned friends and associates . responded instantly and consistently: the Information was too Important „

humanity robe in the mind of only one man and must be published.

t , r h, vioorousiv for the expansion of this technology and my work has been featured in hundreds of
ĉ—- L manzinSAcross the United States and the world. In addition, I have appeared on national television and have

be\
P
nXv"wed on numerous radio talkshows through the U S. and Canada. Many of these interviews were taped a„5

played around the world.

FACT 7- The People and many major organizations have taken my Pioneering work very seriously As of this date, I havc

s^^rldwide approximately 8,000 copies of my book. Some of the organizations who purchased my book are listed on

page™ To appreciate the "Truth" of this Report, I recommend that the reader review these names before proceeding t0

FACT 8

FACT 8: Why do you think these numerous organizations across the nation and the world have purchased my book, the

energy MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN? Keep in mind that there are many major organizations that purchased my book

under names other than their own or gained access to my book without my knowledge, eg.
,
through bookstores. From ex-

perience, I know this to be a fact. Observe that there is a constant interest to this very date.

NOW for a MAJOR point OF THIS REPORT: Since the time of the broad dissemination of my work, others have filed

broad patent applications which infringe on my "Pioneering” Technology under the guise of "Superconductivity."

fact 9: On February 1 6, 1987 a news feature was broadcast by KHOU-TV, Channel 1 1 in Houston, Texas concerning Dr.

Paul C. W. Chu of the University of Houston and reported by Space and Science Reporter, John Gitter, who narrated over

much of the film and stated in part:

"It [superconductivity results performed by Chu at the University of Houston] changes our

understanding of the basic makeup of matter . . . and because of all that and more, University offi-

cials expect the next big battle, (the first being recognition of the achievement), the next big battle

will be ownership ofan idea WORTH BILLIONS " [Emphasis added.]

On the same Houston broadcast, Richard Van Horn, President of the University of Houston stated: "It’s obvious there

is a broad-scale commercial applicationfor this kind of an invention.
"

factto^ Dr. Paul Chu of the University of Houston rushed to file a Patent in January 1987, and as quoted from DISCOVERY
NF.WSDAY, Part 3, claimed before Congress that his work is "Pioneering."

—CT ll! The facts w111 Pfove tha * Chu’s "Pioneering" claim in FACT 10 above is a Lie! It is also likely that the top level

management of the University of Houston is greatly influenced by oil interests.

The following is quoted from ENGINEERING NEWS, May 25, 1987:

Chu studied the reaction of oxides under high pressure to encourage superconductivity.
Mst winter he reported that under high pressure (afew hundred thousand pounds psi) a com-
oun ma e up of lanthanum, barium, copper, and oxygen superconducts at 40. 2K. His experi-

tl>rh

S

<

eaC K ^Ven ^K^er temPerature ranges. Then, after hitting a limit of 60K with pressure
techniques. Chu varied the compounds."

activities: januarVandfebruTr^Vs^t^
1301

^

1, lt ^ imPortant to note the dates °f Chu’s superconductivity/pressure

prior to Decern.berJ^SS 'd^p ^lr'w^
the 2nd Edition of "THE ENERGY MACHINE OFJOSEPH NEWMAN.” Several months

explicit concerning operationarmethod
ChU ^^ lJn,versity of Houst<>n called me at my home and asked me to be metf'

materials. I told Chu to bo bark
pressure

’ electrical and/or magnetic input, heat, and even slight change* 0

Chapter 11 and Chapter 12 of the i rh—^ f

What 1 teach in m y book and not to simply read it! I especially recommen
'

well as crystals react to force, Dressure

0^^^0^ where 1 Presented scientific proof that materials and their ^°**
sc

noticeable differences even m^he'nnin^’r
61601^ 031 ° r ma8netic input and that slight changes in material would cause

*
proof ot th» “Tn,th”

P of producing new materials.

* Roport, see page 22 for tha axtanalva Hal of organization, unlvaraltlaa and corporatlona that porch**** my 6
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who has any reasonable thinking facilities can verify that I teach what I advised Dr. Chu
FACTjii

12 (as published in 1984 in the 1st Edition of my book). Examine Figures 25-H, 25-J, 25-L, 25-M, 2S-N, and

^onpics 74. 75. and 76

rfion 25-0 on page 76 I conclude:
In secu"

0f the above processes — which involve producing double refraction in a normally isotropic

dium via the application of mechanical deforming forces, magnetic fields, and electrical fields

'have a basic similarity: in each case, physical (mechanical) strains areproduced within the medium

which accordingly becomes anistropic.

/Definition ofanistropic as quoted from Webster’s dictionary: “exhibiting properties with different

values when measured along axes in different directions <an~crystal >. assuming different positions in

response to external stimuli.]

Continuing from page 76

“Consequently, there is a definite, scientific pattern which emerges in the above observations.

THE GYROSCOPIC COMPOSITION OF MATTER REACTS TO A PROPER FORCE. [Even in their attempt

to steal my work, Dr. Paul Chu and others still fail to comprehend the total significance of this fact!]

(1) Observe that in all cases a force is applied which causes the electromagnetic composition of the

material to react.

(2) Observe that in all cases the presence of electromagnetic energy is obvious.

M) Therefore, in all cases the reactions were due to the material composition (electromagnetic
1

energy) being affected by the mechanical action of such electromagnetic energy (consisting of gy-

roscopic particles). Such reactions demonstrate the “action/reaction effect” created by the gyro-

scopic spin or plane which constitutes the basic mechanical structure of all matter!”

All of Chapter 1 1 and those disclosures prior to Chapter 1 1 of my book cause me to conclude on page 79, Section 25-T.

"Question: Have you Mastered what was taught in Section 25 above? If you have, then you must

now realize the critical importance of understanding the mechanical, gyroscopic-action-entity com-

nrising the atoms of all materials. Many such materials will be used in energy machines designed for

100% (conversion) efficient utilization of Einstein’s equation of E = MC2
. SUCH AN UNDERSTANDING

WILL ALSO PERMIT THE CREATION OF NEW MATERIALS WITH VARYING ELECTROMAGNETIC

CHARACTERISTICS.

“By studying what I have written, you have glimpsed the Mechanical Essence of Quantum

Mechanics the Gyroscopic-Action-Particle. This “gyroscopic-action-particle '

is the basic building

block of all matter and is the Mechanical Essence of E = MC 2 The behavior of the gyroscopic particle

can still be mechanically understood and operationally predicted in accordance with Newtonian

Mechanics.”

FACT 14: When Dr. Chu had called me at my home in the Fall of 1985 (see FACT 12 above) it was obv ‘ous 'h

^ t

tainedacopy of my book, “THE ENERGY MACHINE OFJOSPEH NEWMAN,” or why else would he have asked the ques

he did? Actually, Dr. Chu told me explicitly that he had obtained a copy of my book.

On page 53 - which is prior to Chapters 11 and 12 of my book, “THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEW MAN.

specifically discuss “Superconductivity” and I state:

“The most efficient conducting system design Is one in which the greatest number of atoms

within a coll are aligned by the given current (gyroscopic particle) Input. It is there ore

a properly designed superconducting system would produce even greater results.

Please bear in mind that this information was published in 1984!
^ ^

In my book, I explained that Superconductivity is simply a result of atom alignment and 1

onfiguration.''
print on page 53: I stress that it is essential that one design and establish the correct geoi c

.

FACT 15: The facts prove that in 1984, my book, “THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN, was pubhs

disclosed:
onduc-

(A) That matter reacts to any Force, from Its gyroscopic basic entity and to its atoms and cry

tivity materials.
hat ( teach

(B) That new materials with varying electromagnetic characteristics could be created by understan ng

. f E _ Mr 2 on a 100% conversion

(C) That Matter could be converted into Energy in accordance with Einstein s equat on o

process by what I teach.

^ For further proof of the “Truth" of the facte presented In this Report, see page 22 for the extensive list of org-nlzstlons. universities end corporations the. have purchased my book
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which .
published in 1984 are now falsely claimed by Or. Paul C.W. ChUo(

duTUniversity of Houston
, of Houston called me as described in FACT 12 above, see pa

For further proof that Dr, Chu of the urn
MCW/man •• which p«»«»r.n-ri even mnrp h~o;i K

THE ENERGY MACHINE

i FACT !5 that my teachings applied to Superconductivity, refer again to page

M1NC OF JOSEPH NEWMAN, ' which presented even more detail on SupCr

"It has been recommendea tnai

materials and cryogenic magnets.

^ uestion - an average electrical engineer who may know vCrv

Question: Who do you^think

^r

°^™
n

e

/4ho was specifically working towards achieving superconductivity at warmer

temperatures?

FACT 17 ; To further prove the statements in F

290 of my book:
material to align and unalign at your will, E = MC2 will be

That if you can cause
tsimole — by varying Mechanical means of causing atom

released a, your will. But how ,s ^don^SimpU by«£
f ^ ^ k .,

alignmenl, applying or not applying pressure, lorce, or n

, K L rarTs is and 14 and see how they match. The above quote (an excerpt from page 289 ofmy book) is from
Refer back to FACTS 3 and 14 and se y

whereby „ shou |d be obvious that I was teaching FACTS 1 3 and u as they

an Affidavit I sent to the U.S. Pate
R b , chu s preSS conference in Houston, Texas, where he attempted

applied to "ed^by him! L, refer again to the last two paragraphs of FACT „ ,ta,

e7„^ NetMor als" with varying electromagnetic characteristics would be created - a statement anticipating and

ptedinmg’he oxides .ha. would be later deyeloped for superconductivity purposes.

FACT 18 : Quoting from USA TODAY, July 29, 1987, Section 2-B

"In February [of 1987 ], scientist Paul Chu of the University of Houston, working with colleagues

at the UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA AT HUNTSVILLE, stunned the world with magical new ceramics

that become superconductive at minus 283 degrees.

From the facts it is obvious that Dr. Chu also worked with chemists in this group at the University of Alabama in Hunts-

ville Now examine the names of organizations that I have specifically listed on page 22 as having purchased a copy of mv

book Observe that the Department of Chemistry at Oakwood College in Huntsville, Alabama ordered the 2nd Edition of

my book, THE ENERGY MACHINE OFJOSEPH NEWMAN, " in February 1986. This second Edition included the written discus-

sion on page 289 about the question Dr. Chu had asked me by telephone several months earlier in the Fall of 1985 at a time

that was prior to the publication of the 2nd Edition.

When I recently called the Chemistry Department at Oakwood College in Huntsville, Alabama, I was informed that

some of their Chemistry professors also taught at the UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA IN HUNTSVILLE this cle.irh

demonstrates additional proof that Chu and his colleagues had access to my “Pioneering'' work.

Now return to the name of ORGANIZATIONS/UNIVERSITIES/CORPORATIONS which I have listed on page 22 Observe

that in September, 1986, the Redstone Arsenal Scientific Library of the U.S. MISSILE COMMAND at Huntsville, Alabama, pur

chased two of my books entitled “THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN.'

Upon further investigation I discovered that it is common practice for the faculty of the University of Alabama at Hunts

ville to utilize the U.S. MISSILE COMMAND Scientific Library and vice versa.

To paraphrase from the August 10, 1987 issue ofMETALWORKING NEWS, page 9, entitled "Atom Movement MayMW
Superconductivity Gains ’

The University of Alabama in Huntsville, Alabama, is receiving funding from the Strategic Defense Initiative (S.D I

)

^— known as the “Star Wars’’ program — for classified work and is directing a consortium of a number of large torpor,

entities such as Boeing to perform classified work. [End of paraphrasing
|

Return to the beginning of FACT 18: Quoting from USA TODAY, "... Paul Chu of the University of Houston. ivorkM

with colleagues at the University ofAlabama at Huntsville.

Question:

!987 page C-6 concerning “Superconductivity:’’ “The leader of the group at University of Alabama was a formerL"U KUCn WU
’ ° f the University of Alabama at Huntsville. ” Therefore, given any similar task as quoted fr

metalworking NEWS article described above, Wu would naturally turn to Chu.

Whom do you think contacted whom in initiating this project? As quoted from THENEW YORK

the I

i« lecle presented In thli Report, s universities end corporetlons 111
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The human "mind" is

motto on my

[whyt] FhowU WHAT '

1

I sEVe'nti HC research and

[mec_han.caldes.gn.ng

[l.Tl can". Be Done. It lntere.UM.lJ

^NEVy ENERGY^ SOURCE .

Years of Work. Re.ul.mB <" • U"*

F ,.ld Theory o. All Phv«=»'Ph»n

L
. New Source o<_EnergvJ _

_

I

I JOSEPH W NEWMAN I

|Phone (601 ) 947 7 147J

h stuol<ii,v and Noncaring or only panlally caring.

Jewman and/or his ^7lTomccZToL\ Science Foundation, DepartureT^soT'oepartment of Army, Navy, Air

government files concerning SuPerc”"
-superconductivity.” But what applies to foreig

f mation Act see an article

—«—««-

MfGWER
^

,

Au8ust
^nd NASA provided the funds to Chu for his superconduc-

Ronald Reagan claims lha. .he Naliona, Science Foundation and Pr

tivity tests.
, rhat were simply not true.

Of course, Ronald Reagan has claimed several things m P-
remove suspicion from.he^W^

Bu, even if Reagan's claim was .rue, I would ENERGY MACHINE

of "Mar Wars (S.B.I.). However, the attempt

^

1 f ^ Foum, ;„ ion have been cmlnen.lyawareof
,g2 ,8

*
197 ,

totally documents that both NASA and the Naliona
. statement, see pages 1 13. D5, 22

’

DI ’ fWMAn '1

in the 1970s and even as early as the 1960s. [To docu
R ,.-

l HE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEP

198, 199, 203 ,
204, 205 ,

206 ,
209, 210 ,

21 1 ,
and 212 of my book, Hi

informed him of my

Therefore, If NASA and ihe Naliona. Science^"^“e^as ^vemen, .n .he same issue,

work considering the extensive national publicity

The facts above clearly show a direct link to "Star Wars (S.D.l
).

Re alVs and his cohorts’ strings are

While Ronald Reagan and his cohorts are not
them even more fabulously w^^"he

S

^o-
anythingbut stupid. They know that the Star Wars ex raw

* ^he American taxpayer pays t te prtc

m multiply their power and Influence In a never-enc Ing. c
.. n , pollution and world hunger.

Pie of theworld arc denied access ,o an energy source which would end po
hlstory matches .he act,

fact Let’s examine again .he chronological history of Su*"*^!*
2
* years of dedicated work: |Because of .he

The recent advancements in Superconductivity result from my Pioneering

importance of this graph, 1 am repeating it In this Report.
| CorPo,...on.

«... *««• ***»•*my book

1 .1 . ol organliallone. unlvaral.iaa

ol Ihe facie p.eaonled li

or lur.hat prool o. lha “Tru.h"
B exlonalvo I
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advancing towards
- -ROOM TEMPERATURE — 28 °F — March 1987 — Researchers at the

University of California (Berkeley Lab) report

hints of temperature this high

Researchers at the Berkeley Lab had received

my book and had spoken with a WWL-TV elec

tronics engineer in New Orleans who had

worked with me in Lucedale, Mississippi

It took 75 years to raise the temperature of

superconductivity by 62 degrees.

IT TOOK ONLY TWO MONTHS FOR DR.

CHU OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

TO RAISE THE TEMPERATURE OF SUPER-

CONDUCTIVITY A “STUNNING” (accord-

ing to the media) 106 DEGREES.

IT TOOK ONLY ONE MONTH LATER FOR

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA (Berkeley Lab)

RESEARCHERS TO RAISE SUPERCONDUC

TING TEMPERATURE AN ADDITIONAL 256

Many other superconductivity research

scientists around the world were testing

the new French oxides, but Chu — by using

PRESSURE on the new oxides that were

discovered by others — obtained signifi-

cant, immediate results and then altered

oxides to achieve ever better results

_ 284 °F — February 1987 - Dr. Paul Chu at

the University of Houston and his colleagues

at the University of Alabama at Huntsville

"Stun" the world. THESE INDIVIDUALS HAD

MYBOOKANDIHAD PERSONALLY ADVISED

DR. CHU HOW TO PROCEED.

- 390 °F — December, 1986 — IBM scient '*’j’

in Switzerland utilize new oxides discovered

by French chemist

PUBLISHED MY BOOK, “THE ENERGY
MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN”

.DECEMBER .
1984

419°F (1973)

422 °F (1969)

427 °F (1960)

429 °F (1953)

433°F (1941)

442°F (1933)

452 # F (1911)

Of further proof of the "Truth" of the feds presented In this A or the extensive „i universities snd corporetlons ft
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B^.srp«conduc.,vi.y
.1.0 from

Lets examine:

comments from the conventional scientific community concerning the recent, significant advance-

..conductivity
GSfWS, „ay25, 1987, page 25; I, I, clear,!,,

say5 Roy we,ns" •

that we are dealing with

of natural sciences at

apre
Houston

(B) Quoting from THE NEW VO
university of California at Berkeley. Ayear ago U wa

(B>
amazing discovery. would have laughed. It was Just science fiction

totally out of theq»“ Ê *
f theoretlcal physics/ said Dr. Zettl, but r^t now the experl-

“It’s already a

lazing theorist would have laugneu. n «« w .

Ially /of theoretical phyaica.' .aid Dr. Zettl, bu, right now the experi-

mrn^l.t.^re way ahead of *>'

^ ^ ent„ |rd
..Superc„„d„ctivity Race. Ex-

(C) Quoting from USA
b„, we stiU bave no complete understanding of wh>

nvrtments work over and oter g
, . Natlon al Science Foundation

_ why these
) ^ over again, but we stiU have no complete unuer*"..

per,menu «»rt » Bloch ,
„f the National Science Foundation.

, ,

„rr:itr.o
^-OFJOSEPH NEWMAN” asked of me by Dr. C.W. Chu (see FACT 12, in the Fall of 1985:

Edition of my book (Decern

cryogenic results would not be obvious to an examiner not skilled in

•The point is - ^hilethe Vg
who were skilled in cryogenics and mastered the

cryogenics, these results would be obvious m mo
, ^ other materjals and experiments now

applicant s Specification!
Applicant is sur

^ ^ ^ whjch wjU be obvious to others so skilled;

existing in exotic labs th
applicable to the vastness of what applicant has so ear

,ha
\‘
hOKrSt“loX

r

“ea^plican.-steachings and disclosures are ma.,tered by those so akffled,

»*.' .«-~
stssssss
teachings that a magnetic

of gravity and the motions of planets and stars

"d^h » o^ers and for the well-being of a„

^Applicant has indeed taught a diligent, wide, Mechanical,

c ii r^c rN.Nctfxritv to see and to udgertant scienuuc uuiumui. vz. f r , . .

The sincere effort of applicant is in the file wrapper for all of:

P

= to -and ,o .udg.

Therefore, in accordance with Supreme Court's prior >«i°ns and the nten
JF yery br(yjd

assured incentive for future inventors, applicant feels he is

p work which will so

coverage and interpretation of the genius and labors of hts many years of d, I,gent work, wn.c

greatly benefit his fellow human beings.”

FACT_22s Quoting from THE NEW YORK TIMES, Tuesday, March 10, 1987 concerning superconductors ^
Thepatent implications alone may takeyears to sort out. Not only bat*

ctaw ^[However, the Initial super-^ ne«> material, but IBM and Bel, Laboratories are both trying to paten, the entire Cass. IHowe

conducting oxide was discovered by French scientists.]
. while

An IBM engineer purchased my book in June, 1985, and also personally called and spoke w 1th me

asking technical questions about my work. ..muled

Further factual proof of my pioneering technology is presented in Nh\\ 'sc
students can build

“Do It Yourself Superconductors. ” This article provides directions offered v

superconductors. Under the subtitle "‘‘Now press on ...” the directions state:

'

'Obtaining nrmcM„H the-[mperamcluctlwlpellet presumablypresents thegreates, challenge

In the project

.

”... a pressure of 15,000 to 18,000 pounds for a l
/i ” diameter pellet trill more than do I hi J<

When Chu called me in the Fall of 1985, 1 specifically recommended that pressure should be emploxee

superconducting materials.

For turth.r pioo, o, ,h. ••Truth" o. th. Let. pr...n,.d In thl. R.port, ... p.0. 22 lor ,h. ..Ln.lv. Il.t o. oifl.n.z.t.on., unlv.i.ltl.. .nd corpor.tlon. th.t h.v. puich.s.d
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r.enrcia had four engineers come to my home and talk in

M1Sou.h,.n^«^^^,^;ing in February, 1984 and then had me crave! to the Atlanta Otfk
“'»

detail about my work. They runic

Hi/irrh 1 fl 1 Q84 . I :

on

March 16 ,
1984

. _i„» Technology by reviewing the numerous oroani,

EAcryr *8*", OFJOSEPH NEW“N £™
. .

8,000

listed on pages a-e-o, m-i **»''- c- why?

-»•-•••
ssssssr-i —~ZZZZ2. . „

It is I who have taught the broad
1984 and December 1985. Such teachings were original

Appucation and !n my DisCosure to the Paten, Office in I9B2. Such teac^

were YEARS before Chu’s claims in January 1987!

OFjOSEPH^^wI^^’^nd'in p^wnts appHec^for^and^some^mnu^d*^
^®^^^^'c^>^^dia^and

^rgenu*nj

have approved patents for Joseph Newman.]

P

CONDmONSTOR PATENTABILITY, NOVELTY AND LOSS OF RIGHT TO PATENT" states

“A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

fa) the invention was known or used by others in this country or patented or

described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country, before the

invention thereof by the applicant for patent, or

(f) he did not himself invent the subject matter sought to be patented.’’

The facts prove that I have extensively and publicly disclosed the Pioneering aspects of Superconductivity prior to Dr

Paul C.W. Chu and others.

I would have no logical motive to claim — unless it were true — that Dr. Paul Chu had called me in the Fall of 1985 as 1

have state above. Both Patent Law and scientific history, as well as tradition and protocol give credit to the individual who

first makes a discovery public

My blatant honesty is well known by People who have known me and dealt with me over long periods of time. This

fact is exemplified by letters from such individuals on pages 171, 172, 173, 174, 176, and 179 of my book. This fact is even

further demonstrated by my life’s work as disclosed worldwide in my book, THE ENERGY MACHINE OFJOSEPH NEWMAN

On the other hand, for me to have knowledge of the revealing facts presented in this Report — facts that are of tremen-

dous importance to the People — and then fail to disclose these facts would show me to be weak and dishonest. My life s

work proves that I am neither

FACT 25: All of the above facts resoundingly echo the findings of the Special Master (someone skilled in the art) chosen b>

Federal Judge Thomas Penfleld Jackson to evaluate my energy machine technology. This same Special Master was

nominated as Special Master by the U.S. Patent Office and was a former Commissioner of Patents.

The September, 1984 Report of the Special Master to the Court hearing my suit against the Patent Office fora pioneer

ing patent stated:

and
F
^'^

ence before the Patent and Trademark Office and this court is overwhelming that Newman has bu

J*
PrototyPe of his Invention in which the output energy exceeds the external input energy ,

1 cr

no contradictory factual evidence.”

»r further proof of the "Truth” of the f.cts presented in thle Report, see pegs 22 for the extensive list ot organizations, universities and corporations that have purchased
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pact 27i Under the guise of Superconductivity ,
there arc those who deceivingly say that they have aNew Source

and that It Is different from my pioneering I ethnology
. f lllt. nulcrial or

Their claim Is totally absurd since Superconductivity simply represents a greater atom alignment

involved.

^
"Nrw Source of Energy.” In conjunction with the New

In and of Itself, Superconductivity does not represent .1 New
. _

, .vnniluctivltv assumes greater

Source of Energy- that 1 described In my Pioneering Patent Application of 1979, supet conductivity

fact 2Hs Since 1979, the ll. S. government has consistently, deliberately, and pie medltateellN
1<^ S p.,|n south

pioneering Invention. Other countries, however, have Issued or arc In the Proc'** " “
, J T1„„ ,! 1S penflcld Jackson

Africa, India, and Argentina. I have consistently charged the U.S. Patent Oflkv, FcUc al JuJv Thwus r

^
(who is Involved In the patent application suit), and all the way up to President tiagan w ‘

would make
Federal and Patent Law On many occasions 1 have said that the Injustice against me and the Human Race wc

Watergate appear "as a molehill to a mountain,
"



fact 29- This iniustice now becomes even more outrageous. By fighting me, the U.S. government has cost ~
11,000,000.00 in my efforts to bring this Technology forward for the benefit of humanity.

Compare such government opposition with the following news item quoted from the Section B cover story
in

TODAY, July 29, 1987 entitled USA rallies champs of supertech “

WASHINGTON — Scientists are assembled here, 1,100 strong, as high-tech champions.
. These

superconductivity experts, handpicked for a historic two-day federal conference. ..”

[Handpicked by whom? Moreover, the individual who for over 22 years has truthfully cham-

pioned the Pioneering Technology that caused the “stunning” superconductivity results to occur

was excluded from this Washington meeting
]

Question: Who do you think is most competent to push this Technology for humanity — individuals who had d

nothing before my work and then clamor to steal it and vigorously use it for purposes of war, or the individual who dev

^

his life to its fulfillment and the achievement of World Peace?

Question: Why do you think that they have so deliberately acted to thwart me and attempted to steal my achievement’ B
cause they know the speed with which I would push forward this Technology for humanity and remove it from their contml

The USA TODAY article also stated that other countries such as Japan, etc., are possibly moving ahead of us since th

governments are already putting money into the advancement of superconductivity. Interestingly enough, on tw0 occa

sions people from Japan have visited my home, taped my work, and my work has been printed in major papers in Tokyo
and other places in Japan. My books are sold in Japan and the Chubu University has a copy of my book.

Question: Rather than deliberately fight me in the advancement of this Pioneering Technology for the last eight years, what

do you think would have happened if the U.S. Government had been behind me and had guided competent scientists

towards the full development of my Pioneering Technology?

The USA TODAY article stated that President Reagan made an unprecedented appearance at the conference and that

Reagan stated, “We haven’t even begun to dream the possibilities.” The article quotes Reagan as stating that he will offer a

legislative initiative to ease anti-trust laws, strengthen patent laws, and protect intellectual property. The article also states

that the Government will put forth millions of dollars to push forward the advancement of superconductivity. At the same

time the U.S. Government keeps me tied up in a Court struggle that costs me and the American taxpayers money and time!

Now Reagan wishes to appear to the people that it is he who is pushing for this Pioneering Technology from the

government’s standpoint. The facts show that Reagan and his cohorts are talking out of both sides of their mouths and they

should be regarded as liars and hypocrites! They are also fools who echo the hollow words of historical “war fools.”

FACT 30: In the early 1980s, Reagan appointed Donald Quigg as the Commissioner of Patents. [Quigg was formerly a top

executive with a major oil company for 38 years.] Donald Quigg has consistently lied when asked about my Pioneering

Technology and continues to lie and fight its patentability to this very day.

In the early 1980s, Reagan appointed Thomas Penfield Jackson as a Federal District Judge in Washington, D.C. Jackson

was knee-deep in the Watergate scandal as the attorney forJohn Mitchell and CREEP (Committee to Re-Elect the President).

Jackson has consistently been a pawn to Reagan’s instruction. Even the newsmedia had to file suit against Jackson concern-

ing the trial of one of Reagan’s closest friends — Michael Deaver.

Thomas Penfield Jackson has consistently violated Patent and Federal Law concerning my Pioneering Technology and

even to this day remains dormant by failing to issue a ruling on the trial concerning my suit against the Patent Office. The

trial ended in December, 1986. Judicial action was expected by March, 1987. The months continue to add up and Jackson

fails to act.

During the December, 1986 trial my very competent attorney, John Flannery, of Washington, D.C. made a fool of the

U.S. Patent Office and the National Bureau of Standards I intentionally did not attend the trial — my absence was to accent

the absence ofJustice In the Court of Thomas Penfield Jackson. And this trial represented a trial of my life’s work!

FACT 31 : QUIGG —JACKSON — REAGAN: These are the same corrupt individuals that will cause me to seek wasted

costly motions of filing an interference suit with the U.S. Patent Office concerning those individuals/entities/organiza

which are claiming more than that to which they are entitled and claims which infringe upon my Pioneering Tec
^ ^

under the guise of “Superconductivity.” Had the U.S. Patent Office issued my Patent years ago, then such acrimony

be totally unnecessary.

FACT 32: The facts show that Reagan — as a result of having his strings pulled by others representing other interests ^
succeeded in delaying the Pioneering Patenting of my revolutionary technology while at the same time pus > nS

Superconductivity behind the scenes.

For further proof of the Truth of the fects presented In this Report, see pegs 22 lor the extensive list of orgenlzetlons. universities end corporetlons the! he
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fAcrjh
History will guarantee the verification of this attempted or completed greatest Fraud and Theft that may be

- if the world exists to have a history. (?)
«^,,ribulcd to Ronald Reagan. That Is -

d
ork Is known throughout the world and has been published across the world.

"
e |ease is being sent to several thousand members of the press, to every Senator and Congressman, to over

The press re e

ersjtjes and to approximately 8,000 individuals or organizations that have purchased my book,

!?HE ENERGY
MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN/'

Wh is ironic is that my enemies — Greed, Power, Recognition, etc. — do not even understand that because I

FACT34: Wr
about Humanity, that if I had to do everything all over again under the same tremendously adverse condi-

care so mu
£ . he y s corrupt Government, I would do it all over again and again and again,

tions, eg,
ngnuiig

their eagerness to steal my work and slow the advancement of my life’s work for Humanity, they ironically serve to
1

ward the magnitude of my Pioneering Technology and benefit Humanity. From the beginning 22 years ago, I have
pUS

n keenly aware that this Technology Is of crucial Importance to the benefit, survival, and advancement of Humanity.

35 - Justice is not only for Joseph Newman, but is for the further advancement of Science, the Human Race, and the

i^nvet unborn who will live to know the results of whether there is Justice or Injustice to those who devote their lives

°s caring individuals for the benefit of others The scientific community and all people who care about science and human

^vancement should vigorously speak out about this Injustice. Not to do so condemns the advancement of the Human Race

because this Truth will live on!

This Is the Bicentennial Year of our Constitution and this Injustice Is a Mockery to Its very essence.

As I have said before, I say again: Ronald Reagan, Donald Qulgg, and Thomas Penfleldjackson should be IMPEACHED.

If my words of ’’impeachment” seem strong in 1987, I am fully convinced that they will be justified in 2087! Not to call for

impeachment guarantees that others will be encouraged in the future to commit even greater Injustice, and it is you the

"People” and the ones you love who will suffer the consequences.

While I would prefer to receive justice for my years of work, I am prepared to be the last to receive injustice if I can

ensure by my actions that no innovator in the future will have the fruits of his or her labors plundered by unscrupulous per-

sons. Such plunder robs the innovator of incentive and thereby cripples the advancement of Humanity.

FACT 36i Even now it is so obvious to me that many individuals who claim to be in the forefront of the superconductivity

discovery still folly around with it. They still insist upon applying high current through the superconductor which inhibits

the superconductor’s characteristics exactly as I vigorously teach throughout my book. Anytime one applies too much cur-

rent in excess of the threshold point of the material’s atoms, heat is produced, the atoms become unaligned and the strength

of the magnetic field is reduced. I have consistently taught that the magnetic field does not come from the current, but

comes from the atoms comprising the conductor. That is exactly what is demonstrated. I consider anyone who claims to be

a scientist is actually a fool if, after looking at these facts and my book, such a person does not recognize that I speak the

truth on this subject.

“Superconductivity” applied to my Pioneering teachings would work right now. Fine wire would simply be made
very long with numerous turns and small current to make the magnetic field great with little or no heat. As a result, the su-

perconductivity will last.

—CT * 7i To further explain the rightness of my teachings and for those who wish to think and make advancements: do
not only heat the material and apply pressure but also apply heat and/or electrical and/or magnetic field for a given time and
then apply pressure while in the electrical and/or magnetic environment and then raise the heat and/or electrical and/or
magnetic environment for a given period of time and apply additional pressure. By conducting many different tests with
many different materials, one will find, as I teach, that small changes in one or more parts will cause drastic changes in the
mished material to allow the gyroscopic particles comprising its material to mechanically emanate outside the boundaries
0 ts materia * which is called the magnetic “electromagnetic” field. This will result In superconductivity even at room
^mperature. The Scientific Method is simple: let the "facts” prove or disprove the “Theory” and the "Facts” of the
mec anical methods of the tabletop breakthroughs of warmer and warmer Superconductivity prove the rightness of my

tem

nCerln8 Invemion and Technology. Why? Because the phenomena of Superconductivity at warmer and warmer

whiclT^

h

UreS matches exact*y what 1 have so diligently taught: "That the most efficient design of the Invention is one in

H l
C sma **est amount of current input causes the greatest amount of atom alignment of the material.” This is exactly

what a Superconductivity does!

, the Facts resoundingly echo the Special Master’s Findings that my Pioneering Invention works!

DnhiuK^.
brcadth of my technology was also recently verified by facts from the New York Times News Service as

Published in the GRAND rapids press, December 4, 1986:

our galax

S8CnCC ***** *rt,cle 9tatc* that seven world astronomers (nicknamed the Seven Samurai) have confirmed that
y and all other galaxies that we could see were orbiting some unseen or undetected massive object. Of course.

F°' P,0°' o' 'ho “Truth" ol tho Lot. pi.. thl. R.port, ... p.g. 22 lor th. axtan.lv. II. t ol org.nli.tlon., unlv.r.ltl*. and corporation, that h.». purch.a.d my book.
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hv of Life becomes. “If 1 think you

This Technology has the ability to bring about World Peace
of THE ENERGY MACHINE OF

hurt," then 1 hurt for you. If 1 think you smile.’ then 1 smile with you. (From V *

JOSEPH NEWMAN."']

then 1 hurt for you. II l tntnK you snmc, * -

H NEWMAN ") „„lp,hv tn advance into the Majestic

)nly if this becomes our Philosophy of Life will we as a species ccomc

ilflcencc of the Universe. . _ uk away from this.”

AS APTLY SAID BY DR ROGER HASTINGS: “If you have any kind of conscience.
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. nir.lon of the above material, certain event* have occurred which compel me to annouiue „
S,n

d,d 7o7tien«tPr«lden. of the United State. - a. an Independent TRUTH AN., ACTION PA M'| y

TcTthose^who wrongly and blindly claim that I do this out of malice, for power, for self serving In,err.,

simply acquire a U S. Patent, I say emphatically:

vm Alii' TOTALLY WHONtil

To quote from page 154 of my book, •THE ENERGY MACHINE OP JOSEPH NEWMAN

“TO ALL WHO MASTER' AND ARE INSPIRED BY WHAT I HAVE TAUGHT, IN THE

REMAINDER OF THIS BOOK I SPEAK TO YOU.

• All of the many prccccdlng page, of my teachings mean absolutely nothing If

the major deficiencies of world society - fear, greed, Intellec tual dishonesty, and

lack of curiosity /Intellectual aspirations — arc not supplanted with superior

attitudes.

I ask you — who I seek to Inspire — to please Master' my teachings which

can correct such deficiencies It Ls you who must apply what I teach to the world

With such application, I will predict the possibility of world peace as well as a pro-

ductive and meaningful life for all individuals
”

Only one President of the United States - Thomas Jefferson, who was the 5rd President In a sequence of40 has tfe

historical reputation of having scientific and inventive talents in addition to his other important abilities

Thomas Jefferson principally prepared our Declaration of Independence To quote from page 108 (BOOK 1) emiilol

The American Heritage Bryjk of the Presidents

“Forced by events to modify soaring theory in scaring practice, Jefferson left

behind him a rich but paradoxical heritage Conservatives have admired his op-

position to energetic government,' his defense of states rights, his opposition to

the Supreme Court, his frugality with public funds, and his patrician g'/od sense

Liberals have applauded his vigorous use of executive power, his defense of

minorities, his commitment to civil liberties, and his defiance of precedent

“It would be facile even to suggest that Jefferson was, or remains all things to

all men. It would be more accurate to say that he has emerged as America s

foremost prophet and spokesman of liberty

“For himself, Jefferson remained confident that history would corroborate

that men had indeed been created equal and would continue to prefer the

boisterous sea of liberty’ to ’the calm of despotism And when all is said, the

Jeffersonian tradition, as Boorstin has written, does remain our principal chc' k

on the demands of irresponsible power

On July 4, 1826 the fiftieth anniversary of the Declaration of Independenc"

the third President of the United States died, a few hours before his old friend,

John Adams He had fought to stay alive for that day awaking on the third ofJuly

in delirium to mutter instructions that the Virginia Committee of Safety must be
warned of the British approach Ten days before his death, Long Tom Jefferv/n

wrote one of his last and strongest dicta of liberty Urging that America remain to

the world the signal of arousing men to burst (their] chains he said The mass of

mankind has not been born with saddles on their backs nor a favored few booted
and spurred ready' to ride them legitimately, by the Grace of God

Those who wish to know who I am and who wish to understand the Essence of my very being should read

'

4

xumemed information presented years ago m my book THE ENEkCY MACHINE fjf JOSEPH NEW </> •

,
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As I have often stated to those closest to me:

•Offer me two paths — one which makes it easy for me and hard for the People and one which makes it hard for me

and easy for the People, and I will choose the hard road for myself every time."

I am now faced with traveling upon a road of Politics and its political games that are “am™' to
“^^Xnni’of

proach this course with hard determination as though I had been compelled to dig a ditch by hand from the backwoods of

Lucedale, Mississippi to the White House in Washington, D C. But this course 1 eagerly pursue to serve Humanity

I humble myself before God to guide me effectively, to bring harmony where there is discord, to bring
;
exact_and

precise solutions to the heart of a problem (in place of feeble attempts only applied to the outer periphery °f Pfob'^5).

bring Love where there is hate, Truth where there are lies, Peace where there is war, Hope where there

'

s
l

eir

untiringly serve Humanity and to awaken the Majestic Sleeping Lion of the People s Mind by ma ing

individual and unified greatness for the good and well-being of “All.

I am 51 years of age and I am in extremely good condition for my age. I ask for your help and support through an\ t

of the following means:

1) Send contributions to the JOSEPH NEWMAN PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN.

2) Volunteer to establish political campaign offices or help In each city and area.

3) Get others Involved.

4) Get radio, TV stations, newspapers, and magazines Involved.

5) Get your Congressmen and Senators Involved.

6) According to the Federal Campaign Rules, to qualify for matching funds (up to S 1 1 million) fro“ U,S ’

ment, It Is necessary to have a minimum of 20 people from 20 states contribute a minimum o

assist me in reaching this goal In any way that you can.

7) Please make at least two copies of this Report, send to two friends and ask them to do the same. In this ^ a> this

Information will reach across America. ^ ,

Thank you!
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SYNOPSIS OF NUMBERED FACTS I

ExpLnation of EenefUs^of ^Jhn«)luR^

Why politicians and
book was first published tn 19»

Hewm-T. ^ook

Approximately 8,000 indivtduals/o R
ipdividuals attempt to paten, infringe

‘

Hr^s=^wchusd^
:

chu's'pionKrhig paten, claim is a fraud
information on Superconductivity

:
Chu called Joseph Newman tn the Fall.

What Joseph Newman teaches abou P ^ ^ most efficient conducting design

i

Chu said he had a copy oft"“P
y MA(;HINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN" book

Scientific statements from
1985

Further proof, ha, Chu *" *»« ^Joseph Newman

Technical methods of achieving Sup
university of Houston/University of Alabama at Huntsville/

,SA TODA Y quotes re Chu; connections betw
‘

()F ,NFOrmaT10N ACT/NASA/National Science

REDSTONE MISSILE COMMAND/S.D.I. (
Star Wars )/> Kb -

Foundation i„,„ainnmpnK and loseph Newman’s work

mit^and^tiT^
Newman told Chu in I98S >0 utilize "pressure

Wide dissemination of THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN book

1

1

k., ti tncrrnnHi irtine technology in hi

”eph
"o« techno,ogy in his .979 Paten, Application, patent

law 102 quoted

FACT 25:

FACT 26:

Special Master quoted

Two cartoons and two articles of interest

FACT 27: The essence of Superconductivity

FACT 28: The nature of the injustice against Joseph Newman

FACT 29: Reagan’s involvement in the theft of the Superconductivity technology from J.
Newman

FACT 30: Quigg's & Jackson's injustice to Joseph Newman and humanity

fact 31: More facts concerning Donald Quigg/Thomas Penfield Jackson/Ronald Reagan

FACT 32: Reagan’s actions ' behind-the-scenes'

FACT 33; Distribution of this Report

FACT 34: The effect generated by the opposition to Joseph Newman’s technology

FACT 35: Why this opposition and injustice must be rectified

FACT 36: Why the Superconductivity thieves are still pursuing the wrong technological course

FACT 37: How Superconductivity technology should really be developed

fact 38: Astronomical confirmation ofJoseph Newmans astronomical writings

fact 39: Space travel demonstration in Mobile, Alabama
fact 40: Misuse of technology by Reagan and his cohorts
FACT 41: Why Joseph Newman thanks his enemies for their actions
l AC.i 42: Stoc kbrokers are being contacted concerning Joseph Newman’s technology
iaci 43: Actions that people should take concerning this issue
FACT 44: The real purpose ofJoseph Newman's technology
iaci 45: Joseph Newman s candidacy for President of the United States

Fo, further proof ol Ih. "Trulh" ol th. Let. p, m ml. R.p0„. „ i page 22 tor Ih. oxlonslve II. I ol organization*, universities end corporetlone Ihet h
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TECHNICAL ORGANIZATIONS / UNIVERSITIES / CORPORA TIONS

WHO HAVE PURCHASED PUBLISHED COPIES OF

THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN’’

. * a the National Science Foundation (NSF) have been eminently aware

BOt,
of Joseph Newman’s work since the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s.

CODE
CGLMOPRU _ ORGANIZATION —

AlDh Technical Consultants, Metairie

C R Allen and Company, Inc., New York, NY

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester NY

Engineering Dynamics Corporation, Lowell, MA

IBM, Charlotte, NC „ „ , XTV
Integrity Electronics & Research, Buffalo, NY

Ivy Development Corporation, Evanston, IL

Lawrence ***— "~

O'uLTS!™ Grange f- » 8r„»P "»"> *’»«'•**» °f C*“">r"U a"d B"k""

Laboratories to visit with Mr. Newman)

Mcllvaine Electronic Security Systems, St. Charles, IL

Rolls Royce, Inc., Atlanta, GA

Sinclair Corporation, St. Louis, MO

U.S. Naval Station, Brooklyn, NY

Walker Magnetics Group, Inc., Worchester, MA

Rav Tex Energy Houston, Texas (2 books)

cwclgo Power * Process, Inc., Arlington Heights, IL (10 books)

Control Data Corporation, Waltham, MA

Indiana University, Mishawaka, IN

Libertarian Library (University of
Bozeman, MT

Montana State University, Department of Electrical Engineering,

Stockton Chemical, Inc., Katy, TX

tfkt services Woodland Hills, CA (15 books)

Allied Bendix Aerospace, Towson, MD

American Liberty information Society, Washington, D.C.

Boehringer Laboratories, Inc., Wynnewood, PA

Ecodynamics U.S.A Inc., Wayne, PA

Electrical Industrial Wiring, Salt Lake City, UT

EPM Power Systems, Ivanhoe, Australia

Florida Progress Corporation, St. Petersburg F

IEEE (Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineers), New yo

Newell Magnetics, Inc., San Antonio, TX

Schaevitz Engineering Company, Camden, NJ

Sears-Westall Company, St. Louis, MO
.

ARCO Oil Company (Chairman of the Boa ),

Babcock & Wilcox Company, Seville, OH

Barnes Engineering, Inc., Westlake, LA

Kyocera International, Inc., San Diego,

MICA Corporation, Culver City, CA

Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA

Pfeiffer Electric Company, San Jose, CA

Rex Research, Berkeley, CA

= Corporations (mlsc./elec./engr.)

= Government Agencies (non-military)

= Libraries

= Military

O = Oil Companies

P = Power Companies

r = Research Institutes

U = Universities/Colleges

E ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN

June 1985

June 1985

June 1985

June 1985

June 1985

July 1985

July 198S

July 1985

July 198S

July 198S

July 1985

July 1985

July 1985

July 1985

July 1985

August 1985

August 1985

August 1985

August 1985

August 1985

August 1985

August 1985

August 1985

August 1985

August 1985

August 1985

September 1985
lOU^

September 1985

September 1985
ioas

September 1985

September 198S

..I..... iors;
September 1985

September 1985

September 1985



o
o

PTE Corporation, Research & Development Center, Waukesha, W1

Sounder Electronics, Mill Valley, CA

.nc Baton Rouge, LA

Branch Area Careers Center,

Chevron USA, Inc., New Orleans, LA

Gulf Power and Energy, New Orleans, LA

Intellicom, Chatsworth, CA
.

C Itoh & Company Limited, British Columbia,

John F Kennedy Memorial Library, California State Untverstty, Los Angeles, CA

Laine Electronics, Inc., Metairie, LA

I ouisiana State University Medical School, New Orleans, LA

J A. Majors Company, Distributor of Medical & Scientific Books, Houston, TX

Mobil Oil Company, Inc., New Orleans, LA

Modlnc Manufacturing Company, Research Department, Racine, Wl

Sperry Corporation, Blue Bell, PA

Transco Exploration Company, New Orleans, LA

Alpha Omega Research Foundation, Inc., Palm Beach, FL

AVCOM, Manitoba, Canada

B&B Research Services, Pennsville, NJ

Ballew Marine Designers, Inc., Federal Way, WA
Chicago Medical School, University Health Sciences, Chicago, IL

Coast Guard Reserve Center, New Orleans, LA

Delta Spectrum Research, Inc., Virginia Beach, VA

Electrical Industrial Wiring, Salt Lake City, UT
Electronic Laboratories, University, MS
The Institute, New Orleans, LA

KW Control Systems, Inc. Middletown, NY
Magnetics Research International

S.A. Editions, Belgique, France

Southside Electrical Company, St. Louis, MO
Systems Research Corporation, Sun Valley, CA
U.S. Navy, New Orleans, LA
American Scientific Lighting Corp., Brooklyn, NY
Electronic Defense Technology, Fresno, CA
Free Library of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA
Institute of Gas Technology, Chicago, IL

Polestar Magnetronics, Inc., Ontario, Canada
Portland State University Library, Portland, OR
Energy Refractors, Reedsville, OH
Medtronic, Inc., Minneapolis, MN
University of Delaware Library, Newash, DE
Xenex Corporation, Kanehe, HI
ARCO Resources Group, Plano, TX
AZ Industries, Inc., Temecula, CA
Duke Power Company, Cornelius, NC
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA
Krmeg Research, Portland, OR
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

c = Corporations (mlsc./elec./engr.)
G =

P|^
Vernmen * Agencies (non-military)

L =

M =
Libraries

Military

Oil Companies
Power Companies
Research Institutes

Univcrsltles/Colleges

Ocobc,,S
I°C,0b">»*
I°C,0b"198

5Oaobe,,^
Octobe,

0ctober
1935

October
1935

October
1935

October
1935

October
1935

October
1935

October 19^
November

1985

November
1985

November 1985

November 1985

November 1985

November 1985

November 1985

November 1985

November 1985

November 1985

November 1985

November 1985

November 1985

November 1985

November 1985

November 1985

December 1985

December 1985

December 1985

December 1985

Devember 1985

December 1985

January 1986

January 1986
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CODE
cglmopou

R
R

DATE ORDERED
-ORGANIZATION-

F b ar 1986

Oakwood AGbamaT Huntsville)

SaTine Bering, Outboard Section. Technica, Ltbtary, Waukegan. 1L February ,986

Rockwell International Corporation, Collins Defense Commission,
February 1986

Lrna'u of'Beciamation. Engineering Research Center, Denver. CO February ,986

Mississippi Power & Light Company, Jackson, MS
March^

Mississippi Power Company, Gu port MS
March^

University of Evansville, Evansville,
March 19g6

University of Saskatchewan, Saskatchewan, Canada
March 1986

Utah Power & Light Company, Salt Lake City, UT
1986

Atlantic Electric Corporation, New Jersey
1986

Louisiana State University Library, Baton Rouge LA
April 1986

Singing River Electric Power Association, Lucedale, MS
May 1986

Alabama Power Company, Birmingham, AL
May 19g6

National Advanced Systems, San Jose, CA
May l9g^

R.H.S. Electronics, Green Bay, WI
May l9g6

Rebound Dynamics, Inc., Lynwood, WA
May 198^

Softrol, Inc., East Ellijay, GA
june l986

Argonne National Laboratories, Argonne, IL
June l9g6

Capri Electronics, Canon, GA
june l9g6

Denistron Corporation, Torrance, CA
june 198^

Diasonics, Inc., MRI Division, San Francisco, CA
june j986

Institute of Technology Development, Jackson, MS
June 1986

Selectronics, Inc., Wadesboro, NC
june 198<5

Sola Mente, Inc., Iowa City, IA
June 1986

State of Alaska, Division of Geophysical Surveys, Eagle River, AK
June 1986

Wind Energy Systems, Moscow, ID .. 1986

California State University, Associated Student Bookstore, Chico,
August l986

Armadillo Engineering, Mt. Clemens, IL
August 1986

Cambion Industries, Inc., Palo Alto, CA
August 1986

Energy & Procurement Service, Boise, ID
August 1986

Freeport GCI, Inc., Freeport, TX August 1986

Fridhill Research AB, Dalby, Sweeden August l986

Industrial Electric Equipment, Inc., Dallas, TX August 1986

Motion Technology Corporation, Aston, PA
August 1986

The Rutherford Institute, Manassas, VA August 1986

Solid State Technologies, Howell, MI August 1986

Sonte Engineering, Bixby, OK August 1986

Spectrum Research Company, Atlanta, GA August 1986

Todd County Oil Company, Long Prairie, MN August 1986

Unique Technologies, Richland, MI August 1986

Universal Solar Products Company, Conyers, GA September 1986

Advanced Manufacturing Systems, Inc., Raymond, MS
September 1986

Alternate Energy Research, Chino Valley, AZ (20 books) September 1986

Basic Research, Marsta, Sweden . Airhi laoan September 1986

Chubu University, Department of Engineering Physics, g -

’ September 1986

Pluskota Electric Company, Worth, IL

C = Corporations (mlsc./elec./engr.)

G = Government Agencies (non-mllltary)

L = Libraries

M = Military

O = Oil Companies

p = Power Companies

r = Research Institutes

U = Universities/Colleges

THE ENERGY
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c

c
c
c

G

C

C
C

G
C
C

c
C

CODE
L M O P I

_ ORGANIZATION —

United States Army. Red Arsenal Scientific Library, U.S. MISSILE COMMAND,

lor^e Acuity of the University of Alabama a, Huntsville to use

lie Red Arsenal Scientific Library faculties and vice versa.)

U University of Linkoping, Sweden

V University of Sussex School of Engineering. East Sussex, England

Curtis Instruments, Inc .
Mt Kisco, NY

t Electrostatics, Inc ,
San Diego, CA

Sperry Corporation, Defense Products Group, St. Paul, MN

Summit Industries. Inc ,
Lawrenceville, GA

Texas Instruments, Plano, TX
Whisper Electric Car AS, Kungsbacka, Sweden

U Aorangi International University, Dunedin. New Zealand (2 books)

Dana Corporation, Center of Technology, Ottawa Lake, MI

U East Mississippi Junior College, Mayhew, MS

The National Power Company Library, Reykjavik, Iceland

Northern Energy Homes, Inc., Norwich, VT

P Pearl River Valley Electric Power Co., Columbia, MS

Cutter Information Corporation, Arlington, VA
Eaton Corporation, San Jose, CA

U Delgado Community College, New Orleans, LA

U West Georgia College Bookstore, Carrollton, GA
R Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Monroeville, PA

U Cornell University, Space Science Building, Ithaca, NY
U Georgia Southern College, Physics Department, Statesboro, GA
U Brown University Bookstore, Providence, RI

R Delawarr Laborabories, Ltd., Oxford, England
R DeVry Institute of Technology, City of Industry, CA
U Northeast Junior College, Sterling, CO

State of Mississippi, Department of Energy & Transportation, Jackson, MS
Henry Hurley Electric Company, Detroit, MI
Lockheed Corporation, Marietta, GA

U University of Alabama, ISE Department, Huntsville, AL
U Tarrant County Junior College, Hurst, TX
U Central Missouri State University, Physics Department, Warrensburg, MO

Informatics, Bangalore, India

MBB Helicopter Canada Ltd, Ontario, Canada
U New Brunswick Community College, New Brunswick, Canada
U University of Washington Bookstore, Seattle, WA

date °RD
^tb

Sep,en
*-'s*

October

November
i

November
i

November
l

November
i

November
i

November
i

December
i

December

January

January

Corporations (misc./elec./engr
)

’
Ubrw^r"'

A*cncl's <non-mlllury)
= Military

O
P
R
U

OH Companies
Power Companies
Research Institutes

Unlvcrsltles/Colleges
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WHOLE LIFE EXPO presents:

^energy machine
^ INVENTOR

JOSEPH NEWMAN
Saturday, October 3rd, 1987

10:00AM

Los Angeles Airport Hilton Hotel

(S~l I West Century Blvd.)

For more info: (213) 451-1314

An invention whose time has come!’’

_ son-polluting, abundant. & inexpensive energy -

- The energy machine will

TOTALLY DECEIVTRALIZE our access to energy

and will have a profound socio-economic

impact upon our civilization.

HIGH
VOLTAGE

This machine will replace all present forms <>! c-nergv

production. With the energy machine, all consumers could

make a one-time purchase of a unit that could he installed in

their backyards and virtually unplug themselves from local

utility companies. The energy machine could also he uti-

lized to power all land. sea. and air vehicles and would

eliminate the polluting effects caused by the internal com-

bustion engine and nuclear wastes.

As one of over 30 scientists who have endorsed the

energy machine. Dr Roger Hastings says

The future ofthe human race may be drama t Ically

uplifted by the large-scale commercial development

of this Invention. ..... .... rT c

h,r free info write Nt W MAN ENERGY 1 R< < 1

Route 1. Box 32. Lucedale. MS 39-tS2

J ,,seph Newman is an original thinker who has the ability

(O visualize the mechanical essence of what he evaluates.

The Newman enerj.v machine works successfully because

all mass is made up of electromagnetic energy, and if the

proper mechanical! -designed mechanism is hu.lt. one can

change mass into pare electrical energy and/or rotational

motion in a loo-pcrcent conversion process. Joseph

Newman s operat: >nal prototypes include an IHOO-lh

automobile poucied by an internal-combustion-free

energv machine motor, a home appliance fan. and units

ranging in size rr i less than 3 lbs to over 9000 lbs

loseph Newman will present a technology that w ill be of

major and dramatic benefit to all people by enabling us to

have access to inexpensive, abundant, and non-polluting

electrical energv at a fraction of the present cost
-
—- —

SEE THIS EXCITING PRESENTATION AT 1

0

:

°° vFNTK^wm^VVlMF. HAS COME!
UARN WHAT YOl CAN DO TO F.NSI HI- THF EX PANSION OF AN INVENTION

loseoh Newman with Ms its! C entury automobile

THE ENERGY
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™ ““^"SmHBWORL,
MAJOR EARTHQUAKE PREDICTED * * .,

GREAT DESTRUCTION TO MOST LIFE ON THIS EARTH WILL OCCUR BY 1999 IF WE CONTINUE Ofc

PRESENT PATH. HOWEVER, THROUGH GOD’S GREAT MERCY AND LOVE GIVEN THROUGH
NOSTRADAMUS’ VISIONS OF THE FUTURE ANDJOSEPH NEWMAN’S GIFTS FROM GOD, THE HUMAN^ 7°
CAN ACHIEVE PEACE AND HAPPINESS INSTEAD OF GREAT DESTRUCTION. ^ACE

AS A RESULT OF ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS, A PLANETARY ALIGNMENT THAT LAST OCClm
288,708 YEARS AGO WILL CAUSE GREAT EARTHQUAKE DESTRUCTION IN 1988.

A B C

THREE MODIFICATIONS OF THE FLEUR-DE-LIS

(A) Middle ages (B) 17th Century (C) 18th and 19th Centuries

QUOTING FROM NOSTRADAMUS IN 1555 A.D. CONCERNING A GREAT LEADER WHO WOULD LIVE 4n
YEARS IN THE FUTURE: 400

S-15

“The newly elected father of the great ship
Will for a long time give illumination like a clear flame
Serving as a lamp to this great land,
And at that time the coat-of-arms belonging to his name
Will be linked with that of the happy one of Bourbon.
From the Levant to the Western Ocean and the land of the
Setting Sun his memory will be honored.”

X-42
“The human rule of Angelic birth
Will base Its power on peace and union,
War will be captive and half cloistered,
For a long time peace will be maintained among men.”

SUMMATION OF WHAT YOU WILL READ IN THIS REPORT:
(A) Proof of the first paragraph above.
(B) Proof of a 176-year, clockwork-record which will lead to Great Earthquake Destruction in 1988!
C Proof tha, all religions who praise God« praise one anoiher.

a boo^Md
P
yet

C

wat?Wno
^the^h

0^ rC
K
a<

!
in8 0,0 cho,ce between a Happy’ or a Tragic’ end of

it ^ ^
8 e cho*ce — being that of a tragic ending — unfold on a dally basis.

IN WORLD WAR
j* 1'***^*^*^*

1**^* 1** 1**
MENT to HAVE A NFC ativp”

°F NOSTRADAMUS WERE EMPLOYED BY THE GERMAN GOVER

BRITISH AND AMERICAN COVPBtL^IS
LOGICAL EFFECT UPON THE FRENCH PEOPLE AND BY Tj

PEOPLE OF THEIR NATIONS
VERNMENTS TO HAVE * POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECT UPON T1

NOSTRADAMUS SPECIFIED THAT
THREAT TO WORLD PEACE TODAY. IN HIS PROPHE

HATRED FROM THE LAND OF J^«
RST °F ™E WORLD WARS WILL OCCUR AS A RESUl

THE PLACE, YEAR, AND NATURF nr
™E ^THEMATICAL ODDS OF NOSTRADAMUS SELEC

ATIVELY ESTIMATED AT 2000 TO 1 ODDS A
ONFUCT WI™IN FIVE ***** OF T»E EVENT, IS CON.
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INDEX

• vuinns of the Future andJoseph Newman’s Gifts from God

r
Nostradamus^

instead of great world destruction by 1999) Pa8e 3

, npvastation by Earthquakes, etc., in the year 1988 - Confirmed

„ Unusual uc
6 clockwork record of Earthquakes plus

by '^^p^netary Alignment that last occurred 288,708 years ago Page 10

Page 19

JJL
Economics (Fact 37)

,• 0ns who praise God must praise one another. The present position

lV> ^ich religions condemn one another

remesents the greatest threat ,o world peace

Page 28

V.
Conclusion

* *

FURTHER ASTOUNDING
PROOF!

, , and nresentation of the information contained in this PRESS RELEASE toJoseph Culotta WNOE
Upon completion and presen™'°n? N

’
ew Orleans, Louisiana on Saturday, October 31 1987, both individuals

m . Weible, Myrtle Beach, South Carolina) and,orfilm (Channel 8 in New Or,eans,

^ZJoof which I had never heard

c The smallness of man is exemplified by the fact that ithe ^ Godly events are still occurring!

catastrophe would be preceeded in the near ucure
y

f rod's direction and prayer by the People of

F, And that (E) above can be greatly reduced by the immediate following of God s dtrection and p y

the World. . , nf , nure iv Godly nature verify the

G. Observe how God provides a Three-Way Proof! fects <A

J

r

f

°u«
emlflc ab„ity t0 myself, all prove God’s single

following facts: God's gifts through Nostradamus and God g different and Independent directions,

message to the world. The same conclusion has been obtained ro™ ‘h*

ffom sevcral differem dlrec,ions- Sclen-

God’s astounding proof and warning to the^“f^'^^runstowards its own devastation,

tific and Godly. God’s Mercy is so great and yet the Wor y
_ th Carolina, Michigan, Utah,

Minor earthquakes have now happened recently in New Or,eans, Louisiana, Illinois, South

Nevada, and I am sure in other places which have not been repor e
.

. isiana and the Fatima Film.

Anyone who doubts these facts, see the Channe, 8 him ptoducedmNew Orleans,

BETTER YET, GO TO MEDJUGORJE, YUGOSLAVIA AND SEE I

thQSe who need t0 see to believe )

(Inexpensive tour groups are available in New Orleans, Louisiana and o P
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. * * * * * * ' *

. -v
* * M

,
_hpr 4 1987 and narrated by Bill Moyers, mad,

* * hown on Wednesday, Nov ^ Such information provides ample reason

The following TV.^^S-ly angered^ People allow these justices to occur,

ashamed to be an
d

of this World: B
having deceived and lied to the American People

why God is angered
wuh th

^ ^ OhverNorth^^^ about aclions caustng great justice and dca

*

Certain people o
dby Reagan’s

Admintstr
America.

Cong"*'-Z£ «• th' S'“,ng
.l

' L„ves .he wia.h of God which «|omg .o beM .he, Wl ,

Certain people
b Reagan's

Admin.* America.

css_ acnons d'rec^ ^ and ,he selling of drug
he wrath of God which is going to befall .he Wormm lht

nnocen. people of N.car
g ^^ World deserves .he ^ flim emitled ,

-the CONSTITUTION IN crisis

The him clearly
documents

doubts my |on God has directed me to release to ,he W„,w

fell as with the Fatima and Med)ug

century.

The Iran-contra scandal, according ,0

Movers "essay," is the latest example of

clandestine military operations the

'

ot other governments, and dirty tricks [thatl

become a permanent feature ot national policy,

carried out with no accountability to democratic

institutions or democratic values —no matter

who is in the White House

The program, subtitled The Constitution in

Crisis’ (and still in production at press time), is

scheduled to open with a recounting of the Iran-

contra story, with clips ol Lt Col Oliver North

and others testifying af last summer s joint Sen-

ate and House hearings Then, Moyers uses in-

terviews and archival clips to put the problem Into

^^r^Tpective Particularly important, he

notes, was the 1947 Nationa! Security Aot

which reorganized the Defense Department, set

up the CIA and established the

Council in the White House, in addition it gave

Presidents, for the first time, the secret means

to carry out policies that might not have the sup-

port of Congress or the American people

The impact ol these actions over the past 40

years in Chile, Guatemala, Iran, Vietnam and

other nations is delineated next In this segment,

executive producer Alvin Pertmutter says Moy-

ers will assess the cost" of these activities ir

terms ot "loss ot credibility, loss ol lives a

their danger to our form ol government (90 min.

SE*

g0v<

b*5
'

iy
tc

for<

fA<

OC<

wa

to

TV GUIDE
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• visions of the future and Joseph Newman s Gifts from God

NoS
,radamus^

d instead of great world destruction by 1999)

,

poSSib *C w
*
P

an has dedicated his life to the advancement of all of Humanity as is documented in his book, THE

.

1

;
Joseph

^ _ jqsePH NEWMAN”.
-r^cS' MACHIN

IoSeph Newman has met severe resistance at the highest level of the U.S. Government, other

. For over 2 y
’ scientific community against his objective of doing good for Humanity. Such opposition

-esistance at the nignest level oi uic u.o. — ,

caCT 2- For oVe
I Portions of the scientific community against his objective of doing good for Humanity. Such opposition

nts, and p -

s unUsual fighting spirit and fortitude concerning his determination for the good ofHuma

? * resulted
inJosep

Qver such resistance being documented by the newsmedia of the United States and even many

tv to
achieve his conq

l) 1

,nrrieS. . , iry to aCI11

foreig0
countrie

^ mother (presently 76 years of age), whose maiden name is Marguriette Ladner, had on many

FACT 3-- Joseph Ne
voung informed him that he had the blood of French kings running through his veins. Such lineage

^asion5 when he ^ J^ner who founded Pass Christian, Mississippi. Joseph Newman had paid little or no attention

was
derived from^ ^^ fect that he was related to Christian Ladner.

ivas
derived fromi ^^ that he was related to Christian Ladner.

.o
Christian a

weeks, Joseph Newman was directed and inspired by God — in ‘no uncertain way in his

^CTji with,IV Presidency of the United States. Refer to Joseph Newman’s Press Release (FACT 45, age

J
°

fed^ ^ you doubt this fact, look into my eyes in FACT 9 below and hopefully you will at least give me the

September, ^ l sincerely believe this to be a Fact of Truth.
. OI tnc vji-' ... , i c r obenefit o

weeks after Joseph Newman’s direction and command from God, a reporter with t e

FACTii ApP
T

r

°^TIMES Debbie Brokaw, came by my workshop on Friday, September 18, 1987. Debbie Stokawtook

GEORGE COUNTY ’

f President of the United States and at that time she anxiously and sincerely as^<* m
pictures

concerning my
f 1555 A D }

concerning a tremendous war to occur by 1999 that would destroy

-rv existence and purpose in life more than 400 years ago.
k of

Does this statement shock you? 1 can assure you that it shocked
the next twelve

FACT 7 , Most of the predictions of Nostradamus depict the tragedies that the Human Race inflicts upo

greed, power, selfishness, and the non-use of the human mind
reed, power, selfishness, and tne non-use oi me mm.-w—

• greatest

ACT 8: The last paragraph of page 177 through page 181 of Lee^ [1 was 19 years old

ijpeTor Humanity through an individual that he knew would exist 400 years from his time o

1955.]

To specifically quote Nostradamus:

“Four centuries separate him and me. By such standards e

(

C°™
it as an

ancient man compared to him. So I hope that he woul no , /

unbecoming liberty, that I should love him as a son.
Humanity, envisioning

. am humbled and moved by the sensitivity of Nostradamus. I can imagine the hu
^ burt for God, who gave

1 the hurt which we consistently impose upon one another. And ow m
Happen if Humanity used its mind

’ -——s which he saw for Humanity did^eto^ppen ^ sonostradamus the vision to know the tragedies which he saw for Humanity “°
Nostradamus wrote to his young son

roperly and chose a path away from such tragic results. Such was v

^

r ‘

‘

e
‘

. d Nostradamus to see tragic events that

ist prior to Nostradamus’ death. The facts demonstrate to me that God allowed inos

ould or would not happen depending upon our behavior.

At this instant in time, we clearly have two paths that we can choose.

A. One of Great Destruction across this Earth!

B. The other of Great Happiness across this Earth!

THE ENERGY
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h 1S1 of thc Lce McCann book. Nostradamus stated .ha, this Individua, -

fact 9. Within pages 1 71 thro^®
. following characteristics:

Humanity - would have some of he fo

^ ,„e wisdom sen e bn p,

SS&ssr— t—a—r===='-
soeech will accomplish in council

;i book. "THE ENERGY ^
which has been distributed aro

through God’s direc-

{vouhd i^moKMto ^ring'world Peace than all the Kings, Queens,

and Politicians who have ever lived!]

His fighting heritage and courage of ancient royal b\ood
joe NCwman

rAs^o/^
ton documemed by newsmedia around the world, and his French herttage, born tnto shadows of the tit*. *

documented as described below
]

Nostradamus has also said cha, this individual's leadership would be "born under angelic birth"

Wired by God. [See FACT 4 above - Joseph Newman was so directed to run for Pres,den, of th,

(D)

(E)

which means -

FACT 10: Upon reading this material, Joseph Newman knew that Nostradamus spoke to him through 400 years of time and
|

had seen and understood his essence and purpose more than any other human alive.

FACT 11- Upon wishing to document Nostradamus’ exact predictions more clearly, Joseph Newman traveled to Pass

Christian on Tuesday, September 22 ,
1987, to the Chamber of Commerce, and then to the bookstore operated by the Presi-

dent of the Historical Society, Miss Cooper. Joseph Newman then went to the library in Pass Christian.

Because Joseph Newman has documentation of his heritage that is traced to Christian Ladner who founded Pass Chris-

j

tian, he was hopeful that he would be able to find exactly who Christian Ladner was and where he was from by studying the

history of Pass Christian. Instead, Jospeh Newman found the facts matched exactly what Nostradamus predicted, ie .

"shadows’’ covered his heritage from that point to earlier times even though Christian Ladner had founded the areaofPas' I

Christian. There were approximately four or five authors on the history of Pass Christian. As one author notes, there

|

seems to be as many versions of the Ladner Family as there are historians. ” Examples:

(A) Miss Cooper of the Historical Society said she had once heard that there used to be a plaque in Pass Christian which I

stated that two Ladner (spelled L’Adnier) brothers were removed from the d’Iberville French vessel in 1
,

were put ashore there. (The bronze plaque in front of Pass Christian’s City Hall now simply says,
’ PASS C

•

TIAN named for the channel of Deep Water Discovered in the Early 1700’s and named for Christian L Admo

(B) Tradition also states that among d’Iberville's officers, two Lieutenants Christian and Marianne Ladner (L

^ ^
I

were sent on February 7, 1699 to explore the bay to the West. [On many occasions, direct descendant'' c

were made officers in the military.]

(C) It is also stated that Nicholas Christian, one of the oldest settlers of New Orleans, founded Pass Christian and

jhis name to Christian Ladner. Another source tells of a doctor, Dr. Christian Ladner, and still another tells o

National Landing which at the time was directed by France.
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Hebcr
Ladner is

fourth cousin. He used to live with my Grandfather, Jeremiah Ladner, when attending college

STATE OF MISSISSIPPI

*&ccrclnv\i uf

F0REW0R0

More than 250 years have elapsed since the first

Ladners came to what is now Mississippi. The descendants of

these pioneer settlers have witnessed the course of Missis-

sippi history from the French provincial era to the present

day I consider myself fortunate to be one of those de-

scendants and am particularly grateful for having been given

the opportunity to serve the people of this great state

throughout iijy entire adult life.

Mr. Slade is to be commended for his

tedious, and most exhaustive study of our family. It y

sincere hope that the readers of this volume will c° n
*!

*°

appreciate the sacrifices and the contritions of those

who have gone before us and that they wil be 1ns P^®d

So their part in naking this a better world for those

generations yet to come.

IIEDER LADNER
SECRETARY OF STATE

EDITOR’S NOTE: There is a confirmation record made at

ô

e

i

C

Q0

ISl

s

a

(^Q^chrTsdan

dated 21 April 1798. Records “Louis Christian Ladner, a8

Ladner and Magdelaine _
. Mr. Slade

[This would have put his birth to Christian Ladner and ag
_ ,

p of Pierre Le Me

?9 or shows that

lat area in 1682 w...^..
,i rt„icYiv Kind

born on the land in the area of Pass Christian. La Salle was sent
t o shiD

ail Laum-1 a ‘“B
. .

places his birth on the ship of pl
f ud^^lfltave

been on La Salle's ship in that area in 1682 which would have resulted tnh.sbemgarea of Pass Christian in 1699 or shows

of France. It is my opinion that it is more

rather than D’Iberville’s ship. Observe that the soa
logical that he arrived on La Salle s ship
&

. . t _ fi ret name
Christian Ladner’s first name

^idently after the King. Louis XIV. - Joseph Newman,
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„ oersecuied by the Government and many of the moS, prosperous and Indus,,,

In the 1680 's. Protestants
were '' « P

erc Protestants,

persons of that time left France because

J 150 years after Notradamus predicted bom under shade
i uov-i, to rh s date is less tnan uv y rhav env . This message of vmrrr -

Mvancestry dated back to this date is less than “.r

fricnd. Chavigny, “This message ofyours Zu,T^SMZSE " fl"dsee “forh
!T!

|Ref" again to

an the world ro him, bom under shad
^^ ^ si)0„,d d and feel the ancient royal s„

na, is my home.
" Nostradamus told hintW Wm «,„/*/«<* o/ n.clo^, thefreedom for his people i

d-rtpe^o- rpro^ bts
»ope^ ^ ^ anc|en , roya , streng.h, even more than I have^

people. ’’ Nostradamus’ hope is true^
«nr m benefit Humanity.

people. ’’Nostradamus’ hope is w>c. i ™
spirit to benefit Humanity,

demonstrated to the world from VP^^^^
resejrched thls history, he found that his heritage matched

exactly „
FACT 12= The first time that J P ^ under shadows.

”

Nostradamus predicted 400 year g
Nostradamus said that the coming of this individual ”

will c

FACT 13: On page 178 of the Lee McCann bo
, ^ „,hon all seemed lost. I mean the times

r1 v „ i~isjrb tn that

Nostradamusf—

“

Nostradamus said that tne coming ui i.i.s muiviauai "will carry lh

FACT 13: On page 178 of the Lee McCann book,

Qfdarkness
wben au seemed lost. I mean the times of Chartes v ,-^^s ofFrenchmen back to

J The bing wbo drove out the English and built a greater France His no

whom theMaid of Orleans restored to his thro^ ^ rnnnuest5 oftbe new monarch to those of Charles VII From then

will be on
' "

OJ rrencrw*— throne The king who drove oui imurw*" “ greater France. HiSnarnoMald^OrlmsratmdU^^
tfconquests of the new monarch to those of Charles VII... From

mu - on men ’s lips again amd’they’uMl Ilk ^md s, o/ thefirebirdIs sons: . Forfive hundredyears „„f
realm ofoldC^^f^ZZTihe ornament of his time. (Charles VII) Then there will come a sudden

MUtant light, And the age will be made very happy
Hiant lisht And the age will be made very nappy

- Mia g ’

.
, romments it is obvious to me that he and others of his time thought extremely highly and

Upon reading Nostradamus comm
’

ong were true because as one researches the history of Charles Vll there

lovingly of ehariesra,^ P
sQme comments are very negative, exactly as Nostradamus had predicted ove,

4W^wsago!^Suchne^ive comments were made even though Charles VII’s life was intertwined with that ofjoanof Arc,

since he had backed her and believed she was d
ler and believed sne was uat-v-tv-u j

pact 14- There is an old European saying, '‘You can recognize the lion by hisfootprint. "Joseph Newman’s fighting spirit

mdfordtude'has been documented by the newsmedia of America and many foreign countries. Many people, includingW
md foreign members of the press have commented in amazement about the same.

n members or me press nav^ wmmw.

Arr IS. On the top of page 181 of the Lee McCann book, Nostradamus states that this individual will be fifth ofhis mm,

f^Tofhis rank before the second coming of Christ
"

[I am not sure how or why "fifth of his name" was used »

lostradamus knew it would be approximately five hundred years from the active lifespan of Charles VII, but undoubtedly

acre was some method for computing this available to him at the time. Could this comment have something to do with five

nncciKiv namp “Tnspnh” of that blood line?
mere was auint munuu ivy*

centuries or possibly the name “Joseph" of that blood line?

pact 16: Relative to the information published in my book, “THE ENERGY MACHINE OFJOSEPH NEWMAN,” and my verbal

statements on radio and television shows across the world, several sensitive individuals have called or written to inquire ifl

vas the second coming of Christ. As I quote in my book, I am nothing but a mere man and all that I am is a gift from God.
ows across the world, several sensitive individuals nave cancu ui wuucu iu u^uuc u i

vas tne second coming or cmnsi. as I quote in my book, I am nothing but a mere man and all that I am is a gift from God

}od expects me to use my talents for the benefit of Humanityod expects me to use my talents ror tne Denerit or numanuy.

lCT 17: On Sunday, September 20, 1987, Joseph Newman received a tape from Ralph Hartwell of New Orleans, Louisiana,

oncerning a documentary narrated by Orson Wells of the life of Nostradamus. This film, coupled with the books I have

ad about Nostradamus, prove totally to me as a scientist that there Is no way Nostradamus could have seen and known t e

ventions, countries, people and their events-to-come without the inspiration and guidance of God. My opinion as a scien

it is that anyone who believes otherwise is deliberately deceiving k^o..c<= the farts cannot be deceive

EXAMPLE:

A book on Nostradamus written by David Pitt Francis, copyrighted 1984-1985, attempts to discredit God’s dir

^

ctl°n

u

'

s

°

Nostradamus’ predictions and attempts to explain-them-away by the mere mathematics of probability. This is ri ^°
cjs

Francis’ attempted negativity only proves, not disproves, God’s guidance to Nostradamus. On Page 276 oft e

book, the author negatively reflects upon Nostradamus concerning his prediction that within 500 years an in ' er

^ an(j

would arise who would provide a great “revelation" about his work. Francis writes that this had not actually been
on

he calculated the termination time of this prediction to be about 1987.

As quoted on page 277 of the Francis book, the author states, “The most appropriate date for an ’inspired inte

^ fore
tion of the Centuries is therefore shortly before 1987/88, too late for the many claimants of the age, bulju

' ^
Nostradamus date for the end of the world (1997)." [EDITOR’S NOTE: Nostradamus says that most life will he °

,

oes not predict the end of the world. Moreover, Nostradamus predicts 1000 years of peace and happiness t
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,„h all my being that I believe the following Is the "Revelation" concerning the purpose and the essence

[D
Nostradamus:

* r

A we choose for the destination of the Human Race to a thousand years of peace can be
l
he f

aIa bv great destruction and havoc across this Earth or we can take the opposite road - one
>’
rt Chines like a great light and gives us a glimpse of the peace and happiness we will achieve for

'Vh,
nity" n the thousand yeafS thereafter -

Hl ' n
* nnd exemplifies God s great mercy that he has in the same span of time given Nostradamus the ability to

. luirnt>
,eS nie

ne of great
devastation and an opposite one of great happiness. I am the vessel that God wishes to offer

,

picture*
BU jcie them to the beautiful expression of his blessing and mercy rather than the devastation and the

< f ..,on Race w p jii c .ir#*lv result if we continue to be unrarlno iimhinUnnHuman that will surely result if we continue to be uncaring, unthinking, and unresponsive to the merciful
o Iflc heartorcdrv

n Race t<

r^ou5h
od

r,t

jlrt
cilb"

ol 1

|
and honestly from my being and the inspiration that God gives me that we will most certainly ex-

, can
state cI

^ vastati0n if we do not change immediately. The time to “pay the piper” draws dangerously near. The
,,nCe this

great
. bt with the infomation I have written in my book prior to receiv

rierice v£ nQ doubt witn tne lniumauuu i unvc wuucu m my book prior to receiving this obvious “revelation”

ce is
ours I a

ba§ directed me through my experiences in life and that God has instilled in me an ancient birthright

f 0m God th3t °°
the fortitude to taste the bitterness of life and to see beauty where misery now exists. When 1 wrote my

f

f1
ich hasg'

ven
machiNE OFJOSEPH

NEWMAN,” I thought I could live my life, die, and let the young grow up with the

hook
THE ENE

h- as inspired by God. Now God has revealed to me that 1 have very little time. The World has less than 12

Trv*
ofmy

J£fo«does not have to happen!

years' 1 sa
-

‘

f s Qf my jjfe ancj of my inspired teachings of God’s love and God’s gift of our mind, that we can have

FACTJ9i
Tfie 2

.

S impiy doing the teachings of God, that all religions that praise God must praise each other, and that

I^cearKi
happiness

affront to God, is clearly documented in my book, “THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN”

t^^asa!SI been distributed around the World.

*,flich
without knowing of Nostradamus’ predictions, I have already existed and do now exist exactly as

Therefore.
m0re than 400 years ago. However, so does the great possibility of tremendous havoc and destruc-

fjostradamuspr^ic^^ ^ Human Race still worships) as well as most life on this Earth by fire and its equivalent,

tion o ma

^ ^ the detractor of Nostradamus, David Pitt Francis, this “revelation” is dated October 14, 1987.

NOTE.
doubt that aU j haye experienced during the last several weeks concerning my running for Presi-

1

damus and my life’s work has been totally inspired to me by God - which I say very humbly. I clearly under-

dent, Nostra
from Go<j concerning Nostradamus’ prophecies inspired to him by God.

stand these -

rT ,n The facts clearly demonstrate that God has consistently warned that the Human Race must do as he has directed

of the world through their prophets and Godly-inspired individuals to do - be good and love one another. I

all people \°[7
e

bcf 'e these facts in my book, "THE ENERGY MACHINE OFJOSEPH NEWMAN” by looking at the facts of life

thanthte was a factual truth of God, God’s mercy through the gift that he 8aT
e

shown to us that if we do evil and are uncaring to each other that evil and destruction would consistently happen to us not

bv God’s act but by our act of uncaring, unthinking, and unlistening.

'

„ spite of ail the injustices that we have done to each other since.

premeditatedly do not care for one another even at this date. We stand on the

through WARNER BROTHERS,
L planet. The Orson Wells-narrated film, "The Mar, Who Saw Tomorrow,

this fact s0

INC.. Burbank, California, A David L. Wolper Production, or available through Video Re
th

]'
film does not show

explicitly that anyone who views it with honesty for truth would feel almost a op
'

. ,qq vears from 1555 a.D.

the extreme hope that Nostradamus had for Humanity when he described an in ivi ua
attempt to discard the blatant

[I was 19 years old in 1955.) I challenge any disbeliever to view this ftlm! You can closemindedly attempt

facts and you will find that you are squirming inside yourself.
^ searched five

Even more interesting relative to the fulfillment of Nostradamus prophecies, is the fact t

hopeful prediction of

more books on Nostradamus, I observed that they also all missed t e most 1

Nostradamus. Those books are as follows:

(A) THE PROPHECIES OF NOSTRADAMUS" by Ericka Cheetham, © @ ,947 through 1982

(B) "THE COMPLETE PROPHECIES OF NOSTRADAMUS" by Henry C. Roberts, w

(C) "THE PROPHECIES OF NOSTRADAMUS" by Avenel, © 1980
b @ 196l

(D) "PROPHECIES ON WORLD EVENTS BY NOSTRADAMUS by S
Francis © 1984 and 1985

(E) "NOSTRADAMUS -PROPHECIES OF PRESENT TIMES by Davtd P,tt FranC

. ^ God Francis ,
0f all

The book (E) by Francis Is an effort to disprove that Nostradamus had *
? in^FACTS 8 and 9 above had e'er

People, should have had a strong interest in the fact that no such indtvtdual as quoted

THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



;dict
ion

existed or been c

„|IM of hls book. Obviously he and o.her writers did no. know of sa ,d prMk
disclosed at the recent writing

Dub | icized, then few people know of it. This has al|0*ert

^unnoticed or unconnected with respect N„s,rad^.
my good wor

Hooe to have reached its maximum noterv.

^'°*of course, such events now ^“"^^rR^eyeTa'nd brains being opened to its Great Truth and Mercy fro^
to have the greatest Impact upon the Hum

„ thls late ,lme he offers the Human Race two astounn,

FACT 21: God s tremendous mercy ,s m the fact

different roads to travel

lingiy

oTd documented for us in no —air
I
su^^^tcr and g,a,er destructi^J^

through Nostradamus that on this path, great havoc wiU befall the entire world wi,hin the^
I, should leave us with no d°“dt tha

‘ view the film described tn FACT 17.)

,„elve years! (For any who do not belie
,

a[est danger would _

More than 400 years ago, Nostradamus pinpoiin
does^ teach war only man teaches an<1 practice,

_ and the devastation will be in the nameofrelgu
other ^ war not occur Peace wUl occur!

courage. ..—-7. lov
•

positively that if we do not change immediately across the world n,
fact 22: It makes my heart heavy to know so P ^ , fee| at that though, is most heavy and even has cauw
Humanity will reap upon itself a 'remendo h

these thousands of years to see the people God loves repeatedly brm

me to wonder how God has stood tha

"

God knew they could simply do as God has directed them to do and ,hl

*

heartache, sadness, and m,s
p

ry

n
“
v°and meaningful upon this Earth.

all lives would be peace u , PPy
'

mlsery wlll bcfa ll Humanity, but what they have all missed is that we
All the religions of this world teach g Even ^ ^ ,aIe date _ through God’s mercy - God gi,B

only reap this peat tragedy by our act
. ^^ H)s Truth His mercy ,

and Hls love and follow the path ,ta,

G0™asL^“^krng.y, for thousands of years, attempted to teach us to follow.

^ .. :

f

mnef o 1 1 QnnlQilfl Ol
. . ld including Christianity must all applaud one another. In the past and presently

All the different rel

k

g iions in

mockery of the great love of God. Members of all religions have and still

even within the religions of the world, they make a mocKay^
j » K„ th„ cmaiw« nf man

. . i n^A Thp orpcj

^^Th :Tand aH prai^GocT thVn we will cause

6

God to smile and to feel peace and not hurt and heartache. The prayer

wWc^I^a^pfay^ the years, '‘God let my actions cause you to smile," we should all pray and be so

ashamed, as 1 have been ashamed at the hurt we have given Him and presently that we all condemn ourselves, and pray that

our actions will change and demonstrate the warmth and love that allows God to smile.
I dV.UUUJ TT II*

As taken from page 248 of my book, "THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN:'
pdgt. C. All j

1

"I will take the liberty of quoting the Biblical Peter, chief of the twelve apostles, and

Jesus, who understood the true message of God:

‘Then Peter opened his mouth, and said, "Of a truth I perceive that God is no

respecter ofpersons: But in every nation he thatfeareth him, and worketh righteousness,

is accepted with him.
"

’ (ACTS 10:34, 35)

"And Jesus himself said:

Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall see God. {MATTHEW S 8)

"Once again / repeat my constant prayer:

'God, give me the knowledge and wisdom to unite all people of this Earth toyou and

not thefirst one, no not thefirst one, from you.
' "

FACT 24; There are those who will immediately upon reading this material react very negatively and attempt to d'sc

me and God’s mercy and God’s gift through Nostradamus.

My response is simple. I am as certain that 1 am correct as was Noah when he built the ark!

The mass population of his time thought Noah was ridiculous when he warned them and built his ar^

e and its

devastation came they frantically wished to change their minds. "Too late!" The same will happen again (w it 1

equivalent) if we don’t change immediately.
ul

I wish to arouse all People to use their brains, look at the facts and be aware of your own inner awareness of

lea<j

ab°Ut thC Cnt,rC world ' Be aware of the rampant lies and deceit on the part of your Political, and even Churc
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Quoting frorn
Nostradamus:

• Past and present times together

Will bejudged by the greatJehovah

The world in its late stage will be abandoned by him

And sentence will be past on the disloyal clergy.

The fighting spirit in me wishes to rally all People - Church Leaders, Political Leaders - to the cause to save

g§& fmm 8reat

serve God or Humanity w„h ites or cowardness, but only through absolute Truth. Love.

The time is short a

Strength,
and Action.

tQ be the President of the United States? The Warrior in me has no fear and 1 am totally

Will you. th
?,

P
f,°„ ’ and Love for Humanity and want us to achieve happy results.

ready devoted my life to and for you. I gladly give my life to lead the People of this World t

0f
devastation.

Willyou rally with me?

d to happiness instead

you rally me.
he was tified by man s insatiable desire to build more and

FACT 26: The film on Nostradamus (FAC
^ technology was developed. Such is exemplified by the Admtnis-

^fctructive war devices for k.ll.ng '

*

C

ber . 1987, announcing the Reagan Administration's attempt to

tration of
Ronald Reagam

invemion^or^^^n^teat^of th^benefit of Humanity, and my efforts to become President

steal my Energy

United States.)
.nr„,r. hat, and Dushes forward vigorously to fulfill Nostradamus' prediction of

The
,he

e

ia

8
nd

n
ofCha” agam!, the United States and Europe, while at the same time remov.ng defens.ve means

fron^Europe. [See the file described in FACT 17.)

Machine Invention and Humanity has also

Observe that the Reagan Administration s evil actions again y W ™
This resulted in my fighting

^Nostradamus' Prediction
. haS als° reSU'‘Cd

energy mach,ne OF joSEPH N~
fact 27- Nostradamus stated on page 180 of the Lee McCann book:

1-97

“That whichfire and sword knew not how to achieve

His gentle speech will accomplish in council
. .

The king will develop his ideals through repose and™ditatl°n
,,

^There will be no more enemy, riorsworH. nor b>ood she* ,n MUe
HE

The fact that I stay in seclusion and think has been and use of the mind.

ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN,” documents that I teach peace, no ,

g
and carry^ attitude

FACT 28; We can have peace if we do something that is so simple simp yaue an^^ gfeat loye for all Humanity
_

for every human being that if you hurt, I hurt for you and i

y m R will not listen, I beg all to listen to God and

With a heavy heart as I sense that there is still the possibility that the Human

follow the mercy he has offered us all, for all Humanity. — • j J -—low the mercy he has offered us all, for all Humanity.
PeoDles of this World do not

It is so obvious to me that the choice is up to the Huma"
' ^ concerning the astonishing facts God has given

use the great gift of the mind that God has given us . You can still do the same .
conce 8

even up to this moment and attempt to deny their truth, by blin y no

Again, willyou rally with me?
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. U in the vear 1988— Confirmed by the precise, clockwork 17*

A,,*nmen' Wh ‘Ch °CCUrr'd 288708 V"r''^- V'lr

^ nccur at different locations on the Earth in the year 1988! Such destn,.

fact 2* A sample of Gr“ l °?
ronoiical event which last occurred 288,708 years ago. [Destruction win inc

>
will happen as a result of an unusual

members of the press must use their influence and dissemi
“ '

To all close minded scientists, religious leaders, political leaders and people who St, 11 re,ect these facts:

... a h ,u„, t consider mvselfsimply a tool of God— a simple "messenger boy,” if you please. You wn,

be shocking proven wrong and inadequate, because i, is my belief that God will secure your attention within the fcj]

months of 1988.
. , _

Many lives will be lost, because close minded individuals like yourselves did not properly warn the People of the World

to take preventive safety measures.

To all the pompous scientists who will scorn these facts: You do not even understand the mere fruits of my years of

labor that God has given to the World; your pomposity is ridiculously insignificant and inadequate in the eyes of God, and!

am honest enough fo admit that I am a mere human and tell you what 1 feel: The fighting spirit in me laughs at you! God will

have not only your attention, but the attention of the entire world. The sad fact is that your pomposity will cost the lives of

many people who believe you. A young girl’s prayer in the great Alaska Earthquake after four awful minutes in March, 1%4
,

will be repeated by thousands:
“Lord,

that's enough now. Please stop it.
”

I readily concede that I am only a gift of God to Humanity and even before I knew of Nostradamus, I had already

described the mechanical (electromagnetic) relationship of how earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, storms, etc., can be caused

by planetary or stellar alignment, by going into opposite sunspot polarity, or by having electromagnetic fields associated

with potential sunspots expand and collapse. [Refer to my book, "THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN,’’ pages

133-135 and 144-148.]

It is documented that in 1550 scientists and clergy taught that volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, and storms were con-

sidered to be an Act of God against Humanity, and even the so-called scientific community believed so or had no other doc-

trine to counter that which was taught. But in the 16th century Nostradamus predicted that a great earthquake would occur

in May, 1988, as a result offirefrom the center ofthe Earth. Such a now-proven scientific fact was not even proposed

by the scientific community until the 1700s!

Scientists and unbelievers alike can observe my scientific work explaining the cause and effect of storms, earthquakes,

and volcanic eruptions as shown in my book, “THE ENERGY MACHINE OFJOSEPH NEWMAN,” pages 133-135 and 144-148. My

work merges exactly with Nostradamus’ predictions made over four centuries earlier concerning me, my life, and even the

predictions of destruction by earthquakes, etc. Its Truth cannot be swept under the rug by closemindedness. All are a gift

from God to Humanity!

The recent Los Angeles, California earthquake matches the cause and effect explanations provided in my book, THE

energy machine OFJOSEPH newman ’’ Observe that the Earth had just crossed the Sun’s equator into opposite sunspot

polarity on September 23, 1987 and that Jupiter was only a couple of months past its closest point to the Sun and its fastest

speed. In fact, Jupiter was so bright in the evening sky at that time, that it even looked unnatural against the noticea )

fainter night sky. (Jupiter’s orbit around the sun is 1 1 .86 years.)

Both events should be viewed as a warning or, if you prefer, an omen of the statement given in Nostradamus film

wjc e was quoted as predicting that a great earthquake would occur in May, 1988, and that devastation would
happen

different places upon the Earth.

^ ,

n
?
the/" examP*e 1S the Hurricane which struck England hard near the week of October 19, 19» / anu ««•> *

.

even, h ^ CXpertS Si"Ce the last lime such a storm stru<* England was over 700 years ago. Observe that t

event also happened less than one month after the Earth crossed the Sun’s equator (September 23, 1987) into opposi
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o,eniial)
electromagnetic indue,Ion from the Sun into .he Earth and i.s atmosphere and less than a half year after

,'upiier
reaches ns closest P

M 1 46 and 147 ofmy book to show how God s gift to Nostradamus and myself coin-

faCT 30: I noW S ‘mp y
re Humanity and prove God’s realness to Humanity and God’s direction of universa

**f^arn and prepare H man ty a ^^ ^^ Usting of the . nalural disas ters’ for which 1 was searching^

53-A. The reader should
^^nfR nnder Months-of-the-Year The ’Earthquake and Volcanic EruptionOisasters andcide toe to w

. I < hr- aware that there was no orderly listing of the natural disasters D

53-A. The reader shou 'd
evems undcr Months-of-the-Year The 'Earthquake and Volcanic Eruption Disasters and

Therefore, 1 simp'y l,sted

Disas ters' were arranged in separate 12-month periods. Reason The Earth s m^s (inert

m/’Tornadoand Hu"'c ^“^LTsunt to change than the mass (inertia effect) of gas molecules in the Earth s

effect) of solid material
accumulation effect' for the Earth’s solid material and a more instantaneou

atmosphere- I 'hcref°r

!r!^a
“ ^f"he Earth. I was also certain that these natural events would occur tn accordance

effect’ for the atmosphere (g I

' on. I also knew I ) the speed of the Earth. 2) the Earth's tilt with respect to the

With the Laws of ced’d
gun's equator into opposite sunspot polarity. 4) the direction of the Eart fe at've

Sun. 31 Vo month, and I was certain .ha, these facts would prove the exts.ence of the electro-

to sunspots vjn

magnetic effect.

observe that a large number of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions (as Mt. St. Helens)

54-A. Return 5*
h

*
?he E?r?h crossed the Sun’s equator and entered opposite sunspot polarity. This caused an op-

began on March 2
effect into the Earth (i.e., the Sun rotates every 28 days and sweeps sunspot

‘

posite electromagni
sue: i

jnto a cumu iative action-reaction effect’ since the greatest number of SU"Sp°

in,o the Earth) as lh
*

_

E*
, The Earth is more likely to be affected by the sunspots in April and May due to

18 t0 20 deg
of

e

the E^r ^ relative to the Sun. As a result, this cumulative action-reaction effect’ peaks upon the Earth

th

TaTMay^^ See Nostradamus’ prediction of a Great Earthquake in May. 1988 ]

r§rnm?mmmm
enough the ’cumulative effect’ lags behind that in the Spring. (s^

Section 54 A.)

^

» be a result of lhe

cumulative action-reaction
^^LTth^Tlosest u^he^un ^three million miles closer than on June 21) and the

Farth’s speed i.e., on December 21 the bartn is closest to v

Thic oreater Droximity and increased

Earth’s speed increases by 1800 miles per hour compared to it:‘ sp

f
d
hTsun nriggeringeffecO and vice versa from the

speed magnify the electromagnetic induction effect of the Earl h m h *

0|Canlc“ruptfons and earthquakes peaking in

activity. Such sunspot activity causes the Sun s electromagnetic V

'

jnduction effect into the Earth

plicated by the Sun’s rotation every 28 days which causes a sweeping electromagnetic

that is similar to the sweeping beam of a lighthouse.
octronomical elec-

The Facts I have presented clearly demonstrate the cumulative
^ “c Earth." (From "THE ENERGY

tromagnetic induction which results in earthquakes and volcanic eruptions upon

MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN ")

FACT 31: At this point 1 will sum up some pertinent facts;
and induce

(A) When plant-tv travel above the Sun', equator, they reduce .un.pot. In that hem .p ere

Sunspots In the lower hemisphere of the Sun.

(B) And vice versa of (A) when planets travel Into the opposite hemisphere

, romaanetlc Helds of the

(C) (A) and (B) above results In the generation of continuing expanding and
nR
,^aUnosphere.)

Sun. (In addition, this establishes stresses and/or reactions within the Earth

(D) The Sun rotates every 28 days which compounds the effect of (A), (B) and <C)

planetary induction

(E) Contrary to what many scientists believe, sunspots do not create the elec
induction establishes

triggers electromagnetic fields within the Sun which then create u
-

fleid [s created within and

a changing induction into the Sun, then an expanding and co P 8
.

jd p |ay havoc upon the Earth as

from the Sun which will not even allow time for sunspots to form, ^
a result of the expanding and collapsing electromagnetic fields generated from the

These effects will occur In a devastating way In 1988 and possibly Into 198 >.
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NEPTl'NF.

l RANI

s

•
SATIRN

MARS
VI

JUPITER

r -
represents sunspots attempting to form and then attempting to fade out. Such action results in expanding

and collapsing electromagnetic fields. [See (A) through (E) above.]

Saturn and Uranus will still be in close alignment in May. 1988. but on the opposite side of the Sun from

jupiter. lupiter and Mercury will be reducing sunspots on that side of the Sun s equator and inducing sunspots

on the other side of the Sun's equator. This alignment last occurred 288,708 years ago!

Venus. Mars. Uranus. Saturn. Neptune, and Earth are reducing sunspots on the other side of the Sun at their

side of the Sun's equator and inducing sunspots on the other side of the Sun s equator. The Sun rotates those

areas within 14 days by 180 5 thereby compounding the expanding and collapsing electromagnetic fields from

the Sun

(G) In drawing (F) above. Saturn and Uranus come into alignment on February 1-t. 1988 with Jupiter being in near

vicinity of its closest point to the Sun This position was computed for me by Ralph Hartwell of New Orleans.

Louisiana and last occurred 288, "’08 years ago! The effects are made worse by Mercury being in harmony with

Jupiter s induction and Venus. Mars. Neptune, and Earth being in harmony with the induction of Saturn anti

L ranus in the month of May. 1988. Observe how I will show Jupiter's significance to earthquakes, etc . and how

consistently Jupiter has demonstrated a connection with earthquakes, etc. Combine this fact with my teachings

last occurred 288. ”08 years ago. You should expect that the normal effects of Jupiter's relationship to earth-

quakes. etc., will be greatly amplified

The results of planetary arrangement in (F) above will result in obvious sunspot numbers being on the low

side, but tt will have devastating effects upon the Earth.

and the fact of Saturn and l ranus' alignment at the pertinent time of the major effect ofJupiter — such alignment

I simply quote a few past examples when sunspot numbers were low:

'M90Jw!oM.
a

.^
OCCUrred ^ ' Hl2 ' ,822 ' l83} ’ >8«.(I8«.1857>, 1866- 1868. ( 1878- I879M 1888- 1I8W
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fact

/. what occurred in Alaska on March 27, 1984:

T
fixamnt

March 2 1 had crossed the Sun's equator into opposite sunspot (potential) induction ait low (o -

...st after the Earth °
. _ wa

~

s a great earthquake estimated at 8.3 to 8.6 on the Reichter scale. (An 8.6 is double the

'!) sunspot
numbers^h^ ^^^ great quake gives the thinking mind an idea of what could happen, f^ceptnowlSt alter tnc eat earthquake estimated at 8.3 to 8.0 on tne Keicnicr —

sunspot
numbers, quake gives the thinking mind an idea of what could happen. [Except now

'

'
ude of 8.3.) Th^

re!^M
h

n est^ated 75 percent of Alaska's commerce and industry lay in ruins and thousands of

c/iould
expect muc

|

"
That quake was one of the mightiest of this century and generated an amount of energy

ndividuals
werC

n^
I

|mroshima-type atomic bombs. A tsunami (calling it a tidal wave is not correct) moved at more than

•cjui'
alent IO l2 ’°

r°across the Pacific and affected Canada, Oregon, California, Hawaii, and the shores ofJapan 4,000 miles

400 rnileS Per

from
their sour

the fact that just from the initial shock of the Alaskan earthquake, the entire Earth vibrated

What also concerns
^ weeks. The initial seismic waves were so powerful that buildings swayed as far South as

a great, silent go®*
ground beneath Houston, Texas as much as four inches, and lifted the ground in Cape Ken-

,
Washington, line Jseatt le, Wa^" to and one-half inches.

ned y,
Flon

•

such t earthquakes happening at different parts of the Earth in such a way as to cause an

Mow inia

^j.

n

^ bratjons This could then produce stresses in other parts of the Earth where the waves intersected or met

in a
detrimental a

*
f , sinkholes already occurring in Florida from ground water draining. That same problem

Consider t P
amounts G f groUnd water has now occurred in many areas of this nation, but has not yet caused a ma-

°f removing exce^sTioN. what Jg Hkdy to happen if the facts of the paragraph above occurred?

jor problem.
occur where it is normally not expected. There are several such records in U.S. history^

Consider also that aW
§truck thc Midwest on February 7th and was so powerful that it rattled windows and

n Washington D C Stopped pendulum clocks in Charleston, South Carolina, rang church bells in Richmond,

Chande
!Z^ neople in Pi’ttsburgh, Pennsylvania, and in nearby Kentucky “the ground rose and fell in successive furrows

n!

rg

fhe ruffled waters of a lake. The earth waved like a field of corn before a breeze.”

These areas were thinly populated in 1812. Such an earthquake almost anywhere in the United States would nowcause

gK
*L Return to the great quake of 1964. [Watch the clockwork record of 152 years become the clockwork record of

onrl add 11 86 years the orbit of Jupiter = 1975.86 at which time in Tangshan, China, earthquake watchers

^perplexed by activity in that area which some seismologists thought was harmless because the area had been inactive

for so long.

nedy.

,,!v 1976 the area in China was struck hard by a Great Earthquake calculated at 8 on the Reichter Scale, and then

l6hours

J

h.er!naf^h™. 4 on the Reichter Scale sLck. ,S,ay alert,] Western experts estimate" Wat as many as Wree

quarters ofa million people died.

Seismologists later agreed that the horror was one of a series of malor earthquake, that

from Italy through Uzbekistan In the Soviet Union to the New Hebrides Islands North of Australia. Central America

also hit. (Now watch the clockwork record of 164 years become the clockwork recor o ye

Now add the 1 1 .86 years ofJupiter's orbit to 1976 = 1987.86 years which is slightly afterjuplt«->
"'“'Xd 1988°

July, 1987. Look at the warnings we have already received since September of this year, .

g nd ,j h ,

will be about the same warning time as China's 1976 Great Earthquake. [California, Los

You can expect more than in 1976 because we now have an extremely dangerous situation.

288,708 years ago!

Whoever you are and wherever you are, when your area is hit by one of these tragic events, F.Hves^and others.
— react swiftly and instinctively with the mind that God has given you. God helps those w o e p e

Move to open spaces instantly! Watch for islands of land that do not break up and then move there.

^ are very
etc., that can fall in the area which you select. Solid, high ground usually fares better than ow, so t groun

dangerous since they may collapse. Expect rockslides and avalanches crashing down from t e si es o t

Roadways will collapse and bridges will crumble; houses and buildings will collapse, the ground wil sp ' P

ground will collapse in at varying spots and rise in others; some spots will be almost unseat e ,
ires w 1

’

mind
gush over you or flying objects and other various "Challenges will attempt to devastate you. o no g

must fire with tremendous speed.

Sense, anticipate, and analyze each changing moment and more and act instantly. 'Y ou must run
.. 0 f material

proximately four minutes! And throughout and afterwards, be aware of your insignificance in t e
. are in

things, but your importance through the love of God and therein lies your strength. Than o an
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World map of earthquakes shows that most epicenters
are concentrated around the Pacific, central Asia,
the Mediterranean, and the mid-oceanic ridges All the
arger symbols represent sites of major earthquakes
that have occurred during the last 70 years.

.Norma'

. IVI.il or supo' 'c '“

• Vl.ijor
,ntermed.a

,«

4 Major
deep
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' '" !,
°“i« to pWP«« for a" Zec'ed 'o bring death to tens of thousands, the estimated toll was only about 300.

i. ‘ Tuu*° °f ,WS ma
,

8
n'inw ~l« and almost 90% of area buildings were severely damaged or destroyed.

^ communities
e

^ at |ons of this world are all taught the proper procedures.

Tht
imperative

that people an
newsperson to see that this information is disseminated on a

‘‘
Stress the grave importance of every c

has fof nearly eight years sought to keep

A<e basis!
REASON: s“^'

v
™
on and *

, of its associated varied scientific information, which includes this pres

•o'***discredit my
Pioneering lnvendon > ^ September 1987 .,

JU« "pHed fhT. ° had DROPPED AIL MV efforts .N THE COURTS, ETC., to receive a paten, on my

such ‘ndividuals have crea,ed a situation which wiU SOOn COSt hundreds °f

'h

°Thetecr he«.-™v^
the' little girl in the abandoned Texas well will be multiplied thousands of times

^^h^evU^tdivithfalTwho have plotted against God’s gift through me to Humanity will not now likely admit their guilt

by endorsing the humane warnings 1
give.

This is why caring members of the press must warn the world!
This is why *- j r

FACT 361 . recommend that the people of this nation and the world take this potentially tragic situation and do all we can

^ildTove and harmony throughout the World.

Let's examine some of the positive possibilities:
take immediate ,

,A) experienc^one or mote of .toe even-

,B> Positive action should include keeping all heavy-duty equipment in an area free from falltng mater,a , . ,

(C) Portable^ military-style hospitals should be established in the same areas as described in (B) above and be disbursed In

various areas throughout, for example, a single city.
h e

(D) Food, portable generators, chain saws, and water should be stored In wa
J

s '°
"j

1””
'
objectsThould be removed

People should also secure a safe place In an area of their yard and in their home all heavy ob|ects

from shelves and walls. Have several fire extinguishers handy.

(E) Portable radio communication systems should be established in different areas.

(F) All possible and practical precautions should be effected near waterfronts that would reduce the amage

of tsunami.

(G) Portable housing should be stored in accordance with (B) above.
^ meet re-

(H) All military installations, chemical companies, weapon storage areas, nuclear
could occur!

quirements of (B) above. Some may need to be moved or temporarily closed. k

(

Great radiation leaks, great germ or chemical warfare leaks could occur in storage areas.

^
(I) People should choose at least one safe area in the immediate vicinity of their home.

ropes in their

design and calculate what should be done in a given terrain or area. People shou av

cars and homes to pull people up and out of holes, etc.

0) It has already been proven that many animals sense in advance of one of these e

^
ent

^ ble dependable
with pets should know and observe their own pet’s reactions. Cities themselves should locate reputable, depend
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, thp cltv and have them call on a daily basis to a given number to
. animals in different areas ot tne

information would be observed on a daily basic
" p(,n

have acted normally o^abnorma^v^ ^ dty should declare a danger warning and urge
or abnormauyjb-n— declare a danger warning and^

-^o^tsrnlndXaway uL, no sign of danger ,s found.

Lare. Haneerous areas in an orae
y «itms of vibrations, changing magnetic fields, etr

piled on a go*F* _n orderly fashion anu

[cave dangerous areas m an °rd ^ danger signs of vibrations, changing magnettc fields, etc.. the„

Whenever Universities and or labor

d beprov^
'the

’e

hnJld have supplies, work equipment, shelters and hospital equipment, food

(L, States tha. have dangerous m lc moved to any area a. a moment , notice.

disbursements to the

^

hou ,d be ready to help every other country tha, experiences devastating„cnis

)
Every country around

, Sr_ ral iv demonstrate that they love and care for one another_try around the wor ^ meraUy demonstrate that they love and care for one another aM
This is a time when all people of

be know |ng that some will have great hurt and heartache in i98g

e willing to prepare for one ano
hearts and it would not surprise me one hi

(O) ,

wilhng to prepare for one another s

^ ^^^ and ,t would prisc me^

^

I have no doubt that God expec
Qn Qf God depending upon how we all lovingly try ,0 help onr

the World s damage decrease by c

, that we do not care or refuse to use our minds,

another. The opposite wh:I occur if we d.cm
^^^ ^^_ pm of a s„ing of^^

) l warn tbe whole x'oWd. Refe k
much wQrse (han 1976 , Every area of the world that is presently teem,

numerous countries and ar”*
'

,d e for a possible major quake in 1988 [esp, cautious of May. 1988)1

these type warnings that I have no, heard about because the newsmedia ate be-

inc told that they are not significant quakes.

These warnings are of extreme significance! Utah, japan, Hawaii, etc. are prime examples.

,P, , especially caution the coastal California area, and even more specifically the Los Angeles and San Francisco are,

,
.

.Hlp rhaf r n, Angeles and the California coastal area received a warning from God in

SeP,imbroVtobe
e

r

ry

i987, because the quake was strong enough to ge, the attention of the people of Los Angelesbu,

with minimum loss of life.

Observe tha, in the Nostradamus film Orson Wells as narrator states that Sar.Francistoo“!'“^“
t

(

rô he^)
.

as Nostradamus calls it) are very likely candidates for the Great Earthquake of May 988 which w, 1

Observe that even before knowing of Nostradamus, I had predicted cumulative effects of induction ,nt0 ‘hc “

devastation of earthquakes, etc., more likely to occur in April and May. Observe also tha, these symptoms match those,

FACT 33 of China which would follow in time to an earthquake around May, 1988.

I sincerely recommend to all people of the Los Angeles and San Francisco areas to take a vacation i p
„ ancjscoin

1988. In good conscience, I recommend that visitors be extremely cautious about visiting Los Ange e
•

May, 1988. I do so because I most definitely believe that God gave Nostradamus a great gift to ene it

^
However, in accordance with my own talents God has given me, I recommend that the World be dlllg

through all of 1988 and probably Into or through 1989.
dones

If you are awakened at night by or see great sheets of unnatural light across the sky, prepare yourse an

instantly for an earthquake. Get outdoors to your safe

To put it simply, I quote what 1 have taught my young son since he could understand me: Ifyou useyi

hings will happen! And ifyou don't use your mind, bad things will happen!"things will happen! And ifyou don ’t use your mind, had things will happen! ”
. d advised

History is full of events where so-called learned or political people ignored the warnings of nature (God)

and even demanded the inhabitants of a threatened area to remain there. This resulted in great loss o i
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G°d B*
ve °

des with
Nostradamus

act
-

n such a way

j 37- I say again: ^

Wy£*Vwlfy
«*’

’

we dQ not care about or love one another.
Qver the market fell,

=SSS|a^aSasss® 1

them over and over and over. The 8 P
,e of this nation apart!

misery over and over and over again.

mnnstrate this greed philosophy which
pulls the P

This

The Republican and Democratic Parties e ^ UnUed states is called the *"
unction efficiently if

The Party which 1 have formed to seek t

^^^force both recognize that in "Truth neit e

Party will strive to have Management
and

Wch are an affront to

the other does not function efficien y.
,

f rt . FEAR and GREED bo
nnmv t>ut the whole at- 1

The following graph demonstrates why th^world^ulls^1

®^ âp^ does not only affect the economy,
but

God! This plays havoc with the well-being of
has given us .

titude of people across the world towards one
be . f we use 0ur min

The following is from page 257 of my book and shows what the Wo
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,hole P‘
cture The positive actions I propose will naturally decrease costs and dramatically increase the well-being

people management/employer perspective: If worker employment is high, then there is an extremely large

Uld
from

thtl

n w j||jng and desirous of purchasing your products.

,
1

i^umc
‘
r PopU working hours of the "employee/ workers" decrease, then these employee/workers have more

jvloreo
ver ’

ayajjabie.
Such leisure time generates additional demand for more products, services, new companies, and

'reaier ^i^hinking" Economics requires that realistic safeguards proposed by the general public, company
50und

an
emp|0yees be established. If properly prevented, "Greed" and "Fear" will not occur. At the same time,

fnanag
ers

.

an
(ive muS t not only be maintained but stimulated! It is an observational fact that animals perform far

bou erer,
,rtce

_ „„ iorpnriup reward is Drovided for their efforts For human K»innc thic sc

more
t,0uei

'*<< • when an incentive reward is provided for their efforts. For human beings, this is even more true

rnore effic *en
{ strjve to increase financial profit via increased production and sales, not by price increases.

Companies ^ers must strive to obtain more products and services not by salary increases but via increased produc-
Similady- * ^ fhe cost 0f SUch products and services.

which lowers*'
cosy

sibly

^company enjoys an r

If

raise its prices, if at all

increased demand for its products or services, that company must not proceed to irrespon-

essence, top- level company management, top-level employee personnel, politicians, other responsible individuals,

II QU __ the "voters" — must unite to think, question, and solve problems together. If such is done, then

and especia y/
Efficient Economic program I have described will occur.

the
Positive

statement is a Fact: If "Fear " and "Greed" are replaced with "Truthful Thinking, " Questioning, and
The follow g reanstic results of the Economics which I teach will produce the following graph.
Action, then w

TIME

What I have been discussing is Positive Economic Action that is compatible with the Revolutionary Energy

tion to which I have devoted many years of my life. Such Positive Economic Action will ena e pace rav

become an efficient and exciting reality. I am also speaking of the beginning of positive hopes
. f

young children and those future generations who look to us for a "smoother road throug 1 e.

prove that in Economics we most definitely "reap what we sow." Think and Act
"

That which is required is actually quite simple. What is required is that we truthfu y Q^es ’

.
. essence

The achievement of what I have described also requires that we care for one another w tc is

ever.auestioning
of Goodness. Moreover, the simplicity of what is required is mirrored in the twin ing eyes

.
. Mind,"

children. Such simplicity only demands that we creatively utilize the Birthright o our own

which has previously remained as a Sleeping, Majestic Lion.

The

the
‘

‘^11 was previously remained as a Sleeping, Majestic Lion.

urge this "Majestic Lion" to awaken! And the world will be changed most beneftcta jy.

benefit of you,
following Chapter will discuss an area requiring urgent attention and constructive c a

People
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rv. All Religions who praise God mus, praise one another. The present position in which re!igl„„s

one another is our greatest threat to world peace.

FACT 38- I say again, my essence and Nostradamus' essence was and is a gift from God to Humanity. I say again: God has

in a warm and Loving Way to run for President of the United States. Wtll you rally around me>

The events that will occur in 1988 are only an example of the almost total destruction that will occur from a thirdW0rld

War by 1999 if we do not change - events that presently unfold like a horror movie in front of us. I urge you to see the f,|

°

of Nostradamus! The tragedies which will occur in 1988 may well change the balance of power. If several missile sites or

atomic storage areas are exploded as a result of damage, those areas will be annihilated and other areas will also be negative,

ly affected.

From Nostradamus’ film I quote the warning that God gave to Christians and to non-believers:

“All the believers of Christianity and the non-believers shall quake for a number of years.”

It is obvious to me that the knowledge and mind which God has given me is a gift God offers Humanity. I am merely a

vessel, which I humbly and dedicatedly accept. All that I have written in my book, “THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH

NEWMAN ' and do now write in this PRESS RELEASE is a gift of direction by God towards the 1000 years of peace described bv

Nostradamus. God’s gift of mercy can be accepted now by the World. We can also destroy most life and material things on

this Earth beforehand by 1999 — or we can change now and follow God’s direction to love one another worldwide and

grow into the 1000 years of peace in a loving way. God’s Way.

These things will happen! God has said it via all the major religions of the world without providing an exact date. But

more than 400 years ago, God through Nostradamus gave the date of 1999. God gives the same message again to the World

through the mere man that I am. Through his great mercy God also warns us at this time and gives us the opportunity to still

change and love one another. By so conducting outselves, the destruction will not occur.

CHRISTIANS — take seriously the warning God has given you (written above) through Nostradamus who had a Jewish

and Christian background. I was raised as a strict Baptist and I am positive that the Christian’s selfish attitude is an affront to

God’s Mercy given to Christians 2,000 years ago. I ask all non-believers to look and observe what God has directed me to

write and teach. God is real and merciful and the essence of all Truth. Watch the events unfold and see that they match what

Nostradamus’ gift from God predicted and now match the God-given gift to me and which I put forth. God will show and

give you his love if you truthfully reach for it with your own mind.

MOSLEMS — I want you to know that I know that God loves you, as God loves the Jewish and Christian Communities

and all God’s people. I understand the cause of the hatred now building between the United States and parts of the Land of

Mohammed. I, myself, have experienced the evil of my own Government. I ask that you keep the love of God close to your

hearts and do not let hatred blind you in the event the People of this nation elect me as their President. War will devastate

most people of the world. [See the film concerning Nostradamus.]

I am well aware that the selfish attitudes of the religion to which I was raised offends you. Please be advised that

because it offended me so greatly I quit believing in God at one time due to the smallness of man. In his great mercy, God
answered my prayer and only through God’s direct mercy to me, do I know God. But I now know God with all the essence

of my being and live to serve God and all Humanity.

I can only serve God or Humanity through Truth, Courage, and Action.

Accordingly, it is imperative that I get the Christians (as I was rigidly raised) to congratulate, love, and accept all

re igions who worship and follow God’s laws. The present attitude of Christians that everyone must go through their

eliefs to reach God is one of the greatest threats to destruction of most life on this Earth.
*u ..

.
le. THIS is the

— uiiuAw ucairuciion or most tire on tnis tartn.

Again, the smallness of man does this! — not God. God wants love and peace between all his people. —
Revelation to the purpose of Nostradamus’ Gift from God. Christians will quake for a number of years if you do not obey

God rather than man rh,» ™ M
. . . ... „ . u-,. mernH

" niUMrauamus Girt rrom God. Christians will quake for a number of
r an man ^ee t *le A*01 on Nostradamus. God speaks to you through it and through the gifts God has given

haJ[
Y
nTf^°°

Se l° Windly diSmiSS God ’

S gift throu8h me to Humanity, and if you really believe that, then you will n

e any fear concerning yourself or your loved ones in dangerous areas of the Earth for the year 1988.
When the devastation occurs — you will then look to God and not man!
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believe in God, especially Christians — in the balance of this PRESS RELEASE 1 speak to you. I now
|

k "
Vnrav to God at this instant of writing: "God, come into my being and give me the words to say that

'

"

r 1,1
'

1 1> is vour words shamed me when I doubted your Mercy and Greatness and Realness because of see-

" r ”
1

'
,r

Eradiations in the Christian Bible."

C° nir

auote from pge 247 of my book. "THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN, "" God’s mental com-
in? rc-jder,

^ me "Get Up And Do What You Do Best!'' I immediately got up and checked the essence of all

iu‘
tfiat s 3

d to my great pleasure I found God s Great Mercy and Truth to all Humanity. All religions teach the
, ,-hinRS 2n •and to mv i

''“‘
"'food's

Message of Goodness!

c
-^nce 1

|ed by the following facts, then you the reader must do as God has told me to do. Rise up
53

| (
voli afe

tr0U
gjft to you!] and check out the facts for yourself. Do not blindly believe me for I am

n d
|o‘ ld

s
not blindly believe any other claimed teacher of God's Word.

Titian
Likew

pacts for yourself, to do other than that is an affront by you to the Great Gift of the Mind that God has

and use your

am only a mere

hip and blindly follow man and thereby make a mockery of the Great Gift of the Mind that God has

For those whow^
be shocked, dismayed and your belief in God made doubtful by the following facts,

given y°u
"

'

worship God and are willing to use your mind responsibly as God expects you to
.
[God’s greatest proof

for those w
^
you wj jj be macje angry by the faetthat this important information has been deliberately and

to )'°u of God S

^hheld from you and you will see that facts are gathered — in the present — in the past — in your own
remeditatedly

witnne
draw you closer to God and factually document God’s Realness to others who exist now and

Ife- and in the future

.hers who follow.

s instill in you God’s hurt and disappointment and God’s wrath to change the belittlement done to God
Mav these facts instill in you uuu * —
injustice put upon his People and you.

and th<

Most Christians believe the Bible to literally be the word of God or Christ.

FACT
‘

areued debated, and decided what and how the Bible would be written and then decided to keep the

FACT Man wto ,

fr

’

om the peopie who sought God through the Church leaders. The following facts will prove this

magnitudeorm^ ^^ haye the tfue and accurate details of these facts in the front of or anywhere else in the

^Moreover, Church leaders do not honestly and openly teach the magnitude of these facts.

Bl

The following quote is from page 547 of the first edition of the 1768 Brittanica Encyclopedia:

Before our Savior ’s time, there was no other Greek version of the Old Testament, besides that which went

under the name of the Septuagint: But after the establishment of Christianity, some authors

translations, under pretense of making them more conformable to the Hebrew text.

ZlZout
this design was theJewish profelyte Aquila, of the city ofSynope in Poctus, disciple to Rabbi Akiba, wh°Pu<“

in execution the twelfth year of the emperor Adrian, A.D. 128. St. Epiplahnius pretends, that being excom-

municated after his conversion, for addicting himself to judicial astrology, be setf ĥTre7a7nZXsti
hatred to the Christians, and with a wicked design of corrupting the passages of the prophets relating tojesu

Christ. St. Jerom says, his version is made wordfor word, and with too scrupulous a nicety.

“The second Greek version after the Septuagint is that of Symmachus, a Samaritan
^ZlZ^rJiimonhe

turnedJew, then Christian, and at last Ebionite. He composed it, according to EP'Pba™U
*’

without
emperor Severus. His version was more free than the rest; for he applied himsefc tefy o

'

^
translating wordfor word; wherefore his version comes nearer the Septuagint t an a °f

.
. bad

Greek version is that of Theodotion of Ephefus. It is said he was a disciple of arcion, an •

some difference with those of his sect, he turned Jew. The version of this author

because he kept a just medium between Aquila and Symmachus, not confining imsef

as the first did, nor wandering so farfrom it as the second did.

“There were, besides these, three other Greek versions, whose authors are unknoun.

The next quote comes from Page 549 of the same 1768 encyclopedia after a divulging history of human impa

m the development of the Bible:

"Since theface of affairs in Europe has been changed and so many
arisen a

ruins of the Roman empire, the Latin tongue has
necessity in translating the Bible into the

ferent religions.
’
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,768 encyclopedia provides more evidence of the problem.

Returning to page 545 of the same
fou„da„on them that fabulous and aprocryphal boob.

!ec.

some of the ‘•’•dent fathers-
°”"°°'

p,Js were entirely los, and destroyed a, the Babylonish cap

0^tTrZreT,Tetna,, again byed them a„ again- by^ Encyclopedia .969 Book 3. Pages 570 through 58, con. 1

573 under the title, New Testament.
christian community is one factor that makes a biography 0f

The setting of the New
difficult or impossible There is less Historical information in the

jesus or a history of {^rical facts about the Church in the 1 st Century therefore, must be>ry of the 1st Century church
r^icai facts about the Church in the 1

t^edTb"
GOSPdS " EPiStlCS

Page 575 under the title Canon °f

^ Old Testament is complicated by the history of the Old Testa-

The question as to which books oe g (he use of the WOrd ‘canon" as a designation for an

ment in both Judaism Dhenomenon, even the idea ofafixed andfinal list came about

authoritative list ofsacred books a rawer la y

after a long evolution. ”

Zt^BiZZnZaneasytZk^The translation of this vartety oflanguage
and literature into a new language

Uk

^ZZZZll7an, Examines a Roman Catholic version of the Bible, he notices the presence of certain

books7Zo no, appear in bis own Bible In addition when almost any reader examines a new ,runs,a,ion

of the Bible, he discoveres that some well-known passages are missingfrom i

Page 377 under the title Canon of the New Testament:
» 577 under tne title canuu ui —
'

Christians usually have to think twice to realize that there was once a time when the Christian Bible did

not contain both the Old and the New Testament. New Testament statements such as II Tim. tit, 16. All scrip-

Zeis Spired by God.

'
• are predicated ofwhat came later to be called the Old Testament: so are many of,he

references to ' Scripture
'

' in the early Fathers. Only gradually did Christiansfind it necessary to add a second

collection of sacred books as the "New" Testament alongside the Old. ”

Page 577 under the Title, Canon and Tradition:?// under me liuc, Yemeni 1 ‘ou‘i‘wr..

"Before any books were included in the canon of the New Testament . or even composed, the Christian

Church used the Old Testament as its Bible; but it possessed also its tradition of memory about Jesus Christ.

This tradition lies behind and is presupposed throughout the New Testament.

I now point out the known fact of Psychology: that give a short story to one of ten people in a room and ask them to

repeat as close as possible the story from one to the other until the tenth person is told the story and then ask t e tent per

son to repeat what he or she was told. Fact — the tenth person always tells a different or changed version of the stop t an

what the first person told.

Now back to the Title-Canon and Tradition excerpt on page 578.

"The task of sifting through the writings of the early church and of identifying this apostolic witness oc

cupied Christians well into the 4th Century>. Eusebius (q. v.) suggested thefollowing division of these writings

(1) Some were acknowledged almost universally as part of the New Testament; (2) others were disputed but

finally accepted; (3) still others were considered more or less seriously but eventually rejected.

Page 578 under the title Disputed Books:

"The Epistle to the Hebrews belongs to this category. It seems to have been accepted in the eastern seition

of the church but disputed in the west, for it does not appear in the Muratorian canon and is also questione )

other writers. Although I Peter, is almost universally acknowledged, it is not listed in that category because oj

its absencefrom the Muratorian catalogue. II Peter, on the other hand, was questioned by manyfathers u w
accepted I Peter. The Epistle ofJude appears in the Muratorian canon but was rejected elsewhere IIJohn am

IIIJohn sometimes were included with IJohn as one book, but they did not receive the universal suppor t that i

did. The Book ofRevelation probably was the object of more antagonism than any other of the books
eventua

ly canonized. The Montanist movement made apocalyptic literature suspect in the orthodox church, andsontt

writers did not believe that the same man had written the Gospel ofJohn and Revelation
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page
under the

urMc”m of the New Testament becomes ne‘^a^ZZnd‘c^lZ°Zr"attons^S5S=S=BH==mm
fuent with the othe , f

io„ of the manuscripts is a difficult task

lions in lhe tex

mmmmm
nid Testament iyj*> <

l„ the America*
Standar*M received^^^^ d ,ctatcd , raglc in)ustlce to the people who did

Throughout history, Chr ‘st a
" ^ bmlt to their dictatorship attitudes. Just a few examples follow.

«-».<»

scientists or individuals.iemiM3 n Act

dividuals were even burned to deatn
. h that WOmen had no rights.

dorsed the slavery of black people and confirmed the myt
shocking,y long. The fact of the shining

The facts of History of many church leaders’ injustice to the Human
station of Church and State

' ’ Why? REASON,

light to this terrible truth is highlighted in the f°un
^^

° 1 ‘ s

^
f)U

y that Church leaders in general when placed in con-

Simple. The Founding Fathers had experienced and knew fre y
and are mere men with biases

tro. serve injustice - not justice. QUESTO* ^ God s Great Mercy and Truth.

and prejudices and whom many do not truly understand o pp
and wrongly affects the lives of

Such is still true to this very day and their prejudiced an^ ias

^
"

any Human _ me or any other - for God’s

good people - yet these church leaders are still mere mem
to usc it and in so doing you will find God

Truth and Mercy. Use the mind that God has given you. G P
^ f look mainly to man to find God, then it

guarantee you Look to God and God's examples as g.ven us In life!

nd prejudices.

is very likely you will never know God. You will only know man s

r h that there are mistakes and

in the discussion of God in my book, ’’THE ENERGY you throw away

contradictions made in the Christian Bible as well as In ot er t

. there are some mistakes there are also truths

the whole Bible any more than a textbook that had mistakes In it. Even though there are some

in the Bible as well as there arc truths in textbooks that have mista es.

^ hanclcd down, and written

By the facts, it is obvious that the Bible was not written tm
^ fact that when 1 was a young boyBy the facts, it is obvious that the Bible was not written imme iate y tu w.

tbat wben 1 was a young boy

by different individuals who interpreted, argued, and modified. I his tsexemp
cmestion to be the Son of God and

raised as a strict Baptist and baptized when I was eight years old, Jesus was aug
. but suffered this through the

,k.„. , , -mahtio he one who suffered for our sins, ouisu
nht the

raised as a .strict Baptist and baptized when I was eight years old, Jesus was taught wii

t ^ but suffCrcd this through the

that it was God who was always praised. Jesus was taught to be one w to su e
living today who arc taught the

loving mercy of God. It was God who was supreme. [There are millions of other Individuals g

same information.) - ‘—*—c information.]
( id but praises Jesus as being

When I now scan TV programs, I see across the country preaching that does n P
'

_

'

’

^ m lifetime. At this time 1

God This proves how man has interpreted and drastically changed the me ailing <

>

observing people who follow

am only 51 years of age. If this trend continues, 1 can predict the possibility from \

used. Many

today’s Christian teachings that the name God will not even be used or taught - only the name jesu
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nd old neonle already sense or believe this because they have been so taught. Such is excntp|m
young -"“W 1-™

u Jesls
..
|nstead of -nank you God " when something good happens in iheir lives

v

S

”aTrend results in many Christian teachers promoting an Anti-God theology. Although they
probably 4

realize this fact, it Is nevertheless true.
.

Mv noint is further exemplified by the fact that, as a result of the older Christian teachings, even our money

GodWe Zlr and our legal oa.hs are sworn to God. The word jesus is no. mentioned In either case.

Because many of today's religious leaders preach that jesus Is God (which I feel is no. true), I t

Because > 7

or results. Such results automatically maintain and places a er
Because many of today’s religious leaders preach that jesus is God wn.cn tee. is no true), I am sure that the n

•1 c onH Viaorouslv laughs at these results. Such results automatically maintain and places a greater gap an ,

c b<v„

possibility of war between ail Christians, jews, Followers of Mohammed, and other religions, jews and Mohan^"'poss y
. enfr.ryH ro rhp Peonle reached bv lesus testimony. The reader shnniH mcdan,

possibility of war between all Christians, jews, Followers of Monammec, ana otner religions, jews and Moham^T
read ly admit that jesus was a teacher of God to the People reached by jesus testimony.The reader should beaw,^
fact hat even Christian teachings admit that all who obey God will become a Son of God.

c mat even o

As a young man in my twenties I personally quit believing in God because I felt such g.cai mercy tor Humanity
i

certainly did not believe a Merciful God would send a God-obedient Jew, Moslem, or any other individual to Hell Sl
^°

S '

because they did not know Jesus.

As a young man, I looked straight up to the sky, challenged what I had been rigidly taught by man, and stated

because of the mercy that I felt for Humanity - not only was I willing to give my life, but that I was willing to give my

My simple prayer was: “God, if you exist, please make me know it relative to the mind you have given me."

God mercifully answered my prayer more exactly than I even imagined — see the Chapter on God in my book th
ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN. ”

Prior to Jesus, the Gentiles were considered pagans and supposedly only reached God through Jewish instruction

and/or institution.

How sad it is that Christians (as I was raised) fail to comprehend God’s great mercy to the Human Race. By example of

God’s mercy to the Gentiles to which Peter was referring for the benefit of the Jewish population so that they could under
stand that Gentiles could be saved withoutJewish consent or intervention through believing in Jesus being the Son and Gift

of God for any and all that chose that particular covenant of God.

Even more sad is the fact that Christians now fail to remember God’s great mercy to them and attempt to restruct and

confine God’s Universal Mercy to reaching God only through their instruction and/or institution. [Quite obviously, by such

biased and restricted “mercy,” then all intelligent life on other planets in other solar systems — of which I am certain that

there are many — are doomed to Hell in addition to the members of all other religions who pray and obey God.]

I, myself, would most definitely be doomed to Hell, because I cannot or never will submit to an unjust God. However. I

have absolutely no worry of this happening because God has revealed himself to me in an absolute way and no individual’s

opinion can change God’s Great Truth and Mercy.

Anyone who has mercy would know the above to be unjust if intelligent life on other planets of the Universe worship

and obey God. Therefore, to infer that God is less merciful than any human on this Earth is Blasphemy.

For an example of my strong feelings concerning God’s Universal Mercy, I quote from page 59 of a nine-page artide

from the May, 1987 DISCOVER entitled “JOE NEWMAN: DOES HIS AMAZING MOTOR REALLY WORK?”
This quote refers to the fact that Joseph Newman was turned down from appearing on Pat Robertson’s 700 CLUB

TV Show.
FF 6

“According to Melillo, Newman simply said that although he believed in God, he didn 't follow Jesus Christ. ‘His

honesty cost him $40 million, ' says Melillo. ”

interestingly enough, Pat Robertson now runs for President of the United States and yet he was unwilling to permit an

individual to appear on his TV Show — an inventor who had an Energy Invention that the inventor had repeatedly stated

cou d do more to being World Peace than all the Kings, Queens, and Politicians who have ever lived. 1 was barred from the

Pat Robertson Show because I would not blindly follow Pat Robertson’s religious beliefs. Yet, at the same time, Pat Robert-

son c aims t at e cares about helping people who have a tremendous need for such an invention.
For those people who see the Truth in the facts that I have stated and are rightly concerned about how to interpret the

Bible, I recommend the following:

'°° ‘ "°r'V a
„
bOUt

!
he ni ‘-Pickin8 points in the Bible, but realize the essence of what God says In the Bible and the

Z Z1T God
,

ttach«
,

around ‘he world that we should all love and care, feel for, and have respect for one another

Within relioim

m2}°T Prob
|

ern of tbis Earth today is that people and teachers have centered on little nit-picking t ing-

I ouraeTrain P
teachings and in so doing have virtually lost the true essence and concept of what God teaches universally

quote again Peter s truthful statement of which I speak, Then Peter opened bis mouth, and said. 'Of a truth I perce"*
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tw*0$$^ 35 e already said at the beginning of this article now kt your

these things along with'whatl
us towards God so much easier dearer a ib^ and Mercy ,

you will

you

duL Keep in mind*i'lL .heir holy leaders who we

individual that God directed and ™ °^C
t unwise mistakes in

ligions
^^^hi'the Bible were not made by Jesus

^'^^j'^hst^res are and'w^re^ma^e by
Man.

.hern
Keep in mlf1

^
'^a^^bT'diei^h^y^eaders who were inspired by God.

^is Truth instantly because

.. rh^mscWcs ha\ c
, „ ,***•*> ronaht. Dninp was such 2.

1 am
lives have felt ill at ease about t

lMf ,h

Zfc of .be way they were ,aught

them m sPlte - - - -

b°™«! d^Csome claims appear to be false cow^ewy
,^ poor y pu

^ _ essence „ Gods love in Human,-

rjl Hit wisdom > We see it in the unchangeable order by which we me y ^ Dq we

make, but the Scripture called the creation.

HnweVer the facts and its essence of the

hide from questions. PROOF: in the concrete walkway leadtng to the

use your mind? How do you do that. Simple j

workshop: “QUESTION and think = TRUTH.
the same instant hide in the dark cor

Only mere men and women make statements claiming them to e ac

interpretation of God tell you not *o ^uestio

ners of deceit, and by the threat and intimidation of the «n,ust ™th 0^ P
doubtful by such a reaction from

the so-called facts which they have given you. instantly you shouldl always
^ thcm!

any individual, because you can be sure of one thing, o o
tsmart the Devil and the evil he places in

Throughout this PRESS RELEASE it is my purpose by God’s

“

a

°“
other through one religion - the religion

mankind by bringing together all people who worship God ind P
together in a loving entity of one.

of God’s Mercy - and show them factually that God’s love can pull them tog ^ as nQW it has been my

As 1 have consistently stated in my book, THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSE
^ ^ Go(J (q aU people wh0 belteve tn

only purpose in life to bring love, peace, and happiness to a on
> ^ Reach God.

God or wish to believe in God since we are one and the same in our true Goal

THE
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V. Conclusion

In no way docs the Mercy of Cod tak
- - from or belittle (ho.se whomdoes God's Mercy lake

Obey God

ly from or belittle the exceptional sacrifice Jesus m-
sc whom hod's Spirit directed in all those religions ?hat u" .

tath '<'lW N,
>r

iou«h to know from the facts that everything is going the wa

opposite to wuai v»ou wdni.-> m-i.ou.iv- Devil has had the religions of the world killing and hating and
another for over 2,000 years. And now he has the World traveling at a fast speed towards terrible deva.se

ta *k ' nK akainM
this Earth within the next 12 years

at|<>n to i*...

It is obvious that the Devil is wise ent

opposite to what God wants because the

d have never run for President of the United Star,.*‘ dlcs except
that

,o ...... t..«- *- 7 rnost
I if,.

^

/ quote again the prayer that I have in my book "God, Hire me the knowledge and wisdom to
Earth to you and not the first one, no not the first one, from you " ' L‘ al1 />cop/

t, ^ ^
The manner in which religious people make a mockery of God’s Great Gift of the Mind from God

and then following whatever man teaches them simply because they were raised that way truly du ^
totall

y cl<>sj n

Religions try to cling to man’s interpretations of God — an interpretation given by man initially

(,Unds

ago. On numerous historical occasions since then, God has shown his presence through individuals ofth^
' ,()()()

Yea
their lifetime — and the elosemindedness of the people would not see God’s light and direction

° * C tirneat
hand

At this time, God has shown his presence and realness so factually and thoroughly through factu-
ing more than 400 years ago to this present day. God does so with such clarity that it amazes my scienr?^*

0^ c»vet
still unfold at a rapid rate - facts that prove God’s realness, direction, and instructions, question wn,

‘C mind The facts
and see God’s Truth and Mercy to Humanity and God’s dire warning to the Human

" ' you usey0urm;J

Be advised that I despise political games and that I \

God so directed me

When 1 called a New* and Public Conference in New Orleans to announce that I am running for Previnful of reporters and public attended.
g President, only a hand-

When I mailed a press REI.EA.SE to 12,000 people including most of the newsmedia only two handf, , ,very little news coverage was given to the fact that I am running for President.
°" V tW° handfU 'S of replies and

rib f

W
w
Cn 1 haV7° f'8ht Vig0r°US,y and constant| y against the evil of our Government to get the Enercv inG.ft to Humanity) out to the People of the World, the people of the world have talked much S '10" (God s

f
fact is that the people have not taken deliberate action to help.

d W1Shed me Well
> but the

Of th

J

£

he
f

e facts sadd7 me
’
and 1 ani not ashamed to state that during the last several weeks since GoH h

take action^’

^ ^ ^ fr°m m>’ CyeS beCaUSe °f the horror 1 know wil1 ^ upon Humanity iHhTpe'ople^i
,o

I know that most people are basically good because most people will have tears come to their eyes If they see a sad m„

..ona^ixrn^dS^
God, not man, would hiTe'you'do,Then mrm^'

V°U ~~ Un 'eSS y°U get S°me gU ‘S “ and d0 what you know
increasingly bearing down upon you and your loved ones

° y°U 020001 COmprehend is at this very moment evcr '

ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH*NEWMAN andwh "7 * ^
Ve offered my God given gifts to Humanity in my book, THE

posed of individuals with an 1.0. higher than oo<»/ ^ u
SP
n
*e m Mobi,e

- Alabama at the NATIONAL INTERTEL MEETING [com-

ic space device. I made a vow that within 20 vn-

°

°r
* C eoPlc

)
on Saturday, July 18, 1987, 1 demonstrated an electromagnet

so offended by the uncaring and greedv a,-n
^ ?

using my technology I had developed, that 1 would leave this Earth. I was

Human Race and 1 know* willTthe^^bTolinene
80 bCCaU

'7
1 haVe fought unceasingly all my adult life for the well-being of the

ment that is the very essence of mv heinu ^
°n y God can 8ive tbat 1 wil1 have the Peace and the Loving environ-

But the fact is that most eo ,1

le PreSenCe °f G°d when 1 meet death

action God has directed the People to take

PCtdficd wbcn *he horror hits Humanity, if the people do not take the positive

fighting spirit when the hLroTLartV^
20^ Wlth ‘ n mC Sheds tears at your misfortune. This is why I send Humanity my

the energy MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN



, tn God’S Mercy and Guidance by way of Peace and God's Bright Light of Truth and

m' self free'V '>> “
“ ^ |000 years of Peace and Happiness In God s Love which can extend past that time so ong

hand Mercy

e hold to God s
d to o— Trulh jnd

.''

t rt

m thought. As 1 have no doubt whatsoever, this alternative will occur within the next
1

y ne
alternative Is Zdly denying these facts tha, God has directed me to pu, forth wll, not stop the

,i we do not change _ jt wi „ help guarantee the terrible destruction
fhe s|Ut

, r-hanee immediately, ounuiy

|( we do not change
e _ jt wi „ help guarantee the terrible destruction,

destruction.
Just

J of thls world tha t I believe that God has planned and directed my lifeandhas

'

,

truthfully
ands,n

J
er^e Truths / e THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN And God has commanded me in a

directcd
me i«

J,
*
n for the Presidency of the United States.

amund me?

fishing to serve God and Humanity,

Joseph Westley Newman
October 27, 1987

5 if you bdjeve in wha t I have written, you must take positive and immediate action. See to it that this information is

quickly spread across the Earth

thefe are hundreds of hustlers across the world that use scare tactics

Z 'Z
d

otl°\ say, again, I am doing this for you - no. for me Ifyou do no. wan. me .0 be able to perform, .hen

do not send a dime!]

march on Washington, D.C.

Please fill out and return to ^^umiTTPF
JOSEPH NEWMAN FOR PRESIDENT COMMITTEE

Route 1, Box 52 Lucedale, MS 39452

^'CONGRATULATIONS, ,U. high time someone Hghrs bach .gains. Ure u»,-s, poUUca! machines, and . WANT TO HELP,

"'"Tre is my ,987 contribution ,o help you ge. matching mods
foll^ondollar up » >250. > enclose:

» 11,000 1500 >250 U
„ .4 conies. » 1.50 each;

I also enclose J for copies of the superconductivity/preside

ss, J 1 .00 each.] rfifase 11-4 copies, SI.50 each,

.copies Of the MAJOR EARTHQUAKE PREDICTED PRESS RELEASE. 114 P5-49 copies, 11.25 each; 50+ copies,

I also enclose S for

-49 copies, SI .25 each; 50 + copies, S 1 .00 each
] mind Jn ^ My telephone number is:

I want to participate in your campaign. Please put me in comae t wi
feel you can be of help.)

) . (It would help if you’d write on a separate sheet of paper no y y

Name _

Address

City

If your contribution is >250 or more, we are required by

federal law to request the following;

_State_ _Zip_

Occupation

Employer _

Paid for by the Joseph Newman for President Committee
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Hnfl987 the facts of devastation

Since the end o
* d ^ worid — in

and/or drastic f
an
f ^ and South America,

China, Europe, Russia,
__ oniy proVe ^e

the United States, Cana
’

t ou have just read

TRUTH of the Ess
f?^B°|j^covered Press Release,

within the pages
of the Blue u

addi-

During the last two years Mssue^ ^^
tional Press Releases w *

haye j
ust read.

warnings in addrnon to

f Lucedale, Mississippi

Wo^Huti'X’TnXy obedience to Gcxh

I compliment my good friend Evan Soules

did in the Acknowledgements in the front of to

book, because he has not only stuck by and1 wi*

me but Evan has also seen the Facts and has

understood that God speaks to Humanity at this

time. In fact, I have asked Evan to write you of his

feelings about this subject at this time (the

following insertion was written by Evan Soule):

continue to abuse the ecosystem and dCs „

rain forests of South America, the beautify?
^

forests of the West Coast, and the mao r r

Pine

oxygen-producing trees of Canada.

Five years ago there was very little speaf

said about the importance of TREES. N0* ?

'

ly

ever, within the past six months, even Life Ma°^

ZINE devoted an entire issue to “TREES"!

course, we are now continually hearing
of

importance of recycling and of the risks to end^
gered species to the repeated attacks up0n ^
remaining stands of forests in the Pacific

Northwest

Because the word “TREES" was my
special

message five years ago, I will do what I can t0

sensitize Humanity to the importance, beauty, and

necessity of ensuring the survival of this worlds

great forests— without which the very survival of

Humanity would be at stake.

These special messages to myself and to Joe

must be heeded by Humanity if we are to enjoy a

millennium and more of Peace. If ignored, then-

as Joe has repeatedly stated— Humanity will suffer

the consequences!

It was over five years ago that Joseph Newman

related to me the significance of the number “14”

and how this special number served as a message

from God to him. (The reader should refer to page

245 of this book for Joe’s discussion of the impor-

tance of the number “14”.)

Joe urged me to also do what he did— to ask

of God: "God, if you exist, make me know it

relative to the mind you have provided me.” So I

tried whatJoe recommended and repeatedly asked

this simple question of God. The very first time I

quietly concentrated with this question deep in my

mind, only one single word came almost immedi-

ately to me mind: “TREES”.

Each time I asked this question— and 1 asked

this simple question again and again over a three

month period — I received the same answer and

nothing more: “TREES”. As a result I began to

consider what this single word really meant. In the

ensuing five years it has become quite apparent.

This single, special message — TREES — which

was directed to me has come to signify the forth-

coming danger to all humanity on this planet if we

The following information was written by Joseph

Newman —

I have produced a 30-minute VHS film containing

a summation of pertinent, factual Proof that God

warns the World and that God has chosen me at this

time to warn all Peoples of this Earth to Lo\e One

Another” or this very decade God will do “

God warns in Isaiah, Chapter 10 of the 0 e

This VHS tape demonstrates factual prod

all seven major religions of the world tcac

person inspired by God will appear nea
j, d

2000 A.D. (now) and will teach Love, Truth a

Peace to all Peoples of this Earth.
sending

This VHS tape can be obta'"^
^ofroonev

$21 .00 (includes freight/postage) by
cne

order to Joseph Newman Publis mg

Route 1, Box 52, Lucedale, Mississippi
nen

And as if to exemplify what I haVe

?ening
(as 1

in the above pages, this very Sunday e
§ ^

now write these words) CBS Nation
aCf0ss
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H Ohio inflicting serious damage!

10diana
an^°„nday ,

July 1, 1990 as I sit alone,

11 is "°L oresence of God, in the backwoods

except
for the P

returned from a business

of
MississiPP^

1

e a means for manufacturing

trip
t0 V“^e pioneering Technology I have dis-

capitai
r

o

f U1
,

cl0Se
J

1

rivery positive that you the People will be

1 f h« the stock of the company which

ab
!f 'e formed for the purpose of producing the

will be .. jug near future,

technology
__ immediately after 1 was featured

f rBS TV National News Report featuring the

on the Cb
tprhnology— I received a confer-

energy mac
i ^ ^ speaker on the telephone

^d not identify himself
or his group, but stated the

following:

tion of technology, as well as pressures from other

sources.

And the corruption doesn’t end here! Further

evidence of the continuing corrupt pressures to

stifle this Technology is blatantly demonstrated by

the recent tactics of the corrupt U.S. Government

against myself. The following is a copy of my

Petition to the U.S. Supreme Court:

«Mr Newman, we have checked you out and

. Cow you are dedicated. You name your price

d we will match it. And you deserve to take the

? of your life off." I instantly replied, No, thank

u _ it is not for sale. But let me make you an offer,

u teU me how you will get behind this Techn

y and produce it at a fair and reasonable price

d I will be glad to work out a License Agreement

th you."

The individuals on the conference call were not

interested, and within three days of that call, a

young man on Wall Street who was trying to raise

production and research capital for me telephoned

to my house and sounded very upset. He specifi-

cally said that the “word" has been put out on Wall

Street not to deal with Joseph Newman.

This book stands as a testament of the persecu-

tion by the corrupt U.S. Government and the Power

Brokers against myself as a result of my tota

commitment to have the energy machine Techno
-

ogy reach out to the Peoples of the World.

The corrupt pressures that have opposed this

Technology is further exemplified by the fact that

in just the past two weeks Mike Barkley of Paul,

Idaho called me to report that he would have to

give up on trying to manufacture the Technolo-

gybecause the State of Idaho was already starting to

harass him about any investments, etc.
,
for produc- ^
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IN THE

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

OCTOBER TERM, 1989

JOSEPH W. NEWMAN
PETITIONER

VS.

DONALD J. QUIGG, Commissioner

of Patents & Trademarks - RESPONDENT

PETITION FOR WRIT OF CERTIORARI

TO THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT

PETITION FOR WRIT OF CERTIORARI

JOSEPH W. NEWMAN
pro se

RT. 1, BOX 52

LUCEDALE, MISSISSIPPI 39452

(601)947-7147
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QUESTION PRESENTED

A. DOES EMPLOYEES OF THE U.S. PATENT &

TRADEMARK OFFICE HAVE THE RIGHT TO

PREMEDITATEDLY AND DELIBERATELY VIOLATE THE

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND

THE VERY ESSENCE AND ONLY PURPOSE OF THE

EXISTENCE OF THE FOUNDING OF SAID OFFICE BY

CONGRESS AS EXPLICITLY STATED IN SECITON 8 OF

ARTICLE I OF SAID CONSTITUTION BY DELIBERATELY

WITHHOLDING THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO AN INVENTOR

OF THE FRUITS OF LABOR OF A PIONEERING DISCOVERY

AND COMPOUNDING SAID VIOLATION BY DELIBERATELY

AND PREMEDITATEDLY VIOLATING ARTICLES VII AND

VIII OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS OF THE CONSTrTUION OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA BY DENYING INVENTOR

TRIAL BY JURY AND SIMULTANEOUSLY INFLICTING

EXCESSIVE FINES AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT OF

EXTREME MONETARY LOSS AND EXPENSES AND YEARS

OF MENTAL INJUSTICE TO SAID INVENTOR?

PARTIES

NAMES OF ALL PARTIES APPEAR IN THE CAPTION

OF THE CASE. m

the energy
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petition for a writ of certiorari

TO THE UNITED
STATES COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT

Petitioner, JOSEPH W. NEWMAN, respectfully

prays.hatawri.
of certiorari issue to review the judgment and

opinton of the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal C

entered in the above-entitled cause on July 5, 1989 and modifi.

September 29, 1989.

L

option RELQW

The opinion and itsits modification
of the Court of

Appeals is

constitutioi

against me is attached £is attached as Appendix C.
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IL

^TRTSDICTIQN

The opinion of the Court of Appeals for the Federal

Circuit was filed in July 5, 1989 and rehearing requested by

Respondent was denied in part and granted in part on September 29,

1989. The jurisdiction of this Court is invoked pursuant to 62 Stat.

928, 28 U.S.C. §1254, 28 U.S.C. §2101, Article HI of the

Constitution of the United States,Rule 20, 28 U.S.C. §165 1(a),

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 53(e)(2). And extention of time to

January 27, 1990, was granted by this Court to file the petition.

Informal was timely filed and this Document in proper form was

thereafter timely filed.

UL

CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS

Section 8 of Article I of the United States

Constitution provides:

The Congress shall have Power. .

.

“To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts; by

securing for limited times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive

Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.”

- 2 -
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Article VII of Bill of Rights of the United States

Constitution provides:

“In suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall

exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial byjury shall be preserved,

and no fact tried by a jury shall be otherwise re-examined in any

court of the United States than according to the rules of the common

law.”

Article VIII of Bill of Rights of the United States

Constitution provides:

“Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines

imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.”

1Y.

FTATF.MF.NT of FACTS.

The Externally “More Out Than Externally In/E=mc2

Invention

I, Newman, an independent inventory, have had a

substantial background in patents, having been the patentee

number of commercialized inventions (Newman Summary Judgment

affidavit). However, they pale in comparison to the results of my

- 3 -
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20+ years of work on the invention now

Such “more out than externally in" has never been

-tie device, but has been achieved

achieved before in an electromagnetic dev,

. figure (e.g. atomic bomb &

in other applications, includ,ng atom,

reactor) and fusion (e.g. hydrogen bomb) by convert.ng some

matter internal to the device into energy, in accordance

withEinstein's accepted equation of E=mc1
. More out

thanextemally in” ipso facto is no, contra,, to accepted sctenttftc

„„»n,+nre of Einstein’s theories and the

establishment of the convetsion of matter into energy.

1, Newman, explained this conversion of matter mto

energy and other aspects of the operation of my invention in

connection with my Figure 5 embedment in my paten, appiicatton,

as follows:

“It is very important to understand that, the

^

longer the

length of the conducting wire in coil 205, the shongerwtllbe the

magnetic field produced and the less eleeme

complete the circuit and get backinto the battery art

mechanical source of the electrical current. Th,s effec‘^^ wire

increased further by increasing the diameter of
_

the<^
c0 *

incoil 205 and then greatly increasing ns length still furth

coil.

Reason: The gyroscopic particles makingup the

electric current interact with the atoms of coil 205. The more atom

in coil 205, relative to length,the longer it takes the gyrop'rUcles o

,

the electric current, to influence them and get out the other
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coii ii o 1'* " i 11 '! R'as°n:

at die speed of light an
. n 205. These atoms also have

making a P rrrr^n. is reversed into coil 205,

S^n^Haes with the current already , cod

205 going in °PP°si‘e

^eXuon during the time the current

This causes a brief hes
its direction, thereby

already in the coil is be>ng forced^ wjlhjn^ 205 wh,ch have

then reversing the direc

e aligned . This causes a constant

sr^f-uuhu^

matter of battery 201 is co
mechanical situation that

(E-mc1
),
without destruction of the mechanic

initiates the electrical current «!«*-.
lha ,he stronger the

It is also important to u
t 200 the greater will

magnetic field coming from ^e ™ss of m^ne, ^ fieW

be its rotational speed. Add,W fhe greater will be the rotational

coming from the mass o ’

•

t the greater the electric

speed of magnet 200, and, up P ^^ be (he percentage of

current input from battel
? ’ £e aUgned. This probably has the

the atoms making up coil
alignment in conventional

same relationship as does ach*
g

ali|nment is reached in

magnetic materials. Once comp 8
t0 increase the

coil 205, no amount o current
those atoms

strength of the magnetic i
. input of electric

Therefore, it should be clear ha .tor a
8 ^^ ^ whjch

current from battery 201 ,
the most e i

lignment by that

the most atoms of coil 205- mnuenc^ to a^m^^^
given electric current, w ic

2Q5 (0 ,he point that the

length of the conducting
l “

suff,cient to cause rotation

strength of the magnetic field produced
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, ,00 ,o a snecd that allows none or al least very little of

of the magnet 200
whjc^injtiaj,y comes from the battery 201 and

the electric c
mechanical effect which induced the

conversion^ the matter of battery 201 in electric current in the firs,

Professor Roger Hastings, a physicist, a. trial testified that:

•The most important design rule specified by the inventor is

that the length of wire in die motor coil be very long; preferably long

enough so that the switching tune between current reversals is

shorter than the time required for the propagauon of the current

wavefront through the coil. Various models contatnup to 55 miles of

wire with air core coil inductances of up to 20,000 henries.

In this configuration, Professor Hastings testified.

“The permanent magnet armatures have very large magnetic

moments. Thus the motors exhibit high torque with low current

inputs. The motors generate large back current spikes consisting of

pulsed r.f. (radio frequency) in the 1 10-20 MHz (megahertz)

frequency range. These spikes provide large mechanical impulses to

the rotor, energize fluorescent tubes placed across the motor, and

tend to charge the drycell battery pack.”

As a result, Professor Hastings concluded:

“The total generated energy, consisting of, (a) mechanical,

(b) mechanical friction, (c) ohmic heating and (d) light is many times

larger than the battery input energy.”

6 -
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See Appendix D.

I sincerely ask the Honorable
Supreme Court to hear

f mv Life’s Work concerning a “Pioneering

“rr::;—-a-——

„„„»«»> ore, w«..*

SPERRY CORPORATION.

Joseph Newman
conducted his

“If the manner in which

experimentssand the results were made
known

- 7 -
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industrial or engineering community then, in my opinion,

several companies and/or individuals possess the expertise

and capabilities to construct the hardware required to fully

exploit the apparent capability of his new concepts. - DR.

ROBERT E. SMITH, Chief, Orbital and Space Environment

Branch, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA.

“You have opened an area in Astrophysics which may

revolutionize the magnetic energy problem which is now the

most paramount problem in future energy and space travel. I

do believe with proper research funds, the results would not

only be a great financial boom to your financiers, but would

lead to developments that will be practical and beneficial to

all mankind and develop a new step in science. - DR. E. L.

MORAGNE, MORAGNE RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

COMPANY, (Electromagnetic pioneer in the development of

the first atomic bomb).

“Mr. Newman has demonstrated many working models of his

invention, an ‘energy machine’ which is based on his own

ideas. This invention means an unlimited source of energy

and will introduce new ideas into the science of physics.

- 8 -
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DR NICHOLAS TSOUPAS, Physicist, A.W. Wright

Nuclear Laboratory, YALE
UNIVERSITY.

There have been more than 30 independent scent.

• „• duals who have come to my home and scientifically

minded in 1V1
'

veritifed it works’.
Fnnev Invention and ventneu

tested said "Pioneering Energy
maSTER

Said numerous tests caused the SPEC1A

bv the Lower District Court of Columbia, and had said h.s

credentials were
superb, who was nominated by Respondent,^

. himself had been a former Commissioner
of Paten

Trademarks, and who had an Electrical Engineenng background, to

Court is overwhelming
that Newman has built and

*

ptototypeofhisinvention in which
theoutputenergye^ed

the external input energy; there is no contradictory

evidence.”

mon'’‘
a

r.m.im q-M'i «! F*«”> lj* “ ”
*“

“
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Office has no facilities for testing an invention and

affidavits of operability presented by aplicant
do - U.s. Patent

must depend upon
.

While totally tgnonng the fact Respondent had consts.ently vto.ated

sa ,d paten, Laws and had discounted al, testing by applicant and

other numerous
tndependent sc.entific minded indtviduals by

claiming we were all incompetent
or possibly deltberate.y being

misleading.

Such violations by Respondent had caused the Special

Master to rule:

•‘Defendant intentionally did not consider the

fonnalities of Plaintiffs application or the patentability of Plaintiffs

claims under 35 USC sec. 102/103.

Along the same line of chastisement against

Respondent the Special Master ruled:

“Key to the decision of the Board of Appeals is its

findings that a motor like Figure 6 of Newman’s application ’would

not and could not be made to operate at an efficiency level greater

than 100% as recited for example in generic claim 43. Such a

machine is impossible.’” That finding is clearly erroneous
"

The Lower District Court had stated it had no

scientific expertise of the field and that the hiring of a Specia

would save me funds.

- 10 -
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I was charged more than $11 ,000.00 for said

SPEC,ALMASTER
and then the Lower District Court threw out the

of the SPECIAL MASTER, ffiilhom anv f,vidsn£& from

Respondent gggtnsU^^ ^^
the Tooth Fairy.”

Said action of the Urwer Court was not only a

violation of Federal Law, <F.R.O>. 53)' concerning the hiring of a

SPECIAL MASTER, but was also a violation of the Lower

reason for h.ring said SPECIAL MASTER
over my objection.

The Lower Court then demanded I send a prototype

„„„„ «-«

»

**“* "*****

o,r«. of
‘™ S“

Both ,h< R.,ron0.™

°

operability was “Impossible.”

The Lower Dismc. Court’ s actions were so unjust,

filed Writs of Mandamus to the Higher United States Court of

Appeals for the Federal Circuit. Said Higher Court upheld m part

"In an action to be tried without a jury the c

of fact unless clearly erroneous.”
_ \\ -
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one of said Mandamus
concerning the testing of said “Pioneering"

Energy Invention and even at a later date pointed out that the

National Bureau of Standards were coming into said testing with a

prejudiced opinion ,
as they had even inferred to said Higher Court

that I was a fraud, (to re Newman, 782 F.2d 971 (Fed. Cir. 1986)).

Said prejudiced illegal testing by the National Bureau

of Standards deliberately followed a procedure of grounding all tests

of satd ••Pioneering” Energy Invention,

-Pioneerin."

jt was not operable

Said deliberate, hostile, and unjust action by the

Respondent and sister office - National Bureau of Standards is

screamingly exemplified by them presently and said lower Pistntt

^ ^mptinr to charge me mPTC
$lQ0mQQ

(nr thpir said uniu ,t irl
;™ Y Appendix CL Said homfying

ridiculousness is exemplified by any competent electrical

engineering being able to totally test said “Pioneering” Energy

Invention in a very short time at virtually no cost. More ihftP

competent independent individuals h^ vC fllreftfly SQ .

Thifi IS &

blatant violation of Article VIH of the Amendments K> lhfc

Constitution of the United States

- 12 -
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Said unjust action even of this date by said Lower

District Court exemplifies why I was correct in not going to the Trial

of my Life's Work at said Lower District Court protesting my

absence, “was to accent the Lack of Justice in Said Lower District

Court.”

It is further exemplified in that as of this date 1 have

spent close to One Million Dollars since filing for a patent on said

“PIONEERING” Energy Invention in 1979 in trying to secure a just

U.S. Patent and which has resulted in my being financially drained.

It should be noted that at the trial, the NBS tester (Dr.

Heber)himself admitted that his tests may have been conducted

wrongly, and that the Patent Officer’s expert, Dr. Johnson, also

admitted that, if in my device there was a conversion of matter

through energy ‘‘as I had described in my patent application,”

myinvention would not be in conflict with the accepted Laws of

Physics, partically of thermodynamics.

Finally, the Court criticized me for not cooperating

with the NBS tests and somehow consider me bound by the results.

However, these wre not set up as “inter partes” tests, and the trial

court never established any procedures or requirements that 1

comment on the NBS tests before they were run. Indeed,there was

not cooperation even desired by the NBS, and I had to go to the

- 13 -
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Appeals Court to prevent

my machine or to keep it

the NBS from having the right to destroy

until after the trial! (in rc Newman, 782

F 2d 971 (Fed. Cir. 1986).

I believed all along that the NBS tets were merely a

bcaurucratic setup and the fact that they only repotted on tests the

Paten. Office knew would give false results and did no. run a single

one of the many different tests run by the 30+scientists and

technicians establishing that my invention worked, shows that the

NBS tets were just a set-up.

•In a “145” Proceeding the USPTO Record is the

“Evidentiary Nucleus” -

As the district court noted (5 USPQ2d at 1885;

Addendum II):

“A decision of the PTO Board of Patent Appeals,

whether reviewed by way of a direct appeal to the U S. Court of

Appeals for the Federal Circuit under 35 U.S.C. Section 141 or a

civil action to set it aside before the U.S. District Court for die

District of Columbia pursuant to 35 U.S.C. Section 145, is

presumptively correct. Fregeau v. Mossinghoff, 776 F.2d 1034, (227

USPQ 848) (Fed. Cir. 1985). It may be overturned only if clearly

erroneous,’ by which is meant that the reviewing court must be of

the ‘definite and firm conviction’ that a mistake has been made. Id.

at 1038, (227 USPQ at 851) (quoting Anderson v
. C i tV rif Pessmsi

Citv. 470 U.S. 564,573 (1985)). Review by the court of appeals is

confined to the PTO record and the Board’s decision. When new

evidence is presented in a ‘de novo’ proceeding in a civil action in

District Court, the record before the PTO is nevertheless the

evidetiary nucleus’, id. at 1037, (227 USPO at 85) which the court

- 14
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851 )”

However, after correctly citing the law, the district

court merely
gave it Up service.” H then merely conceded, without

detailing a single substantive consideration, iota of subs.nttve

evidence or analysis of any of the substantial evidence from the

USPTO proceedings:

“This court, having made ^ch a con^deratiom ^

Board s decision is not clearly erroneous.

What happened to the “overwhelming
evidence,”

detailed above, found by the eminent
Master supporting the

, „„7 What happened to the “evidenttary

operability of the tnvent.on? What PP

nucleus?" What happened to the many tests by many different

individuals, filed in the PTO record, all coming to the same

the most important type Of test, namely a mec

ou ,put”,
estanditlihewise

confirmed dta, my dev,ce

- 15 -
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All of the foregoing unjust actions have caused

Eleven U.S. Congressmen to introduce Bills on my behalf into

Congress for the issurance of a “Pioneering” Patent on said Energy

Invention.

I have been on numerous Television Shows, such as

CBS, NBC, and ABC National News, CNN, The Johnny Carson

Show, The Today Show, and others, numerous Radio Talk Shows

across the country as well as Hundreds of written articles. News

People, from Germany, Japan, Sweden, Australia, India and others

have covered my Life’s Work and said “PIONEERING” Energy

Invention.

To make sure my Life’s Work was not stifled by said

above unjust actions, I published the same in a book I had written

titled,’’The Energy Machine of Joseph Newman.” I have sold 7

thousand copies worldwide of the same majorily by word of mouth.

More than 200 major entities, such as Corporations, Libraries,

Military, etc., have purchased said Book.

I have mae my livelihood by inventing since 1962 and

have more than 6 U.S. Patents.

Contrary to said above unjust actions of the United

States, I have received 7 Foreign Patents on my “PIONEERING”

Energy Invention: Spain, India, Italy, Venezuela, Mexico, Argentine,

and South Africa.

- 16 -
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1 have recently signed a contract for Manufacture of

•

d “PIONEERING”
Energy Invention,with a U.S. Company and

’lets are now coming forward. One of their greatest concerns ts

whether I will be unjustly dented a U.S. Paten, for my Life's Work.

Said unjust actons stated above have resulted in U.S.

'ompanies prior to this time not to contract for Manufacture.

said Higher Court of Apeals have upheld the unjus

ictions of said Respondent
and said Lower District Court with the

>ame blatantly false conclusion stating that said “PIONEERIN

Energy Invention does not operate.

ZU*
“PIONEERING” Energy Invention that is culminat

Court of the United States.

The file of this case is voluminous,
but the issue is

simple. Does said •'PIONEERING”
Energy Invent,on work, a,

- 17 -
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Demonstration would use standard adequate tesung equ.pmen , o

which if any convention electrical motor is hooked to and to a P°w*r

soure, the convention motor wU.be proven to draw current from the

power source. Opposite to that, my “PIONEERING” Energy

invention wiH instartt.y be proven to he sending more current bade to

Uk power source than came from the power source.

Tr nl
|p„, raid statelMiiiiift- |Q M a ntl is lo send-a

^V take

~r rtenefi, to

o Patent
^

M that they

. .w ,n he ooen.^mgs^^
,h„ their

no wi.l hv inrv no

Discovery and |n rnTrivC finH

unusual punishment inflin^" to allcmpl'PP I" Kwm tteiLiml

consti.ntioanl
“evetusive Rirht to Iheir fru^ti^ Wrilin gs aiil

Discoveries."

The above facts are exemplified as TRUTH by a

quote from Mi. Paul Gomery (a long time Expert Advisor to the

Judiciary Committee on Patent Law), who witnessed the Lower

- 18 -
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[) strict Court and Respondent not accepting Findings of Special

]yp ster and when questioned by Newsmedia about the same in front

f aid Lower District Court House, stated: “There is not but one

word for it, ‘Atrocious.’ Long ago the U.S. Patent Office should

have issued this patent.”

1 have fully shown that the Patent Office was clearly

erroneous in rejecting my patent application, and the Special

Master’s Findings of Operability of the same.and Respondent has nfll

carried their corresponding
evidentiary burden at the trial.

This is not the first time the Patent Office has stood in

the way of a Revolutionary, Extremely Valuable Invention. The

Patent Office also put Orville and Wilbur Wright through an

expensive, multi-year battle continually claiming that it was

impossible for man to fly. For years the Wright Brothers had in fact

flown and had presented substantial evidence of their success to the

Patent Office. (See “The Wright Brothers' Pioneering Patent,”

American Bar Association Journal, October 1979, Vol. 65, pp

1518.)

- 19 -
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YL

(CONCLUSION

This case presents important constitutional issues

regarding the stimulation of creativity of the individual by which the

inhabitants of this nation benefit therefrom. This Court here has an

opportunity to clarify this will be done in accordance with guidelines

given in the Constitution of the United States. This case has

established a dangerous precedent which if not corrected, will most

definitely stifle creativity in this nation as said Atrocious injustice

precedent will be a potential Guillotine over the mind of every

Inventor of this country from this time forward.

I sincerely ask this Honorable Supreme Court of the

United States to hear this meritorious case.

Respectfully submitted,

DATED: February 21, 1990 JOSEPH W. NEWMAN
RT. 1, BOX 52

LUCEDALE, MISSISSIPPI 39452

- 20 -
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. „ hearinc the tremendously

r rt which was stacked by Ronald Reagan
, numcr0us, constitutional

court denial fo"ows;

this
case.

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
^r- TLJO I PRKOFFICE OF THE CLERK

uim^ton D C. 2054:

May 14, 1990

Mr Joseph U. Newman

Rt 1, Box 52

Lueedale .
ns 39«a

R»: Joseph U. Newman

v. Donald J. Quigg,

Trademarks
Nc. 89-1504

Commls.loner of Potent, end

Dear Mr. Newman*.

The Court today entered the following order In the

entitled case:

The petition for a writ of certiorari 1. denied.

above

Very truly yours,
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Shortly thereafter a U.S. Marshall came to my home in Lucedale, Mississippi with Summons to a Federal

Court in Jackson, Mississippi. The intent of this Summons was to steal my home, car and other assets to

pay the fiendishly-corrupt fine of more than $100,000 imposed by the Corrupt Judge Thomas
Penfieid

Jackson. I recommend that the reader refer back to pages 274 through 279 of this book which features
facts

proving the corruption ofJudge Thomas Penfieid Jackson. Such corruption is further proven by the fact

that Thomas Penfieid Jackson was ‘knee-deep’ in the Watergate Scandal at which time he was the attorney

forJohn Mitchell and involved with the corrupt “Committee to Re-Elect the President” (C.R.E.E.P. —Nixon's

reelection committee).

Reagan appointed Thomas PenfieidJackson as a Federal Judge right after Reagan was elected President.

This was Jackson’s ‘reward’ for having defended Mitchell. Looking at the Facts, it should be obvious to all

people that it was no accident that Thomas PenfieidJackson was assigned my case against the corrupt Patent

Office bureaucracy.
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<-N>oy^ CL

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

JOSEPH W. NEWMAN ,

plaintiff

»

DONALD J. QUIGG,
CommitBionBr of PatentB

and Trademarks,

Civil Action No.
83-0001

judge JACKSON

Defendant

.

FILED
DEC 1 5 1969

CLEMK.U.S. CISTAlttCOLT

JUDGMENT FOR EXPENSES
^ ‘ '‘' CT °f CJLU,>>Jw '

ThiB matter having been tried by the Court, and the court

having entered a judgment on the merita in favor of defendant

0B February 17, th. 0.6. Court or *PP«l-

th. Judgment, .nd upon oon.idor.tion ot d.r.nd.nf.

r.,u..t for expenses, the parties having been heard, it e

ORDERED that Judgment is entered in favor ot the

commissioner and against plaintiff Doeeph W. Newman and

intervener Commerical Technoiogy. Inc, jointly and eeverally,

In the amount of 51,575.79 and it is

FURTHER ORDERED that Judgment ie entered in favor

th, commissioner and against Joseph W. Newman in the additions

amount of $103,015.48.
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JOSEPH W

r nMTTFn STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR' THE SOTTHEmT DISTRICT OF MISSISSIPPI
for the iuu ‘

0UTHERN DI viSION

NEWMAN,
Plaint i f f

F 1 t E D

mar 26 199Q
f

- nOBL | N> (

DONALD J. OUIGG, COMMISSIONER

OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS,
De f endant

ORDER FOR APPEARANCE OF JUDGMENT DEBTOR

Defendant having moved the Court for an Order requiring

the Plaintiff, Joseph W. Newman, to appear and testify at a

judgment debtor examination, and the Court being sufficiently

advised

.

IT IS ORDERED that Plaintiff, Joseph W. Newman, appear at

Room 520, Federal Courthouse, 245 East Capitol Street, Jackson,

MS, 39201 at 9:00 a.m. on April 30, 1990, to answer questions

concerning his property.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff, bring with him/her:

1. Copies of personal income tax returns for the years
1986, 1987 and 1988.

2. Copies of all personal and business bank statements for

the years 1987, 1988 and to date.

3. Copies of utility bills, specifically electric, gas,
water, and phone, as well as bills for any unusual or large
expenses; such as medical bills.

A. Copy of title or deed of personal residence if owned by
you or any member of your family. If not, a copy of proof ot

ownership by unrelated party. If you rent, bring copies of
last six months rental receipts.

5. Copy of title or license of automobile driven by yo u ° r

your spouse.
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PLAINTIFF, JOSEPH W. NEWMAN, IS HEREBY ADVISED THAT FAILURE

AT THE TIME AND LOCATION SET FORTH ABOVE MAY RESULT IN A

TO APPEAK ai

BENCH WARRANT BEING ISSUED FOR HIS/HER ARREST. A COPY OF THIS

ORDER TOGETHER WITH COPIES OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION AND CERTIFICATE,

SHALI BE SERVED UPON DEFENDANT BY THE UNITED STATES MARSHAL NO

later THAN 5 DAYS PRIOR TO HEARING.
y /J

so ORDERED THIS J)]_
DAY OF ,

1990.

6/ 'Jolia 11. C-.-i- < 111

UNITED STATES MAGLS'lkATET

A TRUE COrY, J^RGRERX .CEIiTEEX*

J. T. Nobi^i CiiERK ,

By: ,

ls{^ —

—

1

Deputy Clerk
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possessions.

1N 11115
UH1TKW USTATES

UAHKRUriCY COURT FOR

PILED

APR 2 41990

•mul.

the matter of

SOUTHERN DISTRICT Ul' Ml

^ ^ewW

SSISSU’FI

%90-oios ($)
111 RANKRUPTCY MO.

9 00 79 31 seg

APR 2 4 1990

DATE FILED I

giSBMiLJltl— —
clVC" nct0 mid proceedings

An o result ol this bankrupt cy cer el
» ^^

ngs lust the debtor end '' l
"

6rounds
lor e.nt«pt cUotlcu sud s

Vlolstlous ol this sues .y 6 Bankruptcy Code,

line up to 5250.00 under Rule 9020 ol

app 2 4 1990

DATED AT Biloxi, Mississippi

£e^J2i2 ;0

EDWARD H. DAISES

VJ1UTE1) STATES DAHIUUJrTUI JUDOL

POST OFFICE DRAWER 1200

diloxjl, liisoisaim 39533

11AHKEUPTCY LEGALLY VOIDS ALL GARH18I1MEHT5 . ALL. EMPLOYERS
/vHOVE*.

TO THE DKHTUR FULL PAYG1IRGK FROM THE DATE OF riLlHC_)jUlL^£^.-^^

AMT EMPLOYER FAILIHG TO COMPLY Oil AMY JUDGMENT CEEOll'OE l

CARHI.SIIMEHT MAY EE F 1.11ED $7.30.00 FOE CONTEMPT OP COURT.
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orrupt U.S. Government is now taking this

The °

p

t
Federal Court which has been stacked

to a
ancj Bush Administrations to circum-

bY Homestead Act and still attempt to steal my
vent the ^ simultaneously cost me even more
home, eit->

Ieg

GOD — through all of these persecutions and

ais my loved ones and so-called friends —
b€tr

^rned me to STEEL! This has happened exactly

^Nostradamus once predicted:

/£<? r^/m ofold Charon the Phoenix

Jit be reborn, the last andgreatest ofthefirebird’s

sons.”

The result is that these events have enabled me

to better serve Humanity no matter what the cost to

myself!

I now push absolutely for the immediate pro-

duction of the energy machine Technology. I will

give public demonstrations of powering and air

conditioner, table saw, etc., with my energy ma-

chine motor while the watt meter outside the

building containing the demonstration will not

even hardly move. This will prove that all home

appliances using motors constructed with my
Technology will cost the homeowner hardly one

dime.

Question— How much persecution does an in-

dividual have to endure before the People will

wake up and see that this individual fights for them

and not for himself?

Question— How much persecution does this

individual have to endure before the Peoples’ Con-

sciences will bother them and cause them to

become courageous and help the individual fight

for their own well-being?

This entire book is directed to teach the reader

to Question, Think and Act to bring forth TRUTH!
I have consistently stated that the Reagan and Bush
Administrations are evil. The facts in this book
alone— so verify. But the facts of Reagan and Bush
Administration ‘screamingly’ so verify. Even this

very week as I write, Bush now says that he will

forget his campaign promises and says that he will

raise the taxes on the People!

People— “WAKE UP!” Via corrupt favoritism,

etc., the Reagan and Bush Administrations have

raised the deficit more than anyone in history. The
recent Savings and Loan Scandal of billions of

dollars is only one example. And now Bush says

that you the “People” are stupid and will blindly go
along with his tax raises on the People to pay and

reward the corruption and evil of the Reagan and
Bush Administrations without any criminal penal-

ties against the guilty.

Turn to Revelations, Chapter 13, verse 17 and 18

of the New Testament:

"Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding

count the number ofthe beast: for it is the number

ofa man; and his number ifSixHundred threescore

and six"

Obviously the essence of God has market the

man distinctly with the number “666”. The Bible

speaks in metaphor. Obviously the referral to verse

16 of “mark in their right hand” means by your

physical actions you prove to the observer that you

serve the 666 man.

And “in their foreheads” means that by your

thoughts, statements and actions you prove to the

observer that you serve the 666 man.

God at this time has so marked the 666 man:

RONALD WILSON REAGAN at birth was given she

(6) letters in each of his three names - “666”!

Ronald Wilson Reagan was bom on February 6,

1911. Add the numbers 6+1+9+1+1 = 18 or 6 + 6

+ 6 !

Ronald Wilson Reagan upon leaving the White

House was presented with a mansion in California

as a gift from his rich cohorts. This mansion was

already publicly known as the “Demon House” and

was marked by the street address of “666”. These

cohorts had the address changed to 668 — but it

makes no difference since God had clearly marked

the man Reagan by the number “666” and the

actions of the Reagan and Bush Administrations

blatantly scream out the number “666”! When he

ran for President, Bush even continually praised the

Beast exactly as the Bible said that he would!

Tomorrow — Monday, July 2, 1990 — is

exactly 54 years since I was born. This book stands

as a testament of purity that God has touched me
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Addendum— July 3, 1990:

Moslem pilgrims (the number reported
^

papers) were killed during a stamned
^ n^

tunnel in Mecca. This is no coincided a

occurred on my birthday. The 1400^ lhail
hi$

represents God’s “hand print” as I haved^ als°

above. King Fahd of Saudi Arabia
tragedy “God s will, which is above eve w

T iirae the reader to "

a Thousand Years of 1

centuries have so-ch

have not been given

tent, factual proof fr<

Truth.

have been chosen and given the talents not for

df, but to serve You the People. I challenge

papers) were killed during a stamped
^neH

tunnel in Mecca. This is no coincide
C

a

myself, but to serve

you to acquire the VF

Facts to the World, i

can make copies an

iCil, UUl ^ * -

to acquire the VHS film whereby I present these

s to the World. Anyone who obtains this tape

make copies and give them to others at no

I urge the reader to take note of theseT"*
1

'

happenings which serve to underscore God^
sage to the world.

charge from myself— but the tape cannot be edited

or added to in any way.

People from around the world have been

simultaneously awakening and challenging the

status quo in a way never seen before in history.

Only the U.S. People have not acted in this Awak-

ening. Now is the time! Question + Think =

TRUTH.

As I finish this 6th Edition ofmy Life’s Work this

Sunday, July 1st, 1990, I sit writing all alone in the

backwoods of Lucedale, Mississippi with the ex-

ception that God is with me and hopefully you the

reader will know that God speaks through me to

you for your well-being — not mine!

I urge you to contact your Senator and Con-

gressman NOW and demand that they introduce

Private Relief Bills in the Senate and Congress to

allowJoseph W. Newman to be immediately issued
a Pioneering Patent for his Energy Machine Inven-
tion.

P.S. Protect your copy of this book! 1 have been
informed that people are stealing or destroying the
copies that were purchased by libraries!

Joseph Westley Newman
Sunday, July 1

, 1990
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[The following sections have been added to the Seventh Edition!

7th and Last Edition of

rHE ENERGY MACHINE OF
^JOSEPH NEWMAN

April 21, 1995

Seventh and Last Edition of My Life’s Work

nor the last seven years I have virtually been

orison because of all the sacrifices God has

!"ri me endure for humanity! The essence of

tec statement is documented in previous pages

(pages 350 through 440

Most of the people, i.e., news med.a, false

f ends false loved ones and false business

associates have ostracized me. They did this to

ne because I did as God mentally imposed his

will and direction upon my mind to do. In so

doing, I knew God was asking me to sacrifice

my life’s work and reputation for the benefit of

humanity. The facts prove that I did so vigorously

and without fear. Now I know that God is giving

me justice in the immediate future where man

would not.

Refer back to pages 140 and 141 of this book

where I challenged the existing hypothesis of the

Expanding Universe and postulated that galaxies

orbit some Central Body and follow the same

Laws of Electromagnetic Control as I had dem-

onstrated existed amongst the planets of our sun.

[Note: I was saying that as the planets speed

up and slow down in their orbits around the sun,

so too do the galaxies.]

Now see the following news article which

represents proof of my position:

October 27, 1994 1^0lit
Since 1929

^

Hubble Telescope observations could

challenge ‘Big Bang’ theory
By DAVID L. CHANDLER
Boston Globe

New observations reported Wednesday
from the Hubble Space Telescope have
confronted astronomers with a paradox
that seems destined to topple fundamen-
tal theories of how the universe formed

explosion called the Big Bang, happened 8 accepted theory oiltow
'J'

billion to 12 billion years ago. But some developed needs to be drastically revised

stars, astronomers are quite sure, were or even scrapped.

born well before that, 14 billion to 18
,.| think j t

-

s a rea i problem for the

billion years ago. theorists." said Robert Kirshner. an as-

Bothestimatescan’tbeUde.^erUte

servations using a completely different

the

obsemUons that produced the age calcu- Cpmer lor ^
According to the new Hubble findings, lations are way out of whack whic

nublished last month, produce a
ie beginning of the universe, in an seems unlikely - or the most widely method, published last y

N ASA Goddard Space Flight Center, added

that "it’s often the discrepancies you find

in science that lead to the most important

discoveries."

“Inflation," the prevailing version of the

Big Rang theory, is the idea most thrcat-

similarly problematic estimate of the uni-

verse’s age.

If the results announced Wednesday are

confirmed by further Hubble observa-

tions, said John Huchra, a member of the

Hubble team, "it might lend to a revolution
in cosmology, which would be a very ened byUie new findings. Some theorists

exciting thing."

Stephen Maran, an astronomer with the Please see HUBBLE on 4A
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MOBIL* PMXS ARTICLE, continued-

Hubble
» Continued from 1

A

lh _ first place. Astronomers

Wednesday were trumpeting the

Undines as a resounding demon-

stration 0 * the repaired
telescope s

P
°Wendv Freedman, an astrono-

J^Mhe Carnegie Observatories

in California and head
• i .uuu nmiprt to determine

nJiSTthe only way to

Albert Ehisfehfproposed,
^*J***J SeTubb^^^o determine

scrapped and called his biggest he n
of the universe.

blunder: a force similar to gravity
nesday called the results a

but exerted by the vacuum of W^
j|e

y
stone in the effort to

empty space.
. romolete this "key project for the

‘ Einstein had the answer in his
telescope, whose flawed

hands when he first
:

formulated o^bljing^e
by s

general relativity, said Barry^Ma
shull ,e astronauts last December.

dore. another member of the Hub
The findings, which appear

ble team. . Thursday in the journal Nature.

The possibility of a paradoxical r

j(Je

y
he most accu rale mea-

difference in age estimates is not P
t er made of the dis-

new.Therehavebeenwidelyva^ ^rement e
ga|axy called

ing estimates of the age of the 0

The ,
the Hubble team

p^e
e

nted
e
tKme prob-

agg.WJSSS'S Si^uloSBd*^.

To see Cepheids at such a great

distance required the power of the

Hubble.
Cepheids have a characteristic

that makes them the darling of

cosmologists, those who seek to

understand the history of the uni-

verse as a whole: Their true dis-

tance is easy to determine, simply

by observing how their brightness

changes over a period of days or

weeks.

Cepheids pulsate as predictably

as a heartbeat, and the faster they
beat the brighter they are. So if you
can measure the pulse rate, you
can tell the star's true brightness,
and by comparing that with its

apparent brightness in the sky.
calculate exactly how far away it is.

"This is the most distant galaxy
in which Cepheids have ever been
discovered,” Freedman said, and
their brightnesses were measured
"more accurately than has ever
been done before." The Hubble
team was able to find 20 such stars
in M100, and observe them over a
span of 60 days.
John Huchra of the Harvard-

Smithsonian Center for Astrophys-
ics, also a member of the Hubble

team, called the measurements
reported Wednesday "the first big

step in trying to determine the

scale of the universe," a field he

said "has been fraught with con-

troversy for a long time."

The universe, as astronomer Ed-

win Hubble (for whom the tele-

scope was named) discovered ear-

ly this century, is expanding
rapidly, with all its galaxies hur-

tling apart at speeds that increase

as galaxies get farther apart. By
knowing how far away a galaxy is

and how fast it is hurtling away,
astronomers can estimate how fast

the universe is expanding.

And if you know how fast the
universe is expanding and how far

apart its galaxies are now, it is easy
to figure just how long ago every-
thing in the universe was at a single
point — the Big Bang.

constant. The more matter thereHs
in the universe, the more the pull of
gravity has been slowing down the
expansion. So to estimate the uni-
verse's age, astronomers must es-
timate how much matter there is—
the universe's density.

Fact: Millions of dollars have been spent by the
same Federal government which has fought my
life’s work ’tooth and nail' for so many years
Yet, ironically these federally-financed astrono-
mers now prove me correct!

Fact: In a similar manner it was an
the last few months via the national^^ h
has recently been proven sunspot acfT^

“

ll

affect the weather of the Earth." ^
Refer back to pages 144 and 145 of t

, .

where I wrote this over ten years agoi^
0^

Fact: In a similar manner I predicted

second to last paragraph on the left ha h
^

of page 79 of this book:
n

side

“There are infinite, possible forms that

matter can assume. ” SUch

Consider the recent national news r 1

which proves me correct again via the discove*

of a new element!

I ask the reader to remember the quotation

from Congressman Torricelli ofNewJersey when

he was speaking with other Senators and Con-

gressmen about my chances of obtaining a Con-

gressionally-issued U.S. Patent for my Energy

Invention:

“THIS IS THE GREATEST CONSPIRACY

AGAINST ANY HUMAN BEING IN THE

HISTORY OF THE WORLD.”

The facts provided in the prior pages of this

book prove this statement by Congressman

Torricelli to be true. [Please refer to the bottom

ofpage 344 of this book.]

I admit that I am a warrior: people close to

me have brought it to my attention that because

of all the hardships I have endured, my anger

has become so great that some might forget w

my life’s purpose is about.

My anger is a result of my caring so niu^

for humanity, not because I don t care. As ^
previously stated in News Releases I have

“I have no respect for the srna^'mlt1^ \ui

ditnduals who have fought my lfeS
,,ce

great respectfor the Invisible^onster

^^ua\s
to

that allows such small-minded in tVl

^ hw

yield such a massive Ax ofInjustice
ag

manity.

"
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keep

. the balance of this 7th and Last

A*K re

! , fe s work, I ask you to please

^ clear in your rntnd.

epa ^ TIME you doubt for one

ff AT
an* the very es-

^STANT MY ANd being, please

g^°p
F

A^ 280 and 281 °F THIS BOOK,

• ct Observed, you will note that

AS 1 haV
zJes were written on April 21, 1985,

those
two page

^^ day that God touched

ting the 7th and Last Edition of

Ale to uc&

--««2=r5ESiSKSES

Please keep the essence of those two pages

in your mind and heart as you read the balanc

ofIs book. Those things God had me wnte

will become Truth!

My sincerity for your well-being ones out to

God to open your mind and heart to the thmgs

that 1 will now share with you. May God s Truth

be a Sword from my mouth to slay the evi o

to “you" the “People" of which 1 now speak:

Thefollowing insertwas written°”^ 25, J995

concerning THE TRUTH AND ACTION PARTY.

party* platform

bfedty Nttemim, Founder and Presidential Candidate] | ^
[^OOUCTION

, 5 mi || ion dollars in legal fees and related

For over 1 5 years, lo^Ph
c

Ne
r",

a

f̂ ^ e
P
netly machine which would

supply every American

»f
non-polluting, electromagnetic energy and would

dramatically
j^

pr
^̂^d^s^hav^beerrendorsed by over thirtyscientists, a

^|JJ^.|^'apd^even
S

different United

the Office of President of the United States. —
v„o the 1995 Truth and Action Party Platform.

Thefollowing is a Statement issuea byJoseph“

^

CREASE OF THE DEFICIT

I .IK INTEREST WE NOW PAY ONTW DRASTTC ^CRE^^ V1 ,

IN THE 1980’s REASONING HAD BEEN USED,
BEGINNING OF 1980. THEREFORE, 1F

1 990’sl

WE WOULD NOT NOW HAVE A DEFICIT IN I
^^ world .

The federal deficit is the largest, crudest and most
to acquire control of the Fedwa^eserve

PresidentThomas Jefferson warned us never to allow ,heba"k
J

n® P
slaverv in Europe. In 1913 the people of the United

as they have already showed their ugly heads and intent of^olu 'T ^ d their grandchildren s hves in

States were tricked into giving the power brokers themselves, their chdd^^^^ throat of the People -
Voluntary Slavery. Now these power brokers ba

™ SeRepublkanorDemocraticpoliticianseverdiscusstheesse

especially the old, the poor and even the young. None of P ,
. before the People.

of

P
which

y
. speak An$ none have the guts to debate with me this critical

.;

5“e

esamePowerBrokerstomake ,heUn..ed

The existingDemocraticand Republican ^eadetshiP
0f independence, theBill ofRights and Freedom

States a part of a One World Government and to destroy the Declaration ot in p

of Speech.
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_ CDr.r IN a pox OF BOILING WATER HE WILL JUMP OUT EVERY TIME. BUT lF Vn,

,UST AS THE FKOG W.LL BE«*«
««SS^lSSSS^^”™'S N*"°N

Already tbe people of.be United States bare allowed ,begovernment to commit tbefoUowtng
atroct

A Tio 1009 Fpdpralaeents shot the wife of Idaho resident Randy Weaver in the head and Shot

” ZZ'y Weave^in^he^acE^Th^s was done as a result of a false charge again, Randy Weave, who^
2) Sn^3"20, 1 994, Federal agents conspired to take away the livelihood of a California farmer becau*

3) ^ApriM 9*1 993, Federal agents initiated actions which deliberately killed 81 men, women and children
a!

4) Federal agents and military personnel deliberately tested radioactive fallout from atomic explosions on the

public and our soldiers in the Western United States.

5) Federal agents and medical personnel premeditatedly infected black people in Alabama with syphilis.

6) In order to benefit certain big corporations, the Federal Government has initiated reckless pollution laws

which have contributed to the misery of the people.

These actions represent only the 'tip of the iceberg.' The news media have documented these facts and many more.

Yet, even now, these same news media conveniently forget these actions.

In TRUTH, the Federal Government's murderous action at Waco, Texas has inflamed the Militias now spreading

across the United States. In TRUTH, theOklahoma Disaster would not have occurred iftheWaco Disaster had not occurred

In TRUTH, the agents of the Federal Government are pleased with the tragic results they have produced, because now YOU

will be willing to give up your freedoms under our Bill of Rights.

Don't think for a second that this is only the partisan, Democratic, position of Federal agent Bill Clinton. Clinton is

being supported and vigorously encouraged by the Republicans. Just like the Democrats for decades, the Republicans now

control the House and Senate and will approve any evil law that meets their agenda.

In TRUTH, these same news media members and Federal politicians that are labeling the Militia as terrorist would

also label the FOUNDERS OF THIS COUNTRY as terrorist!

YOU, THE PEOPLE, ARE NOT A FROG!

It is no accident that April 19, 1775 represents the beginning of the Revolutionary War.

Our Founders of this nation fought and died so that you could simply VOTE OUT THIS CORRUPT FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT. 220 years laterYOU can simplyVOTE INTHETRUTH AND ACTION PARTY AND VOTE OUT TYRANNY.

Tbefollowing is tbe Official Platform oftbe Truth and Action Party:

RESOLVED, That we, the people of the Truth and Action Party of the United States, in heart assemble, in discharge of the duty and respect

we owe to our constituents, our country and the courageous founders of our country and to the essence of ourselves, unite in the following

declaration:

1. That the history of the nation during the last 200 years and highlighted in the last fourteen years, has fully established the propriety and

necessity of the organization and perpetuation of the Truth and Action Party, and that the causes which called it into existence are permanent

in their nature, and now, more than ever before demand its peaceful and constitutional triumph.
2. That the maintenance of the principles promulgated in the Declaration of Independence and embodied in the U. S. Constitution,

'That

all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty an

pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men deriving just powers from the consent o

governed, is essential to the preservation of our institutions; and that the U. S. Constitution, the Rights of the States, and the Union

States must and shall be preserved.

3. That we institute in our national Po<titi\y® Prn>»w.iA .l i t . / r Creed. The implementation

nf Pncv
w® institut

f
our nabonal Positive Economic Action in the place of the current system of Fear and

ositive Economic Action will involve an abolition of the current Fear and Greed Economic structure and replace it with one more efficient.

thetarim
,elea

.

Se the tX),

I
ds of bureauc,acv and 'yranny that bind our very future: a future with technological discoveries that are just »*"

the homonwa,t,ngto enhance our lives, liberties, and pursuit of happiness.
, .„riain

a conbnulno^vrhf
wi

!

nes*ed over the last 200 years. a pattern of economic and social injustice have lead to depression 5

1

an f^P
have

become riche/anH^'

V,n^ °Pe *9 many and then slapping them down with mental depression. Some rich and powerfu l i

..iu

deoressed w,h.
re powe u by selling when the masses were most hopeful and buying when the masses were

depres ed. We have resolved to end this injustice and establish a system of Creased prosperity for all.
J „,al

fheL

h

re»“«as!^™
n

sS"'
SCieMiS' and Visiona,> ** nominated as President of the United States of America in order

,he most men'*

iblish
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i Tha‘
Codlo

of our country
cjousness of God's Essence

D ficit the plight of the farmers, jobs leaving the

as
the

.^“ess,
truthfu'ne*

5'
a

of^ {he Dem0cratic a"d^?
wi u'faVl away like magic if the madness of Fear and Creed as taught for over

MerClU
| aimed P

robler

^d hopelessness of the youth, etc.
dJess is shockingly demonstrated by

the National Economic Graph

0
All

,heC
''ity for thea S.

ed '

nd publican
Parties is dropped. ^‘smadnessis S y

student. For almost 165 years, every commodity

^^Kbyth* tfroughts watSnr^GraDh^ depressions and expansions. This
8 A" '

„rity for
,nH Reoublican Parties . acavnune college student. For almost! bi years, every

^°e
n^W andWaireCentV

—a. Snn.itivitv and Dure Common Sense, change the madness of this+*££*«*'**»'* ^
h h Vision Truth Caring, Sensitivity and pure Coupon Sense, change,he madnessofthis

S--"’ 1* a,....-,—

This OMNIBUS uww.-.-- --

rba

TM
n

s

d

O
C

MNIBl^s

a

'cOU^TEr^TERRORISM
Ruled Government. Sadly the People have

scribe^b^w^aTestament thafl have
lWed^^uwd^ha^^ft^or^iumamty^This^rd-^^n^g^^lh^vs^nne^^^^^

^

rnifican, amounts of material, slice^r®^®h
„nrp^nts mv life's work. [The 7th and last

^u^have

! ,OTrr==N PARTY VOWS TO SERVE GOD AND HUMANITY.

Joseph Westley Newman

April 25, 1995

To receive a copy of this on the^™et'

“etm^nUasc' or help

getfile@emachine.jazz.com subject of me“8 '

JOSEPH NEWMAN ENERGY PRODUCTS

Route 1, Box 52 • l.ncedale, Mississippi 39452^ ( )
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President Clinton and the

Even as I write. ^ subdy convincing the

national news m violation of our

general public to^^ your loVed ones

Bill of Rights! Y
Federal Govern-

make statements agamst theJ infiltrate ,

ment, then they have the autho^cy

intimidate, and P°«‘ k out against

For example:
Suppos y B

s jn USA
One-World Government. The n

Today (4/24/95) read:

«uroad FBI Powers Sought
^ ^ Pass the Omnibus Anti-

michexpandsthe

governments authority.

Note The proposed Omnibus Act includes a

number of provisions in one bill! Such additional

provisions (like a shell game)VASTLY^^y
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT’S

AUTHORITY

AND VIOLATES BOTH THE ESSENCE OF THE

DECLARATIONOFINDEPENDENCEANDTHE
Rill OF RIGHTS! Very possibly Clinton is being

blackmailed by the Power Brokers to do exactly

as they say or else he is completely stupid!

It is no accident that the Revolutionary War

began on April 19, 1775. God speaks to “you”

the people as the inheritors of the Declaration

of Independence.

Proof: The following is a quotation from USA

Today (4/24/95) —

“(The Omnibus Act) introduced by House
and Senate leaders, is on a fast track toward
bipartisan passage.

Clinton’s bill, originally aimed at interna-
tional terrorism, will include domestic ter-

rorism. The bill:

• Establishes a Domestic Counter-terror-
ism Center, headed by the FBI, and creates
a special fund for infiltrating suspected ter-
rorist groups.

Gives the FBI increased authority to
search phone logs and hotel and motel
registers, and greater access to credit-card
records.

• Creates a federal crime of ‘Internationa

terrorism committed within the United

States,’ punishable by death if someone di^

as a result of a terrorist’s act.

• Expands federal wiretapping and sur-

veillance powers.

. Forbids fund-raising by organizations

the president designates as terrorist.

• permits evidence from secret sources

to be used in deportation proceedings.

• Allows theJustice Department to inves-

tigate crimes based on the political beliefs

and associations of suspects.

Arab-Americans say the proposals ignite anti-

Arab sentiment. Civil libertarians say they trample

constitutional rights. Their leaders discuss their

objections today with Justice Department offi-

cials. The following quotation is from the Power

Broker- political-appointee’s mouthpiece:

7 can understand their concerns, but they’re

not valid, (Liar!)

Refer to the bottom of page 281 of this book:

It is no accident that the quotation I wrote almost

thirty years ago is dated “April 19,” and reads

as follows:

‘To allpeoples whose brain bums and aches

to accomplish great things and changes for

thegood, may God and/or the Goodness ofthe

Universe be with you. Foryou are the Good-

ness ofthe Universe and dogoodforpeople in

spite of themselves. And I salute you!

By the unlawful and evil laws which the

Power Brokers wish to quickly enact they could

and would do these evil things to me for the

TRUTH which I write to YOU!

To the “Invisible Power Brokers” who pull

the strings of the cowardly and dumb politician^

who now do you injustice and seek to vio

the essence of the Declaration of Indepen

and the Bill of Rights I write the following

Just as Moses knew that the King o
R

would be defeated, so do I know as a WA
^

OF TRUTH that the Power Brokers wi
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„ gy THE WILL OF GOD!

0„TLV
VEF*

nrho does not believe in God:

any

ot^

*> A5 '

^rSOn

of;
h

n

0
d y- by my words or tny

Ji to O*
, . ,„.i<.p!icvniimav

,do"0
'

offend y°u Dy '

i5h IO
helieved otherwise

as you may
I°nceb

, „,hv vou do not believe.

(\0*

refi

0
Y
5l0nCe

d why you do not believe.
1,1

i

undent'311 pages 243 through 252.

scientmc fact of

^em^^fht’book, many people have

‘^Vand'Sd to me: “IAMAMAZEDTHAT

^snuAirvzr
. ±jiE SIM** *

—

in light of the other facts I have shared

rhaoter 22 of this book, isnt is

:fs,ble

U

tha

n

t the Cause and Effect of my safety

God?

. „ All the knowledge I have disclosed

was not taught to me by man nor

'oman.
How do I know this?

, cnsirpRELY TELL YOU THAT GOD HIM-
1 S

,N SPITE OF MY STUBBORNESS AND

mind -proved to ME

Sis GOD AND HE DOES EXIST. THIS

-AS DONE VIA THE NUMBER “14!”

I hope that the words I have written in this

book have proved to you via my factual mind

and my totally truthful mind and heart: it is now

beyond the proof of God through the Number

“14.” God has shown me miracles of a magnitude

once seen by Moses and which I tell you— upon

my honor and scientific ability — defies a

known scientific knowledge and understanding.

In spite of the evil of the world and of history

that you have seen and have knowledge of.

May my life’s work, my honesty and my love

for humanity touch your soul and that you will

know I speak Truth to “you” that:

GOD IS JUST AS REAL AS I HAVE SHOWN TO
YOU THAT A MAGNETIC FIELD IS REAL.

Yet you cannot visibly see a magnetic field

or God. Yet you can perform scientific tests and

Prove that both are real. I have vigorously done

so!

I know your feelings— that you do not want

any “pie-in-the-sky,” that “if it is not real you don’t

want it,” and that “if you can’t depend on it you

don’t want it,” and that “if it is not kind and

merciful you don’t want it.”

I have felt all of this and more in my youthful

years and I speak to you from hard experience.

Please do not do as I once did — because of

the evil I saw on Earth — close your mind and

heart to God like a steel trap. May you realize

as I now do that man has done all of this evil

— God has vigorously taught against this evil

via ALL Seven Major Religions of the World.

I SPEAKTO YOU AS AWARRIOR OF TRUTH.

I SPEAK OF A LOVING AND PEACEFULWORLD.

My life’s work so proves this.

Now we must throw out the Evil Monsters

of Injustice from the leadership of this nation

founded by God. Let’s quickly examine their

history:

There is a vast amount of material facts

erifying what I now disclose to your mind. As

lways, I will now ‘cut straight into itsi simple

ssence': I now quote to you the WARNINGS

,f a loving, intelligent, and important Founder

”>f this God-given Nation —
“If the American

people ever allow pri

jatebanks to controlthe issue

first by inflation and then by deflation, the

around them (Evil Poxver Brokers), tvtu

deprive the people tbeir prope^ until

their children trill make up homeless on tfce

.uoir father’s conquered

FACT: Thomas Jefferson's prediction is now

TRUTH!

Please refer back to page 254 and studyAhe

“studied economics^ young man iust

S^^theb^oft^^
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ACCEPT WHAT YOU TEACH— IT IS EVIL.” My

economics teacher, Mr. Cooper (to whom I pay

tribute in this book), had me teach the economics

class on many occasions.

I will now try to shock you. Keep in the back

of your mind that no matter what I say to shock

you, my purpose is because I love you!

To every business person and even average

banker as well as every other individual:

Imagine for one moment that I had a Patent

on all money production in the United States and

the World (and that I was greedy and wanted

power over you.)

Imagine that I therefore produced all money

which in turn cost me “peanuts” to produce.

Then you, the small banker, business person or

average individual wishes to obtain money for

your bank, business, home, car, boat, whatever.

I then tell you that I will be happy to give

you the money, but YOU MUST PAY IT BACK
PLUS A SUBSTANTIAL INTEREST WITHIN AN
EXACT TIME PERIOD!

AND IF YOU PAYME BACK SOME OF THE
MONEY — BUT FAIL TO PAY ALL OF IT —
THEN I CAN TAKE YOUR BANK, BUSINESS,

HOME, CAR, BOAT, WHATEVER!

Keep in mind— even if you do pay me back

in the time period which I fix for you— in most

instances you will, because of the interest I

charge you over twenty or thirty years, pay me
an average of three times the amount which I

originally loaned you!

Whatever you had to do, YOU HAD TO
WORK HARD TO REPAY ME! Not only this, I

have the power to DRY UP AVAILABLE MONIES
and CAUSE MANY OF YOU TO GO BANKRUPT.
This is exactly what the Power Brokers did —
via 18% interest charges — when Jimmy Carter

was elected President and showed he cared
about people! This is exactly what happened
during the Depression of the 1930’s. At that time

the Power Brokers seized homes, farms, busi-

nesses and the HEART AND HOPES OF THE
PEOPLE!

“HA, HA! HOW STUPID YOU ARE,
PRINTEDPAPER! HEYSTUPID, DO YOujL°

NL V

THAT YOU CAN BUY AN ENTIRE NEWSP^
FOR ONLY 25 <! — EVEN IN 1995,”

4P£
* 1

Please forgive me for shocking Vo
wish to AWAKEN THE MAJESTIC SLEpp

1

LION WITHIN YOU. IN°

Refer back to pages 280 and 281 of this b
if you doubt for one second how much I Lovt
YOU! However, I can tell you from person^
experience that the Power Brokers believe th*

you are stupid because: THEYHAVEDONE alt
OF THE ABOVE TO YOU AND YOUR \jbyZ
ONES AND YOUR CHILDREN AND GRAND
CHILDREN YET BORN!

And not only this ... in 1990 I received a

telephone call from a man in New York who said

“Joseph, you are a very smart man, but when

itcomes to PEOPLEyou are dumb. You had better

sell the Energy Invention to 'US’ because THE

PEOPLE ARE STUPID AND WILL NEVER WAKE
UP AND GET BEHIND YOU.

"

I angrily replied NO and that I would never

accept this — sooner or later the people WILL

wake up!

He replied, “NO” and hung up.

Now permit me to propose a more logical

scenario for you and your loved ones:

YOU THE PEOPLE put me in charge of the

production of ALL MONEY. [Except that I am

the person described on pages 280 and 281 of

this book.]

To keep evil greed from all sectors of the

people, I place the following guidelines upon

loaning money to everyone:

1. A realistic price is derived and fixed for

all raw materials and finished products.

2. A realistic price is fixed for all labor.
(Rde

back to pages 253 through 257 of this boo

3. If volume demand goes up for any en

^
PRICES CANNOT BE RAISED! One si^^
creases thevolumebywhatever reasonable

necessary to meet the demand.
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polish this without any addi-

YOU
since I will now LOAN YOU WHAT

li°nal monies you NEED AND I WILL NOT
rVER " vOU ANY INTEREST,
charge yo

a smart person.
H
NOW PAY OFF YOUR BUSINESS LOAN

Y°U
ffllRD OF THE WORK. YOU CAN

YOUR WEALTH THREE TIMES

AS FAST
’

. NO COMPOUNDED DEFICIT that

JesTack to haunt you in the forms ofTAXES,

“"tve no incentive to foreclose on your loan

if you are making any type of sincere effort

ll,v it I make no interest on your loan,

therefore it does no, bother me how long it takes

ou to repay the loan. REASON Simple.

Remember that anytime I need more money

simply print **• Also remember that my motive

is LOVE and NOT GREED!

Likewise, you the people do no, demand

higher and higher wages. You help management

produce more and more products through in-

novation. If this is accomplished by all corpo-

rations and people (workers), then the cost of

products forever goes DOWN! Thereby, YOUR

BUYING ABILITY FOREVER GOES UP EVEN

though your fixed salary stays the

SAME. o __
YOU THE PEOPLE HAVE THE MEANS OF

ACHIEVING THIS THROUGH THE ENERGY

TECHNOLOGY GOD HAS GIVEN YOU VIA

MYSELF, THE MERE SERVANT OF GOD.

FACT: ENERGY-RELATED COSTS ARE NOW
THE PARAMOUNT EXPENSES OF BUSINESS!

You can now see that “you” the people have

submitted to voluntary SLAVERY via the manipu-

lative Economic Shell Games of the Power Brokers!

How ironic— as I write this very information

on Sunday, May 7, 1995 — the news media is

broadcasting the celebration of fifty years ol

freedom from Hitler’s tyranny.

These same Power Brokers have bought

control through various Shell Game methods of

most major corporations and have increased the

TYRANNY EVERMORE UPONYOU THE
PEOPLE

in the LAST FIFTY YEARS.

Example: The buying power of $1 00 FIP 1

Y

YEARS AGO was FAR GREATER THAN IN MAY,

"jExample: At this very time, “YOU” PAY 14%

(God’s SpecialNumber, see page 245)OF EVERY

DOLLARYOU PAY IN TAXES TO JUST PAY THE

INTERESTONTHEYOKE OFTHE EVILDEFICIT

WHICH THE POWER BROKERS HAVE PLACED

UPON YOU AND YOUR LOVED ONES.

I say again, YOU ARE NOT A FROG JUMP

OUT OF THE BOILING WATER!

I have observed that most peoples’ brains are

swamped and close down when I began to

discuss the massiveness of the devilish mampu-

lations which the Power Brokers have devised

throughout history against YOU the PEOPEE
,

Since I was a child in the second grade, God

has to this day given me the ability to read

through massive amounts of material and go

straight to its TRUTH and ESSENOT

Example: Examine the wording FEDERAL

RESERVE.” These words represent total FRAUD

by the Power Brokers. The Federal Reserve

deliberately implies to the people *at 'hey

somehow “own” the FEDERAL RESERVE^

WRONG! ONIVTHEPO^RBROKERSO™
(AND fully control) the federal RE

SE
Trefore, in accordance with theSecurines

Laws that are applied to you, it
*o^dbemle<l

all monies are owned and
made ®

the will of a few power broker ind

VIDUAI-S AND NOT BY THE PEOPLE!

It is no accident that God teaches-.

IF THOU LEND MONEY TO ANY OF MY

people that is poor by thee, thovsmt

NOTBE TOHIMASANUSURER,
NEITHERSHAL

THOU LAY UPON HIM USURY.

— Exodus 22:25

take no usury of him. or increa^
Ibou sbaU NOTGIVE HIM THY

MONEYUPON

USURY.
~ LeViHCUS 25 36‘ 3



„ „ no accident that God had written into

Article I of the U. S. Constitution:

,CONGRESS SHALL HAVE THE POWER

tocoinmoneyandregulatethe
value

THEREOF.

9

In 1913, Congress violated Article I of the

Constitution and worse: AT THI^

ment the congress still does so ea

GERLYAND BLATANTLY, ASDOESTHE
PRESI

They simultaneously tell the OLD, THE

YOUNG, THE SICK, THE POOR, THE PEOPLE:

“YOUMUSTNOWDO WITHOUT! (BECAUSE

THE POWER BROKERS MUSTBE PAID OFF

VIA THE DEFICIT.)

THEY ROB THE HEART, THE HOPE, THE

HAPPINESSAND THE DREAMS OFYOURLOVED

ONES!

The Power Brokers care nothing for you and

yours as was demonstrated on the national news

this week:

In 1950 the Federal Government infected

YOUR AFFLICTED CHILDREN AT A NEW YORK
HOSPITAL WITH THE HEPATITIS VIRUS!

Fact: This GREED by the manipulative Power

Brokers of the world has placed the people of

this nation into VOLUNTARY SLAVERY to this

very day!

I have personally been on the receiving end

of the wrath and threats of these very Power

Brokers. Example: In 1984 and 1985 I was

receiving national and world attention regarding

my life’s work as described in this book. One
day I received a telephone call:

"Mr. Newman, I am a little old lady and if

you repeat what 1 tell you it will be your word
against mine.

"I represent a Group of People from Europe

and America so powerful that they can buy any
nation.

"They have told me that ifyou do not sell this

Energy Invention to them that ifyou walk up the

steps of any Patent Office in the world you will

be SHOT .

"

I instantly responded: “YOU TELL THpka
SAID, GO TO HELD”

She responded, "They won 't understand
th

'
pa

Mr. Newman . that anyone has a death i

th ‘

I responded, "No, I don ’t have a death

But you tell those men I don’t care how^
money they have, they have NO life at all if^

h

don ’t have something they are willing to diefa.,

A

She said, "Iknowyou mean that and / respe
c(

youfor saying that. I will relay your commits
to them and I don t know what they will do.

"

^
then hung up.

I received this telephone call about one

month after having received another offer one

day from a man on a conference phone. He

was direct, firm and straightforward. He said

"Mr. Newman, ‘WE’ have checked you out and

‘WE’ know you are dedicated. Name your price

and ‘WE’ will match it.”

I said, "No thankyou. Let me make ‘YOU’and

offer. I will be glad to make a Licensing Agree-

ment with ‘YOU ALL’ if ‘YOU ALL’ will make a

qualityproduct, offer it at a reasonableprice and

stand behind it.”

He responded, "Let ‘US’ think about it and

‘WE’ will let you know.” I could hear the echo

on the conference box.

Within one week of that call I received a call

from a Senior Vice President of a major New York

City brokerage house who had attended a dem- .

onstration of my invention at the Hilton Hotel

in New Orleans and who was trying to raise

money for the machine’s production.

His telephone call to me went as follows: "Mr.

Newman, I am very concerned.
”

I said, “What

doyou mean?” He responded,
“The

‘W0RD’^

beenputout up here—DONOTDEAL WITH 1

Ithad to besomepowerfulpeople orperson
tohave

made me get that response from several stoat

companies— not just the President ofmy c°

pany.” He sadly and shamefully backe a

from me.

act: I had never been to the stock nia

iey no logical reason to so resP°^

xceot: Actions by the POWER BROKEN
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•rifled by the numerous

This TRUTH is vc
aS described in

of facts
concerning^^ maSTERED .

( lljs
book which me and have per

Many v— « „ . inrs! caring anu

THA T, WASSTILL

‘
Wh

“ie iavecaUed me and have per-

people hav
and concerned

,|d me, in a very *
'

^AS STILL

way.
"vW*

'

mbcr IamreferHngto«he
veryPower

Remember,
,h£ people under

Brokers J at this VERY INSTANT.

VOUJNTAR 437 through 442 to

RCfer
the Power Brokers evil against me.

underscore the1 1 c
appointed Supreme

nerr^k—itutio

P
na. actions which

Couhjudgestook
vin ^ ^ BANKRUPTCY on

resulted m W* g
in order to beat them.

the advice of my attorney ^ strictly and
AL^™^eand interpretedwrniiN

FA^M ™e declaration or in-

™pr
E
NDENCE and reinforced by .he BIIX OE

RIGHTS.
life’s work is a

Throughout thts book
y and taught

tef^wlfh YOU ^hfPEOPLE to be FREE.

. urge you to begin dretdadn:

oruhe ballot in your state. Nou, ,bis Oay so

aC

\ Merely Let your attention K.. Ute Deo-

laration of Independence. This is tl Y

government document that I have ever sec

written by God and not Man!

Note: The Bill of Rights needed to be adde

to the Constitution since that document w

written under the influence of g^d and powe

consumption of Man. TEN BILLS OF RIGHTS!

When 1 read the Declaration of Independen

(which has hung on my wall for years) it always

touches my soul and arouses the tremencoi

fighting spirit in me on behalf of the well-being

of others and righteousness.

God himself directs you In this docu-

ment! This is so because God placed Man under

tyranny and squeezed the TRUTH out of him.

Note

:

This document states that every human

has “God" Riven rights! Note: This document

ic a “servant” of the

states that the govermne
ent slales that

PEOPLE! Note: This
^ ^ thelf duty

whenever this is not ’ „

to throw off suchgov^n ^ Bush Adm:n-
The legacy

Devi) These hypocrites

istrations is from th
asBushsaid, "Read

spokeoflessgovernmentCor.asB^ ^^
my Ups — no new

annihilate a religious

employ Gestapo tactics o
ld in Waco,

CHANCE THIS

TR
To
H
the Power Brokers of the world: I speak

“
- «•« “““

;

»•' *»
brother named

j ,oved completely,

years older than 1 an

in fact, I loved
Twas Evil. When

Buddie was as Good as Ija

! was but six and aeven yea

^ Qrphanage home

of the D-Day invasion in Ewop ^ Mobiie

brother drowned m
d\h ® tbere was a halo

Press newspaper repo
that people

around the sun on that oay
n the

believed it was a sign r<“"
and j learned

World War. My heart was bro
44 hich

a Truth on that D-Day of June 7th 19^ ^^
1 have never forgotten or

poWER MEAN
life: MATERIAL THINGS.AND

POWT^^
absolutely nothing

ITAVE LOVE!
vx/nuld know to

cod had fed me so that I would k^ ^

iSS

Ev™
E
age of this book shouid proveto you

that 1 am not stupid, but the c°n*™
me

YOU, the Power Brokers, have otte

,,,, you the Power Btokers,

great wealth. You,
that “1

spread the word throughout Wall

cannot be dealt with!"
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Why have you done this? Because I factually

and
smart

:

If “'
tXtt tau^ matches perfectly

examine that wha
e very day that I write: May

what history is of the very u
y

j did)

7 1995. You, the Power Brokers, j

^owthe people

01 ® z-7Q and 379 of this book was
shown on pages 378 and t>/9 oi u

Fact: God has proven me correal

I say again, just as Moses knew that the Kin

of Egypt would be defeated, so do I know Yqv
THE POWER BROKERS, WILL BE DEFEATED hy
the will of god.

I ask that you, the Power Brokers, leam
as

I did as a child and now choose Good over
Evil

Change your ways and help me serve all

humanity.
TO ALL PEOPLE: Please examine

carefully

the following Press Release since God speaks t0

you through my experiences.

Joseph Newman Energy Products Company

Route 1, Box 5 • Lucedale, Mississippi

(601) 947-7147 FOR IMMEDIATE RFTEAcy

FOR TMMEDTATF RELEASE

TUESDAY, MARCH 21 1995 ... .

, asKed myse* in the eaby morning hours: Wh, should I bother? No one listens and onhr mocks me. I concluded that I bother bera«

I care for Humanity.
rannrtoH that FEMA was virtually bankrupt due to the dramatic 300% increase in natural

ris" ~»— *—'—-

—

T' . -masa .east capable of governing - spend their life acquiring governing positions.'

Z r.h«T«h« .ha, you the 3. may possibly know someone o, have a loved one who may be o, hecome a wdm

sSrf^v9er,':dd“ie^re 7*
0 the^S coocerning die exact senes of natural disasters which would occur. [So posithre wasUhat^ta

;o every major country of the world.] Such disasters have since occurred not ony in
'

, g87 N0TE . ^ people and

And the natural disasters will get worse! See the attached copy of the warning I issued at the end of 1987.

he news media turned against me and my life’s work for humanity for my acting as God had mertaHy me.

Just as I had predicted in the attached article, the people, the news media and the various governments did not listen or prep

warned them to do.
.

,. . . a_j n0* on|y is FEMA

As a result of such inaction, many people have suffered, lost belongings and even lives — just as I predicted,

on the verge of bankruptcy, but so is Uoyds of London, the premiere insurance company of the world.
a$ preachers

Since my warning at the end of 1987, many national documentaries have been broadcasted which feature ot e

^ balanc8 q|

around the country predicting coming disasters. The worst natural disasters are yet to come by the year 2000 — as

^ ^ ^ j_qvE

power will change. Consider the many examples of social discord rapidly occurring throughout the world: images o
.

t the^
FACT: Saddam Hussein of Iraq has grown stronger in the eyes of the Mohammedan people because he as s

Foe of the western world. HATE!
. n

and nd

I suggest that you read Isiah 10 from the Old Testament. Hussein is to be wrath arm of God because we ave c

^ ^ (jammed

LOVE. God spoke through Nostradamus over 400 years ago when Nostradamus wrote that a ‘Man of great hatred from e

^ even the

would almost undo the entire Earth.’ And read Daniel, wherein God has clearly, scientifically and factually told us o is

^
birds and animals do not know the exact moment of a blizzard, they do know the exact season of its coming and ge

p g^
QUESTION: Surely we are as wise as the animal and the fowls of the air. God has clearly told us that the S

f^
S°n

jefferson
warned

The federal deficit is the largest, cruelest and most unlawful action taken by the power brokers of the world. President Thoma
^voluntary

us to never allow the banking power brokers acquire control of the Federal Reserve as they has already showed their ugly heads an

andc
hiidren

s

Slavery in Europe. In 191 3 the people of the United Stales were tricked into giving the power brokers themselves, their children an ^ t
peir

lives into Voluntary Slavery. Also attached is my statement from 1988 concerning this very fact. Now these power brokers

^ politicians^

financial foot upon the throat of the People — especially the old, the poor and even the young. None of the Republican or Democ

discuss the essence of which I speak. And none have the guts to debate with me this critical issue in front of the People



continued -

«** ““if*,Z Jersey to state

S your God-given "?
ht

|°_^"J£ TJ anc|en, saylng ,s truth: "tor evil to exist and multiply it is only
“the shell {

^history bSou®^' by school children across the count*,

of nisioiy Hn nothina."

:ritical time of history? <2s^7ZZ^ 72&Sr>**^—

Joseph Westley Newman

I hope God has now given you the strength

to stand up for yourself and your loved ones.

I do not believe that it was any accident that TNT

Broadcasting nationally aired the Story ofJoseph

during Easter and shortly after I mailed the above-

described Press Release.

The King of Egypt was given wisdom to place

Joseph in charge of ALL the well-being of the

King’s kingdom. I pray to God at this moment

for your well-being and hope that God imposes

the same wisdom in your mind to choose — as

I know humbly in my heart that God has chosen

— to place me in charge of your loved ones’

well being.

The intent of my life, to do one or the other

— to serve myself or to sacrifice myself for

humanity — is documented throughout every

page of this book.

If you are moved, then contact your friends

and neighbors, have them master the material

in this book, initiate the Joseph Newman TRUTH
AND ACTION PARTY in your area and spread

it throughout your state by word of mouth. By

the Will of God it can spread like wildfire

throughout the United States.

Consider the following: President Clinton is

not respected by most people in the United

States. He is definitely not respected by foreign

governments and he is easily manipulated. The

need for you act soon is demonstrated by the

Facts now occurring as of this writing:

Consider the explosion at Oklahoma City and

the capture of a suspect who is reported to have

very angry feelings because of the injustice

against innocent people and children perpe-

trated by Federal Agents at Waco, Texas. The

destruction at Waco happened exactly two years

earlier on April 19th.

The evil of the Federal Government is furthei

demonstrated by having the national news media

continually broadcast the death of children in the

Oklahoma City explosion, yet when Federa

Agents murdered innocent children at Waco,

Texas, the news coverage of this Fact was

deliberately minimal.

Federal Agents knew that David Karash often

went into town for supplies, etc., and he could

have easily been retained and brought to court

without any danger to the innocent women and

children that were later murdered.
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The Federal GoVe™™
nity which resulted

to attack the enure co
Vcfor(. aU honest

in its total annih.^uo
murder ,

Now the

people and God, th
to reap what

Federal Government is

exactly as God
Federal Agents have sown . •

the United States,
fathers

Through the actions of our forefathers,

JSS. Power given by God to throw

out an Evil Government. I u fge V™ to spreaci

the word of the TRUTH AND ACTION PARTY.

Although the Reagan and Bush Administra-

tions (controlled by the Brokers) promised to

reduce the deficit, these two men raised the

deficit by an amount FAR greater than ANY

preceding President.

[Note: Can you believe that during the Admin-

istration of our nation’s first President George

Washington— this great individual took the time

to write in the margin of a Navy Appropriation

Bill (which sought the funding for a new anchor)

the following statement:
"But why won ’t the old

one do?” If only this frugal and economically

considerate attitude was still held by the recent

crop of “tax and/or spend fanatics” occupying

the throne job in Washington, D.C.!]

The interest we now pay on the drastic

increase of the deficit in the 1980’s would
have paid off the deficit at the beginning of

1980. Therefore, ifreasoning had been used,

we would not now have a deficit in the

1990’s!

Refer back to page 378 of this book. In 1987

I spoke out against the problems which are fact

in the 1990’s as a result of the decade of the

1980’s. Be honest with yourself. In 1987, you
and 99.9% of the people of the world would have

bet me odds of 10,000 to 1 that I would be

wrong in my prediction for the 1990
-

s

It was end of Reagan’s two-term administ^
All of the experts were predicting

in

that the: “1990’s would be the MOST EXcm^
AND ECONOMICALLY PRODUCTIVE

Tito
OUR HISTORY.”

Now look at the facts around the world

the continuous depressing news events ^
facts represent EXACTLY THE OPPOSITE ot
the MEDIA PROMULGATED LIES OF Tto
POWER BROKERS!

As if to underscore the calamities that
are

besetting our nation, the very day that the Editor

of this book — Evan Soule, Jr. of New Orleans

— received this material added to the 7th Edition

(and mailed from my home in Lucedale,
Missis-

sippi), there was a rain and flood of “Biblical

Proportions” occurring in New Orleans. (On the

next page, see enclosed copy of the front page

from The Times-Picayune newspaper of New

Orleans.)

The FACTS (and not only the numbers of

“666’s”) prove that Reagan was The First Beast

and that Bush was The Second Beast. Just as

itwas precisely stated in the Bible: Bush praised

and was assisted in his election to power by

Reagan. [Note: The First Beast’s brain (Reagan)

has turned to mush. This essence was also

foretold in the Bible.]

And, as stated in the Bible, Bush (The Second

Beast) brought FIRE down from heaven in

sight of men!”

FACT: The Smart Bombs fell on buildings

in Baghdad and the whole world ^ itncS

it on television and marveled at t e s

Now the legacy of their Evil Reigns is

the Power Brokers tell you that they w

impose upon you a One-World Gov
cr

^
At this moment they are making

hind your back to place the world

their POWER — the POWER of E
y

Without your consent,

the essence of the Declaration ot n

the Constitution and the Bill of R'b 1

arned

Refer back to page 350 of this boo
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__ ^ FACT- It is no accident

you FIVE YEARS ago. EALd,

that I was correct!

The power Brokers definitely chose sucoe»-

M a8̂

re

8
cdved

y
a telephone call saying

join a secret organization of People - that

would find doors open to me.

I said, “No thankyou-1mustserve
humanity

openly. But send me some writtenfacts concern-

,

ing your organization and I will study them,

just as I had expected, I never received a follow-

up call nor did I ever receive written material

Even as late at October 6, 1994 I felt the evil

influence of the Power Brokers. Lawrence

Technological University near Detroit, Michigan,

tested my Energy Machine using their Dynamom-

eter. The scientists at Lawrence Tech proved that

my Energy Machine operated at a 700% (produc-

i p seven times more

energy was generated by the Energy M
than was externally inputted into the

aC*Ur*«

These same scientists agreed to hold*
8**

11**

Conference and announced to the wqV^
results of their tests of my Energy ^
However, they later reneged on their agre
to hold a Press Conference because I wouM*”

1

relinquish control of the Energy Machine to^
Power Brokers who — without my knowi°?

e

— had actually arranged for the Lawrence T
^

testing.

See the enclosed worksheet of the Lawre
Tech tests. [Note: One individual’s name ha
been intentionally blacked out. This was

S

expert specifically sent by the Power Brokers

who did not want his name made public even

though he agreed that the Energy Machine was

700% efficient.]

To this very day these same people plot to

steal the Energy Machine and/or attempt to have

me arrested.

LAWRENCE T

lAsfior

VUrr

ECH TES

See m «
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acquire control of my life’s work. As a result

of their evil intent, I mailed out the following

Technological Disclosure to the People

. individuals who had pretended to

Seve
me later proved themselves to be total

SUPP°1 ofme and you the People. These same

^dhiduals conspired with the Power Brokers to

Merry Christmas to the World, 1994s

» nle can now build this energy machine for themselves!
”<?Op

manufacture this technology and sell it to others — this would be stealing!)

Patents
Granted for this Technology - (GATT Agreement makes Patents good in 124 countnes)

Parts Needed for Manfacturing:
1

, He insulated wire [copper, 38 gauge, 140#, 56 equal lengths in parallel]

2 Fiberglass or equivalent (spool wire is wrapped around) - Made in two (2) equal halves^

2. rlDergid t- Qr better yet, made in 4 or 6 equal

Two (2) bearings — -

—

One (1) Steel Shaft on which magnets are placed

Magnets (permanent, neodymium)

— 6-sided and neodymium

magnets on six sides

3.

4.

5.
N

o:

. :
130#

t :
7\

HOUSI *JG & WIRE S

parts. Be sure to use capadtors.

magnets

shaft;

BEAI 1NGS28 inches long

Magnet housing for wire = 4 7/8 ID

After wraping wire, dip in insulating varnish.

This motor/generator is extremely simple to produce.

(You may call (601) 947-7147 for more detail featured in a VHS film)

During manufacturing, aU parts of the motor /generator would
assemble

[he mjected-molded commutatorwt^ldbe
attached to one e d f th P ^ (hat

„
This motor/ generator

enowned expert sent by the power brokers to observe the testof t

,Q de power for a home and

vould produce 100HP!" And it would most definitely operate a ge

;ven automobile. Moreover, any size can be built! n

Motor Operation: (Now establishing Manufacturing & Sales
b hand-

|ACL The conventional molo, hat vety complicated

pushing the coil via shots of numerous thin slabs of iron presse g

Joseph Newman's Motor/Generator utilizes a very simple coil

£ )e; A motor rated at 1800 rpm with

Most conventional electric motors are very l,m,l
f
d p®

Q
°«

t of phase"
P
with the magnetic poles; the torque

a load that drops it down to 1650 rpm causes it to function out P
also heat and burns off

drops sharply and the load then causes the motor to permit a virtual short out,

the insulation; result = the motor is destroyed.
mr,tnr artuallv increases with the load.

This does no, happen with the Newman Motot/Genetatot. The totque of the motor actually me

Convention electric motors use high current and operate hot.

The Newman Motor/Generator uses low current and operates coo..

The Newman Motor/Generator produces MORE POWER THAN IT^

^
1994, Joseph W. Newman. All rights reserved.

1995, Joseph W. Newman. All rights reserved.

FACT

FACT

FACT

FACT

FACT

FACT
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i ineioht of how to construct

sisssisss-S--
-back EMF spike" can now be captured.

Upon seeing these capactors I had con

structed, the President of the Lucedale, Missts-

sippi Electrical Power Cooperattve, Mr. Ware,

sent me two large capacitors which are used on

power poles. These capacitors worked very well

even though no one had ever offered this before

or even suggested it. Thank you, Mr. Ware.

These capacitors weigh about 40 lbs. each

and can consume 25 amps + 25,000 volts +

100,000 volt spikes.

Two more 200# coils

can also be placed at a

45° angle to coils shown
and capacitors for

Greater Output Power.

The larger the unit is

built, (the greater the

number of copper atoms)

the Greater the Power
Output!

if more than one coil is
them mside the commu^'%
lei to each coil.

^t0r
Para\.

(See next drawing te,0U;J
The capacitors I built use insulated

to a minimum of 25,000 volts and
r
^»Uu Vf.

layer of paper and a layer of aluminum^ *iUl a

bought from grocery store) followed by^ (sUn
Ply

of paper and another layor aluminum
conducting wire Is placed at one end of^ The

aluminum foil and another conducting wi/ of

layer of aluminum foil and then roll
** °lher

tightly. I use a roll that is 400 feet lon
? ^

wide. One should continue placing can T**
2 feet

aUel with the motor/generator coils until th*
***'

mutator sparking is small or non-existant
* C°m'
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[Note: These four

drawings were

unselfishly prepared

by Ralph Chiocchio

of Connecticut.

Thank you, Ralph.]

Refer back to the commutator discussed on

page 292. Split the commutator connections in

the middle and connect to one coil + one

capacitor + other side of commutator to other

coil + other capacitor. Motor under load of 42"

fan slows rotation of motor from 300 rpm down

to 230 rpm and the battery voltage goes up to

280 volts above the normal battery voltage.

Reason: Simple. The voltage has a longer penod

of time to align a greater percentage of atoms

within the coil. Consequently, when the mag-

netic field collapses it produces greater back'e™
which in turn causes the battery voltage to RISE

HIGHER!
Examine results of operation on oscilloscope

with two channels. Place one probe for current
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around one ohm Precision Resistor in line of

current to Motor. The large current spike comes

from the Motor! Put voltage check with 70M

ohms on one side of 1M ohms + 70M ohms on

other side and put probe around 1 Meg ohm.

You will see voltage rise by 140 volts if you use

1680 volts of 6-volt batteries. IIn construction,

I used30gauge, 200 lbs. ofwire on one coil and

at right angles I used 38 gauge, 200 lbs. of wire.

In addition, please note that once wrapped, each

coil should be submerged in insulation varnish.

The coils should be dipped in air-drying varnish.

Thisprevents the coilfrom shorting out and keeps

it rigid.]

The results clearly prove that via the utiliza-

tion of capacitors, the Motor has tremendous

torque and produces back more power than the

batteries can deliver.

Also, the Newman Motor/Generator can also

operate on AC Voltage: simply use transformers

to step voltage up and use rectifier into DC and

then into Newman/Motor Generator. If one uses

numerous wire in parallel to size of 5 gauge

diameter, then one can operate the Newman
Motor/Generator on 115 volts or less and not

need to utilize transformers.

[Note: Wiresput in parallel are equivalent to

a large diameter conductor as I teach in my
Patent Applications and this book. The more
wires in parallel, the less mltage needed. But
wires must be very long! From a practicalpoint

of view, 30 gauge wire is more easily wrapped
than 38 gauge ivire, without breaking the wire!
Fine wire in parallel gets more turns close to the
magnet’s high strength thanyou can obtain with
5 gauge ivire.

]

In spite of the Power Brokers desire to stop
me from serving Humanity, God has given me
very good friends who have stood by me through
thick and thin. Thank you!

To Evan Soule, Jr., of New Orleans, I owe
an extremely special thanks! From the 1st Edition
of this book over a decade ago, he has done
a great job in producing drawings, in editing this
book and as a Public Relations person in my
service to Humanity.

Darryl Bonz of Grand Rapids, Michie
to me when God had me doing very hard
for Humanity. Darryl knew that God^h

thin&
him to me and he has also stuck with

^ ^
helped very much financially to this v

** ^
h 22, 1993 I married a Beaut*>
that God chose and senuo^— - *ue tour

On March 22, 1993 I married a BeautiZi^'— Olivia— that God chose and sent to

/s earlier. Exactly “14” weeks before 7h
that we met, God gave me an exacting^
that she was being sent to me . .

reani
that she was being sent to me. [I had inf
both Evan and Darryl ofthis dream beforJTu*
actually met Olivia.] ^

God gave me a Pioneering Patent in
countries! THIS WAS TRULY AN ACT OF GOn
IN THEIR GREED FOR POWER TO MAKE a
ONE-WORLD EVIL GOVERNMENT, THE POWFp
BROKERS — WHO HAD FOUGHT AGAINST
GIVING ME THE PATENT RIGHTS TO My
INVENTION — FORGOT ABOUT ME AND
ENABLED ME TO OBTAIN THE PIONEERING
PATENT IN 124 COUNTRIES!

I now strive to establish Manufacturing

Agreements throughout the world!

THE FOUNDERS OF THE DECLARATION OF

INDEPENDENCE AND THE BILL OF RIGHTS

SCREAM FROM THEIR GRAVES FOR “YOU” TO

ABOLISHTHEREPUBLICANAND DEMOCRATIC

PARTIES. These false prophets (political parties)

have repeatedly promised “YOU” great things

while at the same time (via a shell game, with

the backing of the Power Brokers), stolen from

“YOU” the People (via the Federal Deficit) and

continually strive for a One World Government

under the control of the Power Brokers.

I have always believed that EVIL understands

only one thing: A STEEL FIST!

The Founders of our God-given country ha

to fight with WAR to achieve control of their an

their families Destiny: YOUR DESTINY! In

doing they hoped to insure that you do not a

to make WAR to rid yourself of false (p° ltlC

prophets: simply VOTE them out.

withln

Fafl; If you do not do so no
. ^

several years YOU will have lost t

given Right!
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„«< hold street and town meetings

V°U ?hap«ersof.heTRUra
AND ACTION

tof°^ nhtain donations
for advertisements in

PAR^' \ and on television/radio. I urge you
. 1 1 • 1 in o cir>

newspape«
ana

'
involved in a single-

10 g!‘
H campaign to elect Joseph W. Newman

m'n°e° _Z president.
e npxt President.

for your ne
D^ book carefully and thought-

YOU will know me better than any
ft,"y 3

n vou have ever seen run for President of
person
u United States.

one tion- Whom do you think the Founders

r
would elect for President at this

Le knowing all the facts? Need 1 say more?

AS though to highlight all that I have said,

the national news media has just broadcast the

^“Within twenty years, children born to-

day will be paying $.84 in taxes for every

$1.00 they make!”

As I finish my life’s work, it is now 12-.40AM

on May 8, 1995. It is appropriate that on this

day the world celebrates the 50th Anniversary

of V-E Day and the defeat of Hitler’s tyranny.

At this same time I seek to destroy tyranny against

Humanity for ALL TIME, by GOD’s TRUTH.

May God open your MIND to the TRUTH AND

ACTION PARTY and MOVE YOU TO ACT NOW.

Please refer back to page 40 and you will see

the name of the gentleman whose poem appears

below. This individual was one of twelve (12)

thinking people brought by determined and

dedicated Evan Soule, Jr. to my home and was

the first time I met Evan Soule, Jr..

Around that time, Douglas was touched by

God to write the following beautiful poem that

sums up my Life’s Work and my Understanding

of God. I hope it does this and More for You.

Please reread pages 280 and 281 one last time.

And I repeat one last time: YOU the PEOPLE

are NOT A FROG. JUMP OUT OF THE
BOILING

WATER!

This is the 7th and Last Edition of my life s

work for Humanity. I have an inner knowledge

that no matter what happens to me, my life’s work

will live on and serve Humanity.

I urge you to hold and value this book close

to your heart. As I humbly tell you: God made

me to serve YOU and ALL Humanity.

The things I speak of relating to Goodness

are obtained through some unknown form of

electromagnetic induction into my brain from

God. For this I am grateful and privileged to

serve Humanity. As I have often prayed,
'‘God,

may I live my Life whereby You may smile.

It was thirty years ago in March, 1965 that

I began this difficult and tedious journey for

Humanity. Please refer back to pages 155 and

156 of this book. I have lived that vow and I

now stand at the door of fulfillment of that merger

between economics and mechanization for the

Human Race.

GOD
From whence cometh creation of heavenly spheres?

ne changing ofseasons? ne passing ofyears,

ne building of mountains? nefilling of seas.

Arranging of atoms, and great galaxies?

From whence cometh creations of all we observe?

From the obvious stars, to the subtle time curve.

Tisfrom God! Who created our grant universe.

Whom men worship with riddle, and speak of in curse.

Tis from God that the world as we know it exists.

God has caused its creation, and by God it persis s.

All religion aside, it ought not to seem od

Thatfrom God we get science, and by sciencefind

So to see the beloved (thy noblest task),

Is through studying nature, thy questions ask.

All ye lovers ofGod, turn your terror to awe;

As the basis of wisdom, seek nature s law.

For the sincere of mind, and the hones, ofhear.

Seek ofGod through creation, just study htsa

Revelation through science, no,

,s the method we're given to understand God.

— Douglas Mapes

pe
°i>'

erd

for God GOD COMES TO JUDGE SOON!

Love to All Humanity,

^
Joseph Westley Newman

P.S. Please askyour local

so that others In your area will read th
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XXV.
have been added to the Eighth Edition.]

I The following sections

At this time, I ask the reader to please reread

pages 280 and 281 of this Book so that you will

know the very essence of the man who writes the

following Truth to you.

It is presently February “14th 1998 as I begin

composing the new sections to the Eighth Edition

since I have additional, important information for

you, the reader.

I have personally moved my home and labora-

tory from Mississippi to Castle Rock, Colorado.

My current address [as of this writing] is:

NEWMAN ENERGY
TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION

JOSEPH NEWMAN PUBLISHING COMPANY

2050 Vineyard Drive

Casde Rock, Colorado 80104

(303) 814-3403

Email: josephnewman@earthlink.net

1 intend to also open [near Interstate 25, just

south of Denver] a Museum which will feature my
life’s work. You can write or contact me by

telephone at the above address. By the Will of

God, I also intend to establish in the same area

within the near future a manufacturing company to

commercially produce my Energy Invention.

At this moment as I write to you, the reader,

California has been and is being continually inun-

dated with repeated Pacific storms. Because of

mudslides, houses are being destroyed and some
are falling into the ocean. In the Southern Hemi-
sphere, Peru has also been devastated by mudslides
from tremendous rain storms from the Pacific. On
the other side of the Pacific Ocean, Indonesia is

suffering dramatic economic woes and uncontrol-
lable fires.

I have great fear for the people of California.
[Refer to pages 140 and 145 of my Book!] On
March 21,1 998 the Earth crosses the Sun’s equator
and enters opposite sunspot polarity. Thirty to
forty days before and after this date, the Earth will
be very susceptible to earthquakes, volcanic
eruptions, and storms. Should an earthquake of
even magnitude 5 to 6 strike California, the recently-
created mud will vigorously travel down the

mountains onto the homes and people of
affected areas. [And these concerns will be I

future years when fundamental electrom
^ ^ ^

forces which generate El Nino then \
meteorological conditions that render 1

susceptible to particularly extensive damaged I
earthquake activity— especially during the tim

°
V

I

the Earth’s crossing of the Sun’s equator in iu

C
°/ '

and September.]

During this year (1998 — which should h

noted for activity in future years) heavy rains

?

'

expected throughout California during the mid I

May. There is also the additional danger from

commonly-known condition: the weight of water I

can and does trigger earthquakes — even on areas I

of land where there was no prior record of earth-
I

quake activity. Extensive and continuous rains

have soaked into California soil and entered under- l

ground cavities, thereby producing tremendous

water-weight pressures that are not normally

present. This can certainly trigger a noticeable

earthquake or quakes.

Consider also the stresses placed upon the

structures within the Earth as the planet crosses the

Sun’s equator into opposite sunspot polarity at this I

time [March, 1998]. If the two factors — tremen-

dous water weight and opposite sunspot polarity
|— coincide [in March, 1998 or at any future time].

then:

the triggered earthquake could be COLOSSAL

across the length and breadth of California and

even affect surrounding states!

Note

:

The so-called “experts” are continuously

describing on the National and World Newst
,•

“all of the crazy weather patterns are the

El Nino.” Yet these same “experts” do not

exactly what triggers El Nino —- n
°J

‘ ^
predict (as this author did) in the

rr rt^mrrine) m tne
i Am i r I

\ t c nmu (

vT

So

all

N
at

ai

T

ii

Y

1 refer the reader to page 378 of
^ ^ ^

the 1980’s I made clear predictions^

^ ^ich I
1

press releases across the planet
j
jjd so .

stated that these events would 0<

j

cu

^ s0 .

I

^

because God directed me menta
j MoseS ’

prefer the scientific explanation o er
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_ A imnosed his Will upon my Mind.”

*1. ^'tkc ^osc with me- for the benef.t of

B ll
i

lumanity-

flolt

, inv readers who may be agnostic or

°ith respect to a belief in God, I make no

atheist' 1- w
' own personal beliefs m a Deity,

apologies to r
of the major innovators

^oughOU^fnoT eased a belief in God - they

"i st,c

'7heen atheists. Isaac Newton, with his

belief in God, is certainly a case-in-point.

lust as Moses was persecuted by the King of

J
f„r wishing to help and serve the Jewish

EgVP
|

t

. so have I been persecuted by the Power

Brokers of the U.S. and the world (and their “old

boy networks”)
because I wish to help and serve all

of the people of the Earth.

To the Fall of 1997, “God verified this fact by

the televised airing on the A&E (Arts and

Entertainment) Network of the national

documentary entitled "CONSPIRACIES This

two-hour program consisted of eight segments

depicting the assassinations of John Kennedy and

Martin Luther King — with the 7th segment

featuring my long fight to bring forth the Enerp

Invention for the benefit of humanity. Because the

people responded to the A&E Special with such

vigor, the Network rebroadcast the program four

or five times prior to 1998.

Throughout this Book, I have repeatedly writ-

ten that the Power Brokers have controlled Reagan,

Bush, Clinton, the Republican and Democratic

parties, as well as the future and happiness of you

and your loved ones.

Further Proof: A news article from The Denver

Post dated Sunday, February 8, 1998 written by

Penelope Purdy is additional proof that I am

correct about the nature of the Power Brokers, and

hopefully such an article will alarm you, the reader,

and awaken your mind into action.

The article is entitled,
"
Rights,

Environment in

jeopardy." I now quote proof of what I have

already strongly warned you about:

“.. .A U.S. LAW WAS DESIGNED TO PROTECT
THE AIR WE BREATHE, AND THAT WAS
WRITTEN AFTER LENGTHY PUBLIC
DEBATE, WAS PARTIALLY OVERRIDDEN BY

AN OBSCURE INTERNATIONAL RULE-

MAKING BODY, WHOSE MEETINGS ARE

SECRET AND WHOSE OFFICIALS ARE

DELIBERATELY INSULATED FROM PUBLIC

OPINION OR GRASSROOTS PRESSURE...
”

Have you read the Declaration of Independence

recently?” If you haven’t, you should. The Rights

of you and your loved ones are being systematically

taken away from you by International Power

Brokers and their “old boy networks.

As the old saying about the ‘frog and the boiling

water’ goes — DO NOT BE A FROG SITTING

IN SLOWLY BOILING WATER WAITING TO

BE COOKED: JUMP OUT NOW!
Now reread pages 446 through 465 of this

Book: you can clearly read that what “God had

me tell you in 1995 is now coming true at an

alarming and blatantly increasing rate of danger to

the people of America and the Human Race.

At this moment, it is February 23, 1998 as I

continue to write to you, the reader.

Look at the facts: Clinton has been pushing to

initiate war upon Iraq, in spite of the fact that

Russia and China have warned us not to pursue this

path, and stated that 'if we do engage m such

warfare, other countries and places will be brought

into that war.”

Note All these political and military machinations

are about OIL — not Human Rights'.

Note. The Energy Technology which God has

given me and which is discbsed m^s Book,

would render the threat of war OBSOLblb.

The International Power Brokers I have de-

scribed constantly push for oil’s supreme control ol

all Humanity, despite the strong possibi ty

their actions in the Middle East could launch

World War III. This is especially ironic in lieu ot

the fact that it has been long biblically-predicte

that the “end of times” and “final conflict would

begin in that exact area of the world

The International Power(hungry) Brokers Pu

sue their ends in spite of the fact that over 400 years

ago the author Nostradamus explicitly predicted

that the worst war of world history would begin at

this time— in that geographic area- and that in

THE ENERGY MACHINE OP JOSEPH NEWMAN



this calamitous war of humanity, Islamic and Asian

(Chinese) countries would be allies against Europe,

the United States, and western countries. Russia

involvement seems unclear. Would Russia side

with the United States?

However, it is no accident that this day Russia

and China have warned the western world commu-

nity NOT to initiate war against Iraq. Clinton in

the United States (as well as politicians in Great

Britain) are still threatening to initiate war at some

point in the near future if Saddam Hussein does

not follow the exact dictates of the United States.

As a result of the threatening rhetoric issued by

Western nations and instigated by United States

politicians, the ‘cauldron’ of the countries through-

out the world is being distinctly stirred and

prepared for the strong possibility of World War.

On this same day, February 23, 1998, Florida

was hit by a series of unusually violent tornadoes

which killed 38 known dead with others still

missing, many injured, and hundreds of totally

devastated homes resulting in misery for the people

of Florida. It is no accident that on this same day

the news media labeled the destruction in Florida,

“a WAR ZONE.” A warning from God!

In addition, this same day, California is still

being inundated from wave after wave of storms

impacting the California coastline while causing

widespread flooding, mud slides, and personal

misery and heartache for the people in California.

Once again, I sadly ask you, the reader, to now
again read pages 378 and 379 of this Book.

Note: As early as November 29, 1997 the front

page headlines of the Sunday morning Mobile
Press Register stated the following:

“Inventor Newman Divines Great Destruction.”

As I predicted at that time, the world did not
listen to what “God” had me say to warn the
people of the world. Instead, I was mocked.

As also concluded in that same Mobile Press
Register article:

". ..then when people hear what Joe Newman has
been saying, they will say, 'maybe I ought to take a

look now. What is sad is that so many ckilj

,

innocent people will be killed as a result r ( l*^ I

of attitude.
1 al

l
yp(

|

People:

Will you please now take seriously what
I

been earnestly telling the world for more
* '

ten years?

Ask yourself this question:

Isn’t it curious that Billy Graham and most I

of every religion are now repeating what |o

^
Newman was warning the people of the

about more than a decade ago?

It should be obvious to any honest reader and
student of religious history. God chose me first to

warn the world, because I more closely obeyed

God’s direction to the Human Race rather than

the “status-quo-type” religious leaders of the world

.... exactly as God has done throughout the

religious history of the seven major religions of the

world.

It is now 12:10am on February 24, 1998 as 1

stop writing this to you. I will now sleep and arise

early to obtain and include in this writing the next

newspaper headlines so that you will know that

I speak the Truth given me by God for you back

in 1987.

Refer back to page 459 which was the new

section added to the 7th Edition of this Book.

Now, ponder in your mind that fact and what I will

show you as the headlines of the morning paper ot

February 24, 1998.

Morning of February 24, 1998:

Sadly, the heartache of the people is ‘-k ar

indicated in the following headlines of thenewsp

per concerning the events of February

“FLORIDA TWISTERS KILL 38

“STORM HIT AFTER MANY WERE ASLi L

“EL NINO WINTER HAS MISERY 1 0 *pAR
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El Nino winter has misery to spar

As deaths mount,

break could be

months away

over^
|S

an^fhe
f

ton

e
.s'mounMng

"

7 '98

•5Bi& killed at leas. 38 people ir

mos. from carbon monox.de poisoningfn

eas-nowe rrd (jrneralors Cf
hvnoihermii

Car accidents on icy roads.

_JT5idi' hypothermia and falling, trees added

'Timm floodwaters swepl several people .0

(heir deaths One man died when a road in the San

p^ando Valley collapsed and his car plunged 50

M least 16 deaths in seven other state have been

annbuted to snowstorms worsened by El Nino

TV full cosi of El Nino wont be known for

months and scientists predict three or four more

months of El Nino-inspired ram, snow and ice

Damage aitribuied 10 storms in California since

Feb 2 Is estimated at $475 million, and 35 of 58

counties have declared stale of emergency

In New England, the January ice storms caused

3n estimated $1 billion in damage 10 forests and

tree Farmers are waiting until spring to find out

how bad the damage is to maple syrup tree and

equipment

The last big El Nino attack, in 1982-83. caused

$8 billion in damage and 1.500 deaths worldwide

This El Nino rivals the 82-83 one. in physical

and socioeconomic consequences," says Michael

Glann. senior scientist at the National Center for At-

mospheric Research in Boulder, Colo.

EJ Nino is caused by a body of warmer-than-nor-

mal water in the Pacific Ocean

When the water heats up. catastrophic events

happen like killer tornadoes in Florida, massive

flooding in California and warmer-than-normal

temperatures in the Northeast

While Florida cleaned up Monday. Californians

deal) with more miseries

Rising waters and rain-soaked hillsides forced

residents from homes and made driving a night-

mare. Roads were awash in mud and rocks

Cliffside homes in Pacifica were vacated, and
hundreds of residents were displaced by rising

near Lake in northern California

In southern California, homes in Ventura and
Hollywood Hills were abandoned as unstable hill-

sides began 10 shift

"It's not a pretty picture." Ventura County fire

Capl Murph Walsh said "The water runs down this

-treet In particular with bowling ball-size rocks and
mud and stud" Record rainfall has been recorded
icross the stale, and the 1997-98 winter has been
>ne of the wettest in 130 years

San Francisco broke Its February rainfall record
Monday; It has had at least 14 inches of rain. The
irevious record was 12 52 Inches In February 1878
The same slorm (hat hit San Francisco dumped

teavy snow on the Sierra Nevada Mountains Near
-ake Tahoe, up 10 2 feet of snow was expected by
his morning al elevations above 7,000 feet Three
eet of snow was expecied ai higher elevations

"It's been crazy up here." said David Kerr, an in-

pector with the California Food and Agriculture de-
artmeni in Tfuckee "I d like to see that thing
ailed the sun"
The storm is expecied to move into the Rocky

Mountain region today, then crawl slowly east
Elsewhere, ihe system that brought the deadly

omadoes to Florida swept up the East Coast, earri-
ng wind, rain and snow to New ttirk and New Eng
and. A foot ol snow »as expected in parts of Ver-
mont and New Hampshire, while coastal New-
England prepared for beach erosion.

Aher the storm passes: Dominique Coleman 4. plays Monday as her

lamily tnes to recover items from their home near Kissimmee

Shattered: The tornadoes that cut deadly swaths through central Florida also tossed vehicles inside homes in

Kissimmee Al least 38 people were killed in the state's deadliest natural disaster since Humcane Andrew in 92

Upended: A firefighter checks the winter nome o'

and Jimmy Alliy at Ponderosa Park on Monday P

Ailiy was in the home dunng the storm but was un

In Pacifica.

An eroding

puts the Ge-

nome in tee

Monday Se
homes pero

ckfts above

ocean akyv
Esotanaoe n

oeenevacw
atter neav-i

swept awa>

wans o< the

just south o'

Francsco

Wiped out Ann Legnard comlorts neighbor Josie

Park, a tourist campground near Kissimmee. Fla
1

retirees say they lost all they had Thirteen people
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CONFERENCE
TOURNEYS
TIP MARCH
MADNESS
WHO'LL MAKE THE CUT?
». HOOPS AT A GLANCE. 3C

REDSKINS SIGN

FORMER 49ER TO

S36 MILLION DEAL ic

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1998

NEWSLINE
A QUICK READ ON THE NEWS

WALL STREET: Dow Jones industrial average dips

3.74 points io 8410.20, Nasdaq index jumps 23.63 to 1751.76,

30-year Treasury bond yield rises to 5.90**. 1.3B

ASIA STOCKS: Japan's Nikkei stock average

plunges 256 94 points to end morning session at 16,352.55

points In Hong Kong, the Hang Seng index climbs 55 61

points. 0 5'*
.
to 10,740.82 in early trading today

CEREAL SCORE: With many calling the Nagano

Winter Olympics a dud that

not even the gold-medal

wearing U S women's hock-

ey team could save, market-

ers aren’t lining up io make
deals with athletes The
hockey players are the only

gold medalists to get an en-

dorsement deal since the

Games ended — on a box of

Wheaties, left I

B

SEX SCANDAL:
Federal grand jury investi-

gating sex and cover-up alle-

gations involving President

Clinton expected to recon-

vene today; a former chief of

staff in the White House Of-

fice of Legislative Affairs

could testify. 10A.

ECONOMY: Fed chief Alan Greenspan is facing

growing pressure to lower Interest rates; many point out

Aslan financial crisis beginning to hit home In the USA. 3B.

ANTHRAX CASE: Charges are dropped against~
" Larry Wayne Harris, left, William

Job Leavitt Jr., accused of possess-
ing anthrax for use as weapon,
after tests show substance harm-
less; microbiologist Harris re-ar-

rested for violating probation. 4A.

The ongoing battle against an-
thrax. 4D.

CHICKEN SAFETY: Con-
sumer Reports tests show most
chickens bought in stores had dis-

ci (jr-* ease-causing bacteria; tougher fed-

lTs"\/bo,v
eral re8uiall0ns are needed to as-

5 vegas sure safety, editors say. 1 D.

TODAYS DEBATE: Punisning paparazzi I3A InU5A TODAY s opinion. State laws already ban the daneer-
ous and unacceptable practices of many paparazzi " I3A.

' Sen. Ornn Hatch. R-Utah. and I are introducing a bill
that is narrowly drafted to prohibit only the most egregious

awn, D<ahf
>U

|

S

3A
bUSCS by paparazzi " Dian "e Fein-

MONEY: Oil prices tumble to a four-year low on newsor the United Nations-Iraq accord IB
Chris Galvin on a mission to remake Motorola. IB.
Boomers not as big a market force as believed 3D

JSsiastssKxsrxr-~™

"SST** '« "> «»»«

an™L
,

rejeCli Carolinas *38 million bid for Sereei Fe

xtasass? D“-“

Mil l ****^=^^^= - "'Cvj
i

.

Clinton: Deal needs

Florida twisters kill 38
Tornado outbreak historical event

El Nino’s death, damage toll still growing 3*

They were just

sitting ducks.’
Jennifer Stephens of victims in Ponderosa Pari. Fla.

Exhausted: Rescuers take a break

at Ponderosa Park campgrounds

tow truck driver looks over the debris ol an apartment complex destroyed by tornadoes

Swarm hit after many were asleep
/ I nnrn Parlor nnH n -M. > a _ . m j tnrnoHn rUllbrCdk lH t

KISSIMMEE, Fla — Manuel and Judy
Rincon cowered in horror early Monday
as the house they saved 10 years to buy lit-

erally broke apan around them.
Then it got worse
The garage door blew open and tore

away. The door into the kitchen opened,
and the wind sucked like a vacuum clean-
er, pulling their 5-year-old daughter,
Elissa, away.

"She was horizontal, and my wife was
holding onto her legs," he says "There was

COVER STORY
all this glass, and everything started to dis-

appear. all the furniture, the insides of the

walls. If my wife had let go of Elissa, we
wouldn't have been able to find her"

But Judy’s grip held And in a few mo-
ments, the tornado had passed and Elissa

was safe in her arms with only a glass cut

on her ankle. "I don't care about the

house," Manuel says, his eyes tearing up.

"If something had happened to her"
The Rincons were lucky At least 38 peo-

ple in central Florida were killed in the

deadliest tornado oulb
[
eak

hunai>-

h,story. Nine twister.
hu

,,

of homes and left 135.000 peep*

temporarily without

morning tornadoes spared ihe^,
v _

tractions of Disney WorId.
, ni)„

dios Florida and Sea World in
i ,

.

"To have that number of >• „
,en. tornadoes concen^

a
(orPr
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Also, this same day of February 24 1997 seven

more people were killed in the Caltforma floods

F
d
The

U
foHoSng represents add.tional great con-

m to me for the human race — although 1

"o^ld not be surprised if more than 99% of the

news media avoided publicizing it to the

^O^February 23, 1998, thousands of people

filled the massive Lenin Square in Moscow and

held up a very large picture of Saddam Hussein

while being eager to listen to the toppled head

ofCommunism speak and damn the United States

and what it had done to the Russian masses of

PCC

place yourself in the mind of a person with a

family in Russia while Communism ruled: At that

time you and everyone you knew had a job. Your

family was cared for.

Now (from your point of view) Capitalism

(GREED) with Ronald Reagan (as the “Beast”)

and Western Power Brokers and their Olde Boy

Networks have replaced Communism. Russia is

then broken up into different smaller and indepen-

dent countries. The mighty army of Russia is

diminished greatly in size. People by the thou-

sands and thousands lose their jobs. Prices of

goods SKYROCKET — inflation is rapid! Crime

is rampant!

Then place yourself in the shoes of those

unhappy, jobless Russians. Now you cannot take

care of your family. Now you cannot obtain a job.

Now you have lost hope. Members of the Russian

armed forces have not been paid in a year.

Question Who would you blame?

Answer The United States!

And the Western World.

Can’t you see why those thousands of human
beings (just like you) would see Saddam Hussein

as a hero? A hero who is “standing alone against

the powerful United States and its allies?”

Read carefully and thoughtfully Isiah, Chapter

10: “.
. . O Assyrian, the rod of mine anger, and

the staff in their hand is mine indignation.”

The biblical Assyria is modern day Iraq, Iran,

and Kuwait. Note what the Assyrian in verse “14”

will say after his conquest of the Earth:

"And my hand hath found as a nest the riches of the

People: and as one gathereth eggs that are left, have

I gathered ALL THE EARTH .

[Emphasis added.]

Refer to the front page of the Denver Rocky

Mountain News of February 15, 1998 —

(see the next page of this Book, 472)

Just exactly as Isiah 10 states, Saddam Hussein

praises himself and there has been extensive docu-

mentation attesting to this fact.

Note: The present facts prove that throughout

Russia, China, and the Islamic countries — the

people support Saddam Hussein against the United

States and the Western World.

Please read and ponder carefully Chapter 8

from Daniel. As you read this realize that Ronald

Reagan and the Western World maintained a

PEACE and witnessed the fall of Communism in

Russia. Verses 24 and 25 from Chapter 8 in Daniel

says that he will do so by PEACE!

The people of the United States and the West-

ern World praised Ronald Reagan. Just in the past

two weeks the name of Washington Airport was

changed to Ronald Reagan Airport. I am greatly

offended by this evil fact!

Note: Verse 25, Chapter 8 of Daniel states about this

individual: “but he shall be broken without hand .

"

Note Ronald Reagan’s brain has been effectively

“turned to mush” by God! As a now-documented

fact, this happened even during his later days in

office as President of the United States.

Note

:

All the facts of present history match exactly

what the Bible predicts for this time.

Ronald Reagan and the Western World’s Power

Brokers have set the stage for Armageddon!
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Shows world

-he’s shrewd,

savage and,

perhaps,

psychopathic

SundayHimm^Editirn

ain News

Nation’s treasures fade
'„»

g tattered iwlan,,!,,.
onndepettd,fee.

™ .

I > iTTE
COBPlfTf miioku/intemitiomi hpofi

Washington, d.c. .su^aa

REAGAN: Renaming airport is part of a pro-

ject remembering the former prt- :
«

CASINOS: Profits are helping tribes in their

battle against local taxation 6A

Starts 22Apacific coast

CALIFORNIA: El Nino

toD on property it's decimated wildlife 22A

WASHINGTON ips say a plan

protect Northwest salmon is failing. 22A

MID-AMERICA

KANSAS
l
-'

: ' 23A

MINNESOTA; The Dakota Indians have gotten

tory 23A

THE EAST

NEW YORK: Th< state, along with Connecti-

cut, is set to dean up Long Island Sound. 42A

MARYLAND: The Three Mile island melt-

down is the basis >f a new research firm. 42A

TEXAS & SOUTH

VIRGINIA: A grave sue on a university cam-

434

FLORIDA: A Miami detective specializes in

- lilt 43A

THE AMERICAS

CUBA: Remember the Maine’ The incident

. i|h 48A

ECUADOR: I exaco is pressed to pay for the

cleanup of toxic waste it left behind 48A

INTERNATIONAL

TIBET: The Panchen Lama's report on Chi-

na's human rights violations is released. 49A

HOLGER JENSEN: Middle East peace? Then
Israel's Benjamin Netanyahu must go. 49A

HOME FRONT

Coloradans and
monogamy. 10F

SPORTS

^ BORDER WAR
999 U.S.-Canada scuffle looms, ic

a aw TRAVEL^
aTAT
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Please again reread pages 378 and 379 of this

Book Norf that God mentally told me from the

very
beginning:

“IF MANKIND REFORMS,

THERE WON’T BE ANY DESTRUCTION.”

And all mankind had to do to reform was to

.|ove your neighbor as you love yourself.”

Is this so difficult?

I ask the reader to use your MIND:

Can’t you see that the Western World’s control

of its people by GREED has now been used to

manipulated against the people of Russia and that

they are very ANGRY at the United States and the

Western World?

As a consequence, people in Russia now have

new-found respect for Saddam Hussein who stands

alone against the United States and the Western

World. This is also true for the people of the other

Islamic lands. Bear in mind that there are over 800

million Islamic people. Bear in mind that the

leaders of China— with its billion-t- population—
also have respect for Saddam Hussein.

Don’t you see that the politicians and Power

Brokers of the United States and the Western

World with their bullying and smug attitudes have

placed Saddam Hussein in a good position to now
purchase chemical and nuclear weapons from

Russia and its break-away countries, as well as

from China?

And don’t be deceived by the rhetoric of the

United States and the Western World. Saddam
Hussein DOES NOT NEED ROCKETS TO
BRING NUCLEAR OR CHEMICAL BOMBS
INTO EUROPE OR THE UNITED STATES!

The world is now a place where travel into any
country of the world is relatively easy. Cher/i;

and nuclear weapons are small enough to be
carried in a suitcase. If I realize this fact, then you
must realize that Russian, Chinese, and Islamic

weapons experts also know this.

And should Saddam Hussein be murdered
and/or deposed in the future, there is an ample
suPply of individuals in that country with the same

requisite “qualifications” to replace him and con-

tinue his policies — overtly or covertly.

Again, I say to you, the reader.

ALL THE FACTS OF PRESENT HISTORY

MATCH EXACTLY WHAT THE BIBLE

PREDICTS FOR THIS TIME!

Consider how the United States threatens

Saddam Hussein solely because the Power Brokers

of the Western World with their Old Boy Networks

want to control OIL and thereby control the

people of the world through the manipulation of

the world’s oil supplies as well as through control

of the Federal Reserve System and similar monetary

agencies in the Western World. Such control

perpetually keeps the people in VOLUNTARY
SLAVERY.

Examine the facts I have presented throughout

this Book. You can see that God has given to

me the Energy Technology which will make Oil

obsolete as an energy source. You can also see

that God has given me knowledge to understand

the SHAM perpetrated by the ‘Federal’ Reserve

System against the people of the United States and

the Western World.

Because ofmy love for you and your loved ones,

I now offer you a song:

“Why do you — Why do you — Why do you

submit you and your loved ones to voluntary

slavery? Whyyyyy?

“You are all in prison houses and none ask to be

restored.

“You have sent your loved ones to fight and die for

Freedom for decades, while others of power you

elected and TRUSTED put you and your loved

ones in chains of servitude, that perpetually got

and gets WORSE and WORSE.

“Why do you — Why do you — Why do you

submit you and your loved ones to perpetual

voluntary slavery? Whyyyyy?

“Do you know the people do not own the Federal

Reserve System? But very powerful people who
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have deceived you, DO! The very name they

choose— FEDERAL RESERVE— so proves. It

was deliberately so named to DECIEIVE yovi e

people, to believe that you own it. While m reality

it i s voluntary slavery of you and your loved ones

They really own it.

“You are all in prison houses and none ask to be

restored.

“Why do you — Why do you — Why do you

submit you and your loved ones to voluntary

slavery? Whyyyyy?

“Can’t you see that the TRUTH I teach is verified

by the enormous wealth and financial success rate

of theJewish people? Why? Answer: Because the

Jewish people do not charge one another interest

on loaned money. Consequently, they purchase a

home or operate a business at less than one-third

the cost to you. They do for one another as the Old

Testament repeatedly teaches:

“DO NOT CHARGE USURY OR YOU WILL

BE DAMNED BY GOD!

“However, they do charge you interest and they do

tax themselves.

“On the other hand, the Christian leaders have

endorsed the Power Brokers who charge ALL
PEOPLE — you and your loved ones — USURY
and perpetual SLAVERY.

“BE NOT DECEIVED: ALL TAXES AND
INTEREST IS USURY!

“You are not “frogs” — jump out of the water

before you are boiled to death in slavery.

“You are ALL in prison houses and none ask to be
restored.

“Why do you — Why do you — Why do you
submit you and your loved ones to voluntary
slavery? Whyyyyy?

“Your voluntary slavery is that the Power Brokers
who control the ‘Federal’ Reserve System have you,
the people, print the money and give it to them (the

Power Brokers) as taxes and interest. Th
lend the money back to you through

various 1^
games’ played by the banks under their contn

\

games piayea Dy uie nanus under their control

charge you, the people, interest and taxes (Ijs| T*
to build your roads, playgrounds, bridge

KY)
^ 7 r Uliages,

ai
.

the poor, finance the national war machines
’

even to purchase food, houses, education, d’
boats, businesses, farms — NATIQKia^
INTEREST. In short, THEY - THE Pqw^
BROKERS AND THEIR ‘OLD Krw
NETWORKS’ CHARGE YOU, THE PEOPi p
‘USURY’ on your very EXISTENCE!

“You are ALL in prison houses and none ask tob
restored.

“Why do you — Why do you — Why do you

submit you and your loved ones to voluntary

slavery? Whyyyyy?

“Your voluntary slavery is the fact that you, the

people, give more than 60% of ALL your life’s

work received as money to them whom have

TRICKED and deceived you, the people, into

voluntary slavery— ever since 1913 with the dual

creation of the Income Tax and the ‘Federal’

Reserve System. It is no ‘accident’ or ‘coinci-

dence’ that both of these coercive measures were

created at the same time by evil and manipulative

Power Brokers.

“These same evil people now strive for a One

World Government (or Political State) to increase

and insure that their power over you and your

loved ones becomes even greater. In short, their

goal is to make you, the people, perpetually ever

more their voluntary slaves.

You are ALL in prison houses and none ask to be

“Why do you — way uu

submit you and your loved

slavery? Whyyyyy?

“You, the people, have given your loved on ^
for Freedom — now give your min s,

aC}1ieV
ed

then will you and your loved ones axc

Freedom from voluntary slavery.
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„ lhaI if you make certain that the

•‘Can’t you see
is TRULY returned to

Federal "XthXewiUbeNQNATIONAL
y„u,thepeopU.th

' ^ stiU print the money,

deBT,
You, the P P

yourself ^ mterest.

but y
o°p K NO DEBT! The Federal Reserve

there is n ^ banks md ,oan you your

SyS
Tn« anJ your businesses money,

INTEREST-

loved ones, ana y less than one-third

FREE
'

rn tme to pay offaloan. Yourbuyurg

°fth

e

e

r

P
of your monthly income is instantly more

Cthree tunes greater than it was.

You are ALL in prison hoi*es and none ask to be

restored.

•Whv do you — Why do you — Why do you

sSt you and your loved ones to voluntary

slavery? Whyyyyy?

"See to it that the ‘Federal’ Reserve System is given

back to you, the people! Once the Federal Reserve

System is truly owned by the people — instead

by a select few - the people w.U not be charged

iy taxes. None are needed because the Fede

Reserve System of the People pays the national

mterest and THERE IS NO DEBT.

‘The greed of a select few must be taken away from

them and therein enable the release of you and

your loved ones from voluntary slavery.

“GREED must equally be taken from both Labor

and Business. The results will be totally opposite

to what you may first think. Both Business and

Labor are presently driven by greed. If you accept

what I teach, you will excel far beyond your

present dreams.

“You are ALL in prison houses and none ask to be

restored.

“Why do you — Why do you — Why do you

submit you and your loved ones to voluntary

slavery? Whyyyyy?

“There is one who writes this song, who has lived

his life of 61 years for Humanity, and who truly

understands this song and how the G°°d of

be achieved for you, the people. And thts

verified in the Book:

"The Energy Machine ofJoseph Newman
— found

in libraries across America.

“If the Christian leaders of today are so close to

God, why don’t they ‘each you that u s an

OFFENSE TO GOD TO CHARGE GODS

PEOPLE ‘USURY?’

“ Question - Why did and why was the

this song told over ten years ago - in 19j”

warn the people of the Earth of the TRAGIC

DISASTERS occurring since then and now across

the Earth? And yet the Christian leaders of today

S'been so telling you in the last few years?

“Isn’t is obvious to you that throughout history

God chooses the individuals closest to God s teach-

ings and does not choose the ‘status-quo Christian

or other ‘leaders’ of the time?

“For decades you have given the lives °f

-SSSiSSffiSKfi

“Why do you - Why do you - Why do you

submit you and your loved ones to voluntary

slavery? Whyyyyy?”

Joseph Westley Newman

October 29, 1997

The following article from The Grand Rapids

PJS dated Sunday, February 15, 1998 exemplifies

the truth of which I speak:
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Anxiety runs deep as Israel

prepares for 50th birthday

^ Many Israel'is^ /» ousyfighting in a war or

arguing over what
they callthe intrusion

ofultra-

Orthodox Judaism to mark the day

The Washington Post

JERUSALEM -

hoi in 1948, “1 feel no gaiety in

mTaKr^rroman Yeku-

tieh. He doesn't plan to celebrate

the anniversary this spring,

he too busy fighting what he con

siders a war for the nation s soul.

Sr Avner Shem-Tov. who says

. he’d rather _the_£QV£IBlP£0lw|^^^

r the date Jay rutting laxfis.

7 of withfestivities.

Unusual for this nation of

mostly immigrants. Yekutieli is

that rare Israeli whose European

Jewish forebears have been here

for six generations. He also is fed

up with what he sees as theen-

croachments of ultra-Orthodox

Judaism in Israeli life.

Having spent his 20s and early

30s working with Palestinians in

the Israeli-occupied West Bank.

la
He7oStl

C
rmovem«n< caned

ESSjagg

K.-jasiisiSg
-ssasllw
perforin conversions in the coun-

^When Israel had its 2Wh birth-

day when I was just a kid it had

all the best reasons in the wor d

?o celebrate.” Yekutieli said. It

had achieved such industrial and

economic and development

.

* Now. when we re reaching 50

Israel is in so many bad turning

points that the reason for libber

ation is fading. Id sayjeve
taken a huge step backward, be

coming more medieval in our

ways, anti-cultural, racist chau-

vinist. in Jerusalem, we vetaken a

big step toward (becoming like)

Tehran.”

“2. Now the name of his first horn w
Joel; and the name of his second, Ah lâ

they were judges in Beersheba

“3. And his sons walked not in ^
ways, but turned aside after lucre, and
took bribes, and perverted judgrnen;

“4. Then all the elders of Israel gath.

ered themselves together, and came to

Samuel unto Ramah,

“5
. And said unto him, Behold, thou art

old, and thy sons walk not in thy ways,

now make us a king to judge us like all

the nations.

“6. But the thing displeased Samuel,

when they said, Give us a king to judge

us. And Samuel prayed unto the Lord.

I now quote to you, the People of the Jewish

Community and of the world, the Word of God as

to why this Affliction of Voluntary Slavery has been

placed upon you;

YOU, THE PEOPLE, CHOSE IT OVER

GOD — WHOM YOU REJECTED!

Quoting from 1 Samuel, Chapter 8:

"By the occasion of the ill government of Samuel's sons,

the Israelites ask a king. 19 Samuel describes how the

king would rule over them

“And it came to pass, when Samuel was old, that he

made his sons judges over Israel.

‘7
. And the Lord said unto

Samuel, Hearken unto the

voice of the people in all

that they say unto thee; for

they have not rejected thee, Cod

but they have rejected me,
^

rejected

that I should not reign V by the

over them. J Pe0Ple

“8. According to all the works which

they have done since the day that 1

brought them up out of Egypt even

unto this day, wherewith they have

forsaken me, and served other gods, so

do they also unto thee.

“9 Now therefore hearken unto their

voice: howbeit yet protest solemnly unto

them, and shew them the manner of the king t a

reign over them.

"10 And Samuel told aU the words of the Lot un.o

the people that asked of him a king.

" 11 . And he said, This will be the manner
^

of the king that shaU reign over you^H

will take your sons, and appoint ™
his

himself, for his chariots and »
<£

h*

horsemen; and some shall ru

chariots.

“12. And he will appoint him captains

over thousands, and captams ov

and will set them ^ hs grounj,
his

to reap his harvest, and to mak

instruments of war, and instrume

Voluntary

Slavery

by the

People

because

the

people

rejected

Cod!

1 54*'“

Chap
ltr

cont">
ueli
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. j he will take your daughters to

«« '° h‘ cooks '
and

to be bakers.
'je

Darvt-i->-

“14- And ^s^dfoLS^arl
5

,’Zn

Zb* of the*, and give them to h,s

servants.

And he will take the tenth of your

Jd and of yout vineyards, and give to

S officers, and to his servants.

•16 And he will take your menservants,

Jd your maidservants, and your goodh-

et young men, and your asses, and put

them to his work.

“17 He will take the tenth of your sheep:

and ye shall be his servants

Voluntary

Slavery

by the

People

because

the

People

rejected

God!

“18 And ye shall cry out in that

day because of your king which ye

shall have chosen you; and the

Lord will not hear you in that day.
}

“19. Nevertheless the people re-

fused to obey the voice of Samuel;

and they said, Nay; but we will

have a king over us;

“20. That we also may be like all

the nations; and that your king

may judge us, and go out before

us, and fight our battles.

‘21. And Samuel heard all the

words of the people, and he re-

hearsed them in the ears of the

Lord.

“22. And the Lord said to Samuel,

Hearken unto their voice, and make

them a king. And Samuel said

unto the men of Israel, Go ye every

man unto his city.”

Subtract

Subtract

Subtract

Subtract

Subtract

Total:

God will

hear you

now if you

will hear and

harken to the

Words of

God's Servant!

A mere man

chosen by

God at this

critical time

of Judgment

by God

$1,000.00 per month for the

National Income Tax (33 /o)

87.00 per month for the

State Income Tax (3%)

56 00 per month for the

Local Tax (6%) on

everything you purchase

100 00 per month for the

Local (Property) Tax

on a $100,000 home

555 00 per month for the

Interest on a $100,000

home mortgage for 30 years

$1^798T)0 per month in

Taxes and Interest USURY

Note. Some of the amounts may vary up or down

from State to State.

The above USURY charges leaves the couple

only $1,1 18.00 per month for automobile payments,

food, clothes, electricity, telephone, doctors bills,

education, insurance, household expenses, etc.

Note- You and your spouse worked one year for

an income of only $13,616.00, while you paid your

USURY Slave Master $21,384.00. These figures

do not even include the hidden taxes and interest

in the cost of everything you purchase — from the

manufacture of products to their delivery to your

local store or home.

The following example will demonstrate how
the people have chosen the Voluntary Slavery (of

Man) rather than choose “God” as their Ruler;

Consider an example of a husband and wife

earning an income of $35,000.00 per year, with a

monthly income of $2,916.00.

Also if you total some of your monthly costs.

$277.00 per month for the $100,000 home mortgage

+ $300.00 per month car payment + $130.00 per

month electric bill + $50.00 per mouth telephone

bill + $400.00 per month for food - $1,15/.0U,

which leaves you “in the hole” by $39.00 and you

still have not purchased clothes, paid doctors bills,

insurance bills, education costs, or any type of

entertainment for you and your loved ones. You

still have not paid for any automobile repairs or

even fuel.

Therefore, you are utilizing credit cards at an

alarming rate while you are going deeper and

deeper into debt (Voluntary Slavery).

God has chosen me to guide and teach God s

TRUTH and DESIRE for you at this time.
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BEHOLD THE TRUTH:

Give the Federal Reserve System BACK TO

THE PEOPLE!

That same family described ab<ove would I

retam an additional $1,798 PER MONTH and

they would be FREE of Voluntary•Slavery.

Examine the above NUMBERS for yourself.

You are now paying more than 60 /» of your

income to your Slave Master MAN . • • nQt to

GOD! Divide $21,384.00 by $35,000.00 and you

will see the TRUTH for yourself.

QuestmL Doesn’t this FACT make you want to

literally SCREAM OUT!

Note: Exactly as God stated in 1 Samuel, Chapter

8, Verse 8.

Refer to page 401 of this Book: what God has

had me teach you will result in the generation of

the Graph pictured on that page — a Graph

depicting ECONOMICAND PHYSICAL WELL-
BEING. Will YOU choose it?

I ask the you to reread Chapter 23 entitled,

“The Merger Between Mechanization and Eco-

nomics” and also pages 450 through 456 regarding

additional details relating to the Truth which I

speak to you.

At this moment of my writing the additions to

this book is it now 3:30am, Thursday, February 26,

1998. THIS (as is every Thursday) IS MY
WORSHIP DAY TO GOD.

Christians pray on Sunday, Jews pray on Satur-

day, and Islamics pray on Friday. God has told me
to pray on THURSDAY — which represents a day

independent from those worshipped by the status

quo religions. God wants you, the People, to turn

back to him as in Samuel’s time before the People
chose Man over “God” as their ruler. Look at

God’s love for all humanity:

All SEVEN major religions of the world are

connected to the handprint of God by the number
“14.” The mathematical odds against the
accidental occurrence of ALL SEVEN major
religions being connected to the number “14” are
an AS 1 OUNDING 105,413,504 to 1 against this
being an accidental occurrence.

Bear in mind that followers of all SEVEN
religions — Judaism, Christianity, Is lam> r̂

a'°r

cianism, Buddhism, Taoism, and Hinduism
'

have, throughout their history, fought and kiiu
one another. Obviously, then, there is no way

'

members of all SEVEN religions assembled *4

‘plotted’ what I now present to you:

According to the text of the Bible —
1)

“14” generations spans 600 years.

2) Israel existed “14” hundred years before Christ

3) Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism, and Hin
duism were all “14” generations before Christ

4 ) Christ existed “14” generations before

Mohammed and the Islamic religion.

[Note: Mohammed predicted there would be

no other major religions created after him and

prior to the coming of God’s judgment.]

5) Mohammed has been proven correct in his

prediction by the passage of “14” hundred

years of history prior to the year 2,000.

Once again, I repeat that the mathematical

odds are an “ASTOUNDING” 105,413,504 to 1

against the “accidental” occurrence of what God

had me describe to you above. If you then multiply

the “14” hundred years of TRUTH predicted by

Mohammed that there would be no other major

religion created during this time, then the

mathematical odds are an “ASTOUNDING

1,475,789,056* to 1 against this being an

“accidental” occurrence!

[*Note: This is
“14” hundred million.]

In this Book, please reread pages 243 through

252 of Chapter 22 entitled, “Recommended I t

of God’s Existence. ” For those who do not be

in God: as I stated in Chapter 22, from the ye^

1957 through 1984, 1 also drd n0' bel^
e

rea l

But note

:

God proved to me that <-

through the number “14.”
the

If you, the reader, know anything 1

* ^
Science of the Mathematics

°f ^q^nDIN^
mathematically consider the Av

conc
ern

odds connected to the number 14 w
with

all SEVEN major religions. C°mbJ”
k

what I wrote in Chanter 22 of t IS
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, n soite of all the historically-documented

1

"’/wars [not to mention the undocumented
atrocities/ ..

j which have been fought m
examples o

. throughout humanity’s history

tbeHomeo ^ it was Man who chose

" l warfare, not God! This is also true in

t0^ nf God having me demonstrate to you that

the case ofGcrt™ G
VQLvmARY SLAVERY

ir

u

MT USURY) under “modern-day Kings”

jokers) rather than trust .God.

I again quote a prayer from my heart:

“Cnd (Live me the knowledge and wisdom to draw

allpeoples ofthe Earth
to YOU and not thefirst one,

no, not the first one away from YOU.

I sincerely hope that the phenomenal

mathematical-odds proof given by God

through this mere man for Humanity

(myself) acts as a “crowbar” to enable the

Truth ofGod to enter your Mind whereby

the Evil done by Man is rejected from

your brain.

It is now 5:00am on Thursday, February

26, 1998— my Worship Day to God. I ask

God to come into your heart and brain by

virtue of the knowledge which God has

given me to pass on to you. I now go to get

some rest.

Love, Joseph Newman

States “within the next five years." The experts

were not concerned about germ containers being

launched by rockets; but are deeply concerned

about Germ Warfare entering the United States by

ships and then carried in vehicles to major United

States cities.

Note: this is exactly the essence of what God had

me write to you several pages earlier.

And to exemplify what I have written in these pages,

the article below is quoted from the Rocky Moun-

tain News dated Wednesday, February 25, 1998:

(The following article should prove to you that the

Power Brokers control you and your loved ones!)

Republicans battle

‘soft money* reform
Democrats endorse

GOP compromise

By Michael Kranish

1:00am, Thursday, February 26, 1998

Because of what I will now write to you,

ask you to please refer back to the bottom

»f page 344. Please bear in mind my strong

nger at the Power Brokers and their SHAM
>oliticians. My anger is strong because I

inderstand exactly the evil perpetrated by
he Power Brokers at the expense and
leartache of you, the People.

As you read this the material I have

written in the section, ponder the fact that

The Boston Globe

WASHINGTON — After Republi-

cans prepared Tuesday to filibus-

ter a bill that would overhaul cam-

paign finance rules, President

Clinton and Democratic leaders

endorsed a compromise written

by three New England Republi-

cans that appears to be this year’s

last chance to change the election

system.

But in a blow to the effort led by

Sen. Olympia Snowe, Republican

of Maine, to broker a compromise,

GOP leaders Tuesday night em-

ployed parliamentary manuevers

that could kill her bill as well. Sfiit

ate Majority Leader Trent Loty

apparently concerned that

Snowe’s proposal has gathered

widespread support, unexpectedly

loaded it with amendments objec-

tionable to many senators.

“The bottom line is they just

don’t want anything,” Snowe said

in an interview Tuesday night,

evening on NationalTV— prime time,
fcked'iULott

8 °'—
ve— there was a one hour documentary
egarding the strong possibility of Germ
Warfare being initiated against the United

.. was afraid her mea-

sure would succeed, she said,

“Thate right.”

On a day of

heated debate

about whether the

campaign finance

system is inher-

ently corrupt,

Senate leaders

failed in their ini-

tial parliamentary— effort to table —
and thus kill— a bill sponsored by

Sens. John McCain, R-Ariz., and

Russell Feingold, D-Wis. Their bill

would ban unlimited * soft money

contributions to the political par-

ties.

The Senate voted 51-48 against

tabling the bill, with all 44 Demo-

crats and seven Republicans vot-

ing to keep the legislation alive.

Both Colorado Republicans voted

to kill the bill.

But Lott promptly prepared to

begin a filibuster against the bill.

Supporters of the measure appar-

ently do not have the necessary

60 votes to end the filibuster,

meaning it would die without an

up-or-down vote.

McCain, who has worked for

two years to develop a bipartisan

proposal to ban soft money, said

he was disappointed. "This money

makes good people do bad things

and bad people do worse things.
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It should be obvious to you that.Trent Lott of

POWER BROKERS WHOM^HE (and many of

his political cohorts) SERVE!
, h

Trent Lott represents the very SCAB oi the

“Evil Earth” which I have been speak,ng to you

about. Trent Lott has vigorously fought against the

Energy Invention I have developed and done his

best to prevent it from coming forward lor you, the

People Trent Lott was Ronald Reagans ngh -

hand man and Lott of the Republican Party is now

the Senate Majority Leader.

Trent Lott, of Mississippi, is the type ol

individual who has no personal honesty or integrity:

When I was receiving extensive, worldwide publicity

regarding my energy machine, Lott (along with ten

other Congressmen) separately introduced a Bill in

Congress to issue Joseph Newman a Pioneering

Patent for the Energy Invention. However at the

same time (behind my back), Trent Lott told other

Senators and Congressmen NOT to support the

legislation which Lott introduced — even if then-

constituents in their various states were asking

them to endorse such legislation.

Although I was at the center of world attention

artd based in Mississippi, Trent Lott did not speak

out in behalf of the technology and did not attend

even ONE of the numerous demonstrations of my

technology in cities across Mississippi, the South,

and even in Washington, D.C.

At this time, Trent Lott has repeatedly appeared

on national news and endorsed the effort to totally

destroy Saddam Hussein. In effect, therefore, Lott

pushes for World War by ignoring the comments

stated by political leaders in Russia, China, and

various Islamic countries.

IT IS ALL ABOUT OIL —
NOT HUMAN RIGHTS!

Trent Lott has and does fight continuously to

prevent the Energy Machine technology from

coming forward and replacing oil as ai. energy

source.

Thad Cochran — the other Senator from Mis-

sissippi — has also joined Lott in the charade of

pretending to help my efforts to bring f0rtl

technology for the benefit of you, the pC(

and then stabbing my efforts “in the back

llxmpk

;

Cochran called for U.S. Senate Cornet,
Hearings on my work only after U.S. Represent

in Mississippi demanded that he do so.

had arranged for John Glenn to be tl?

“hatchetman” at that Senate Hearing which
tUnKj

into a charade and mockery of justice,

“charade” was so obvious that, upon my leavi^

the Senate Hearing, a U.S. Senate security gUarj

who had overheard the proceedings became

OUTRAGED at the dishonest antics of Jol^

Glenn. This same security guard yelled down the

hall of the U.S. Senate Building at another security

guard and said, "Hey, did you see what thatS.Ob

John Glenn did by trying to submarine the Energy

Machine of Mr. Newman’s Life Work?” The other

guard said, "No, I wasn’t there
"

As I was walking through the doors of the U.S.

Senate Building, the first security guard very

enthusiastically said, "GIVE THEM HELL, MR

NEWMAN!’’

PEOPLE: make no mistake. The Power

Brokers are very smart individuals. Like an

octopus from their lair of power and money they

reach out and influence both Republican and

Democratic politicians!

Ingalls Shipyards — located in Pascagoula,

Mississippi — is right in Trent Lotts bac yar .

Ingall’s Shipyards is owned by the Power ro ers.

I refer the reader to page 446 of this Book

where 1 quote directly from New Jersey Congres

man Robert Torricelli:

“THIS IS THE GREATEST C0NSP'R

^
AGAINST ANY HUMAN BEING

HISTORY OF THE WORLD.

Ponder the magnitude of the above -t

• exempli*
,c^

Now read how this informal

up to this very moment by t c o

j

life’s
d^ 1

[letter to Mr. Eric Clark] regarding my

to serve God and Humanity.
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MlWMAN energy technologies ( OKI'

2050 Vineyard Drive * Castle Rock, Colorado 8010

(303) 814-3403 • Email: josephnewman@earthlmk.net

for
immediate release _ FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

rr pric Clark
T

Secretary of the State of Mississippi

401 Mississippi Street

Post Office Box 136

Jackson, Mississippi 39205-0136

Reference your letter dated January 16, 1998 and the letter of the same date from your “cronies” -

Timothy S. McCole and Anderson — both appomted by you.

r, O rhe week of January 16, 1998 I traveled to the State Capitol in Jackson, Mississippi and met

h

Drg
tn Good f! You h^ mounted high on your office wall a large and unique picture of my

W
Heher Ladner who was the Secretary of State in Mississippi for 40 years before your term of office.

!u

USin
’

sin’s eves in that portrait look at “you” no matter where “you” stand in that Capitol building room

5rSm cSed me
P
twice in the 1980's and he stated that, “I want to help you, any way that I can.

I ikewise the “eyes” of the People of Mississippi will be on “YOU” Eric Clark — at the time of

the forthcoming electron, because “YOU” have deceitfully denied the People of Mississippi the opportunity

and right to purchase stock in my company via a Limited Public Ottering.

In your letter ofJanuary 16, 1998, “YOU” state: “I commend you (Joseph Newman) for your interest

in bringing business opportunities to the State of Mississippi.

Then, on the same day “YOU” have your appointed “cronies” (Timothy S.

to me an 8-page letter wherein “YOU” have your “cronies” explicitly call me a FRAUD twice, an

me “MISLEADING” forty (40) times.

Webster's D.ctionary defines “MISLEADING” as to “DECEIVE or DELUDE.” Therein,

^

“YOU” -

since “YOU” are the “HEAD OFTHE SNAKE (of injustice)” responsible/“/^^^^^LTtIMES
“cronies” - have called me the essence of a “DECEIVER” and a “FRAUD FORTY-TWO (42) TIMES.

The newsmedia of Mississippi and the world-wide Internet as well as people across the country know

that I am the EXACT OPPOSITE of the above LIBEL of my name.

“YOU” are also damned by the entire membership of the House of Represe:ntatives °^‘SS1SS

J
>

^
unanimously passed House Resolution No. 1 at the First Extraordinare Session o t an

Concurrent Resolution No. 294 of the Senate of Mississippi adopted April 1 1 , 1986 and Senate es

No. 3 adopted May 29, 1986.

To quote from these documents:

“WHEREAS, on May 9, 1986 the Republican Study Committee issued a Special Report entitled The

Patent Office and Joseph Newman: An Abuse of Power;’ and
, j

“WHEREAS, the conclusion of this Report was that Joseph W. Newman a re

^
eu'e ar

,

1

,

unfair treatment at the hands of the United States Patent and Trademark Of ice an t e e er

(Thomas Penfield Jackson) in a pending lawsuit against such office, and t at t ere is

Congressional action.”
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“VOT I
” Eric Clark, explicitly stated to me, in the present

_ . N.nr.ATlVR PUBLICITY.” You are rUn.
« ». “YOU ” Eric Clark, explicitly - - i-'wi,,.

Now, with “YOU” and your two‘
™

A
’

BOUT NEGATIVE PUBLICITY." You are clearf,

ofmy wife, the following words: IWNO^ M|s>isslppi are stop,d^ 1 have news for YOU,”

statmg with these words that YOU
^

thmk
Qf Mississippi. “YOU, Eric C ark look ,n the eyes

Erie Clark: my fore a*e„ h 1 ed „ foun^
^ ^ yQur off,ce the Capitol butldtng.

of mv cousin, rieber i^aunci,

„ I „EM,
PEOPLE OP MISSISSIPPI IMHO SEEW « STUP,0 ,

. and send Petitions to Attorney Moore — the Attorney

I will urge the People of Mississippi o c

^ of the peop le of Mississippi, have him SUE YOU
General of the State of Mississippi — ;^’i lon of Definite Direction by the entire membership of the

and YOUR “cromes” for Comem^ - unanimously passed in House Resoluttons No. 1 and N„.^ they conclude:

“NOW, EWEREFORE, B^ERKOLVED
OFRE^REYENTHT/VES

^ndeavor^and'io
|

uZ.ppi Congressional Deletion for their Pass ant Continued Support

^^
I

1 1 . nncrnmulous and libelous tactics as employed by the

“YOU,” Eric Clark, have use t e exac
Work for Humanity to keep the People of !

Therein, “YOU,” Eric Clark are DAMNED by the THREE RESOLUTIONS OF THE HOUSE

AND SENATE OF MISSISSIPPI, as stated above.

“YOU,” Eric Clark, have also VIOLATED the direction and intent of the P°^ND^ 0F
e

™
S C O R PROGRAM which the House and Senate of Mississippi have aPProved ' As a

p , „f

“YOU” are not to make any comments about the technology being

the S.C.O.R. Program (retired business executives) knew that someone such y

to business judgment.

Such an unqualified attitude is exemplified by your “crony,” Timothy S. McCole, wlho tolid™ °

telephone that I was “FRAUDULENT” when I wrote in the S.C.O.R. Application Papen> *at

a difference between CONSUMER and INDUSTRIAL Production Motors and Generators.

During my subsequent meeting with you, Eric Clark, I told YOU °^^d?qTlc[(OUS and

above. As a result, you instructed McCole to omit the above statement in Y

LIBELOUS remarks as repeated 42 times in that letter.

Accordingly— as “YOU” knew that I wanted the People of Mississippi to be the firstP^^L
the opportunity to invest the funds necessary to commercially launch my Life s or or

“YOU,” Eric Clark and your “cronies,” have denied the People of Mississippi that g t

“YOU” also smugly state the following in case I explain away all the FALSE STATEM

HAVE MADE in the eight pages of libel you wrote to me:
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.p this letter is not exclusive and the Division reserves the right to list further deficiencies.

\

\'EVE^f

Eric Clark, “YOU” have done and intend to do exactly what one of the most important

cordi^S’ ^jers q£ s.C.O.R. Program asked (in the S.C.O.R. Application) and are concerned

lS c^e on^ knowi ma
i
or possible delay in achieving the above-stated goals of the Company?

)1
vong is tne answer I provided to this question in the S.C.O.R. Business Plan Documents I

I
Sl , Dmitted

:

ARSENCE of proper monies coming forward from the people is the
‘ H
known major POSSIBLE DELAY.”

Eric clark, HAVE HAD YOUR STRINGS ‘JERKED’ BY THE VERY POWER
^ RS WHO HAVE, FOR YEARS, FOUGHT ME from serving the People. At our meeting (in

BROKE
was resent as a witness) “YOU” attempted to imply that such “strings” did not exist

u'hjch
“pinned you down” on this point and “YOU,” Eric Clark, said that “Yes, they (such

power Brokers) did ex,St.’’

“YOU ” Eric Clark, have done their Bidding and Denied the People of Mississippi the RIGHT to have

even the opportunity to help me, themselves, and their loved ones.

t Hanning to open a Museum in Castle Rock, Colorado where my Life’s Work in its entirety will

\ ,JLj t0 the World — even including this letter — so that the People of the World can visit and

I have stated Is the TRUTH. Therein, everything “YOU,” Eric Clark, have

stated is a LIE!

I ask the People of Mississ.pp. to travel to “YOUR” office in the Capitol Building and observe, for

Themselves the eyes of my cousin, Heber Ladner, who was the Secretary of State for 40 years and the H

Ladner Building in the Capitol complex is named for him. Twice, my cousin to me * e en orse y

!Ts Work and he hoped that God would be with me By

You, the People, to THROW ERIC CLARK and his “cronies OUT OF OFFICE

and endorsements by the Mississippi House and Senate, as stated above.

This Company- NEWMAN ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES
“GOD” produce this Technology for the People of the World. Sadly

^ a„owed t0 even have

“cronies” Anderson and Jim McCole — you, the People o ississipp
.g People can

the opportunity to gain financially from the Production of t is tec ino
; '

aujcUy
have Mississippi Attorney General Moore sue these individuals fct that g , q

—
Joseph Westley Newman

February 3, 1998

I now ask the reader to refer back to page 458 of this Book
in November, 1985:

is the meaningless and “charade” letter written to me y eo
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THE VICE PRESIDENT
WASHINGTON

/:
VICE PRESIDENT

Mr. Joseph Westley Newman
Route One, Box 52
Lucedale, MS 39452

THE VICE PRESIDENT
WASH I N GTON

November 19, 1985

Mr. Joseph Westley Newman
Route One, Box 52
Lucedale, Mississippi 39452

Dear Mr. Newman:

Thanks so much for the copy of "The
Energy Machine of Joseph Newman." I look forward
to reading it.

Sincerely

,

/.

Geprge Bush
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I, is no accident that immediately prior to

,
. departure from the presidency, one of the

power Brokers contacted me and said:

,,Hou would be willing to call Congressman

GJ Taylor of Mississippi and tell him that you

6
/, Newman] would he willing to announce to

Il0 'eP

orU that it had ALL BEEN A BIG

MISUNDERSTANDING— then he [Taylor] would

o to President Bush and the U S. Patent would he

Issued to me by President Bush.

I said, “No I mill not do this.

The Power Broker angrily replied, "Are you

being facetious
?”

I said, "No, I do not waste my time with such

petty action.” (But I knew that God did not want

me to do such a thing.)

The Power Broker then said, "Do you WANT

TO BE A MARTYR OR LIVE AND DO OTHER

GOOD FOR HUMANITY
?”

I said, "I wanted to live, but not at the expense

ofgiving up the very values I believe in for serving

Humanity.
”

To you, the reader, I say— surely you can see that

only by the MIRACLE OF GOD AM I ALIVE!

Similarly, at the time of my BIRTH, another

“miracle” occurred. On New Year’s Eve of 1935,

when I was three months in my mother’s womb,

she was hit by a yellow cab in Mobile, Alabama and

physically knocked over twenty feet through the air

and suffered nearly a complete fracture of her

head. Upon arrival at the Old Mobile Infirmary,

two or three doctors pronounced my mother

DEAD. The doctors wanted to place my mother’s

body in the “cooling room for the dead” (now

called the Morgue), but could not do this until her

father arrived at the Infirmary from Mississippi.

My grandfather Jeremiah Ladner says that he

was told by God on the way to the Mobile

Infirmary that my mother was NOT DEAD. As a

result, my grandfather refused to sign the papers—
authorizing transfer of my mother’s body to the

“cooling room” — which the doctors presented to

him. My grandfather stayed at my mother’s side for

several hours and finally the doctors — to their

complete amazement — detected LIFE in her.

My mother did not awaken until January 14,

1936. She stated that she had DIED AND GONE

TO HEAVEN and did not wish to return back to

Earth, but God told her she had to return.

On July 2, 1936, to everyone’s amazement as my

mother told me, I was born strong as an ox and was

screaming so loud that I could be heard aU over the

hospital.

As a result of the events described above, my

mother often told me as I grew older that “I

SHOULD NOT HAVE BEEN BORN” and that

“GOD MOST SURELY HAD A SPECIAL TASK

FOR ME.” Many times my mother said that I

should be a preacher— so many times that by the

timel was “14” I rebelled and told her, “MOTHER,

IF YOU WANT TO PREACH, PREACH
— BUT

I AM NOT GOING TO BE A PREACHER.”

My mother was a very smart and beautiful

woman and she never again told me those words

since she knew that she was pushing me away rom

what GOD HAD PLANNED FOR ME.

The following is a picture of my mother, taken

several years after I was born.
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mv mother died a couple of years ago, she wrote the following Affidavit, stnce she wanted

^Ttoknow God's Miracle:

DECLARATION

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

v ’«= Fve of December 3 1 ,
1935, while attempting to get on a street car in Mobile Alabama

°n
u
Nr JYellow Cab and knocked 25 feet through the air and struck some hard

I was hit by a

q£ my head and cracked my skull almost totally around except for about a four inch

two holes in tn

space on my forehead.

o unconscious I was examined by two or three doctors at the Old City Hospital through the

ht^Tthe next day they had diagnosed that I was dead and ordered my body to be sent to the cooling

room (d>e room for the dead),

Ml father Jeremiah Ladner arriving that day from Mississippi, strongly stated he had an inspiration

2 not going to be taken by God and would not allow my body to be removed to the

cooling room.

Church) standing at the foot of my bed praying to God to return me for my childrens sak .

On awakening, I knew I had died and gone to Heaven and remembered how if^ti^l the experience

was I also knew that God was not ready for me at that time and had sent me back
*L ûe done so several

I expressed this Heavenly experience to several individuals who were close to me and

times since.

My son, known to the World as Joseph Westley Newman (adopted name), was born

the last name of Roberts - July 2, 1936; remarkably without any brain^
whatsoever, as I was three months pregnant with him when said above inciden

‘,j

C^.A deformed,
including the doctors, had been concerned I would lose the baby or if it lived it would be badly

I often told him about the same when he was growmg up and that God must^have some^ sp

^,
purpose for him - such as a Preacher. Disappointing to me, he never seemed to take me

about that subject.

I swear before God and Man, I totally know all the stated above to be absolutely true,

Sunday, December 10, 1989

Address: P.O. Box 1319

Theodore, Alabama 36582

(205) 661-6715
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Even to th,S day, people are amazed a, my strength and how youthful 1 look for my sixty-o*
ycari „^

‘ O /V/te >%>oD

This is a picture I gave to my mother about two years before she died.

Surely you can now understand that by the MIRACLE OF GOD AM I ALIVE.

conttnu
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,'he
following

Letter-to-
the-Editor from the Mobile Press exemplifies all that 1 have said

Editorials

WPUBUC PULSE: intro

Newman deserves a patent

Never having me.

nancial d“ l 'n
|||

W
I read his book. The Energy

Register Aug^I
g ,n the electrical pro-

A/achi/ie After y llfied lo debunk his

(ession 1 felt
.

y
generates more energy

jffjsaaaagySi’a
snicker. scientific CC

J^ an 1S no shade-tree

imkerer.
y
Dozens

^.eS^t.ntists are len-

ding support. “aSl ‘

"fd - The Utur^ of the

Sperry-Unival Corp^. ^'amaUcaUv uplifted by

Ih^argeVcalTdevelopment
of this invention

Basic electrical ^“"''^^^"rowotild be

understand his bobk * ?eserves a patent We
helpful Mr Neivman des ^ rcpresenta.

tives hi ths behalf

1
. 'nodouh. ** '°bby “

working overtime.

PATRICK MCLAIN
126 Confederate Drive

Spamsh Fort.

<*. .... .* -- . *—-— ““"err
-» is the

HU

, , . Ar atnst you the people.

Now observe that the “Conspiracy” being referred to is

, ash tha, you carefully and

,
1986, prepared by Committee Chairman, U.S. Congressman
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Robert S. McAdam
Executive Director

THE PATENT OFFICE AND JOSEPH NEWMAN: AN ABUSE OF POWER

A Special Report to the RSC from Chairman Bob Livingston, M.C.

INTRODUCTION:

It's likely that Member offices have been, or will soon begin,

receiving mail about Joseph Newman, his Energy Machine, and his

prolonged battle with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO).
For seven years, Mr. Newman has attempted to obtain a patent from

the PTO for ar> energy generating device which, if it works as

claimed, would revolutionize the energy industry and provide a new
source of inexpensive, safe, nonpolluting, usable energy. For the

same number of years, the PTO has steadfastly refused to issue a

patent for the invention, insisting that such a device is impossible
and that Newman's machine does not work.

More and more press attention is being focused on this issue,
and Newman's guest appearance on Johnny Carson's "Tonight Show"
generated more viewer response than any previous guest in the
history of the program. This paper provides a brief description of
Newman's invention, his struggle with the Patent Office, and the
private legislation that has been introduced in Congress on the
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wHAT is THE NEWMAN ENERGY MACHINE

r -saw rsa.>^ wa

e
nergy as il *akes in fr°m the batterY p3Ck th3 ‘ mnS

ener9

T

V

he inventor does not claim to b. ccreating

says he has discovered^ paTtlc.es orbiting in

mass to energy, in

ca ntured and the electromagnetic energy

3 magnetic Held "e
, released' The machine permits a conversion

contained within them l5 ralea

^

d
'

t efficiency. By contrast, a

...» » —=» > -
rate of 1

percent.

If this invention works the impaction the^world could he

profound. Homes, cars ,
factories

, Durchase unit. It wouldSd
nudear%e\ctorrand internal combustion engines obsolete.

Based upon the idea of ^Te^TrpeTaVlo'Jon
Officials insist that Newman

v |

3

|ate The flrst or second laws of

machine, which would violate th f
Patent Appeals:

thermodynamics. In the words of the PI u s
operate at an

"Such a motor would not and c°u d not^ made^ P
machjne is

efficiency level of greater tha P
tput energy developed

Impossible. If it were possible. . .some of the outp g

could be fed back into the input and the machine

without any external source of energy.

This analysis reflects the belief th* S",}* ^-to-eneS
something for nothing, and rejects

,

P
not cheating energy, but

conversion. Newman argues tha
althouqh the machine

converting matter to energy. Ac
.

cor
^ t theoretically run forever

could run for a very long time it c
fue |i« would eventually be

because the matter which serves as the

used up.

Over 30 engineers and scle" t

'an

S

e7ectr enginee^ whTwoFked
engineer, a nuclear physicist, and

pwman '

s energy generator and
on the Saturn 5 project:-have tested Newman

iU,Xt for the Sperry
swear that it works. Roger Hastings, P,

E
y

experiment that I

Univac Corporation, states in an afflda
/

f the dev jce is indeed
have performed shows that the en®^V P4 he future of the human
larger than the energy input. H® ad

'

th | a rge-scale commercial
race may be dramatically uplifted by tne large

development of this invention."
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NEWMAN'S STRUGGLE TO OBTAl N A PATENT

THE PATENT SYSTEM

a i Section 8 of the U.S. Constitution invests Congress
. fK ^ LuthoriW to "promote the progress of science and useful

"I**
th*

securing for limited times to authors and inventors the
arts

/
by

r

®
ht to their respective writings and discoveries." The

^0
U
w.s cr?.^ by* Congress' to carry out this responsibiiity

.

The U S patent laws are contained in Title 35 of the U.S.

Code Sections 101-103 set forth the conditions of patentability.

Basically stated a person is entitled to a patent if his or her

invention is novel (i.e. new and original), non-obv.ous to a person

skilled in the art to which the invention pertains, and useful (i. e .

works and has a purpose)

.

JOSEPH NEWMAN'S APPLICATION

The PTO has rejected Newman's application on the grounds that

the invention does not and cannot work, and therefore does not meet

the requirement of being "useful." What follows is a chronology of

the major events in Newman's fight to obtain a patent:

(1) March 22, 1 979—Joseph Newman originally filed his Patent

Appl ication

.

(2) January 27, 1 982-- The PTO rejected Newman's Patent Application

stating that the invention "smacks of perpetual motion." It is PTO
policy that "alleged inventions of perpetual motion machines are

refused patents." Newman denied that his invention was a perpetual

motion machine, and requested a re-examination. This was granted,
and the Application was again rejected.

(3) July 3 , 1 982—Newman appealed this decision to the Board of

Patent Appeals, which also denied him a patent.

(4) Throughout this period, the PTO refused to test the invention.

(5) January 3 , 1983—Newman filed suit against the PTO in Federal
Court. In August of the following year. Judge Thomas P. Jackson
appointed a technically-competent Special Master to evaluate the
energy machine since he did not feel personally qualified to render
such an evaluation. Federal law clearly states that in a non-jury
action, a court must accept a Special Master's findings as fact unless
clearly erroneous."

(6) September 28, 1 984— Fol lowing an investigation, the Special Master
issued his "Report of the Special Master," which included the
following statements:

Evidence before the Patent and Trademark Office and this
Court is overwhelming that Newman has built and tested a
prototype of his invention in which the output energy
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contradictory

exceeds the externa, input energy, there is no

factual evidence.

'Plaintiff -
N®*^a^ ^ts "provided he^ otherwise* comp°ies

with

,, 1 984

—

Judge Jackson refused to accept the f

^
d 'ng*

e
°
e

The order proh
tests provided that the testing be d°ne at the

atte
retr0n ^f the NBS“ and authorized the NBS to "disassemble

destroy" the device,

j.nua.y .1.

Jackson had exceed
testing conditions were fundamentally

days Mowl^Mr Newman
9

t? b2 present, and prohibiting a

dismanthng o
y
r destruction of the invention.

(10 )
January 24. ,986-Newman turned his machine over to the N

for testing.

(11) February 24. 1986-After 30 days the NBS ^ad Wled tojun^a

f i^rth^r[n;.^^:o
a^t^^

/STutW’t
1

* so.

e
The invention w left in the possession o

the NBS, in violation of the higher Cou

(12) Present-Judge Jackson has refused “ *et

j£ teJt the

matter, and has given the urit

s extension of time and

558- .."TiuS ~ •"* du' “ p,r5°

bias.

WHY SHOULD CONGRESS CARE 7

Several important questions arise

of concern to Members:

from this case which should be

First. PTO officials are denying
J^hey" five Wled"*^

9^* 3

^-tiat^r cairn. On th^ other

ind, a court-appointed Special Master
as have over

chnically -competent has ruled that th
js the PTo, which has

i members of our scientific community. y
t task of promoting

:en entrusted by Congress with the importa
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scientific progress, stubbornly refusing to give this mar. the
| eqa

|

right to his invention?

Second, Judge Jackson's behavior has been surprisj nq
| v

arbitrary and high-handed. Why did he reject a Special Master's
findings (which are binding under Federal law), impose fundamentally’
unfair testing conditions, and impound Newman's device without a
hearing and in apparent violation of a higher Court order?

Third, the testing program submitted by the NBS estimates that
the total cost of the tests now being run will be approximately
$50,000. Why must the PTO and the NBS spend 64 days and $50,000
to test an invention which they insist does not work? This is a waste
Df American taxpayer money.

Finally, this is the first time in patent history that the NBS has
tested an invention for the PTO, and Congress has not appropriated
funds for this purpose. Under what statutory authority has this
arrangement been established, and from what account will the
estimated $50,000 in testing expenses come 7

WHAT CAN CONGRESS DO?

The Judiciary and Appropriations Committees should investigate
this matter to determine whether or not Newman's
Constitutionally-guaranteed right to due process of law is being
violated, and whether or not Federal funds are being spent properly.
Members can encourage their colleagues on these Committees to take
action

.

Representative Livingston, Burton, Lott, Kindness, Torricelli,
and Dannemeyer have introduced private bills which grant Joseph
Newman a pioneering patent for his energy generator. Members can
express support for this effort by introducing their own identical
private bills (see appendix).

CONCLUSION

Joseph Newman has received arbitrary and unfair treatment at

the hands of the PTO and Judge Jackson. Congress should act

because the Executive and Judicial branches have failed this American
citizen. In light of Congress' oversight responsibilities and the fact

that it is empowered by the Constitution to issue patents, the fact

that the preponderance of evidence is in Newman's favor, and the

fact that this invention is potentially beneficial to hundreds of millions

of people, it is totally in order for Congress to grant Newman a

patent and to allow the American marketplace to decide the value of

this invention.

For more information, please contact Will Stoycos at 225-301 5
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he following

e
people-’

s what the entire membership of the Mississippi State Legislature stated on behalf of You,

Text of The Mississippi Legislature’s

House Resolution No. 1 By The Entire Membership To Rules

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO.

9.

10 .

11 .

12 .

13.

14 .

15.

16 .

17.

18 .

19.

20 .

21 .

22 .

23.

24 .

25.

26.

27.

A RESOLUTION MEMORIALIZING THE UNITED STATES SECRETARY OF

COMMERCE, ACTING THROUGH THE COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND

TRADE,MARKS, AND THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TO

ISSUE A PATENT TO JOSEPH W. NEWMAN FOR' THE ENERGY MACHINE AND

MEMORIALIZING THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES TO ADOPT

LEGISLATION DIRECTING THE SECRETARY AND THE PATENT TRADEMARK OFFICE

TO ISSUE SUCH PATENT.

WHEREAS, Joseph W. Newman of Lucedale, Mississippi, invented

the revolutionary energy machine which has the potential to

profoundly affect energy development of the world; and

WHEREAS, on May 9, 1986, the Republican Study Committee issued

a special report entitled "The Patent Office and Joseph Newman: An

Abuse of Power"; and

WHEREAS, the conclusion of this report was that Joseph W.

Newman had received arbitrary and unfair treatment at the hands of

the United States Patent and Trademark Office and the federal judge

in a pending lawsuit against such office and that there is a need

for congressional action; and

WHEREAS, legislation has been introduced in the Congress o£

the United States Cor the relief of Joseph W. Newman and such

legislation would authorize and direct the Secretary of Commerce,

acting through the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, to

"immediately issue a pioneer patent to Joseph w. Newman for the

invention described in the patent application number 17!, tT* and

filed in August 1980"; and

WHEREAS, this House of Representatives strongly urges

Congress of the United States to give consideration to the repo
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20

29

30.

31 .

32 .

33 .

34 .

35 .

36 .

37.

38 .

39 .

40 .

41 .

42 .

43 .

44 .

45 .

46 .

47 .

48 .

49 .

50 .

of the Republican Study Committee and to adopt legislatio n Ranting
relief to Mr. Newman so that his theories and demonstration mod

be accorded a fair chance to be developed; and

WHEREAS, this House of Representatives further urges the

Secretary of Commerce, acting through the Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks, and the United States Patent and Trademark Offi Ce

to immediately issue a pioneer patent to Joseph W. Newman for the

invention described in the patent application numbered 179 , 474 and

filed in August 1900:

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OF THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI, That we do hereby memorialize the

United States Secretary of Commerce, acting through the

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, and the United States

Patent and Trademark Office to issue a patent to Joseph W. Newman

foe -the energy machine and memorialize the United States Congress

to adopt legislation directing that such patent be issued.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That copies of this resolution be

furnished to the President of the United States Senate, the Speaker

of the United States House of Representatives, the members of the

Mississippi Congressional Delegation, the United States Secretary

of Commerce, the United States Commissioner of Patents and

Trademarks, the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Joseph

W. Newman and to members of the Capitol Press Corps.
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Text of The Mississippi Legislature’s House Resolution No. 294

Representatives Maples, Savage, Holston To Representatives Rules, Tate, Scott

HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 294

A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION COMMENDING THE MISSISSIPPI CONGRESSIONAL
DELEGATION FOR ITS PRESENT AND CONTINUED SUPPORT OF JOSEPH NEWMAN ‘ S ENERCY
MACHINE.

WHEREAS, Joseph Newman of Lucedale, Mississippi, invented the

revolutionary energy machine and presented it to the National Rureau of

Standards (NOS) for testing as required by U. S. Patent Law; and

WHEREAS, Federal District Court Judge Thomas P. Jackson ordered highly
irregular testing procedures which denied Mr. Newman fundamental fairness in

receiving patent approval; and

WHEREAS, such irregular procedures included: requiring Mr. Newman to

surrender the machine to the NOS, at which time the machine might have been

dismantled or even destroyed; refusing to order NOS to prepare a testing

program; ordering the test results to be issued in secret to Judqc Jackson and

the court record to be sealed and granting NUS an open-end period of testing;

and

WHEREAS, on January 13, 1986, the U. S. Court of Appeals Cor the Federal

Circuit issued a court order which upheld Joseph Newman's writ of mandamus

against Judge Jackson, and sternly rebuked Judge Jackson for ordering such

irregular testing; and

WHEREAS, the U. S. Court of Appeals rejected all of Judge Jackson's

conditions for testing and specifically ordered that: the NHS testing progcam

must be prepared in advance; Mr. Newman could be present during the testing,

as well as have an expert present; the invention could not be dismantled or

destroyed without Mr. Newman’s consent; NHS would have 30 days to test the

invention and the results would be issued openly and publicly to all parties,

and

WHEnEAS, despite the order of the U. S. Court of Appeals, Judge Jackson

refused to order NBS to prepare a testing program in advance and the 30-day

testing period lapsed without a single test being conducted; and

WUEREAS, again the order of the U. S. Court of Appeals was affirmed on

February 12, 1986, upon a denial of a request by NBS to allow dismantling or

destruction of the invention; and

WHEREAS, on February 24, 1986, at the NBS Building in Gaithersburg,

Maryland, where the energy machine was being held, armed federal mars a s, a

Judge Jackson's direction, refused to permit Mr. Newman to secure his

property; and

WHEREAS, Judge Jackson has taken Mr. Newman

hearing and in violation of a standing order of

subsequently ordered secret tests by NDS of the

machine, again totally contrary to the order of

and

•s property without even a

an appellate court and has

illegally confiscated energy

the U. S. Court of Appeals;
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WHEREAS, the Mississippi Conqress iona l Delegation has supported Mr.

Newman and has acknowledged the Impropriety of the irregular procedures and

treatment of this innovative M i ss i ss
i
pp i an and. his revolutionary invention,

the energy machine:

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOI.VKD n Y TIIE HOUSE Or RKPHESENTAT [VKS Or THE

STATE OEMISSISSlPPr, THE SENATE CONCUHIUNO THEREIN, That we do support Mr.

Newman in this endeavor and do hereby commend the Mississippi Congressional

Delegation for their past an.J continued support.

flE IT FURTHER RESOI.VED, That copies of this resolution be furnished to

Mr. Joseph Newman, the Mississippi Congressional Delegation and members of the

Capitol Press Corps.

ADOPTED BY THE HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES

April 10. 1986

—
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

ADOPTED BY THE SENATE

PRESIDENT Or-TIIE SENATE
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STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
SENATE RESOLUTION No. 3

SENATE RESOLUTION NO. 3

oluti0N MEMORIALIZING THE UNITED STATES SECRETARI or COMMERCE.
A

nuOUGH THE COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRAOFXARKS. AND THE UNITED
ACTING Tn

”
an„ TRADEMARK OFFICE TO ISSUE A PATENT TO JOSEPH W. NEWMAN FOR

STATES 1
’

cnINE and MEMORIALIZING THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES TO
THE ' iaTION DIRECTING TIIE SKCRFTrARir AND TIIE PATENT TRADEMARK OFFICE TO
Atx>i rr

ISSUE SUCH PATENT.

Joseph W. New—an oC I.ucedale, Mississippi. Invented the

Lut tonary energy -achine which has the potential to profoundly affect

energy development of the world; and

_„„ e on mav 9 1986, the Republican Study Committee issued a special

repor^entl tied” “The Mtent Office and Joseph Ne~an: An Abuse of Power"; and

,h. onnclusion of this report was that Joseph W. Newman had

.

VHt
. arbitrary and unfair treatment at the hands of the United States

cece i ved « b trary and^ u ^ ^ £edecal Judge ln . parting lawsuit against

s

P

;ch

n

of?ice Ind that there is a need for congressional action; and

wlIKReAS. legislation has been introduced in * h
*

0^d “"[horire
k,. relief Of Joseph W. Newman and such legislation ou

and filed in August 1980“ ; and

wnfREAS. this senate strongly urges the Congres.^of
“

give consideration to the reP®^ ° 6 *
so tha t his theories and

.. * -
WHEREAS, this Senate further urges the Seecetary of Co

stat„
through the Com-l.slon.r of p* t * nt "

I' pioneer patent to Joseph W.

Patent and Trade-art Office to
.

>' ^ Application numbered 179,474

He-man for the invention described in the p P

and filed ln August 1980:

NOW, THEREFORE , BE IT RESOLVED BT THE MISSISSIPPI
^ actin<J thr0ugh

lo hereby memorialize the United States Secretary °
°

Sta tes Patent and

he Commissioner of Patents and Trade-art. and ^United S^
-chin,

fcademart Office to issue a patent to Joseph
.

L
directing that

and memor i a 1 i ze the United States Congress to adopt legi.lat

such patent be issued.

t ion be furnished to

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED. That copies of this ce *°
fch# Un ited States

the President of the United States Senate, th* P
T, B i Dpi Congressional

nouse of Representatives, the members of the 98
fch# Un ited States

Delegation, the United States Secretary of
, states Patent and Trade-ar

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, the m
press Corps.

Office, Joseph W. New«an and to members of the api

ADOPTED Dt TIIE SENATE
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®ou«t of 3Repre«enfatibt«
’

CommittK on tljc Jubfdar?

Waaljington, JB£ 20515-6216

Velepftone: 202-225-3951

More Proof of the detailed CONSPIRACY
against you, the People. — J.W.N.

March 10, 1987

Mr. Richard Kahn

p.O. Box 57684

New Orleans, Louisiana 70152

Dear Mr. Kahns

This letter is in response to your letter concerning Joseph Newman and the

patent status of his "energy machine."

A . vou kno„, legislation in the form of private relief bills has been

introduced in both the 99th and 100th Congress. This legislation — which

must pass both the House and the Senate unanimously and then be signed by

the President — seeks to have the Congress make a scientific judgment that

the Newman invention works. This very question has been reviewed by the

appropriate agency within the Executive Branch — the Patent and Trademark

Office — which has decided against Mr. Newman.

In addition, Mr. Newman has sought to have the PTO decision overturned
in a United States District Court. As a part of the trial in that case,

the judge ordered the National Bureau of Standards to examine the Newman
invention. The NBS concluded that Newman's invention did not produce more
energy than was put into it. In any event, this issue is still before this

District Court.

At the present, because the issues of patentability are pending in court,
we have no plans to conduct hearings on this issue. You should also know
that official representatives of President Reagan have indicated their
opposition to Mr. Newman's private relief bills."" Thu's^ unless tffie

President changes his positionT legislation on this topic is unlikely.

I hope this answers your concerns about this issue.

With warm regards,

Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts,

RWKrdbv Civil Liberties and the
Administration of Justice
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-rely ask you, the reader, do not these massive amounts of FACTS prove the statement of

Conr«--
RobertTorricelli:

“THIS IS THE GREATEST CONSPIRACY AGAINST ANY HUMAN BEING

IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD.”

„„ ^ mind that I have and do continue to fight so hard, because I know in TRUTH that the

“CONSPIRACY” is against YOU the PEOPLE.

JKE33SEX *« £ =£SS5

be

When I arrived in North Carolina I told thetn that I woui^J^^^f^ N̂°pEM^K)N
morning. At that point, they then said, “Oh, Mr. Newman- YOU HAVE BEEN ui

AS YOU REQUESTED.”

The document on the following page represents my Press Release of my FIGHT for YOU:
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Newman Publishing Comi-any
Joseph

FOR IMMEDIATE REI.FASP

pin iMMTiBiAILRELEAS£

rue , ,

I

— „
' _MnM<!TRATION OF THE ENERGY MACHINE:!

N« MUY *

™

M3 ,
10:00AM

Capitol Bldg, in Washington, P.C.
|

" T Tncpith Newman produces more energy out than externally inputed.

The Energy Ma e o

built upon the theories of Michael Faraday. Joseph

Up until now, all
..pnn the theories of Alter! Einstein,

specifically E=MO.

In the Spirit of the "DECLARATION OF
INDEPENDENCE" and the "ALAMO":In total violation of the 2nd Admendment

to the BILL OF RIGHTS, the Special Events

Office of the Capitol Bldg, has now told me

that- "YOU AND I CANNOT BE THERE. ho TUFR
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as I had indicated earlier — my
>lcase '

t)y in Colorado and not Mississippi:

CSS 'SC
^d Drive, Castle Rock, CO 80104aJdre

2050 Vineya

(303 )
814-3403.

, ppOPLE OF THE WORLD just as

^ Jha's kept me alive from BIRTH, so has God
C°

J PROMISE to encourage me to maintain

nl3f Tfor you at that Washington, D.C. demon-

"’I on on that Sunday morning, March 28, !9»
St

After I had completed the very successful

FneVav Machine Demonstration in Washington,

n C mv wife °livia and 1 were S ‘ttmg °U
'iU

r^Kilp nreparing to leave when my good

friend Darryl Bonz of Grand Rapids, Michigan,

ran up to the automobile and very excitedly said:

“Joe>
joe -did you see it?" And I said, "What?"

Darryl then replied, "THE SPIRIT OF GOD

rAUE OVER ART MORRIS (an individual

attending the Demonstration) AND WE
THOUGHT HE WAS HAVING A HEART

attack art started hollering

'DON’T YOU SEE IT? DON’T YOU SEE IT??

there isa brightlightin the skyand

god is speaking and saying that this

IS GOD’S TECHNOLOGY AND THAT HE

WOULD BRING IT FORWARD USING THE

PEOPLE'S MONEY 1
’’

Darryl then added, "Art Morris said that

•THERE WERE ANGELS AROUND THE

ENTIRE AREA FROM THE GROUND ALL

THE WAY UP TO THE SKY.’’’

Darryl then asked me, "joe, do you believe it?

I answered, "I don’t believe it nor disbelieve it.

If it is TRUE, THEN GOD WILL PROVE IT

RELATIVE TO MY MIND.” I also stated that "I

am curious as to why God did not have me see it as

well.’’ Darryl seemed disappointed that I did not

share in his enthusiasm.

A few minutes later I was talking with another

friend - Stan Barton of Mississippi - who informed

me that he “did not see it, but he had walked to

the area immediately after the ‘vision’ and saw Art

Morris SITTING ON THE GROUND AND
BAWLING JUST LIKE A BABY.”

The very next morning, Monday, March 2 ;,

1993 my wife Olivia telephoned her mother then

living in Mobile, Alabama to report that we were

headed back home to Mississippi. I-Lettmother

instantly told Olivia, T WAN! YOU
jOE SOMETHING. I WAS AFRAID SOMEONE

WAS GOING TO SFIOOT JOE, SO I GOT ON

MY KNEES AND PRAYED AND I SAW A

VISION: I SAW ANGELS ALL AROUND JOE

AND I KNEW HE WOULD BE SAFE.”

My wife Olivia then replied, "You won’t believe

this ...” And she then proceeded to tell
1

of the MIRACLE SEEN BY ART MORRIS THAT

SAME DAY IN WASHINGTON, D.C.

Instantly, upon learning from Olivia ot her

mothers words- ofTWO PEOPLEjmO DID

NOT KNOW ONE ANOTHER AND WHO
HAD THE SAME VISION, ON THE SAME

DAY A THOUSAND MILES APART — I then

knew that GOD HAD SPOKEN. God has veri-

fied this TRUTH and PROMISE for the benefit ot

my “thick-minded brain.”
„

As a result of my brain being “like a bear trap

once I know something, I have known f°t"ear
J

five years that GOD WILL KEEP HIS 1

YOU THE PEOPLE, WILL STAND UP WITH

ME IN GOD’S TRUTH AND PROMISE.

My question to you, however, is WHEN WILL

YOU DO THIS?

Interestingly enough, I took a break from

writing today, and Olivia’s sister telephoned this

He day to report that the A * E Network wtU

again be nationally broadcasting the Special en-

titled
“CONSPIRACIES

”

this evening at 8.00pm

and 12 midnight (Colorado time). As 1 wrote

earlier, my work is featured as the seventh of eight

le ments on the Special. Personally and w. h

consideration to the mathematics of

that this Special would be broadcast at the very

time that I am writing these words, I feel as thoug

God is speaking of the TRUTH which 1 write to

^Ata resuU of the Power Brokers’ Evil actions

•“ mlHs LYtNGmDwSo^
“Emerging froTthe woodwork” and are attempt-

ing to “claim as their own” the technology gn

me by God for Humanity.
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many years earlier.many years earlier.

AUTOMOBILE MOTORS.

THEY ARE ALL LIARS AND ARE USING MY TECHNOLOGY IN A DECEIVING ANn
CONTROLLING MANNER. NOTE THAT THE COMPANIES HAVE ANNOUNCED THAT
THESE ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES CAN BE LEASED, BUT NOT SOLD TO YOU, THE
CUSTOMER!

Refer back to page 347 of this Book. Featured on that page was AN AUTOMOBILE MOTOR WHICH
UTILIZED THE MAGNETIC ENERGY TECHNOLOGY GIVEN ME BY GOD — this technology

was featured on Dan Rather s CBS Evening News Report with his quote, "CAN DO."

In addition, Pat Spellman, Chief Chemist with RAYOVAC Battery Corporation wrote the following

Affidavit (featured below) concerning the SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGH AND HISTORY-MAKING
AUTOMOBILE UTILIZING MY TECHNOLOGY:

Keep in mind as you read the Spellman Affidavit what the Japanese and Big Three Auto Companies
as well as numerous, lying ‘scum individuals’ are attempting to claim: that they “have developed a HIGHLY
ADVANCED AND EFFICIENT PERMANENT MAGNETIC MOTOR OR DC MOTOR.”

cr,^
HAT A LIE! DC MOTORS having conventional design have been known

FOR DECADES TO HAVE EFFICIENCIES OF 95%. [Refer to the remarks of Dr Hastings, dated

February 21, 1982, on page 22 of this Book'!
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AFFIDAVIT

I have been working with Joe Newman since February of

1985. Since that time I have witnessed several

experiments that I consider to be most unusual. I

listed some of these below.

• On 9/3/86 a small motor powered by a 1385 volt

battery was observed to have the voltage of the

system increase as the shaft of the motor was held.

The amperage drawn on the system increased from

0.4 MA to 3.5 MA and the voltage across the battery

pack rose from 1385 volts to 1418 volts. This is

totally opposite of what should have happened. The

experiment was duplicated with the same results.

• On 3/11 an 1800 lb car ran 2 hours on a battery pack

consisting of 68 - 250 volt batteries. Based onBased on

test was completed).

To the best of my knowledge thi information is true

P J Spellman

Director Pro*Product Development USCP

the energy MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN
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Patrick Spellman received his BS degree from University

of Wisconsin in 1963 and is a licensed, professional

engineer. He has over 25 years of battery experience

and is presently serving as Director of Product Development

for the Rayovac Corporation. He has eight US patents

to his credit.

Subscribed & sworn to before me this YtX day of
hi 1988.

Notary Public

My commission expires June 9, 1991
Dane County
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'wspapers in Mississippi and Alabama also verified the HISTORY-MAKING EVENT of the

N
FRGY-MACHINE-POWERED AUTOMOBILE WHICH I INNOVATED :

(pc (Puion^clger
JACKSON. MISSISSIPPI

Lucedale inventor hits the road

JD SCHWALM/ThtCUnon l^lft

|or Newman of lucedale talks to reporters from behind the wheel drove the car a half mile down the Old Mobile Highway in the

of his energy car during a demonstration Wednesday. Newman Rocky Creek community at about 4 mph.

ticcess! Newman’s ‘gyro-power’ car works
AlFRtotlVFn Newman said his electronic car. which ran at 4 County . ..A

.

Lt'K,yLLvr''!.
: , ^ Un "If the scient fic community is right, then thei

IrO,.' ...

LUCEDALE - Inventor Joe Newman s red,

mc-built car sputtered, then hissed and whirred

way down a rural backroad Wednesday, a feat

wman says will ultimately change the world

What y all are seeing this morning is history."

wman told a gaggle of reporters and photogra-

ers gathered on Old Mobile Highway east of Lu-

for the demoastration

tewman-

Newman said his electronic car. which ton a. .

mph. is proof of a breakthrough in physics He

brought his car lo Jackson In December for a dem-

onstration. but that test was aborted, he said, be-

cause the car was damaged on its way from Luce-

dale to the Mississippi Coliseum

Newman said Wednesday he wanted to show off

his energy machine-powered car closer lo home to

prove that his controversial theories are so basic

I hey can be done even in the backwoods ol Ocorgc

County
,

' If the scientific community is right, then there s

no way that this battery will move this car

There is no way that a zillion ol them would even

turn this thing over. Newman said before he start-

ed the vehicle

The inventor held up a liny I 5-volt battery that

he claims is the force behind the energy machine s

See Newman, back page this section

, "I take my son into the back yard,

„r,, a, itjasa
in no"pounds of .he batteries alonR inclines.

'now" NewmansaM* VwZdnUeU

« ^eCgy^
0

f ti°n

Py^rSc par'- smaH gjoup “ youVget
11

"

les contained within the clcclromag- demonstration that repot ledly lnstr<)
-, b„i joc NeJnnan is ethical Ifhesays

tic field which he said is the building .10 minutes uJ ' “
,i,. it works"

x'k of thr universe ,f lhc twhiiology wore ^ oj'pc(

About $100,000 was spent developing

mono,', no. lmr«r..n.. hr

iportcrs not to touch the car's surface think wouldI
happen ,( lug industry got

cr|ljci7cd u S .
District

II will sure light you up." ho said behind it he asK«i
lhc Jud(.c Thomas P. Jackson, the presid

,ard The inventor drove the slow- man for a pa ent has: b J

A dpc js|on on his appeal is pending

noving vehicle down the highway Patent official* My ‘

A small crewol Lucedale supporters

bout a hall mile and back, all the time prove the machine produces m
- ^ along thc country road to

nswering questions from reporters orgy than It consumes * Mch )hc display

triding alongside Then he turned the
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Sine*

V

February 5, 198; Mobil* Reamer. Mobile, AH
_

Sttloni — *0 PiWl _

Newman
operates

energy car
By JUNE HEYDT

Press Register Correspondent

LUCEDALE, Miss — Many scien-

tists, engineers and even the U S.

Patent Office said it couldn’t be done

But on Wednesday afternoon in

Lucedalc, Miss., Joseph Newman ran

his unique automobile.

The 1,800-pound car, which looks

like a Corvette, was powered by a

small, one and one-half volt tran-

sistor battery, according to Newman.
•’Physics books of today say this

cannot be done,” Newman said about

his energy machine. "However, I

have taken numerous one and one-

half volt transistor batteries con-

nected in a series-manner to provide

high voltage, producing a low speed,

and moved an 1,800 pound
automobile ."

The bright red automobile was
driven at approximately 10 mph over

the Old Mobile Highway in the Rocky
Creek community In Lucedale.

Newman said the current from the

small transistor battery should not

have moved his car, much less run it,

Please see Page 8, Col. 5

Joseph Newman of Lucedale, Miss., tests his energy machine-powered

sports car on Old Mobile Highway In Lucedale while supporters watch.

Newman
Continued From Page 1

if the laws of science now
taught concerning electro-

magnetism were true.

"For it having done so proves
that the magnetic field muSt
have come from the basic
make-up of the more than 200
pounds of atoms in the copper
coll of the motor and the 200
pounds of atoms in the perma-
nent magnet of the motor,"
said Newman, adding that he
has been trying lo explain his
theory for a decode
Newman said the energy

released from his machine
more thoroughly employs
Einstein's equation of E equals
MC-squared than other
energy-producing machines in
use today. He said hla machine
produced more energy than it

receives, and it does so without
polluting the environment
Newman is still fighting an

eight-year battle with the U S
Patent Office to get a patent for
his invention.

After losing so many battles
with the patent office, Newman
decided he would take his in-
vention to the best source the
public.

"People arc not stupid," he

said "They have common
sense. They won't let some-
thing like this be kept down for

long. This is an Invention that
will change the environment,
the economy and the standard
of living It will do away with
poverty and really make it a

world of growth.”
When Newman was asked

why he thought the gov-
ernment was fighting him, he
said, "This is just history
repealing Itself. Men in power
have always resisted change.
There are billions and billions

of dollars Invested In the oil

companies Of course, they arc
going to fight it. This new
technology will change the
whole economy of the coup-
try." He said men in power
seem afraid this invention will

put people out of Jobs. "But, on
the contrary," he said, "for
every Job that’s lost, a thou-
sand will be bom ”

Newman sold that in 20 years
his newly discovered
technology will make space
travel as common as taking an
airplane trip lie said the entire
universe is electromagnetic
and that this energy has
always been here
Hundreds of Lucedale resi-

dents have been supporting
Newman during his attempt to

patent the device.
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the ENERGY MACHINE OF IOSEFH NEWMAN

THURSDAY.

FEBRUARY

12,

19*7



UNIQUE

In 1988, Kruse International Corp. utilized my ENERGY-MAC 1 1 INE-POWERED AUTOm
{)|

as a major drawing card for their International Car Auction Show in Auburn, Indiana.
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letter I received from Kruse International on April 21, 1988 in which they wrote

Mowing 'Snored” to hear from me:

ey
were

UStgbwati-cpwae.
ESruise BraCsmsafifiosiirdd

Mitchell D. Kruse, President

P. O. Box 190

Auburn, Indiana 46706

Telephone: 219-925-5600

Fax. 219-925-5467

Telex: 98425 Kruse Inti. UD

April 21, 1988

Mr .
Joseph W. Newman

Route 1, Box 5
:?

Lucedale, MS 39452

Dear Mr. Newman:

It is indeed an honor foe us t0
y®tl

C
0
°
n
ntaC

As
d
je££

y
Doner

sell y°ur prototype aut °'”° 1" 11
bout 35 annual collector car

mentioned to you, «e conduct abou ^ ^ ?15Q million,

making"^
6
the Ss"r «r sales organization in the

world.

Auburn? E3££.
0
"l ““be “hur'.

auction September 2, 3, 4, an

Your prototype car will be
?
ictur.-^

brochures mailed to our cli
. a ll of our $250,000 of

will also be included in
draw lf50 0 cars and

advertising and promotioni. Eac ye
nt wh ich is why it is

3 "• >‘"a “ *u th*

hearing from you soon.

Sincerely

MDK: tlf

Enclosure
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However, my histone

Kruse until 11:00pm on

bids for it. Most buyei

|
bOOpm on the final day of the four-day Auction, before bidders were allowed to subr2

Most buyers had left the auction site by then.

historic ENERGY-MACHINE-POWERED AUTOMOBILE was held
i n

_ of rho fnnr-dav Auction, before bidders were allowed ,

)y

The ENERGY-MACHINE-POWERED AUTOMOBILE was bid up to $80,000.00 which I tuni(.d

Mr. Joseph Newman
Route 1, Box 52
Lucedale, MS 39452

Dear Joseph

Please let this confirm your car was auctioned at our

Auburn, Indiana event on Sunday evening a,t approximately
1 1 • IW1 v, m tpVto T.rao i rl a +- hhat"

down.

I r; w,i;g Br"
litcholl D. Kiiis'’. I i

i
’ O. Box 190

Auburn, Indiana 46701.1

Inlephone: 219-925-5600

Fax: 219-925-5467

lelex: 98425 Kruse lull, up

December 16, 1988

11:00 p.m. The car was bid at that

tlf
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L
,
following

is the letter I had originally sent to Kruse International on April 13
,
1988 in which I state:

niTURE, ALL VEHICLES AND THE ENTIRE WORLD WILL RUN USING THIS
HE

TlONARY, PIONEERING TECHNOLOGY — UP TO FANTASTIC SPEEDS.”

April 13, 1988

Mr. Jeff Uoner

5400 C-R 11A

p. 0. Box 190

Auburn, IN 46706

Dear Mr. Doner:

Reference our telephone conversation concerning the automobile

that is equivalent to the Wright Brothers first plane flight,

which now hangs in the Smithsonian Institute, and is priceless.

(A copy of article on the same is enclosed).

Please find enclosed a VHS video tape, which is approximately

a 30 minute tape of numerous news coverages and endorsements of

numerous scientists that this Revolutionary Pioneering Invention

works. And then ends up witli news coverage of this historic car

being the first automobile ever ran off this Pioneering Invention

Technology

.

In the future all vehicles and the entire world will run using

this Revolutionary Pioneering Technology up to fantastic speeds.

At that time this first prototype will be priceless . As is the

Wright Brothers First Plane.

I have over $90,000.00 in this first prototype, not including my

time.

I would want to set a minimum value of $150,000.00, but I would

preferably like to see this future priceless vehicle go for $1 million

or more at auction.

No matter what price this Historic Car sells for at auction, it

will be extremely cheap compared to its real Historic Value.

(And if the buyer so chooses, it could be given to a Science

Museum based on a more realistic Historic Value and gain

considerable tax credit).

This vehicle has been written up nation and "orlduide already.

I only sell this Historic Car, because I must haveUn.nce.to

continue my fight in the higher Court against the U. S.

Office.

After viewing the material would you please Federal Express me a

letter stating In your professional opinion what price ^Historic

Car could or is likely to pull at your September, 1988 °

r
what amount of coverage would be given this Historic y

auction mailouts and other promotional material.

Sincere thanks,

fa/

Joseph W. Newman

JWN/amh

Enclosures
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I

THe
^elTa^Fr^TFLIGHT OF THE WRIGHT BROTHER’S AEROPLANE IN 1903

THE ORIGIN AL WRIGHT .PLANE

During its single day of glory, Jhie.firplpng n\ode

lour Mights 1 The - first lasted 12. seconds., the

last and longest. 59 seconds Now restored.

It hangs in the Smithsonian ' The piano s twin

propellers woro chain-driven by a 12 horse

power motor Mindies ellor its lost Might tho

plane was overturned by 0 gusl ol wind But

it bed done its job. though it novor Mow again

A PROPELLER THAT WORKED
tWctfi'cicnCy'ol tltis original Wright propallor

was a matvel Jot ll< day it could translate 66'

’ per cent of' ils 'onglno 4 rotational energy Into

'orwerd thrust Allot more tnor

rosoarch in aeronautics tho bos

scraws achieve oboul 85 por
olhcioncy
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'V long a8° aS C^e S ’
* met Eden who was then in charge of a division at the Department

,AlS

ierce
(affiliated with the U.S. Patent Office). From the very beginning of our communication, we

of C°
mn

nced about my ENERGY MACHINE. We were still talking with one another about my ENERGY
al^y^TME technology in 1982 when he was the DIRECTOR OF PLANT ENVIRONMENT,

N^mONMENTAL ACTIVITIES STAFF OF GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION and wrote the

STATE OF MICHIGAN)

COUNTY OF MACOMB )

GROUP

«’«

210

I, David J. Eden, the affiant herpln, being duly sworn, depose

and S ay: FIRST, that I reside at 2900 Fan, 4rook Trail, Oxford, Michigan

48051 ,
SECOND , th,t X a. «»plcy.d by General Motors Corporation In the

capacity of Director. Plant Envlron.ent, Envlr.n.ent.l AccMci.. Staff;

THIRD ,
that . have bean aco.lnt.d .1th l.seph We.lc, ««-» of Eontc 1.

Lucedale .
Misal.slppi 39452. for a period in e,cea. of -even years;

FOURTH ,
that throoghoot the period of « acffualntance »!«. *»• »*“**“•

hi. reputation for honesty and Integrity has been *

IfI

^GERALD IT PORZAUtK

B6 Nolan Macomb
^

un*'/'|!‘
C
jouu

n , it: My CommissionXuwes Match 31,

COUNTY OF MACOMB

STATE OF MICHIGAN)

County afores'aldV^/9
^Eden ,

whose name is *^ ld

do hereby certl y^st^vi^^ ^ ^ my County aforesa

has acknowledged the ^ q£ ^h, 1982

GIVEN under my hand this _sLc^-
fa



» *. (.»— c“— R"b“ T°'“

^DC . T«T TONSPIRACY AGAINST ANY HUMAN BEING
..this is the greatest conspirA

of the world „

n„ Do you really be.,eve char it was only an “accident” that at this tune (in the 1990's) the POWER

and their Old Boy Networks who control the Big Three Automakers and the World are claunmg

that they have developed a “new D.C. magnetic motor-powered electric car that can reach fantastic speeds,'

and are now only leasing them via controlled markets?

Question: Do you think this is only a “coincidence”?

PACT: Congressman Robert Torricelli’s brave and honest quotation has proven to be more and more

accurate with the passage of time.

My life’s work for Humanity has been repeatedly verified by scientists from different parts of the world.

In addition to the many Affidavits I have already shown, the Affidavit on the following page was

provided in 1988 by a scientist from Germany who also tested my energy-machine automobile motor
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affidavit

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Dr. V. Malavalli
Schonboruring 16

6078 NEV-ISENBURG-2

West Germany

My personal qualifications are as follows:

(1) Nuclear Physicist with a PhD from a German University.

(2) Thirty five years of Research and Development background

in Research Institutes as well as in industry, with 15

years in laboratories and 17 years in industry.

(3) Approximately 50 technical publications as well as being a

member of the Nuclear Society for many years.

(A) Connected with the power core design and development in

nuclear power reactors in West Germany.

I Dr. V. Malavalli. on March 9, 1988. witnessed the j°"
ent

the book, "The Energy Machine of Joseph Newman .

x found that the torque on these illd

=^^ctedh-— —•
I also viewed the current volta.e relationship on^the oscilloscope

o^t^s-S^er tLn the external energy

input from the battery.

l/ v

Dr. V. Malavalli

March 9* 1988

The above is sworn to

1988 vO
and subscribed before me this 9th day of March

Notary Public

My commission expires February
199 1-
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Consider the following Fact:
ni7 ,r_ _

IF THE POWER BROKERS KNEW THAT I WOULD NOT BE I RAY

THE HUMAN RACE, ISN’T IT LIKELY THAT THEY WOULD
GO TO ONE OR MORE OF THE PEOPLE CLOSE TO ME?

THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT THEY DID!

Read the following Press Release distributed in 1996:

NEWMAN ENERGY PRODUCTS
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Wednesday, September 25, 1996

REVOLUTIONARY energy machine
Ironically, Joseph Newman's lifework for humanity — a Pioneering Energy Invention — has been

proven correct by the very betrayal of Joseph Newman and the conspiracy by a select few to steal this

technology for their exclusive benefit. These "Benedict-Arnold-types" who were, at one time, dose to Joseph

Newman, have collaborated with powerful industrial interests and with influential representatives of the

Republican and Democratic parties affiliated with the United States government.

Proof.

The United States Patent Office issued Patent Number 5,436,518 for an electromagnetic motor which

claims 318% more output than input energy. This United States Patent for a motor— which is a DIRECT
THEFT of Joseph Newman's technology — was issued to a Japanese national and a Japanese Corporation.

This Patent describes precisely what physicist Dr. Roger Hastings (who publicly endorsed and supported

Joseph Newman's technology) and Joseph Newman's former patent attorney Emmett Pugh — both longtime

and trusted associates of Joseph Newman — who both conspired, stole, and quietly produced Joseph

Newman's technology through collaboration with such companies as Johnson Corporation, MinnKota
Corporation, RAYOVAC Corporation, Mobil Oil Corporation, Toro Corporation, Brunswick Corporation,

Motor Guide Corporation, Zebco Corporation, and Arnold Industries— all ofwhom sold the stolen technology
through such stores as Sears and WalMart.

Joseph Newman's technology — as stolen by the above-named companies and individuals — was
deceptively disguised within popular trolling motors and lawn motors where the buyer(s) could not easily

discover or realize that the motors they were using were actually the Revolutionary Energy Machine
technology of Joseph Newman as featured in national and worldwide publicity for over 15 years.

The U.S. Patent Office admitted in U.S. Federal Court: "If Joseph Newman's Invention worked, it would
e a Pioneering Invention. The United States Supreme Court has already ruled in several decisions, "From
e widest to the narrowest interpretation of the Claims — the Claims will be upheld in the language of the

pp leant. The original Applicant and Inventor of this energy machine technology is Joseph Newman.
The conspiracy which Joseph Newman has long warned against the People of this Nation and the World

is now proven with this Disclosure at the Adams Mark Hotel on September 26, 1996.

J m 'v ^Se cr ‘m 'na ^ ac is as exposed will now cause reputable and honest business people to come forward

throughout a^walks
5 wit^ J°seph Newman to mass produce this Revolutionary Energy Machine

P rp ses of energy production) and environmental pollution will now become obsolete.
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The following letter was written to me on October 9, 1980 by Dr. Neff Weber, Professor of Physics

ar the University of South Alabama. Weber said in essence that ‘it is IMPOSSIBLE to build an Electric

Motor whereby
— as one makes it larger— it will use LESS ENERGY and PRODUCE MORE POWER”

October 9, 1980

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

In my opinion it is impossible to devise a device which can

have a decreasing energy input and at same time have an increasing

work output. This conclusion is based on the First Law of Thermo-

miVERSITY„f SOUTH AIABAM\
MOBILE. ALABAMA 36688

department of physics TELEPHONE (206) 460-6224

ILB 25

FNW/vs

All so-called ‘experts’ of the time also believed as did Dr. Weber.
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The following information is from the MinnKota 1986 Parts Manual:

Minn KotaMarine
WEEDLESS REMOTE COMTPOL & RETRACTABLE MOTORS

Amp Draw
vt*/9«

yt/ota-'. Ifi. \
>s IUT

f^
l

ifr1. -r
/jcchl *fD t^ruu/s otjly f^/^UJcJts Pr<xfut« 5 -2.Ofh ThrusT.

- 2 -

Note: The MinnKota Motors perform EXACTLY OPPOSITE to what Dr. Weber and “status-quo,”

conventional physicists believed in 1980!

[Note: I have in my files hundreds of documents relating to, and documenting the theft of, my technology

by MinnKota Motors and other unscrupulous individuals and corporations. A small percentage of this

information is disclosed in this 8th Edition of my Book. Many of these documents will be used as evidence

in forthcoming litigation involving both patent officials and individuals/corporations who have plundered

this technology for their own benefit at the expense of Humanity.]

MODEL 40

TT
' S mcrea

^

c m diameter size and higher efficiency (per my teachings) occurred only after D r h

Hastings traveled to my home/lab in the early 1980’s and clearly mastered my teachings. [Refer t

lo his many Affidavits and Declarations featured in this Book ]
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It was around 1983 that Hastings began working part-time for MinnKota Motors, which was located

only about 60 miles from where he worked full-time as a principal physicist with Sperry-Univac (now

Unisys) in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Note: Roger Hastings also had a brother and chemist— John Hastings — whom I also met and who later

worked full-time at MinnKota.

Note: In 1985, MinnKota produced a NEWMAN ENERGY MOTOR (without my permission). THEY

ALSO ATTEMPTED TO HIDE THIS FACT and it was at that time that they began saying that “marine

motors were MEASURED IN THRUST AND NOT HORSEPOWER.” The utilization of the term

“thrust” rather than “horsepower” by MinnKota was a deliberate attempt to hide the nature of the

revolutionary efficiencies obtained through their production and sale of a plundered Newman Motor.

The following facts are provided which prove the deceit of MinnKota corporate officials against \ou,

the People:
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<0

I Ralston C. Reynolds Sr. do hereby solemnly swear <-k
about Friday morning 10/6/96, I made a concerted effort «n 0y,

direct thrust to horsepower conversion - that could be e>s’? °btai n
and understood. Note, I already understood that aoonn,,/ )

V det •»"*

equals and 33000f t 1 b s / m i n equaled 1 horsepower. M ximately
7^^, w

1 had previously contacted my brother, Anthony c"Tony", concerning the hereinabove stated matter. Tonv ^

nold5
.

engineer graduate from Auburn University, with about
* civ U

engineering experience in the paper manufacturing
’ indf l’'

6 **' 5

presently an engineer with DE&K, a large consultinn
Ustr y and"

' J T.ny Sn"S:
n
:i"i».

for.... Having received no reply, I called Tony on " <-k
* "'rer 1 n 9 firFriday morning and ho said that ha had been unable to f?

ab ° Ve sU t

’

available source in his firms books for the information ^ * re adii yOther additional contacts made concerning the abov
* a3 Seeki ng.

matter on said Friday morning were:
' e £l-lb ject

I called the Plabama Aviation and Technical r 0 i 1d

ih*
M

i

b
H

1C?
’ ?

labam *’ a school where my son had grad ..at ed%^ A38-£e l&the lady, who answered the phone, I was Corey’s fath!
° m

’ and tolr-information I was seeking. 1 do not recall her mlnO ° f th e
she replied she had taught Corey in c 1 as s and sh P

"
1 ° 9 he " name buthave, r believe, a professor Gilmore call me aftpr

S

*J
d

’ Sh9 wo,-'ldreturned my call and said in the aircraft ripfi *.

* la3s
- Later he

in pounds times 375 divided by 375 miles per hoi^eSuall h
<net th ^>st

I replied that I would like to have a relation *
q * ls horse Pawer).

S uch as the space rocket was tested in Mississippi ^hi^T'* ° bJect
and the thrust determined. He agreed to cal

' tled d °“",

p
1 h— no

ftal.tJn
P
ir

C
^ y:„iSJV.

1

t

,t
"Sr“l

,

1 X S
ifa «rt° ?

f
na

H
and aSked ’V «npo«er systems technician with Ibiut 4 years ew and

With L°ckeed Martin in Greenville' South
a " d currently

about mid afternoon and said the be s

t

' i n
f

° v
1 " Ht? called back

with was located by a friend of hU that bef^°
n

D*
C0Uld come «Pforward air speed) £.5 pounds of thrust

5
.

at zero ram speed (No
source was Air Force manual 51 - 9 .

equaled 1 horsepower and the

for the above i^or^aU^n^S^r.g^^ nce department and asklook in the books on marine engine" P*rty ° n th * line to

‘eferrino tn
B
„e "?

ae ^ on autical engineering,
1 n 9 to the "Sat urn " rocket that I belief

- uuuvh inrorm
look in the books on
particularly rockets,

tested in Mi.sisiip p i
"

« '^ urn
' h
% l'

5! '^ " rocUet that * Veliev;

dinne
h ° m^ at about 4 ^^P<n to meet phone

> sometime afterdinner, there was a return call on
' at S:00PM in Mobile for

l'no?h
ad * "Format ion „„ located bntW * meS5"1 0'>' stating noanother work day. bjt the y would continue trying at

professor Gilmar
al

and
a

do?^ ll

°" ‘ h* 'a ‘''?™ ft formula provided bymin
i lhr) equalpH '?‘?000 f t ,

.

a ^-"nph times 5280ft divided by
p

n
’ lhr) equaled 33000 ft npy,

^^n,ph times 5280ft divide
qua ion commonly published thus was the same basiclhp

* non of which i e
* d ° f 3-^^ftlbs/min = Ihn or SStfiffcih/.

ihp
v ^° n of which r.-;::::

—-^^^./^n = ih P 0 r 550ftib/ sec =

attemnt
K ° fc * and Motor guid^e l!^ r * late to the pounds thrust,attempted to relate, S<51

electee trolling motors. I also
"lot or s

, but to no avail
USt = lhp at no forward speed, to these

1 ° Put it plainly "t h-^h^ust routinely used by Minn**"?
ldea

’ how to relate to the pounds
Power of their ^ \° ta ^ M ° tof' Buide to advertise and^ electric trolling motors.

Istfon Cl
P° Box 759
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10/10/96

AFFIDAVIT

Wyoming, MI. Ind^talked^to

'

E

Ke^Smith^ th
261 S ’ Di

.

vision
vears exDeripnre t .,*.1 j ?. Ke

? Smith, the owner with 25

converting "THRUST" to horsepower He“ did°iot kn?”
Ul

f
£° r

formula for equating "THRUST" to horsepower.

asked
1

the^nOOsOO* f
ollowi

.
a9 boa t sales & service centers andasked the person I was directed to if there was a formulafor equating "THRUST" to horsepower

formula

1) SMILIN JACKS MARINE - 745 N. Main St. Plainwell, MI.Robert in the Service Department said:
"I'm unaware of any formula".

2) HALL'S Sport Center 0-345 Lake Michigan Dr. Grand
Rapids, MI. Scott in the Sales Department said:
"I do not know. But CAMP-N-CRUISE might".

3) CAMP-N-CRUISE 1613 Hayes St. Marne, MI.
Fred in the Service Department said: "I do not
know what "THRUST" to horsepower would be."

4)

Butchs jet ski 7357 Expressway Ct. S.W. Grand
Rapids, MI. Jay in the Service Department said:
"I do not know of any formula. I don't know anyone
here that would know either."
While on hold for Jay, a holding recording said:
"Butchs is the largest SEA-DOO watercraft dealer
in the country".

I also phoned Doctor Matt Wong in the physics
department at Grand Rapids community college in Grand Rapids

Michigan. I asked DR- Wong what 46 pounds "THRUST" would

equate to in horsepower? He said that "there is not enough

information for converting "THRUST" to horsepower, since

"THRUST" is a unit of work and horsepower is a unit of

force .

"

The above is true and correct to the best of my



The following is a Confidentiality and Work Contraet/Disclosure Agreement signed by Roger^
in 1981 and 1982:

I, Roger Hastings, on this day of September 26, 1981
,

an being shown and having explained to me a new energy device

which has energy output greater than energy input (by use of

Magnetic Energy) and which has U. S. and foreign patents pending

I am being shown this in strict confidence and I will not

disclose this information to any one else.

I also agree that any improvements or inventions which I

may develope from or as a result of the disclosure I have been

shown and had explained will be the sole property of Joseph

West ley Newman.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

Date: September 26, 198l

Date: February 19, 1982 (Signed

)

Dr . Rog£r Hastings

ions of Dr. Roger Hastings featured on pages 22 through 39 and on
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following
Disclosure Document was written and signed by Dr. Roger Hasting,

5) that MinnKota had employed the Hastings brothers in the secret theft of th,
•ers in the secret theft of the Newman Energy

tings in the same year

Technology1

9 -20-85

DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT

On September 19 and 20, 1985 Joseph Newman disclosed and demom
to me his 130 pound motor with reciprocating magnet armature, operat

high voltage input. The primary problem which has been encountered

past with scaling the Newman motors to large and practical output po

iture , operating with

encountered in the

output power levels

istrated

was the need to go to higher voltage input, and the destruction which occured

when the coil was switched at high voltages. Joe has now solved the high

voltage switching problem with a new commutator design, and it appears that

arbitrarily high input voltages can now be reached.

The significance of high voltage on the Newman motor is that our data

show that 1.) the output power increases as the square of the input voltage;

2.) the input power increases linearly with the voltage; 3.) the motor efficiency

increases linearly with the voltage; A.) output power levels required, for example,

to power a home will require input voltages estimated at ten to twenty kilovolts.

On September 19, 1985 the motor was operated at 1,000 and 2,000 volts

battery input, with output powers of 50 and 200 Watts respectively. Input power

in these tests were 7 and 1A Watts, yielding efficiencies of 700% and 1,A00%

respectively.

In addition, the motor was operated for the first time using a high

voltage transformer plugged into the a.c. power socket. The transformer output

voltage was roughly 2,000 volts. The input power was readily measured using

an a.c. milliammeter to be 25 Watts, while the output was measured again at

approximately 200 Watts. The higher input in this case reflects the inefficiency

of the transformer.

It now appears to me that the Newman motor can be readily scaled to power

levels which will make it practical for commercial and home energy needs, and

this should be accomplished in the very near future.

The above statements are true and accurate to the best of my knowledge.
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In addition, Emmet. Pugh, my Patent Attorney, also eonspited w.th Dt. Hastings to pUde, By

,ethnology. Pugh began work for Edwards Company which owned MOTOR GUIDE CORPORATI0n

who ALSO PLUNDERED NEWMAN ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES by producmg Trolling
Motors

utilizing the energy machine technology.

Note:

The Power Brokers specifically chose battery-operated Trolling Motors (for boats) because previously-

existing, conventional Trolling Motors already employed batteries and they did not compete against the

combustible, gasoline-powered Outboard Motors. However, both MinnKota and Motor Guide Corporations

are now producing a Trolling Motor equivalent to a 3HP Outboard Motor which is also equivalent to more

than 2200 Watts. Yet, these revolutionary Trolling Motors (which are actually plundered Newman Motors)

draw only 45 amps and 12 volts = 540 Watts to PRODUCE A 3 HORSEPOWER OUTPUT.

Please read the following Press Release I disseminated on September 30, 1996 which proves that these

Corporations are using STOLEN TECHNOLOGY (NEWMAN MOTORS). With this Trolling Motor

technology, one COULD TRAVEL 392 MILES IN A BOAT FOR A MERE $1.23 [Note Fact 9 in the

following Press Release.]

[The address forNEWMAN ENERGY PRODUCTS has been changed to: 2050 Vineyard Drive, Castle Rock,

Colorado 80104 (303) 814-3403.]
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NEWMAN ENERGY PRODUCTS
for immediate release

September 30, 1996

OF THE OPERABILITY OF THE NEWMAN ENERGY TECHNOLOGY
PROOF W Amount of Current Through the Maximum Quantity of Conducting Wire.

AA-nound MINN KOTA trolling motor (the stolen technology of Joseph Newman)

Test of the 4c> p .

erated at 4.2 MPH and trolling motor drew 45 amps; battery was down to less than

!•

25% ofbattery life lost after one (1 ) hour of operating time.

tnr was then placed on a setting of only 8 amp draw.

2 '
M° ^ 46 pound thrust MINN KOTA Motors (utilizing Joseph Newman s tec^ol

°|yJ
™ere

TW° 2d on a lower setting of only 8 amp draw each. The boat operated at 3.48 MPEE Test

^^^nstrates that if two (2)
batteries — one for each motor were used — then the batteries

de
uld last at least 14 hours. [Battery Data proves 5 amp draw and battery lasts for 22 hours.]

U °U

u calculations then demonstrate that if 16 such motors and 16 batteries were

3 ,

Mamema«ca^ca.culaUons
^ MpH fof a distance of 392 mi.es in 14 hours.

f h3rD contrast: if one (1 ) such motor is used with 16 batteries, the boat would operate

4

at oriy 4 2 MPH for 16 hours (Test 1) for a mere distance of 67.2 mrles.

5 .
The following graphs depict the truth presented in this document:

Note:

The one motor produces

3HP at 4.2 MPH.
Therefore, the speed of

16 motors at 28 MPH is

equal to 19.98 HP
[conservative estimate]

392 miles

196 miles

65 miles

The battery in the Test 1 above was recharged in six (6) hours.

The battery charger itself draws .17 kw X 6 hr,
= ^^.076 to recharge the battery.

I personally pay $.0749 per kwh at my^ recharge the battery in Test 1.

Accordingly, it would cost me a me
m iles and it will only cost

The above numbers and facts prove that in Test 31 w.ll travel 392 m

me (or anyone) a mere $1.23 ($0,077 X 16 -,ttene

fortunate to obtain 5 MPG; at most

In sharp contrast, a conventional boat/motor wou
,

|
therefore, to travel 392 mi es“ -**“ 2- <*

624 **

“*
B lh, w„,d ,„d db,„n «-». -»•

:an produce one large motor for any energy requirem

« above totally proves that the power comes Westley Newman

om the larger mass and NOT the current!

10
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I ask the reader to observe how the “CONSPIRACY” by the Power Brokers - against my

Humanity — unfolds:

The MinnKota Corporation was purchased by JOHNSON WORLDWIDE ASSOCIATES
, Nr

Please n“t *e Chairman of the Board of JOHNSON WORLDWIDE ASSOCIATES,^
SAMUEL C. JOHNSON (67) who is also the DIRECTOR OF MOBIL OIL CORP̂ R^TI^, ‘8

Note also that THOMAS PYLE, JR. (54) a Director ofJOHNSON WORLDWIDE ASSOCIATFc

INC smce 1987, is also the EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF RAYOVAC BATTERY Corporation!

This is no accident!

In 1987 (the same year that he became a Director ofJOHNSON WORLDWIDE ASSOCIATES, Hsjq \

THOMAS PYLE, JR., had his Vice President and General Counsel — JAMES A. BRODERICK — 0j

RAYOVAC Corporation sign a Contract with me for the development of a revolutionary battery wh;c^

would withstand the back-charging effect of the Newman Invention.

Note: The Officers and Directors of Johnson Worldwide Associates, Inc. are featured below, followed by

the Contract with RAYOVAC signed with me for the development of a revolutionary battery.

Also note: My Pioneering Patents and Application state that the invention can be electromagnetic,

cryogenic, permanent magnet, or any other.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
SAMUEL C. JOHNSON, 67

Chairman of the Board. Director since 1970.

Chairman of S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc.

Also DIRECTOR OF

KC
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

JOHN D. CRABB, 52

President and Chief Executive Officer.

Three years of service with JVJA.
H.J. Heinz Company, and Deere & Company

JOHN D. CRABB, 52
President and Chief Executive Officer

Director since 1992.

RAYMOND F. FARLEY, 71
Director since 1970.

Retired President and Chief Executive Officer

of S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc.

Also Director of Hartmarx Corporation, Kemper
Corporation, and Snap-on Incorporated.

THOMAS F. PYLE, JR., 54
Director since 1987.

Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer
of RAYOVAC Corporation. Also Director of

Kewaunee Scientific Corporation
and Riverside Paper Corporation.

DONALD W. BRINCKMAN, 64
Director since 1988.

Chairman and Founder of Safety-Kleen
Corporation. Also Director of Pay-Chex, Inc.

and Snap-on Incorporated.

HELEN P. JOHNSON-LEIPOLD, 38
Executive Vice President, North American

Businesses Director since 1994.

PHILIPPE BLIME, 54

Vice President,
President of JVJA Europe.

Five years of service with JVJA

ROBERT L. INSLEE, 57

Vice President-Human Resources

Ten years of service with JVJA.

HELEN P. JOHNSON-LEIPOLD, 38

Executive Vice President - North American Business

Joined JVJA: October 1995.

CARL G. SCHMIDT, 39

Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer,

Secretary and Treasurer. 1 year of service will I
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Ofil/oVAC
corporation

3 April 1987

^r .
Joseph Newman

Lucedale ^Mississippi 39452

Dear Joe:

1 osed is a draft of an agreement whereby RAYOVAC and

would Share a joint research project to improve the

technology connected with your permanent magnet-

battery energy systems.

hnDP we will develop new, patentable ideas in our
We nation of your devices. If we do so, we will

1*1*1 2ith you half of any and all royalties derived

? m the patents that issue. In addition, if we ex
from th P

£ b manufacturing and selling devices
pioit the P^ent-s

I win u a royalty of 3% of
that embody th '

will share any knowhow

developed
3
by disclos^'all our test results and data

to you.

Please let us know your reaction to the enclosed dra£t

agreement. We look forward to your early reply.

Very truly yours,

me# A. BroderickJame^ ~

Vic^e President
General Counsel

JAB/ lr

enc

.

cc: Mr. P. J. Spellman

601 Rayovac Drive P O Box 4960 Madison Wl 53711-0960
600/775-3390 Tele. 190420
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This agreement is made on 21 April 1987 by and between RAYoVAc

Corporation ("RAYOVAC"), a Wisconsin corporation, having
itjj

principal place of business in Madison, Wisconsin, and JOSeph

Newman ("Newman"), an individual residing in Lucedale, Mi Ssia _

sippi .

Background

Newman is an inventor who has developed and built devices

("Newman Machines") that use permanent magnets and dry cell bat-

teries to release usable energy.

RAYOVAC is a manufacturer of dry cell batteries and is interested

in developing and improving batteries for use in connection with

Newman Machines.

RAYOVAC wishes to examine several Newman Machines and to develop

improved battery technology for use in conjunction with those

devices

.

Now therefore, the parties agree:

Undertakings

1. Newman will deliver to RAYOVAC for its use various Newman

Machines

.

2. RAYOVAC may examine those devices for a period of 270 days

or for longer periods as the parties agree.

3. Newman will exert his best efforts to answer fully*

honestly, and accurately questions RAYOVAC may ask about the

Newman Machines.
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- 2 -

RAYOVAC will Study the Newman Machines and will attempt to

develop improved battery technology for use in conjunction

with the devices.

RAYOVAC will attempt to patent any new battery technology it

shall develop for use in conjunction with Newman Machines.

RAYOVAC will pay Newman 50% of any and all royalties gen-

erated by such patents. If RAYOVAC chooses to exploit such

patents by making, using, or selling devices embodying such

patents, it shall pay Newman a royalty of 3% on all sales of

such devices.

Whether or not any patents issue, RAYOVAC will disclose to

Newman all information it shall develop concerning Newman

Machines or RAYOVAC ’ s newly developed battery technology.

RAYOVAC will make full

Newman

.

disclosure of all test results to

Agreed to on 21 April 1987 by

RAYOVAC Corporation

THE energy ^CHINH of JOSEPH NEWMAN



The RAYOVAC Corporation only became involved with me after first talking with I) r
. Roger |

.

at my sugglion When I first contacted Pat Spellman of

sny explanation that would enable me to assemble a battery pack (utilizing RAYOVACs C,voll n"*

batteries) of 200 volts, then conned said battery pack to an extremely large Motor weighing thouZ^
pounds which I constructed, then — when the Motor was operated and an attempt was made to dn C(JJ
the battery pack — the battery pack would have such a powerful back charge on/in it, that there Wou1/l

a great spark which could jump five (5) inches and shock you.

Pat Spellman instantly said, "WHO SAW 1 1 IIS BESIDES YOU

?

I then told him to contact Dr. Roger Hastings in Minnesota (a neighboring state to RAYOVA(
\

location) and then I would speak to him again. Pie said, O K.

7wo weeks passed before I called Pat Spellman back, at which time he said to me, "I WAS AFRAID

THAI YOU WEREN'T GOING TO CALL ME! CAN I COME DOWN THERE RIGHT AWAY
AND SEE THAT PHENOMENA YOU DESCRIBED?"

I said, "yes."

Pat Spellman came to my laboratory in Lucedale the very next day and he visited several times after

that UN77L I signed the above-described RAYOVAC Contract on April 21 , 1987. After that date, Spellman

never again visited my laboratory.

April 21
,
1987 is the SAME YEAR THAT THE PRESIDENT OF RAYOVAC — THOMAS PYLE,

JR., BECAME DIRECTOR OF JOHNSON WORLDWIDE ASSOCIATES WHO HAD

PURCHASED MINNKOTA MOTORS IN 1986 AND HAVE PLUNDERED MY TECHNOLOGY.

I he following is a letter from Senator Engle’s Office which verifies the credibility of Dr. Roger I Iastings.

It should therefore he obvious why RAYOVAC and the Power Brokers quickly harnessed both Hastings

and my former patent attorney Emmett Pugh to betray me and Humanity.
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jL rtCMlAH
A. DCNTON,
A ri AM A

jn.

QJCrrilcb ^bl<xlc& Senate
WASHINGTON, D C. 20B10

25 March 1982

Mr. Samuel W. Engle
Director, Group 210

United States Department of Commerce

Patent and Trademark Office
Washington, D. C. 20231

Dear Mr. Engle:

Because of the strong recommendation of a

Conafnr Denton places great confidence, I was asKea cu

Mr. Joseph W. Newman's efforts to patent an energy evi

(application 179 , 474 ).

in reviewing Mr. Newman's material, I was Particularly
pla?ed

S
on

d

"Principal Physicist, Sperry Univac Corporation.

Because of the importance of Dr. Hastings S
^tings' bona tides .

it to be crucially important to examine Dr .Hast |"|rryTi—
Because I know well Mr. Richard Gehring,'one o ^p ^ . n<(H

senior uxecutiveu, J uukcd him U» d
ibed . Mr. Gehring

employed by Sperry Univac in the P°sitio^ physicist engaged

assured me that Dr. Hastings wa
• mnortant work that draws upon

in research for Sperry Univac in important worK

knowledge of magnetic theory

.

In has been suggested to me byu—tinas^qualif ications would be

that this confirmation of Dr. Hast g q
^ cQunt it a privilege,

valuable as a part of Mr. Newman s f
• of Mr. Newman,

therefore, to testify to this effect

H that Mr •

I also have a background in en^"e
®“"oU s

n
c0nsideration

.

Newman's proposal merits the most serious

Ci nrprelv

,

JW : dd

James B. Wilson

Vice Admiral, ubN (Ret)

Administrative Assistant
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Joseph W Newman
Rt 1 Box 52
Lucedale MS 39452

Dear Joe:

Under separate cover you will be receiving four
different lots of test batteries for your
evaluation. As I discussed on the phone, our
analysis of the failed batteries that you
submitted to us showed what we call an internal
leakage between three of the cells, which then
shorted the battery out. The exact cause of this
internal leakage could not be determined, so all
the variations that we are submitting to you will
have an insulative wrap around each zinc can so as
to protect against this type of a problem.

A second variation we thought would be of value
would be to protect the negative from the positive
from some of these high voltage surges that are
going through the battery system and possibly
creating some local shorting; thus we added a
double liner in this particular lot to see if we
could prevent this type of phenomena from
occurring.

The third variation consisted again of an
insulated zinc can, plus a very high surface area,
manganese dioxide, so as to possibly accept the
surrounding carbon pencil.

630 Forward Drive Madison, Wisconsin 53711 608/271 5454 Telex: 26-5462
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SUMMARY OF VARIATIONS BEING SENT

Identifying Code

A Control (no insulative layer)
B Insulative layer around zinc cans
C Insulative layer + double liner
D Insulative layer + high surface

area MnO^

If I can be of further service, please call.

Yours truly,

C
P. J. Spellman

PJS/h\m\nwman . p js
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Pat Spellman and officials at RAYOVAC Corporation assured me that they were anxious
, . j Uo\a .... rho hack-charging effect of my energy machine. to

(

l

Sn,
Pat Spellman and olticiais at ivrv i w t

battery which would hold up to the back-charging effect of my energy machine. "St,

However, approximately one year after I signed the Bailey Prodjuon Contract with RAY0v
Spellman contacted me by telephone and said, [Joe, I am do you^
replied, “It was the strangest thing - right after we signed the Contract with you, we got ,he

I*,

government contract we have ever received in our history and we ve been so busy with it „ h
Se»t

been able to work on our Contract with you.” I told him that officials at RAYOVAC had “fed
,< .""l

Need I say more?

Joseph W. Newman
Rt 1 Box 52

Lucedale MS 39452

Dear Joe:

We are sending you five (5) groups of experimental batteries
for further evaluation. The following table will describe
the differences in the batteries as well as supply some
initial electrical data.

Lot Number Description OCV CCV Amperage

57634 Mix Type 1 6.342 2.588 0.517
57635 Mix Type 1 6.512 5.778 7.877
57636 Mix Type 2 6.268 4.428 2.950
57637 Mix Type 2 6.610 5.915 9.642
57638 Mix Type 1 6.435 5.730 7.727

As we discussed, if you can feed back information on how
these batteries perform (voltage level after time in the
circuit") and then return them, we can analyze the

discharged cells to determine what further improvements can
be made.

If you have any questions or if we can be of further service,
please feel free to contact me.

Yours truly,

^rat Spellman

newman. pjs
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October 21, 1905

o-riMek J. Spellman
Mr. pacr

, N product Development
Director or

^TOVArro^ORATION
«> *>««£ D

53U1Madison, WI

Dear P« t:

Please find enclesed the 9 Volt Eveready Energizer Batteries that I have a

for over two years.

Also enclosed is one 6 Volt (No.B) Battery which you had sent for testing.

It appears to be shorted out internally.

The other test batteries, I am still using.

The (A) Battery series have an average voltage of 5.9 Volts.

The (B) Battery series have an average voltage of 5.8 Volts.

The (C) Battery series have an average voltage of 5.8 Volts.

fhe (D) Battery series have an average voltage of 5.72 volts.

rs r=si*=sss.-“

The last three boxes of 6 Volt Batteries were just hooked up In series

today, so I don't have info, on these.

Also of interest, I observed that ^ off

hooked to one lead of Battery pack
^tteries from the coil. Showing

'hat

ar“^^^ «- - *- leaked thr°Ugh

the bulb to ground during 15 minute period.

I have observed the batteries are lasting better with grounding out through

a load soL of the R.F. current generated by the system.

Mr. Patrick J. Spellman

Page two

October 21, 1985

1 look forward to ^1"*
1
*/^*tuc“re.ror^nSput and

6

i°np

d

ut
y
:;d 160

8

Sa (R F.) and 1^000 volts output.

the next

only 10 MA.

Let’s keep going.

Sincere thanks and regards.

JWN/en Joseph Westley Newman

Enclosures
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rayovac
CORPORATION

March 24, 1986

Joseph Newman
Rt 1 Box 52
Lucedale MS 39452

Dear Joe:

Listed below please find design information on the battery

that you have been using to power your Energy Machine.

Brand: RAYOVAC
Model: A-1604

Cell System: Alkaline Manganese - primary cell

Nominal Voltage: 9. 2-9. 6 volts (open circuit voltage)

Cell Capacity:

Theoretical
0.58 amp hours

Actual (typical)
180 ohm to 5.4V - 0.42 amp hrs
6000 ohm to 5.4V - 0.56 amp hours

Cell AC Impedance (typical)

100 HZ - 2-4 ohms
1000 HZ - 2-4 ohms

Shelf Life (70 F storage)

1 yr - 95* initial performance
2 yr - 90% initial performance

High Temperature Storage Characteristics (typical)

1 mo 130^F - 93% initial performance
3 mo 113 F - 94% initial performance

This battery system produces Direct Current which flows from
the negative of the battery to the positive. The battery is
not capable of producing RF current directly.

630 Forward Drive Madison. Wisconsin 5371 1-2495 (606) 271-5454 Telex: 26-5462
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The Newman machine reportedlv ,

outside of the battery case!
“ *F char«e the

incapable of producing this by itself- it
1S

Newman^machine?
lnteraCtion bet«^n the battery "and ^he"

* °f

S incerely,

P. J. Spellman
Director Product Development
USCP

Enclosures

Qnce again, I quote from Congressman Robert Torricelli of New Jersey:

“THIS IS THE GREATEST CONSPIRACY AGAINST ANY HUMAN BEING
IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD.”

Note carefully the following newspaper article (on the next page) describing how Japanese and the Big

Three Auto manufacturers now, “all of a sudden in 1990,” have developed new magnetic motors and new
batteries which operate 20 times longer than conventional batteries and the automobile pictured (which

even resembles the one I utilized and later auctioned at Kruse for $80,000.00) reaches 60 MPH in 8 seconds.

THE POWER BROKERS THINK AND HOPE THAT YOU AND I ARE STUPID:
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To
S"d * *°-—- and

''nX^Xo^M S^ [ema * 1: josephnewman@earthlink.netl or write to 2050 Vineyard

P
'

ui of *«e
above-named individuals had Contracts with me to assist me in obtaining a PioneermgA

n As a result of the NAFTA Agreement, my Patent in Mex.co is now valid in the United StatTand
1

rc
This represents a gift from God to me and Humanity.

ury hears the facts (and many more) I have documented 1
Cana

When any juryiy juiy .

-----
-

V,T
here, said jury will fine these evil

, ,.orrup.
individuals/corporattons hundreds of millions of dollars We will also sue those thieving

X duals who claim an advanced D.C. Motor breakthrough’ for motor bikes, scooters, etc Even former

, i,r Chairman Lee Iacocca was recently featured on the national news claiming that he was ‘building
Ch
fl breakthrough D.C. Motor” this year.

Ciich a nlca r „ rnr.U A/fa- \7;such a

A longtime supporter 01 my wuia, i»u. viuui mcuuo or i\ew jersey, originally contacted Lee Iacocca

he mid'80’s and Iacocca sent his top Chrysler engineer to a demonstration of my technology in

hington, D.C. Also, another Chrysler engineer visited my Lucedale, Mississippi laboratory THREE

TIMES and warned me when he specifically said that “Chrysler and all other automobile manufacturers had
1

‘.
“

about me, as well as my entire history, stored on their computers and that THEY WERE ALL

WEALING MY LIFE’S WORK.”
J

The Chrysler engineer asked me “not to give out his name because fear of reprisal,” so I will not do so.

Once again because it is so important relative to my life’s work — I will quote from Congressman

Robert Torricelli:

“THIS IS THE GREATEST CONSPIRACY AGAINST ANY HUMAN BEING

IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD.”

And again I say to the Human Race:

“This Conspiracy is against You, the People!”

So that you may glimpse the depth of my fight for You, I now rnclude an Affidavit ftom a businessman,

Dan Benvenuti:

Benvenuti, however, failed to include the fact that the individual in^charge of the

in Canada personally met and spoke to me as we Jed
through th^^^

laboratory to my home, when he said, foe, we ve got

But I replied, “Wait —just one more thing: you must
jfd then he smugly

at a reasonable price
"
At that point the Canadian assumed a ve y PP^

^ money
„

said, “Oh no — we don’t owe you anything, when we give you that a

„ <<rFX OFF MY PROPERTY IMMEDIATELY!”

I then told all of the Canadian “businessmen to Gbl U
Tfcey have never had

Dan Benvenuti then came to me and said,
*
Joe, they did not mean to^

However, because of

someone get so angry when that someone had just been offere
•

j refused to conclude a 1 to uctic n

their attitude towards my life’s work and their low opinion o

Agreement with them.
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„ c., cc • COMMERCIAL LEASING & DEVELOPMENT «
’ LAND SALES*

r

C
£

°
l £STATE CONSULTANT

•

OF DAN BENVENUTI

fmf.rGY MACHINE

• n .^ration is to certify that the undersigned

The purpose of thrs Declar ^ behalf Qf Mr Joseph Newman for

had negotiated a f^ancep
his invention , the "Joe Newman

the purchase of prototype

Energy Machine".
„ „orp residents of Canada, working

The majority °^. ^^^Program for funding, research and develop-
under the Canadian

Canadian government. The total purchase
ment, provided by

dollars The representatives of Canada
price was 214

for this transaction, April 4 , 1985 .

had a mandatory closing
d to acCept the offer prior to the

However, Mr Joe Newman refused ^accept^t^ ^ ^ ^
national and internat

Raltimore on May 23, 1985 ,
at which time,

Capitol Center Aren
world, "The Joe Newman Energy

£ch“ook Mr
d

Newman°felt that this worldwide attention,

through the news media, would give him a reasonable protection

for his invention" while he was fighting the U S Government

for a patent for his invention, which was denied by the Patent

Office

.

The Canadian proposal could not
regulation laws and, therefore,
than the April 1985 date.

be extended because of taxing

could not be concluded later

Also, Mr. Newman required that part of the agreement to sell his

invention would require that the buyer produce a quality pro uc

tion at a reasonable price to the consumer . It was the under-

standing by the undersigned that the main reason for Mr. Newman

to require quality production and reasonable sale to the peop e

of Canada, would in effect, protect the people in Canada to

receive the benefit of this invention, which otherwise might be

sold to an oil company, that would then fail to produce this

invention for the entire Canadian Country. Therefore, the
Canadian people would never realize the benefit of this great
invention.

In Other words, Joe Newman could have selfishly received the
214 million dollars and perhaps, the rights for all of Canada
could have been sold to an oil corporation for a billion dollars,
and the Canadian people would have never received the benefit °

this great energy, money saving invention. The concern was t a

the Canadian group would sell to an oil company.
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pFrr.ARATION OF DAN BENVENUTI

page 2

It was aggressively expressed by the Canadian buyers that thegovernment of Canada established the Canadian SRTC Program
because the government wanted to broaden its research and
development possibilities that would also provide more iobs
for the people of Canada. J

All of the above facts are represented to be true as hereby
certified this 4th day of March, 1992.

•t

Dan Benvenuti has originally written the above letter because Rabbi Benchimol of New York had

written a very sincere letter in my behalf and for the world. Through Rabbi Benchimol’s sincere efforts,

^ man who was previously head of the Israeli Navy visited my home and Dan Benvenuti was a witness.

The gentleman from Israel was very impressed with my work and stated that he would get something

done.

’

This individual then left and refused later to ever receive my telephone call to him. I knew tha

he had been “neutralized” by the Power Brokers who also fund Israel.

As a result of this individual’s tnaction towards my work. Rabb, Benchimol became

Benchimol and I often talk by telephone to this very day^ Be^S^ h^Tndeed “turned down $214

in New York City and looked into my eyes, he said that he knew that 1 h

million dollars.”

However, several other businessmen introduced to me by Rabbi ® Therefore,

believe me (that I would refuse such an offer) because t ey wou
, i j ass ist in the development

at my request, Dan Benvenuti wrote the above letter in the hope that Israel would

of my life’s work for Humanity.

i
u earlv 1990’s for all Humanity. 1

The following, sincere letter was written by Rabbi Benchimo in C

in the world has stood up

lovingly compliment Rabb, Benchimol - no other religious leader anyw

for God’s ENERGY GIFT TO THE WORLD:
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The Manhattan Sephardic Congregation

OOK Fqqt 77th street Now 1 nnd 2nd^i^7
(212-988-6085)

Dear Mr. Newman:

This letter is to reaffirm the fact that our Synagogue is very
interested in your project and the effect it may have on Israel as well
as the world over. I have already given Fred Mandel some contacts to
speak with and I sincerely hope that they can come to a quick decision
on this matter.

As I have said to you over the telephone, as soon as our scientists
in Israel and in America give us the O.K.

,
we will arrange a meeting and

discuss the best way to bring your project to fruition. I realize that
you have been fighting for many years for your cause and that your
patience may be running out, but I assure you that I will be working as
expeditiously as I can to bring about a quick decision from our
scientists

.

May G-d grant us all a happy and successful New Year, and may this
be the year in which the prophecy "Israel will be a light unto the
nations be fulfilled, Amen.

To this day, Rabbi Benchimol and I are very good friends and he was

most disappointed that the above did not ever occur.
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You, the reader, may wonder why I would care

< I more about others than I do myself. Simple. God
lUght me a truth when I was only seven years old

___ 0n “D-Day, June 7th, 1944”— the very first day
Jewish people were set free in France.

[ will now tell you a heart-breaking story that

to this very instant brings tears to my eyes as I write

this truth to you:

From the very time of my birth, my brother

Buddy— who was only 1 1/2 years older than me
__ said to my mother, "THAT'S MY BABY -

I THAT’S MY BABY" I can testify to you that was
I a Truth: Buddy literally raised me until the time of

his death on June 7, 1944. TO THIS DAY, NO
ONE HAS EVER HAD LOVE FOR ME AND
CARED FOR ME AS DID MY BROTHER
BUDDY. He never spanked me and only told me
to “do good” and to “quit being so bad.”

Buddy spoiled me — and yet I continued to

steal and curse even as a very young boy. When I

was six, both my parents became very ill so Buddy
and I were placed in an orphanage home in Mobile,
Alabama on Dauphine Street, near Broad Street.

At the orphanage home, I was showing twelve and
fourteen-year-old boys how to steal cigarettes from
All-Bright’s Wood Drugstore on the corner of

Dauphine and Broad Streets. If they ever entered

the drugstore and attempted to steal, the older boys

would always get caught. But because I looked cute

and was smart, I would boldly and proudly walk in

and tell the cashiers how pretty they were. They
would always pat me on the head and tell me how
handsome or cute I was. I would continue to talk to

them until they turned to wait on an adult cus-

tomer. Then I would pick up a whole box of

cigarettes, turn and walk out of the drugstore as

though I had paid for them for my father.

The older boys would give me great praise

when I came out of the drugstore, and I thought

I was “hot stuff.” Even though my brother Buddy

always told me not to do these things, I was always

“getting into trouble” just like a spoiled kid.

My brother was as GOOD as I was BAD. And

I took him for GRANTED and then, on D-Day,

June 7, 1944, God taught me a Truth that I have

not forgotten to this day: “DON’T YOU EVER
CHASE A MATERIALISTIC THING AGAIN!”

And God so branded this message into my brain,

because:

dij'S'" ^k*.m,
T

' g
,

and a8am — for two years thereafter

heartTal broken
°" 8rOUnd a"d cr*

Over forty-two years later when Anne Fadiman
e writer for LIFE Magazine

, asked me - "What
P
tT2L

the

i
reatest effect upon y°u w y°ur We

° Z
keZU

u
ha
l
yOU are?” - 1 mstamlV rephed

to her, My brother Buddy who drowned when I
was a boy!” She was moved by my response and
mcluded my words in the September 1986 issue of
LIFE Magazine.

I always keep a photograph of Buddy and I

together taken just three weeks before he
drowned displayed in my home underneath a
light which bums 24 hours a day.

See below a reprint from the front page of The
Mobile Press dated June 7, 1944 which is unique
for three reasons:

1) It features an article with the caption

Boy Loses Life While on Picnic.”

2) It is dated June 7, 1944 which is

D-Day in Europe.

3) It also features an article at the bottom with the

caption,
"
Sun Puts on Colorful Show As Rays

Htt Ice Crystals”

The day of D-Day, June 7, 1944, and the same

day that the Jewish people were first freed in

France, there was a halo around the Sun during

the day and around the Moon the night before.

People in Mobile, Alabama believed that it was a

sign from God about the war. Yes, June 7 1944

was a turning point in my life and in the life of

Humanity on this planet.

With my brother Buddy's death, God instantly

taught me what was truly

not material possessions, but QNLV LO

From that moment forth, my behavior changed

completely as 1 learned through the <*s o

brother Buddy, what is truly important in
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It is easy for me to reflect back upon that time and realize that God was not only with me in my moth*.

, t me of her accident) and at my subsequent birth— but God, to this very day, has been guidinwomb (atthetmeofh^a«tdeml
^^ y£ars |ater that : learned that the Mobl ,e Bay

rwhichmy°?odter Buddy drowned- was ongmaUy named the ‘hay ofthe Holy Spirit' by the Span*^
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It is interesting to me how Anne Fadiman of

j

LIFE Magazine was so accurate in asking those
questions most meaningful and pertinent to my life

as a young boy. She also described my fight to bring

forth my Energy Invention as a battle of “DAVID
AGAINST GOLIATH.” There was an event in

my life which I did not tell Anne Fadiman an
I event which I physically experienced as a “David

Against Goliath” when I was fifteen years old.

I will now share this event with you since the
experience “put steel in my blood”:

My mother married a full-blooded “German”
(he came from Germany when he was 14 and had
blue eyes and blond hair) who was a tyrant and a

liar to me. I worked seven days a week, from sun-

up to sun-down, even on my birthday — and was
paid 25 <t a week! He was a wealthy miser who was
over six feet tall, weighed about 260 pounds, was
strong and often bragged about how he once
dunked four men’s heads in water at once, with a

sweep of both of his arms.

God had this man put “FIRE” in my very Soul.

I made it a point to beat him down in Endurance
whenever he tried to work with me. I never said

a word and he eventually quit working with me. It

is no accident that when I was “15,” God had him

do another injustice to me: And when this oc-

curred, I exploded with strength, speed and FIRE
from my eyes: He ran out of the house onto the

porch, swinging to hit me with his fist in my face.

As fast as a leopard, I ducked and flipped off the

porch. I then picked up one small piece of 18 inch

triangular stove wood.

I was so fast that his back was still to me since,

as he had swung so hard, he had pivoted all the way

around and was trying to regain his balance. As he

stood on the three foot high porch and I stood on

the ground, he appeared to be a nine foot giant!

I waited— as David waited for Goliath. When
he turned around I then told him in a “deadly

tone of voice: "You big, fat son-of-a-bitch, I am

going to KILL you!” FIRE came from my eyes to

his very Soul because he knew I could and that he

could not stop me.

His face went instantly chalky white and he

turned and ran back into the house even faster than

he came out, slamming and locking all the locks on

the door. I could hear my mother excitedly asking,

"What is wrong?” He replied, "That boy has gone

crazy. At that point I was content, because I knew
C Tu3 C°w

r

ard and was n°w totally petrified ofme
.

1 then
,

left and hitchhiked to Mobile, Alabamaand stayed with a friend.

My mother called within several hours and
wanted to talk with me. I felt that she had betrayedme for allowing him to so treat me and I would not
talk with her. Finally, the lady of the house where
1 was staying told me that I should talk with her
since my mother had a good offer. My mother said
that Arthur (the German) would give me two
dollars a week and the use ofthe truck (which would
befilled with gas) on Saturday evening, and I would
be off until Sunday evening . . . and that Arthur
knew I did the work offour black men and that he
did not want to have to pay them.”

I said: "I would do so, but he was not to say a

word to me! Ifhe wantedsomething done, he would
tell you and you would tell me.”

She quickly responded, "Son, I can tell you that

he does not want to tell you anything.” I knew by

her tone that she did not respect him, and I

accepted.

This agreement lasted but a short time and they

soon betrayed me. While I was working in the field

on a Saturday afternoon I saw the dust rising from

our road and I knew my mother was leaving in the

car. I crossed the field and cut her off in the road

and she had to stop. I came around to her window

and I asked for my money. She said that Arthur

would not give it and she quickly sped off in the car.

I then went to the house and Arthur was

walking to the shop as I got there. I said not a

word, but I defyingly snapped the hoe I was

carrying over my leg as it the hoe were a toothpick.

Arthur instantly hurried into his shop and began

locking the doors. My Freedom began at that

moment. I took a shower and left and have been

Free ever since. .

It is interesting to me that the Jewish resolve

and fighting spirit was brought about by German

persecution. And so was mine.

I have found that no other religious leader in

the world - Other than Rabbi Benchimol - has

(givwwme I^GodlcouldhsIp io bring Pewe “
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Israel and the Islamic countries, especially since I

have already turned salt water to oxygen and

hydrogen while simultaneously operating my En-

ergy Machine — and, the oxygen and hydrogen

reunite to produce fresh water.

Imagine gigantic Newman Motors operating in

the salt water seas of the Middle East. The deserts

of world can easily be made into beautiful or-

chards, forests, crop, and home lands. The Islamic

people would not need to covet the Jewish people’s

land since arable land would be plentiful for all —
plus, both the Islamic and Jewish people are ALL
BROTHERS FROM ABRAHAM. The same can

be said for all countries and downtrodden people.

I have “screamed and hollered” since 1987 of

a warning to the world that God was coming to

Judge the world. Since 1987, I have personally

spent over $30,000.00 sending out Press Releases

to media representatives and individuals capable of

reaching the entire world. I do not know exactly

how God will assemble all of my life’s work
together for the Good of Humanity— except that

I know God will do this.

The following are two additional interesting

events in my early years as a young man:

When I was about 16 years old, I was visiting

the Olive Baptist Church near Lumberton, Missis-
sippi. Church services were over and I was talking
with several of my cousins and another friend
outside the church.

A stranger came near where we were talking
amongst ourselves and he said, "Hey you — come
here.

”

We all replied, "Who?”
The man pointed me out of the group. So I

walked over to him and asked, "What is it?”
He then said to me, "I wont live to see it hut

you will see the coming of God’s Judgement and
you will play a big part in it.

”

I said, 7 don’t think you can know that
”

He replied, very confidently, 7 was told by
God to tell you and I have told you.” He then
turned and walked away and I never saw or talked
to him again.

A few years later in 1957. while still enlisted in
tne Air Force and stationed at the Puerto Rico

airbase, 1 witnessed there such a great
disparity between Wealth and Poverty

tl'

believing in God until 1984.
' dt

'

quit

During 1957 or 1958 a friend and
I v

Country Fair in Tampa, Florida. While at 1
a

I happened to visit a fortune teller’s tent
|

a

1 air
>

believe in “fortune tellers,” but I wanted
tc
^ rV°t

tifically give them a chance to prove me
J SC 'en "

I entered the tent and a lady looked at

Wr°n^

hand and she became so upset that she leh
to 7 minutes. She came back, sat down and

^ 5

"You will have a wonderful life."

I instantly rose from my chair and h
thinking, "this proves me correct. I could tell

^
fool that and they would be happy.

’’

When I a
^

at the tent doorway in the main Tent Hall, a vo

^

girl my age with sparkling eyes tried to stop^
She was very excited and said that 7 would be
great man and that all people on Earth would knot
who I was.”

I then pushed her to the side with one arm and
said that "this was bull and that wasn’t what the

fortune teller lady had said to me.” But the young
girl quickly and excitedly said, "But you don’t

understand. Thefortune teller is my aunt and l have

lived with her since I was five— and she has never

acted that way. SHE IS IN THE BACK OF THE
TENT CRYING AND WAILING AND ROLL-
ING ON THE FLOOR AND WOULD NOT
TELL US ANY MORE.”

I kept right on walking fast through the Fair-

way with the girl still following me and jabbering

away because I would not listen to her. Then she

said, "Look at you: any other person would eagerly

stop and listen to what I am saying.”

I knew she was correct and I kept walking fast

in an attempt to get away from her since everyone

was looking at us. I stopped only when she called

to me in a pleading tone— "Please, at least tell me

your name.
”

I turned and said,
,eWhy do you want toknou }

She said, 7 know you will be that great man and

when it happens I will want to know it.’ I

said, "Joseph Newman” and I turned and walked

briskly away.

I have never thought of this event again en

when I was receiving worldwide publicity regar

ing the energy machine invention. Only when 0

had mentally told me at the end of 1987 to Nvarn
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World, did I ever remember the above inci-

‘
,ie

please look at my dedicated warning to the

r id Not only did I warn Israel, but look at the

ehort I made at great expense and persecution to

myself and loved ones.

As you look at the following list, ask yourself -

, v wOUld a smart person like myself do this . . .

UNLESS I HAD ABSOLUTE PROOF FROM

GOD?

Keep in mind that as a result of my efforts —
the newsmedia, many ofmy friends, and the public

at large ostracized me and turned away from me

and my life’s work (Energy Invention) for them.

Because some people become uncomfortable re-

garding any discussion of a perceived “religious

nature,” I was literally imprisoned in loneliness as

a result of my sincere effort to help Humanity.

The following list of Embassies had received

the Blue Press Release sent out in December,

1987 and are receiving an additional Press Re-

lease. All of these Embassies are located in

Washington, D.C.

Embassy of Canada

Embassy of Mexico

Embassy of South Africa

Embassy of Argentina

Embassy of Iceland

Embassy of Colombia

Embassy of Finland

Embassy of England

Embassy of Spain

Embassy of France

Embassy of Germany

Embassy of Saudi Arabia

Embassy of Egypt

Embassy of India

Embassy of Australia

Embassy of China

Embassy of Italy

Embassy of Turkey

Embassy of Japan

Embassy of Sweden

Embassy of Switzerland

Embassy of Venezuela

Embassy of Brazil

These additional nations in the Land of Mohammed
will be receiving a Press Release:

Libya

Iran

Jordan

Algeria

Syria

Kuwait

Iraq

Sudan

The individuals listed below have been receiving

Press Releases for the last “14” (God’s Handprint)

months:

Tom Taylor

Editor, Mobile Press Register

304 Government Street

Mobile, AL 36630

Mike Perlstein

Times-Picayune

3800 Howard Avenue

New Orleans, LA 70125

Victor Melillo

36 Cunningham Lane

Cherry Hill, NJ 80003

John Ludland

1206 Winston Way

Cherry Hill, NJ 08034

Evan Soule, Jr.

Post Office Box 57684

New Orleans, LA 70157

Keith Burton

WQID Radio

Box 4606

Biloxi, MS 39535

David Vincent

News Director, WLOX-TV

Debuys Road

Biloxi, MS 39531
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Bill Jordan

News Editor, WKRG-TV
555 Broadcast Drive

Mobile, AL 36606

Kevin Sullivan

News Director, WALA-TV
P.O. Box 1548

Mobile, AL 36633

Joe O’Keefe

Sun Herald

P.O. Box 4567

Biloxi, MS 39531

Gerry Holland, Editor

Mississippi Press Register

405 Delmas Avenue

Pascagoula, MS 39567

Bruce Hall, CBS News
1800 Century Blvd., Ste. 1750

N.E. Atlanta, Georgia 30345

Eric Fouche

National Examiner

5401 NW Broken Sound Blvd.

Boca Raton, FL 33487

Joseph Zangaglia

203 W. Orange Street

Brentwood, NY 11717

John Maines

Clairon Ledger

P.O. Box 40

Jackson, MS 39205

Stephen Whitman
Crystal Mountain Farm
Route 1, Box 54

Afton, VA 22920

Mr. Elias M. Freij

Mayor of Bethleham
Bethleham Municipality

P.O. Box 48

Bethlehem, Israel

Buddy Sellers

George County Times

P.O. Box 238

Lucedale, MS 39452

Ralph Hartwell

715 Jefferson Heights Avenue

Jefferson, LA 70121

John Gavin

6928 Cobbleston Way, N.

Mobile, AL 36608

June Heydt

5609 Diane Drive

Mobile, AL 36618

Roy Tuckman
KPFK Radio

3729 Chuenga Blvd., West

North Hollywood, CA 91604

John Dingin

Associated Press

P.O. Box 446

Jackson, MS 39205

Jim Rowley

Associated Press

2021 K Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20006

John Talmadge

Paul Harvey News
360 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60601

Eddie Albert

1719 Amalfi Drive

Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

Dennis Moore
1641 Conception St. Road
Mobile, AL 36610

Senator Robert Byrd
U.S. Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510

Will Stoykas

Congressman Robert
Livingston’s Office

Rm. 2437, Rayburn Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Diane Ladd
8440 DeLongpre Ave., Ste 2(tt
Los Angeles, CA 90069

Editor

Hattiesburg American
P.O. Box 1111

Hattiesburg, MS 39401

Keith Rush, WARB Radio
Box 568

Covington, LA 70434

Councilman Mike Early

City Hall, Room 2309

1300 Perdido Street

New Orleans, LA 70112

Karen Noles, Press Office

Governor Buddy Roemer

P.O. Box 94004

Baton Rouge, LA 70804

Reverend

Monseigneur Meunch

7887 Walmsley Avenue

New Orleans, LA 70125

Dr. Thomas Lilly

Clovis A. Brantley Baptist Ctr.

201 Magazine Street

New Orleans, LA 70130

Reverend Strong

Network of Christian Ministries

P.O. Box 29446

New Orleans, LA 70189

Minister Kahalid Farad

Muhammed Temple #46

1713 Dryades

New Orleans, LA 70113
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Rabbi Baren BLia

Touro Synagogue

pO. Box 15186

New Orleans, LA 70175

Reverend Joseph Howze

P.O. Box 1189

Biloxi, MS 39533

Kerry Shafer

WSMB Radio

921 Canal Street

New Orleans, LA 70112

Bob Del Giorno

WTIX Radio

332 Carondelet Street

New Orleans

Louisiana 70130

Allen Litwok

Assist. Assignment Editor

WWL-TV
1024 North Rampart Street

New Orleans, LA 70116

Eric Sanzenboch

Assignment Editor

WVUE Television

1025 So. Jefferson Davis Pkwy.

New Orleans, LA 70125

Dave Winstrom

Assignment Editor

WDSU Television

520 Royal Street

New Orleans, LA 70130

Bruce Nolan

News Editor

Times-Picayune

3800 Howard Avenue

New Orleans,

Louisiana 70125

Errol Laborde
News Editor

Gambit Newspaper
921 Canal Street, Suite 740
New Orleans, LA 70112

Cliff Gorman
News Editor

City Business Newspaper

111 Veterans Blvd., Ste. 1810

Metairie, LA 70005

Bob McKnight

News Editor

Associated Press

1001 Howard Ave., Ste. 200A

New Orleans, Louisiana

Roy Wrightville

News Editor

United Press International

1440 Canal St., Ste. 811

New Orleans, LA 70112

Denise Verrett

News Editor

WNOE Radio

529 Bienville St.

New Orleans, LA 70130

Preston Westmoreland

KTAR Radio

301 W. Osborne Road

Phoenix, AZ 85013

Ed Bush

ABC National Radio

9426 Loma Vista

Dallas, TX 75243

Raad Cawthon

Atlanta Constitution

72 Marietta St., NW
Atlanta, GA 30302

John Gelwicks

OCEAN
2800 Neilson Way, Ste. 1513

Santa Monica, CA 90405

Thomas Sancton

Time, Inc.

Time and Life Building

Rockefeller Center

New York, NY 10020

Ned Judge

Today Show
3000 W. Alameda Avenue

Burbank, CA 95123
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I believe you will agree that my efforts over

more than three decades prove my honest dedica-

tion to help all Humanity. With this thought in

mind, I now lovingly write to individuals of the

Christian religion since I was originally baptized

and raised in Christianity.

On his death bed of the cross, Jesus cried out

to GOD. “Eli, Eli lama sabachhthami?” That is

to say, “My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken

me?” (Emphasis added.) See the Book of Matthew,

Chapter 27 and verse 46 for quote. Also see Book

of John, Chapter 7, Verses 16 through 18:

Verse 16 —
"Jesus answered, them, and said, My doctrine is not

mine, but his that sent me.
"

Verse 17 —
"If any man will do his will, he shall know of the

doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether I speak

of myself"

Verse 18 —
“He that speaketh of himself seeketh his own
glory: but he that seeketh his glory that sent

him, the same is true, and no unrighteousness

is in him.”

(Emphasis added.)

And when Jesus was in the wilderness for Forty
Days and was tempted by the Devil for Jesus to
turn stone to bread and for Jesus to worship the
Devil, and for Jesus to cast himself off of a temple— Jesus responded in this order:

And Jesus said in the Book of Matthew
<

20, Verse 17: “And he said unto him, \X/|,

'

thou me good? There is none good but
*

is, God: but if thou wilt enter into life k

" l
*'«t

commandments.” (Emphasis added.)
C ^

And in Verses 9, 10 and 11 of Matthew
says in essence that “God” is the “Fath^ >,

^
“Master” of all, “even Christ” and "

But he il
^

greatest among you shall be your servant "
*1

1

*

From the Book of Isiah, Chapter 43
through 11: 10

Verse 10 —
"... and understand that I am he: before me th

was no GODformed, neither shall there be after rn
^

Verse 11 —
"l, even I, am the LORD; and beside me there is no
saviour.

”

Isiah, Chapter 44, Verse 6 —
“...lam the first, and I am the last, and beside me
there is no God”

Isiah, Chapter 44, Verse 8 —
" ... Is there a God beside me? Yea, there is no God,

I know not any”

Isiah, Chapter 45, Verse 5 —
"I am the Lord, and there is none else, there is no

God beside me. ..."

Isiah, Chapter 45, Verse 6 —
“that they may know from the rising ofthe Sun, and

from the West, that there is none beside me. I am

the LORD and there is none else.”

... It is written, That man shall not live by bread
alone, but every word of God.” (Emphasis added.)
- from the Book of Luke, Chapter 4, Verse 4.

"And Jesus answered and said unto him, Get thee
behind, me, Satan, for it is written, Thou shalt
worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt
thou serve.” (Emphasis added.) - see Luke,
Chapter 4, Verse 8.

"And Jesus answering said unto him. It is said,
Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God.”
(Emphasis added.) - see Luke, Chapter 4 Verse 12

Isiah, Chapter 45, Verses 21 through 23:

Verse 21 —
"... and there is no God else beside me; a just God

and a Saviour; there is none beside me”

Verse 22 —
“Look unto me, and be ye saved, all the ends oj thi

Earth; for I am God, and there is none else

Verse 23 —
“I have sworn by myself, the word is gone out ofm)

mouth in righteousness, and shall not return,

unto me every knee shall bow, every tongue s

swear.” (Emphasis added.)
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^^ToToTe-sen. by GOD .o all the

and crcdl
, of the World with their different

^‘CcTwho were taught the WORD OF
"*e°<r L chosen ones that GOD sent. ALL

cfvEN MAJOR RELIGIONS HAVE GOD'S

' MnPRlNT: the number 14.

r fer back to my earlier description of how the
1

Rmkers discovered that they could not

Invm OUT - OR THREATEN MY LIFE

and thereby convince me to betray Humanity.

Did the Power Brokers and their “Old

^oSs-justgtveupP NO! They instantly

fought out the people around me. These people

luded my Patent Attorney, Emmett Pugh as well

TDr. Roger Hastings who, like the traitor Benedict

Arnold, betrayed me and Humanity.

Unuu worship GOD and simply give love
should wu r But, as Jesus said, "Those who wish to be FIRST,

will be LAST!”

However, many Christians Preachers today teach

that Jesus IS God. THIS IS A LIE!

2uestmi
Don’t y°u >

the reader
’
asree that the

Devil” is smarter than man?

Questim Do you think that the “Devil” just gave

Jesus denied him three times?

Answer: No. The “Devil” sought out John. And

)nly John says, in essence — “Only those who

lelieve in Jesus Christ will be saved.”

Notice that John hid three important things:

John and James told Jesus that they would

help him ifJohn andJames could sit on the left

and right hand ofJesus; and the other disciples

murmured against them. Jesus said that he

could not give them that.

John and James went with Jesus to another

town and, because the people did not come

out, John says to Jesus, "Bring fire down from

Heaven and kill them .

" Jesus answers by saying,

"You do not know what Spirit in you sayeth

that.” Jesus was talking about the Devil.

Refer back to the truthful statements from God

which I have already quoted to you. Then exam-

ine Acts 10 in which Jesus states that Peter is the

Rock upon which he would build his Church.

After the death of Jesus, an angel comes to

Peter and, as a result, Peter "... opens his mouth

and said
, ‘Of a truth I perceive that God is no

respector of persons; But in every nation he that

feareth Him, and worketh righteousness, is ac-

cepted with Him.”

That statement by Peter exactly matches the

numerous quotations from God which I have

already provided above.

Refer to the Book of Malachi - which is only

four Chapters and concerns the Coming of God to

Judge us.

Note: God says that the Priests will be so far from

Him' at the time of the Judgement and w,U have

led his People astray. God says that e wi

“spread dung upon your faces.

Any Christian ‘Leader’ that says to you- >st

believe in Jesus Christ and you WILL be save

is only leading your soul to the 'quicksand of the

DeviL You know yourself that the
“ Devil believe

m Jesus Christ - he went to J^sus thr
„

e

^
tempt him. Yet you also know that the DeJ

those who follow his Deceit will not be saved.

. When Jesus was dying on the Cross, John does

not say that ‘Jesus called out to God — John

only says that ‘Jesus gave up his Spirit.

Why do you think I tell you this! ^ecau
^J

love Y.»J .«!.»» 1».

Only through Matthew, Mark, and Luke will

u find the TRUTH of which I speak.

The Devil knew the Heart of Man: what he ha

hn say, Man quickly accepted it because such a

ilief makes that person more special than others.

I do want for You and all Humanity what God

had me write when 1
pub^shed this ^

Race into the 21st Century:
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Chapter 2

6

The Pursuit Of Truth

"I have always found that the honest truth of our own mind
has a certain attraction for every other mind that loves
truth honestly."

— Thomsi Cirlylt

A 5 I conclude this final Chapter, Ifeel a burden

liftedfrom my shoulders. In slightly more than two

months, I will be 49 years old. For nearly 50 years, I

have deeply cared for humanity and strived to improve

the quality of life upon the planet.

For over 20 years, I have fought for you, the People,

who are now alive or who are yet to be born.

Many of my closest friends have sincerely urged me to

include only topics relating to pure Science in my Book

rather than these other numerous subjects. My friends

are concerned that you, “the People,” will dismiss all of

my work if you become offended by any subject that I

have discussed.

I told my friends that I fully recognize this possibility,

and yet it does not deter me in any way. The reason is

simple. / am not promotingJoseph Newman! I am pro-

moting you, "the People, ” and urging you to recognize

Such a new, Single Language must be based
sistent Logic” (similar to mathematics) rather th°

n C°n'

memorization and imprecision. Present lanaua
deficient in strict logic and only serve to interfe*

**

the creative processes one enjoys when writing *!th

work. I write from experience. This new, Sinai
°

^

Language can be achieved if we “Question Think
Create, and Act!”

’ K
'

The young children throughout the world who are
taught such a new, Single Language will automatically
feel closer and less suspicious of the childre n of other
countries. When such children become adults, they will
be more eager to talk, share, solve, care, and produce
“Peace, Love, and Goodness.”

I have provided for the world a Unified Field Technol-

ogy and a New Energy Innovation which I sincerely

believe — if used creatively — will do more to generate

“I haveprovidedfor the world a Unified Field Technology and a New Energy Innovation

which I sincerely believe — if used creatively — will do more to generate World Peace than the

efforts of all the Kings, Queens, Presidents, Dictators, etc., who have ever lived.
”

the "Sleeping Lion ” that lies within you. I urge you to stir

yourself, "Awaken

,

” and begin to Question, Think, and Act

to produce "TRUTH" which equals "Goodness

.

”

/ believe in you, "the People, ” more than you believe

in yourselves.

We have been given a.most precious gift: a Powerful
Mind capable of Questioning, Reasoning, Thinking,

Creating, Loving, being Merciful, Acting, Seeking, and
Producing Absolute Truth, which equals Goodness!

So, teach your young children and stimulate their

curiosity — this will do more toward producing a

"meaningful, happy life” for your children than all the

dogma you received via a non-educational process of
memorization.

I have been discussing the "happiness,” the “well-

being,” and the “future” of our children and of children
yet to be born. To achieve and ensure these desirable

goals, I warmly recommend that a Single Language be
developed and taught on a worldwide basis to supple-
ment conventional languages. This new, Single

Language must be independent of any other known
language in the world.

World Peace than the efforts of all the Kings, Queens,

Presidents, Dictators, etc., who have ever lived.

But for this to occur, it is imperative that we teach our

young children to Cherish and Use the Natural Birthright

of their Questioning Minds — and always, yes, always,

seek the Pursuit of Absolute Truth which equals

Goodness.

The energy technology I have innovated when com-

bined with the “Merger of Economics and Mechaniza-

tion” will result in a most beneficial working life and

Meaningful Life for all humanity. I can envision the time

when you, the “People,” will only need to work no

more than one hour a week (and possibly less) to

achieve the material things of life necessary to enjoy an

adequate physical existence for your family

There are those unthinking Doomsayers who W1

blindly state that “If people only need to wor
^ ^

or less each week to live, then such people wi ec

worthless. ”
, hat \

/ shout in response: NOT SO! I see the Trut o

write via the “twinkling of the eyes” of our y°ul\

children — especially those who are five years o
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Such young children need not work to live. Yet

ujch children are consistently motivated to ‘ Learn, Un-
Lrstand, Improve, Please, ‘‘ and most of all to "Love.”
'

I
shout the following Take this natural Birthright,

stimulate it, and nurture it to maturity!

'

if this is done, then whatever profession our "youth”
pursue, they will strive to achieve a result which will be
hcncifical to themselves and the beholder (the People)

If children so stimulated become adults that only need

to work an hour or less a week for conventional necessi-

(jcs — then such an adult with a "Stimulated, Natural

Birthright" would consistently be productive, creative,

and generate meaningful endeavors. Such endeavors

would result in even greater beauty and significance to

the beholder (the People). Such pleasing results consis-

tently enjoyed by the beholder (the People) would only
further stimulate the People to be constructive for

one another.

If People have been taught what is truly Important in

life, then they will realize that caring and sharing for the
benefit of others — and not material acquisition — can
only bring happiness.

I speak from years of experience. / truly physically

and mentally hurt when I see People suffer misery,

despair, and unhappiness! / smile when I see People
“smile, care, love, share, are constructive and produce
Goodness.”

I am smiling now, because I can envision the positive
results for the People of the future who are educated as

We are

magnetic Energy tho
0 ^ Samc GyroscoPic

- Electro-

tuations ofsuch
y
en
h
e°
U8h°Ut thC Un,vcrsc

- and fluc-

This indicates that a ne T physically and mentally,

can be developed a„? ,

cl

|;

ctr°magnetic mechanism

or carried on T
d mstalled Wlthin a human habitat

psycholoRicanv
P
hen

0
?-

Wl
i'

i<

;

h WOU 'd bC Physiologically/

individual who o

neflcial
l
u should be obvious to the

device that^he
“SUmcs

_
thc resP°nsibility for such aevice that the effects of electromagnetic enertiv can he

. h vT „°I
harmfU '' d'P'"di"S “P°" how employed.]

"brain” i! p
°rC

e

l° inCreaSC yoUr™amness that your

as a Receiver°Jvx
fUl ElectromaS^t,c Generator, as well

donfs the n
Electroma«netic Waves. Your only limit*

than lik^
™taUOn you Place uP°n yourself. It Is more

e y that anything you can Imagine Is possible!
I envision space travel becoming commonplace within

twenty years. There will be a continuous Source of
Energy and the ability to travel to other Solar Systems athe speed of light or possibly faster. * [*I have given this
subject much thought and I have developed a techno-
logical hypothesis for the means to achieve speeds ex-
ceeding that for light.]

There will be an end to environmental pollution caused
by processes involving coal, oil, gas, or nuclear fuels.

Deserts can be transformed Into "oases." Salt water
can be readily and inexpensively converted into fresh
water with the extracted minerals being used produc-
tively. And on and on!

I repeat — I am made humble by the realization of

/ am made humble by the realization of the Ingenious Workings of Our Universe. ”

I have described. If I have succeeded to any degree in

contributing to that "Goodness" of the Future, then I

sense a deep
,
inner peace which is beyond all worldly,

material wealth. Even at this instant, I smile peacefully
and warmly with tears in my eyesfor the young chil-

dren of the world who are yet to be born.
With all of my inner-being, I speak to all young

children: "You can accomplish anything — anything —
to which you wish to apply your Powerful Mind.

"

It does not seem improbable to me that the gyro-
scopic energy comprising electrical and magnetic fields

of matter-ln-motlon can be utilized in the proper
mathematical combinations and proportions to create
any substance in the Universe.

It does not seem improbable to me that "aging" and
disease" can be fully controlled and reversed via this

same energy.

How is the human body composed and how does it

function? — by Electromagnetic, Gyroscopic Energy!
It does not seem improbable to me that the mind is

fully capable of feats that have yet to even be imagined.
The physical basis of E S P. may be easily explained

by the laws of electromagnetic induction.
I am quite certain that the entities which I have

worked on throughout my life will be "toys" to future
children and are very likely already toys to children in-

habiting other Solar Systems.

the Ingenious Workings of Our Universe. I strive to

bestow in the reader’s mind the visions of grandeur and
excitement which I see so clearly for the future. Such
visions lie within our immediate grasp and especially the

grasp of out young children.

I now conclude twenty years of my life’s work. I hope

that I will contribute even more in years to come.

Remember, if I think you "hurt," then I hurt for you. If

I think you "smile," then I smile with you.

I send my love to you and I hope you will "multiply"

your love to others.

I conclude this Book with a note from my writings

dated Friday, 9:00 PM, April 19, 1968:

"To all peoples whose brain burns and aches to

accomplish great things and changes for the good,

may God and/or the Goodness of the Universe be

with you. For you are the Goodness of the Universe

and do good for people in spite of themselves. And l

salute you

!

Joseph Westley Newman
Lucedale, Mississippi

April 21. 1985

I again sign my name: Joseph Westley Neuman

Castle Rock, Colorado

March 5. 1998
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As I write to you I am now 61 years of age and I am hopeful that the following statement
is

at this point: I have continued to this day and will unto death fight for the well being of All ij
v,0u

»

... and to have a life of dignity, happiness, hope, and a reason to believe in God who loves us^U^
Please reread again Chapter 26 entitled “The Pursuit of Truth.” The words of that Chapter r •

my very essence and portray what I want most for the Human Race. However, because I careT^^

1

I must tell you the Truth so that you can prepare.
0r Vou,

Throughout our history, God has spoken through many different people, and during this cent

is coming to Judge us at this time.

Example: Examine the following book which I have read and recommend:

Note

:

This book
demonstrates that

from many different

global perspectives

and religions, it is

believed that the Year

2000 will be a very

critical time for the

Human Race:

(1) The Jewish and Christian People both predict a Teacher of Truth at this time.”

(2) The Moslems await a spiritual Leader called by them Muntazar who will bring understanding to all races

of the world, beyond the end of time.”

(3) The Hindu People await a spiritual Leader at this time called by the name Kalki or Javada that will lead

to a Complete Transformation of the Human Spirit, readying it for the Commencement of an Age of Light.’

(4) 2,500 years ago Buddha predicted a person named Maitreya, which means ‘World Unifier,’ and this

person would come from the West to appear around the year 2000 A.D.”

(5)
^

In regions of Central Asia, tribes of the steppe country are now awaiting the forthcoming arrival of the

White Burhan who will offer them and the entire world a spiritual rebirth.”

(6) Indians of the United States and Mexico await a white savior at this time.”

(7) Montezuma, King and Priest of the Aztec Indians had a vision just before his death in 1519 in whicl

e predicted that in the year 1987 a man would come from the East representing true Freedom and Faith

(8) A century ago the founder of Theosophy predicted that the next great messenger would begin to guidt

mankind when that messenger reaches full maturity at the close of the 20th Century and the beginmnj

of the ‘Age of Light.’”

Note. The common denominator in all of the above eight examples is the year 2000 A.D.
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I no\v show you the completion ui lug puzzle":

. fhe “Daniel,” Chapter 12, Verse 4: “Many shall . » r

insider that in the early 1 900’s it was a demonstrable scientificfe’ct^
k”°wledge $hal1 be '"creased.

"

7t)0 miles from their home in their entire lifetime ” f

hat most PeoPle did not go more
be obv‘°us that today

' at the dose °
Vf

L

Please stop and ponder the fact that God even verified the L r

front cover of TIME Magazine dated April 24
, 1989 :

°VC tfUth ^ the Human Race on



, w i, s 1 998 to vou, the reader, Cheryl Tiegs was quoted on natl(m ,

Note. As I write this on rhussday
page of TIME Magazine then l’ had reached lhe top and c,Jd

news as follows: "When I was on f tf
0

^ * m effect ,
sayurg that If anyth,ng was featured on *,

si, on my laurels for the nst
had reached the top of cred.bU.ty and the end.']

cover of TIME Magazme, then that t^
g^ News as x write rs ."formation to you: remember

God had the above statone^ know|edge j. folly before God.

the quotation from
SCIENCE entitled, 'Universe expansion may he speeding up- which

Please read the foUowmg article from
, members of the conventional scientific community

represents the ‘HORROR A"D*^ventional scientists stated the same thing four years ago Also read

[Refer to page 445 of this Book where
thcse findings as early as 1984 — 14 years ago.)

pages 140 through 143 ,

whereby God had me

^

Universe expansion

may be speeding up
Mysterious anti-gravity force is the culprit

**
, . j Dort hi» theory that the u

. ef« hnllP rpar.ted P° ..

iyKATMY SAWYIR
The WaihingtonPotl

WASHINGTON - The uni-

verse is expanding at an accele-

rating rate, according to startling

new evidence euggeeting that a

myeterioui anti-gravity force per-

meatee "empty” space and ie

counteracting the pull of gravity

on a cosmic scale.

If the new findinge hold up,

scientists said, they could have

enormous ramifications for the-

ories of cosmic evolution, resolv-

ing some conflicts and creating

new dilemmas as they reverbe-

rate through studies of the larg-

est-scsle etructures in the

cosmos, the smallest particles In

nature, and the frustrating quest

for a "theory of everything" that

would unify those fields.

Scientists have reacted to the

findings with a mil of shook,

amazement, horror, excitement

id suspended disbelief.

The question of the fate of the

universe — whether it will ex-

pand to infinity, contract in a

'cosmic crunch” or flatline some-

where in between — Is one of the

oldest and most controversial in

cosmology.

Most astronomers agree thot

the universe began In a big bang

up to 16 billion years ogo, when
all of lime and space wore con-

tained In a single dense point thotcameo m a Single utilise pumt m
abruptly expanded outward In -

fireball of parities. The most

popular, and the simplest, big-

bang theory holds that tho result-

ing universe should contain exoc-

tly the "critical density” of

matter required to keep it geome-

trically "flat," with Just enough
gravity to balance tho outward

momentum, slowing it down. The
result: a cosmos coasting indefi-

nitely on the verge of collapse.

Instead, the new evidence indi-

Scientists have reacted

to the findings with a

mix of 8hock,

amazement, horror,

excitement and

suspended disbelief.

cates that stars and galaxies ar_

flying apart in all directions at an

ever-increasing rate — thanks to

an anti-gravity boost. This means

thore must be an unexpected mix

of ordinary matter and some kind

of unseen “dark matter of an

exotic nature. It also moans, sci-

entists said, that the far-flung

universe of billions of years hence

will seem dramatically more

empty, dark and lonely.

"This is nutty-sounding," said

Robert Klrshner, of the Harvard-

Smithsonian Conter for Astro-

physics, a member of the interna-

tional observing team. “But It’s

the simplest explanation for the

data we've got."

Tho findings, reported In to-

day’e Issue of the Journal Science,

appear to bolster similor results

presented last month by another

International team using similar

methods, ail made possible only

recontly by powerful advances in

observing technology. 8till other

researchers using different meth-

ods have reported that their dote

point In tho same direction.

The emerging picture of tho

universe represented in tho spate

of recent findings oppears to rea-

nimate a controversial concept

known as tho "cosmological con-

stant," which Einstein first pro-

posed In his theory of general

relativity. At the time, ho intro-

duced the notion of o repulsive

force in space, pushing objects

apart to counterbalance the at-

tractive force of gravity, to sup-

port his theory that the universe

is static, that is, neither expand-

ing nor contracting. Observations

soon showed that the universe ii

not static at all but, Indeed, ex*

ponding. Einstein renounced the

cosmological constant as hU

greatest blunder.

But the concept has been kept

around for use as what some call

a "fudge factor” whenever it 1*

needed to make theory and obi

nervation conform.

"My own reaction la eomei

where between amazoment and

horror," said Brian Schmidt o,

the Mount Stromlo and Siding

Spring Observatory in Australia,

leader of tho group that reported

the latest results, known as the

Hlgh-z Supernova 8earch Team.

It also includes scientists from

the United 8tatee, Latin America

and Europe. "Amazement, be-

cause 1 just did not expect this re-

sult," he said, "and horror In

knowing that (It) will likely be

disbelieved by a majority of astro-

nomers who, like myself, are ex-nomers wno, ua» *

tremely skeptical of the

unexpected."

Both the observing teams

themselves and independent re-

searchers emphasized that Au-

thor observations are needed to

make euro there is no other ex-

planation for the data.

Alan Outh of MIT, a leading

coemologiel, said the recent spurt

who will have to explain this anti-

gravity mochanism.

Physicists have theorized

about "a whole Pandora a box of

repulsive stuff with name. Ilk.

" lulntessence” and X-malter,
"qulnteaeei

Klrahner si

Whatever the anti-gravity

mechanism Is. "we're seeing the

universe take off," earn ”*

member Adam Rise, of the Uni

varsity of California at Berkeley.
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l()U ing item8 represent additional corroboration of my work over the past several decades.

I TU» 11 c- i

nnRATlVE INFORMATION FROM

( THEpURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSICS

c rOME TO OUR ATTENTION THAT A
IT HAa orH REPORT PUBLISHED IN THE
^sEAKcn AppUED pHYSICS (Volume 77,

J0UWAL ~
h 1995 ,

pages 6015-6020)
Issue rluFD BY THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE
PLJB

ouySICS FURTHER VALIDATES THE

PIONEEWNg’wORK
OFINVENTORJOSEPH

NEWMAN.

Tl^
d Voltage phenomenon in a Resonance

Circuit of
Unconventional Magnetic Configuration

nebehwor of an ICR (inductance-capacitance-

resistance)
circuit with a moveable core .s d,s_

russed The core is attracted by a magnetic field

generated by an electric current resulting from the

discharge of a capacitor in the closed ICR circuit.

An unusual increase in recharge voltage, which was

dependent on the magnetic configuration of the

coil, was observed. This voltage increase does not

conform to the mathematical simulation of the

system. The possibility that a positive electromo-

tive force was involved in this effect is discussed.

The following is a particularly interesting

statement from this article:

“Generally speaking, it is expected that the total

recharge voltage will decrease because this system

produces mechanical output as the core moves.

However, through a series of experiments, it was

discovered that results depend on the magnet

configuration of the coils used in the circuit, n

other words, for a certain kind ol magnetic ic

the opposite result could occur an increase

the average current and recharge vo tage.

confirm the above observations, an experimei

was conducted, which is described in t is artic

The following was one of the final conclusions

presented in this article:

“It can be postulated that the complex movement
of magnetic flux generates a positive EMF, but the

cause of the voltage increase is not clear.”

“Through his research over the past 30 years and

as demonstrated in his numerous experiments and

working prototypes, Joseph Newman has presented

a comprehensive explanation for the cause of the

‘voltage increase’ described in the above article. I

urge the reader to locate a copy of this research

article from the journal ofApplied Physics
,
published

by the American Institute of Physics, and review it

for yourself.”

Evan Soule, Jr.

Director of Information ^~ T5r.

NEWMAN ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES CORP.

email:

josephnewman@earthlink.net

"f cannot conceive curved lines offeree without

lhe conditions of a physical existence m that

intermediate space.

”

- MICHAEL FARADAY

II.

The Following is a Statement by Joseph Newman

NEWMAN ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES
CORP.

2050 Vineyard Drive

Castle Rock, CO 80104

(303) 814-3403

Emaikiosephnewman@earthlink.net

To those objective
honest peopl

^ |ntemct

understand the truth:
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is now the case!

• - i«20 were so biased in their

2) The scientists of 1820 ^ „There „ NO

a circuit.

The reason they would not do so is because

u j their view that a conductor

remained at right angles to the conductor.

Triumphantly, the professor at the time (such as

Oersted) would tell young students: See - there *

NO connection between magnetism and eh«
As every engineering student in col ege ,

two magnets placed at right angles to one another

and then released, would instantly align pa

with one another. As to perfectly exemplify the

biases and prejudices of the scientists of the times,

history says it for me:

One of the most significant discoveries of the

human race was made in the classroom as a result

of a student arranging the above-described-test

BACKWARDS to the original directions provided

by his professor, Oersted.

The student arranged the MAGNET PAR-

ALLEL to the CONDUCTOR WIRE and when

Oersted completed the circuit to the battery,

INSTANTLY THE MAGNETIC PIVOTED TO
RIGHT ANGLES with the CONDUCTOR.

Such action proved that there WAS INDEED

A CONNECTION BETWEEN MAGNETISM
AND ELECTRICITY. The scientific community

throughout Europe was astounded and many think-

ing individuals were EXCITED.

Note: Such scientists were so totally biased in their

minds that a CONDUCTOR should act EXACTLY
AS MAGNETIC MATERIALS that they could

not SEE the TRUTH until a young student literally

‘goofed up’ their original incorrect instructions

which were accepted as the learned knowledge of

the time.

Note: If one learns from one’s mistakes, then the

scientific community of 1820 should have been

rendered HUMBLE by its error. History has

proven that THEY WERE NOT so humbled'.
1

sav this because members of the scientific

community continued to make the same, BIASED

MISTAKES — BACK-TO-BACK’.

Explanation

:

Since these members of the scientific

community observed that the magnet would not be

affected by the conductor unless the current was

(Wine — then, these members of the scientific

community did EXACTLY THE SAME THING

AGAIN* when they QN£EA£AINWRONGLY
CONCLUDED

“The conductor was dormant like a water pipe

carrying water and the magnetic field comes only

from the current.”

[*These members of the scientific community still

in their minds — even to this day — wanted the

conductor to behave like conventional- magnetic

materials and affect the magnet.]

Note: If the members of the scientific commtmity

were truly made HUMBLE by then FIRST

BLATANT MISTAKE, then they would have

concluded:

“A CONDUCTOR DOES NOT ACT LIKE

CONVENTIONAL MAGNETIC?

but icffALrx-QEEi^riE
FYPFCTED and as a result we

MAKE NO SNAP JUDGEMENTS ABOUT

CONDUCTOR UNDER ANY TES1.

History proves that they have done the opposite.

A Special Master and Technical Expert hhedby a

Federal Court to evaluate my techno
recenTED

that the Plaintiff (Joseph^"^HAT THE
OVERWHELMING EVIDENCE H

^ ^
INVENTION WORKS - ^EVIDENCE."
CONTRADICTORY FACTUAL E

I proved that the i n

CONDUCTOR COMES FROM

DOCTOR and E4QX the current.



been 31 years since I *
as a Voung

nC
, life’s work for humanity. My

tea
^ rH£ ENERGy machine

-iH NEWMAN, proves that I have

in ly a New Energy Source but also

cJ
Theory. This fact was first brought

edF 'e
n bv scientific colleagues of Dr.

atte0

h who at the time (in the late 1970s),

r ‘ S
?fSnace’and Environmental Research of

wH^tsvUle, Alabama.
'

"I individuals stated, in essence, that they

^ began to attempt to debate with me and

*'°

^ rncoropUment me on my efforts to develop

" Unified
Field Theory.

I had not pursued my ^tnflectro-

5)

;

^etU
h
wi* this purpose (of -mifying the

mind- To the contrary-- I_was totally

Why, mechanically, can one move a conductor
“snail’s pace” at right angles to
1 1 1 J l n . ritTmr’vn

at a “snail’s pace” at right angles to a magnetic
field and suddenly, the CURRENT will travel

at basically the SPEED OF LIGHT? [allow-

ing for resistance]

Why, mechanically, does light sometimes

behave as a “particle” and at other times as a

“wave?”

7)

^nted to finding the TRUTH about

WGNETISM and therefore in my honesty, as I

rr new discover.es, I automatically applied

I m to providing answers to general mechanic^

• n in science for which there were N£>

IECHANICAL EXPLANATIONS:

,
why do magnets mechanically attract and repel?

, Why, mechanically, if one pushes a conductor

downward at right angles to the lines of force

of a magnet does the current produced travel

in ONE GIVEN DIRECTION and then, if

one pushes the same conductor upwards 'he

produced current travels in the OPPOSITE

DIRECTION?

)
Why, mechanically, if one flips the magnet

over 180 degrees and repeats the test in (2),

does one obtain results which are exact y

opposite of test (2)?

) And of extreme mechanical importance: Why>

mechanically, when the conductor is pushed

down or up parallel with the lines of orĉ ®
a magnet - NO MATTER HOW
VIGOROUS THE MOTION OF THE

CONDUCTOR (as long as parallel to the

lines of force) — is there NO CUR

PRODUCED?

Why, mechanically, is there a particular angle

to the Earth’s True Axis towards the Sun?

And many additional questions relating

astronomical/gravitational observations . .

8) What is the BASIC, MECHANICAL,
BUILDING ENTITY OF ALL MATTER?

9) What is GRAVITY?

10) What is INERTIA?

Fact : In my fundamental book I answer ALL OF

THE ABOVE QUESTIONS (and many more)

with ONE SIMPLE MECHANICAL EXPLA-

NATION. THE GYROSCOPIC PARTICLE!

[Such is accomplished by applying the mechani-

cally known laws of a gyroscope!]

Example: Consider the question of why light

U,get to fmellet holes, escept that with estt^

extremely small ho , P
^ gyroscopic

too with light. The pressure cause8« ®
, Jve .

[Refer to pages 171 to 1/7

10W DOES THE CURRENT “KN^1
VHICH WAY TO TRAVEL — OR NOl

rO TRAVEL AT ALL?

The consistent. ssneU: ™f£“^”p,"njng the

sooh "^•“S’o.tote o, the

„1 SsttooW ™ specihc
»

gyroscopic particle p

such astronomical
question .
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The chance that my work - through years of

dedicated study, thought, experimentation, and

application of a ™‘han,cal^“u e
numerous unexplained facts of science by the mm

of the known laws of the gyroscope appliedl to the

gyroscopic-particle-composition of al ^matter— is

Z\y an 'accident', especially in view of the fact that

there is NO mechanical explanation provided fo

these numerous observations (but only mathemati-

cal observations of their

ZT'Z WhE
SA
CHANCES OF JOSEPH

NEWMAN BEING WRONG WERE ALMOST
IMPOSSIBLE.”

All of my work is clearly and lovingly provided

in 470 pages of my book, The Energy Machine of

Joseph Newman, written for Humanity. To those

thinking people who strive to help me, I salute you.

And to Darryl Bonz and Evan Soule, Jr.— Thanks.

Joseph Westley Newman

III.

TO THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD
by Joseph W Newman

Hideo Hayasaka and colleagues at the Faculty

of Engineering, Tohoku University, Japan have

done for my life’s work what Arthur Eddington

and colleagues during the Ecliptic Expedition of

1919 did for the work of Albert Einstein [i.e.,

Eddington and others proved that the light from a

star was bent by the gravitational forces surround-

ing our Sun],

Interestingly enough, prior to 1919, Einstein

was strongly criticized and ridiculed by some

members of the scientific community for his work

in Relativity and his now-famous formula, E=mc2
.

After the experiment of 1919, Einstein’s work was

taken very seriously around the world.

Similarly, my life’s work — relating to my
Theory of the Gyroscopic Particle (Massergy) and

my revolutionary energy technology — has re-

ceived a similar reception in some scientific circles,

and some individuals have even attempted to steal

and/or stop the development of my life’s work.

The A & E Network recently aired a nati<Jnall 1

telecast Special which featured the demonstrate
conspiracy against my life’s work.

Now, for all who have doubted me and f0r ii 1

who wish to know the truth — 1 include

following from September 21, 1997:

“In the London Sunday Telegraph of 21 $ept 1

1997, Robert Matthews reports that a team 0f

Japanese scientists have spun up a gyroscope
to

1 8000 rpm and dropped it through a distance of 63

*

inches in vacuo. The time taken to fall this distance

was 1/25000 sec. longer than when the gyroscope

was not spinning, corresponding to a weight reduc-

tion of 1 part in 7000. The effect only occurred

when the gyroscope was spinning anticlockwise.

The fall was timed using laser beams. The team say

that this is in line with earlier findings of theirs

published in 1989.

“This work was done by Hideo Hayasaka and

colleagues at the Faculty of Engineering, Tohoku

University, Japan, together with Matsushita the Japa-

nese multinational. Their results are reported in the

journal Speculations in Science and Technology
"

Fact: The experimenters at Tohoku University

conclude in their work that “GRAVITY BREAKS

DOWN COMPLETELY.”

Fact • Numerous copies ofmy book [THE ENERGY

MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN, originally

published in 1984] have been sold in Japan to

universities, professors, and mdustry. My work has

been extensively featured in the Japanese media

-

both in magazines and on television— having ha

Japanese film crews often visit my laboratory.

1 refer the reader to Chapter 17 of my book

where I discuss the paradox confronting

scientific community regarding ‘Why

and GRAVITATIONAL MASSES EQUAL?

then propose an experiment which wi P rt™
' g

“BOTH EFFECTS (Inertia and

RESULTS OF THE GYROSCOPIC PAR 1

COMPOSITION OF ALL MATTER.

I also state that “The natural Inertia e ^

Obvious mass is the result ofSPEED of theGY

SCOPIC-ACTION-PARTICLE WHICH
K‘

s
.

BASIC BUILDING ENTITY OF ALL
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Specifically, I propose that by using light beams

electric eye) one can prove a variance in the
'

Qf a Mass. I describe how one can place a

Gyroscope HIDDEN INSIDE” a container

s spin up the gyroscope “to 30.000RPM” and

Convince an uneducated person to state:

«j know of an object that has a varying inertia.”

Note- Japanese scientists (who have had access to

book describing such testing) have placed a

GYROSCOPE in a container and have spun it up

to 18 .
000RPM, checking its falling speed with a

laser beam (light source).

It is no accident that they have run such tests

which represent a specifically recommended test of

one aspect of my life’s work, described by me over

13 years ago. These Japanese scientists have

proved that under the above conditions, the

gyroscope has a “VARYING INERTIA” or

gravitational effect.
Remember, the members of the scientific

community have long known and wondered why

gravitational and inertial masses are equal. Neither

Newton’s nor Einstein’s work could explain Inertia.

And it is a fact that Einstein was criticized for not

doing so.

I have proven in Chapter 27 of my book that

Inertia represents the result of the “GYROSCOPIC
COMPOSITION OF ALL MATTER.” Obviously,

scientists are mystified by the fact that the above-

described results are only detected when the

gyroscope is spun “ANTICLOCKWISE.”
Consider that I have stated unequivocally that

“Gravity is the unobvious effect of electromagnetic

energy. Electromagnetism and magnetic energy

consists of the GYROSCOPIC PARTICLE
(Massergy) COMPOSITION OF ALL MATTER.

Note: The result of the Japanese experiment is

totally connected to the “GYROSCOPE” and its

SPEED. All of this I have taught for many years.

And regarding theJapanese scientists’ discovery

that their results occur when the gyroscope is spun

ANTICLOCKWISE:
If you live in the Northern Hemisphere (such

as Japan) you will observe that as water travels

down a sink drain it will rotate AN1 ICLOCKWISE.

And in the Southern Hemisphere you will observe

that such draining water rotates CLOCKWISE.

In the first Chapter of my fundamental book I

demonstrate and prove that a magnetic field consists

of GYROSCOPIC PARTICLES and that (as

depicted on page 11) I feature a drawing which
indicates that if such GYROSCOPIC PARTICLES
spin in the SAME direction, then they REPEL.

Note

:

In the Japanese experiments their gyroscope
spun in the SAME direction as the rotation of water

traveling down drains in the Northern Hemisphere.

The Earth’s surface and its gyroscopic particle

composition spin through space. Accordingly, a

falling mass that is GYRATING at a high speed can

expect to be affected by the GYROSCOPIC
COMPOSITION OF ALL MATTER.

I predicted this in no uncertain terms over 20

years ago and as first published in 19841 The

Japanese scientists have proven me correct!

Moreover, higher rotational speeds of 100,000

RPMs will provide even clearer results that what I

say is true; and 1,000,000 RPMs even more so.

Fact: During the famous Ecliptic Expedition of

1919, there was only a very minute change in the

bending of light as predicted by Einstein— but the

HONEST PEOPLE OF THE EARTH TOOK
IMMEDIATE NOTICE.

Fact: Japanese scientists have now done the same

for my life’s work for Humanity. I ask all honest

individuals to do the same.

Currently, I have relocated to the Western

United States and I am actively engaged in raising

the capital to begin commercial production of my

energy machine technology. I also predict (as

described on page 368 of my book) that practical

and economic space travel will result from my

Company’s work.

That which I have previously published

extremely simple to me, mechanically speaking

1 envision interactions in three dimensions^

However, those close to me have indicated th

they have difficulty in visualizing interactive three

dimensional images. ,

[In her own words, my wife Ohvia

following both for her benefit and for the benefi

of those who may not easily picture intcrac^
three dimensional images in their mind,

clearly excited about the concepts. 1 hope y

also.] To quote from her:
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“Gyroscopic particles act like gears (as drawn on

page 11 of Joseph Newman’s book). Using the

diagram, one can see how unlike charges attract

[the same particles spinning in opposite direc-

tions] and like charges repel [the same particles

spinning in the same direction] just like gears!

“Now picture these same particles coming from

the Earth in the Northern Hemisphere spinning in

a counterclockwise position — if a gyroscope is

then dropped while spinning counterclockwise at

a very high RPM (the particles coming out of the

Earth are spinning in the same direction [like

charges] as the gyroscope, then these gyroscopic

particles will REPEL, slowing down the descent of

the gyroscope. The faster the gyroscope spins, the

more the gyroscope particles will repel and the

slower the gyroscope will fall.

“(In a vacuum) a gyroscope spinning at 1,000,000

RPMs will fall at a slower rate than one spinning

at 18,000 RPMs. Considering that the particles

coming up from the Earth are going at the speed

of light, the rate of fall of the gyroscope will only

be slight until the spin of that gyroscope ITSELF
reaches the speed of light at which time the

majority of the particles will REPEL and the

gyroscope will FLOAT.” [end of quote]

Obtaining the “speed of light” rotation for a

given gyroscope is NOT mechanically practical. [I

again refer the reader to page 368 of my book for

a presentation regarding practical space travel.]

I now ask the reader to see page 10 of my book
in which I explain how magnetic fields mechanically

attract and repel as a result of the GYROSCOPIC
particle (massergy) composition of all matter.

[For a more precise mechanical understanding,
one should impose a circle representing the Earth
over the pictorial representation of the N/S fields

emanating from a bar magnet]

I also refer the reader to the drawing on page
118 of my book to which Dr. Robert Smith of
NASA (Chief of Space Environment) had his

statisticians study certain astronomical relationships

of the Earth to the Sun and the Moon to the Earth.

I stated unequivocally that
"
the Earth’s irUc

was the result of the Earth’s magnetic axis

<

h'"'
warped in outer space as it aligns with the \

"
1

magnetic field, and so also the Moon to the Ear’i
After studying my work, the statistician

NASA in Huntsville, Alabama concluded “
i

'

CHANCES OF ME BEING WRONG
>0(/l m

ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE.”
Japanese scientists at Tohoku University

\ u
now verified my life’s work for Humanity.

\[|

honest individuals will innately know that 1 S |k l

the truth.

In earlier posted information I provided exactin

facts that hurricanes are not principally related u,

“heat” temperatures of water, but are principally

related to electromagnetic induction into the Earth

from the Sun — especially as occurs during the

Earth’s crossing of the Sun equatorial plane on

March 21st and September 21st.

As though “right on schedule,” hurricane Nora

formed at 14.5 North and 102.8 West on Tuesday

September 16, 1997 with initial winds at 45mph.

Within four days the hurricane was only at 14.5

North and 104.2 West with winds of lOOmph. It

had moved very little!

By Sunday, September 21st at 8:00am MT,

Hurricane Nora’s winds had increased to 125mph

and was moving NW at lOmph— the very day that

the Earth was crossing the Sun’s equatorial plane

into opposite sunspot polarity!

In the Astronomy Chapter of my book (pages

1 12 through 153)1 provide exacting factual scientific

information which proves that major storms,

earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, etc., are triggered

by electromagnetic induction from sunspot activity

into the Earth.

As shown on page 113 of my book, Dr. Smith

(Chief of Space Environment, NASA) sent me

information concerning the life work of Dr.

Huntington and said: “It contains much information

that supplements and complements your work.

Because the corrupt U.S. Government as

conspired against the development of the Energy

Machine aspect of my life’s work (as shown on 1
’

recent A & E Special), they have also inadvertent

conspired to keep the reader in the dark concern

the wide scope and breadth of what I teac

As a result, at this moment of writing thousan

of people on the South California coast an a s
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Arizona are being warned and threatened by hur-

ricane Nora which is expected to hit Southern

(

;

a|ifornia and travel inland across Arizona and

other states. California is not generally prepared

for a major hurricane.

I urge people to ask their local libraries to

obtain a copy of my fundamental book [The

Energy Machine of Joseph Newman]. The infor-

mation contained in this book is written for the

well being of all Humanity.

Love to you,

Joseph Westley Newman

IV.

LIGHT and QUANTUM MECHANICS:
Additional Verification

by Joseph W. Newman

As though to seemingly coincide with the cor-

roboration of my work by the “falling gyroscope

experiment” conducted by the Japanese scientists

at Tohoku University, the following article was

brought to my attention [as published in the Rocky

Mountain News, September 23, 1997]:

SCIENCE NEWS BRIEFING — Physics

SCIENTISTS BEAM AT CREATION:

“A trailblazing experiment at the Stanford Linear

Accelerator Center in California has confirmed a

long-standing prediction by theorists that light

beams colliding with each other can goad the

empty vacuum into creating something out of

nothing.

“In a report published this month by the journal

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS, 20 physicists

disclosed that they had created two tiny specks of

matter — an electron and its antimatter counter-

part, a positron — by colliding two ultrapowerful

beams of radiation.”

Note

:

The above article states that two light beams

collided and “CREATED SOMETHING OUT

OF NOTHING.”

Fact If you have nothing, you will NOT create

anything (from that “nothing”).

In Chapter 10 (entitled “Quantum Mechanics”)
and Chapter 1 1 (entitled “Light”) of my book [The
Energy Machine of Joseph Newman] 1 prove in a

factual way that Light consists of Gyroscopic
Particles!

Specific note on page 73 in which I predicted.

“Gyroscopic Particles influence one another and
subsequently, SUCH INFINITELY-POSSIBLE-
DEGREE-GYRATIONS FORM INFINITE
TYPES OF MATTER.”

Note: Exactly as I predicted — The scientists at

the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center had light

beams collide with one another. And, as I predicted,

the GYROSCOPIC PARTICLE composition of

light causes such gyroscopic particles to

mechanically influence one another and, as a result,

move at right angles to the force of one another in

collision. As a result, such gyroscopic particles

began gyrating around one another to form matter.

I ask the reader to ponder the fact that in my

book I mechanically prove with <m£ Mechanical

Explanation of the GYROSCOPIC PARTICLE:

The Mechanical Essence of Gravity, Electricity,

Magnetism, Inertia, Light, an explanation of the

Wave/Particle question of Light, the Universal

Electromagnetic Composition of Matter, and a

New Source of Energy on a 100% conversion of

matter to energy in accordance with E=mc .

I ask the reader to consider that prior to my

work, na fundamental mechanical explanation has

ever been provided for even ONE of the above^

Once again, in gratitude to Dr. Robert Strut

(Chief of Space Environment, NASA in Huntsville,

Alabama) who had other physicists and engineers

try to debate with me my life’s work durrng the

^SuthVysicists and engineers speahcally

commented: "They would not attempt to debat me

since l did not employ higher

wish to complement me FIELD
forth a UNIFIED MECHANICAL FlbLU

THEORY"
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Up until the time of their specific comment, I

had been so intent on discovering Truth, that it had

not even dawned on me that I had, in fact,

(mechanically) Unified the Fields until they brought

it to my humble attention.

Interestingly enough, such great scientists as

Erwin Schrodinger, Albert Einstein and others

believed and predicted the possibility that a simple,

mechanical explanation would replace “the mess

of formulas which totally surrounds our subject.

Even the great mechanical genius, Michael

Faraday, wrote to James Clerk Maxwell in 1857:

"When a mathematician engaged in investigating

physical actions and results has arrived at his own

conclusions, may they not be expressed in common

language as fully, clearly, and definitely as in

mathematical formulae? If so, would it not be a

great boon to such as well to express them so —
translating them out of their hieroglyphics that we
might also work upon them by experiment?"

Scientists have also long-debated whether Light

was a Wave or a Particle.

In Chapter 11 entitled “Light,” I have proven

factually that “Light is electromagnetic in nature

and consists of ‘negative’ and ‘positive’ gyroscopic

particles traveling in the same direction and hav-

ing opposite spins.” Such gyroscopic particles

mechanically explain the Wave and Particle Theory
of Light.

The above-described tests conducted by
scientists at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
verify EXACTLY WHAT I HAD PREDICTED

I conclude the Chapter on Light with the
following comment:

By studying what I have written, you have glimpsed
the Mechanical Essence of Quantum Mechanics:
THE GYROSCOPIC-ACT1ON-PARHOLE. This

Gyroscopic-action-particle’ is the basic building block

°f ALL matter and is the mechanical essence of
E=mc*. .

"

At the beginning of the Chapter in my Book
entitled Light, 1 feature a quotation from John
Archibald Wheeler who predicted that what I

have done, would be done:

"Someday we’ll understand the whole th,
single marvelous vision that will seem * 81

whelmingly simple and beautiful that we ° °Ver-

each other - ‘Oh, how could we have be <o

for so long? How could it have been 0
^° UUpld

TRUE! THE GYROSCOPIC PAR
, K

,

I urge the reader to review Chapter lo
passing Quantum Mechanics which is a nr
Chapter 1 1 entitled “Light.” May it stim,,?

^ to

mind for Truth.
att

your

Love to you,

Joseph Westley Newman

V.

Existence Of “Less-Than-Whole”
Electronic

Charges Confirmed At The Weizmann Institute

Of Science

REHOVOT, Israel — September 22, 1997 —
Researchers at the Weizmann Institute of Science

have provided the first unambiguous evidence that

electrons can behave in an intriguing way that

seems to defy common sense. An electron is a tiny

particle that carries the smallest negative charge in

nature. Yet a daring theory of physics developed 15

years ago argues that under certain conditions, an

electric current behaves as if it were made up of

fractions of electronic charges.

In an experiment described in the September

11, 1997 issue of Nature, Weizmann Institute

physicists measured fractional charges one-third

that of an electron.

"Mind-boggling as this may seem, this phenom-

enon is real,
"
says study author Rafael de-Picciotto.

"Of course, electrons don’t split into fragments in (in

electric current, but under certain conditions it »

indeed possible to measure a charge smaller t w

that of an electron.”

The research team that conducted this experi

ment included de-Picciotto, Dr. Mikhail IL/n ov

Prof. Mordehai Heiblum, Dr. Vladimir Umansky,

Gregori Bunin and Dr. Diana Mahalu.

Article continued
—
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I
Intuition vs. Reality

Ever since American physicist Robert Millikan
first measured the charge of an electron 80 years
ago, this value has been widely regarded as a basic
unit of electric charge. Scientists have consequently
come to view electrons that make up an electric

current as a flow of negatively charged, indivisible

“balls.” A current made up of fractions of an
electronic charge, therefore, would seem a counter-
intuitive idea, just as it would be absurd to describe
a crowd made up of “less-than-whole” people or
street traffic made up of “less-than-whole” cars.

However, if electrons are always regarded as
“whole,” it is extremely difficult to understand and
describe their behavior under certain conditions.
For example, some particular instances of this

behavior, as in a phenomenon known as the frac-

tional quantum Hall effect, observed in a strong
magnetic field, remain unexplained.

In 1982, physicist Robert Laughlm of the United
States proposed a theory that explained this effect

and provided a very simple way of describing
highly complex interactions between electrons.

However, this explanation came at a “cost”: the

theory made the bizarre assumption that an electric

current can be made up of odd-denominator
fractions of electronic charges — one-third, one-

fifth, one-seventh, etc. — of an electron.

In the new experiment, Weizmann Institute

scientists designed a sophisticated system to measure
such fractional electric charges, should they exist.

The system makes it possible to measure so-

called “shot noise.” In day-to-day environment,

this noise results from random variations in the

number and velocity of electrons and causes

popping sounds in radio receivers and snow
effects in television pictures. Under special

laboratory conditions, “shot noise” can be analyzed

to reveal the make-up of the electric current. This

is possible because the noise has “ripples” left by

the flow of electrons in a conductor. The size of

each “ripple” is proportional to the unit of electric

charge: the smaller the ripple, the smaller the

charge, and vice versa.

The scientists passed an electric current through

a semiconductor immersed in a high magnetic

field, under conditions in which the fractional

quantum Hall phenomenon is observed. They used

sophisticated equipment to eliminate all extrane-
ous sources of noise. The “shot noise” made by the
current was then amplified and measured. It turned

electron
°f chargeS one -third that of an

This is a beautiful manifestation ofthe strength
of the theoretical methods used to predict such a
counter-intuitivephenomenon,” says Prof. Heiblum.

The scientists’ next challenge is to create
conditions for the emergence of even smaller
charges, one-fifth of an electron, and to measure
these charges. This will require even greater
refinement of the system because these tiny charges
make smaller ripples that are consequently more
difficult to measure.

This work was partly supported by the Israel

Science Foundation and Austria’s Ministry of Sci-

ence, Research and Art.

The scientists are members of the Weizmann
Institute’s Condensed Matter Physics Department.

They conducted the research at the Institute’s

Joseph H. and Belle Braun Center for Submicron

Research.

The Weizmann Institute of Science is a major

center of scientific research and graduate study

located in Rehovot, Israel. Its 2,400 scientists,

students and support staff are engaged in more

than 850 research projects across the spectrum of

contemporary science.

VI.

MULTI-CORROBORATION OF
THE GYROSCOPIC MASSERGY

For many years I have taught that an electron

was comprised of tremendous numbers ot

Gyroscopic Massergies. An “electron” can be

stopped by other materials— not so with magnetic

field particles which are Gyroscopic Massergies

and represent the Basic Building Blocks of ALL

Matter. Electric current itself is composed ot

Gyroscopic Massergies which come from the Source

of the current produced.

MY LIFE’S WORK IS NOW BEING PROVEN

FROM MANY DIFFERENT SOURCES,,
e*.

THE INERTIA/GRAVITY EXPERIMENT B\
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.and

NOW THE REPORT FROM ISR^^
SCIENTISTS OF THE

“ELE^R™” B
RPEDCOMPRISED OF SMALLER CHARGED

massergies. all of these pheno^

MENA ARE OCCURRING AS A RESULT OF

THE GYROSCOPIC MASSERGY COM-

POSITION OF ALL MATTER IN AC-

CORDANCE WITH E=MC 2
.

I refer the reader to my life’s work firet pub_

lished in 1984 [THE ENERGY MACHINE OF

JOSEPH NEWMAN] available in libraries across

the country.

Joseph Westley Newman

Addendum comments:

I have personally known Joseph Newman for

15 years. I edited his book in 1984 and I have come

to realize the breadth and scope of his Theory of

the Gyroscopic Massergy which goes far beyond

the single application of the (electromagnetic)

“energy machine.”

My first understanding of one aspect of his

Theory related to Magnetic Attraction and

Repulsion. However, the Theory of the Gyroscopic

Massergy also applies to a fundamental mechanical

understanding of Electricity, Light, Heat, Inertia,

Gravity, Planetary Motion, Weather, and Quantum

Mechanics.

ONE FUNDAMENTAL UNIT — The

Gyroscopic Massergy— can mechanically explain

ALL of the above phenomena. All Mass/Energy

in the universe is comprised of this fundamental,

mechanical unit.

In fact, the title of his book “THE ENERGY
MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN” only

superficially relates to his (electro)magnetic

invention. By the time one has read Joseph

Newman’s discussions on Astronomy (Chapter

19), it becomes clear that the REAL significance of

the book’s title is the following, as he states on page

140 of this Book:

“50. All natural motion (of planets, asteroids

galaxies, etc.) in the Universe is the result of*?
movement of the basic gyroscopic-action

Ull

which comprises all Matter. This basic gyroso
,

action-entity prevails throughout our

Universe and, in a mechanical sense, this gyroscu
*

action-entity electromagnetically couples ^
Universe into a single entity or ‘universalENERc y
MACHINE!!

“The basic gyroscopic-action-entity comprises ALL
Matter: from the atom to the molecule to the

everyday materials which surround us.”

Evan Soule, Jr.

Director of Information

NEWMAN ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES CORP.

2050 Vineyard Drive, Castle Rock, CO 80104

josephnewman@earthlmk.net

Editorial Office:

P.O. Box 57684, New Orleans, LA 70157-7684

Websites:

http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral76087

http://www.angelfire.com/biz/Newman/index.html

"Someday we’ll understand the whole thing as one

single marvelous vision that will seem so over-

whelmingly simple and beautiful that we may say to

each other - 'Oh, how could we have been so stupid

for so long? How could it have been otherwise
1

’'’

—JOHN ARCHIBALD WHEELER

1 now ask the reader to
on

^
following page=, the DKLA

asfollowing page, uic
pi jy as

ROGER HASTINGS (BETRAYER

situation:
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DECLARATION

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

On February 19, 20 and 21, 1982, and on one previous occasion,

have had the opportunity to examine Joseph Newman's energy
1

eratlng Invention. I have conducted a series of experiments on

fhplnvention and examined Mr. Newman's documentation and patent

durations in some detail. In addition, I have examined the

internal components of the device and found no hidden energy source.

I have verified the remarkable fact that Mr. Newman's device

outs out energy in excess of the energy input. In addition, I

have been fasdinated by the course of theoretical and logical

development which Mr. Newman has pursued over the years and by the

long chain of experimentation which has led him to the current devic .

As you must be aware, the efficient manufacture of a device

the solution on a scale which will allow Immediate and economically

realizable development.

Mr Newman’s pat.ent should be granted as soon aB P033 ^>le 3 °
Th

and harmony for mankind.

Sperry Univac Corporation

Former Associate P:rofessor of ?hysl«

at „orth _Da,ota State University.

WAIVER: I am acting on my own in

this matter, and am in no way

representing Sperry Univac Corp.

IP
S’S'*

DR. ROdER HASTINGS

Date: February 21, 1982

the energy
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The following i.s a picture of myself next to the largest energy machine which was tested by |> T ,,

I tastings who reported that the back power spikes produced by the unit were “75,000 Watt, o( p
'

1

Attempting to hold the shaft of the unit while it was rotating was like trying to stop a Mack truck’ ,

the input current was a mere one-tenth (1/10) of an amp X 200 volts which equals only 20 watt, „f
>“

NOW CAN YOU UNDERSTAND WHY THE POWER BROKERS HAVE PCXJCil li

"TOOTH AND NAIL” FOR NEARLY TWENTY YEARS???



The very day (Thursday— my worship day

Note: i

1998) that I am writing this addition

— ^Eighth Edition of my Book, God had me
W
ec% the following letter:

, e to know that my life’s work does inspire the

[U touches
r
the forthcoming generations. I hope that

young >nW
, bravery and sincerity touches you also.

1

q

S

Jnousee that we mustfightfor theirfuture happiness?]

Brvan Whitehead — Troy, New York
From:

UL y

Dear Mr. Joseph Newman,

I’m writing to you to express my overwhelming

nreciation for sparking a new excitement in my life.

I am currently a student of electrical engineering

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. I learned of

pnerev machine a little over a month ago

simply by surfing the internet. Before that time I

found myself growing extremely dissatisfied with

the education I had been pursuing. But as I read

more and more of your accomplishments and your

completely optimistic outlook on life, I found an

excitement and an immense joy overwhelming my

very being. It was a kind of happiness I thought

I could only find by finding my perfect mate.

I proceeded to tell everyone I knew about your

energy machine. Some “believed” me, but it didn’t

phase them. And some thought I was nuts. I began

to get discouraged, and I began to wonder, what

reason did I have for believing you.

So I managed to get my hands on your book.

I was surprised to find so much of it dedicated to

God. I am a believer so I highly respect your

decision to give so much credit to God.
J’

ve °een

raised as a Pentecostal Protestant. But I did not

really believe until a couple of years ago.

I believe in your accomplishments, not only

because of all the evidence, but also because it is

clear to me that God has blessed you. And I thank

you for doing your best to bless me along with the

rest of the world. Do not be concerned with the

future. You have already made your mark on me

as well as many other honest people. As Go is my

witness, I will do everything I can to help you ring

this technology to the world.

Take care, and God Bless.

Sincerely, Bryan A. Whitehead

The Power Brokers have recently passed in the

U.S. House of Representatives a CRIMINAL
PATENT BILL which says that if the young man

who wrote the above letter — or any other U.S. _

citizen — applied for a U.S. Patent, then:

The proprietary information contained in the

Patent Application will immediately be publicly

available to the manufacturers of the world,

permitting unscrupulous individuals to STEAL

AND MANUFACTURE the innovator’s new

invention since such individuals know that the

U.S. Patent bureaucrats will not process the patent

for two or three years.

Consequently, those unscrupulous individuals

and companies who proceed to manufacture the

plundered innovation will then claim “PRIOR

INVENTION RIGHTS.”

[The above-described Bill is now pending before

the U.S. Senate. The Power Brokers are pressuring

their paid lackeys in Congress for such legislation

in this or subsequent Congressional Sessions
_

and. even the passage of a ‘watered-down version

can be later strengthened in its coercive nature by

Executive edict and bureaucratic administration.)

My present advice to anyone: don t file for a

United States Patent. Proceed with manufactur-

ing as soon as possible - keep all records of

innovation and disclosure ^ce.pts^c- doc -

ment your invention priority and THEN apply to

a patent.

We must fight for our children's rightful future as

ordained by God.

Note Recently a United States soldier was court-

CONTROLLED U.N. Army!

We must FIGHT for our children’s rightful future

as ordained by God.

The following information insttucts^ou how

the Will of God -we WILL WIN.
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Ironically, God has had Ross Perot quote the essence of the evil done to me and related to l„ s

as a Third Party President of the United States:

Perot, Hopping Mad Over Debate Snub, Sues Commission

(the New York Times, September 24, 1996)

WASHINGTON — An outraged Ross Perot today sued the bipartisan Commission on President

Debates for excluding him from the forthcoming televised debates. Tm as mad as an Energy Machin

m a pickle barrel, ” Perot declared, in one of his characteristically colorful metaphors. "You don't need to "dc

Joseph Newman to the country fair to realize that this undermines Americans’ confidence in the entire

democratic process.
”

Perot party’s lawsuit dismised

SAN FRANCISCO — A suit by Ross Perot’s Reform Party,

claiming the laws that govern federal elections and campaign

funding are unfair to third parties, was dismissed Friday by a

federal judge.

U.S. District Judge Vaughn Walker said the campaign funding

law, which provides different amounts of federal money to

presidential candidates based on their parties’ share of the vote

in the last election, was upheld by the Supreme Court in 1976.

He said a lower federal judge has no power to reconsider it.

Note: While I was writing this 8th Edition to you, the above news item demonstrates the corrupt nature

of the political voting system and the laws which keep a Third Party from have much of an opportunity

to establish itself.

Accordingly, examine carefully what is outlined below and read what God has directed me to show you

how to “beat these evil Power Brokers.” Remember, God has made me and you a promise: This is Go s

Technology and he will bring it forward using the People’s money.”

Now is THE TIME!

Do not go to the voting poles and vote: instead, vote “ABSENTEE” for the I ruth and Action )

and Joseph Newman for President in the Year 2(XX).

Read carefully the following Brochure I produced in 1996:

[Note: Yesterday at a local grocery store, a Mexican employee told me

that "U.N. troops now control the United Stales and Mexican Entry Zone

Need I say more?!
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riVlJTH AI\P ACTION PARTYk
PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES; WAKE UP!!!
Pay No Taxes! Obtain loans for home, business, cars, boats — and pay NO interest'.

Plus child care for working mothers, social security, Medicaid, college education, etc. —
all provided when the ownership of the Federal Reserve is returned to the people. And

NO FALSE CRIMINAL DEFICIT WILL BE INHERITED BY YOUR CHILDREN'.

An individual wrote in the

« Press Register column

i^und OB' on Wednesday, June

19,
1 996 :

why bother to vote?

Why should you vote? You elect

. Dentocratic president, what do

pet? Higher taxes and gov-

eminent waste. You elect a Repub-

lican president, what do you get?

Higher taxes and more government

waste Nothing changes. The

Democrats fight the Republicans,

and in the meantime, people are

out here suffering
from higher taxes

and government waste. Tell me

why I should vote."

^ nswen
For the veryexact reasons

the writer

above expresses and MORE!

We must make a correct and

how to make that change!

Question: Why should you

bother to read this?

Reason: This author is known

worldwide forhis intelligence, hon-

esty, and dedication to humanity.

Both the Republicans andDemo-

cradc parties have conspired ever-

more since 1913 to subvert the dic-

tate of the Declaration of Indepen-

dence and through "shell games

have mesmerized the people of this

God-given nation into voluntary

slavery.

A greedy, evil Few now have

King-like power over the people

and their lives, hopes and dreams.

Example: They deliberately

deceive you by the false wording

"Federal Reserve System." These

evil Few have always known that

you the people would believe that

the Federal Reserve System be-

longed to the people. Wrong! The
wording is a deliberate, premedi-

tated lie!

Let me make it simple in terms

of what they have done to you and
your children:

Their fraud is equivalent to me
telling every person in the United

States:

1. Each person has to plow,

fertilize, plantand harvest 100 acres

of com.
2. Each person must then give

me all of the com that is grown.

3. I will then loan each person

just enough com to live on until

next year's harvest.

4. Then each person will give

me back the corn I loaned to you

in #3 above.

5. But now each person must

also pay me interest on the corn.

6. You must also give me this

year's harvest of com in totality.

7. Now I will loan you enough

com to live on in the coming year,

but with one great exception: You

now have a deficit with me!

8. According, I now give you

a little less com to live on in #7

above than I did in #3 above.

9 Now I keep repeating this

scenario year after year until you

are willing to wake up and fight

me for justice for you and your

loved ones.

10. Note: In the scenario above

you and your loved ones have a

greater and greater deficit year by

year and yet you also have less and

less year by year.

11 This is exactly what the

greedy, evil, "king-mentality"
Few

have done to the people of this

Joe Newman

nation since 1913. And now their

desire to get you into voluntary

slavery isbecomingmore andmore

blatant across a wide spectrum of

Injustice to You the People.

Both Democrats and Republi-

cans evily accept bribery from

Special Interests always at the

PEOPLE'S EXPENSE!

Examples: From Advertising ot

Smoking (that Kills) to teenagers,

to Criminal Prices of $1,000 for a

Bolt for war devices - at the

taxpayer's expense. At the same

time they he and contrive to deny

financial and medical aid to the

brave men and women who are

victims of the Gulf War Illnesses

and they attempt to deny its very

existence even though thousands

have already died and thousands

more are sick and many of Iheir

children have a high incidence of

birth defects. And these same evd

individuals in these Partes push

hard for a evil one-world govern-

ment controUedbytheevU,peedy

few— a fact demonstrated
hy *

recent courtmartal of a U.S. ser

viceman who would not wear a

NATO uniform.
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And this injustice includes the

'Blackmail' [having garbage picked

up by Waste Management (National

Power Broker Company) or you can't

get your car tag: BLACKMAIL) now
happening to the people of George

County, Mississippi now proves this

Truth which I have repeatedly pre-

sented. Plus gestapo killings of men,

women and children at Waco, Texas

and the Weavers at Ruby Ridge, Idaho.

Hundreds of militia organizations

(composed mostly of U.S. citizens

with no criminal record) are now
springing up across America. This

is indicative of the PEOPLE'S FRUS-
TRATIONS AND CONCERNS with

the real issues as outlined above.

VOTING for a GOOD CHANGE
is the way to eliminate these very

legitimate FRUSTRATIONS and

CONCERNS.

Note: Individuals or leaders of this

nation who truly loved the people more

than his or her own life would most

certainly take action to give all the com
(of #1-10 above) to the people.

Moreover, the people of America

are being subjected to greater and

greater levels of indentured slavery.

Example: In the 1950s, a man could

bring home the bacon, pay the

mortgage, and his wife could raise

the children as God intended.

Now, both the husband and wife

work, they still cannot live as they

lived in the 1950s, and the children of

the nation are not raised and taught as

God intended and teaches. And the

nation is now reaping this discord.

Note: To all of you: If you bet

your family's well-being on a horse

race, you would not bet on a horse

with a record of losing, but a horse

with a history of winning.

Likewise, if you are to choose a

person for president of this nation,

would you not find it equally as

intelligent to examine the Life Record

of the individual as to whether they

have proof that they have served the

people or themselves and the evil

Few they represent?

Clinton is as wishy-washy as one

can be. Dole even brags that he has

been a part of a system which for

years has taken more and more from

you and your loved ones' happiness,

hopes and dreams.

Note: In sharp contrast my life

is well-documented that I fight for

all People at great expense to myself.

Since 1983 I have received Exten-

sive News Service coverage on my
life's work I started in 1965 on a

Revolutionary Evergy Invention for

Humanity.
I had been feahired on CBS /NBC /

ABC/CNN National News, in thou-

sands ofnewspapers/ talkshows, and

on the Tonight Show with johnny

Carson about my fight with U.S. Gov-

ernment trying to keep this Energy

Source from the People.

Eleven Congressmen introduced

Bills into Congress to issue Joseph

Newman a Pioneering Patent. The
eleven Bills was not allowed to get

on the House Floorby one entrenched

Congressman.
Congressman Toricelli of New

Jersey was one of the eleven Con-

gressmen and stated:

This is the Greatest Conspiracy

against any Human Being in the

History of the World.

"

Congressman Dowdy of Miss-

issippi was one of the eleven Con-

gressman and stated:

"It is criminal what the U.S.

government and U.S. Patent Office

have done to keep this Revolution-

ary Energy Invention from the

People oftbis nationandthe world.
“

Note: Both were Democrats, yet

the Democrats did nothing!

Not to be outdone: The Repub-

lican Subcommittee issued a written

Report also saying the same in es-

sence. Yet the Republicans did

nothing. It was so outrageous. I was

written up in LIFE Magazine Sep-

tember 1986 as "David Against

Goliath," and the writer states "She

hopes I win."

Ironically, the extent of my life's

fight for the People on this Revolu-

tionary Energy Invention, surpressed

by the Republicans and Democrats

will be aired on National Documen-

tary about same this year.

Fact: I was offered an open-ended

check to sell the People out. I said nol

Fact: My life was threatened by

the same evil greedy Few who
manipulate and control the Demo-

crats and Republicans. Saying they

would kill me if I did not sell out

to them. I said HELL NOl

aiiuws across the U S
people uponhearingmy fight fo.asked me to run for President m '

times I said "No, because P^ny

offended me and was a
compromise at the People's Fv^!

0f

and I could best serveHumanitybS*
separate from it's fraud and alw^

g

telling the People the exact Tr^
Now I realize I must beat them

at their own Manipulating Gam*
against the people.

Both Democrats and Republicans
have deliberately set up the proce
dure at Elections for President— that
you can't vote for anyone but whom
they nominate for you to vote for

Therefore you must outthink
them! The Constitution says you
have the right to vote for anyone
you choose to be President

Article 12 of the U.S. Constitu-

tion clearly states, "... and they shall

make distinct lists of ALL PERSONS
voted for as President . .

.* (Emphasis

added.) Article 14 clearly proves in

an opposite manner that every regis-

tered voter's vote will be counted in

electing a President! — in that crimi-

nal voters shall be "representation

therein shall be reduced." — mean-

ing their vote will be taken away.

The corrupt systemhoweverdoes

not allow you to do that at the voting

polls!

"Think." However, get a absen-

tee ballot in advance of the Presi-

dential Election. Write in who you

want to be PresidenL Also, make

two copies— one for yourself and

one to be sent to a central office of

like-minded people tike yourself in

your voting area, whereby they keep

a total check on how many of you

so voted in that area.
_

Reason: Many corrupt preoncB

will violate the Constitution

MOT count the person you no

natetl saying that you eitherVOTE

Continued next pap
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^Inded people - keep your

"ke
'tro'd of likemlnded voting

I 0vvn
rcc

go verified statewide.

V^we all pull together we wiU
AnC

lhi majorityof
the electoral votes

s^ate in the United States,

of every
>,nnw this? Simple:

state ui »•*««- ------

. hovV do I know this? Simple:

^national statistics now show that

50% of the people in the United
°Ve

>

r

fhave, in essence, the same

feeling as that expressed by the

Mobile writer at the beginning of

disclosed that both the Repub-

lican and Democratic Powers wdl

spend millions
(Loop-Hole) tobe sure

one of them is reelected.

I must give you a reason to want

tovote. I submit my lifeswork to you

in my book - The Energy Machine

of Joseph Newman
- which is avail-

able in many libraries across the

United States. You library can pull

it up on the computer and borrow

it from another library or ask your

library to obtain it.

My life's work is summed up by

the award-winning movie,

BRAVEHEART which numerous

People upon having read my life's

work called my wife and said: "They

thought of me when they saw the

movie."

Thebook covers numerous subjects

from Energy to Economics and verifies

everything 1 have said to you.

Through turning the Federal
Reserve System back to you, the

people — you will pay NO taxes.

You will make loans and pay NO
interest. Energy cost will be a prob-

lem of the past as well as the problem
of child care for working mothers,

social security, medicaid, college

education, etc.— to name only a few

of the vast benefits which will be
provided for.

Reason: Simple. Lookback at the

corn example above: I in essence

give ALL thecom back to the people.

Likewise, the Federal Reserve Sys- _
tem does the same effect for you the

people when I give it back to you.

I have a Fighting Spirit to serve

the People. Don't think for a second

that if you join me in a Third Party

- the Truth and Action Party - that

the Power Brokers can beat us. NO!

It is easy to expose their "shell

games." Join me and force them to

discuss the Federal Reserve System

and Deficitwithmebefore the People.

They will cringe at the thought!

Truth is like a laser beam and will

bum through the politician's Gar-

bage. Ironically, the movie INDE-

PENDENCE began onmy 60thbirth-

day, July 2, 1996.

Fact: The evil Few, through the

manipulation and control ofboth the

Republican and Democratic parties

have placed you and yourloved ones

under perpetual indentured slavery

where each new generation of chil-

dren must perpetually pay off the

Evil and Criminal False Debt created

against their parents by the evil Few.

Action: Set youselvea Free. You
pick up the Absentee Ballot before

election— making it speak for you.

Pick it up at your area voting reg-

istration office.

Vote for Joseph Newman,
founder of Truth and Action Party,

for Presidenton the Absentee Ballot

write it on the Ballot and send it

into the required voting registra-

tion office and to your local

tikeminded area counter office and

keep a copy for yourself.

Your vote for JosephNewman for

President is a vote of Freedom over

the persecution and slavery of the

Republicans and Democrats. Also,

send copies of this letter to your

friends an loved ones. Note: They

have nothing to lose and everything

to gain.

NOTE:

THE FEDERAL ELECTION
COMMISSION has had me on

Record for President of the United

States by Identification Number

C00217950 for the last several years.

No state can pass a law violating

the Constitution:

Accordingly as the FEDERAL

ELECTION COMMISSION accepts

me as a Presidential Candidate so

must your county (Parishes) and

^Vote for FREEDOM and a

GOOD change.

=^^^op.e: Keep your,ax

businesses, e.c. If these changes are done rtdhgrtfr

‘

h*n“"S™ P

of the materialistic items of life will be FANTASTIC.

For those concerned about a woman's right to a safe abortion - see next p g

Joseph Weslley Newman

cilia a
D
„

n
m
V'

|

SpS„inee, rthlink.„e,
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a .

21st centurv
- l»'»WA,miE.UfE BOOKS, -tv Great Ci,~-

Ihe Truth of whit*!** l°
VC,y — touches my Soul and vividly shows

cl .

sPcak - Above is a destitute child begging for Mercy Money!She has no hope, no dreams, and no reason to believe in Cod

Joseph Westley Neu man

- For President -

Write-In Ballot
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and his

astonishing

energy machine
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The Author’s Purpose
those who may be inspired by what I have written within this book — it is to you that I write the following.

T
" r - never been anything written before my work that was complete in terms of answering all there is to know

TherC h

en subject. There is also nothing that I have written in this book which represents any final aspect of

°n
^iVeand for the future, I doubt that there will ever be an end to the quest for knowledge in any intellectual domain,

^liouslv established and accepted subject matter is incomplete if it cannot clearly and distinctly provide

^ler lo Z quescion (appropriate .0 thtt subject matter) whtch is posed by the mind of an honest and

inauisitive person.

u/ m what I present in this book,' I do not endeavor to awe you but, on the contrary, I wish to inspire you to

.J, on my shoulders and see further than I have seen” (to paraphrase Isaac Newton). It is my purpose to enable

nn to teac/ others to question everything and to accept nothing blindly. Likewise, do not blindly accept what I

y<

0

"
in ^5 book just as you should not blindly accept that which is taught in any given historical age. You

hive before you Ihe evidence of history to verify the error of blind, non-intellectual acceptance of dogma. In essence,

I wish to encourage all people to “THINK FOR THEMSELVES.

The new source of energy which I disclose in this book is not the ultimate discovery. On the contrary. The

energy which I have discovered is as basic as the WHEEL itself, and such energy will vastly improve the qualitative

life of our human species. Moreover, World Peace can result from such improvement.

I foresee in the future that expanded space travel will become an exciting reality as a result of the utilizahon

of this new source of energy. All aspects of science will be greatly enhanced by the thorough mastery of what

present m this book and, as a result, beneficial changes of a phenomenal nature will quickly occur for our species.

If I can only bestow upon the reader the excitement and enchantment which I foresee within the immediate

grasp of our human species: access to energy will no longer be a problem and there will be a mergv

between economics and automation. Moreover, the mysteries within the Universe will be experienced by our children

and their descendants.

The reader will find that I discuss many different but related topics within this book. Read carefully what I have

written and you will discover that I have no ulterior motive other than a sincere quest for “Absolute Iru

Many years ago, I wrote —
To all peoples whose brain burns and aches to accomplish great things and changes for the good,

may God and/or the Goodness of the Universe be with you. For you are the Goodness of t \e

Universe and do good for people in spite of themselves. And I salute you!

JOSEPH WESTLEY NEWMAN

“If the manner in which Joseph Newman conducted his experiments and the results were made

known to the industrial or engineering community then, in my opinion, several companies and/

or individuals possess the expertise and capabilities to construct the hardware require to u >

exploit the apparent capability of his new concepts.’

— Dr. Robert E. Smith

Chief Orbital and Space Environment Branch, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center NA5A
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EDITOR’S NOTE to the 8th Edition:

The following pages of information (VCR Tapes,
articles, reports, etc.) are no longer available for
purchase. However, originals of all these items now
exist for archival and research purposes. Much of this
information is now featured in the body of this book.

[These pages were originally included in earlier Editions
and are featured here for historical continuity.]

Please note that Joseph Newman Publishing Co. has moved
to a new address in Colorado.



„ Tapes non' m ailable!
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/See reverse)
1

!pF OF JOSEPH NEWMAN’S
BTAJJA

4

3

cVirF I jniversity PR
[ state university presentation

-
, sdav evening, February 25, 1986, inventor Joseph

iJn uct
'

sen ted his electromagnetic theories and technical

^nu '1 Pre
*

e , 500 people in the main auditorium of
processes be

Unjversjty jn Baton Rouge, Louisiana. This
Louisiana m

rct1 b>, ( |ie American Society of Mechanical
e,1t " :

'c Prudent Chapter), the LSU College of Design, and

h?HELENE Foundation

h' excellent and visually graphic presentation, Joseph Newman gives an overview of the events that

IO C

mechanical understanding of magnetic attraction and repulsion and he explains the technical processes

led to bis m^
cQncep ts 0 f electromagnetism. In addition, by hearing the anecdotes that affected his life, the

relating to

^ [he opportunity to know the "human side" of Joseph Newman the inventor. This tape features a
audience

slides and graphics that highlight and illustrate the subject matter in this presentation,
large nu

s $39 95 Industrial grade quality

(Add 1600 for OVERSEAS postage.) Available in VHS or BETA. Originallyfilmed on % ’
’ tape.

ITEM #4 (See reverse)

VCR TYPE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN’S
LOUISIANA SUPERDOME PRESENTATION

From Friday, April II, 1986 - Thursday, April 17,

1986, [oseph Newman held a continuous energy

machine demonstration in the Louisiana Superdome.

Over 8,500 people from across the country attended this event which

featured an apr 180-pound energy machine (with a reciprocating magnet

armature operating with high voltage/very low amperage input) that

powered a variety of lights. In addition, Joseph Newman had various

magnetic demonstrations which further proved that a magnetic field is a

kinetic river of energy

As Dr. Roger Hastings has stated, "The significance of high voltage on the Newman motor is that our data show

that 1) the output power increases as the square of the input voltage, 2) the input power increases linearly with the

voltage, 3) the motor efficiency increases linearly with the voltage, 4) output power levels required, for example, to

power a home will require input voltages estimated at ten to twenty kilovolts.” This tape features the Wednesday

evening presentation on April 16, 1986.

Apr. 60 minutes, *29.95 Consumer grade quality.

(Add *6.00 for OVERSEAS postage.) Available in VHS or BETA. Originallyfilmedon h tape.

ITEM #5 (See reverse)

VCR TAPE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN S

JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI NEWS CONFERENCE/DEMONSTRATION

In the Sheraton Regency Hotel on Wednesday, August 20, 1986 at 10:30AM,

inventor Joseph Newman operated his latest, portable, home appliance fan

motor and also demonstrated the practicality of a revolutionary

electromagnetic lifting and motion device for Earth and space travel. He
demonstrated — contrary to conventional scientific teaching — that the

electromagnetic effect occurring between objects can be made to

consistently repel regardless of whether a magnetic entity has its poles

reversed or whether the current in a conductor is reversed.

"The levitation experiment
In his Declaration of August 22, 1986 (see ITEM #17 on reverse), Dr. Hastings wrote:

demonstrated a vertical force exceeding the force of gravity on strands of #40 copper wire when a feu hu

milliamps were applied " The watts needed to power the Newman-motor-connected-fan at high speed is .j' •

( °03 amps X 2300 volts). In addition, six times the current is going back into the batteries than comes ou. o

batteries To equal the speed of the Newman-motor-connected-fan, the input into the conventiona a

Ap^?„^r,"V95
8 UmPS X 75 VO" S) Consumer grade quality.

(Add *6.00 for OVERSEAS postage.) Available in VHS or BETA Originallyfilmedon '/, tape

PHOTOS BY ORLEANS PHOTOGRAPHY
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vv New VCR Tape now available
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inSEPH NEWMAN’S ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILE DEMONSTRATION AT BILOXI, MISSISSIPPI
tape OF JOSEPH\CR

. March 11, 1987, inventor Joseph Newman demonstrated his revolutionary

, W ednesday nior
Bj |0xj coliseum before apr. 750 people and newsmedia. This videotape

Electric
automobile^ automobile as well as other demonstrations, slides and graphics.

. footage
industrial grade quality.

Please specify VHS or BETA .

(Note: EM’s RF energy is audible on the tape
]

Box 52, Lucedale, MS 39452
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Joe Newman ’s Philosophy:

'IfIt Can’t BeDone, It Interests Me. ’

Joe Newman

A great thinker is seldom a disputant He answers other

men 's arguments by stating the truth as he sees it.

— Daniel March

Joseph Newman is an original thinker who has the ability

to visualize the mechanical essence of what he evaluates.

For the past 23 years, he has made his living by invent-

ing. He holds eight patents for inventions which include

plastic-covered barbell sets, a mechanical orange picker, a

bike that does “wheelies," a knife that always lands point

forward, and a new type of automobile rain-deflector.

Joe’s formal education ended after his junior year of col-

lege so that he could pursue his true love — inventing. He
did, however, continue to use his own brains and books to

teach himself physics, chemistry, astronomy, and other

areas of science.

At one point, Joe began to study the experiments and
writings of the famous English scientist Michael Faraday,

whose ideas led to the development of the modern electri-

cal generator. Following 15 years of independent study,

Joe explained his theory in a 133-page document which
described a new technical process for understanding and
utilizing a source of unlimited energy.

According to previously written statements, the Newman
energy generator (its formal name) works successfully

because “all mass is made up of electromagnetic energy, and
if the proper, mechanically-designed mechanism is

built, one can change mass into pure electrical energy

and/or rotational motion in a 100-percent conversion pro-

cess." His three operational prototypes — one small, one
medium in size, and a third weighing over 5,000 pounds
with a 600-pound rotating magnet — have already been

constructed. He built the three machines several years ago

in his workshop, and he repeatedly emphasizes that he

developed his conceptual theory over a period of 15 years
\

before building the first physical prototype.

Joe Newman says that his invention is far more efficient
'

than conventional nuclear energy and doesn’t release any

harmful radiation. He also says that his invention will

replace all other forms of energy. It will be utilized in the

home, by industry, and to produce commercial electrical

energy at a small fraction of today’s cost.

More than 30 competent physicists, electrical engineers,

and technical individuals have signed Affidavits which

state that Joseph Newman’s invention does what he says it

does: the external energy output exceeds the external,

electrical energy input. This additional energy output is

the result of the internal, magnetic energy within Joe’s in-

vention being converted to electrical energy. [This process

is described in this book
]

Those who have signed the Affidavits include Milton

Everett (biomass energy specialist from the Mississippi De-

partment of Energy and Transportation), Mike Meatyard

(electrical engineer for the Alabama Corps of Engineers),

Eike Mueller (European Space Agency mission coordinator

with NASA), and Dr. Roger Hastings (a principal physicist

for Sperry-Univac, Inc., St. Paul, Minnesota).

In his endorsement, Dr. Roger Hastings writes:

“To date we have been pouring huge funds into nuclear fu-

sion in search of this dream. It appears that Mr. Newman

has found the solution on a scale which will allow im-

mediate and economically reliable development

As Joe Newman says, “The finished prototype of what

teach will change the world drastically for the good o

mankind, more so than any invention before this time.

For the first time In our history, this book —

THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH NEWMAN

discloses the principles and technology require

create a totally new method of energy genera

via “an Invention whose time has come.


